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Preface

The interest in data science is rapidly growing. Many consider data science as the
profession of the future. Just like computer science emerged as a discipline in the
1970s, we now witness the rapid creation of research centers and bachelor/master
programs in data science. The hype related to Big Data and predictive analytics
illustrates this. Data (“Big” or “small”) are essential for people and organizations
and their importance will only increase. However, it is not sufficient to focus on data
storage and data analysis. A data scientist also needs to relate data to operational
processes and be able to ask the right questions. This requires an understanding of
end-to-end processes. Process mining bridges the gap between traditional model-
based process analysis (e.g., simulation and other business process management
techniques) and data-centric analysis techniques such as machine learning and data
mining. Process mining provides a new means to improve processes in a variety of
application domains. The omnipresence of event data combined with process mining
allows organizations to diagnose problems based on facts rather than fiction.

Although traditional Business Process Management (BPM) and Business Intelli-
gence (BI) technologies received lots of attention, they did not live up to the expec-
tations raised by academics, consultants, and software vendors. Probably, the same
will happen to most of the Big Data technologies vigorously promoted today. The
goal should be to improve the operational processes themselves rather than the ar-
tifacts (models, data, and systems) they use. As will be demonstrated in this book,
there are novel ways to put “data science in action” and improve processes based on
the data they generate.

Process mining is an emerging discipline providing comprehensive sets of tools
to provide fact-based insights and to support process improvements. This new disci-
pline builds on process model-driven approaches and data mining. However, process
mining is much more than an amalgamation of existing approaches. For example,
existing data mining techniques are too data-centric to provide a comprehensive un-
derstanding of the end-to-end processes in an organization. BI tools focus on sim-
ple dashboards and reporting rather than clear-cut business process insights. BPM
suites heavily rely on experts modeling idealized to-be processes and do not help
the stakeholders to understand the as-is processes.
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viii Preface

This book presents a range of process mining techniques that help organizations
to uncover their actual business processes. Process mining is not limited to pro-
cess discovery. By tightly coupling event data and process models, it is possible to
check conformance, detect deviations, predict delays, support decision making, and
recommend process redesigns. Process mining breathes life into otherwise static
process models and puts today’s massive data volumes in a process context. Hence,
managements trends related to process improvement (e.g., Six Sigma, TQM, CPI,
and CPM) and compliance (SOX, Basel II, etc.) can benefit from process mining.

Process mining, as described in this book, emerged in the last decade [156, 160].
However, the roots date back about half a century. For example, Anil Nerode pre-
sented an approach to synthesize finite-state machines from example traces in 1958
[108], Carl Adam Petri introduced the first modeling language adequately capturing
concurrency in 1962 [111], and Mark Gold was the first to systematically explore
different notions of learnability in 1967 [61]. When data mining started to flour-
ish in the 1990s, little attention was given to processes. Moreover, only recently
event logs have become omnipresent thus enabling end-to-end process discovery.
Since the first survey on process mining in 2003 [156], progress has been spectacu-
lar. Process mining techniques have become mature and supported by various tools.
Moreover, whereas initially the primary focus was on process discovery, the pro-
cess mining spectrum has broadened markedly. For instance, conformance check-
ing, multi-perspective process mining, and operational support have become integral
parts of ProM, one of the leading process mining tools.

The book provides a comprehensive overview of the state-of-the-art in process
mining. It is intended as an introduction to the topic for practitioners, students, and
academics. On the one hand, the book is accessible for people that are new to the
topic. On the other hand, the book does not avoid explaining important concepts
on a rigorous manner. The book aims to be self-contained while covering the entire
process mining spectrum from process discovery to operational support. Therefore,
it also serves as a reference handbook for people dealing with BPM or BI on a
day-to-day basis.

The first edition of this book appeared in 2011 under the title “Process Mining:
Discovery, Conformance and Enhancement of Business Processes” [140]. Given
the rapid developments in process mining, there was a clear need for an updated
version. The original book has been extended in several ways. First of all, process
mining has been put into the broader context of data science (see the new Chap. 1).
This explains the new subtitle “Data Science in Action”. There is an urgent need
for data scientists able to help organizations improve their operational processes.
Therefore, the new edition of the book positions process mining in this broader con-
text and relates it to statistics, data mining, Big Data, etc. Second, there has been
significant progress in process discovery in recent years. This is exemplified by the
family of inductive mining techniques that can handle large incomplete event logs
with infrequent behavior, but still provide formal guarantees. The basic elements of
inductive mining (Sect. 7.5) and the notion of process trees (Sect. 3.2.8) have been
added to this book. Third, the notion of alignments has become a key concept to re-
late observed behavior and modeled behavior. The chapter on conformance check-
ing has been extended to carefully introduce alignments (Sect. 8.3). Moreover, next
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to fitness, also quality dimensions like precision are now defined. Fourth, a chap-
ter on “process mining in the large” (Chap. 12) has been added to illustrate that
process mining can exploit modern infrastructures and that process discovery and
conformance checking can be decomposed and distributed. Since the first edition of
the book, many new process mining products emerged (often inspired by the open
source platform ProM and the previous edition of this book). The chapter on tools
(Chap. 11) has been completely rewritten and discusses commercial tools like Celo-
nis Process Mining, Disco, Enterprise Discovery Suite, Interstage Business Process
Manager Analytics, Minit, myInvenio, Perceptive Process Mining, QPR ProcessAn-
alyzer, Rialto Process, SNP Business Process Analysis, and webMethods Process
Performance Manager (next to open-source initiatives like ProM and RapidProM).
Finally, pointers to recent literature have been added and a new section of data qual-
ity has been added (Sect. 5.4). These changes justify a revised edition of the book.

The reader can immediately put process mining into practice due to the applica-
bility of the techniques, the availability of (open-source) process mining software,
and the abundance of event data in today’s information systems. I sincerely hope
that you enjoy reading this book and start using some of the amazing process min-
ing techniques available today.

Wil van der AalstEindhoven, The Netherlands
January 2016
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The goal of process mining is to turn event data into insights and actions. Process
mining is an integral part of data science, fueled by the availability of data and the
desire to improve processes. Part I sets the scene for the more technical chapters
on process modeling, data mining, data extraction, process discovery, conformance
checking, performance analysis, and operational support. Chapter 1 starts with an
overview of the data science discipline and is used to position process mining. Chap-
ter 2 introduces the basic concepts of process mining.



Chapter 1
Data Science in Action

In recent years, data science emerged as a new and important discipline. It can
be viewed as an amalgamation of classical disciplines like statistics, data mining,
databases, and distributed systems. Existing approaches need to be combined to
turn abundantly available data into value for individuals, organizations, and society.
Moreover, new challenges have emerged, not just in terms of size (“Big Data”) but
also in terms of the questions to be answered. This book focuses on the analysis of
behavior based on event data. Process mining techniques use event data to discover
processes, check compliance, analyze bottlenecks, compare process variants, and
suggest improvements. In later chapters, we will show that process mining provides
powerful tools for today’s data scientist. However, before introducing the main topic
of the book, we provide an overview of the data science discipline.

1.1 Internet of Events

As described in [73], society shifted from being predominantly “analog” to “digital”
in just a few years. This has had an incredible impact on the way we do business
and communicate [99]. Society, organizations, and people are “Always On”. Data
are collected about anything, at any time, and at any place. Nowadays, the term “Big
Data” is often used to refer the expanding capabilities of information systems and
other systems that depend on computing. These developments are well character-
ized by Moore’s law. Gordon Moore, the co-founder of Intel, predicted in 1965 that
the number of components in integrated circuits would double every year. During
the last 50 years the growth has indeed been exponential, albeit at a slightly slower
pace. For example, the number of transistors on integrated circuits has been dou-
bling every two years. Disk capacity, performance of computers per unit cost, the
number of pixels per dollar, etc. have been growing at a similar pace. Besides these
incredible technological advances, people and organizations depend more and more
on computerized devices and information sources on the Internet. The IDC Digital
Universe Study of April 2014 confirms again the spectacular growth of data [134].
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This study estimates that the amount of digital information (cf. personal computers,
digital cameras, servers, sensors) stored in 2014 already exceeded 4 Zettabytes and
predicts that the “digital universe” will to grow to 44 Zettabytes in 2020. The IDC
study characterizes 44 Zettabytes as “6.6 stacks of iPads from Earth to the Moon”.
This illustrates that the long anticipated data explosion has become an undeniable
reality.

From Bits to Zettabytes
A “bit” is the smallest unit of information possible. One bit has two pos-
sible values: 1 (on) and 0 (off). A “byte” is composed of 8 bits and can
represent 28 = 256 values. To talk about larger amounts of data, multi-
ples of 1000 are used: 1 Kilobyte (KB) equals 1000 bytes, 1 Megabyte
(MB) equals 1000 KB, 1 Gigabyte (GB) equals 1000 MB, 1 Terabyte (TB)
equals 1000 GB, 1 Petabyte (PB) equals 1000 TB, 1 Exabyte (EB) equals
1000 PB, and 1 Zettabyte (ZB) equals 1000 EB. Hence, 1 Zettabyte is
1021 = 1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 bytes. Note that here we used the
International System of Units (SI) set of unit prefixes, also known as SI pre-
fixes, rather than binary prefixes. If we assume binary prefixes, then 1 Kilo-
byte is 210 = 1024 bytes, 1 Megabyte is 220 = 1048576 bytes, and 1 Zettabyte
is 270 ≈ 1.18× 1021 bytes.

Most of the data stored in the digital universe is unstructured, and organizations
have problems dealing with such large quantities of data. One of the main challenges
of today’s organizations is to extract information and value from data stored in their
information systems.

The importance of information systems is not only reflected by the spectacular
growth of data, but also by the role that these systems play in today’s business pro-
cesses as the digital universe and the physical universe are becoming more and more
aligned. For example, the “state of a bank” is mainly determined by the data stored
in the bank’s information system. Money has become a predominantly digital en-
tity. When booking a flight over the Internet, a customer is interacting with many
organizations (airline, travel agency, bank, and various brokers), often without being
aware of it. If the booking is successful, the customer receives an e-ticket. Note that
an e-ticket is basically a number, thus illustrating the alignment between the digi-
tal and physical universe. When the SAP system of a large manufacturer indicates
that a particular product is out of stock, it is impossible to sell or ship the product
even when it is available in physical form. Technologies such as RFID (Radio Fre-
quency Identification), GPS (Global Positioning System), and sensor networks will
stimulate a further alignment of the digital universe and the physical universe. RFID
tags make it possible to track and trace individual items. Also note that more and
more devices are being monitored. Already 14 billion devices are connected to the
Internet [134]. For example, Philips Healthcare is monitoring its medical equipment
(e.g., X-ray machines and CT scanners) all over the world. This helps Philips to
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Fig. 1.1 Internet of Events
(IoE): Event data are
generated from a variety of
sources connected to the
Internet

understand the needs of customers, test their systems under realistic circumstances,
anticipate problems, service systems remotely, and learn from recurring problems.
The success of the “App Store” of Apple illustrates that location-awareness com-
bined with a continuous Internet connection enables new ways to pervasively inter-
twine the digital universe and the physical universe.

The spectacular growth of the digital universe, summarized by the overhyped
term “Big Data”, makes it possible to record, derive, and analyze events. Events
may take place inside a machine (e.g., an X-ray machine, an ATM, or baggage
handling system), inside an enterprise information system (e.g., an order placed
by a customer or the submission of a tax declaration), inside a hospital (e.g., the
analysis of a blood sample), inside a social network (e.g., exchanging e-mails or
twitter messages), inside a transportation system (e.g., checking in, buying a ticket,
or passing through a toll booth), etc. Events may be “life events”, “machine events”,
or “organization events”. The term Internet of Events (IoE), coined in [146], refers
to all event data available. The IoE is composed of:

• The Internet of Content (IoC), i.e., all information created by humans to increase
knowledge on particular subjects. The IoC includes traditional web pages, arti-
cles, encyclopedia like Wikipedia, YouTube, e-books, newsfeeds, etc.

• The Internet of People (IoP), i.e., all data related to social interaction. The IoP
includes e-mail, Facebook, Twitter, forums, LinkedIn, etc.

• The Internet of Things (IoT), i.e., all physical objects connected to the network.
The IoT includes all things that have a unique id and a presence in an Internet-like
structure.

• The Internet of Locations (IoL) which refers to all data that have a geographical
or geospatial dimension. With the uptake of mobile devices (e.g., smartphones)
more and more events have location or movement attributes.

Note that the IoC, the IoP, the IoT, and the IoL are overlapping. For example, a place
name on a webpage or the location from which a tweet was sent. Process min-
ing aims to exploit event data in a meaningful way, for example, to provide in-
sights, identify bottlenecks, anticipate problems, record policy violations, recom-
mend countermeasures, and streamline processes. This explains our focus on event
data.
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Fig. 1.2 The transition from analog to digital dramatically changed the way we create and share
photos. This is one of the factors contributing to the rapid expansion of the Internet of Events (IoE)

To illustrate the above developments, let us consider the development of pho-
tography over time (see Fig. 1.2). Photography emerged at the beginning of the
19th century. Around 1800, Thomas Wedgwood attempted to capture the image in
a camera obscura by means of a light-sensitive substance. The earliest remaining
photo dates from 1826. Towards the end of the 19th century, photographic tech-
niques matured. George Eastman founded Kodak around 1890 and produced “The
Kodak” box camera that was sold for $25, thus making photography accessible for
a larger group of people. The company witnessed the rapid growth of photography
while competing with companies like Fujifilm. In 1976, Kodak was responsible for
90% of film sales and 85% of camera sales in the United States [57]. Kodak de-
veloped the first digital camera in 1975, i.e., at the peak of its success. The Kodak
digital camera had the size of a toaster and a CCD image sensor that only allowed
for 0.01 megapixel black and white pictures. It marked the beginning of digital pho-
tography, but also the decline of Kodak. Kodak was unable to adapt to the market
of digital photography. Competitors like Sony, Canon, and Nikon better adapted
to the rapid transition from analog to digital. In 2003, the sales of digital cameras
exceeded the sales of traditional cameras for the first time. Today, the market for
analog photography is virtually non-existent. Soon after their introduction, smart-
phones with built-in cameras overtook dedicated cameras. The first iPad having a
camera (iPad 2) was presented on March 2nd, 2011 by Steve Jobs. Today, the sales
of tablet-like devices like the iPad exceed the sales of traditional PCs (desktops
and laptops). As a result of these developments, most photos are made using mo-
bile phones and tablets. The remarkable transition from analog to digital photogra-
phy has had an impact that goes far beyond the photos themselves. Today, photos
have GPS coordinates allowing for localization. Photos can be shared online (e.g.,
Flickr, Instagram, Facebook, and Twitter) and changed the way we communicate
and socialize (see the uptake of the term “selfie”). Smartphone apps can detect eye
cancer, melanoma, and other diseases by analyzing photos. A photo created using
a smartphone may generate a wide range of events (e.g., sharing) having data at-
tributes (e.g., location) that reach far beyond the actual image. As illustrated by
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Fig. 1.3 An example of a customer journey illustrating the many (digital) touchpoints generating
events that allow us to understand and serve customers better

Fig. 1.2, developments in photography accelerated since the first digital camera,
and the transition from analog to digital photography contributed significantly to
the growth of the Internet of Events (IoE). Digitalization resulted not just in con-
tent (e.g., photos) but also in new ways to capture “events” showing what is really
happening.

Let us now consider another development: the digitization1 of the customer jour-
ney where customers interact in multiple novel ways with organizations [36]. In the
digital era, there are many touchpoints using different media. The center of Fig. 1.3
shows the different media: social media, e-mails, websites, face-to-face contacts,
call-centers, etc. Although there are significant differences between the wide va-
riety communication channels, “content” tends to become less dependent on the
media used (phone, laptop, etc.). Smartphones and iPads can make photographs,
computers can be used to make phone calls (through Skype or FaceTime), and cus-
tomer complaints can be expressed via a website or call-center. Different devices
and services co-exist in an integrated ecosystem. Consider, for example, the captur-
ing, managing, publication, viewing, and sharing of photos using digital cameras,
mobile phones, computers, websites, media-players, printers, televisions, interactive
whiteboards, etc.

1Some distinguish between the terms digitization and digitalization where digitization is the pro-
cess of converting an analogue reality into digital bits and digitalization refers to the way in which
social life and businesses are impacted by digital communication infrastructures. In this book, we
do not use this distinction as both are too much intertwined.
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Figure 1.3 distinguishes seven stages for an archetypal customer journey:

1. Awareness of product or brand. The customer needs to be aware of the product
and/or brand to start a customer journey. For example, a customer that does not
know about the existence of air purifiers will not consider buying one. (An air pu-
rifier removes contaminants from the air in a room to fight allergies, asthmatics,
or tobacco smoke.)

2. Orientation. During the second stage, the customer is interested in a product,
possibly of a particular brand. For example, the customer searches for the dif-
ferences between air purifiers, e.g., there are devices that use thermodynamic
sterilization, ultraviolet germicidal irradiation, HEPA filters, etc.

3. Planning/shopping. After the orientation phase the customer many decide to pur-
chase a product or service. This requires planning and/or shopping, e.g., brows-
ing websites for the best offer.

4. Purchase or booking. If the customer is satisfied with a particular offering, the
product is bought or the service (e.g., flight or hotel) is booked.

5. (Wait for) delivery. This is the stage after purchasing the product or booking
the service, but before the actual delivery. For example, the air purifier that was
purchased is unexpectedly out of stock, resulting in a long delivery time and an
unhappy customer. Events like this are an integral part of the customer journey.

6. Consume, use, experience. At the sixth stage, the product or service is used. For
example, the air purifier arrived and is used on a daily basis. While using the
product or service, a multitude of events may be generated. For example, some
air purifiers are connected to the Internet measuring the air quality. The user
can control the purifier via an app and monitor the air quality remotely. The
recorded event data can be used to understand the actual use of the product by
the customer.

7. After sales, follow-up, complaints handling. This is the stage that follows the
actual use of the product or service. For example, the customer may want to
return the air purifier because it is broken or does not deliver the performance
expected. At this seventh stage, new add-on products may be offered (e.g., air
filters).

Given a particular product or organization, many customer journeys are possible.
The customer journey is definitely not a linear process. Stages may be skipped and
revisited. Moreover, customers may use many products of the same brand leading
to an overall customer experience influencing future purchase decisions.

Figure 1.3 shows one particular customer journey to illustrate the different touch-
points potentially providing lots of event data for analysis. Consider a teenager (let
us call her Anne) that wants to make a trip from Eindhoven Central Station to Am-
sterdam to visit the Van Gogh Museum. Anne first explores different ways to travel
to Amsterdam (1) followed by a visit to the website of NS (Dutch railroad com-
pany) (2). Anne finds out that she needs to buy a so-called “OV-chipcard”. Such a
card gives access to a contactless smartcard system used for all public transport in
the Netherlands. Using the card Anne can check-in at the start of a trip and check-
out at the end of trip. After vising the OV-chipcard website (3), Anne purchases
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Fig. 1.4 The four V’s of Big
Data: Volume, Velocity,
Variety, and Veracity

the OV-chipcard from a machine in the train station (4), and checks the schedule
(5) using her mobile phone. She shares the selected schedule with her friends (6).
Before checking in using the card (8), she first loads 100 euro credit onto her OV-
chipcard (7). While traveling she installs the NS app obtained from iTunes (9). Due
to a broken cable, the train gets a 90 minute delay. Anne tweets about the problem
while mentioning @NS_online to express her disappointment (10). A bit later, she
gets a push message from her newly installed app (11). Customers build expecta-
tions based on experiences, and Anne is clearly not happy. Due to the digitization
of the customer journey, such negative sentiments can be detected and acted upon.
Finally, Anne reaches Amsterdam Central Station and checks out (12). Anne checks
her credit on the card using a machine (13) and requests a refund using the app on
her mobile phone (14). She takes the bus to the Van Gogh Museum. When entering
the bus she checks in (15) and checks out (16) when exiting. A few days later she
gets the requested refund (17) and starts planning her next trip (18).

During Anne’s journey many events were recorded. It is easy to relate all events
involving the OV-chipcard. However, some of the other events may be difficult to
relate to Anne. This complicates analysis. Event correlation, i.e., establishing rela-
tionships between events, is one of the key challenges in data science.

The seven customer journey stages in Fig. 1.3 illustrate that the journey does not
end after the 4th stage (purchase or booking). The classical “funnel-oriented” view
towards purchasing a product is too restrictive. The availability of customer data
from all seven stages helps shifting attention from sales to loyalty.

The development of photography and the many digital touchpoints in today’s
customer journey exemplify the growing availability of event data. Although data
science is definitely not limited to Big Data, the dimensions of data are rapidly
changing resulting in new challenges. It is fashionable to list challenges starting
with the letter ‘V’. Figure 1.4 lists the “four V’s of Big Data”: Volume, Velocity,
Variety, and Veracity. The first ‘V’ (Volume) refers to the incredible scale of some
data sources. For example, Facebook has over 1 billion active users and stores hun-
dreds of petabytes of user data. The second ‘V’ (Velocity) refers to the frequency
of incoming data that need to be processed. It may be impossible to store all data or
the data may change so quickly that traditional batch processing approaches cannot
cope with high-velocity streams of data. The third ‘V’ (Variety) refers to the differ-
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ent types of data coming from multiple sources. Structured data may be augmented
by unstructured data (e.g., free text, audio, and video). Moreover, to derive maximal
value, data from different sources needs combined. As mentioned before, the cor-
relation of data is often a major challenge. The fourth ‘V’ (Veracity) refers to the
trustworthiness of the data. Sensor data may be uncertain, multiple users may use
the same account, tweets may be generated by software rather than people, etc.

Already in 2001, Doug Laney wrote a report introducing the first three V’s [87].
Later the fourth ‘V’ (Veracity) was added. Next to the basic four V’s of Big Data
shown in Fig. 1.4, many authors and organizations proposed additional V’s: Vari-
ability, Visualization, Value, Venue, Validity, etc. However, there seems to be a con-
sensus that Volume, Velocity, Variety, and Veracity are the key characteristics.

Later in this book we will focus exclusively on event data. However, these are
an integral part of any Big Data discussion. Input for process mining is an event log
which can be seen as a particular view on the event data available. For example, an
event log may contain all events related to a subset of customers and used to build a
customer journey map.

1.2 Data Scientist

Fueled by the developments just described, Data science emerged as a new disci-
pline in recent years. Many definitions have been suggested [48, 112]. For this book,
we propose the following definition:

Data science is an interdisciplinary field aiming to turn data into real value.
Data may be structured or unstructured, big or small, static or streaming.
Value may be provided in the form of predictions, automated decisions, mod-
els learned from data, or any type of data visualization delivering insights.
Data science includes data extraction, data preparation, data exploration,
data transformation, storage and retrieval, computing infrastructures, var-
ious types of mining and learning, presentation of explanations and pre-
dictions, and the exploitation of results taking into account ethical, social,
legal, and business aspects.

The above definition implies that data science is broader than applied statistics and
data mining. Data scientists assist organizations in turning data into value. A data
scientist can answer a variety of data-driven questions. These can be grouped into
the following four main categories [146]:

• (Reporting) What happened?
• (Diagnosis) Why did it happen?
• (Prediction) What will happen?
• (Recommendation) What is the best that can happen?

The definition of data science given is quite broad. Some consider data science
as just a fancy term for statistics. Clearly, data science has its roots in statistics,
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a discipline that developed over four centuries. John Graunt (1620–1674) started to
study London’s death records around 1660. Based on this he was able to predict
the life expectancy of a person at a particular age. Francis Galton (1822–1911) in-
troduced statistical concepts like regression and correlation at the end of the 19th
century. Although data science can be seen as a continuation of statistics, the major-
ity of statisticians did not contribute much to recent progress in data science. Most
statisticians focused on theoretical results rather than real-world analysis problems.
The computational aspects, which are critical for larger data sets, are typically ig-
nored by statisticians. The focus is on generative modeling rather than prediction
and dealing with practical challenges related to data quality and size. When the data
mining community realized major breakthroughs in the discovery of patterns and
relationships (e.g., efficiently learning decision trees and association rules), most
statisticians referred to these discovery practices as “data fishing”, “data snooping”,
and “data dredging” to express their dismay.

A few well-known statisticians criticized their colleagues for ignoring the ac-
tual needs and challenges in data analysis. John Tukey (1915–2000), known for
his fast Fourier transform algorithm and the box plots, wrote in 1962: “For a long
time I have thought I was a statistician, interested in inferences from the particu-
lar to the general. But as I have watched mathematical statistics evolve, I have had
cause to wonder and to doubt. . . . I have come to feel that my central interest is in
data analysis, which I take to include, among other things: procedures for analyzing
data, techniques for interpreting the results of such procedures, ways of planning
the gathering of data to make its analysis easier, more precise or more accurate, and
all the machinery and results of (mathematical) statistics which apply to analyzing
data.” [133]. This text was written over 50 years ago. Also Leo Breiman (1928–
2005), another distinguished statistician, wrote in 2001 “This commitment has led
to irrelevant theory, questionable conclusions, and has kept statisticians from work-
ing on a large range of interesting current problems. Algorithmic modeling, both in
theory and practice, has developed rapidly in fields outside statistics.” [25]. David
Donoho adequately summarizes the 50 year old struggle between old-school statis-
tics and real-life data analysis in [48].

Data science is also closely related to data processing. Turing award winner Pe-
ter Naur (1928–2016) used the term “data science” long before it was in vogue. In
1974, Naur wrote: “A basic principle of data science, perhaps the most fundamental
that may be formulated, can now be stated: The data representation must be chosen
with due regard to the transformation to be achieved and the data processing tools
available” [107]. Earlier, Peter Naur also defined datalogy as the “science of the na-
ture and use of data” and suggested to use this term rather than “computer science”.
The book from 1974 also has two parts considering “large data”: “Part 5—Processes
with Large Amounts of Data” and “Part 6—Large Data Systems” [107]. In the book,
“large amounts of data” are all data sets that cannot be stored in working memory.
The maximum capacity of magnetic disk stores considered in [107] ranges between
1.25 and 250 megabytes. Not only the disks are orders of magnitude smaller than
today’s disks, also the notion of what is “large/big” has changed dramatically since
the early 1970s. Nevertheless, many of the core principles of data processing have
remained invariant.
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Fig. 1.5 The ingredients
contributing to data science

Like data science, computer science had its roots in a number of related areas, in-
cluding mathematics. Computer science emerged because of the availability of com-
puting resources and the need for computer scientists. Data science is now emerging
because of the omnipresence and abundance of data and the need for data scientists
that can turn data into value.

Data science is an amalgamation of different partially overlapping (sub)disci-
plines. Figure 1.5 shows the main ingredients of data science. The diagram should be
taken with a grain of salt. The (sub)disciplines are overlapping and varying in size.
Moreover, the boundaries are not clear-cut and seem to change over time. Consider,
for example, the difference between data mining and machine learning or statistics.
Their roots are very different: data mining emerged from the database community,
and machine learning emerged from the Artificial Intelligence (AI) community, both
quite disconnected from the statistics community. Despite the different roots, the
three (sub)disciplines are definitely overlapping.

• Statistics can be viewed as the origin of data science. The discipline is typically
split into descriptive statistics (to summarize sample data using notions like mean,
standard deviation, and frequency) and inferential statistics (using sample data to
estimate characteristics of all data or to test a hypothesis).

• Algorithms are crucial in any approach analyzing data. When data sets get larger,
the complexity of the algorithms becomes a primary concern. Consider, for ex-
ample, the Apriori algorithm for finding frequent items sets, the MapReduce ap-
proach for parallelizing algorithms, and the PageRank algorithm used by Google
search.

• Data mining can be defined as “the analysis of (often large) data sets to find un-
suspected relationships and to summarize the data in novel ways that are both
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understandable and useful to the data owner” [69]. The input data are typically
given as a table and the output may be rules, clusters, tree structures, graphs,
equations, patterns, etc. Clearly, data mining builds on statistics, databases, and
algorithms. Compared to statistics, the focus is on scalability and practical appli-
cations.

• Machine learning is concerned with the question of how to construct computer
programs that automatically improve with experience [102]. The difference be-
tween data mining and machine learning is equivocal. The field of machine learn-
ing emerged from within Artificial Intelligence (AI) with techniques such as
neural networks. Here, we use the term machine learning to refer to algorithms
that give computers the capability to learn without being explicitly programmed
(“learning from experience”). To learn and adapt, a model is built from input data
(rather than using fixed routines). The evolving model is used to make data-driven
predictions or decisions.

• Process mining adds the process perspective to machine learning and data mining.
Process mining seeks the confrontation between event data (i.e., observed behav-
ior) and process models (hand-made or discovered automatically). Event data are
related to explicit process models, e.g., Petri nets or BPMN models. For exam-
ple, process models are discovered from event data or event data are replayed on
models to analyze compliance and performance.

• Predictive analytics is the practice of extracting information from existing data
sets in order to determine patterns and predict future outcomes and trends. To
generate predictions, existing mining and learning approaches are applied in a
business context. Predictive analytics is related to business analytics and business
intelligence.

• Databases are used to store data. The database discipline forms one of the cor-
nerstones of data science. Database Management (DBM) systems serve two pur-
poses: (i) structuring data so that they can be managed easily and (ii) provid-
ing scalability and reliable performance. Using database technology, application
programmers do not need to worry about data storage. Until recently, relational
databases and SQL (Structured Query Language) were the norm. Due to the
growing volume of data, massively distributed databases and so-called NoSQL
databases emerged. Moreover, in-memory computing (cf. SAP HANA) can be
used to answer questions in real-time. Related is OLAP (Online Analytical Pro-
cessing) were data are stored in multidimensional cubes facilitating analysis from
different points of view.

• Distributed systems provide the infrastructure to conduct analysis. A distributed
system is composed of interacting components that coordinate their actions to
achieve a common goal. Cloud, grid, and utility computing rely on distributed
systems. Some analysis tasks are too large or too complex to be performed on a
single computer. Such tasks can be split into many smaller tasks that can be per-
formed concurrently on different computing nodes. Scalability may be realized
by sharing and/or extending the set of computing nodes.

• Visualization & visual analytics are key elements of data science. In the end
people need to interpret the results and guide analysis. Automated learning and
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mining techniques can be used to extract knowledge from data. However, if there
are many “unknown unknowns” (things we don’t know we don’t know),2 anal-
ysis heavily relies on human judgment and direct interaction with the data. The
perception capabilities of the human cognitive system can be exploited by us-
ing the right visualizations [178]. Visual analytics, a term coined by Jim Thomas
(1946–2010), combines automated analysis techniques with interactive visualiza-
tions for an effective understanding, reasoning and decision making on the basis
of very large and complex data sets [83].

• Business models & marketing also appear in Fig. 1.5 because data science is about
turning data into value, including business value. The market capitalization of
Facebook in November 2015 was approximately US $300 billion while having
approximately 1500 million monthly active users. Hence, the average value of
a Facebook user was US $200. At the same time, the average value of a Twitter
user was US $55 (market capitalization of approximately US $17 billion with 307
million users). Via the website www.twalue.com one can even compute the value
of a particular Twitter account. In November 2015, the author’s Twitter account
(@wvdaalst) was estimated to have a value of US $1002.98. These numbers il-
lustrate the economic value of data and the success of young companies based
on new business models. Airbnb (helping people to list, find and rent lodging),
Uber (connecting travelers and drivers who use their own cars), and Alibaba (an
online business-to-business trading platform) are examples of data-driven com-
panies that are radically changing the hotel, taxi, and trading business. Marketing
is also becoming more data-driven (see Sect. 1.1 describing the increase in digital
touchpoints during a customer journey). Data scientists should understand how
business considerations are driving the analysis of new types of data.

• Behavioral/social science appears in Fig. 1.5 because most data are (indirectly)
generated by people and analysis results are often used to influence people (e.g.,
guiding the customer to a product or encouraging a manager to eliminate waste).
Behavioral science is the systematic analysis and investigation of human behav-
ior. Social sciences study the processes of a social system and the relationships
among individuals within a society. To interpret the results of various types of
analytics, it is important to understand human behavior and the social context in
which humans and organizations operate. Moreover, analysis results often trigger
questions related to coaching and positively influencing people.

• Privacy, security, law, and ethics are key ingredients to protect individuals and
organizations from “bad” data science practices. Privacy refers to the ability to se-
clude sensitive information. Privacy often depends on security mechanisms which
aim to ensure the confidentiality, integrity and availability of data. Data should be
accurate and stored safely, not allowing for unauthorized access. Privacy and se-
curity need to be considered carefully in all data science applications. Individuals

2On February 12, 2002, when talking about weapons of mass destruction in Iraq, United States Sec-
retary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld used the following classification: (i) “known knowns” (things
we know we know), (ii) “known unknowns” (things we know we don’t know), and (iii) “unknown
unknowns” (things we don’t know we don’t know).

www.twalue.com
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need to be able to trust the way data are stored and transmitted. Next to concrete
privacy and security breaches, there may be ethical notions related to “good” and
“bad” conduct. Not all types of analysis possible are morally defendable. For ex-
ample, mining techniques may favor particular groups (e.g., a decision tree may
reveal that it is better to give insurance to middle-aged white males rather than
other groups). Moreover, due to a lack of sufficient data, minority groups may be
wrongly classified. A data scientist should be aware of such problems and provide
safeguards for “irresponsible” forms of data science.

Figure 1.5 shows that data science is quite broad and located at the intersection
of existing disciplines. It is difficult to combine all the different skills needed in
a single person. Josh Wills, former director of data science at Cloudera, defined a
data scientist as “a person who is better at statistics than any software engineer and
better at software engineering than any statistician”. It will be a challenge to find
and/or educate “unicorn” data scientists able to cover the full spectrum depicted in
Fig. 1.5. As a result, ‘unicorn” data scientists are in high demand and extremely
valuable for data-driven organizations. As an alternative it is also possible to form
multi-disciplinary teams covering the “flower” of Fig. 1.5. In the latter case, it is
vital that the team members are able to see the bigger picture and complement each
other in terms of skills.

1.3 Bridging the Gap Between Process Science and Data Science

In Fig. 1.5, we listed process mining, the topic of this book, as one of the essential
ingredients of data science. Unfortunately, this is not a common view. The process
perspective is absent in many Big Data initiatives and data science curricula. We ar-
gue that event data should be used to improve end-to-end processes. Process mining
can be seen as a means to bridge the gap between data science and process science.
Data science approaches tend to be process agnostic whereas process science ap-
proaches tend to be model-driven without considering the “evidence” hidden in the
data.

We use the umbrella term “process science” to refer to the broader discipline that
combines knowledge from information technology and knowledge from management
sciences to improve and run operational processes. Figure 1.6 shows the ingredients
of process science. Just like Fig. 1.5, the diagram should be taken with a grain of
salt. The (sub)disciplines mentioned in Fig. 1.6 are also overlapping and varying in
size.

• Stochastics provides a repertoire of techniques to analyze random processes. The
behavior of a process or system is modeled using random variables in order to
allow for analysis. Well-known approaches include Markov models, queueing
networks/systems, and simulation. These can be used to analyze waiting times,
reliability, utilization, etc. in the context stochastic processes.
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Fig. 1.6 Process science is
an umbrella term for the
broader discipline that
combines knowledge from
information technology and
knowledge from management
sciences to improve and run
operational processes

• Optimization techniques aim to provide a “best” alternative (e.g., cheapest or
fastest) from a large or even infinite set of alternatives. Consider, for example,
the following question: Given a list of cities and the distances between each pair
of cities, what is a shortest possible route that visits each city exactly once and
returns to the origin city? Numerous optimization techniques have been devel-
oped to answer such questions as efficient as possible. Well-known approaches
include Linear Programming (LP), Integer Linear Programming (ILP), constraint
satisfaction, and dynamic programming.

• Operations management & research deals with the design, control and manage-
ment of products, processes, services and supply chains. Operations Research
(OR) tends to focus on the analysis of mathematical models. Operations Manage-
ment (OM) is closer to industrial engineering and business administration.

• Business process management is the discipline that combines approaches for the
design, execution, control, measurement and optimization of business processes.
Business Process Management (BPM) efforts tend to put emphasis on explicit
process models (e.g., Petri nets or BPMN models) that describe the control-flow
and, optionally, other perspectives (organization, resources, data, functions, etc.)
[50, 143, 187].

• Process mining is also part of process science. For example, process mining tech-
niques can be used to discover process models from event data. By replaying
these data, bottlenecks and the effects of non-compliance can be unveiled. Com-
pared to mainstream BPM approaches the focus is not on process modeling, but
on exploiting event data. Sometimes the terms Workflow Mining (WM), Business
Process Intelligence (BPI), and Automated Business Process Discovery (ABPD)
are used to refer to process-centric data-driven approaches.
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• Business process improvement is an umbrella term for a variety of approaches
aiming at process improvement. Examples are Total Quality Management
(TQM), Kaizen, (Lean) Six Sigma, Theory of Constraints (TOC), and Business
Process Reengineering (BPR). Note that most of the ingredients in Fig. 1.6 ulti-
mately aim at process improvement, thus making the term business process im-
provement rather unspecific. One could argue that the whole of process science
aims to improve processes.

• Process automation & workflow management focuses on the development of in-
formation systems supporting operational business processes including the rout-
ing and distribution of work. Workflow Management (WFM) systems are model-
driven, i.e., a process model suffices to configure the information system and run
the process. As a result, a process can be changed by modifying the corresponding
process model.

• Formal methods & concurrency theory build on the foundations of theoretical
computer science, in particular logic calculi, formal languages, automata theory,
and program semantics. Formal methods use a range of languages to describe
processes. Examples are transition systems, Petri nets, process calculi such as
CSP, CCS and π -calculus, temporal logics such as LTL and CTL, and statecharts.
Model checkers such as SPIN can be used to verify logical properties such as the
absence of deadlocks. Concurrency complicates analysis, but is also essential: In
reality parts of a process or system may be executing simultaneously and poten-
tially interacting with each other. Petri nets were the first formalism to model and
analyze concurrent processes. Many BPM, WFM, and process mining approaches
build upon such formalisms.

As mentioned earlier, Fig. 1.6 should not be taken too seriously. It is merely a char-
acterization of process science and its main ingredients. Note, for example, that
stochastics and optimization are partly overlapping (e.g., solving Markov decision
processes) and that BPM can be viewed as a continuation or extension of WFM with
less emphasis on automation.

Process mining brings together traditional model-based process analysis and
data-centric analysis techniques. As shown in Fig. 1.7, process mining can be viewed
as the link between data science and process science. Process mining seeks the con-
frontation between event data (i.e., observed behavior) and process models (hand-
made or discovered automatically). Mainstream data science approaches tend to
be process agnostic. Data mining, statistics and machine learning techniques do
not consider end-to-end process models. Process science approaches are process-
centric, but often focus on modeling rather than learning from event data. The
unique positioning of process mining, as sketched in Fig. 1.7, makes it a powerful
tool to exploit the growing availability of data for improving end-to-end processes.

Process mining only recently emerged as a subdiscipline of both data science
and process science, but the corresponding techniques can be applied to any type of
operational processes (organizations and systems). Example applications include:
analyzing treatment processes in hospitals, improving customer service processes
in a multinational corporation, understanding the browsing behavior of customers
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Fig. 1.7 Process mining as the bridge between data science and process science

using a booking site, analyzing failures of a baggage handling system, and improv-
ing the user interface of an X-ray machine. What all of these applications have in
common is that dynamic behavior needs to be related to process models. Hence, we
refer to this as “data science in action”.

Spreadsheets: Dealing with numbers rather than dynamic behavior
Spreadsheet software can be found on most computers, and over the last 25
years many computers have been purchased just to be able to create and
use spreadsheets. A spreadsheet is composed of cells organized in rows and
columns. Some cells serve as input, other cells have values computed over
a collection of other cells (e.g., taking the sum over an array of cells). The
expression associated to a cell may use a range of arithmetic operations (add,
subtract, multiply, etc.) and predefined functions. For example, Microsoft’s
Excel provides hundreds of functions including statistical functions, math and
trigonometry functions, financial functions, and logical functions. Most orga-
nizations use spreadsheets in financial planning, budgeting, work distribution,
etc. Hence, it is interesting to view process mining against the backdrop of this
widely used technology.
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The first widely used spreadsheet program was VisiCalc (“Visible Calcu-
lator”) developed by Dan Bricklin and Bob Frankston, founders of Software
Arts (later named VisiCorp). VisiCalc was released in 1979 for the Apple II
computer. It is generally considered as Apple II’s “killer application” because
numerous organizations purchased the Apple II computer just to be able to use
VisiCalc. When Lotus 1-2-3 was launched in 1983, VisiCalc sales dropped
dramatically. Lotus 1-2-3 took full advantage of the IBM PC’s capabilities
and better supported data handling and charting. What VisiCalc was for the
Apple II, Lotus 1-2-3 was for the IBM PC. For the second time, a spread-
sheet program generated a tremendous growth in computer sales. People
were buying computers in order to run spreadsheet software: A nice example
of the “tail” (VisiCalc/Lotus 1-2-3) wagging the “dog” (Apple-II/IBM PC).
Lotus 1-2-3 dominated the spreadsheet market until 1992. The dominance
ended with the uptake of Microsoft Windows. After decades of spectacular
IT-developments, spreadsheet software can still be found on most computers
(e.g., Excel is part of Microsoft’s Office) and can be accessed online (e.g.,
Google Sheets as part of Google Docs).

The situations in which spreadsheets can be used in a meaningful way
are almost endless. In short, spreadsheets can be used to do anything with
numbers. However, spreadsheets are not suitable for analyzing event data.
One can count frequencies, sums, and the number of events per case using a
so-called pivot table, but spreadsheets cannot be used to analyze bottlenecks
and deviations (see Fig. 1.8). Consider questions like:

• What are the most frequent paths in my process? Do they change over time?
• What do the cases that take longer than 3 months have in common? Where

are the bottlenecks causing these delays?
• Which cases deviate from the reference process? Do these deviations also

cause delays?

Obviously, these questions cannot be answered using spreadsheets because
the process perspective is completely absent in spreadsheets. Processes cannot
be captured in numerical data and operations like summation. Process mod-
els and concepts such as cases, events, activities, timestamps, and resources
need to be treated as first-class citizens during analysis. Data mining tools
and spreadsheet programs take as input any tabular data without distinguish-
ing these key concepts. As a result, such tools tend to be process-agnostic.
Nevertheless, there is an obvious need for spreadsheet-like technology tai-
lored towards processes and event data.

Where spreadsheets work with numbers, process mining starts from event
data with the aim to analyze processes. Instead of pie charts, bar charts, and
tables, results include end-to-end process models, conformance diagnostics,
and bottlenecks.
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Fig. 1.8 Spreadsheets can be used to do anything with numbers, but have difficulties adequately
capturing dynamic behavior

As will be demonstrated in later chapters, the process mining spectrum is quite
broad. It is not limited to automated process discovery: Process mining can also be
used to check compliance, diagnose deviations, pinpoint bottlenecks, improve per-
formance, predict flow times, and recommend actions. Process mining techniques
are also generic: just like spreadsheet software. Event logs and operational processes
can be found everywhere and the analysis techniques are not limited to specific ap-
plication domains. Just like Excel can be used in finance, production, sales, edu-
cation, and sports, process mining software can be used in a variety of application
domains.

1.4 Outlook

Process mining provides an important bridge between data mining and business pro-
cess modeling and analysis. Process mining research at TU/e (Eindhoven University
of Technology) started in 1999. At that time there was little event data available and
the initial process mining techniques were extremely naïve and hence unusable in
practice. Over the last decade event data have become readily available and process
mining techniques have matured. Moreover, process mining algorithms have been
implemented in various academic and commercial systems. Today, there is an ac-
tive group of researchers working on process mining, and it has become one of the
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Fig. 1.9 Outline of the book

“hot topics” in BPM research. Moreover, there is a rapidly growing interest from
industry in process mining. More and more software vendors started adding process
mining functionality to their tools. Our open-source process mining tool ProM is
widely used all over the globe and provides an easy starting point for practitioners,
students, and academics. These developments are the main motivation for writing
this book. There are many books on data mining, business unintelligence, process
reengineering, and BPM, but these rarely address process mining.

This book aims to provide a comprehensive overview of process mining. The
book is intended for business process analysts, business consultants, process man-
agers, graduate students, and BPM researchers. On the one hand, the book avoids
delving into unnecessary details. On the other hand, the book does not shy away
from formal definitions and technical issues needed to fully understand the essence
of process mining. As Einstein said: “Everything should be made as simple as pos-
sible, but not one bit simpler”.

Figure 1.9 provides an overview of the book. Part I introduces process mining
and positions this emerging discipline in the context of data science and process
science. Chap. 2 discusses the role of process models, introduces the notion of event
logs, and illustrates the main process mining tasks using a small example.
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Part II provides the preliminaries necessary for reading the remainder of the
book. Chap. 3 introduces different process modeling languages and provides an
overview of model-based analysis techniques. Chap. 4 introduces standard data min-
ing techniques such as decision tree learning and association rule learning. Process
mining can be seen as a bridge between the preliminaries presented in both chapters.

Part III focuses on one particular process mining task: process discovery. Chap. 5
discusses the input needed for process mining. The chapter discusses different in-
put formats and issues related to the extraction of event logs from heterogeneous
data sources. Chap. 6 presents the α-algorithm step-by-step in such a way that the
reader can understand how it works and see its limitations. This simple algorithm
has problems dealing with less structured processes. Nevertheless, it provides a ba-
sic introduction into the topic and serves as a “hook” for discussing more advanced
algorithms and general issues related to process mining. Chap. 7 introduces more
advanced process discovery approaches. This way the reader gets a good under-
standing of the state-of-the-art and is guided in selecting suitable techniques.

Part IV moves beyond process discovery, i.e., the focus is no longer on discover-
ing the control-flow. Chap. 8 presents conformance checking approaches, i.e., tech-
niques to compare and relate event logs and process models. It is shown that con-
formance can be quantified and that deviations can be diagnosed. Chap. 9 focuses
on other perspectives: the organizational perspective, the case perspective, and the
time perspective. Chap. 10 shows that process mining can also be used to support
operational processes at runtime, i.e., while cases are running it is possible to detect
violations, make predictions, and provide recommendations.

Part V guides the reader in successfully applying process mining in practice.
Chap. 11 provides an overview of the different process mining tools. Data science
is often related to Big Data. The “four V’s of Big Data” (Fig. 1.4) are obviously
also relevant for event data and their analysis. Chap. 12 shows that process min-
ing problems can be decomposed in various ways and many of the techniques can
be adapted to provide scalability. The next two chapters are based on the obser-
vation that there are essentially two types of processes: “Lasagna processes” and
“Spaghetti processes”. Lasagna processes are well-structured and relatively sim-
ple. Therefore, process discovery is less interesting, but the techniques presented
in Part IV are highly relevant for Lasagna processes. The added value of process
mining can be found in conformance checking, detailed performance analysis, and
operational support. Chap. 13 explains how process mining can be applied in such
circumstances and provides various real-life examples. Spaghetti processes are less
structured. Therefore, the added value of process mining shifts to providing insights
and generating ideas for better controlled processes, but advanced techniques such
as prediction are less relevant for Spaghetti processes. Chap. 14 shows how to apply
process mining in such less-structured environments.

Part VI takes a step back and reflects on the material presented in the preceding
parts. Chap. 15 provides a broader vision on the topic by comparing process model-
ing with cartography, and relating BPM systems to navigation systems provided by
vendors such as TomTom, Garmin, and Navigon. The goal of this chapter is to pro-
vide a refreshing view on process management and reveal the limitations of existing
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information systems. Chap. 16 concludes the book by summarizing improvement
opportunities provided by process mining. The chapter also discusses some of the
key challenges and provides concrete pointers to start applying the material pre-
sented in this book.



Chapter 2
Process Mining: The Missing Link

Information systems are becoming more and more intertwined with the operational
processes they support. As discussed in the previous chapter, multitudes of events
are recorded by today’s information systems. Nevertheless, organizations have prob-
lems extracting value from these data. The goal of process mining is to use event
data to extract process-related information, e.g., to automatically discover a process
model by observing events recorded by some enterprise system. A small example
is used to explain the basic concepts. These concepts will be elaborated in later
chapters.

2.1 Limitations of Modeling

Process mining can be viewed as the missing link between data science and pro-
cess science, as demonstrated in the previous chapter using Fig. 1.7. Another way
to characterize process mining is shown in Fig. 2.1. The diagram shows that pro-
cess mining starts from event data and uses process models in various ways, e.g.,
process models are discovered from event data, serve as reference models, or are
used to project bottlenecks on. Figure 2.1 shows that event data and process models
can be viewed as “yin and yang” in process mining. Like in Chinese philosophy, we
aim for a duality (yin and yang). Data-driven forces and process-centric forces are
viewed as complementary, interconnected, and interdependent in process mining.
Figure 2.1 also provides examples of questions that can be answered using process
mining. These questions can be grouped into performance and conformance related
questions. Clearly, such questions cannot be answered using a spreadsheet program.
We later show concrete examples. However, before introducing process mining us-
ing a concrete event log, we first discuss the limitations of modeling when it comes
to process analysis and process improvement.

To discuss the limitations of modeling, in particular the use of hand-made mod-
els, we briefly introduce Petri nets as an example language. A plethora of notations
exists to model operational (business) processes (next to Petri nets there are lan-
guages like BPMN, UML, and EPCs), some of which will be discussed in the next
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Fig. 2.1 Process mining is
both data-driven and
process-centric: Using a
combination of event data and
process models a wide range
of conformance and
performance questions can be
answered

chapter. We refer to all of these as process models. The notations mentioned have
in common that processes are described in terms of activities (and possibly subpro-
cesses). The ordering of these activities is modeled by describing casual dependen-
cies. Moreover, the process model may also describe temporal properties, specify
the creation and use of data, e.g., to model decisions, and stipulate the way that
resources interact with the process (e.g., roles, allocation rules, and priorities).

Figure 2.2 shows a process model expressed in terms of a Petri net [46]. The
model describes the handling of a request for compensation within an airline. Cus-
tomers may request compensation for various reasons, e.g., a delayed or canceled
flight. As Fig. 2.2 shows the process starts by registering the request. This activity
is modeled by transition register request. Each transition is represented by a square.
Transitions are connected through places that model possible states of the process.
Each place is represented by a circle. In a Petri net a transition is enabled, i.e., the
corresponding activity can occur, if all input places hold a token. Transition register
request has only one input place (start) and this place initially contains a token to
represent the request for compensation. Hence, the corresponding activity is enabled
and can occur. This is also referred to as firing. When firing, the transition consumes
one token from each of its input places and produces one token for each of its output
places. Hence, the firing of transition register request results in the removal of the
token from input place start and the production of two tokens: one for output place
c1 and one for output place c2. Tokens are shown as black dots. The configuration
of tokens over places—in this case the state of the request—is referred to as mark-
ing. Figure 2.2 shows the initial marking consisting of one token in place start. The
marking after firing transition register request has two tokens: one in place c1 and
one in place c2. After firing transition register request, three transitions are enabled.
The token in place c2 enables transition check ticket. This transition models an ad-
ministrative check to see whether the customer is eligible to issue a request. For
example, while executing check ticket it is verified whether the customer indeed has
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Fig. 2.2 A Petri net modeling the handling of compensation requests

a ticket issued by the airline. In parallel, the token in c1 enables both examine thor-
oughly and examine casually. Firing examine thoroughly will remove the token from
c1, thus disabling examine casually. Similarly, the occurrence of examine casually
will disable examine thoroughly. In other words, there is a choice between these
two activities. Transition examine thoroughly is executed for requests that are suspi-
cious or complex. Straightforward requests only need a casual examination. Firing
check ticket does not disable any other transition, i.e., it can occur concurrently with
examine thoroughly or examine casually. Transition decide is only enabled if both
input places contain a token. The ticket needs to be checked (token in place c4)
and the casual or thorough examination of the request has been conducted (token
in place c3). Hence, the process synchronizes before making a decision. Transition
decide consumes two tokens and produces one token for c5. Three transitions share
c5 as an input place, thus modeling the three possible outcomes of the decision. The
requested compensation is paid (transition pay compensation fires), the request is
declined (transition reject request fires), or further processing is needed (transition
reinitiate request fires). In the latter case the process returns to the state marking
places c1 and c2: transition reinitiate request consumes a token from c5 and pro-
duces a token for each of its output places. This was the marking directly following
the occurrence of register request. In principle, several iterations are possible. The
process ends after paying the compensation or rejecting the request.

Process-Aware Information Systems
Process-Aware Information Systems (PAISs) include all software systems that
support processes and not just isolated activities [49]. For example, ERP (En-
terprise Resource Planning) systems (SAP, Oracle, etc.), BPM (Business Pro-
cess Management) systems (Pegasystems, Bizagi, Appian, IBM BPM, etc.),
WFM (Workflow Management) systems, CRM (Customer Relationship Man-
agement) systems, rule-based systems, call center software, high-end middle-
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Fig. 2.3 The same process modeled in terms of BPMN

ware (WebSphere), etc. can be seen as process-aware. What these systems
have in common is that there is a process notion present in the software (e.g.,
the completion of one activity triggers another activity) and that the informa-
tion system is aware of the processes it supports (e.g., collecting information
about flow times). This is very different from a database system, e-mail pro-
gram, text editor, spreadsheet program, or currency transfer application. The
latter set of example tools may be used to execute steps in some business pro-
cess. However, these tools are not “aware” of the processes they are used in.
Therefore, they cannot be actively involved in the management and orchestra-
tion of the processes they are used for.

A particular class of PAISs is formed by generic systems that are driven
by explicit process models. Examples are BPM and WFM systems. WFM pri-
marily focuses on the automation of business processes [76, 92, 151], whereas
BPM has a broader scope: from process automation and process analysis to
process management and the organization of work [50, 143, 187]. However,
both BPM and WFM systems start from process models in a Petri-net or
BPMN-like language. These models can be executed for any number of pro-
cess instances. Changing the model corresponds (in theory) to automatically
changing the process. This way flexibility and adaptability are support.

Note that ERP systems are often hybrid. They provide a WFM subsystem,
but also support processes driven by (configurable) code rather than process
models. What all PAISs have in common is that they can be configured in
some way (through an explicit process model, via predefined settings, or using
customization).

Figure 2.2 models the process as a Petri net. There exist many different notations
for process models. Figure 2.3 models the same process in terms of a so-called
BPMN diagram [110, 187]. The Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) uses
explicit gateways rather than places to model the control-flow logic. The diamonds
with a “×” sign denote XOR split/join gateways, whereas diamonds with a “+” sign
denote AND split/join gateways. The diamond directly following activity register
request is an XOR-join gateway. This gateway is used to be able to “jump back”
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after making the decision to reinitiate the request. After this XOR-join gateway
there is an AND-split gateway to model that the checking of the ticket can be done
in parallel with the selected examination type (thorough or casual). The remainder
of the BPMN diagram is self explanatory as the behavior is identical to the Petri net
described before.

Figures 2.2 and 2.3 show only the control-flow, i.e., the ordering of activities for
the process described earlier. This is a rather limited view on business processes.
Therefore, most modeling languages offer notations for modeling other perspec-
tives such as the organizational or resource perspective (“The decision needs to be
made by a manager”), the data perspective (“After four iteration always a decision is
made unless more than 1 million Euro is claimed”), and the time perspective (“After
two weeks the problem is escalated”). Although there are important differences be-
tween the various process modeling languages, we do not elaborate one these in this
book. Instead, we refer to the systematic comparisons in the context of the Workflow
Patterns Initiative [155, 191]. This allows us to focus on the role that process mod-
els play in process science, rather than worrying about notation. Although process
mining can be used in a variety of applications domains, we often assume a BPM
context for clarity. However, the techniques in this book can be used for all types of
(discrete) events (e.g., in healthcare logistics, luggage handling systems, software
analysis, smart maintenance, website analytics, and customer journey analysis).

What are process models used for?

• insight: while making a model, the modeler is triggered to view the process
from various angles;

• discussion: the stakeholders use models to structure discussions;
• documentation: processes are documented for instructing people or certifi-

cation purposes (cf. ISO 9000 quality management);
• verification: process models are analyzed to find errors in systems or pro-

cedures (e.g., potential deadlocks);
• performance analysis: techniques like simulation can be used to understand

the factors influencing response times, service levels, etc.;
• animation: models enable end users to “play out” different scenarios and

thus provide feedback to the designer;
• specification: models can be used to describe a PAIS before it is imple-

mented and can hence serve as a “contract” between the developer and the
end user/management; and

• configuration: models can be used to configure a system.

Clearly, process models play an important role in larger organizations. When re-
designing processes and introducing new information systems, process models are
used for a variety of reasons. Typically, two types of models are used: (a) infor-
mal models and (b) formal models (also referred to as “executable” models). In-
formal models are used for discussion and documentation whereas formal models
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are used for analysis or enactment (i.e., the actual execution of process). On the
one end of the spectrum there are “PowerPoint diagrams” showing high-level pro-
cesses whereas on the other end of the spectrum there are process models captured
in executable code. Whereas informal models are typically ambiguous and vague,
formal models tend to have a rather narrow focus or are too detailed to be under-
standable by the stakeholders. The lack of alignment between both types of models
has been discussed extensively in BPM literature [49, 70, 132, 137, 154, 187, 193].
Here, we would like to provide another view on the matter. Independent of the kind
of model—informal or formal—one can reflect on the alignment between model
and reality. A process model used to configure a workflow management system is
probably well-aligned with reality as the model is used to force people to work in
a particular way. Unfortunately, most hand-made models are disconnected from re-
ality and provide only an idealized view on the processes at hand. Moreover, also
formal models that allow for rigorous analysis techniques may have little to do with
the actual process.

The value of models is limited if too little attention is paid to the alignment of
model and reality. Process models become “paper tigers” when the people involved
cannot trust them. For example, it makes no sense to conduct simulation experi-
ments while using a model that assumes an idealized version of the real process. It
is likely that—based on such an idealized model—incorrect redesign decisions are
made. It is also precarious to start a new implementation project guided by process
models that hide reality. A system implemented on the basis of idealized models
is likely to be disruptive and unacceptable for end users. A nice illustration is the
limited quality of most reference models. Reference models are used in the con-
text of large enterprise systems such as SAP [37] but also to document processes
for particular branches, cf. the NVVB (Nederlandse Vereniging Voor Burgerzaken)
models describing the core processes in Dutch municipalities. The idea is that “best
practices” are shared among different organizations. Unfortunately, the quality of
such models leaves much to be desired. For example, the SAP reference model has
very little to do with the processes actually supported by SAP. In fact, more than 20
percent of the SAP models contain serious flaws (deadlocks, livelocks, etc.) [101].
Such models are not aligned with reality and, thus, have little value for end users.

Given (a) the interest in process models, (b) the abundance of event data, and (c)
the limited quality of hand-made models, it seems worthwhile to relate event data to
process models. This way the actual processes can be discovered and existing pro-
cess models can be evaluated and enhanced. This is precisely what process mining
aims to achieve.

2.2 Process Mining

To position process mining, we first describe the so-called BPM life-cycle using
Fig. 2.4. The life-cycle describes the different phases of managing a particular busi-
ness process. In the design phase, a process is designed. This model is transformed
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Fig. 2.4 The BPM life-cycle showing the different uses of process models

into a running system in the configuration/implementation phase. If the model is
already in executable form and a WFM or BPM system is already running, this
phase may be very short. However, if the model is informal and needs to be hard-
coded in conventional software, this phase may take substantial time. After the sys-
tem supports the designed processes, the enactment/monitoring phase starts. In this
phase, the processes are running while being monitored by management to see if
any changes are needed. Some of these changes are handled in the adjustment phase
shown in Fig. 2.4. In this phase, the process is not redesigned and no new software
is created; only predefined controls are used to adapt or reconfigure the process. The
diagnosis/requirements phase evaluates the process and monitors emerging require-
ments due to changes in the environment of the process (e.g., changing policies,
laws, competition). Poor performance (e.g., inability to meet service levels) or new
demands imposed by the environment may trigger a new iteration of the BPM life-
cycle starting with the redesign phase.

As Fig. 2.4 shows, process models play a dominant role in the (re)design and
configuration/implementation phases, whereas data plays a dominant role in the
enactment/monitoring and diagnosis/requirements phases. The figure also lists the
different ways in which process models are used (as identified in Sect. 2.1). Until
recently, there were few connections between the data produced while executing
the process and the actual process design. In fact, in most organizations the diag-
nosis/requirements phase is not supported in a systematic and continuous manner.
Only severe problems or major external changes will trigger another iteration of the
life-cycle, and factual information about the current process is not actively used in
redesign decisions. Process mining offers the possibility to truly “close” the BPM
life-cycle. Data recorded by information systems can be used to provide a better
view on the actual processes, i.e., deviations can be analyzed and the quality of
models can be improved.

Process mining is a relative young research discipline that sits between machine
learning and data mining on the one hand and process modeling and analysis on
the other hand. The idea of process mining is to discover, monitor and improve real
processes (i.e., not assumed processes) by extracting knowledge from event logs
readily available in today’s systems.
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Fig. 2.5 Positioning of the three main types of process mining: discovery, conformance, and en-
hancement

Figure 2.5 shows that process mining establishes links between the actual pro-
cesses and their data on the one hand and process models on the other hand. As
explained in the previous chapter, the digital universe and the physical universe be-
come more and more aligned. Today’s information systems log enormous amounts
of events. Classical WFM systems (e.g., Staffware and COSA), BPM systems (e.g.,
BPM|one by Pallas Athena, SmartBPM by Pegasystems, FileNet, Global 360, and
Teamwork by Lombardi Software), ERP systems (e.g., SAP Business Suite, Oracle
E-Business Suite, and Microsoft Dynamics NAV), PDM systems (e.g., Windchill),
CRM systems (e.g., Microsoft Dynamics CRM and SalesForce), middleware (e.g.,
IBM’s WebSphere and Cordys Business Operations Platform), and hospital infor-
mation systems (e.g., Chipsoft and Siemens Soarian) provide detailed information
about the activities that have been executed. Figure 2.5 refers to such data as event
logs. All of the PAISs just mentioned directly provide such event logs. However,
most information systems store such information in unstructured form, e.g., event
data is scattered over many tables or needs to be tapped off from subsystems ex-
changing messages. In such cases, event data exist but some efforts are needed to
extract them. Data extraction is an integral part of any process mining effort.

Let us assume that it is possible to sequentially record events such that each
event refers to an activity (i.e., a well-defined step in the process) and is related to
a particular case (i.e., a process instance). Consider, for example, the handling of
requests for compensation modeled in Fig. 2.2. The cases are individual requests
and per case a trace of events can be recorded. An example of a possible trace
is 〈register request, examine casually, check ticket, decide, reinitiate request, check
ticket, examine thoroughly, decide, pay compensation〉. Here activity names are used
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to identify events. However, there are two decide events that occurred at different
times (the fourth and eighth event of the trace), produced different results, and may
have been conducted by different people. Obviously, it is important to distinguish
these two decisions. Therefore, most event logs store additional information about
events. In fact, whenever possible, process mining techniques use extra information
such as the resource (i.e., person or device) executing or initiating the activity, the
timestamp of the event, or data elements recorded with the event (e.g., the size of an
order).

Event logs can be used to conduct three types of process mining as shown in
Fig. 2.5.

The first type of process mining is discovery. A discovery technique takes an
event log and produces a model without using any a-priori information. An example
is the α-algorithm [157] that will be described in Chap. 6. This algorithm takes
an event log and produces a Petri net explaining the behavior recorded in the log.
For example, given sufficient example executions of the process shown in Fig. 2.2,
the α-algorithm is able to automatically construct the Petri net without using any
additional knowledge. If the event log contains information about resources, one can
also discover resource-related models, e.g., a social network showing how people
work together in an organization.

The second type of process mining is conformance. Here, an existing process
model is compared with an event log of the same process. Conformance checking
can be used to check if reality, as recorded in the log, conforms to the model and vice
versa. For instance, there may be a process model indicating that purchase orders of
more than one million Euro require two checks. Analysis of the event log will show
whether this rule is followed or not. Another example is the checking of the so-
called “four-eyes” principle stating that particular activities should not be executed
by one and the same person. By scanning the event log using a model specifying
these requirements, one can discover potential cases of fraud. Hence, conformance
checking may be used to detect, locate and explain deviations, and to measure the
severity of these deviations. An example is the conformance checking algorithm
described in [121]. Given the model shown in Fig. 2.2 and a corresponding event
log, this algorithm can quantify and diagnose deviations.

The third type of process mining is enhancement. Here, the idea is to extend
or improve an existing process model using information about the actual process
recorded in some event log. Whereas conformance checking measures the alignment
between model and reality, this third type of process mining aims at changing or
extending the a-priori model. One type of enhancement is repair, i.e., modifying the
model to better reflect reality. For example, if two activities are modeled sequentially
but in reality can happen in any order, then the model may be corrected to reflect
this. Another type of enhancement is extension, i.e., adding a new perspective to
the process model by cross-correlating it with the log. An example is the extension
of a process model with performance data. For instance, by using timestamps in
the event log of the “request for compensation” process, one can extend Fig. 2.2
to show bottlenecks, service levels, throughput times, and frequencies. Similarly,
Fig. 2.2 can be extended with information about resources, decision rules, quality
metrics, etc.
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As indicated earlier, process models such as depicted in Figs. 2.2 and 2.3 show
only the control-flow. However, when extending process models, additional perspec-
tives are added. Moreover, discovery and conformance techniques are not limited to
control-flow. For example, one can discover a social network and check the validity
of some organizational model using an event log. Hence, orthogonal to the three
types of mining (discovery, conformance, and enhancement), different perspectives
can be identified.

In the remainder, we consider the following perspectives.

• The control-flow perspective focuses on the control-flow, i.e., the ordering
of activities. The goal of mining this perspective is to find a good character-
ization of all possible paths, e.g., expressed in terms of a Petri net or some
other notation (e.g., EPCs, BPMN, and UML ADs).

• The organizational perspective focuses on information about resources hid-
den in the log, i.e., which actors (e.g., people, systems, roles, and depart-
ments) are involved and how are they related. The goal is to either structure
the organization by classifying people in terms of roles and organizational
units or to show the social network.

• The case perspective focuses on properties of cases. Obviously, a case can
be characterized by its path in the process or by the originators working
on it. However, cases can also be characterized by the values of the corre-
sponding data elements. For example, if a case represents a replenishment
order, it may be interesting to know the supplier or the number of products
ordered.

• The time perspective is concerned with the timing and frequency of events.
When events bear timestamps it is possible to discover bottlenecks, mea-
sure service levels, monitor the utilization of resources, and predict the re-
maining processing time of running cases.

Note that the different perspectives are partially overlapping and non-exhaustive.
Nevertheless, they provide a good characterization of the aspects that process min-
ing aims to analyze.

In most examples given thus far it is assumed that process mining is done off-line,
i.e., processes are analyzed afterward to see how they can be improved or better un-
derstood. However, more and more process mining techniques can also be used in
an online setting. We refer to this as operational support. An example is the detec-
tion of non-conformance at the moment the deviation actually takes place. Another
example is time prediction for running cases, i.e., given a partially executed case
the remaining processing time is estimated based on historic information of similar
cases. This illustrates that the “process mining spectrum” is broad and not limited
to process discovery. In fact, today’s process mining techniques are indeed able to
support the whole BPM life-cycle shown in Fig. 2.4. Process mining is not only
relevant for the design and diagnosis/requirements phases, but also for the enact-
ment/monitoring and adjustment phases.
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2.3 Analyzing an Example Log

After providing an overview of process mining and positioning it in the broader
BPM discipline, we use the event log shown in Table 2.1 to clarify some of the foun-
dational concepts. The table shows just a fragment of a possible log corresponding
to the handling of requests for compensation. Each line presents one event. Note
that events are already grouped per case. Case 1 has five associated events. The first
event of Case 1 is the execution of activity register request by Pete on December
30th 2010. Table 2.1 also shows a unique id for this event: 35654423. This is merely
used for the identification of the event, e.g., to distinguish it from event 35654483
that also corresponds to the execution of activity register request (first event of sec-
ond case). Table 2.1 shows a date and a timestamp for each event. In some event logs
this information is more coarse-grained and only a date or partial ordering of events
is given. In other logs there may be more elaborate timing information also showing
when the activity was started, when it was completed, and sometimes even when it
was offered to the resource. The times shown in Table 2.1 should be interpreted as
completion times. In this particular event log, activities are considered to be atomic
and the table does not reveal the duration of activities. In the table, each event is
associated to a resource. In some event logs this information will be missing. In
other logs more detailed information about resources may be stored, e.g., the role
a resource has or elaborate authorization data. The table also shows the costs asso-
ciated to events. This is an example of a data attribute. There may be many other
data attributes. For example, in this particular example it would be interesting to
record the outcome of the different types of examinations and checks. Another data
element that could be useful for analysis is the amount of compensation requested.
This could be an attribute of the whole case or stored as an attribute of the register
request event.

Table 2.1 illustrates the typical information present in an event log. Depending
on the process mining technique used and the questions at hand, only part of this in-
formation is used. The minimal requirements for process mining are that any event
can be related to both a case and an activity and that events within a case are or-
dered. Hence, the “case id” and “activity” columns in Table 2.1 represent the bare
minimum for process mining. By projecting the information in these two columns
we obtain the more compact representation shown in Table 2.2. In this table, each
case is represented by a sequence of activities also referred to as trace. For clarity
the activity names have been transformed into single-letter labels, e.g., a denotes
activity register request.

Process mining algorithms for process discovery can transform the information
shown in Table 2.2 into process models. For instance, the basic α-algorithm [157]
discovers the Petri net described earlier when providing it with the input data in
Table 2.2. Figure 2.6 shows the resulting model with the compact labels just intro-
duced. It is easy to check that all six traces in Table 2.2 are possible in the model.
Let us replay the trace of the first case—〈a, b, d, e,h〉—to show that the trace “fits”
(i.e., conforms to) the model. In the initial marking shown in Fig. 2.6, a is indeed
enabled because of the token in start. After firing a places c1 and c2 are marked,
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Table 2.1 A fragment of some event log: each line corresponds to an event

Case id Event id Properties

Timestamp Activity Resource Cost . . .

1 35654423 30-12-2010:11.02 register request Pete 50 . . .

35654424 31-12-2010:10.06 examine thoroughly Sue 400 . . .

35654425 05-01-2011:15.12 check ticket Mike 100 . . .

35654426 06-01-2011:11.18 decide Sara 200 . . .

35654427 07-01-2011:14.24 reject request Pete 200 . . .

2 35654483 30-12-2010:11.32 register request Mike 50 . . .

35654485 30-12-2010:12.12 check ticket Mike 100 . . .

35654487 30-12-2010:14.16 examine casually Pete 400 . . .

35654488 05-01-2011:11.22 decide Sara 200 . . .

35654489 08-01-2011:12.05 pay compensation Ellen 200 . . .

3 35654521 30-12-2010:14.32 register request Pete 50 . . .

35654522 30-12-2010:15.06 examine casually Mike 400 . . .

35654524 30-12-2010:16.34 check ticket Ellen 100 . . .

35654525 06-01-2011:09.18 decide Sara 200 . . .

35654526 06-01-2011:12.18 reinitiate request Sara 200 . . .

35654527 06-01-2011:13.06 examine thoroughly Sean 400 . . .

35654530 08-01-2011:11.43 check ticket Pete 100 . . .

35654531 09-01-2011:09.55 decide Sara 200 . . .

35654533 15-01-2011:10.45 pay compensation Ellen 200 . . .

4 35654641 06-01-2011:15.02 register request Pete 50 . . .

35654643 07-01-2011:12.06 check ticket Mike 100 . . .

35654644 08-01-2011:14.43 examine thoroughly Sean 400 . . .

35654645 09-01-2011:12.02 decide Sara 200 . . .

35654647 12-01-2011:15.44 reject request Ellen 200 . . .

5 35654711 06-01-2011:09.02 register request Ellen 50 . . .

35654712 07-01-2011:10.16 examine casually Mike 400 . . .

35654714 08-01-2011:11.22 check ticket Pete 100 . . .

35654715 10-01-2011:13.28 decide Sara 200 . . .

35654716 11-01-2011:16.18 reinitiate request Sara 200 . . .

35654718 14-01-2011:14.33 check ticket Ellen 100 . . .

35654719 16-01-2011:15.50 examine casually Mike 400 . . .

35654720 19-01-2011:11.18 decide Sara 200 . . .

35654721 20-01-2011:12.48 reinitiate request Sara 200 . . .

35654722 21-01-2011:09.06 examine casually Sue 400 . . .

35654724 21-01-2011:11.34 check ticket Pete 100 . . .

35654725 23-01-2011:13.12 decide Sara 200 . . .

35654726 24-01-2011:14.56 reject request Mike 200 . . .
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Table 2.1 (Continued)

Case id Event id Properties

Timestamp Activity Resource Cost . . .

6 35654871 06-01-2011:15.02 register request Mike 50 . . .

35654873 06-01-2011:16.06 examine casually Ellen 400 . . .

35654874 07-01-2011:16.22 check ticket Mike 100 . . .

35654875 07-01-2011:16.52 decide Sara 200 . . .

35654877 16-01-2011:11.47 pay compensation Mike 200 . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Table 2.2 A more compact
representation of log shown
in Table 2.1: a = register
request, b= examine
thoroughly, c= examine
casually, d = check ticket,
e= decide, f = reinitiate
request, g = pay
compensation, and h= reject
request

Case id Trace

1 〈a, b, d, e,h〉
2 〈a, d, c, e, g〉
3 〈a, c, d, e, f, b, d, e, g〉
4 〈a, d, b, e,h〉
5 〈a, c, d, e, f, d, c, e, f, c, d, e,h〉
6 〈a, c, d, e, g〉
. . . . . .

Fig. 2.6 The process model discovered by the α-algorithm [157] based on the set of traces
{〈a, b, d, e,h〉, 〈a, d, c, e, g〉, 〈a, c, d, e, f, b, d, e, g〉, 〈a, d, b, e,h〉, 〈a, c, d, e, f, d, c, e, f, c, d,

e,h〉, 〈a, c, d, e, g〉}

i.e., both places contain a token. b is enabled at this marking and its execution re-
sults in the marking with tokens in c2 and c3. Now we have executed 〈a, b〉 and
the sequence 〈d, e,h〉 remains. The next event d is indeed enabled and its execution
results in the marking enabling e (tokens in places c3 and c4). Firing e results in the
marking with one token in c5. This marking enables the final event h in the trace.
After executing h, the case ends in the desired final marking with just a token in
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Fig. 2.7 The process model discovered by the α-algorithm based on cases 1 and 4, i.e., the set of
traces {〈a, b, d, e,h〉, 〈a, d, b, e,h〉}

place end. Similarly, it can be checked that the other five traces shown in Table 2.2
are also possible in the model and that all of these traces result in the marking with
just a token in place end.

The Petri net shown in Fig. 2.6 also allows for traces not present in Table 2.2.
For example, the traces 〈a, d, c, e, f, b, d, e, g〉 and 〈a, c, d, e, f, c, d, e, f, c, d, e,

f, c, d, e, f, b, d, e, g〉 are also possible. This is a desired phenomenon as the goal
is not to represent just the particular set of example traces in the event log. Process
mining algorithms need to generalize the behavior contained in the log to show the
most likely underlying model that is not invalidated by the next set of observations.
One of the challenges of process mining is to balance between “overfitting” (the
model is too specific and only allows for the “accidental behavior” observed) and
“underfitting” (the model is too general and allows for behavior unrelated to the
behavior observed).

When comparing the event log and the model, there seems to be a good balance
between “overfitting” and “underfitting”. All cases start with a and end with either
g or h. Every e is preceded by d and one of the examination activities (b or c).
Moreover, e is followed by f , g, or h. The repeated execution of b or c, d , and e

suggests the presence of a loop. These characteristics are adequately captured by
the net of Fig. 2.6.

Let us now consider an event log consisting of only two traces 〈a, b, d, e,h〉 and
〈a, d, b, e,h〉, i.e., cases 1 and 4 of the original log. For this log, the α-algorithm
constructs the Petri net shown in Fig. 2.7. This model only allows for two traces
and these are exactly the ones in the small event log. b and d are modeled as being
concurrent because they can be executed in any order. For larger and more complex
models it is important to discover concurrency. Not modeling concurrency typically
results in large “Spaghetti-like” models in which the same activity needs to be du-
plicated.1

The α-algorithm is just one of many possible process discovery algorithms. For
real-life logs more advanced algorithms are needed to better balance between “over-
fitting” and “underfitting” and to deal with “incompleteness” (i.e., logs containing

1See, for example, Figs. 14.1 and 14.10 to understand why we use the term “Spaghetti” to refer to
models that are difficult to comprehend.
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Table 2.3 Another event log:
cases 7, 8, and 10 are not
possible according to Fig. 2.6

Case id Trace

1 〈a, b, d, e,h〉
2 〈a, d, c, e, g〉
3 〈a, c, d, e, f, b, d, e, g〉
4 〈a, d, b, e,h〉
5 〈a, c, d, e, f, d, c, e, f, c, d, e,h〉
6 〈a, c, d, e, g〉
7 〈a,b, e,g〉
8 〈a,b,d, e〉
9 〈a, d, c, e, f, d, c, e, f, b, d, e,h〉
10 〈a, c,d, e, f,b,d,g〉

only a small fraction of the possible behavior due to the large number of alternatives)
and “noise” (i.e., logs containing exceptional/infrequent behavior that should not au-
tomatically be incorporated in the model). This book will describe several of such
algorithms and guide the reader in selecting one. In this section, we used Petri nets
to represent the discovered process models, because Petri nets are a succinct way
of representing processes and have unambiguous and simple semantics. However,
most mining techniques are independent of the desired representation. For instance,
the discovered Petri net model shown in Fig. 2.6 can be (automatically) transformed
into the BPMN model shown in Fig. 2.3.

As explained in Sect. 2.2, process mining is not limited to process discovery.
Event logs can be used to check conformance and enhance existing models. More-
over, different perspectives may be taken into account. To illustrate this, let us first
consider the event log shown in Table 2.3. The first six cases are as before. It is easy
to see that Case 7 with trace 〈a, b, e, g〉 is not possible according to the model in
Fig. 2.6. The model requires the execution of d before e, but d did not occur. This
means that the ticket was not checked at all before making a decision and paying
compensation. Conformance checking techniques aim at discovering such discrep-
ancies [121]. When checking the conformance of the remainder of the event log it
can also be noted that cases 8 and 10 do not conform either. Case 9 conforms al-
though it is not identical to one of the earlier traces. Trace 〈a, b, d, e〉 (i.e., Case 8)
has the problem that no concluding action was taken (rejection or payment). Trace
〈a, c, d, e, f, b, d, g〉 (Case 10) has the problem that the airline paid compensation
without making a final decision. Note that conformance can be viewed from two an-
gles: (a) the model does not capture the real behavior (“the model is wrong”) and (b)
reality deviates from the desired model (“the event log is wrong”). The first view-
point is taken when the model is supposed to be descriptive, i.e., capture or predict
reality. The second viewpoint is taken when the model is normative, i.e., used to
influence or control reality.

The original event log shown in Table 2.1 also contains information about re-
sources, timestamps and costs. Such information can be used to discover other per-
spectives, check the conformance of models that are not pure control-flow models,
and to extend models with additional information. For example, one could derive
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Fig. 2.8 The process model extended with additional perspectives: the organizational perspective
(“What are the organizational roles and which resources are performing particular activities?”), the
case perspective (“Which characteristics of a case influence a particular decision?”), and the time
perspective (“Where are the bottlenecks in my process?”)

a social network based on the interaction patterns between individuals. The social
network can be based on the “handover of work” metric, i.e., the more frequent in-
dividual x performed an activity that is causally followed by an activity performed
by individual y, the stronger the relation between x and y is [159].

Figure 2.8 illustrates the way in which a control-flow oriented model can be ex-
tended with the three other main perspectives mentioned in Sect. 2.2. Analysis of
the event log shown in Table 2.1 may reveal that Sara is the only one performing
the activities decide and reinitiate request. This suggests that there is a “manager
role” and that Sara is the only one having this role. Activity examine thoroughly is
performed only by Sue and Sean. This suggests some “expert role” associated to
this activity. The remaining activities are performed by Pete, Mike and Ellen. This
suggests some “assistant role” as shown in Fig. 2.8. Techniques for organizational
process mining [130] will discover such organizational structures and relate activ-
ities to resources through roles. By exploiting resource information in the log, the
organizational perspective can be added to the process model. Similarly, information
on timestamps and frequencies can be used to add performance related information
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to the model. Figure 2.8 sketches that it is possible to measure the time that passes
between an examination (activities b or c) and the actual decision (activity e). If this
time is remarkably long, process mining can be used to identify the problem and
discover possible causes. If the event log contains case-related information, this can
be used to further analyze the decision points in the process. For instance, through
decision point analysis it may be learned that requests for compensation of more
than € 800 tend to be rejected.

Using process mining, the different perspectives can be cross-correlated to find
surprising insights. Examples of such findings could be: “requests examined by Sean
tend to be rejected more frequently”, “requests for which the ticket is checked after
examination tend to take much longer”, “requests of less than € 500 tend to be
completed without any additional iterations”. Moreover, these perspectives can also
be linked to conformance questions. For example, it may be shown that Pete is
involved in relatively many incorrectly handled requests. These examples show that
privacy issues need to be considered when analyzing event logs with information
about individuals (see Sect. 9.3.3).

2.4 Play-In, Play-Out, and Replay

One of the key elements of process mining is the emphasis on establishing a strong
relation between a process model and “reality” captured in the form of an event log.
Inspired by the terminology used by David Harel in the context of Live Sequence
Charts [70], we use the terms Play-In, Play-Out, and Replay to reflect on this rela-
tion. Figure 2.9 illustrates these three notions.

Play-Out refers to the classical use of process models. Given a Petri net, it is
possible to generate behavior. The traces in Table 2.2 could have been obtained
by repeatedly “playing the token game” using the Petri net of Figure 2.6. Play-
Out can be used both for the analysis and the enactment of business processes.
A workflow engine can be seen as a “Play-Out engine” that controls cases by only
allowing the “moves” allowed according to the model. Hence, Play-Out can be used
to enact operational processes using some executable model. Simulation tools also
use a Play-Out engine to conduct experiments. The main idea of simulation is to
repeatedly run a model and thus collect statistics and confidence intervals. Note that
a simulation engine is similar to a workflow engine. The main difference is that
the simulation engine interacts with a modeled environment whereas the workflow
engine interacts with the real environment (workers, customers, etc.). Also classical
verification approaches using exhaustive state-space analysis—often referred to as
model checking [30]—can be seen as Play-Out methods.

Play-In is the opposite of Play-Out, i.e., example behavior is taken as input and
the goal is to construct a model. Play-In is often referred to as inference. The α-
algorithm and other process discovery approaches are examples of Play-In tech-
niques. Note that the Petri net of Fig. 2.6 can be derived automatically given an
event log like the one in Table 2.2. Most data mining techniques use Play-In, i.e.,
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Fig. 2.9 Three ways of relating event logs (or other sources of information containing example
behavior) and process models: Play-In, Play-Out, and Replay

a model is learned on the basis of examples. However, traditionally, data mining has
not been concerned with process models. Typical examples of models are decision
trees (“people that drink more than five glasses of alcohol and smoke more than 56
cigarettes tend to die young”) and association rules (“people that buy diapers also
buy beer”). Unfortunately, it is not possible to use conventional data mining tech-
niques to Play-In process models. Only recently, process mining techniques have
become readily available to discover process models based on event logs.

Replay uses an event log and a process model as input. The event log is “re-
played” on top of the process model. As shown earlier it is possible to replay trace
〈a, b, d, e,h〉 on the Petri net in Fig. 2.6; simply “play the token game” by forc-
ing the transitions to fire (if possible) in the order indicated. An event log may be
replayed for different purposes:

• Conformance checking: discrepancies between the log and the model can be
detected and quantified by replaying the log. For instance, replaying trace
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〈a, b, e,h〉 on the Petri net in Fig. 2.6 will show that d should have happened
but did not.

• Extending the model with frequencies and temporal information. By replaying the
log one can see which parts of the model are visited frequently. Replay can also be
used to detect bottlenecks. Consider, for example, the trace 〈a8, b9, d20, e21, h21〉
in which the superscripts denote timestamps. By replaying the trace on top of
Fig. 2.6 one can see that e was enabled at time 20 and occurred at time 21. The
enabling of e was delayed by the time it took to complete d ; although d was
enabled already at time 8, it occurred only at time 20.

• Constructing predictive models. By replaying event logs one can build predictive
models, i.e., for the different states of the model particular predictions can be
made. For example, a predictive model learned by replaying many cases could
show that the expected time until completion after enabling e is eight hours.

• Operational support. Replay is not limited to historic event data. One can also
replay partial traces of cases still running. This can be used for detecting devia-
tions at run-time, e.g., the partial trace 〈a8, e11〉 of a case that is still running will
never fit into Fig. 2.6. Hence, an alert can be generated before the case completes.
Similarly, it is possible to predict the remaining processing time or the likelihood
of being rejected of a case having a partial trace, e.g., a partial executed case
〈a8, b9〉 has an expected remaining processing time of 3.5 days and a 40 percent
probability of being rejected. Such predictions can also be used to recommend
suitable next steps to progress the case.

Desire lines in process models
A desire line—also known as the social trail—is a path that emerges through
erosion caused by footsteps of humans (or animals). The width and amount
of erosion of the path indicates how frequently the path is used. Typically, the
desire line follows the shortest or most convenient path between two points.
Moreover, as the path emerges more people are encouraged to use it, thus
stimulating further erosion. Dwight Eisenhower is often mentioned as one of
the persons using this emerging group behavior. Before becoming the 34th
president of the United States, he was the president of Columbia University.
When he was asked how the university should arrange the sidewalks to best in-
terconnect the campus buildings, he suggested letting the grass grow between
buildings and delay the creation of sidewalks. After some time the desire lines
revealed themselves. The places where the grass was most worn by people’s
footsteps were turned into sidewalks. In the same vein, replay can be used to
show the desire lines in processes. The paths in the process model traveled
most can be highlighted by using brighter colors or thicker arcs (cf. ProM’s
Fuzzy Miner [66]).
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An interesting question is how desire lines can be used to better manage
business processes. Operational support, e.g., predictions and recommenda-
tions derived from historic information, can be used to reinforce successful
behavior and thus create suitable “sidewalks” in processes.

2.5 Positioning Process Mining

The process mining spectrum is quite broad and extends far beyond process discov-
ery and conformance checking. Process mining also connects data science and pro-
cess science (see Fig. 1.7). As a result, it is inevitable that process mining objectives
are overlapping with those of other approaches, methodologies, principles, methods,
tools, and paradigms. For example, some will argue that “process mining is part of
data mining”, but discussions on such inclusion relations are seldom useful and are
often politically motivated. Most data mining tools do not provide process mining
capabilities, most data mining books do not describe process mining techniques,
and it seems that process mining techniques like conformance checking do not fit
in any of the common definitions of data mining. It is comparable to claiming that
“data mining is part of statistics”. Taking the transitive closure of both statements,
we would even be able to conclude that process mining is part of statistics. Obvi-
ously, this does not make any sense. Making definitions all-encompassing does not
help to provide actual analysis capabilities. Nevertheless, it is important to position
process mining in the context of existing technologies and management approaches.

2.5.1 How Process Mining Compares to BPM

Business Process Management (BPM) is the discipline that combines approaches
for the design, execution, control, measurement and optimization of business pro-
cesses. Process mining can be best related to BPM by looking at the so-called BPM
life-cycle in Fig. 2.4. Initially, the main focus of BPM was on process design and
implementation [143]. Process modeling plays a key role in the (re)design phase
and directly contributes to the configuration/implementation phase. Originally, BPM
approaches had a tendency to be model-driven without considering the “evidence”
hidden in the data.

There is now a clear trend in the BPM community to focus more on the enact-
ment/monitoring, adjustment, and diagnosis/requirements phases. These phases are
more data-driven and process mining techniques are frequently used in this part
of the BPM life-cycle. Hence, process mining can easily be positioned in Fig. 2.4.
However, process mining is not limited to BPM. Any process for which events can
be recorded, is a candidate for process mining.
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Learning more about Business Process Management (BPM)
Although process mining is not limited to BPM, both are clearly related.
Hence, the interested reader may want to read more on BPM. Developments in
BPM have resulted in a well-established set of principles, methods and tools
that combine knowledge from information technology, management sciences
and industrial engineering for the purpose of improving business processes.
BPM can be viewed as a continuation of the Workflow Management (WFM)
wave in the 1990s. The survey paper [143] structures the BPM field using
20 BPM Use Cases and describes the development of the field since the late
1970s. For more details, we refer to the following BPM/WFM books that
served as milestones in the evolution of the field:

• Workflow Management: Modeling Concepts, Architecture, and Implemen-
tation [76]: first comprehensive WFM book focusing on the different work-
flow perspectives and the MOBILE language,

• Production Workflow: Concepts and Techniques [92]: book on production
WFM systems closely related to IBM’s workflow products,

• Business Process Management: Models, Techniques, and Empirical Studies
[152]: edited book that served as the basis for the BPM conference series,

• Workflow Management: Models, Methods, and Systems [151]: most cited
WFM book using a Petri net-based approach to model, analyze and enact
workflow processes,

• Workflow-based Process Controlling: Foundation, Design and Application
of workflow-driven Process Information Systems [192]: book relating WFM
systems to operational performance,

• Process-Aware Information Systems: Bridging People and Software
through Process Technology [49]: edited book on process-aware informa-
tion systems,

• Business Process Management: The Third Wave [127]: visionary book link-
ing management perspectives to the π -calculus,

• Business Process Management: Concepts, Languages, Architectures [187]:
book presenting the foundations of BPM, including different languages and
architectures,

• Modern Business Process Automation: YAWL and its Support Environment
[132]: book based on YAWL and the workflow patterns,

• Handbooks on Business Process Management [180, 181]: edited hand-
books covering the broader BPM discipline,

• Process Management: A Guide for the Design of Business Processes [18]:
book on the design of process-oriented organizations,

• Enabling Flexibility in Process-Aware Information Systems: Challenges,
Methods, Technologies [115]: book on supporting flexibility in process-
aware information systems, and

• Fundamentals of Business Process Management [50]: tutorial-style book
covering the whole BPM life-cycle.
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2.5.2 How Process Mining Compares to Data Mining

Data mining techniques aim to analyze (often large) data sets to find unsuspected
relationships and to summarize the data in novel ways that are both understandable
and useful to the data owner [69]. Like process mining, data mining is data-driven.
However, unlike process mining, mainstream data mining techniques are typically
not process-centric. Process models expressed in terms of Petri nets or BPMN dia-
grams cannot be discovered or analyzed in any way by the main data mining tools.

There are a few data mining techniques that come close to process mining. Exam-
ples are sequence and episode mining. However, these techniques do not consider
end-to-end processes. Through process mining, it becomes easier to apply data min-
ing techniques to event data. For example, decision rules can be learned using stan-
dard data mining tools after the control-flow backbone (e.g., a Petri net) has been
learned using a process mining tool. RapidProM, available through the RapidMiner
Marketplace, shows that process mining and data mining can be combined in vari-
ous ways. Chapter 4 discusses the relation in more detail.

2.5.3 How Process Mining Compares to Lean Six Sigma

Lean Six Sigma is a methodology that combines ideas from lean manufacturing and
Six Sigma. The idea is to improve performance by systematically removing waste.
Lean principles originate from the Japanese manufacturing industry. The Toyota
Production System (TPS) is a well-known example of a lean manufacturing ap-
proach developed by Taiichi Ohno and Eiji Toyoda between 1948 and 1975. The
main objectives of the TPS are to eliminate “muri” (overburdening of people and
equipment), “mura” (unevenness in operations), and “muda” (waste). The emphasis
is on waste (“muda”) reduction. Typically, seven types of waste are mentioned in
this context [109]:

• Transportation waste: Each time a product is moved, it encounters the risk of
being damaged, lost, delayed, etc. Transportation does not make any transforma-
tion to the product that the consumer is willing to pay for (except for the final
delivery).

• Inventory waste: Inventory may exist in the form of raw materials, work-in-
progress, or finished goods. Inventory that is not being actively processed can
be considered as waste because it consumes capital and space.

• Motion waste: Resources (equipment and people) that are used in the production
processes suffer from “wear and tear”. Unnecessary activities (e.g., transforma-
tion and double work) result in additional degradation of resources and increase
the risk of incidents (e.g., accidents).

• Unnecessary waiting: Whenever goods are not in transport or being processed,
they are waiting. In traditional processes, a large part of an individual product’s
life is spent waiting to be worked on. The total flow time of a case is often orders
of magnitude larger than the sum of all service times.
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• Over-processing waste: All additional efforts done for a product not directly re-
quired by the customer are considered as waste. This includes using components
that are more precise, complex, of higher quality, and thus more expensive than
absolutely required.

• Overproduction waste: Producing more than what is required by the customers at
a particular time is a potential form of waste. Overproduction may lead to excess
inventory and the customer’s preferences may change over time making products
outdated or less valuable.

• Defects: Rework, scrap, missing parts, poor work instructions, and correction ac-
tivities are defects that can increase the costs of a product drastically.

Various additional types of waste have been identified. Although the terminology
is oriented towards production processes and physical products, the same principles
can be used for information/financial services, administrative work, and other BPM-
like processes. The above examples illustrate that the focus of lean manufacturing is
on eliminating all non-value added activities. Six Sigma focuses on improving the
quality of value added activities. Both complement each other and are combined in
Lean Six Sigma.

What does “Six Sigma” mean?
Today the term “Six Sigma” refers to a broad set of tools, techniques and
methods to improve the quality of processes [113]. Six Sigma was originally
developed by Motorola in the early 1980s and extended by many others.
The term “Six Sigma” refers to the initial goal set by Motorola to minimize
defects. In fact, the σ in “Six Sigma” refers to the standard deviation of a nor-
mal distribution. Given a normal distribution, 68.3% of the values lie within 1
standard deviation of the mean, i.e., a random draw from normal distribution
with a mean value of μ and a standard deviation of σ has a probability of
0.683 to be in the interval [μ− σ,μ+ σ ]. Given the same normal distribu-
tion, 95.45% of randomly sampled values lie within two standard deviations
of the mean, i.e., [μ− 2σ,μ+ 2σ ], and 99.73% of the values lie within three
standard deviations of the mean, i.e., [μ−3σ,μ+3σ ]. The traditional quality
paradigm in manufacturing defines a process as “capable” if the process’s nat-
ural spread, plus and minus three σ , was less than the engineering tolerance.
So, if deviations of up to three times the standard deviations are allowed, then
on average 2700 out of one million cases will have a defect (i.e., samples out-
side the [μ− 3σ,μ+ 3σ ] interval). Six Sigma aims to create processes were
the standard deviation is so small that any value within 6 standard deviations
of the mean can be considered as non-defective. In the literature, often a 1.5
sigma shift (to accommodate for long term variations and decreasing quality)
is taken into account [113]. This results in the following table:
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Quality level Defective Parts per Percentage passed
Million Opportunities (DPMO)

One Sigma 690,000 DPMO 31%
Two Sigma 308,000 DPMO 69.2%
Three Sigma 66,800 DPMO 93.32%
Four Sigma 6,210 DPMO 99.379%
Five Sigma 230 DPMO 99.977%
Six Sigma 3.4 DPMO 99.9997%

A process that “runs at One Sigma” has less than 690,000 defective cases per
million cases, i.e., at least 31% of the cases are handled properly. A process
that “runs at Six Sigma” has only 3.4 defective cases per million cases, i.e.,
on average 99.9997% of the cases are handled properly.

A typical Lean Six Sigma project follows the so-called DMAIC approach con-
sisting of five steps:

• Define the problem and set targets,
• Measure key performance indicators and collect data,
• Analyze the data to investigate and verify cause-and-effect relationships,
• Improve the current process based on this analysis, and
• Control the process to minimize deviations from the target.

Numerous organizations heavily invested in (Lean) Six Sigma training over the
past decade. Based on Karate-like skill levels (green belt, black belt, etc.), certifica-
tion programs were implemented. Unfortunately, the actual techniques are typically
very basic (from a data science point of view). As a result, many consider Lean Six
Sigma training as a management fad. Fortunately, process mining can be used as
a tool to add more substance to the methodology. For example, process discovery
can be used to eliminate all non-value added activities and reduce waste. If the rel-
evant events are being recorded, we can visualize unnecessary waiting and rework.
Conformance checking can also improve the quality of value added activities. Devi-
ations can be found and diagnosed easily, provided that the event data and normative
process models are present.

Related to Lean Six Sigma are management approaches such as: Continuous Pro-
cess Improvement (CPI), Total Quality Management (TQM), 5S (workplace organi-
zation method characterized by the terms Sort, Straighten, Shine, Standardize, and
Sustain), Kaizen (another continuous improvement method), and Theory of Con-
straints (management paradigm by Eliyahu Goldratt based in the idea that “a chain
is no stronger than its weakest link”, thus focusing on the constraints limiting per-
formance). What these approaches have in common is that processes are “put under
a microscope” to see whether further improvements are possible. Clearly, process
mining can help to analyze deviations and inefficiencies.
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2.5.4 How Process Mining Compares to BPR

Business Process Reengineering (BPR) is a management approach developed by
people like Michael Hammer [68]. BPR is characterized by four key words: fun-
damental, radical, dramatic and process [151]. The keyword fundamental indicates
that, when revitalizing a business process, it is of great importance always to ask
the basic question: Why are we doing this, and why are we doing it in this way?
Radical means that the reengineered process must represent a complete break from
the current way of working. BPR does not advocate to gradually improve exist-
ing processes: It aims at finding by completely new ones. The third keyword also
refers to the fact that BPR does not aim at marginal or superficial changes. Changes
must be dramatic in terms of costs, service and quality. In order to achieve dramatic
improvements, it is necessary to focus on the processes and not start from data or
systems.

BPR is process-centric, i.e., the focus is on the process just like in process min-
ing. However, BPR is not data-driven. It promotes “thinking outside the box” rather
than analyzing data in great detail. Process mining helps to identify the problems
and assists shareholders in defining improvement actions. However, process mining
cannot come up with completely different ways of working (unless event data is
enriched with domain knowledge).

2.5.5 How Process Mining Compares to Business Intelligence

Process mining can be positioned under the umbrella of Business Intelligence (BI).
There is no clear definition for BI. On the one hand, it is a very broad term that
includes anything that aims at providing actionable information that can be used to
support decision making. On the other hand, vendors and consultants tend to conve-
niently skew the definition towards a particular tool or methodology. Process min-
ing provides innovations highly relevant for the next generation of BI techniques.
However, it is important to note that current BI tools are not really “intelligent”
and do not provide any process mining capabilities. The focus is on querying and
reporting combined with simple visualization techniques showing dashboards and
scorecards. Some systems provide data mining capabilities or support Online An-
alytical Processing (OLAP). OLAP tools are used to view multidimensional data
from different angles. On the one hand, it is possible to aggregate and consolidate
data to create high-level reports. On the other hand, OLAP tools can drill down into
the data to find detailed information. There are approaches that combine process
mining with OLAP to create and analyze so-called process cubes filled with event
data (see Sect. 12.4).

Under the BI umbrella, many fancy terms have been introduced to refer to rather
simple reporting and dashboard tools. Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) refers
to the real-time monitoring of business processes. Corporate Performance Man-
agement (CPM) is another buzzword for measuring the performance of a process or
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organization. Typically, CPM focuses on financial aspects. Recently, more and more
software vendors started to use the term “analytics” to refer to advanced BI capabil-
ities. Visual analytics focuses on the analysis of large amounts of data while exploit-
ing the remarkable capabilities of humans to visually identify patterns and trends.
Predictive analytics uses historic data to make forecasts. Clearly, process mining
also aims at providing advanced analytics and some process mining techniques also
heavily rely on advanced visualization and human interpretation. Moreover, as will
be demonstrated in Chapt. 10, process mining is not restricted to analyzing historic
data and also includes operational support, i.e., providing predictions and recom-
mendations in an online setting.

2.5.6 How Process Mining Compares to CEP

Process mining complements Complex Event Processing (CEP). CEP combines data
from multiple sources to infer events or patterns that suggest higher-level events.
The goal of CEP is to identify meaningful events (such as opportunities or threats)
and respond to them as quickly as possible, e.g., immediately generate an alert when
a combination of events occurs. CEP can be used as a preprocessing step for process
mining, i.e., low level event data with many (seemingly) meaningless events can be
converted into higher-level event streams used by process mining techniques (online
or offline). CEP is particularly useful if there are many (low-level) events. By reduc-
ing torrents of event data to manageable streams or logs, analysis becomes easier.

2.5.7 How Process Mining Compares to GRC

Whereas management approaches such as Lean Six Sigma and BPR mainly aim at
improving operational performance, e.g., reducing flow time and defects, organiza-
tions are also putting increased emphasis on corporate governance, risk, and com-
pliance. The frequently used acronym GRC is composed of the pillars Governance,
Risk management and Compliance, and refers to an organization’s capability to re-
liably achieve its objectives while addressing uncertainty and acting with integrity.
Governance is the combination of culture, policies, processes, laws, and institutions
that define the structure by which the organization is directed and managed. Risk
management is the process of identifying, assessing, and prioritizing risks, as well
as creating a plan for minimizing or eliminating the impact of negative events. Com-
pliance is the act of adhering to, and demonstrating adherence to, external laws and
regulations as well as corporate policies and procedures.

Major corporate and accounting scandals including those affecting Enron, Tyco,
Adelphia, Peregrine, and WorldCom have fueled interest in more rigorous auditing
practices. Legislation such as the Sarbanes–Oxley Act (SOX) of 2002 and the dif-
ferent Basel Accords was enacted in response to such scandals. The financial crisis
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a few years ago also underscores the importance of verifying that organizations op-
erate “within their boundaries”. Process mining techniques offer a means to a more
rigorous compliance checking and ascertaining the validity and reliability of infor-
mation about an organization’s core processes. Since conformance checking can be
used to reveal deviations, defects, and near incidents, it is a valuable tool to check
compliance and manage risks.

2.5.8 How Process Mining Compares to ABPD, BPI, WM, . . .

As described in the Process Mining Manifesto [75] by the IEEE Task Force on
Process Mining, there are several alternative terms for process mining. Sometimes
these terms are synonyms and at other times they refer to particular process mining
tasks.

Automated Business Process Discovery (ABPD) is an example of such a term.
ABPD was introduced by Gartner introduced in 2008 [84]. Often ABPD is used to
refer to just process discovery (i.e., discovering process models from event data).
This does not include bottleneck analysis, conformance checking, prediction, social
network analysis, etc. Sometimes ABPD is used as a synonym for process mining.
However, Fig. 2.5 clearly shows that process mining includes, for example, confor-
mance checking. Moreover, later other forms of process mining will be described
(e.g., prediction). Vendors that claim to support ABPD typically only uphold a frac-
tion of the process mining spectrum covered in this book.

The term Business Process Intelligence (BPI) is used in different ways. It is of-
ten used as a synonym for process mining (perhaps with less emphasis on process
models). See, for example, the annual International Workshop on Business Process
Intelligence that has been running since 2005. Almost all papers presented at these
BPI workshops use or propose process mining techniques.

BPI can also be understood as BI with a focus on analyzing operational pro-
cesses. Some of the products positioned as BPI tools do not support discovery, i.e.,
performance data are mapped onto hand-made models. These tools assume a stable
and known process model. Terms comparable to BPI are used by a range of ven-
dors. For example, IBM’s Business Process Manager refers to the latter BPI-like
functionality (i.e., without process discovery) as Business Process Analytics (BPA).

The term Workflow Mining (WM) was a precursor for process mining. It dates
from a time where the main aim of process mining was the automatic configuration
of a WFM system. Ideally, one would like to observe an existing process and auto-
matically generate the corresponding executable workflow model. This view turned
out to be too narrow and often unrealistic. Process mining has a much wider applica-
bility, also in areas unrelated to WFM/BPM systems. Moreover, through discovery
one can indeed find a skeleton of the workflow model. However, the model needs
to be enriched with technical details to obtain an executable workflow. This makes
the automated generation of workflow models less practical. Today, process min-
ing is predominantly an approach for performance and conformance analysis (see
Fig. 2.1). Therefore, the term WM is no longer actively used.
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2.5.9 How Process Mining Compares to Big Data

In Chap. 1, we listed the “four V’s of Big Data”: Volume, Velocity, Variety, and Ve-
racity (Fig. 1.4). These reflect the typical characteristics of some of the exciting new
data sources interesting for analysis. Big Data does not focus on a particular type
of analysis and is not limited to process-related data. However, Big Data infrastruc-
tures enable us to collect, store, and process huge event logs. Process mining tools
can exploit such infrastructures to distribute large analysis tasks over multiple com-
puting resources. For example, the MapReduce programming model can be used for
discovery algorithms and the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) can be used
to store event data in a distributed fashion. In principle, one can use thousands of
compute nodes to perform process mining analyses. Chapter 12 will elaborate on
this.

The many acronyms in this section—BPM, BI, OLAP, TPS, BAM, CEP, CPM,
CPI, TQM, SOX, etc.—are just a subset of the jargon used by business consultants
and vendors. Some are just variations on the same theme, others emphasize a partic-
ular aspect. What can be distilled from the above is that there is a clear trend towards
actually using the data available in today’s systems. The data is used to reason about
the process and for decision making within the process. Moreover, the acronyms ex-
press a clear desire to get more insight into the actual processes, to improve them,
and to make sure that they are compliant. Unfortunately, buzzwords are often used
when the actual analysis capabilities are weak. When listening to a product pre-
sentation of conference talk, one is often tempted to play “buzzword bingo” (also
known as bullshit bingo) illustrating that the foundational issues are not addressed.
This book aims to provide a clear and refreshing view on the matter. Using recent
breakthroughs in process mining, we will show that it is possible to simplify and
unify the analysis of business processes based on facts. Moreover, the techniques
and insights presented are directly applicable and are supported by process mining
tools such as ProM (www.processmining.org).

www.processmining.org
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Process mining provides a bridge between data mining and process modeling and
analysis. Therefore, we provide an introduction to both fields. Chapter 3 reviews
various process modeling notations and their analysis. Chapter 4 explains the main
data mining techniques.



Chapter 3
Process Modeling and Analysis

The plethora of process modeling notations available today illustrates the relevance
of process modeling. Some organizations may use only informal process models
to structure discussions and to document procedures. However, organizations that
operate at a higher BPM maturity level use models that can be analyzed and used
to enact operational processes. Today, most process models are made by hand and
are not based on a rigorous analysis of existing process data. This chapter serves
two purposes. On the one hand, preliminaries are presented that will be used in
later chapters. For example, various process modeling notations are introduced and
some analysis techniques are reviewed. On the other hand, the chapter reveals the
limitations of classical approaches, thus motivating the need for process mining.

3.1 The Art of Modeling

In Sect. 1.3, we introduced the umbrella term “process science” to refer to the
broader discipline that combines knowledge from information technology and
knowledge from management sciences to improve and run operational processes.
Many of the (sub)disciplines mentioned in Fig. 1.6 heavily rely on modeling using
a variety of formalisms and notations. In this book, we will use transition systems,
Petri nets, BPMN, C-nets, EPCs, YAWL, and process trees as example representa-
tions. Before providing a “crash course” in these process representations, we briefly
reflect on the role of models and the limitations of modeling in process science.

Since the industrial revolution, productivity has been increasing because of tech-
nical innovations, improvements in the organization of work, and the use of infor-
mation technology. Adam Smith (1723–1790) showed the advantages of the division
of labor. Frederick Taylor (1856–1915) introduced the initial principles of scientific
management. Henry Ford (1863–1947) introduced the production line for the mass
production of “black T-Fords”. Around 1950 computers and digital communica-
tion infrastructures started to influence business processes. This resulted in dramatic
changes in the organization of work and enabled new ways of doing business. To-
day, innovations in computing and communication are still the main drivers behind
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change in business processes. So, business processes have become more complex,
heavily rely on information systems, and may span multiple organizations. There-
fore, process modeling has become of the utmost importance. Process models assist
in managing complexity by providing insight and documenting procedures. Infor-
mation systems need to be configured and driven by precise instructions. Cross-
organizational processes can only function properly if there is a common agreement
on the required interactions. As a result, process models are widely used in today’s
organizations.

Operations management, and in particular operation research, is a branch of
management science heavily relying on modeling. Here a variety of mathematical
models ranging from linear programming and project planning to queueing models,
Markov chains, and simulation are used. For example, the location of a warehouse
is determined using linear programming, server capacity is added on the basis of
queueing models, and an optimal route in a container terminal is determined using
integer programming. Models are used to reason about processes (redesign) and to
make decisions inside processes (planning and control). The models used in opera-
tions management are typically tailored towards a particular analysis technique and
only used for answering a specific question. In contrast, process models in BPM typ-
ically serve multiple purposes. A process model expressed in BPMN may be used to
discuss responsibilities, analyze compliance, predict performance using simulation,
and configure a WFM system. However, BPM and operations management have
in common that making a good model is “an art rather than a science”. Creating
models is therefore a difficult and error-prone task. Typical errors include:

• The model describes an idealized version of reality. When modeling processes
the designer tends to concentrate on the “normal” or “desirable” behavior. For
example, the model may only cover 80% of the cases assuming that these are
representative. Typically this is not the case as the other 20% may cause 80%
of the problems. The reasons for such oversimplifications are manifold. The de-
signer and management may not be aware of the many deviations that take place.
Moreover, the perception of people may be biased, depending on their role in
the organization. Hand-made models tend to be subjective, and often there is a
tendency to make things too simple just for the sake of understandability.

• Inability to adequately capture human behavior. Although simple mathematical
models may suffice to model machines or people working in an assembly line,
they are inadequate when modeling people involved in multiple processes and
exposed to multiple priorities [139, 163]. A worker who is involved in multiple
processes needs to distribute his attention over multiple processes. This makes
it difficult to model one process in isolation. Workers also do not work at con-
stant speed. A well-known illustration of this is the so-called Yerkes–Dodson law
that describes the relation between workload and performance of people [139].
In most processes one can easily observe that people will take more time to com-
plete a task and effectively work fewer hours per day if there is hardly any work
to do. Nevertheless, most simulation models sample service times from a fixed
probability distribution and use fixed time windows for resource availability.
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• The model is at the wrong abstraction level. Depending on the input data and the
questions that need to be answered, a suitable abstraction level needs to be chosen.
The model may be too abstract and thus unable to answer relevant questions. The
model may also be too detailed, e.g., the required input cannot be obtained or
the model becomes too complex to be fully understood. Consider, for example,
a car manufacturer that has a warehouse containing thousands of spare parts. It
may be tempting to model all of them in a simulation study to compare different
inventory policies. However, if one is not aiming at making statements about a
specific spare part, this is not wise. Typically it is very time consuming to change
the abstraction level of an existing model. Unfortunately, questions may emerge
at different levels of granularity.

These are just some of the problems organizations face when making models by
hand. Only experienced designers and analysts can make models that have a good
predictive value and can be used as a starting point for a (re)implementation or
redesign. An inadequate model can lead to wrong conclusions. Therefore, we advo-
cate the use of event data. Process mining allows for the extraction of models based
on facts. Moreover, process mining does not aim at creating a single model of the
process. Instead, it provides various views on the same reality at different abstrac-
tion levels. For example, users can decide to look at the most frequent behavior to
get a simple model (“80% model”). However, they can also inspect the full behavior
by deriving the “100% model” covering all cases observed. Similarly, abstraction
levels can be varied to create different views. Process mining can also reveal that
people in organizations do not function as “machines”. On the one hand, it may be
shown that all kinds of inefficiencies take place. On the other hand, process mining
can also visualize the remarkable flexibility of some workers to deal with problems
and varying workloads.

3.2 Process Models

It is not easy to make good process models. Yet, they are important. Fortunately, pro-
cess mining can facilitate the construction of better models in less time. Process dis-
covery algorithms like the α-algorithm can automatically generate a process model.
As indicated in Chap. 2, various process modeling notations exist. Sometimes the
plethora of notations is referred to as the new “tower of Babel”. Therefore, we de-
scribe only some basic notations. This section does not aim to provide a complete
overview of existing process modeling notations. We just introduce the notations
that we will use in the remainder. We would like to stress that it is relatively easy
to automatically translate process mining results into the desired notation. For ex-
ample, although the α-algorithm produces a Petri net, it is easy to convert the result
into a BPMN model, BPEL model, or UML Activity Diagram. Again we refer to the
systematic comparisons in the context of the Workflow Patterns Initiative [155, 191]
for details.
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Fig. 3.1 A transition system having one initial state and one final state

In this section we focus on the control-flow perspective of processes. We assume
that there is a set of activity labels A . The goal of a process model is to decide
which activities need to be executed and in what order. Activities can be executed
sequentially, activities can be optional or concurrent, and the repeated execution of
the same activity may be possible.

3.2.1 Transition Systems

The most basic process modeling notation is a transition system. A transition system
consists of states and transitions. Figure 3.1 shows a transition system consisting of
seven states. It models the handling of a request for compensation within an airline
as described in Sect. 2.1. The states are represented by black circles. There is one
initial state labeled s1 and one final state labeled s7. Each state has a unique label.
This label is merely an identifier and has no meaning. Transitions are represented by
arcs. Each transition connects two states and is labeled with the name of an activity.
Multiple arcs can bear the same label. For example, check ticket appears twice.

Definition 3.1 (Transition system) A transition system is a triplet TS = (S,A,T )

where S is the set of states, A ⊆ A is the set of activities (often referred to as
actions), and T ⊆ S ×A× S is the set of transitions. Sstart ⊆ S is the set of initial
states (sometimes referred to as “start” states), and Send ⊆ S is the set of final states
(sometimes referred to as “accept” states).

The sets Sstart and Send are defined implicitly. In principle, S can be infinite.
However, for most practical applications the state space is finite. In this case the
transition system is also referred to as a Finite-State Machine (FSM) or a finite-state
automaton.

The transition system depicted in Fig. 3.1 can be formalized as follows: S =
{s1, s2, s3, s4, s5, s6, s7}, Sstart = {s1}, Send = {s7}, A = {register request, ex-
amine thoroughly, examine casually, check ticket, decide, reinitiate request, reject
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request, pay compensation}, and T = {(s1, register request, s2), (s2, examine ca-
sually, s3), (s2, examine thoroughly, s3), (s2, check ticket, s4), (s3, check ticket,
s5), (s4, examine casually, s5), (s4, examine thoroughly, s5), (s5, decide, s6), (s6,
reinitiate request, s2), (s6, pay compensation, s7), (s6, reject request, s7)}.

Given a transition system one can reason about its behavior. The transition starts
in one of the initial states. Any path in the graph starting in such a state corresponds
to a possible execution sequence. For example, the path register request, examine
casually, check ticket in Fig. 3.1 is an example of an execution sequence starting
in state s1 and ending in s5. There are infinitely many execution sequences for this
transition system. A path terminates successfully if it ends in one of the final states.
A path deadlocks if it reaches a non-final state without any outgoing transitions.
Note that the absence of deadlocks does not guarantee successful termination. The
transition system may livelock, i.e., some transitions are still enabled but it is im-
possible to reach one of the final states.

Any process model with executable semantics can be mapped onto a transition
system. Therefore, many notions defined for transition systems can easily be trans-
lated to higher-level languages such as Petri nets, BPMN, and UML activity dia-
grams. Consider, for example, the seemingly simple question: “When are two pro-
cesses the same from a behavioral point of view”. As shown in [176], many equiv-
alence notions can be defined. Trace equivalence considers two transition systems
to be equivalent if their execution sequences are the same. More refined notions
like branching bisimilarity also take the moment of choice into account. These no-
tions defined for transition systems can be used for any pair of process models as
long as the models are expressed in a language with executable semantics (see also
Sect. 6.3).

Transition systems are simple but have problems expressing concurrency suc-
cinctly. Suppose that there are n parallel activities, i.e., all n activities need to be
executed but any order is allowed. There are n! possible execution sequences. The
transition system requires 2n states and n × 2n−1 transitions. This is an example
of the well-known “state explosion” problem [135]. Consider for example 10 par-
allel activities. The number of possible execution sequences is 10! = 3,628,800,
the number of reachable states is 210 = 1024, and the number of transitions is
10× 210−1 = 5120. The corresponding Petri net is much more compact and needs
only 10 transitions and 10 places to model the 10 parallel activities. Given the con-
current nature of business processes, more expressive models like Petri nets are
needed to adequately represent process mining results.

3.2.2 Petri Nets

Petri nets are the oldest and best investigated process modeling language allowing
for the modeling of concurrency. Although the graphical notation is intuitive and
simple, Petri nets are executable and many analysis techniques can be used to ana-
lyze them [82, 117, 149]. In the introduction we already showed an example Petri
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Fig. 3.2 A marked Petri net

net. Figure 3.2 shows the Petri net again with the various constructs highlighted.
A Petri net is a bipartite graph consisting of places and transitions. The network
structure is static, but, governed by the firing rule, tokens can flow through the net-
work. The state of a Petri net is determined by the distribution of tokens over places
and is referred to as its marking. In the initial marking shown in Fig. 3.2, there is
only one token; start is the only marked place.

Definition 3.2 (Petri net) A Petri net is a triplet N = (P,T ,F ) where P is a finite
set of places, T is a finite set of transitions such that P ∩T = ∅, and F ⊆ (P ×T )∪
(T ×P) is a set of directed arcs, called the flow relation. A marked Petri net is a pair
(N,M), where N = (P,T ,F ) is a Petri net and where M ∈ B(P ) is a multi-set over
P denoting the marking of the net. The set of all marked Petri nets is denoted N .

The Petri net shown Fig. 3.2 can be formalized as follows: P = {start, c1, c2, c3,

c4, c5, end}, T = {a, b, c, d, e, f, g,h}, and F = {(start, a), (a, c1), (a, c2), (c1, b),
(c1, c), (c2, d), (b, c3), (c, c3), (d, c4), (c3, e), (c4, e), (e, c5), (c5, f ), (f, c1),
(f, c2), (c5, g), (c5, h), (g, end), (h, end)}.

Multi-sets
A marking corresponds to a multi-set of tokens. However, multi-sets are not
only used to represent markings; later we will use multi-sets to model event
logs where the same trace may appear multiple times. Therefore, we provide
some basic notations used in the remainder.
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A multi-set (also referred to as bag) is like a set in which each element
may occur multiple times. For example, [a, b2, c3, d2, e] is the multi-set with
nine elements: one a, two b’s, three c’s, two d’s, and one e. The follow-
ing three multi-set are identical: [a, b, b, c3, d, d, e], [e, d2, c3, b2, a], and
[a, b2, c3, d2, e]. Only the number of occurrences of each value matters, not
the order. Formally, B(D)=D→ N is the set of multi-sets (bags) over a fi-
nite domain D, i.e., X ∈ B(D) is a multi-set, where for each d ∈ D, X(d)

denotes the number of times d is included in the multi-set. For example, if
X = [a, b2, c3], then X(b)= 2 and X(e)= 0.

The sum of two multi-sets (X � Y ), the difference (X \ Y ), the presence of
an element in a multi-set (x ∈ X), and the notion of subset (X ≤ Y ) are de-
fined in a straightforward way. For example, [a, b2, c3, d] � [c3, d, e2, f 3] =
[a, b2, c6, d2, e2, f 3] and [a, b] ≤ [a, b3, c]. Moreover, we can also apply
these operators to sets, where we assume that a set is a multi-set in which
every element occurs exactly once. For example, [a, b2] � {b, c} = [a, b3, c].

The operators are also robust with respect to the domains of the multi-sets,
i.e., even if X and Y are defined on different domains, X � Y , X \ Y , and
X ≤ Y are defined properly by extending the domain whenever needed.

The marking shown in Fig. 3.2 is [start], i.e., a multi-set containing only one
token. The dynamic behavior of such a marked Petri net is defined by the so-called
firing rule. A transition is enabled if each of its input places contains a token. An
enabled transition can fire thereby consuming one token from each input place and
producing one token for each output place. Hence, transition a is enabled at marking
[start]. Firing a results in the marking [c1, c2]. Note that one token is consumed
and two tokens are produced. At marking [c1, c2], transition a is no longer enabled.
However, transitions b, c, and d have become enabled. From marking [c1, c2], firing
b results in marking [c2, c3]. Here, d is still enabled, but b and c not anymore.
Because of the loop construct involving f there are infinitely many firing sequences
starting in [start] and ending in [end].

Assume now that the initial marking is [start5]. Firing a now results in the mark-
ing [start4, c1, c2]. At this marking a is still enabled. Firing a again results in mark-
ing [start3, c12, c22]. Transition a can fire five times in a row resulting in marking
[c15, c25]. Note that after the first occurrence of a, also b, c, and d are enabled and
can fire concurrently.

To formalize the firing rule, we introduce a notation for input (output) places
(transitions). Let N = (P,T ,F ) be a Petri net. Elements of P ∪ T are called nodes.
A node x is an input node of another node y if and only if there is a directed arc from
x to y (i.e., (x, y) ∈ F ). Node x is an output node of y if and only if (y, x) ∈ F .
For any x ∈ P ∪ T , •x = {y | (y, x) ∈ F } and x• = {y | (x, y) ∈ F }. In Fig. 3.2,
•c1= {a,f } and c1• = {b, c}.
Definition 3.3 (Firing rule) Let (N,M) be a marked Petri net with N = (P,T ,F )

and M ∈ B(P ). Transition t ∈ T is enabled, denoted (N,M)[t〉, if and only if
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•t ≤M . The firing rule _ [_〉 _⊆N ×T ×N is the smallest relation satisfying for
any (N,M) ∈N and any t ∈ T , (N,M)[t〉⇒ (N,M) [t〉 (N, (M \ •t)� t•).

(N,M)[t〉 denotes that t is enabled at marking M , e.g., (N, [start])[a〉 in Fig. 3.2.
(N,M) [t〉 (N,M ′) denotes that firing this enabled transition results in marking M ′.
For example, (N, [start]) [a〉 (N, [c1, c2]) and (N, [c3, c4]) [e〉 (N, [c5]).

Let (N,M0) with N = (P,T ,F ) be a marked Petri net. A sequence σ ∈ T ∗
is called a firing sequence of (N,M0) if and only if, for some natural number
n ∈N, there exist markings M1, . . . ,Mn and transitions t1, . . . , tn ∈ T such that σ =
〈t1 . . . tn〉 and, for all i with 0≤ i < n, (N,Mi)[ti+1〉 and (N,Mi) [ti+1〉 (N,Mi+1).1

Let (N,M0) be the marked Petri net shown in Fig. 3.2, i.e., M0 = [start]. The
empty sequence σ = 〈 〉 is enabled in (N,M0), i.e., 〈 〉 is a firing sequence of
(N,M0). The sequence σ = 〈a, b〉 is also enabled and firing σ results in marking
[c2, c3]. Another possible firing sequence is σ = 〈a, c, d, e, f, b, d, e, g〉. A mark-
ing M is reachable from the initial marking M0 if and only if there exists a sequence
of enabled transitions whose firing leads from M0 to M . The set of reachable mark-
ings of (N,M0) is denoted [N,M0〉. The marked Petri net shown in Fig. 3.2 has
seven reachable markings.

In Fig. 3.2, transitions are identified by a single letter, but also have a longer label
describing the corresponding activity. Thus far we ignored these labels.

Definition 3.4 (Labeled Petri net) A labeled Petri net is a tuple N = (P,T ,F,A, l)

where (P,T ,F ) is a Petri net as defined in Definition 3.2, A⊆A is a set of activity
labels, and l ∈ T →A is a labeling function.

In principle, multiple transitions may bear the same label. One can think of the
transition label as the observable action. Sometimes one wants to express that par-
ticular transitions are not observable. For this we reserve the label τ . A transition t

with l(t)= τ is unobservable. Such transitions are often referred to as silent or in-
visible. It is easy to convert any Petri net into a labeled Petri net; just take A= T and
l(t)= t for any t ∈ T . The reverse is not always possible, e.g., when several transi-
tions have the same label. It is also possible to convert a marked (labeled) Petri net
into a transition system as is shown next.

Definition 3.5 (Reachability graph) Let (N,M0) with N = (P,T ,F,A, l) be a
marked labeled Petri net. (N,M0) defines a transition system TS = (S,A′, T ′)
with S = [N,M0〉, Sstart = {M0}, A′ = A, and T ′ = {(M, l(t),M ′) ∈ S × A× S |
∃t∈T (N,M) [t〉 (N,M ′)}. TS is often referred to as the reachability graph of
(N,M0).

Figure 3.3 shows the transition system generated from the labeled marked Petri
net shown in Fig. 3.2. States correspond to reachable markings, i.e., multi-sets of

1X∗ is the set of sequences containing elements of X, i.e., for any n ∈ N and x1, x2, . . . , xn ∈ X:
〈x1, x2, . . . , xn〉 ∈X∗. See also Sect. 5.2.
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Fig. 3.3 The reachability graph of the marked Petri net shown in Fig. 3.2

Fig. 3.4 Three Petri nets:
(a) a Petri net with an infinite
state space, (b) a Petri net
with only one reachable
marking, (c) a Petri net with
7776 reachable markings

tokens. Note that Sstart = {[start]} is a singleton containing the initial marking of
the Petri net. The Petri net does not explicitly define a set of final markings Send .
However, in this case it is obvious to take Send = {[end]}. Later, we will see that it
is sometimes useful to distinguish deadlocks and livelocks from successful termina-
tion.

Note that we are overloading the term “transition”; the term may refer to a “box”
in a Petri net or an “arc” in a transition system. In fact, one transition in a Petri net
may correspond to many transitions in the corresponding transition system.

The Petri net in Fig. 3.2 and the transition system in Fig. 3.3 are of similar sizes. If
the model contains a lot of concurrency or multiple tokens reside in the same place,
then the transition system is much bigger than the Petri net. In fact, a marked Petri
net may have infinitely many reachable states. The marked Petri net in Fig. 3.4(a)
consists of only one place and one transition. Nevertheless, its corresponding tran-
sition system has infinitely many states: S = {[pk] | k ∈ N}. In this example, tran-
sition t is continuously enabled because it has no input place. Therefore, it can put
any number of tokens in p. The Petri net in Fig. 3.4(b) has two arcs rather than one
and now the only reachable state is [p]. The marked Petri net in Fig. 3.4(c) shows
the effect of concurrency. The corresponding transition system has 65 = 7776 states
and 32,400 transitions.
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Modern computers can easily compute reachability graphs with millions of states
and analyze them. If the reachability graph is infinite, one can resort to the so-called
coverability graph that presents a kind of over-approximation of the state space
[117]. By constructing the reachability graph (if possible) or the coverability graph
one can answer a variety of questions regarding the behavior of the process mod-
eled. Moreover, dedicated analysis techniques can also answer particular questions
without constructing the state space, e.g., using the linear-algebraic representation
of the Petri net. It is outside the scope of this book to elaborate on these. However,
we list some generic properties typically investigated in the context of a marked
Petri net.

• A marked Petri net (N,M0) is k-bounded if no place ever holds more that k

tokens. Formally, for any p ∈ P and any M ∈ [N,M0〉: M(p) ≤ k. The marked
Petri net in Fig. 3.4(c) is 25-bounded because in none of the 7776 reachable mark-
ings there is a place with more than 25 tokens. It is not 24-bounded, because in
the final marking place out contains 25 tokens.

• A marked Petri net is safe if and only if it is 1-bounded. The marked Petri net
shown in Fig. 3.2 is safe because in each of the seven reachable markings there is
no place holding multiple tokens.

• A marked Petri net is bounded if and only if there exists a k ∈ N such that it is
k-bounded. Figure 3.4(a) shows an unbounded net. The two other marked Petri
nets in Fig. 3.4 (i.e., (b) and (c)) are bounded.

• A marked Petri net (N,M0) is deadlock free if at every reachable marking at least
one transition is enabled. Formally, for any M ∈ [N,M0〉 there exists a transition
t ∈ T such that (N,M)[t〉. Figure 3.4(c) shows a net that is not deadlock free
because at marking [out25] no transition is enabled. The two other marked Petri
nets in Fig. 3.4 are deadlock free.

• A transition t ∈ T in a marked Petri net (N,M0) is live if from every reachable
marking it is possible to enable t . Formally, for any M ∈ [N,M0〉 there exists a
marking M ′ ∈ [N,M〉 such that (N,M ′)[t〉. A marked Petri net is live if each of
its transitions is live. Note that a deadlock-free Petri net does not need to be live.
For example, merge the nets (b) and (c) in Fig. 3.4 into one marked Petri net. The
resulting net is deadlock free, but not live.

Petri nets have a strong theoretical basis and can capture concurrency well. More-
over, a wide range of powerful analysis techniques and tools exists [117]. Obviously,
this succinct model has problems capturing data-related and time-related aspects.
Therefore, various types of high-level Petri nets have been proposed. Colored Petri
nets (CPNs) are the most widely used Petri-net based formalism that can deal with
data-related and time-related aspects [82, 149]. Tokens in a CPN carry a data value
and have a timestamp. The data value, often referred to as “color”, describes the
properties of the object modeled by the token. The timestamp indicates the earliest
time at which the token may be consumed. Transitions can assign a delay to pro-
duced tokens. This way waiting and service times can be modeled. A CPN may be
hierarchical, i.e., transitions can be decomposed into subprocesses. This way large
models can be structured. CPN Tools is a toolset providing support for the modeling
and analysis of CPNs (www.cpntools.org).

www.cpntools.org
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3.2.3 Workflow Nets

When modeling business processes in terms of Petri nets, we often consider a sub-
class of Petri nets known as WorkFlow nets (WF-nets) [136, 168]. A WF-net is a
Petri net with a dedicated source place where the process starts and a dedicated sink
place where the process ends. Moreover, all nodes are on a path from source to sink.

Definition 3.6 (Workflow net) Let N = (P,T ,F,A, l) be a (labeled) Petri net and
t̄ a fresh identifier not in P ∪ T . N is a workflow net (WF-net) if and only if (a) P

contains an input place i (also called source place) such that •i = ∅, (b) P contains
an output place o (also called sink place) such that o• = ∅, and (c) N̄ = (P,T ∪ {t̄},
F ∪{(o, t̄), (t̄ , i)},A∪{τ }, l∪{(t̄ , τ )}) is strongly connected, i.e., there is a directed
path between any pair of nodes in N̄ .

N̄ is referred to as the short-circuited net [136]. The unique sink place o is con-
nected to the unique source place i in the resulting net.

Figure 3.2 shows an example of a WF-net with i = start and o = end. None of
the three Petri nets in Fig. 3.4 is a WF-net.

Why are WF-nets particularly relevant for business process modeling? The rea-
son is that the process models used in the context of BPM describe the life-cycle
of cases of a given kind. Examples of cases are insurance claims, job applications,
customer orders, replenishment orders, patients, and credit applications. The pro-
cess model is instantiated once for each case. Each of these process instances has a
well-defined start (“case creation”) and end (“case completion”). In-between these
points, activities are conducted according to a predefined procedure. One model may
be instantiated many times. For example, the process of handling insurance claims
may be executed for thousands or even millions of claims. These instances can be
seen as copies of the same WF-net, i.e., tokens of different cases are not mixed.

WF-nets are also a natural representation for process mining. There is an ob-
vious relation between the firing sequences of a WF-net and the traces found in
event logs. Note that one can only learn models based on examples. In the context
of market basket analysis, i.e., finding patterns in what customers buy, one needs
many examples of customers buying particular collections of products. Similarly,
process discovery uses sequences of activities in which each sequence refers to a
particular process instance. These can be seen as firing sequences of an unknown
WF-net. Therefore, we will often focus on WF-nets. Recall that the α-algorithm
discovered the WF-net in Fig. 2.6 using the set of traces shown in Table 2.2. Every
trace corresponds to a case executed from begin to end.

Not every WF-net represents a correct process. For example, a process repre-
sented by a WF-net may exhibit errors such as deadlocks, activities that can never
become active, livelocks, or garbage being left in the process after termination.
Therefore, we define the following well-known correctness criterion [136, 168]:

Definition 3.7 (Soundness) Let N = (P,T ,F,A, l) be a WF-net with input place
i and output place o. N is sound if and only if
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• (safeness) (N, [i]) is safe, i.e., places cannot hold multiple tokens at the same
time;

• (proper completion) for any marking M ∈ [N, [i]〉, o ∈M implies M = [o];
• (option to complete) for any marking M ∈ [N, [i]〉, [o] ∈ [N,M〉; and
• (absence of dead parts) (N, [i]) contains no dead transitions (i.e., for any t ∈ T ,

there is a firing sequence enabling t).

Note that the option to complete implies proper completion. The WF-net shown
in Fig. 3.2 is sound. Soundness can be verified using standard Petri-net-based anal-
ysis techniques. In fact soundness corresponds to liveness and safeness of the corre-
sponding short-circuited net N̄ introduced in Definition 3.6 [136]. This way efficient
algorithms and tools can be applied. An example of a tool tailored towards the anal-
ysis of WF-nets is Woflan [179]. This functionality is also embedded in our process
mining tool ProM described in Sect. 11.3.

3.2.4 YAWL

YAWL is both a workflow modeling language and an open-source workflow system
[132]. The acronym YAWL stands for “Yet Another Workflow Language”. The de-
velopment of the YAWL language was heavily influenced by the Workflow Patterns
Initiative [155, 191] mentioned earlier. Based on a systematic analysis of the con-
structs used by existing process modeling notations and workflow languages, a large
collection of patterns was identified. These patterns cover all workflow perspec-
tives, i.e., there are control-flow patterns, data patterns, resource patterns, change
patterns, exception patterns, etc. The aim of YAWL is to offer direct support for
many patterns while keeping the language simple. It can be seen as a reference
implementation of the most important workflow patterns. Over time, the YAWL
language and the YAWL system have increasingly become synonymous and have
garnered widespread interest from both practitioners and the academic community
alike. YAWL is currently one of the most widely used open-source workflow sys-
tems.

Here we restrict ourselves to the control-flow perspective. Figure 3.5 shows the
main constructs. Each process has a dedicated start and end condition, like in WF-
nets. Activities in YAWL are called tasks. Conditions in YAWL correspond to places
in Petri nets. However, it is also possible to directly connect tasks without putting
a condition in-between. Tasks have—depending on their type—a well-defined split
and join semantics. An AND-join/AND-split task behaves like a transition, i.e., it
needs to consume one token via each of the incoming arcs and produces a token
along each of the outgoing arcs. An XOR-split selects precisely one of its outgo-
ing arcs. The selection is based on evaluating data conditions. Only one token is
produced and sent along the selected arc. An XOR-join is enabled once for every in-
coming token and does not need to synchronize. An OR-split selects one or more of
its outgoing arcs. This selection is again based on evaluating data conditions. Note
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Fig. 3.5 YAWL notation

that an OR-split may select 2 out of three 3 outgoing arcs. The semantics of the
OR-join are more involved. The OR-join requires at least one input token, but also
synchronizes tokens that are “on their way” to the OR-join. As long as another to-
ken may arrive via one of the ingoing arcs, the OR-join waits. YAWL also supports
cancelation regions. A task may have a cancelation region consisting of conditions,
tasks, and arcs. Once the task completes all tokens are removed from this region.
Note that tokens for the task’s output conditions are produced after emptying the
cancelation region. YAWL’s cancelation regions provide a powerful mechanism to
abort work in parallel branches and to reset parts of the workflow. Tasks in a YAWL
model can be atomic or composite. A composite task refers to another YAWL model.
This way models can be structured hierarchically. Atomic and composite tasks can
be instantiated multiple times in parallel. For example, when handling a customer
order, some tasks needs to be executed for every order line. These order lines can be
processed in any order. Therefore, a loop construct is less suitable. Figure 3.5 shows
the icon for such a multiple instance task and all other constructs just mentioned.

Figure 3.6 shows an example YAWL model for the handling of a request for com-
pensation within an airline. To show some of the features of YAWL, we extended
the process described in Sect. 2.1 with some more complex behaviors. In the new
model it is possible that both examinations are executed. By using an OR-split and
an OR-join examine causally and/or examine thoroughly are executed. The model
has also been extended with a cancelation region (see dotted box in Fig. 3.6). As
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Fig. 3.6 Process model using the YAWL notation

long as there is a token in c3, task new information may be executed. When this
happens, all tokens are removed from the region, i.e., checks and examinations are
aborted. Task new information does not need to know where all tokens are and af-
ter the reset by this task the new state is [c1, c2, c3]. Explicit choices in YAWL
(i.e., XOR/OR-splits) are driven by data conditions. In the Petri net in Fig. 3.2, all
choices were non-deterministic. In the example YAWL model, the decision may be
derived from the outcome of the check and the examination(s), i.e., the XOR-split
decide may be based on data created in earlier tasks. As indicated, both the YAWL
language and the YAWL system cover all relevant perspectives (resources, data, ex-
ceptions, etc.). For example, it is possible to model that decisions are taken by the
manager and that it is not allowed that two examinations for the same request are
done by the same person (4-eyes principle) [132].

3.2.5 Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN)

Recently, the Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) has become one of the
most widely used languages to model business processes. BPMN is supported by
many tool vendors and has been standardized by the OMG [110]. Figure 3.7 shows
the BPMN model already introduced in Sect. 2.1.

Figure 3.8 shows a small subset of all notational elements. Atomic activities are
called tasks. Like in YAWL activities can be nested. Most of the constructs can be
easily understood after the introduction to YAWL. A notable difference is that the
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Fig. 3.7 Process model using the BPMN notation

Fig. 3.8 BPMN notation

routing logic is not associated with tasks but with separate gateways. Figure 3.8
shows that there are split and join gateways of different types: AND, XOR, OR.
The splits are based on data conditions. An event is comparable to a place in a
Petri net. However, the semantics of places in Petri nets and events in BPMN are
quite different. There is no need to insert events in-between activities and events
cannot have multiple input or output arcs. Start events have one outgoing arc, inter-
mediate events have one incoming and one outgoing arc, and end events have one
incoming arc. Unlike in YAWL or a Petri net, one cannot have events with multiple
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Fig. 3.9 EPC notation

incoming or outgoing arcs; splitting and joining needs to be done using gateways.
To model the so-called deferred choice workflow pattern [155] one needs to use the
event-based XOR gateway shown in Fig. 3.8. This illustrates the use of events. After
executing task x there is a race between two events. One of the events is triggered
by a timeout. The other event is triggered by an external massage. The first event
to occur determines the route taken. If the message arrives before the timer goes
off, task z is executed. If the timer goes off before the massage arrives, task y is
executed. Note that this construct can easily be modeled in YAWL using a condition
with two output arcs.

Figure 3.8 shows just a tiny subset of all notations provided by BPMN. Most
vendors support only a small subset of BPMN in their products. Moreover, users
typically use only few BPMN constructs. In [193], it was shown that the average
subset of BPMN used in real-life models consists of less than 10 different symbols
(despite the more than 50 distinct graphical elements offered to the modeler). For
this reason, we will be rather pragmatic when it comes to process models and their
notation.

3.2.6 Event-Driven Process Chains (EPCs)

Event-driven Process Chains (EPCs) provide a classical notation to model business
processes [126]. The notation is supported by products such as ARIS and SAP R/3.
Basically, EPCs cover a limited subset of BPMN and YAWL while using a dedicated
graphical notation.

Figure 3.9 provides an overview of the different notational elements. Functions
correspond to activities. A function has precisely one input arc and one output arc.
Therefore, splitting and joining can only be modeled using connectors. These are
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Fig. 3.10 Process model using the EPC notation

Fig. 3.11 The so-called
“vicious circle” expressed
using the EPC notation

comparable to the gateways in BPMN. Again splits and joins of type AND, XOR,
and OR are supported. Like in BPMN there are three types of events (start, interme-
diate, and end). Events and functions need to alternate along any path, i.e., it is not
allowed to connect events to events or functions to functions.

Figure 3.10 shows another variation of the process for handling a request for
compensation. Note that, because of the two OR connectors, it is possible to do
both examinations or just one.

The EPC notation was one of the first notations allowing for OR splits and joins.
However, the people who developed and evangelized EPCs did not provide clear
semantics nor some reference implementation [154]. This triggered lively debates
resulting in various proposals and alternative implementations. Consider, for exam-
ple, the so-called “vicious circle” shown in Fig. 3.11. The two tokens show the state
of this process fragment; events e1 and e2 hold a token. It is unclear what could
happen next, because both OR-joins depend on one another.

Should the OR-join below e1 block or not? Suppose that this OR-join blocks,
then by symmetry also the other OR-join following e2 should block and the whole
EPC deadlocks in the state shown Fig. 3.11. This seems to be wrong because if
it deadlocks, the OR join will never receive an additional token and hence should
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not have waited in the first place. Suppose that the OR-join following e1 does not
block. By symmetry the other OR-join should also not block and both f1 and f2 are
executed and tokens flow towards both OR-joins via the two AND-splits. However,
this implies that the OR-joins should both have blocked. Hence, there is a paradox
because all possible decisions are wrong.

The vicious circle paradox shows that higher-level constructs may introduce all
kinds of subtle semantic problems. Despite these problems and the different nota-
tions, the core concepts of the various languages are very similar.

3.2.7 Causal Nets

The notations discussed thus far connect activities (i.e., transitions, tasks, functions)
through model elements like places (Petri nets), conditions (YAWL), connectors and
events (EPC), gateways and events (BPMN). These elements interconnect activities
but do not leave any “marks” in the event log, i.e., they need to be inferred by
analyzing the behavior. Since the log does not provide concrete information about
places, conditions, connectors, gateways and events, some mining algorithms use a
representation consisting of just activities and no connecting elements [4, 12, 66,
183, 184].

Causal nets are a representation tailored towards process mining. A causal net
is a graph where nodes represent activities and arcs represent causal dependencies.
Each activity has a set of possible input bindings and a set of possible output bind-
ings. Consider, for example, the causal net shown in Fig. 3.12. Activity a has only
an empty input binding as this is the start activity. There are two possible output
bindings: {b, d} and {c, d}. This means that a is followed by either b and d , or c

and d . Activity e has two possible input bindings ({b, d} and {c, d}) and three pos-
sible output bindings ({g}, {h}, and {f }). Hence, e is preceded by either b and d ,
or c and d , and is succeeded by just g, h or f . Activity z is the end activity having
two input bindings and one output binding (the empty binding). This activity has
been added to create a unique end point. All executions commence with start ac-
tivity a and finish with end activity z. As will be shown later, the causal net shown
in Fig. 3.12 and the Petri net shown in Fig. 3.2 are trace equivalent, i.e., they both
allow for the same set of traces. However, there are no places in the causal net; the
routing logic is solely represented by the possible input and output bindings.

Definition 3.8 (Causal net) A Causal net (C-net) is a tuple C = (A,ai, ao,D, I,O)

where:

• A⊆A is a finite set of activities;
• ai ∈A is the start activity;
• ao ∈A is the end activity;
• D ⊆A×A is the dependency relation,
• AS= {X ⊆P(A) |X = {∅} ∨ ∅ /∈X};2

2P(A)= {A′ |A′ ⊆A} is the powerset of A. Hence, elements of AS are sets of sets of activities.
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Fig. 3.12 Causal net C1

• I ∈A→ AS defines the set of possible input bindings per activity; and
• O ∈A→ AS defines the set of possible output bindings per activity,

such that

• D = {(a1, a2) ∈A×A | a1 ∈⋃
as∈I (a2)

as};
• D = {(a1, a2) ∈A×A | a2 ∈⋃

as∈O(a1)
as};

• {ai} = {a ∈A | I (a)= {∅}};
• {ao} = {a ∈A |O(a)= {∅}}; and
• all activities in the graph (A,D) are on a path from ai to ao.

The C-net of Fig. 3.12 can be described as follows. A= {a, b, c, d, e, f, g,h, z}
is the set of activities, a = ai is the unique start activity, and z = ao is the
unique end activity. The arcs shown in Fig. 3.12 visualize the dependency relation
D = {(a, b), (a, c), (a, d), (b, e), . . . , (g, z), (h, z)}. Functions I and O describe
the sets of possible input and output bindings. I (a) = {∅} is the set of possi-
ble input bindings of a, i.e., the only input binding is the empty set of activi-
ties. O(a) = {{b, d}, {c, d}} is the set of possible output bindings of a, i.e., ac-
tivity a is followed by d and either b or c. I (b) = {{a}, {f }}, O(b) = {{e}}, . . . ,
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Fig. 3.13 Causal net C2

I (z)= {{g}, {h}}, O(z)= {∅}. Note that any element of AS is a set of sets of activ-
ities, e.g., {{b, d}, {c, d}} ∈ AS. If one of the elements is the empty set, then there
cannot be any other elements, i.e., for any X ∈ AS: X = {∅} or ∅ /∈X. This implies
that only the unique start activity ai has the empty binding as (only) possible input
binding. Similarly, only the unique end activity ao has the empty binding as (only)
possible output binding.

An activity binding is a tuple (a,asI ,asO) denoting the occurrence of activity a

with input binding asI and output binding asO . For example, (e, {b, d}, {f }) denotes
the occurrence of activity e in Fig. 3.12 while being preceded by b and d , and
succeeded by f .

Definition 3.9 (Binding) Let C = (A,ai, ao,D, I,O) be a C-net. B = {(a,asI ,

asO) ∈A×P(A)×P(A) | asI ∈ I (a) ∧ asO ∈O(a)} is the set of activity bind-
ings. A binding sequence σ is a sequence of activity bindings, i.e., σ ∈ B∗.

A possible binding sequence for the C-net of Fig. 3.12 is 〈(a,∅, {b, d}),
(b, {a}, {e}), (d, {a}, {e}), (e, {b, d}, {g}), (g, {e}, {z}), (z, {g},∅)〉.

Figure 3.13 shows another C-net modeling the booking of a trip. After activity a

(start booking) there are three possible activities: b (book flight), c (book car), and d

(book hotel). The process ends with activity e (complete booking). O(a)= I (e)=
{{b}, {c}, {b, d}, {c, d}, {b, c, d}}, I (a) =O(e) = {∅}, I (b) = I (c) = I (d) = {{a}},
and O(b) = O(c) = O(d) = {{e}}. A possible binding sequence for the C-net of
Fig. 3.12 is 〈(a,∅, {b, d}), (d, {a}, {e}), (b, {a}, {e}), (e, {b, d},∅)〉, i.e., the scenario
in which a flight and a hotel are booked. Note that Fig. 3.13 does not allow for
booking just a hotel nor is it possible to just book a flight and a car.

A binding sequence is valid if a predecessor activity and successor activity al-
ways “agree” on their bindings. For a predecessor activity x and successor activity
y we need to see the following “pattern”: 〈. . . , (x, {. . .}, {y, . . .}), . . . , (y, {x, . . .},
{. . . }), . . .〉, i.e., the occurrence of activity x with y in its output binding needs to be
followed by the occurrence of activity y and the occurrence of activity y with x in
its input binding needs to be preceded by the occurrence of activity x. To formalize
the notion of a valid sequence, we first define the notion of state.
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Definition 3.10 (State) Let C = (A,ai, ao,D, I,O) be a C-net. S = B(A × A)

is the state space of C. s ∈ S is a state, i.e., a multi-set of pending obliga-
tions. Function ψ ∈ B∗ → S is defined inductively: ψ(〈 〉) = [ ] and ψ(σ ⊕
(a,asI ,asO)) = (ψ(σ ) \ (asI × {a})) � ({a} × asO) for any binding sequence
σ ⊕ (a,asI ,asO) ∈ B∗.3 ψ(σ) is the state after executing binding sequence σ .

Consider C-net C1 shown in Fig. 3.12. Initially there are no pending “obliga-
tions”, i.e., no output bindings have been enacted without having corresponding
input bindings. If activity binding (a,∅, {b, d}) occurs, then ψ(〈(a,∅, {b, d})〉) =
ψ(〈 〉) \ (∅×{a})� ({a}× {b, d})= [ ] \ [ ]� [(a, b), (a, d)] = [(a, b), (a, d)]. State
[(a, b), (a, d)] denotes the obligation to execute both b and d using input bindings
involving a. Input bindings remove pending obligations whereas output bindings
create new obligations.

A valid sequence is a binding sequence that (a) starts with start activity ai , (b)
ends with end activity ao, (c) only removes obligations that are pending, and (d) ends
without any pending obligations. Consider, for example, the valid sequence σ =
〈(a,∅, {b, d}), (d, {a}, {e}), (b, {a}, {e}), (e, {b, d},∅)〉 for C-net C2 in Fig. 3.13:

ψ(〈 〉)= [ ]
ψ(〈(a,∅, {b, d})〉)= [(a, b), (a, d)]

ψ(〈(a,∅, {b, d}), (d, {a}, {e})〉)= [(a, b), (d, e)]
ψ(〈(a,∅, {b, d}), (d, {a}, {e}), (b, {a}, {e})〉)= [(b, e), (d, e)]

ψ(〈(a,∅, {b, d}), (d, {a}, {e}), (b, {a}, {e}), (e, {b, d},∅)〉)= [ ]

Sequence σ indeed starts with start activity a, ends with end activity e, only removes
obligations that are pending (i.e., for every input binding there was an earlier output
binding), and ends without any pending obligations: ψ(σ)= [ ].

Definition 3.11 (Valid) Let C = (A,ai, ao,D, I,O) be a C-net and σ =
〈(a1,asI

1,asO
1 ), (a2,asI

2,asO
2 ), . . . , (an,asI

n,asO
n )〉 ∈ B∗ a binding sequence. σ is

a valid sequence of C if and only if:

• a1 = ai , an = ao, and ak ∈A \ {ai, ao} for 1 < k < n;
• ψ(σ)= [ ]; and
• for any prefix 〈(a1,asI

1,asO
1 ), (a2,asI

2,asO
2 ), . . . , (ak,asI

k ,asO
k )〉 = σ ′ ⊕

(ak,asI
k ,asO

k ) ∈ pref (σ ): (asI
k × {ak})≤ψ(σ ′).

V (C) is the set of all valid sequences of C.

3σ1 ⊕ σ2 is the concatenation of two sequences, e.g., 〈a, b, c〉 ⊕ 〈d, e〉 = 〈a, b, c, d, e〉. It is also
possible to concatenate a sequence and an element, e.g., 〈a, b, c〉 ⊕ d = 〈a, b, c, d〉. Recall that
X∗ is the set of all sequences containing elements of X and 〈 〉 is the empty sequence. See also
Sect. 5.2 for more notations for sequences.
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Fig. 3.14 A C-net transformed into a WF-net with silent transitions: every “sound run” of the
WF-net corresponds to a valid sequence of the C-net C2 shown in Fig. 3.13

The first requirement states that valid sequences start with ai and end with ao

(ai and ao cannot appear in the middle of valid sequence). The second requirement
states that at the end there should not be any pending obligations. (One can think of
this as the constraint that no tokens left in the net.) The last requirement considers
all non-empty prefixes of σ , 〈(a1,asI

1,asO
1 ), (a2,asI

2,asO
2 ), . . . , (ak,asI

k ,asO
k )〉. The

last activity binding of the prefix (i.e., (ak,asI
k ,asO

k )) should only remove pending
obligations, i.e., (asI

k × {ak}) ≤ ψ(σ ′) where asI
k × {ak} are the obligations to be

removed and ψ(σ ′) are the pending obligations just before the occurrence of the k-
th binding. (One can think of this as the constraint that one cannot consume tokens
that have not been produced.)

Figure 3.13 has 12 valid sequences: only b is executed (〈(a,∅, {b}), (b, {a}, {e}),
(e, {b},∅)〉), only c is executed (besides a and e), b and d are executed (two
possibilities), c and d are executed (two possibilities), and b, c and d are exe-
cuted (3! = 6 possibilities). The C-net in Fig. 3.12 has infinitely many valid se-
quences because of the loop construct involving f . For example, 〈(a,∅, {c, d}),
(c, {a}, {e}), (d, {a}, {e}), (e, {c, d}, {f }), (f, {e}, {c, d}), (c, {f }, {e}), (d, {f }, {e}),
(e, {c, d}, {g}), (g, {e}, {z}), (z, {g},∅)〉.

For the semantics of a C-net we only consider valid sequences, i.e., invalid se-
quences are not part of the behavior described by the C-net. This means that C-
nets do not use plain “token-game like semantics” as in BPMN, Petri nets, EPCs,
and YAWL. The semantics of C-nets are more declarative as they are defined over
complete sequences rather than a local firing rule. This is illustrated by the WF-
net shown in Fig. 3.14. This WF-net aims to model the semantics of the C-net C2
in Fig. 3.13. The input and output bindings are modeled by silent transitions. In
Fig. 3.14, these are denoted by black rectangles without labels. Note that the WF-
net also allows for many invalid sequences. For example, it is possible to enable
b, c and d . After firing b it is possible to fire e without firing c and d . This firing
sequence does not correspond to a valid sequence because there are still pending
commitments when executing the end activity e. However, if we only consider fir-
ing sequences of the WF-net that start with a token in the source place and end with
a token in the sink place, then these match one-to-one with the valid sequences in
V (C2).
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Fig. 3.15 Two C-nets that
are not sound. The first net
does not allow for any valid
sequence, i.e., V (C)= ∅. The
second net has valid
sequences but also shows
input/output bindings that are
not realizable

The C-net shown in Fig. 3.12 and the WF-net shown in Fig. 3.2 are trace equiva-
lent. Recall that in this comparison we consider all possible firing sequences of the
WF-net and only valid sequences for the C-net.

We defined the notion of soundness for WF-nets (Definition 3.7) to avoid process
models that have deadlocks, livelocks, and other anomalies. A similar notion can be
defined for C-nets.

Definition 3.12 (Soundness of C-nets) A C-net C = (A,ai, ao,D, I,O) is sound
if (a) for all a ∈ A and asI ∈ I (a) there exists a σ ∈ V (C) and asO ⊆ A such that
(a,asI ,asO) ∈ σ , and (b) for all a ∈A and asO ∈O(a) there exists a σ ∈ V (C) and
asI ⊆A such that (a,asI ,asO) ∈ σ .

Since the semantics of C-nets already enforce “proper completion” and the “op-
tion to complete”, we only need to make sure that there are valid sequences and
that all parts of the C-net can potentially be activated by such a valid sequence. The
C-nets C1 and C2 in Figs. 3.12 and 3.13 are sound. Figure 3.15 shows two C-nets
that are not sound. In Fig. 3.15(a), there are no valid sequences because the output
bindings of a and the input bindings of e do not match. For example, consider the
binding sequence σ = 〈(a,∅, {b}), (b, {a}, {e})〉. Sequence σ cannot be extended
into a valid sequence because ψ(σ) = [(b, e)] and {b} /∈ I (e), i.e., the input bind-
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Fig. 3.16 A sound C-net that has no corresponding WF-net

ings of e do not allow for just booking a flight whereas the output bindings of a do.
In Fig. 3.15(b), there are valid sequences, e.g., 〈(a,∅, {c}), (c, {a}, {e}), (e, {c},∅)〉.
However, not all bindings appear in one or more valid sequences. For example, the
output binding {b} ∈ O(a) does not appear in any valid sequence, i.e., after se-
lecting just a flight the sequence cannot be completed properly. The input binding
{c, d} ∈ I (e) also does not appear in any valid sequence, i.e., the C-net suggests that
only a car and hotel can be booked but there is no corresponding valid sequence.

Figure 3.16 shows an example of a sound C-net. One of the valid binding se-
quences for this C-net is 〈(a,∅, {b}), (b, {a}, {b, c}), (b, {b}, {c, d}), (c, {b}, {d}),
(c, {b}, {d}), (d, {b, c}, {d}), (d, {c, d}, {e}), (e, {d},∅)〉, i.e., the sequence 〈a, b, b,

c, c, d, d, e〉. This sequence covers all the bindings. Therefore, the C-net is sound.
Examples of other valid sequences are 〈a, b, c, d, e〉, 〈a, b, c, b, c, d, d, e〉, and
〈a, b, b, b, c, c, c, d, d, d, e〉. Figure 3.16 illustrates the expressiveness of C-nets.
Note that there is no sound WF-net that reproduces exactly the set of valid sequences
of this C-net. If we use the construction shown in Fig. 3.14 for the C-net of Fig. 3.16,
we get a WF-net that is able to simulate the valid sequences. However, the resulting
WF-net also allows for invalid behavior and it is impossible modify the model such
that the set of firing sequences coincides with the set of valid sequences.

Causal nets are particularly suitable for process mining given their declarative na-
ture and expressiveness without introducing all kinds of additional model elements
(places, conditions, events, gateways, etc.). Several process discovery and confor-
mance checking approaches use a similar representation [4, 12, 66, 183, 184]. In
Chap. 7, we elaborate on this when discussing some of the more advanced process
mining algorithms.

3.2.8 Process Trees

Petri nets, WF-nets, BPMN models, EPCs, YAWL models, and UML activity dia-
grams may suffer from deadlocks, livelocks, and other anomalies. Models having
undesirable properties independent of the event log are called unsound. One does
not need to look at the event log to see that an unsound model cannot describe the
observed behavior well. Process discovery approaches using any of the graph-based
process notations mentioned may produce unsound models. In fact, the majority of
models in the search space tend to be unsound. This complicates discovery. C-nets
address this problem by using more relaxed semantics. It is also possible to use
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Fig. 3.17 Process tree →(a,�(→(∧(×(b, c), d), e), f ),×(g,h)) showing the different process
tree operators

block-structured models that are sound by construction. In this section, we intro-
duce process trees as a notation to represent such block-structured models. A pro-
cess tree is a hierarchical process model where the (inner) nodes are operators such
as sequence and choice and the leaves are activities.

Process trees are tailored towards process discovery. A range of inductive pro-
cess discovery techniques exists for process trees [88–91]. These techniques benefit
from the fact that the representation ensures soundness. The family of inductive
mining techniques has variants that can handle infrequent behavior and deal with
huge models and logs while ensuring formal correctness criteria such as the ability
to rediscover the original model (see Sect. 7.5). Also the ETM (Evolutionary Tree
Miner) approach described in [26] exploits the process tree representation. The fact
that the search space is limited to sound models is a key ingredient of this highly
flexible genetic process mining approach.

Figure 3.17 shows a process tree modeling the handling of a request for com-
pensation within an airline. The set of traces that can be generated by this model
is identical to the traces generated by the WF-net in Fig. 3.2 (the two models are
trace equivalent). The inner nodes of the process tree represent operators. The leaves
represent activities. There is one root node. Figure 3.17 shows the four types of op-
erators can be used in a process tree: → (sequential composition), × (exclusive
choice), ∧ (parallel composition), and � (redo loop).

A sequence operator executes its children in sequential order. Activity a is the
first child of the root node in Fig. 3.17. Since this node is a sequence node, every
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process instance starts with activity a followed by the subtree starting with the redo
loop (�). After this subtree in the middle, the rightmost subtree is executed. The
latter subtree models a choice (×) between g and h.

The process tree in Fig. 3.17 can also be represented textually:

→(
a,�

(→(∧(×(b, c), d
)
, e

)
, f

)
,×(g,h)

)

The rightmost subtree modeling the choice between activities g and h is represented
as ×(g,h). The redo loop �(→(∧(×(b, c), d), e), f ) starts with its leftmost child
and may loop back through any of its other children. In the process tree of Fig. 3.17,
it is possible to loop back via “redo” activity f . The leftmost child (“do part”) is
→(∧(×(b, c), d), e), i.e., a sequence that ends with activity e which is preceded
by the subtree ∧(×(b, c), d) where activity d is executed in parallel with a choice
between b and c. The subtree ∧(×(b, c), d) has four potential behaviors: 〈b, d〉,
〈c, d〉, 〈d, b〉, and 〈d, c〉.

The same activity may appear multiple times in the same process tree. For exam-
ple, process tree →(a, a, a) models a sequence of three a activities. From a behav-
ioral point of view, →(a, a, a) and ∧(a, a, a) are indistinguishable. Both have one
possible trace, 〈a, a, a〉.

A silent activity is denoted by τ and cannot be observed. Process tree ×(a, τ )

can be used to model an activity a that can be skipped. Process tree �(a, τ ) can be
used to model the process that executes a at least once. The “redo” part is silent,
so the process can loop back without executing any activity. Process tree �(τ, a)

models a process that executes a any number of times. The “do” part is now silent
and activity a is in the “redo” part. This way it is also possible to not execute a at
all. The smallest process tree is a tree consisting of just one activity. In this case the
root node is also a leaf node and there are no operator nodes.

Definition 3.13 (Process tree) Let A ⊆A be a finite set of activities with τ /∈ A.⊕= {→,×,∧,�} is the set of process tree operators.

• If a ∈A∪ {τ }, then Q= a is a process tree,
• If n ≥ 1, Q1,Q2, . . . ,Qn are process trees, and ⊕ ∈ {→,×,∧}, then Q =
⊕(Q1,Q2, . . .Qn) is a process tree, and

• If n≥ 2 and Q1,Q2, . . . ,Qn are process trees, then Q=�(Q1,Q2, . . .Qn) is a
process tree.

QA is the set of all process trees over A.

The redo loop operator � has at least two children. The first child is the
“do” part and the other children are “redo” parts. Process tree �(a, b, c) al-
lows for traces {〈a〉, 〈a, b, a〉, 〈a, c, a〉, 〈a, b, a, b, a〉, 〈a, c, a, c, a〉, 〈a, c, a, b, a〉,
〈a, b, a, c, a〉, . . .}. Activity a is executed at least once and the process always starts
and ends with a. The “do” part alternates with the “redo” parts b or c. When looping
back either b or c is executed.
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Fig. 3.18 Mapping process trees onto WF-nets

The redo loop operator � is often used in conjunction with silent activ-
ity τ . For example, �(τ, a, b, c, . . . , z) allows for any “word” involving activities
a, b, c, . . . , z. Example traces are 〈 〉, 〈a, b, b, a〉, and 〈w,o, r, d〉.

Process trees can be converted to WF-nets as shown in Fig. 3.18. A silent activ-
ity is mapped onto a transition having a τ label. The mappings for → (sequential
composition),× (exclusive choice), and ∧ (parallel composition) are fairly straight-
forward. Silent transitions are used to model the start and end of the parallel com-
position. This is done to preserve the WF-net structure. The redo loop (�) has one
“do” part (activity a in Fig. 3.18) and one or more “redo” parts (activities b until z in
Fig. 3.18). The direction of the arcs in the Petri net show the difference in semantics
between the “do” and “redo” parts. Silent transitions are used to model the entry and
exit of the redo loop. The mapping in Fig. 3.18 can be applied recursively and used
to transform any process tree into a sound WF-net.

The mapping in Fig. 3.18 can easily be adapted for other representations such
as BPMN, YAWL, EPCs, UML activity diagrams, statecharts, etc. The structured
nature of process trees makes the conversion to other modeling notations straight-
forward. Conversions in the other direction (for example, from non-block-structured
models to process trees) are more involved, but also less relevant since we only use
process trees for process discovery. The mapping from process trees to WF-nets al-
lows us to use existing conformance checking and performance analysis techniques.
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The semantics of process trees can also be defined directly (without a mapping
to WF-nets). To do this we first define two operators on sequences, concatenation
(·) and shuffle (�).

Let σ1, σ2 ∈ A∗ be two sequences over A. σ1 · σ2 ∈ A∗ concatenates two se-
quences, e.g., 〈w,o〉 · 〈r, d〉 = 〈w,o, r, d〉. Concatenation can be generalized to
sets of sequences. Let S1, S2, . . . , Sn ⊆ A∗ be sets of sequences over A. S1 ·
S2 = {σ1 · σ2 | σ1 ∈ S1 ∧ σ2 ∈ S2}. For example, {〈w,o〉, 〈 〉} · {〈r, d〉, 〈k〉} =
{〈w,o, r, d〉, 〈w,o, k〉, 〈r, d〉, 〈k〉}. ⊙

1≤i≤n Si = S1 · S2 · · ·Sn concatenates an or-
dered collection of sets of sequences.

σ1 � σ2 generates the set of all interleaved sequences (shuffle). For exam-
ple, 〈w,o〉 � 〈r, d〉 = {〈w,o, r, d〉, 〈w, r, o, d〉, 〈r,w,o, d〉, 〈w, r, d, o〉, 〈r,w,d, o〉,
〈r, d,w,o〉}. Note that the ordering in the original sequences is preserved, e.g.,
d cannot appear before r . Another example is 〈w,o, r〉 � 〈d〉 = {〈w,o, r, d〉,
〈w,o, d, r〉, 〈w,d, o, r〉, 〈d,w,o, r〉}. The shuffle operator can also be generalized
to sets of sequences. S1 � S2 = {σ ∈ σ1 � σ2 | σ1 ∈ S1 ∧ σ2 ∈ S2}. The shuffle op-
erator is commutative and associative, i.e., S1 � S2 = S2 � S1 and (S1 � S2) � S3 =
S1�(S2�S3). We write ♦1≤i≤n Si = S1�S2�· · ·�Sn to interleave sets of sequences.

Definition 3.14 (Semantics) Let Q ∈QA be a process tree over A. L (Q) is the
language of Q, i.e., the set of traces that can be generated by it. L (Q) is defined
recursively:

• L (Q)= {〈a〉} if Q= a ∈A,
• L (Q)= {〈 〉} if Q= τ ,
• L (Q)=⊙

1≤i≤n L (Qi) if Q=→(Q1,Q2, . . . ,Qn),
• L (Q)=⋃

1≤i≤n L (Qi) if Q=×(Q1,Q2, . . . ,Qn),
• L (Q)= ♦1≤i≤n L (Qi) if Q=∧(Q1,Q2, . . . ,Qn),
• L (Q) = {σ1 · σ ′1 · σ2 · σ ′2 · · ·σm ∈ A∗ | m ≥ 1 ∧ ∀1≤j≤m σj ∈ L (Q1) ∧
∀1≤j<m σ ′j ∈

⋃
2≤i≤n L (Qi)} if Q=�(Q1,Q2, . . . ,Qn).

The following examples further illustrate the process tree operators and their
semantics:

• L (τ )= {〈 〉},
• L (a)= {〈a〉},
• L (→(a, b, c))= {〈a, b, c〉},
• L (×(a, b, c))= {〈a〉, 〈b〉, 〈c〉},
• L (∧(a, b, c))= {〈a, b, c〉, 〈a, c, b〉, 〈b, a, c〉, 〈b, c, a〉, 〈c, a, b〉, 〈c, b, a〉},
• L (�(a, b, c))= {〈a〉, 〈a, b, a〉, 〈a, c, a〉, 〈a, b, a, c, a〉, 〈a, c, a, b, a〉, . . .},
• L (→(a,×(b, c),∧(a, a)))= {〈a, b, a, a〉, 〈a, c, a, a〉},
• L (×(τ, a, τ,→(τ, b),∧(c, τ )))= {〈 〉, 〈a〉, 〈b〉, 〈c〉}, and
• L (�(a, τ, c))= {〈a〉, 〈a, a〉, 〈a, a, a〉, 〈a, c, a〉, 〈a, a, c, a〉, 〈a, c, a, c, a〉, . . .}.

Process trees are sound by construction. Process discovery algorithms may ex-
ploit this when searching for a process model describing the event data. There are
some similarities with other notations. Process calculi such as CSP and CCS use
similar operators to model processes. Process trees can be viewed as a carefully
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chosen subset. Regular expressions can model regular languages, e.g., a∗(b|c)d∗
denotes the set of traces starting with zero or more a’s, followed by b or c, fol-
lowed by zero or more d’s. Process trees are in-between process calculi and regular
expressions, and are tailored towards process discovery. Process calculi can handle
concurrency, but are difficult to discover from event data (unless a similar subset
is chosen). Regular expressions do not provide operators for concurrency and redo
loops. However, in terms of expressiveness, process trees are comparable to regular
expressions. Process trees are also related to soundness preserving reduction rules
for Petri nets [168]. Reductions rules are normally used to reduce the size of a Petri
net while preserving essential properties (e.g., soundness, liveness, boundedness,
etc.). Starting from a WF-net with one transition, they can also be applied in reverse
direction to produce larger sound WF-nets.

Section 7.5 introduces inductive process discovery techniques. Then the rationale
for the choice of operators will become clearer. For example, �(τ, a, b, c, . . . , z)

will be used as a last resort when all other operators are not applicable.

3.3 Model-Based Process Analysis

In Sect. 2.1, we discussed the different reasons for making models. Figure 2.4 illus-
trated the use of these models in the BPM life-cycle. Subsequent analysis showed
that existing approaches using process models ignore event data. In later chapters
we will show how to exploit event data when analyzing processes and their mod-
els. However, before doing so, we briefly summarize mainstream approaches for
model-based analysis: verification and performance analysis. Verification is con-
cerned with the correctness of a system or process. Performance analysis focuses on
flow times, waiting times, utilization, and service levels.

3.3.1 Verification

In Sect. 3.2.3, we introduced the notion of soundness for WF-nets. This is a correct-
ness criterion that can be checked using verification techniques. Consider, for ex-
ample, the WF-net shown in Fig. 3.19. The model has been extended to model that
check ticket should wait for the completion of examine casually but not for examine
thoroughly. Therefore, place c6 was added to model this dependency. However, a
modeling error was made. One of the requirements listed in Definition 3.7, i.e., the
“option to complete” requirement, is not satisfied. The marking [c2, c3] is reached
by executing the firing sequence 〈a, b〉 and from this marking the desired end mark-
ing [end] is no longer reachable. Note that [c2, c3] is a dead marking, e.g., d is not
enabled because c6 is empty.

Definition 3.12 defines a soundness notion for C-nets. The notion of soundness
can easily be adapted for other languages such as YAWL, EPCs, and BPMN. When
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Fig. 3.19 A WF-net that is not sound

defining transition systems we already mentioned Send ⊆ S as the set of accept-
able final states. Hence, we can define soundness as follows: a transition system is
sound if and only if from any reachable state it is possible to reach a state in Send .
When introducing Petri nets we also defined generic properties such as liveness and
boundedness. Some of these properties can be analyzed without constructing the
state space. For example, for free-choice Petri nets, i.e., processes where choice and
synchronization can be separated, liveness and boundedness can be checked by an-
alyzing the rank of the corresponding incidence matrix [45]. Hence, soundness can
be checked in polynomial time for free-choice WF-nets. Invariants can often be used
to show boundedness or the unreachability of a particular marking. However, most
of the more interesting verification questions require the exploration of (a part of)
the state space.

Soundness is a generic property. Sometimes a more specific property needs to be
investigated, e.g., “the ticket was checked for all rejected requests”. Such properties
can be expressed in temporal logic [30, 93]. Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) is an
example of a temporal logic that, in addition to classical logical operators, uses
temporal operators such as: always (�), eventually (♦), until (�), weak until (W ),
and next time (©). The expression ♦h ⇒ ♦d means that for all cases in which
h (reject request) is executed also d (check ticket) is executed. Another example
is �(f ⇒ ♦e) that states that any occurrence of f will be followed by e. Model
checking techniques can be used to check such properties [30].

Another verification task is the comparison of two models. For example, the im-
plementation of a process needs is compared to the high-level specification of the
process. As indicated before, there exist different equivalence notions (trace equiv-
alence, branching bisimilarity, etc.) [176]. Moreover, there are also various simula-
tion notions demanding that one model can “follow all moves” of the other but not
vice versa (see also Sect. 6.3).

There are various tools to verify process models. A classical example is Woflan
that is tailored towards checking soundness [179]. Also workflow systems such
as YAWL provide verification capabilities. Consider, for example, the screenshot
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Fig. 3.20 An incorrect YAWL model: the cancelation region of dummy comprises of check in-
surance, check damage, condition c and the two implicit input conditions of pay. Hence, after
cancelation, a token may be left on one of the output arcs of register

shown in Fig. 3.20. The figure shows the editor of YAWL while analyzing the
model depicted. The process starts with task register. After this task, two checks
can be done in parallel: check insurance and check damage. These tasks are XOR-
splits; depending on the result of the check, one of the output arcs is selected. If
both checks are OK, task pay is executed. If one of the checks indicates a problem,
then the dummy task is executed. This task has a cancelation region consisting of
check insurance, check damage, condition c and the two implicit input conditions of
pay. The goal of this region is to remove all tokens, cancel the claim, and then end.
However, the verifier of YAWL reports a problem. The YAWL model is not correct,
because there may a be token pending in one of the implicit output conditions of
register, i.e., there may be still a token on the arc connecting register and check in-
surance or on the arc connecting register and check damage. As a result the model
may deadlock and “garbage” may be left behind. When these two implicit condi-
tions are included in the cancelation region of the dummy task, then the verifier of
YAWL will not find any problems and the model is indeed free of deadlocks and
other anomalies.

3.3.2 Performance Analysis

The performance of a process or organization can be defined in different ways. Typ-
ically, three dimensions of performance are identified: time, cost and quality. For
each of these performance dimensions different Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)
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can be defined. When looking at the time dimension the following performance in-
dicators can be identified:

• The lead time (also referred to as flow time) is the total time from the creation of
the case to the completion of the case. In terms of a WF-net, this is the time it
takes to go from source place i to sink place o. One can measure the average lead
time over all cases. However, the degree of variance may also be important, i.e., it
makes a difference whether all cases take more or less two weeks or if some take
just a few hours whereas others take more than one month. The service level is
the percentage of cases having a lead time lower than some threshold value, e.g.,
the percentage of cases handled within two weeks.

• The service time is the time actually worked on a case. One can measure the
service time per activity, e.g., the average time needed to make a decision is 35
minutes, or for the entire case. Note that in case of concurrency the overall service
time (i.e., summing up the times spent on the various activities) may be longer
than the lead time. However, typically the service time is just a fraction of the
lead time (minutes versus weeks).

• The waiting time is the time a case is waiting for a resource to become available.
This time can be measured per activity or for the case as a whole. An example is
the waiting time for a customer who wants to talk to a sales representative. An-
other example is the time a patient needs to wait before getting a knee operation.
Again one may be interested in the average or variance of waiting times. It is also
possible to focus on a service level, e.g., the percentage of patients that has a knee
operation within three weeks after the initial diagnosis.

• The synchronization time is the time an activity is not yet fully enabled and wait-
ing for an external trigger or another parallel branch. Unlike waiting time, the
activity is not fully enabled yet, i.e., the case is waiting for synchronization rather
than a resource. Consider, for example, a case at marking [c2, c3] in the WF-net
shown in Fig. 3.2. Activity e is waiting for check ticket to complete. The differ-
ence between the arrival time of the token in condition c4 and the arrival time of
the token in condition c3 is the synchronization time.

Performance indicators can also be defined for the cost dimension. Different costing
models can be used, e.g., Activity Based Costing (ABC), Time-Driven ABC, and
Resource Consumption Accounting (RCA) [31]. The costs of executing an activity
may be fixed or depend on the type of resource used, its utilization, or the duration
of the activity. Resource costs may depend on the utilization of resources. A key
performance indicator in most processes is the average utilization of resources over
a given period, e.g., an operating room in a hospital has been used 85% of the time
over the last two months. A detailed discussion of the various costing models is
outside of the scope of this book.

The quality dimension typically focuses on the “product” or “service” delivered
to the customer. Like costs, this can be measured in different ways. One example
is customer satisfaction measured through questionnaires. Another example is the
average number of complaints per case or the number of product defects.

Whereas verification focuses on the (logical) correctness of the modeled pro-
cess, performance analysis aims at improving processes with respect to time, cost,
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Fig. 3.21 Simulation using BPM|one of Pallas Athena: the modeled process can be animated and
all kinds of KPIs of the simulated process are measured and stored in a spreadsheet

or quality. Within the context of operations management many analysis techniques
have been developed. Some of these techniques “optimize” the model given a partic-
ular performance indicator. For example, integer programming or Markov decision
problems can be used to find optimal policies. For the types of process models de-
scribed in this chapter “what if” analyses using simulation, queueing models, or
Markov models are most appropriate. Analytical models typically require many as-
sumptions and can only be used to answer particular questions. Therefore, one needs
to resort to simulation. Most BPM tools provide simulation capabilities. Figure 3.21
shows a screenshot of BPM|one while simulating a process for handling insurance
claims. BPM|one can animate the simulation run and calculate all kinds of KPIs
related to time and cost (e.g., lead time, service time, waiting time, utilization, and
activity costs).

Although many organizations have tried to use simulation to analyze their busi-
ness processes at some stage, few are using simulation in a structured and effective
manner. This may be caused by a lack of training and limitations of existing tools.
However, there are also several additional and more fundamental problems. First
of all, simulation models tend to oversimplify things. In particular the behavior of
resources is often modeled in a rather naïve manner. People do not work at constant
speeds and need to distribute their attention over multiple processes. This can have
dramatic effects on the performance of a process and, therefore, such aspects should
not be “abstracted away” [139, 163]. Second, various artifacts available are not
used as input for simulation. Modern organizations store events in logs and some
may have accurate process models stored in their BPM/WFM systems. Also note
that in many organizations, the state of the information system accurately reflects the
state of the business processes supported by these systems. As discussed in Chap. 1,
processes and information systems have become tightly coupled. Nevertheless, such
information (i.e., event logs and status data) is rarely used for simulation or a lot of
manual work is needed to feed this information into the model. Fortunately, as will
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be shown later in this book, process mining can assist in extracting such information
and use this to realize performance improvements (see Sect. 9.6). Third, the focus
of simulation is mainly on “design” whereas managers would also like to use simu-
lation for “operational decision making”, i.e., solving the concrete problem at hand
rather than some abstract future problem. Fortunately, short-term simulation [139]
can provide answers for questions related to “here and now”. The key idea is to start
all simulation runs from the current state and focus on the analysis of the transient
behavior. This way a “fast forward button” into the future is provided.

3.3.3 Limitations of Model-Based Analysis

Verification and performance analysis heavily rely on the availability of high quality
models. When the models and reality have little in common, model-based analysis
does not make much sense. For example, the process model can be internally con-
sistent and satisfy all kinds of desirable properties. However, if the model describes
an idealized version of reality, this is quite useless as in reality all kinds of devia-
tions may take place. Similar comments hold for simulation models. It may be that
the model predicts a significant improvement whereas in reality this is not the case
because the model is based on flawed assumptions. All of these problems stem from
a lack of alignment between hand-made models and reality. Process mining aims to
address these problems by establishing a direct connection between the models and
actual low-level event data about the process. Moreover, the discovery techniques
discussed in this book allow for viewing the same reality from different angles and
at different levels of abstraction.



Chapter 4
Data Mining

Process mining builds on two pillars: (a) process modeling and analysis (as de-
scribed in Chap. 3) and (b) data mining. This chapter introduces some basic data
mining approaches and structures the field. The motivation for doing so is twofold.
On the one hand, some process mining techniques build on classical data mining
techniques, e.g., discovery and enhancement approaches focusing on data and re-
sources. On the other hand, ideas originating from the data mining field will be used
for the evaluation of process mining results. For example, one can adopt various data
mining approaches to measure the quality of the discovered or enhanced process
models. Existing data mining techniques are of little use for control-flow discovery,
conformance checking, and other process mining tasks. Nevertheless, a basic under-
standing of data mining is most helpful for fully understanding the process mining
techniques presented in subsequent chapters.

4.1 Classification of Data Mining Techniques

In [69] data mining is defined as “the analysis of (often large) data sets to find un-
suspected relationships and to summarize the data in novel ways that are both under-
standable and useful to the data owner”. The input data is typically given as a table
and the output may be rules, clusters, tree structures, graphs, equations, patterns,
etc. The growth of the “digital universe” described in Chap. 2 is the main driver for
the popularity of data mining. Initially, the term “data mining” had a negative con-
notation especially among statisticians. Terms like “data snooping”, “fishing”, and
“data dredging” refer to ad-hoc techniques to extract conclusions from data without
a sound statistical basis. However, over time the data mining discipline has become
mature as characterized by solid scientific methods and many practical applications
[9, 24, 69, 102, 190].
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Table 4.1 Data set 1: Data
about 860 recently deceased
persons to study the effects of
drinking, smoking, and body
weight on the life expectancy

Drinker Smoker Weight Age

yes yes 120 44

no no 70 96

yes no 72 88

yes yes 55 52

no yes 94 56

no no 62 93

. . . . . . . . . . . .

4.1.1 Data Sets: Instances and Variables

Let us first look at three example data sets and possible questions. Table 4.1 shows
part of a larger table containing information about 860 individuals that have re-
cently deceased. For each person the age of death is recorded (column age). Column
drinker indicates whether the person was drinking alcohol. Column smoker indi-
cates whether the person was smoking. Column weight indicates the bodyweight of
the deceased person. Each row in Table 4.1 corresponds to a person. Questions may
be:

• What is the effect of smoking and drinking on a person’s bodyweight?
• Do people that smoke also drink?
• What factors influence a person’s life expectancy the most?
• Can one identify groups of people having a similar lifestyle?

Table 4.2 shows another data set with information about 420 students that partici-
pated in a Bachelor program. Each row corresponds to a student. Students follow
different courses. The table lists the highest mark for a particular course, e.g., the
first student got a 9 for the course on linear algebra and an 8 for the course on logic.
Table 4.2 uses the Dutch grading system, i.e., any mark is in-between 1 (lowest)
and 10 (highest). Students who have a 5 or less, fail for the course. A “–” means

Table 4.2 Data set 2: Data about 420 students to investigate relationships among course grades
and the student’s overall performance in the Bachelor program

Linear
algebra

Logic Programming Operations
research

Workflow
systems

. . . Duration Result

9 8 8 9 9 . . . 36 cum laude

7 6 – 8 8 . . . 42 passed

– – 5 4 6 . . . 54 failed

8 6 6 6 5 . . . 38 passed

6 7 6 – 8 . . . 39 passed

9 9 9 9 8 . . . 38 cum laude

5 5 – 6 6 . . . 52 failed

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Table 4.3 Data set 3: Data on 240 customer orders in a coffee bar recorded by the cash register

Cappuccino Latte Espresso Americano Ristretto Tea Muffin Bagel

1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

0 2 0 0 0 0 1 1

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0

0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

that the course was not taken. The table shows only a selection of courses. Besides
mandatory courses there are dozens of elective courses. The last two columns re-
fer to the overall performance. The duration column indicates how long the student
was enrolled before getting a degree or dropping out. The result column shows the
final result: cum laude, passed, or failed. The university may be interested in the
following questions:

• Are the marks of certain courses highly correlated?
• Which electives do excellent students (cum laude) take?
• Which courses significantly delay the moment of graduation?
• Why do students drop out?
• Can one identify groups of students having a similar study behavior?

The third data set, partly shown in Table 4.3, contains data about 240 orders in a
café. Each row corresponds to one customer order. The columns refer to products.
For instance, the first customer ordered a cappuccino and a muffin. This example is
quite generic and analyzing such a data set is generally referred to as market basket
analysis. For example, one can think of analyzing the product combinations pur-
chased in a supermarket or in an electronic bookstore. Cafés, supermarkets, book-
stores, etc. may be interested in the following questions:

• Which products are frequently purchased together?
• When do people buy a particular product?
• Is it possible to characterize typical customer groups?
• How to promote the sales of products with a higher margin?

Tables 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 show three typical data sets used as input for data mining
algorithms. Such a data set is often referred to as sample or table. The rows in the
three tables are called instances. Alternative terms are: individuals, entities, cases,
objects, and records. Instances may correspond to deceased persons, students, cus-
tomers, orders, orderlines, messages, etc. The columns in the three tables are called
variables. Variables are often referred to as attributes, features, or data elements.
The first data set (Table 4.1) has four variables: drinker, smoker, weight, and age.

We distinguish between categorical variables and numerical variables. Categori-
cal variables have a limited set of possible values and can easily be enumerated, e.g.,
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a Boolean variable that is either true or false. Numerical variables have an order-
ing and cannot be enumerated easily. Examples are temperature (e.g., 39.7 degrees
centigrade), age (44 years), weight (56.3 kilograms), number of items (3 coffees),
and altitude (11 meters below sea level). Categorical variables are typically subdi-
vided into ordinal variables and nominal variables. Nominal variables have no log-
ical ordering. For example Booleans (true and false), colors (Red, Yellow, Green),
and EU countries (Germany, Italy, etc.) have no commonly agreed upon logical or-
dering. Ordinal variables have an ordering associated to it. For example, the result
column in Table 4.2 refers to an ordinal variable that can have values “cum laude”,
“passed”, and “failed”. For most applications it would make sense to consider the
value “passed” in-between “cum laude” and “failed”.

Before applying any data mining technique the data is typically preprocessed,
e.g., rows and columns may be removed for various reasons. For instance, columns
with less relevant information should be removed beforehand to reduce the dimen-
sionality of the problem. Instances that are clearly corrupted should also be re-
moved. Moreover, the value of a variable for a particular instance may be missing
or have the wrong type. This may be due to an error while recording the data, but it
may also have a particular reason. For example, in Table 4.2 some course grades are
missing (denoted by “–”). These missing values are not errors but contain valuable
information. For some kinds of analysis, the missing course grade can be treated
as “zero”, i.e., not taking the course is “lower” than the lowest grade. For other
types of analysis it may be that the values in such a column are mapped onto “yes”
(participated in the course) and “no” (the entries that now have a “–”).

When comparing Tables 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 with the event log shown in Table 2.1
it becomes obvious that data mining techniques make less assumptions about the
format of the input data than process mining techniques. For example, in Table 2.1
there are two notions, events and cases, rather than the single notion of an instance
(i.e., row in table). Moreover, events are ordered in time whereas in Tables 4.1,
4.2, and 4.3 the ordering of the rows has no meaning. For particular questions it
is possible to convert an event log into a simple data set for data mining. We will
refer to this as feature extraction. Later, we will use feature extraction for various
proposes, e.g., analyzing decisions in a discovered process models and clustering
cases before process discovery so that each cluster has a dedicated process model.

After showing the basic input format for data mining and discussing typical
questions, we classify data mining techniques into two main categories: supervised
learning and unsupervised learning.

4.1.2 Supervised Learning: Classification and Regression

Supervised learning assumes labeled data, i.e., there is a response variable that
labels each instance. For instance, in Table 4.2 the result column could be selected
as the response variable. Hence, each student is labeled as “cum laude”, “passed”,
or “failed”. The other variables are predictor variables and we are interested in
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explaining the response variable in terms of the predictor variables. Sometimes the
response variable is called the dependent variable and the predictor variables are
called independent variables. The goal is to explain the dependent variable in terms
of the independent variables. For example, we would like to predict the final result
of a student in terms of the student’s course grades.

Techniques for supervised learning can be further subdivided into classification
and regression depending on the type of response variable (categorical or numeri-
cal).

Classification techniques assume a categorical response variable and the goal
is to classify instances based on the predictor variables. Consider for example Ta-
ble 4.1. We would like to classify people into the class of smokers and the class
of non-smokers. Therefore, we select the categorical response variable smoker.
Through classification we want to learn what the key differences between smok-
ers and non-smokers are. For instance, we could find that most smokers drink and
die young. By applying classification to the second data set (Table 4.2) while using
column result as a response variable, we could find the obvious fact that cum laude
students have high grades. In Sect. 4.2, we will show how to construct a so-called
decision tree using classification.

Regression techniques assume a numerical response variable. The goal is to find
a function that fits the data with the least error. For example, we could select age
as response variable for the data set in Table 4.1 and (hypothetically) find the func-
tion age = 124 − 0.8 × weight, e.g., a person of 50 kilogram is expected to live
until the age of 84 whereas a person of 100 kilogram is expected to live until the
age of 44. For the second data set we could find that the mark for the course on
workflow systems heavily depends on the mark for linear algebra and logic, e.g.,
workflow systems= 0.6+ 0.8× linear algebra+ 0.2× logic. For the third data set,
we could (again hypothetically) find a function that predicts the number of bagels
in terms of the numbers of different drinks.

The most frequently used regression technique is linear regression. Given a
response variable y and predictor variables x1, x2, . . . , xn a linear model ŷ =
f (x1, x2, . . . , xn)= a0 +∑n

i=1 aixi is learned over the data set. For every instance
in the data set there is an error |y − ŷ|. A popular approach is to minimize the sum
of squared errors, i.e., given m instances the goal is to find a function f such that∑m

j=1(yj − ŷj )
2 is minimal. Other scoring functions are possible and more general

regression models or even neural networks can be used. However, these techniques
are out of the scope of this book and the interested reader is referred to [69].

Classification requires a categorical response variable. In some cases it makes
sense to transform a numerical response variable into a categorical one. For ex-
ample, for Table 4.1 one could decide to transform variable age into a categorical
response variable by mapping values below 70 onto label “young” and values of
70 and above onto label “old”. Now a decision tree can be constructed to classify
instances into people that die(d) “young” and people that die(d) “old”. Similarly,
all values in Table 4.3 can be made categorical. For example, positive values are
mapped onto “true” (the item was purchased) and value 0 is mapped onto “false”
(the item was not purchased). After applying this mapping to Table 4.3, we can
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apply classification to the coffee shop data while using e.g. column muffin as a re-
sponse variable. We could, for instance, find that customers who drink lots of tea
tend to eat muffins.

4.1.3 Unsupervised Learning: Clustering and Pattern Discovery

Unsupervised learning assumes unlabeled data, i.e., the variables are not split into
response and predictor variables. In this chapter, we consider two types of unsuper-
vised learning: clustering and pattern discovery.

Clustering algorithms examine the data to find groups of instances that are sim-
ilar. Unlike classification the focus is not on some response variable but on the in-
stance as a whole. For example, the goal could be to find homogeneous groups of
students (Table 4.2) or customers (Table 4.3). Well-known techniques for cluster-
ing are k-means clustering and agglomerative hierarchical clustering. These will
be briefly explained in Sect. 4.3.

There are many techniques to discover patterns in data. Often the goal is to find
rules of the form IF X THEN Y where X and Y relate values of different variables.
For example, IF smoker = no AND age ≥ 70 THEN drinker = yes for Table 4.1
or IF logic ≤ 6 AND duration > 50 THEN result = failed for Table 4.2. The most
well-known technique is association rule mining. This technique will be explained
in Sect. 4.4.

Note that decision trees can also be converted into rules. However, a decision
tree is constructed for a particular response variable. Hence, rules extracted from a
decision tree only say something about the response variable in terms of some of the
predictor variables. Association rules are discovered using unsupervised learning,
i.e., there is no need to select a response variable.

Data mining results may be both descriptive and predictive. Decision trees, asso-
ciation rules, regression functions say something about the data set used to learn the
model. However, they can also be used to make predictions for new instances, e.g.,
predict the overall performance of students based on the course grades in the first
semester.

In the remainder, we show some of the techniques mentioned in more detail.
Moreover, at the end of this chapter we focus on measuring the quality of mining
results.

4.2 Decision Tree Learning

Decision tree learning is a supervised learning technique aiming at the classification
of instances based on predictor variables. There is one categorical response variable
labeling the data and the result is arranged in the form of a tree. Figures 4.1, 4.2,
and 4.3 show three decision trees computed for the data sets described earlier in this
chapter. Leaf nodes correspond to possible values of the response variable. Non-leaf
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Fig. 4.1 A decision tree derived from Table 4.1. The 860 persons are classified into “young” (died
before the age of 70) and “old” (died at 70 or later). People who smoke generally die young (195
persons of which 11 are misclassified). People who do not smoke and do no drink tend to live long
(65 persons of which 2 are misclassified). People who only drink but are overweight (≥ 90) also
die young (381 persons of which 55 are misclassified)

nodes correspond to predictor variables. In the context of decision tree learning,
predictor variables are referred to as attributes. Every attribute node splits a set of
instances into two or more subsets. The root node corresponds to all instances.

In Fig. 4.1, the root node represents all instances; in this case 860 persons. Based
on the attribute smoker these instances are split into the ones that are smoking (195
persons) and the ones that not smoking (860−195= 665 persons). The smokers are
not further split. Based on this information instances are already labeled as “young”,
i.e., smokers are expected to die before the age of 70. The non-smokers are split
into drinkers and non-drinkers. The latter group of people is expected to live long
and is thus labeled as “old”. All leaf nodes have two numbers. The first number
indicates the number of instances classified as such. The second number indicates
the number of instances corresponding to the leaf node but wrongly classified. Of
the 195 smokers who were classified as “young” 11 people were misclassified, i.e.,
did not die before 70 while smoking.

The other two decision trees can be read in the same manner. Based on an at-
tribute, a set of instances may also be split into three (or even more) subsets. An
attribute may appear multiple times in a tree but not twice on the same path. For
example, in Fig. 4.2 there are two nodes referring to the course on linear algebra.
However, these are not on the same path and thus refer to disjoint sets of students.
As mentioned before there are various ways to handle missing values depending on
their assumed semantics. In Fig. 4.2, a missing course grade is treated as a kind of
“zero” (see the left-most arc originating from the root node).

Decision trees such as the ones shown in Figs. 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 can be obtained
using a variety of techniques. Most of the techniques use a recursive top-down al-
gorithm that works as follows:

1. Create the root node r and associate all instances to the root node. X := {r} is
the set of nodes to be traversed.
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Fig. 4.2 A decision tree derived from Table 4.2. The 420 students are classified into “failed”,
“passed”, and “cum laude” based on study results. Students that do not take the course on logic
typically fail (79 students of which 10 are misclassified). Students that have a high mark for logic
and programming, typically complete their degree cum laude (20 students of which 2 are misclas-
sified)

Fig. 4.3 A decision tree
derived from Table 4.3 after
converting response variable
muffin into a Boolean.
Customers who drink tea tend
to eat muffins (30 customers
of which 1 is misclassified).
Customers who do not drink
tea or latte typically do not
eat muffins (189 customers of
which 10 are misclassified)

2. If X = ∅, then return the tree with root r and end.
3. Select x ∈ X and remove it from X, i.e., X := X \ {x}. Determine the “score”

sold(x) of node x before splitting, e.g., based on entropy.
4. Determine if splitting is possible/needed. If not, go to step 2, otherwise continue

with the next step.
5. For all possible attributes a ∈A, evaluate the effects of splitting on the attribute.

Select the attribute a providing the best improvement, i.e., maximize snew
a (x)−

sold(x). The same attribute should not appear multiple times on the same path
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from the root. Also note that for numerical attributes, so-called “cut values” need
to be determined (cf. < 8 and ≥ 8 in Fig. 4.2).

6. If the improvement is substantial enough, create a set of child nodes Y , add Y to
X (i.e., X :=X ∪ Y ), and connect x to all child nodes in Y .

7. Associate each node in Y to its corresponding set of instances and go to step 2.

Here, we only provide a rough sketch of the generic algorithm. Many design
decisions are needed to make a concrete decision tree learner. For example, one
needs to decide when to stop adding nodes. This can be based on the improvement
of the scoring function or because the tree is restricted to a certain depth. There are
also many ways to select attributes. This can be based on entropy (see below), the
Gini index of diversity, etc. When selecting a numeric attribute to split on, cut values
need to be determined because it is unreasonable/impossible to have a child node for
every possible value. For example, a customer can purchase any number of latte’s
and it would be undesirable to enumerate all possibilities when using this attribute
to split. As shown in Fig. 4.2, node latte has only three child nodes based on two cut
values partitioning the domain of natural numbers in {0}, {1}, and {2,3, . . .}.

These are just few of the many ingredients that determine a complete decision
tree learning algorithm.

The crucial thing to see is that by splitting the set of instances in subsets the
variation within each subset becomes smaller. This can be best illustrated using the
notion of entropy.

Entropy: Encoding uncertainty
Entropy is an information-theoretic measure for the uncertainly in a multi-set
of elements. If the multi-set contains many different elements and each ele-
ment is unique, then variation is maximal and it takes many “bits” to encode
the individual elements. Hence, the entropy is “high”. If all elements in the
multi-set are the same, then actually no bits are needed to encode the indi-
vidual elements. In this case the entropy is “low”. For example, the entropy
of the multi-set [a, b, c, d, e] is much higher than the entropy of the multi-set
[a5] even though both multi-sets have the same number of elements (5).

Assume that there is a multi-set X with n elements and there are
k possible values, say v1, v2, . . . , vk , i.e., X is a multi-set over V =
{v1, v2, . . . , vk} with |X| = n. Each value vi appears ci times in X, i.e.,
X = [(v1)

c1 , (v2)
c2 , . . . , (vk)

ck ]. Without loss of generality, we can assume
that ci ≥ 1 for all i, because values that do not appear in X can be re-
moved from V upfront. The proportion of elements having value vi is pi ,
i.e., pi = ci/n. The entropy of X is measured in bits of information and is
defined by the formula:

E =−
k∑

i=1

pi log2 pi
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If all elements in X have the same value, i.e., k = 1 and p1 = 1, then
E =− log2 1= 0. This means that no bits are needed to encode the value of an
individual element; they are all the same anyway. If all elements in X are dif-
ferent, i.e., k = n and pi = 1/k, then E =−∑k

i=1(1/k) log2(1/k)= log2 k.
For instance, if there are 4 possible values, then E = log2 4 = 2 bits are
needed to encode each individual element. If there are 16 possible values,
then E = log2 16= 4 bits are needed to encode each individual element.

The proportion pi can also been seen as a probability. Assume there is ran-
dom stream of values such that there are four possible values V = {a, b, c, d},
e.g., a sequence like bacaabadabaacada . . . is generated. Value a has a
probability of p1 = 0.5, value b has a probability of p2 = 0.25, value c has
a probability of p3 = 0.125, and value d has a probability of p4 = 0.125.
In this case E = −((0.5 log2 0.5) + (0.25 log2 0.25) + (0.125 log2 0.125) +
(0.125 log2 0.125))=−((0.5×−1)+(0.25×−2)+(0.125×−3)+(0.125×
−3)) = 0.5 + 0.5 + 0.375 + 0.375 = 1.75 bits. This means that on average
1.75 bits are needed to encode one element. This is correct. Consider, for ex-
ample, the following variable length binary encoding a = 0, b= 11, c= 100,
and d = 111, i.e., a is encoded in one bit, b is encoded in two bits, and c and
d are each encoded in three bits. Given the relative frequencies it is easy to
see that this is (on average) the most compact encoding. Other encodings are
either similar (e.g., a = 1, b = 00, c = 011, and d = 000) or require more
bits on average. Suppose now that all four values have the same probability,
i.e., p1 = p2 = p3 = p4 = 0.25. In this case E = log2 4 = 2. This is correct
because there is no way to improve the encoding a = 00, b= 01, c= 10, and
d = 11.

The example shows that by using information about the probability of each
value, we can reduce the encoding from 2 bits to 1.75 bits on average. If the
probabilities are more skewed, further reductions are possible. If value a has
a probability of p1 = 0.9, value b has a probability of p2 = 0.1, value c has
a probability of p3 = 0.05, and value d has a probability of p4 = 0.05, then
E = 0.901188. This means that on average less than one bit is needed to
encode each element.

Let us now apply the notion of entropy to decision tree learning. Fig. 4.4 shows
three steps in the construction of a decision tree for the data set shown in Table 4.1.
We label the instances into “old” and “young”. Moreover, for simplicity we abstract
from the weight attribute. In the initial step, the tree consists only of a root. Since the
majority of persons in our data set die before 70, we label this node as young. Since
of the 860 persons in our data set only 546 actually die before 70, the remaining
314 persons are misclassified. Let us calculate the entropy for the root node: E =
−(((546/860) log2(546/860)) + ((314/860) log2(314/860))) = 0.946848. This is
a value close to the maximal value of one (in case both groups would have the same
size).
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Fig. 4.4 Step-by-step construction of decision tree driven by information gain based on entropy

Next, Fig. 4.4 shows what happens if we split the data set based on attribute
smoker. Now there are two leaf nodes both bearing the label young. Of the peo-
ple that smoke (195), most die young (184). Hence, the entropy of this leaf node
is very small: E = −(((184/195) log2(184/195)) + ((11/195) log2(11/195))) =
0.313027. This means that the variability is much smaller. The other leaf node
is more heterogeneous: about half of the 665 non smokers (362 to be precise) die
young. Indeed E =−(((362/665) log2(362/665))+((303/665) log2(303/665)))=
0.994314 is higher. However, the overall entropy is still lower. The overall en-
tropy can be found by simply taking the weighted average, i.e., E = (195/860)×
0.313027+ (665/860)× 0.994314= 0.839836.

As Fig. 4.4 shows the information gain is 0.107012. This is calculated by tak-
ing the old overall entropy (0.946848) minus the new overall entropy (0.839836).
Note that still all persons are classified as young. However, we gained information
by splitting on attribute smoker. The information gain, i.e., a reduction in entropy,
was obtained because we were able to find a group of persons for which there is
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less variability; most smokers die young. The goal is to maximize the information
gain by selecting a particular attribute to split on. Maximizing the information gain
corresponds to minimizing the entropy and heterogeneity in leaf nodes. We could
also have chosen the attribute drinker first. However, this would have resulted in a
smaller information gain.

The lower part of Fig. 4.4 shows what happens if we split the set of non-smokers
based on attribute drinker. This results in two new leaf nodes. The node that cor-
responds to persons who do not smoke and do not drink has a low entropy value
(E = 0.198234). This can be explained by the fact that indeed most of the people
associated to this leaf node live long and there are only two exceptions to this rule.
The entropy of the other new leaf node (people that drink but do not smoke) is again
close two one. However, the overall entropy is clearly reduced. The information
gain is 0.076468. Since we abstract from the weight attribute we cannot further split
the leaf node corresponding to people that drink but do not smoke. Moreover, it
makes no sense to split the leaf node with smokers because little can be gained as
the entropy is already low.

Note that splitting nodes will always reduce the overall entropy. In the extreme
case all the leaf nodes corresponds to single individuals (or individuals having ex-
actly the same attribute values). The overall entropy is then by definition zero. How-
ever, the resulting tree is not very useful and probably has little predictive value. It
is vital to realize that the decision tree is learned based on examples. For instance, if
in the data set no customer ever ordered six muffins, this does not imply that this is
not possible. A decision tree is “overfitting” if it depends too much on the particu-
larities of the data used to learn it (see also Sect. 4.6). An overfitting decision tree is
overly complex and performs poorly on unseen instances. Therefore, it is important
to select the right attributes and to stop splitting when little can be gained.

Entropy is just one of several measures that can be used to measure the diversity
in a leaf node. Another measure is the Gini index of diversity that measures the
“impurity” of a data set: G= 1−∑k

i=1(pi)
2. If all classifications are the same, then

G= 0. G approaches 1 as there is more and more diversity. Hence, an approach can
be to select the attribute that maximizes the reduction of the G value (rather than
the E value).

See [9, 24, 69, 190] for more information (and pointers to the extensive literature)
on the different strategies to build decision trees.

Decision tree learning is unrelated to process discovery, however it can be used
in combination with process mining techniques. For example, process discovery
techniques such as the α-algorithm help to locate all decision points in the process
(e.g., the XOR/OR-splits discussed in Chap. 3). Subsequently, we can analyze each
decision point using decision tree learning. The response variable is the path taken
and the attributes are the data elements known at or before the decision point.

4.3 k-Means Clustering

Clustering is concerned with grouping instances into clusters. Instances in one clus-
ter should be similar to each other and dissimilar to instances in other clusters. Clus-
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Fig. 4.5 Clustering instances in three clusters using k-means

tering uses unlabeled data and, hence, requires an unsupervised learning technique.
Many clustering algorithms exist [9, 24, 69, 102, 190]. Here, we focus on k-means
clustering.

Figure 4.5 illustrates the basic idea of clustering. Assume we have a data set with
only two variables: age and weight. Such a data set could be obtained by projecting
Table 4.1 onto the last two columns. The dots correspond to persons having a partic-
ular age and weight. Through a clustering technique like k-means, the three clusters
shown on the right-hand-side of Fig. 4.5 can be discovered. Ideally, the instances in
one cluster are close to one another while being further away from instances in other
clusters. Each of the clusters has a centroid denoted by a +. The centroid denotes
the “center” of the cluster and can be computed by taking the average of the coordi-
nates of the instances in the cluster. Note that Fig. 4.5 shows only two dimensions.
This is a bit misleading as typically there will be many dimensions (e.g., the number
of courses or products). However, the two dimensional view helps to understand the
basic idea.

Distance-based clustering algorithms like k-means and agglomerative hierarchi-
cal clustering assume a distance notion. The most common approach is to consider
each instance to be an n-dimensional vector where n is the number of variables and
then simply take the Euclidian distance. For this purpose ordinal values but also
binary values need to be made numeric, e.g., true = 1, false = 0, cum laude = 2,
passed= 1, failed= 0. Note that scaling is important when defining a distance met-
ric. For example, if one variable represents the distance in meters ranging from 10
to 1,000,000 while another variable represents some utilization factor ranging from
0.2 to 0.8, then the distance variable will dominate the utilization variable. Hence,
some normalization is needed.

Figure 4.6 shows the basic idea of k-means clustering. Here, we simplified things
as much as possible, i.e., k = 2 and there are only 10 instances. The approach starts
with a random initialization of two centroids denoted by the two + symbols. In
Fig. 4.6(a) the centroids are randomly put onto the two dimensional space. Using
the selected distance metric, all instances are assigned to the closest centroid. Here
we use the standard Euclidian distance. All instances with an open dot are assigned
to the centroid on the left whereas all the instances with a closed dot are assigned
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Fig. 4.6 Step-by-step evolution k-means

to the centroid on the right. Based on this assignment we get two initial clusters.
Now we compute the real center of each cluster. These form the new positions of
the two centroids. The centroids in Fig. 4.6(b) are based on the clusters shown in
Fig. 4.6(a). In Fig. 4.6(b) we again assign all instances to the centroid that is closest.
This results in the two new clusters shown in Fig. 4.6(b). All instances with an
open dot are assigned to one centroid whereas all the instances with a closed dot
are assigned to the other one. Now we compute the real centers of these two new
clusters. This results in a relocation of the centroids as shown in Fig. 4.6(c). Again
we assign the instances to the centroid that is closest. However, now nothing changes
and the location of the centroids remains the same. After converging the k-means
algorithm outputs the two clusters and related statistics.

The quality of a particular clustering can be defined as the average distance from
an instance to its corresponding centroid. k-means clustering is only a heuristic and
does not guarantee that it finds the k clusters that minimize the average distance
from an instance to its corresponding centroid. In fact, the result depends on the
initialization. Therefore, it is good to repeatedly execute the algorithm with different
initializations and select the best one.

There are many variants of the algorithm just described. However, we refer to
standard literature for details [9, 24, 69, 102, 190]. One of the problems when using
the k-means algorithm is determining the number of clusters k. For k-means this is
fixed from the beginning. Note that the average distance from an instance to its cor-
responding centroid decreases as k is increased. In the extreme case every instance
has its own cluster and the average distance from an instance to its corresponding
centroid is zero. This is not very useful. Therefore, a frequently used approach is to
start with a small number of clusters and then gradually increase k as long as there
are significant improvements.

Another popular clustering technique is Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering
(AHC). Here, a variable number of clusters is generated. Figure 4.7 illustrates the
idea. The approach works as follows. Assign each instance to a dedicated singleton
cluster. Now search for the two clusters that are closest to one another. Merge these
two clusters into a new cluster. For example, the initial clusters consisting of just a

and just b are merged into a new cluster ab. Now search again for the two clusters
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Fig. 4.7 Agglomerative hierarchical clustering: (a) clusters and (b) dendrogram

Fig. 4.8 Any horizontal line in dendrogram corresponds to a concrete clustering at a particular
level of abstraction

that are closest to one another and merge them. This is repeated until all instances
are in the same cluster. Figure 4.7(a) shows all intermediate clusters, i.e., all except
the initial singleton clusters and the final overall cluster. Because of the hierarchi-
cal nature of the agglomerative hierarchical clustering we can visualize the clusters
using a so-called dendrogram as shown in Fig. 4.7(b).

Any horizontal line cutting through the dendrogram corresponds to a concrete
clustering. For example, Fig. 4.8(b) shows such a horizontal line. The clusters re-
sulting from this are shown in Fig. 4.8(a). Moving the line to the bottom of the
dendrogram results in many singleton clusters. Moving the line all the way up re-
sults in a single cluster containing all instances. By moving the horizontal line, the
user can vary the abstraction level.

Clustering is only indirectly related to process discovery as described in Chap. 2.
Nevertheless, clustering can be used as a preprocessing step for process mining
[13, 62, 78]. By grouping similar cases together it may be possible to construct
partial process models that are easier to understand. If the process model discovered
for all cases is too complex to comprehend, then it may be useful to first identify
clusters and then discover simpler models per cluster.
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4.4 Association Rule Learning

Decision trees can be used to predict the value of some response variable that has
been identified as being important. Driven by the response variable, rules like “peo-
ple who drink and smoke die before 70” can be found. Association rule learning
aims at finding similar rules but now without focusing on a particular response vari-
able. The goal is to find rules of the form IF X THEN Y where X is often called
the antecedent and Y the consequent. Such rules are also denoted as X⇒ Y . X and
Y can be any conjunction of “variable = value” terms. The only requirement is
that X and Y are nonempty and any variable appears at most once in X and Y .
Examples are IF smoker = no AND age ≥ 70 THEN drinker = yes for Table 4.1
or IF logic ≤ 6 AND duration > 50 THEN result= failed for Table 4.2. Typically,
only categorical variables are considered. However, there are various techniques to
transform numerical variables in categorical ones.

When learning association rules of the form X⇒ Y , three metrics are frequently
used: support, confidence, and lift. Let NX be the number of instances for which
X holds. NY is the number of instances for which Y holds. NX∧Y is the number
of instances for which both X and Y hold. N is the total number of instances. The
support of a rule X⇒ Y is defined as

support(X⇒ Y)=NX∧Y /N

The support indicates the applicability of the approach, i.e., the fraction of instances
for which with both antecedent and consequent hold. Typically a rule with high
support is more useful than a rule with low support.

The confidence of a rule X⇒ Y is defined as

confidence(X⇒ Y)=NX∧Y /NX

A rule with high confidence, i.e., a value close to 1, indicates that the rule is very re-
liable, i.e., if X holds, then Y will also hold. A rule with high confidence is definitely
more useful than a rule with low confidence.

The lift of a rule X⇒ Y is defined as

lift(X⇒ Y)= NX∧Y /N

(NX/N) (NY /N)
= NX∧Y N

NX NY

If X and Y are independent, then the lift will be close to 1. If lift(X⇒ Y) > 1, then
X and Y correlate positively. For example lift(X ⇒ Y) = 5 means that X and Y

happen five times more together than what would be the case if they were indepen-
dent. If lift(X⇒ Y) < 1, then X and Y correlate negatively (i.e., the occurrence of
X makes Y less likely and vice versa). Rules with a higher lift value are generally
considered to be more interesting. However, typically lift values are only considered
if certain thresholds with respect to support and confidence are met.

In the remainder of this section, we restrict ourselves to a special form of associ-
ation rule learning known as market basket analysis. Here we only consider binary
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variables that should be interpreted as present or not. For example, let us consider the
first two columns in Table 4.1. This data set can be rewritten to so called item-sets:
[{drinker, smoker}, { }, {drinker}, {drinker, smoker}, {smoker}, { }, . . .]. If we ignore
the number of items ordered in Table 4.3, then it is also straightforward to rewrite
this data set in terms of item-sets: [{cappuccino,muffin}, {latte,muffin,bagel},
{espresso}, {cappuccino}, {tea,muffin}, {americano, ristretto}, . . .]. The latter il-
lustrates why the term “market basket” analysis is used for systematically ana-
lyzing such input. Based on item-sets, the goal is to generate rules of the form
X ⇒ Y where X and Y refer to disjoint non-empty sets of items. For example,
smoker⇒ drinker, tea∧ latte⇒muffin, and tea⇒muffin∧ bagel. Recall that there
are N = 240 customer orders in Table 4.3. Assume that Ntea = 50 (i.e., 50 orders
included at least one cup of tea), Nlatte = 40, Nmuffin = 40, Ntea∧latte = 20, and
Ntea∧latte∧muffin = 15 (i.e., 15 orders included at least one tea, at least one latte, and
at least one muffin). Let us consider the rule tea∧ latte⇒muffin, i.e., X = tea∧ latte
and Y =muffin. Given the numbers indicated we can easily compute the three met-
rics defined earlier:

support(X⇒ Y) = NX∧Y /N =Ntea∧latte∧muffin/N = 15/240= 0.0625

confidence(X⇒ Y) = NX∧Y /NX =Ntea∧latte∧muffin/Ntea∧latte = 15/20= 0.75

lift(X⇒ Y) = NX∧Y N

NX NY

= Ntea∧latte∧muffin N

Ntea∧latte Nmuffin
= 15× 240

20× 40
= 4.5

Hence the tea∧ latte⇒muffin has a support of 0.0625, a confidence of 0.75, and a
lift of 4.5.

If we also assume that Ntea∧muffin = 25, then we can deduce that the rule tea⇒
muffin has a support of 0.104167, a confidence of 0.5, and a lift of 3. Hence, this
more compact rule has a better support but lower confidence and lift.

Let us also assume that Nlatte∧muffin = 35. This implies that the rule tea⇒ latte∧
muffin has a support of 0.0625, a confidence of 0.3, and a lift of 2.057. This rule has
a rather poor performance compared to the original rule tea ∧ latte⇒ muffin: the
support is the same, but the confidence and lift are much lower.

To systematically generate association rules, one typically defines two param-
eters: minsup and minconf. The support of any rule X ⇒ Y should be above the
threshold minsup, i.e., support(X⇒ Y) ≥ minsup. Similarly the confidence of any
rule X ⇒ Y should be above the threshold minconf, i.e., confidence(X ⇒ Y) ≥
minconf. Association rules can now be generated as follows:

1. Generate all frequent item-sets, i.e., all sets Z such that NZ/N ≥ minsup and
|Z| ≥ 2.

2. For each frequent item-set Z consider all partitionings of Z into two non-empty
subsets X and Y . If confidence(X⇒ Y) ≥ minconf, then keep the rule X⇒ Y .
If confidence(X⇒ Y) < minconf, then discard the rule.

3. Output the rules found.

This simple algorithm has two problems. First of all, there is a computational prob-
lem related to the first step. If there are m variables, then there are 2m − m − 1
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possible item-sets. Hence, for 100 products (m= 100) there are

1267650600228229401496703205275

candidate frequent item-sets. The second problem is that many uninteresting rules
are generated. For example, after presenting the rule tea ∧ latte⇒ muffin, there is
no point in also showing tea⇒ latte ∧ muffin even when it meets the minsup and
minconf thresholds. Many techniques have been developed to speed-up the genera-
tion of association rules and to select the most interesting rules. Here we only sketch
the seminal Apriori algorithm.

Apriori: Efficiently generating frequent item-sets
The Apriori algorithm is one of the best known algorithms in computer sci-
ence. The algorithm, initially developed by Agrawal and Srikant [7], is able to
speed up the generation of association rules by exploiting the following two
observations:

1. If an item-set is frequent (i.e., an item-set with a support above the thresh-
old), then all of its non-empty subsets are also frequent. Formally, for any
pair of non-empty item-sets X,Y : if Y ⊆ X and NX/N ≥ minsup, then
NY /N ≥minsup.

2. If, for any k, Ik is the set of all frequent item-sets with cardinality k and
Il = ∅ for some l, then Ik = ∅ for all k ≥ l.

These two properties can be used to dramatically reduce the search-space
when constructing the set of frequent item-sets. For example, if item-set {a, b}
is infrequent, then it does not make any sense to look at item-sets containing
both a and b. The Apriori algorithm works as follows:

1. Create I1. This is the set of singleton frequent item-sets, i.e., item-sets with
a support above the threshold minsup containing just one element.

2. k := 1.
3. If Ik = ∅, then output

⋃k
i=1 Ii and end. If Ik �= ∅, continue with the next

step.
4. Create Ck+1 from Ik . Ck+1 is the candidate set containing item-sets of

cardinality k+ 1. Note that one only needs to consider elements that are
the union of two item-sets A and B in Ik such that |A∩B| = k and
|A∪B| = k + 1.

5. For each candidate frequent item-set c ∈ Ck+1: examine all subsets of c

with k elements; delete c from Ck+1 if any of the subsets is not a member
of Ik .

6. For each item-set c in the pruned candidate frequent item-set Ck+1, check
whether c is indeed frequent. If so, add c to Ik+1. Otherwise, discard c.
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7. k := k + 1 and return to Step 3.

The algorithm only considers candidates for Ik+1 that are not ruled out by ev-
idence in Ik . This way the number of traversals through the data set is reduced
dramatically.

Association rules are related to process discovery. Recall that the α-algorithm
also traverses the event log looking for patterns. However, association rules do not
consider the ordering of activities and do not aim to build an overall process model.

4.5 Sequence and Episode Mining

The Apriori algorithm uses the monotonicity property that all subsets of a frequent
item-set are also frequent. Many other pattern or rule discovery problems have simi-
lar monotonicity properties, thus enabling efficient implementations. A well-known
example is the mining of sequential patterns. After introducing sequence mining,
we also describe an approach to discover frequent episodes and mention some other
data mining techniques relevant for process mining.

4.5.1 Sequence Mining

The Apriori algorithm does not consider the ordering of events. Sequence min-
ing overcomes this problem by analyzing sequences of item-sets. One of the early
approaches was developed by Srikant and Agrawal [131]. Here we sketch the
essence of this approach. To explain the problem addressed by sequence min-
ing, we consider the data set shown in Table 4.4. Each line corresponds to a
customer ordering a set of items, e.g., at 9.02 on January 2nd 2011, Wil or-
dered a cappuccino, one day later he orders an espresso and a muffin. Per cus-
tomer there is a sequence of orders. Orders have a sequence number, a timestamp,
and an item-set. A more compact representation of the first customer sequence
is 〈{cappuccino}, {espresso,muffin}, {americano, cappuccino}, {espresso,muffin},
{cappuccino}, {americano, cappuccino}〉. The goal is to find frequent sequences de-
fined by a pattern like 〈{cappuccino}, {espresso,muffin}, {cappuccino}〉. A sequence
is frequent if the pattern is contained in a predefined proportion of the customer se-
quences in the data set.

A sequence 〈a1, a2, . . . , an〉 is a subsequence of another sequence 〈b1, b2, . . . ,

bm〉 if there exist integers i1 < i2 < · · · < in such that a1 ⊆ bi1 , a2 ⊆ bi2 ,
. . ., an ⊆ bin . For example, the sequence 〈{x}, {x, y}, {y}〉 is a subsequence of
〈{z}, {x}, {z}, {x, y, z}, {y, z}, {z}〉 because {x} ⊆ {x}, {x, y} ⊆ {x, y, z}, and {y} ⊆
{y, z}. However, 〈{x}, {y}〉 is not a subsequence of 〈{x, y}〉 and vice versa. The
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Table 4.4 A fragment of a data set used for sequence mining: each line corresponds to an order

Customer Seq. number Timestamp Items

Wil 1 02-01-2011:09.02 {cappuccino}
2 03-01-2011:10.06 {espresso,muffin}
3 05-01-2011:15.12 {americano, cappuccino}
4 06-01-2011:11.18 {espresso,muffin}
5 07-01-2011:14.24 {cappuccino}
6 07-01-2011:14.24 {americano, cappuccino}

Mary 1 30-12-2010:11.32 {tea}
2 30-12-2010:12.12 {cappuccino}
3 30-12-2010:14.16 {espresso,muffin}
4 05-01-2011:11.22 {bagel, tea}

Bill 1 30-12-2010:14.32 {cappuccino}
2 30-12-2010:15.06 {cappuccino}
3 30-12-2010:16.34 {bagel, espresso,muffin}
4 06-01-2011:09.18 {ristretto}
5 06-01-2011:12.18 {cappuccino}

. . . . . . . . . . . .

support of a sequence s is the fraction of sequences in the data set that has s as a
subsequence. A sequence is frequent if its support meets some threshold minsup.
Consider, for example, the data sets consisting of just the three visible customer
sequences in Table 4.4. Pattern 〈{tea}, {bagel, tea}〉 has a support of 1/3 as it is
only a subsequence of Mary’s sequence. Pattern 〈{espresso}, {cappuccino}〉 has a
support of 2/3 as it is a subsequence of both Wil’s and Bill’s subsequences, but not
a subsequence of Mary’s sequence. Pattern 〈{cappuccino}, {espresso,muffin}〉 has a
support of 3/3= 1.

In principle, there is an infinite number of potential patterns. However, just
like in the Apriori algorithm a monotonicity property can be exploited: if a se-
quence is frequent, then its subsequences are also frequent. Therefore, it is pos-
sible to efficiently generate patterns. Frequent sequences can also be used to create
rules of the form X ⇒ Y where X is a pattern and Y is an extension or contin-
uation of the pattern. Consider for example X = 〈{cappuccino}, {espresso}〉 and
Y = 〈{cappuccino}, {espresso}, {latte,muffin}〉. Suppose that X has a support of
0.05 and Y has a support of 0.04. Then the confidence of X⇒ Y is 0.04/0.05= 0.8,
i.e., 80% of the customer that ordered a cappuccino followed by an espresso later
also order a muffin and latte.

In [131] several extensions of the above approach have been proposed. For ex-
ample, it is possible to add taxonomies, sliding windows, and time constraints. For
practical applications it is important to relax the strict subsequence requirement such
that a one-to-one matching of item-sets is no longer needed.
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Fig. 4.9 A timed sequence of events and the corresponding time windows

Fig. 4.10 Three episodes

4.5.2 Episode Mining

Another problem that can be solved using an Apriori-like approach is the discovery
of frequent episodes [94]. Here a sliding window is used to analyze how frequent
an episode is appearing. An episode defines a partial order. The goal is to discover
frequent episodes.

Input for episode mining is a time sequence as shown in Fig. 4.9. The timed
sequence starts at time 10 and ends at time 37. The sequence consists of discrete
time points, and, as shown in Fig. 4.9, at some points in time an event occurs. An
event has a type (e.g., the activity that happened) and a timestamp. For example,
an event of type a occurs at time 12, an event of type c occurs at time 13, etc. Fig-
ure 4.9 also shows 32 time windows of length 5. These are all the windows (partially)
overlapping with the timed sequence. The length 5 is a predefined parameter of the
algorithm used to discover frequent patterns. An episode occurs in a time window
if the partial order is “embedded” in it.

Figure 4.10 shows three episodes. An episode is described by a directed acyclic
graph. The nodes refer to event types and the arcs define a partial order. For example,
episode E1 defines that a should be followed by b and c, b should be followed by d ,
and c should be followed by d . Episode E2 merely states that b and c should both
happen at least once. Episode E3 states that a should be followed by b and c, b

should be followed by c, b should be followed by d , and c should be followed by d .
This episode contains two redundant arcs: the arc from a to c and the arc from b

to d can be removed without changing the requirements. An episode occurs in a
time window if it is possible to assign events to nodes in the episode such that the
ordering relations are satisfied. Note that the episode only defines the minimal set
of events, i.e., there may be all kinds of additional events. The key requirement is
that the episode is embedded.
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Fig. 4.11 Occurrences of episodes E1 and E2

To illustrate the notion of “occurring in a time window”, we use Fig. 4.11. Con-
sider episode E1 and slide a window of length 5 from left to right. There are 32
possible positions. However, just one of the 32 windows embeds episode E1. This
is the window starting at time 12 shown below the timed sequence in Fig. 4.11. Here
we find the sequence 〈a, c, b, e, d〉. Clearly all the requirements are met in the se-
quence: a is followed by b and this b is followed by d , the same a is also followed
by c and this c is followed by the same d .

Now consider episode E2 and again slide a window of length 5 from left to right.
This pattern is much more frequent. Figure 4.11 shows all time windows in which
the pattern occurs. In total there are 16 windows where E2 is embedded. Note that
the only requirement is that both b and c occur: no ordering relation is defined.

Episode E3 does not occur in the time sequence if we use a window length of 5.
There is no window of length of 5 where the sequence 〈a, b, c, d〉 is embedded. If
the window length is extended to 6, E3 occurs once. The corresponding window
starts at time 26. Here we find the sequence 〈a, e, b, e, c, d〉.

The support of an episode is the fraction of windows in which the episode occurs.
For a window size of 5 time units, the support of E1 is 1/32, the support of E2 is
16/32 = 0.5, and the support of E3 is 0/32 = 0. Like for sequence mining and
association rule learning, we define a threshold for the support. All episodes having
a support of at least this threshold are frequent. For example, if the threshold is 0.2
then E2 is frequent whereas E1 and E3 are not.

The goal is to generate all frequent episodes. Note that there are typically many
potential candidates (all partial orders over the set of event types). Fortunately, like
in the Apriori algorithm, we can exploit a monotonicity property to quickly rule
out bad candidates. To explain this property we need to define the notion of a
subepisode. E1 is a subepisode of E3 because E1 is a subgraph of E3, i.e., the
nodes and arcs of E1 are contained in E3. E2 is a subepisode of both E1 and E3.
It is easy to see that, if an episode E is frequent, then also all of its subepisodes are
frequent. This monotonicity property can be used to speed-up the search process.

Frequent episodes can also be used to create rules of the form X⇒ Y where X

is a subepisode of Y . As before the confidence of such a rule can be computed. In
our example, rule E1⇒E3 has a confidence of 0/1= 0, i.e., a very poor rule. Rule
E2⇒E1 has a confidence of 1/16.

Episode mining and sequence mining can be seen as variants of association rule
learning. Because they take into account the ordering of events, they are related to
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process discovery. However, there are many differences with process mining algo-
rithms. First of all, only local patterns are considered, i.e., no overall process model
is created. Second, the focus is on frequent behavior without trying to generate mod-
els that also exclude behavior. Consider, for example, episode E1 in Fig. 4.10. Also
the time window 〈a, b, d, c, d〉 contains the episode despite the two occurrences
of d . Therefore, episodes cannot be read as if they are process models. Moreover,
episodes cannot model choices, loops, etc. Finally, episode mining and sequence
mining cannot handle concurrency well. Sequence mining searches for sequential
patterns only. Episode mining runs into problems if there are concurrent episodes,
because it is unclear what time window to select to get meaningful episodes.

4.5.3 Other Approaches

In the data mining and machine learning communities several other techniques have
been developed to analyze sequences of events. Applications are in text mining (se-
quences of letters and words), bio-informatics (analysis of DNA sequences), speech
recognition, web analytics, etc. Examples of techniques that are used for this pur-
pose are neural networks and hidden Markov models [9, 102].

Artificial neural networks try to mimic the human brain in order to learn com-
plex tasks. An artificial neural network is an interconnected group of nodes, akin
to the vast network of neurons in the human brain. Different learning paradigms
can be used to train the neural network: supervised learning, unsupervised learning,
and reinforcement learning [9, 102]. Advantages are that neural networks can ex-
ploit parallel computing and that they can be used to solve ill-defined tasks, e.g.,
image and speech recognition. The main drawback is that the resulting model (e.g.,
a multi-layer perceptron), is typically not human readable. Hence there is no result-
ing process model in the sense of Chap. 3 (e.g., a WF-net or BPMN model).

Hidden Markov models are an extension of ordinary Markov processes. A hid-
den Markov model has a set of states and transition probabilities. Moreover, unlike
standard Markov models, in each state an observation is possible, but the state it-
self remains hidden. Observations have probabilities per state as shown in Fig. 4.12.
Three fundamental problems have been investigated for hidden Markov models [9]:

• Given an observation sequence, how to compute the probability of the sequence
given a hidden Markov model?

• Given an observation sequence and a hidden Markov model, how to compute the
most likely “hidden path” in the model?

• Given a set of observation sequences, how to derive the hidden Markov model
that maximizes the probability of producing these sequences?

The last problem is most related to process mining but also the most difficult
problem. The well-known Baum–Welch algorithm [9] is a so-called Expectation-
Maximization (EM) algorithm that solves this problem iteratively for a fixed num-
ber of states. Although hidden Markov models are versatile and relevant for process
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Fig. 4.12 A hidden Markov model with three states: s1, s2, and s3. The arcs have state transi-
tion probabilities as shown, e.g., in state s2 the probability of moving to state s3 is 0.2 and the
probability of moving to state s1 is 0.8. Each visit to a state generates an observation. The obser-
vation probabilities are also given. When visiting s2 the probability of observing b is 0.6 and the
probability of observing c is 0.4. Possible observation sequences are 〈a, b, c, d〉, 〈a, b, b, c〉, and
〈a, b, c, b, b, a, c, e〉. For the observation sequence 〈a, b, c, d〉 it is clear what the hidden sequence
is: 〈s1, s2, s2, s3〉. For the other two observation sequences multiple hidden sequences are possible

mining, there are several complications. First of all, there are many computational
challenges due to the time consuming iterative procedures. Second, one needs to
guess an appropriate number of states as this is input to the algorithm. Third, the
resulting hidden Markov model is typically not very accessible for the end user, i.e.,
accurate models are typically large and even for small examples the interpretation
of the states is difficult. Clearly, hidden Markov models are at a lower abstraction
level than the notations discussed in Chap. 3.

4.6 Quality of Resulting Models

This chapter provided an overview of the mainstream data mining techniques most
relevant for process mining. Although some of these techniques can be exploited for
process mining, they cannot be used for important process mining tasks such as pro-
cess discovery, conformance checking, and process enhancement. However, there is
an additional reason for showing a variety of data mining techniques. Like in data
mining it is non-trivial to analyze the quality of process mining results. Here one can
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Fig. 4.13 Confusion matrix
for the decision tree shown in
Fig. 4.2. Of the 200 students
who failed, 178 are classified
as failed and 22 are classified
as passed. None of the failing
students was classified as cum
laude. Of the 198 students
who passed, 175 are classified
correctly, 21 were classified
as failed, and 2 as cum laude

benefit from experiences in the data mining field. Therefore, we discuss some of the
validation and evaluation techniques developed for the algorithms presented in this
chapter. First, we focus on the quality of classification results, e.g., obtained through
a decision tree. Second, we describe general techniques for cross-validation. Here,
we concentrate on k-fold cross-validation. Finally, we conclude with a more general
discussion on Occam’s razor.

4.6.1 Measuring the Performance of a Classifier

In Sect. 4.2, we showed how to construct a decision tree. As discussed, there are
many design decisions when developing a decision tree learner (e.g., selection of
attributes to split on, when to stop splitting, and determining cut values). The ques-
tion is how to evaluate the performance of a decision tree learner. This is relevant
for judging the trustworthiness of the resulting decision tree and for comparing dif-
ferent approaches. A complication is that one can only judge the performance based
on seen instances although the goal is also to predict good classifications for unseen
instances. However, for simplicity, let us first assume that we first want to judge the
result of a classifier (like a decision tree) on a given data set.

Given a data set consisting of N instances we know for each instance what the ac-
tual class is and what the predicted class is. For example, for a particular person that
smokes, we may predict that the person will die young (predicted class is “young”),
even though the person dies at age 104 (actual class is “old”). This can be visualized
using a so-called confusion matrix. Figure 4.13 shows the confusion matrix for the
data set shown in Table 4.2 and the decision tree shown in Fig. 4.2. The decision
tree classifies each of the 420 students into an actual class and a predicted class. All
elements on the diagonal are predicted correctly, i.e., 178+ 175+ 18= 371 of the
420 students are classified correctly (approximately 88%).

There are several performance measures based on the confusion matrix. To define
these let us consider a data set with only two classes: “positive” (+) and “negative”
(−). Figure 4.14(a) shows the corresponding 2× 2 confusion matrix. The following
entries are shown:
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Fig. 4.14 Confusion matrix for two classes and some performance measures for classifiers

• tp is the number of true positives, i.e., instances that are correctly classified as
positive.

• fn is the number of false negatives, i.e., instances that are predicted to be negative
but should have been classified as positive.

• fp is the number of false positives, i.e., instances that are predicted to be positive
but should have been classified as negative.

• tn is the number of true negatives, i.e., instances that are correctly classified as
negative.

Figure 4.14(a) also shows the sums of rows and columns, e.g., p = tp + fn is the
number of instances that are actually positive, n′ = fn + tn is the number of in-
stances that are classified as negative by the classifier. N = tp + fn + fp + tn is
the total number of instances in the data set. Based on this it is easy to define the
measures shown in Fig. 4.14(b). The error is defined as the proportion of instances
misclassified: (fp+ fn)/N . The accuracy measures the fraction of instances on the
diagonal of the confusion matrix. The “true positive rate”, tp-rate, also known as
“hit rate”, measures the proportion of positive instances indeed classified as posi-
tive. The “false positive rate”, fp-rate, also known as “false alarm rate”, measures
the proportion of negative instances wrongly classified as positive. The terms pre-
cision and recall originate from information retrieval. Precision is defined as tp/p′.
Here, one can think of p′ as the number of documents that have been retrieved based
on some search query and tp as the number of documents that have been retrieved
and also should have been retrieved. Recall is defined as tp/p where p can be inter-
preted as the number of documents that should have been retrieved based on some
search query. It is possible to have high precision and low recall; few of the docu-
ments searched for are returned by the query, but those that are returned are indeed
relevant. It is also possible to have high recall and low precision; many documents
are returned (including the ones relevant), but also many irrelevant documents are
returned. Note that recall is the same as tp-rate. There is another frequently used
metric not shown in Fig. 4.14(b): the so-called F1 score. The F1 score takes the har-
monic mean of precision and recall: (2× precision× recall)/(precision+ recall). If
either the precision or recall is really poor (i.e., close to 0), then the F1 score is also
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Fig. 4.15 Two confusion
matrices for the decision trees
in Fig. 4.4

close to 0. Only if both precision and recall are really good, the F1 score is close
to 1.

To illustrate the different metrics let us consider the three decision trees depicted
in Fig. 4.4. In the first two decision trees, all instances are classified as young. Note
that even after splitting the root node based on the attribute smoker, still all instances
are predicted to die before 70. Figure 4.15(a) shows the corresponding confusion
matrix assuming “young= positive” and “old= negative”. N = 860, tp= p = 546,
and fp = n = 314. Note that n′ = 0 because all are classified as young. The error
is (314+ 0)/860 = 0.365, the tp-rate is 546/546 = 1, the fp-rate is 314/314 = 1,
precision is 546/860 = 0.635, recall is 546/546 = 1, and the F1 score is 0.777.
Figure 4.15(b) shows the confusion matrix for the third decision tree in Fig. 4.4.
The error is (251+ 2)/860 = 0.292, the tp-rate is 544/546 = 0.996, the fp-rate is
251/314= 0.799, precision is 544/795= 0.684, recall is 544/546= 0.996, and the
F1 score is 0.811. Hence, as expected, the classification improved: the error and fp
rate decreased considerably and the tp-rate, precision and F1 score increased. Note
that the recall went down slightly because of the two persons that are now predicted
to live long but do not (despite not smoking nor drinking).

4.6.2 Cross-Validation

The various performance metrics computed using the confusion matrix in
Fig. 4.15(b) are based on the same data set as the data set used to learn the third
decision tree in Fig. 4.4. Therefore, the confusion matrix is only telling something
about seen instances, i.e., instances used to learn the classifier. In general, it is triv-
ial to provide classifiers that score perfectly (i.e., precision, recall and F1 score are
all 1) on seen instances. (Here we assume that instances are unique or instances with
identical attributes belong to the same class.) For example, if students have a unique
registration number, then the decision tree could have a leaf node per student thus
perfectly encoding the data set. However, this does not say anything about unseen
instances, e.g., the registration number of a new student carries no information about
expected performance of this student.

The most obvious criterion to estimate the performance of a classifier is its pre-
dictive accuracy on unseen instances. The number of unseen instances is potentially
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Fig. 4.16 Cross-validation using a test and training set

very large (if not infinite), therefore an estimate needs to be computed on a test set.
This is commonly referred to as cross-validation. The data set is split into a training
set and a test set. The training set is used to learn a model whereas the test set is
used to evaluate this model based on unseen examples.

It is important to realize that cross-validation is not limited to classification
but can be used for any data mining technique. The only requirement for cross-
validation is that the performance of the result can be measured in some way. For
classification we defined measures such as precision, recall, F1 score, and error.

For regression also various measures can be defined. In the context of linear
regression the mean square error is a standard indicator of quality. If y1, y2, . . . , yn

are the actual values and ŷ1, ŷ2, . . . , ŷn the predicted values according to the linear
regression model, then (

∑n
i=1(yi − ŷi )

2)/n is the mean square error.
Clustering is typically used in a more descriptive or explanatory manner, and

rarely used to make direct predictions about unseen instances. Nevertheless, the
clusters derived for a training set could also be tested on a test set. Assign all in-
stances in the test set to the closest centroid. After doing this, the average distance
of each instance to its centroid can be used as a performance measure.

In the context of association rule mining, we defined metrics such as support,
confidence, and lift. One can learn association rules using a training set and then
test the discovered rules using the test set. The confidence metric then indicates the
proportion of instances for which the rule holds while being applicable. Later, we
will also define such metrics for process mining. For example, given an event log
that serves as a test set and a Petri net model, one can look at the proportion of
instances that can be replayed by the model.

Figure 4.16 shows the basic setting for cross-validation. The data set is split into
a test and training set. Based on the training set a model is generated (e.g., a decision
tree or regression model). Then the performance is analyzed using the test set. If just
one number is generated for the performance indicator, then this does not give an
indication of the reliability of the result. For example, based on some test set the F1
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Fig. 4.17 k-fold cross-validation

score is 0.811. However, based on another test set the F1 score could be completely
different even if the circumstances did not change. Therefore, one often wants to cal-
culate a confidence interval for such a performance indicator. Confidence intervals
can only be computed over multiple measurements. Here, we discuss two possibili-
ties.

The first possibility is that one is measuring a performance indicator that is
the average over of a large set of independent measurements. Consider for ex-
ample classification. The test set consists of N instances that are mutually inde-
pendent. Hence, each classification 1 ≤ i ≤ N can be seen as a separate test xi

where xi = 1 means that the classification is wrong and xi = 0 means that the
classification is good. These tests can be seen as samples from a Bernoulli dis-
tribution with parameter p (p is the probability of a wrong classification). This
distribution has an expected value p and variance p(1 − p). If we assume that
N is large, then the average error (

∑n
i=1 xi)/N is approximately normal dis-

tributed. This is due to the central limit theorem, also known as the “law of large
numbers”. Using this assumption we find the 95% confidence interval which is
[p−α0.95

√
p(1− p)/N,p+α0.95

√
p(1− p)/N ], i.e., with 95% certainty the real

average error will lie within p − α0.95
√

p(1− p)/N and p + α0.95
√

p(1− p)/N .
α0.95 = 1.96 is a standard value that can be found in any statistics textbook, p is the
measured average error rate, and N is the number of tests. For calculating the 90%
or 99% confidence interval one can use α0.90 = 1.64 respectively α0.99 = 2.58. Note
that it is only possible to calculate such an interval if there are many independent
measurements possible based on a single test run.

The second possibility is k-fold cross-validation. This approach is used when
there are relatively few instances in the data set or when the performance indicator
is defined on a set of instances rather than a single instance. For example, the F1
score cannot be defined for one instance in isolation. Figure 4.17 illustrates the idea
behind k-fold cross-validation. The data set is split into k equal parts, e.g., k = 10.
Then k tests are done. In each test, one of the subsets serves as a test set whereas
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the other k − 1 subsets serve together as the training set. If subset i ∈ {1,2, . . . , k}
is used as a test set, then the union of subsets {1,2, . . . , i − 1, i + 1, . . . k} is used
as the training set. One can inspect the individual tests or take the average of the k

folds.
There are two advantages associated to k-fold cross-validation. First of all, all

data is used both as training data and test data. Second, if desired, one gets k tests
of the desired performance indicator rather than just one. Formally, the tests cannot
be considered to be independent as the training sets used in the k folds overlap
considerably. Nevertheless, the k folds make it possible to get more insight into the
reliability.

An extreme variant of k-fold cross-validation is “leave-one-out” cross-validation,
also known as jack-knifing. Here k =N , i.e., the test sets contain only one element
at a time. See [9, 102] for more information on the various forms of cross-validation.

4.6.3 Occam’s Razor

Evaluating the quality of data mining results is far from trivial. In this subsection,
we discuss some additional complications that are also relevant for process mining.

Learning is typically an “ill posed problem”, i.e., only examples are given. Some
examples may rule out certain solutions, however, typically many possible models
remain. Moreover, there is typically a bias in both the target representation and the
learning algorithm. Consider, for example, the sequence 2,3,5,7,11, . . . . What is
the next element in this sequence? Most readers will guess that it is 13, i.e., the next
prime number, but there are infinitely many sequences that start with 2,3,5,7,11.
Yet, there seems to be preference for hypothesizing about some solutions. The term
inductive bias refers to a preference for one solution rather than another which can-
not be determined by the data itself but which is driven by external factors.

A representational bias refers to choices that are implicitly made by selecting a
particular representation. For example, in Sect. 4.2, we assumed that in a decision
tree the same attribute may appear only once on a path. This representational bias
rules out certain solutions, e.g., a decision tree where closer to the root a numerical
attribute is used in a coarse-grained manner and in some subtrees it is used in a fine-
grained manner. Linear regression also makes assumptions about the function used
to best fit the data. The function is assumed to be linear although there may be other
non-linear functions that fit the data much better. Note that a representational bias
is not necessarily bad, e.g., linear regression has been successfully used in many
application domains. However, it is important to realize that the search space is
limited by the representation used. The limitations can guide the search process, but
also exclude good solutions.

A learning bias refers to strategies used by the algorithm that give preference to
particular solutions. For example, in Fig. 4.4, we used the criterion of information
gain (reduction of entropy) to select attributes. However, we could also have used
the Gini index of diversity G rather than entropy E to select attributes, thus resulting
in different decision trees.
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Both factors also play a role in process mining. Consider, for example, Fig. 2.6
in the first chapter. This process model was discovered using the α-algorithm [157]
based on the set of traces {〈a, b, d, e,h〉, 〈a, d, c, e, g〉, 〈a, c, d, e, f, b, d, e, g〉,
〈a, d, b, e,h〉, 〈a, c, d, e, f, d, c, e, f, b, d, e,h〉, 〈a, c, d, e, g〉}. Clearly, there is a
representational bias. The assumption is that the process can be presented by a Petri
net where every transition bears a unique and visible label. Many processes cannot
be represented by such a Petri net. The α-algorithm also has a learning bias as it is
focusing on “direct succession”. If a is directly followed by b in the event log, then
this information is used. However, an observation such as “a is eventually followed
by b in the event log” is not exploited by the α-algorithm.

An inductive bias is not necessarily bad. In fact it is often needed to come to a
solution. However, the analyst should be aware of this and reflect on the implicit
choices made.

Curse of dimensionality
Some data sets have many variables. However, for most data mining problems
the amount of data needed to maintain a specific level of accuracy is expo-
nential in the number of parameters [69]. High-dimensional problems, i.e.,
analyzing a data set with many variables, may be computationally intractable
or lead to incorrect conclusions. This is the “curse of dimensionality” that
many real-life applications of data mining are confronted with. Consider, for
example, a supermarket selling 1000 products. In this case, there are 21000−1
potential item-sets. Although the Apriori algorithm can quickly rule out many
irrelevant candidates, the generation of association rules in such a setting is
likely to encounter performance problems. Moreover, the interpretation of the
results is typically difficult due to an excessive number of potential rules.
In a supermarket having hundreds or thousands of products, there are many
customers that purchase a unique combination of products. If there are 1000
different products, then there are 21000 − 1 ≈ 1.07 × 10301 possible shop-
ping lists (ignoring quantities). Although the probability that two customers
purchase the same is small, the number of potential rules is very large. This
problem is not restricted to association rule learning. Clustering or regression
in a 1000 dimensional space will suffer from similar problems. Typical ap-
proaches to address this problem are variable selection and transformation
[69]. The goal of variable selection is to simply remove irrelevant of redun-
dant variables. For example, the student’s registration number and address
are irrelevant when predicting study progress. Sometimes the data set can be
transformed to reduce dimensionality, e.g., taking the average mark rather
than individual marks per course.

Another problem is the delicate balance between overfitting and underfitting.
A learned model is overfitting if it is too specific and too much driven by acci-
dental information in the data set. For example, when constructing a decision tree
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for a training set without conflicting input (i.e., instances with identical attributes
belong to the same class), it is easy to construct a decision tree with a perfect F1
score. This tree can be obtained by continuing to split nodes until each leaf node
corresponds to instances belonging to the same class. However, it is obvious that
such a decision tree is too specific and has little predictive value.

A learned model is underfitting if it is too general and allows for things not “sup-
ported by evidence” in the data set. Whereas overfitting can be characterized by a
lack of generalization, underfitting has the opposite problem: too much generaliza-
tion. Consider, for example, the generation of association rules. Generating many
detailed rules due to very low settings of minsup and minconf, corresponds to over-
fitting. Many rules are found, but these are probably rather specific for the training
set. Generating very few rules due to very high settings of minsup and minconf, cor-
responds to underfitting. In the extreme case no association rules are found. Note
that the model with no rules fits any data set and, hence, carries no information.

Underfitting is particularly problematic if the data set contains no negative ex-
amples. Consider, for example, the confusion matrix in Fig. 4.14(a). Suppose that
we have a training set with only positive examples, i.e., n = 0 in the training set.
How to construct a decision tree without negative examples? Most algorithms will
simply classify everything as positive. This shows that classification assumes both
positive and negative examples. This is not the case for association rule learning.
Consider, for example, the data set shown in Table 4.3. Suppose that the item-set
{latte, tea,bagel} does not appear in the data set. This implies that no customer
ordered these three items together in the training set. Can we conclude from this
that it is not possible to order these three items together? Of course not! Therefore,
association rule learning focuses on positive examples that are somehow frequent.
Nevertheless, for some applications it would be useful to be able to discover “nega-
tive rules” such as the rule that customers are not allowed to order latte’s, teas, and
bagels in a single order.

A good balance between overfitting and underfitting is of the utmost importance
for process discovery. Consider again the Petri net model shown in Fig. 2.6. The
model allows for the behavior seen in the event log. It also generalizes as it allows
for more sequences than present in the training set. In the event log there is no trace
〈a,h〉, i.e., the scenario in which a request is registered and immediately rejected
does not appear in the log. This does not necessarily imply that this is not possible.
However, constructing a model that allows for 〈a,h〉 although it is not in the log
would result in a model that is clearly underfitting. This dilemma is caused by the
lack of negative examples in the event log. The traces in the event log show what has
happened and not what could not happen. This problem will be addressed in later
chapters.

We conclude this chapter with Occam’s Razor, a principle attributed to the 14th-
century English logician William of Ockham. The principle states that “one should
not increase, beyond what is necessary, the number of entities required to explain
anything”, i.e., one should look for the “simplest model” that can explain what is ob-
served in the data set. This principle is related to finding a natural balance between
overfitting and underfitting. The Minimal Description Length (MDL) principle tries
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to operationalize Occam’s Razor [63, 190]. According to the MDL paradigm, model
quality is no longer only based on predicting performance (e.g., F1 score), but also
on the simplicity of the model. Moreover, it does not aim at cross-validation in the
sense of Sect. 4.6.2. In MDL performance is judged on the training data alone and
not measured against new, unseen instances. The basic idea is that the “best” model
is the one that minimizes the encoding of both model and data set. Here the insight is
used that any regularity in the data can be used to compress the data, i.e., to describe
it using fewer symbols than the number of symbols needed to describe the data liter-
ally. The more regularities there are, the more the data can be compressed. Equating
“learning” with “finding regularity”, implies that the more we are able to compress
the data, the more we have learned about the data [63]. Obviously, a data set can
be encoded more compactly if valuable knowledge about the data set is captured in
the model. However, encoding such knowledge also requires space. A complex and
overfitting model helps to reduce the encoding of the data set. A simple and under-
fitting model can be stored compactly, but does not help in reducing the encoding
of the data set. Note that this idea is related to the notion of entropy in decision
tree learning. When building the decision tree, the goal is to find homogeneous leaf
nodes that can be encoded compactly. However, when discussing algorithms for
decision tree learning in Sect. 4.2 there was no penalty for the complexity of the
decision tree itself. The goal of MDL is to minimize the entropy of (a) the data
set encoded using the learned model and (b) the encoding of the model itself. To
balance between overfitting and underfitting, variable weights may be associated to
both encodings.

Applying Occam’s Razor is not easy. Extracting reliable and meaningful insights
from complex data is far from trivial. In fact, it is much easier to transform complex
data sets into “impressive looking garbage” by abusing the techniques presented in
this chapter. However, when used wisely, data mining can add tremendous value.
Moreover, process mining adds the “process dimension” to data and can be used to
dissect event data from a more holistic perspective. As will be shown in the remain-
der, process mining creates a solid bridge between process modeling and analysis
on the one hand and data mining on the other.



Part III
From Event Logs to Process Models
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After providing preliminaries needed for a good understanding of the “roots” of
process mining, we focus on the most challenging process mining task: discovering
a process model from an event log. First, in Chap. 5 we describe the input required
for process discovery. Then, Chap. 6 describes the α-algorithm in detail. This rather
naïve algorithm helps to understand the basics and also sets the scene for discussing
the challenges related to process mining. Finally, Chap. 7 gives an overview of state-
of-the-art process discovery algorithms and shows how they address the challenges
identified.



Chapter 5
Getting the Data

Process mining is impossible without proper event logs. This chapter describes the
information that should be present in such event logs. Depending on the process
mining technique used, these requirements may vary. The challenge is to extract
such data from a variety of data sources, e.g., databases, flat files, message logs,
transaction logs, ERP systems, and document management systems. When merging
and extracting data, both syntax and semantics play an important role. Moreover,
depending on the questions one seeks to answer, different views on the available
data are needed. Process mining, like any other data-driven analysis approach, needs
to deal with data quality problems. We discuss typical data quality challenges en-
countered in reality. The insights provided in this chapter help to get the event data
assumed to be present in later chapters.

5.1 Data Sources

In Chap. 2, we introduced the concept of process mining. The idea is to analyze
event data from a process-oriented perspective. The goal of process mining is to
answer questions about operational processes. Examples are:

• What really happened in the past?
• Why did it happen?
• What is likely to happen in the future?
• When and why do organizations and people deviate?
• How to control a process better?
• How to redesign a process to improve its performance?

In subsequent chapters, we will discuss various techniques to answer the preceding
questions. However, first we focus on the event data needed.

Figure 5.1 shows the overall “process mining workflow” emphasizing the role
of event data. Starting point is the “raw” data hidden in all kinds of data sources.
A data source may be a simple flat file, an Excel spreadsheet, a transaction log,
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Fig. 5.1 Overview describing the workflow of getting from heterogeneous data sources to process
mining results

or a database table. However, one should not expect all the data to be in a single
well-structured data source. The reality is that event data is typically scattered over
different data sources and often quite some efforts are needed to collect the relevant
data. Consider, for example, a full SAP implementation that typically has more than
10,000 tables. Data may be scattered due to technical or organizational reasons. For
example, there may be legacy systems holding crucial data or information systems
used only at the departmental level. For cross-organizational process mining, e.g.,
to analyze supply chains, data may even be scattered over multiple organizations.
Events can also be captured by tapping of message exchanges [161] (e.g., SOAP
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messages) and recording read and write actions [47]. Data sources may be struc-
tured and well-described by meta data. Unfortunately, in many situations the data is
unstructured or important meta data is missing. Data may originate from web pages,
emails, PDF documents, scanned text, screen scraping, etc. Even if data is structured
and described by meta data, the sheer complexity of enterprise information systems
may be overwhelming, There is no point in trying to exhaustively extract event logs
from thousands of tables and other data sources. Data extraction should be driven
by questions rather than the availability of lots of data.

In the context of BI and data mining, the phrase “Extract, Transform, and Load”
(ETL) is used to describe the process that involves: (a) extracting data from outside
sources, (b) transforming it to fit operational needs (dealing with syntactical and
semantical issues while ensuring predefined quality levels), and (c) loading it into
the target system, e.g., a data warehouse or relational database. A data warehouse
is a single logical repository of an organization’s transactional and operational data.
The data warehouse does not produce data but simply taps off data from operational
systems. The goal is to unify information such that it can be used for reporting,
analysis, forecasting, etc. Figure 5.1 shows that ETL activities can be used to popu-
late a data warehouse. It may require quite some efforts to create the common view
required for a data warehouse. Different data sources may use different keys, for-
matting conventions, etc. For example, one data source may identify a patient by her
last name and birth date while another data source uses her social security number.
One data source may use the date format “31-12-2010” whereas another uses the
format “2010/12/31”.

If a data warehouse already exists, it most likely holds valuable input for pro-
cess mining. However, many organizations do not have a good data warehouse.
The warehouse may contain only a subset of the information needed for end-to-end
process mining, e.g., only data related to customers is stored. Moreover, if a data
warehouse is present, it does not need to be process oriented. For example, the typi-
cal warehouse data used for Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) does not provide
much process-related information. OLAP tools are excellent for viewing multidi-
mensional data from different angles, drilling down, and for creating all kinds of
reports (see Sect. 12.4). However, OLAP tools do not require the storage of busi-
ness events and their ordering. The data sets used by the mainstream data mining
approaches described in Chap. 4 also do not store such information. For example,
a decision tree learner can be applied to any table consisting of rows (instances) and
columns (variables). As will be shown in the next section, process mining requires
information on relevant events and their order.

Whether there is a data warehouse or not, data needs to be extracted and con-
verted into event logs. Here, scoping is of the utmost importance. Often the problem
is not the syntactical conversion but the selection of suitable data. Questions like
“Which of the more than 10,000 SAP tables to convert?” need to be answered first.
Typical formats to store event logs are XES (eXtensible Event Stream) and MXML
(Mining eXtensible Markup Language). These will be discussed in Sect. 5.3. For the
moment, we assume that one event log corresponds to one process, i.e., when scop-
ing the data in the extraction step, only events relevant for the process to be analyzed
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should be included. In Sect. 5.5, we discuss the problem of converting “3-D data”
into “2-D event logs”, i.e., events are projected onto the desired process model.

Depending on the questions and viewpoint chosen, different event logs may
be extracted from the same data set. Consider for example the data in a hospital.
One may be interested in the discovery of patient flows, i.e., typical diagnosis and
treatment paths. However, one may also be interested in optimizing the workflow
within the radiology department. Both questions require different event logs, al-
though some events may be shared among the two required event logs. Once an
event log is created, it is typically filtered. Filtering is an iterative process. Coarse-
grained scoping was done when extracting the data into an event log. Filtering cor-
responds to fine-grained scoping based on initial analysis results. For example, for
process discovery one can decide to focus on the 10 most frequent activities to keep
the model manageable.

Based on the filtered log, the different types of process mining described in
Sect. 2.2 can be applied: discovery, conformance, and enhancement.

Although Fig. 5.1 does not reflect the iterative nature of the whole process well,
it should be noted that process mining results most likely trigger new questions and
these questions may lead to the exploration of new data sources and more detailed
data extractions. Typically, several iterations of the extraction, filtering, and mining
phases are needed.

5.2 Event Logs

Table 5.1 shows a fragment of the event log already discussed in Chap. 2. This
table illustrates the typical information present in an event log used for process
mining. The table shows events related to the handling of requests for compensa-
tion. We assume that an event log contains data related to a single process, i.e., the
first coarse-grained scoping step in Fig. 5.1 should make sure that all events can be
related to this process. Moreover, each event in the log needs to refer to a single
process instance, often referred to as case. In Table 5.1, each request corresponds
to a case, e.g., case 1. We also assume that events can be related to some activity.
In Table 5.1, events refer to activities like register request, check ticket, and reject.
These assumptions are quite natural in the context of process mining. All main-
stream process modeling notations, including the ones discussed in Chap. 3, specify
a process as a collection of activities such that the life-cycle of a single instance is
described. Hence, the “case id” and “activity” columns in Table 5.1 represent the
bare minimum for process mining. Moreover, events within a case need to be or-
dered. For example, event 35654423 (the execution of activity register request for
Case 1) occurs before event 35654424 (the execution of activity examine thoroughly
for the same case). Without ordering information it is of course impossible to dis-
cover causal dependencies in process models.

Table 5.1 also shows additional information per event. For example, all events
have a timestamp (i.e., date and time information such as “30-12-2010:11.02”). This
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Table 5.1 A fragment of some event log: each line corresponds to an event

Case id Event id Properties

Timestamp Activity Resource Cost . . .

1 35654423 30-12-2010:11.02 register request Pete 50 . . .

35654424 31-12-2010:10.06 examine thoroughly Sue 400 . . .

35654425 05-01-2011:15.12 check ticket Mike 100 . . .

35654426 06-01-2011:11.18 decide Sara 200 . . .

35654427 07-01-2011:14.24 reject request Pete 200 . . .

2 35654483 30-12-2010:11.32 register request Mike 50 . . .

35654485 30-12-2010:12.12 check ticket Mike 100 . . .

35654487 30-12-2010:14.16 examine casually Pete 400 . . .

35654488 05-01-2011:11.22 decide Sara 200 . . .

35654489 08-01-2011:12.05 pay compensation Ellen 200 . . .

3 35654521 30-12-2010:14.32 register request Pete 50 . . .

35654522 30-12-2010:15.06 examine casually Mike 400 . . .

35654524 30-12-2010:16.34 check ticket Ellen 100 . . .

35654525 06-01-2011:09.18 decide Sara 200 . . .

35654526 06-01-2011:12.18 reinitiate request Sara 200 . . .

35654527 06-01-2011:13.06 examine thoroughly Sean 400 . . .

35654530 08-01-2011:11.43 check ticket Pete 100 . . .

35654531 09-01-2011:09.55 decide Sara 200 . . .

35654533 15-01-2011:10.45 pay compensation Ellen 200 . . .

4 35654641 06-01-2011:15.02 register request Pete 50 . . .

35654643 07-01-2011:12.06 check ticket Mike 100 . . .

35654644 08-01-2011:14.43 examine thoroughly Sean 400 . . .

35654645 09-01-2011:12.02 decide Sara 200 . . .

35654647 12-01-2011:15.44 reject request Ellen 200 . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

information is useful when analyzing performance related properties, e.g., the wait-
ing time between two activities. The events in Table 5.1 also refer to resources, i.e.,
the persons executing the activities. Also costs are associated to events. In the con-
text of process mining, these properties are referred to as attributes. These attributes
are similar to the notion of variables in Chap. 4.

Figure 5.2 shows the tree structure of an event log. Using this figure we can list
our assumptions about event logs.

• A process consists of cases.
• A case consists of events such that each event relates to precisely one case.
• Events within a case are ordered.
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Fig. 5.2 Structure of event logs

• Events can have attributes. Examples of typical attribute names are activity, time,
costs, and resource.

Not all events need to have the same set of attributes. However, typically, events
referring to the same activity have the same set of attributes.

To be able to reason about logs and to precisely specify the requirements for
event logs, we formalize the various notions.

Definition 5.1 (Event, attribute) Let E be the event universe, i.e., the set of all
possible event identifiers. Events may be characterized by various attributes, e.g.,
an event may have a timestamp, correspond to an activity, is executed by a particular
person, has associated costs, etc. Let AN be a set of attribute names. For any event
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Fig. 5.3 Standard transactional life-cycle model

Fig. 5.4 Transactional events for five activity instances

e ∈ E and name n ∈ AN, #n(e) is the value of attribute n for event e. If event e does
not have an attribute named n, then #n(e)=⊥ (null value).

For convenience we assume the following standard attributes:

• #activity(e) is the activity associated to event e.
• #time(e) is the timestamp of event e.
• #resource(e) is the resource associated to event e.
• #trans(e) is the transaction type associated to event e, examples are schedule, start,

complete, and suspend.

These are just examples. None of these attributes is mandatory. However, for these
standard attributes we will assume some conventions. For example, timestamps
should be non-descending in the event log. Moreover, we assume a time domain T ,
i.e., #time(e) ∈T for any e ∈ E . The transaction type attribute #trans(e) refers to the
life-cycle of activities. In most situations, activities take time. Therefore, events may
point out for example the start or completion of activities. In this book, we assume
the transactional life-cycle model shown in Fig. 5.3.

Figure 5.4 shows some examples to explain the life-cycle model. The life-cycles
of five activity instances are shown: a, b, c, d , and e. a is first scheduled for execu-
tion (i.e., an event e1 with #trans(e1) = schedule and #activity(e1) = a occurs), then
the activity is assigned to a resource (i.e., an event e2 with #trans(e2)= assign and
#activity(e2)= a occurs). Later the activity is started by this resource, and finally the
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activity completes. Note that four events were recorded for this activity instance.
Activity instance b has seven events associated to it. Compared to a the activity is
reassigned (i.e., the resource that is supposed to execute the activity is changed),
suspended (temporarily halted), and resumed. Of course it is possible to skip stages
in the transactional life-cycle model, because events are not recorded or because
certain steps are not necessary. Activity instance d in Fig. 5.4 has just two events;
e just one, i.e., for e only the completion of the activity instance is recorded. Transac-
tion type “autoskip” refers to an action by the system bypassing the activity. Trans-
action type “manualskip” refers to resource initiated skipping. Transaction types
“abort_activity” and “abort_case” correspond to aborting the activity or the whole
case. A “withdraw” event signals the situation in which the activity is canceled be-
fore it was started. Figure 5.3 shows all transaction types, their enabling, and their
effect. For example, according to the transactional life-cycle model, “abort_activity”
is only possible when the activity instance is running (i.e., started, suspended, or re-
sumed).

Events can have many attributes. We often refer to the event by its activity name.
Technically this is not correct. There may be many events that refer to the same
activity name. Within a case these events may refer to the same activity instance
(e.g., start and complete events) or different activity instances (e.g., in a loop). This
distinction is particularly important when measuring service times, waiting times,
etc. Consider, for example, the scenario in which the same activity is started twice
for the same case, i.e., two activity instances are running in parallel, and then one of
them completes. Did the activity that was started first complete or the second one?
Fig. 5.5 illustrates the dilemma. Given the footprint of two starts followed by two
completes of the same activity, there are two possible scenarios. In one scenario the
durations of the two activity instances are 5 and 6. In the other scenario the durations
of the activity instances are 9 and 2. Yet they leave the same footprint in the event
log.

This problem can be addressed by adding information to the log or by using
heuristics. This can be seen as a “secondary correlation problem”, i.e., relating two
events within the same case. The primary correlation problem is to relate events
to cases, i.e., process instances [53]. Figure 5.5 shows that even within one case
there may be the need to correlate events because they belong to the same activity
instance. When implementing systems, such information can easily be added to the
logs; just provide an activity instance attribute to keep track of this. When dealing
with existing systems this is not as simple as it seems. For example, when correlating
messages between organizations there may be the need to scan the content of the
message to find a suitable identifier (e.g., address or name). It is also possible to
use heuristics to resolve most problems, e.g., in Fig. 5.5 one could just assume
a first-in-first-out order and pick the first scenario. Moreover, one may introduce
timeouts when the time between a start event and complete event is too long. For
example, start events that are not followed by a corresponding complete event within
45 minutes are removed from the log.

Process mining techniques can be used to automatically discover process models.
In these process models activities play a central role. These correspond to transitions
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Fig. 5.5 Two scenarios involving two activity instance leaving the same footprint in the log

in Petri nets, tasks in YAWL, functions in EPCs, state transitions in transition sys-
tems, and tasks in BPMN. However, the transactional life-cycle model in Fig. 5.3
shows that there may be multiple events referring to the same activity. Some pro-
cess mining techniques take into account the transactional model whereas others
just consider atomic events. Moreover, sometimes we just want to focus on com-
plete events whereas at other times the focus may be on withdrawals. This can be
supported by filtering (e.g., removing events of a particular type) and by the concept
of a classifier. A classifier is a function that maps the attributes of an event onto
a label used in the resulting process model. This can be seen as the “name” of the
event. In principle there can be many classifiers. However, only one is used at a time.
Therefore, we can use the notation e to refer to the name used in the process model.

Definition 5.2 (Classifier) For any event e ∈ E , e is the name of the event.

If events are simply identified by their activity name, then e = #activity(e). This
means that activity instance a in Fig. 5.4 would be mapped onto 〈a, a, a, a〉. In
this case the basic α-algorithm (not using transactional information) would create
just one a transition. If events are identified by their activity name and transac-
tion type, then e= (#activity(e),#trans(e)). Now activity instance a would be mapped
onto 〈(a, schedule), (a,assign), (a, start), (a, complete)〉 and the basic α-algorithm
would create four transitions referring to a’s life-cycle. As shown in Sect. 6.2.4,
transaction type attributes such as start, complete, etc. can be exploited to create a
two-level process model that hides the transactional life-cycles of individual activi-
ties in subprocesses. It is also possible to use a completely different classifier, e.g.,
e = #resource(e). In this case events are named after the resources executing them.
In this book we assume the classifier e = #activity(e) as the default classifier. This
is why we considered the activity attribute to be mandatory in our initial examples.
From now on, we only require a classifier.

Sequences
Sequences are the most natural way to present traces in an event log. When
describing the operational semantics of Petri nets and transition systems, we
also modeled behavior in terms of sequences. Given their importance, we
introduce some useful operators on sequences.
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For a given set A, A∗ is the set of all finite sequences over A. A finite
sequence over A of length n is a mapping σ ∈ {1, . . . , n} → A. Such a se-
quence is represented by a string, i.e., σ = 〈a1, a2, . . . , an〉 where ai = σ(i)

for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. |σ | denotes the length of the sequence, i.e., |σ | = n. σ ⊕ a′ =
〈a1, . . . , an, a

′〉 is the sequence with element a′ appended at the end. Sim-
ilarly, σ1 ⊕ σ2 appends sequence σ2 to σ1 resulting a sequence of length
|σ1| + |σ2|.

hdk(σ )= 〈a1, a2, . . . , ak minn〉, i.e., the “head” of the sequence consisting
of the first k elements (if possible). Note that hd0(σ ) is the empty sequence
and for k ≥ n: hdk(σ )= σ . pref(σ )= {hdk(σ ) | 0 ≤ k ≤ n} is the set of pre-
fixes of σ .

tlk(σ )= 〈a(n−k+1)max 1, ak+2, . . . , an〉, i.e., the “tail” of the sequence com-
posed of the last k elements (if possible). Note that tl0(σ ) is the empty se-
quence and for k ≥ n: tlk(σ )= σ .

σ ↑ X is the projection of σ onto some subset X ⊆ A, e.g., 〈a, b, c, a, b,

c, d〉 ↑ {a, b} = 〈a, b, a, b〉 and 〈d, a, a, a, a, a, a, d〉 ↑ {d} = 〈d, d〉.
For any sequence σ = 〈a1, a2, . . . , an〉 over A, ∂set(σ ) = {a1, a2, . . . , an}

and ∂multiset(σ ) = [a1, a2, . . . , an]. ∂set converts a sequence into a set, e.g.,
∂set(〈d, a, a, a, a, a, a, d〉)= {a, d}. a is an element of σ , denoted as a ∈ σ , if
and only if a ∈ ∂set(σ ). ∂multiset converts a sequence into a multi-set, e.g.,
∂multiset(〈d, a, a, a, a, a, a, d〉) = [a6, d2]. ∂multiset(σ ) is also known as the
Parikh vector of σ . These conversions allow us to treat sequences as sets
or bags when needed.

An event log consists of cases and cases consist of events. The events for a case
are represented in the form of a trace, i.e., a sequence of unique events. Moreover,
cases, like events, can have attributes.

Definition 5.3 (Case, trace, event log) Let C be the case universe, i.e., the set of
all possible case identifiers. Cases, like events, have attributes. For any case c ∈ C
and name n ∈ AN: #n(c) is the value of attribute n for case c (#n(c) = ⊥ if case
c has no attribute named n). Each case has a special mandatory attribute trace,
#trace(c) ∈ E ∗.1 ĉ= #trace(c) is a shorthand for referring to the trace of a case.

A trace is a finite sequence of events σ ∈ E ∗ such that each event appears only
once, i.e., for 1≤ i < j ≤ |σ |: σ(i) �= σ(j).

An event log is a set of cases L⊆ C such that each event appears at most once
in the entire log, i.e., for any c1, c2 ∈ L such that c1 �= c2: ∂set(ĉ1)∩ ∂set(ĉ2)= ∅.

If an event log contains timestamps, then the ordering in a trace should respect
these timestamps, i.e., for any c ∈ L, i and j such that 1≤ i < j ≤ |ĉ|: #time(ĉ(i))≤
#time(ĉ(j)).

1In the remainder, we assume #trace(c) �= 〈 〉, i.e., traces in a log contain at least one event.
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Events and cases are represented using unique identifiers. An identifier e ∈ E
refers to an event and an identifier c ∈ C refers to a case. This mechanism allows us
to point to a specific event or a specific case. This is important as there may be many
events having identical attributes, e.g., start events of some activity a may have been
recorded for different cases and even within a case there may be multiple of such
events. Similarly, there may be different cases that followed the same path in the
process. These identifiers are just a technicality that helps us to point to particular
events and cases. Therefore, they do not need to exist in the original data source and
may be generated when extracting the data from different data sources.

Events and cases may have any number of attributes. Using the classifier mecha-
nism, each event gets a name. Therefore, we often require events to have an activity
attribute. Cases always have a trace attribute; ĉ= #trace(c) is the sequence of events
that have been recorded for c.

By formalizing event logs in this way, we precisely formulate the requirements
we impose on event logs without discussing a concrete syntax. Moreover, we can
use this formal representation to query the event log and use it as a starting point for
analysis and reasoning. Some examples:

• {#activity(e) | c ∈ L ∧ e ∈ ĉ} is the set of all activities appearing in log L.
• {#resource(e) | c ∈ L ∧ e ∈ ĉ ∧ #trans(e)=manualskip} is the set of all resources

that skipped an activity.
• {a ∈ A | c ∈ L ∧ a = #activity(ĉ(1)) ∧ a = #activity(ĉ(|ĉ|))} is the set of all

activities that served as start and end activity for the same case.

Table 5.1 defines an event log in the sense of Definition 5.3. L = {1,2,3,4, . . .}
is the set of cases shown in Table 5.1. 1̂ = #trace(1) = 〈35654423, 35654424,
35654425, 35654426, 35654427〉 is the trace of case 1. #activity(35654423) =
register request is the activity associated to event 35654423. #time(35654423) =
30-12-2010:11.02 is the timestamp associated to this event. #resource(35654423)=
Pete is the resource doing the registration. #costs(35654423)= 50 are the costs asso-
ciated to event 35654423. #activity(35654424) = examine thoroughly is the activity
associated to second event of case 1. Etc.

Depending on the attributes in the log, different types of analysis are possible.
Figure 5.6 sketches possible results. The Petri net can be discovered by just using
the activity attribute (#activity(e)). To measure durations of activities, one needs to
have a transactional attribute (#trans(e)) to distinguish start from completion, and
timestamps (#time(e)). To measure costs, the costs attribute is used (#costs(e)). Fig-
ure 5.6 also shows a role per activity and a social network. These have been discov-
ered using the resource attribute (#resource(e)). For example, activities decide and
reinitiate request require the role manager and Sara is the only one having this role.
The social network in Fig. 5.6 shows how work is flowing through the organization,
e.g., activities done by Sara are often followed by activities of Ellen. The thicker the
connecting arc is, the more work is handed over from one person to another.

Table 5.1 happens to show unique id’s for both events and cases, i.e., elements
of the sets E = {35654423,35654424,35654425,35654426,35654427, . . .} (event
universe) and C = {1,2,3,4, . . .} (case universe) are shown explicitly in the table.
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Fig. 5.6 Various types of process mining results based on the attributes in the event log

This is not mandatory; these identities are just used for mathematical convenience
and have no further meaning. One can think of them as a symbolic key in a table
or a position in an XML document. The reason for adding them is that this way it
becomes easy to refer to a particular case or event. In fact, for simple algorithms
like the α-algorithm, Definition 5.3 is a bit of overkill. See, for example, Table 2.2
in Sect. 2.3 showing the essential information used to construct a Petri net. If one
is just interested in activity names (or some other classifier), the definition can be
simplified drastically as is shown next.

Definition 5.4 (Simple event log) Let A be a set of activity names. A simple trace
σ is a sequence of activities, i.e., σ ∈ A ∗. A simple event log L is a multi-set of
traces over A , i.e., L ∈ B(A ∗).2

A simple event log is just a multi-set of traces over some set A . For example
[〈a, b, c, d〉3, 〈a, c, b, d〉2, 〈a, e, d〉] defines a log containing 6 cases. In total there
are 3 × 4 + 2 × 4 + 1 × 3 = 23 events. All cases start with a and end with d . In
a simple log there are no attributes, e.g., timestamps and resource information are
abstracted from. Moreover, cases and events are no longer uniquely identifiable. For

2Note that we still assume that each trace contains at least one element, i.e., σ ∈ L implies σ �= 〈 〉.
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example, the three cases following the sequence 〈a, b, c, d〉 in the simple event log
[〈a, b, c, d〉3, 〈a, c, b, d〉2, 〈a, e, d〉] cannot be distinguished.

Definition 5.5 (Transforming an event log into a simple event log) Let L⊆ C be
an event log as defined in Definition 5.3. Assume that a classifier has been defined:
e is the name of event e ∈ E . This classifier can also be applied to sequences, i.e.,
〈e1, e2, . . . , en〉 = 〈e1, e2, . . . , en〉. L= [ (ĉ) | c ∈ L ] is the simple event log corre-
sponding to L.

All cases in L are converted into sequences of (activity) names using the clas-
sifier. A case c ∈ L is an identifier from the case universe C . ĉ = #trace(c) =
〈e1, e2, . . . , en〉 ∈ E ∗ is the sequence of events executed for c. (ĉ)= 〈e1, e2, . . . , en〉
maps these events onto (activity) names using the classifier.

If we apply this transformation to the event log shown in Table 5.1 while assum-
ing the default classifier (e= #activity(e)), then we obtain the event log

L= [〈register request, examine thoroughly, check ticket,decide, reject request〉,
〈register request, check ticket, examine casually,decide,pay compensation〉,
〈register request, examine casually, check ticket,decide, reinitiate request,

examine thoroughly, check ticket,decide,pay compensation〉,
〈register request, check ticket, examine thoroughly,decide, reject request〉,
. . . ]

Another classifier could have been used to create a simple log. For example, when
using the classifier e= #resource(e), the following log is obtained:

L= [〈Pete,Sue,Mike,Sara,Pete〉,
〈Mike,Mike,Pete,Sara,Ellen〉,
〈Pete,Mike,Ellen,Sara,Sara,Sean,Pete,Sara,Ellen〉,
〈Pete,Mike,Sean,Sara,Ellen〉,
. . . ]

In this event log, the activity names have been replaced by the names of the peo-
ple executing the activities. Such projections are used when constructing a social
network.

In the remainder, we will use whatever notation is most suitable. Definition 5.3
specifies a precise but very generic description of an event log that can be used
for various purposes. Definition 5.4 describes a very simple format without any
attributes. This format is useful for explaining simple process discovery algorithms
that are not using the information stored in additional attributes. For simple event
logs we focus on a single attribute (typically the activity name). As shown, any event
log L can be easily converted into a simple event log L.
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5.3 XES

Until 2010 the de facto standard for storing and exchanging event logs was MXML
(Mining eXtensible Markup Language). MXML emerged in 2003 and was later
adopted by the process mining tool ProM. Using MXML it is possible to store event
logs such as the one shown in Table 5.1 using an XML-based syntax. ProMim-
port is a tool supporting the conversion of different data sources to MXML, e.g.,
MS Access, Aris PPM, CSV, Apache, Adept, PeopleSoft, Subversion, SAP R/3,
Protos, CPN Tools, Cognos, and Staffware. MXML has a standard notation for
storing timestamps, resources, and transaction types. Moreover, one can add arbi-
trary data elements to events and cases. The latter resulted in ad-hoc extensions of
MXML where certain data attributes were interpreted in a specific manner. For ex-
ample, SA-MXML (Semantically Annotated Mining eXtensible Markup Language)
is a semantic annotated version of the MXML format used by the ProM frame-
work. SA-MXML incorporates references between elements in logs and concepts
in ontologies. For example, a resource can have a reference to a concept in an ontol-
ogy describing a hierarchy of roles, organizational entities, and positions. To realize
these semantic annotations, existing XML elements were interpreted in a new man-
ner. Other extensions were realized in a similar manner. Although this approach
worked quite well in practice, the various ad-hoc extensions also revealed short-
comings of the MXML format. This triggered the development of XES (eXtensible
Event Stream) [64].

XES is the successor of MXML. Based on many practical experiences with
MXML, the XES format has been made less restrictive and truly extendible. In
September 2010, the format was adopted by the IEEE Task Force on Process Mining
and became the de facto exchange format for process mining. The IEEE Standards
Organization is currently evaluating XES with the aim to turn XES into an official
IEEE standard. The format is supported by tools such as ProM (as of version 6), see
www.xes-standard.org for detailed information about the standard.

Figure 5.7 shows the XES meta model expressed in terms of a UML class dia-
gram. A XES document (i.e., XML file) contains one log consisting of any num-
ber of traces. Each trace describes a sequential list of events corresponding to a
particular case. The log, its traces, and its events may have any number of at-
tributes. Attributes may be nested. There are five core types: String, Date, Int, Float,
and Boolean. These correspond to the standard XML types: xs:string, xs:dateTime,
xs:long, xs:double, and xs:boolean. For example, 2011-12-17T21:00:00.000+02:00
is a value of type xs:dateTime representing nine o’clock in the evening of December
17th, 2011 in timezone GMT+2.

XES does not prescribe a fixed set of mandatory attributes for each element (log,
trace, and event); an event can have any number of attributes. However, to provide
semantics for such attributes, the log refers to so-called extensions. An extension
gives semantics to particular attributes. For example the Time extension defines a
timestamp attribute of type xs:dateTime. This corresponds to the #time(e) attribute
used in Sect. 5.2. The Organizational extension defines a resource attribute of type
xs:string. This corresponds to the #resource(e) attribute used in Sect. 5.2. Users can

www.xes-standard.org
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Fig. 5.7 Meta model of XES [64]. A log contains traces and each trace contains events. Logs,
traces, and events have attributes. Extensions may define new attributes and a log should declare
the extensions used in it. Global attributes are attributes that are declared to be mandatory. Such
attributes reside at the trace or event level. Attributes may be nested. Event classifiers are defined
for the log and assign a “label” (e.g., activity name) to each event. There may be multiple classifiers

define their own extensions. For example, it is possible to develop domain-specific
or even organization-specific extensions. Figure 5.7 shows that a log declares the set
of extensions to be used. Each extension may define attributes that are considered
to be standard when the extension is used.

In Sect. 5.2, we used C and E to denote the case respectively event universe.
This was used to be able to refer to a case and event. In XES such unique identifiers
are not necessary. In fact, one can think of the position in the log as the identifier of
an event or case.

XES may declare particular attributes to be mandatory. For example, it may be
stated that any trace should have a name or that any event should have a timestamp.
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For this purpose a log holds two lists of global attributes: one for the traces and one
for the events.

XES supports the classifier concept described earlier (Definition 5.2). A XES
log defines an arbitrary number of classifiers. Each classifier is specified by a list
of attributes. Any two events that have the identical values with respect to these
attributes are considered to be equal for that classifier. These attributes should be
mandatory event attributes. For example, if a classifier is specified by both a name
attribute and a resource attribute, then two events are mapped onto the same class if
their name and resource attributes coincide.

The XES meta model shown in Fig. 5.7 does not prescribe a concrete syntax. In
principle many serializations are possible. However, to exchange XES documents,
a standard XML serialization is used. Figure 5.8 shows a fragment of the XES XML
serialization of the event log of Table 5.1. In the example XES log three extensions
are declared: Concept, Time, and Organizational. For each of these extensions a
shorter prefix is given. These prefixes are used in the attribute names. For example,
the Time extension defines an attribute timestamp. As shown in Fig. 5.8, this exten-
sion uses prefix time, therefore the timestamp of an event is stored using the key
time:timestamp.

The example log in Fig. 5.8 specifies two lists of global attributes. Traces have
one global attribute: attribute concept:name is mandatory for all traces. Events have
three global attributes: attributes time:timestamp, concept:name and org:resource
are mandatory for all events.

Three classifiers are defined in the XES log shown in Fig. 5.8. Classifier Activity
classifies events based on the concept:name attribute. Classifier Resource classifies
events based on the org:resource attribute. Classifier Both classifies events based on
two attributes: concept:name and org:resource. Recall that Definition 5.2 already
introduced the concept of a classifier: an event e ∈ E is classified as e. For example,
e= #resource(e) classifies events based on the resource executing the event.

For more information about the concrete syntax of XES we refer to www.
xes-standard.org. However, the fragment shown in Fig. 5.8 already demonstrates
that XES indeed operationalizes the concept of an event log as described in Defini-
tion 5.3. Moreover, the extension mechanism makes the format extendible while at
the same time providing semantics for commonly used attributes. In the context of
XES, five standard extensions have been defined. These extensions are described in
the so-called XESEXT XML format [64]. Here we only mention a subset of standard
attributes defined by these extensions.

• The concept extension defines the name attribute for traces and events. Note
that the example XES file indeed uses concept:name attributes for traces and
events. For traces, the attribute typically represents some identifier for the case.
For events, the attribute typically represents the activity name. The concept ex-
tension also defines the instance attribute for events. This is used to distinguish
different activity instances in the same trace. This extension can be used to resolve
the dilemma shown in Fig. 5.5.

http://www.xes-standard.org
http://www.xes-standard.org
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<extension name="Concept" prefix="concept" uri="http://.../concept.xesext"/>
<extension name="Time" prefix="time" uri="http://.../time.xesext"/>
<extension name="Organizational" prefix="org" uri="http://.../org.xesext"/>
<global scope="trace">

<string key="concept:name" value="name"/>
</global>
<global scope="event">

<date key="time:timestamp" value="2010-12-17T20:01:02.229+02:00"/>
<string key="concept:name" value="name"/>
<string key="org:resource" value="resource"/>

</global>
<classifier name="Activity" keys="concept:name"/>
<classifier name="Resource" keys="org:resource"/>
<classifier name="Both" keys="concept:name org:resource"/>
<trace>

<string key="concept:name" value="1"/>
<event>

<string key="concept:name" value="register request"/>
<string key="org:resource" value="Pete"/>
<date key="time:timestamp" value="2010-12-30T11:02:00.000+01:00"/>
<string key="Event_ID" value="35654423"/>
<string key="Costs" value="50"/>

</event>
<event>

<string key="concept:name" value="examine thoroughly"/>
<string key="org:resource" value="Sue"/>
<date key="time:timestamp" value="2010-12-31T10:06:00.000+01:00"/>
<string key="Event_ID" value="35654424"/>
<string key="Costs" value="400"/>

</event>
<event>

<string key="concept:name" value="check ticket"/>
<string key="org:resource" value="Mike"/>
<date key="time:timestamp" value="2011-01-05T15:12:00.000+01:00"/>
<string key="Event_ID" value="35654425"/>
<string key="Costs" value="100"/>

</event>
<event>

<string key="concept:name" value="decide"/>
<string key="org:resource" value="Sara"/>
<date key="time:timestamp" value="2011-01-06T11:18:00.000+01:00"/>
<string key="Event_ID" value="35654426"/>
<string key="Costs" value="200"/>

</event>
<event>

<string key="concept:name" value="reject request"/>
<string key="org:resource" value="Pete"/>
<date key="time:timestamp" value="2011-01-07T14:24:00.000+01:00"/>
<string key="Event_ID" value="35654427"/>
<string key="Costs" value="200"/>

</event>
</trace>
<trace>

<string key="concept:name" value="2"/>
<event>

<string key="concept:name" value="register request"/>
<string key="org:resource" value="Mike"/>
<date key="time:timestamp" value="2010-12-30T11:32:00.000+01:00"/>
<string key="Event_ID" value="35654483"/>
<string key="Costs" value="50"/>

</event>
...

</trace>
...

</log>

Fig. 5.8 Fragment of a XES file
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• The life-cycle extension defines the transition attribute for events. When using the
standard transactional life-cycle model shown in Fig. 5.3, possible values of this
attribute are “schedule”, “start”, “complete”, “autoskip”, etc.

• The organizational extension defines three standard attributes for events: re-
source, role, and group. The resource attribute refers to the resource that triggered
or executed the event. The role and group attributes characterize the (required)
capabilities of the resource and the resource’s position in the organization. For
example, an event executed by a sales manager may have role “manager” and
group “sales department” associated to it.

• The time extension defines the timestamp attribute for events. Since such a times-
tamp is of type xs:dateTime, both a date and time are recorded.

• The semantic extension defines the modelReference attribute for all elements in
the log. This extension is inspired by SA-MXML. The references in the log point
to concepts in an ontology. For example, there may be an ontology describing
different kinds of customers, e.g., Silver, Gold, and Platinum customers. Using
the modelReference attribute a trace can point to this ontology thus classifying
the customer.

Users and organizations can add new extensions and share these with others. For ex-
ample, general extensions referring to costs, risks, context, etc. can be added. How-
ever, extensions may also be domain-specific (e.g., healthcare, customs, or retail) or
organization-specific.

Currently, XES is supported by tools such as ProM, Nitro, XESame, Disco, Celo-
nis, Minit, SNP Business Process Analysis, Rialto Process, and the reference imple-
mentation OpenXES. ProM is probably the most widely used process mining tool
(see Sect. 11.3) providing a wide variety of process mining techniques. ProM 6
can load both MXML and XES files. Tools like Disco (www.fluxicon.com) can
be used to quickly convert event logs into the XES (or MXML) format. XESame
(www.processmining.org) generates XES files from collections of database tables.
Here, the idea is that given a set of tables there may be different views possible (see
also Sect. 5.5). Therefore, XES files serve as a view on the event data. OpenXES
(www.openxes.org) is the XES reference implementation, an open source java li-
brary for reading, storing, and writing XES logs. OpenXES can easily be embedded
in other tools and is able to efficiently (de)serialize large event logs into/from XML
files. This frees software developers from developing tedious code to import and
export event data.

Challenges when extracting event logs
Definition 5.3 provides a succinct formal definition of the requirements an
event log needs to satisfy. XES operationalizes these requirements and pro-
vides a concrete syntax. Hence, the target format is well-defined. Nonetheless,
extracting event logs may be very challenging. Here, we list the five most im-
portant challenges.

www.fluxicon.com
www.processmining.org
www.openxes.org
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• Challenge 1: Correlation
Events in an event log are grouped per case. This simple requirement can
be quite challenging as it requires event correlation, i.e., events need to
be related to each other. Consider, for example, event data scattered over
multiple tables or even multiple systems. How to identify events and their
corresponding cases? Also consider messages exchanged with other orga-
nizations. How to relate responses to the original requests? When designing
logging functionality from scratch, it is quite easy to address this problem.
However, when dealing with legacy and a variety or interconnected sys-
tems, additional efforts are needed to correlate events; see [53] for an ex-
ample of an approach to correlate events without any a-priori information.

• Challenge 2: Timestamps
Events need to be ordered per case. In principle, such ordering does not
require timestamps. However, when merging data from different sources,
one typically needs to depend on timestamps to sort events (in order of oc-
currence). This may be problematic because of multiple clocks and delayed
recording. For example, in an X-ray machine the different components have
local clocks and events are often queueing before being recorded. There-
fore, there may be significant differences between the actual time an event
takes place and its timestamp in the log. As a result the ordering of events
is unreliable, e.g., cause and effect may be reversed. In other applications,
timestamps may be too coarse. In fact, many information systems only
record a date and not a timestamp. For example, most events in a hospi-
tal are recorded in the hospital information system based on a patient id
and a date, without storing the actual time of the test or visit. As a result it
is impossible to reconstruct the order of events on a given day. One way to
address this problem is to assume only a partial ordering of events (i.e., not
a total order) and subsequently use dedicated process mining algorithms
for this. Another way to (partially) address the problem is to “guess” the
order based on domain knowledge or frequent patterns across days.

• Challenge 3: Snapshots
Cases may have a lifetime extending beyond the recorded period, e.g.,
a case was started before the beginning of the event log or was still run-
ning when the recording stopped. Therefore, it is important to realize that
event logs typically just provide a snapshot of a longer running process.
When the average duration of a case is short compared to the length of the
recording, it is best to solve this problem by removing incomplete cases. In
many cases, the initial and final activities are known, thus making it easy
to filter the event log: simply remove all cases with a missing “head” or
“tail”. However, when the average duration of a case is of the same order
of magnitude as the length of the recording, it becomes difficult to discover
end-to-end processes.
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• Challenge 4: Scoping
The fourth problem is the scoping of the event log. Enterprise information
systems may have thousands of tables with business-relevant data (cf. a typ-
ical SAP installation). How to decide which tables to incorporate? Domain
knowledge is needed to locate the required data and to scope it. Obviously,
the desired scope depends on both the available data and the questions that
need to be answered.

• Challenge 5: Granularity
In many applications, the events in the event log are at a different level of
granularity than the activities relevant for end users. Some systems produce
low-level events that are too detailed to be presented to stakeholders inter-
ested in managing or improving the process. Fortunately, there are several
approaches to preprocess low-level event logs. For example, in [77] it is
shown that frequently appearing low-level patterns can be abstracted into
events representing activities.

The availability of high-quality event logs is essential for process mining. More-
over, good event logs can serve many other purposes. Sometimes the term business
process provenance is used to refer to the systematic collection of the information
needed to reconstruct what has actually happened in the business process. From an
auditing point of view the systematic, reliable, and trustworthy recording of events
is essential. The term “provenance” originates from scientific computing [39]. Here,
provenance information is recorded to ensure that scientific experiments are repro-
ducible. High-quality event logs that cannot be tampered with make sure that “his-
tory cannot be rewritten or obscured” and serve as a solid basis for process improve-
ment and auditing. Therefore, XES should be seen in a provenance context that ex-
tends beyond process discovery and includes topics such as conformance checking.
We will elaborate on this topic in Part IV.

5.4 Data Quality

From a practical point of view data quality is of the utmost importance for the suc-
cess of process mining. If event data is missing or cannot be trusted, then the results
of process mining are less valuable. To be able to discuss the quality of event data,
we first conceptualize event data using the definitions in Sect. 5.2 and the XES meta
model presented in Sect. 5.3. The conceptualization is used to systematic classify
data quality problems. After the problems have been identified, 12 guidelines for
logging are given [147].
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Fig. 5.9 Basic logging concepts conceptualized using a class diagram

5.4.1 Conceptualizing Event Logs

Section 5.2 introduced various event-log-related notions: events, event attribute
names and values, activities, timestamps, transaction types, resources, cases, traces,
and case attribute names and values. Also subtle notions such as classifiers and ac-
tivity instances were discussed. More or less the same constructs were discussed in
the context of XES in Sect. 5.3. XES is extendible and allows for the definition of
domain-specific logs; however, to discuss data quality issues, we consolidate things
in a simple class diagram.

Figure 5.9 aims to list the key ingredients of an event log. Anything shown in this
class model can be captured using XES or the formal definitions provided before.
However, using Fig. 5.9 we can discuss the key concepts without being distracted
by the formalities of Sect. 5.2 and the technicalities of XES described in Sect. 5.3.

In Fig. 5.9, three levels are identified: process model level, case/instance level,
and event level. The case/instance level shown in Fig. 5.9 consists of cases and
activity instances that connect processes and activities in the model to events in
the event log. When modeling, cases and activity instances only exist in abstract
form. Only when a process model is instantiated, we can point to concrete cases,
activity instances, and events. When observing a real process we are confronted
with concrete instances of the process (i.e., cases). The same holds for activities
and activity instances. Within the same case (i.e., process instance) there may be
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multiple instances of the same activity. For instance, some check activity may be
performed multiple times for the same customer request.

The class diagram shown in Fig. 5.9 shows the following associations and cardi-
nalities:

a Each process may have an arbitrary number of activities, but each activity be-
longs to precisely one process.

b Each case belongs to precisely one process.
c Each activity instance refers to precisely one activity.
d Each activity instance belongs to precisely one case; there may be several ac-

tivity instances for each activity/case combination.
e Each event refers to precisely one case.
f Each event corresponds to one activity instance; for the same activity instance

there may be multiple events.
g Each case attribute refers to one case; each attribute has a name and a value,

e.g., “(birthdate, 29-01-1966)”.
h Each event attribute refers to one event and is characterized by a name and a

corresponding value, e.g., “(costs, $199.99)”.
i There are different subclasses of case attributes, e.g., the description of a case,

case identifier, start time of case, etc. Case attributes are invariant, i.e., they do
not change while the corresponding events of the case occur.

j–n There are different subclasses of event attributes, e.g., the time of occurrence
of the event (j ), the position in trace (k), the transaction type (l), the resource
causing the event (m), or any other type of attribute data (costs, risk, age,
etc.).

The attributes attached to events provide valuable information that can be ag-
gregated and mapped onto the process model level. For instance, timestamps can
be used to compute the mean waiting time for an activity. Resource attributes at-
tached to events can be used to learn working patterns and allocation rules. Cost
information can be projected onto process models to see inefficiencies.

In most cases, event data are provided as a table, a CSV (Comma Separated
Values) file, or a spreadsheet (e.g., Excel file) where each row corresponds to an
event. This is illustrated by Fig. 5.10. The “dashed boxes” refer to attributes that are
derivable from the relations between events, cases, activity instances, activities and
processes. For example, the process attribute of an event can be derived by following
relations e and b. The activity attribute of an event can be derived via relations f

and c. Note that we abstract from case attributes in the latter classification of quality
problems. We will focus on the key entities case, activity instance, and event as
highlighted in Fig. 5.10.

Per event attribute, it is indicated whether the attribute is mandatory. The process
attribute of an event is optional. If the attribute is missing, we assume there is just
one process.

The activity instance attribute is also optional. In many data sets this information
will be missing. For example, only complete events are recorded, making activity
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Fig. 5.10 Class diagram zooming in on event attributes and later used to classify data quality
problems

instances singletons. If there are start and complete events but not explicit activity
instances, then one may use heuristics to derive activity instances. Under the condi-
tion that start and complete events alternate, it is possible to deterministically derive
activity instances. However, Fig. 5.5 shows an example where alternative explana-
tions exist. In case of overlapping activity instances, transactional information is not
sufficient. If start or complete events are missing, similar problems emerge. Heuris-
tics may be used to solve these problems (see Sect. 5.2). Moreover, it is always
possible to consider each event as a singleton activity instance. Obviously, such so-
lutions may introduce data quality problems. When start events cannot be related to
complete events, it is impossible to measure service times and resource utilization
accurately.

In most cases, events have timestamps determining the position in a trace. Most
control-flow discovery algorithms only use the ordering of events within a case as in-
put. Moreover, multiple events may have the same timestamp. In some cases, times-
tamps are rather coarse (minutes or even days). If timestamps are not fine-grained
enough, then the precision of the results is impacted (e.g., mean waiting time). Some
process mining algorithms may be based on partial ordered traces rather than totally
ordered traces. The lack of a total order may be caused by a lack of precision or by
explicit information on causalities. As indicated in Fig. 5.10, we assume that at least
the timestamp or position in the trace is known.

The other two standard event attributes—transaction type and resource—are also
optional (see Sect. 5.2). Moreover, there may be additional data attributes related to
costs, volume, risks, context, etc. (named any data in Fig. 5.10).
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5.4.2 Classification of Data Quality Issues

Figure 5.10 summarizes the key concepts related to event data. These are used to
discuss data quality issues. We consider three main entities (case, activity instance,
and event) and nine event attributes (case, process, activity, activity instance, times-
tamp, position, transaction type, resource, and any data). This allows us to create a
classification of data quality problems. This classification is related to the challenges
mentioned in the context of XES (Sect. 5.3) and is inspired by [80, 98].

First, we consider the main entities (case, activity instance, and event) and not
the attributes. At the entity level there are three potential problems:

• (Missing in log) The entity exists (or existed) in reality, but was not recorded. For
example, an event (e.g., taking a blood sample) occurred but it was not captured
by the information system.

• (Missing in reality) The entity does not exist and never existed in reality, but was
recorded. For example, a scheduled doctor’s appointment never took place due to
an emergency, but it was recorded by the information system anyway.

• (Concealed in log) The entity was recorded and exists (or existed) in reality, but
it is hidden in a larger less structured data set. For example, the same entity may
appear multiple times in the event log. The scope of the data set may also be much
larger than needed for analysis. The event log may be a “mashup” of different data
sources creating such challenges. It may be far from trivial to select, identify, and
deduplicate entities.

Table 5.2 provides an overview of data quality problems at the entity level. For
example, the cell EV-MIL refers to missing events.

Table 5.3 classifies problems related to event attributes. There are three potential
problems related to such attributes:

• (Missing attribute) The attribute has not been recorded for a particular event. For
example, the timestamp of an event is missing.

• (Incorrect attribute) The recorded value of the event attribute is wrong. For ex-
ample, an event is related to another case.

• (Imprecise attribute) The value of the event attribute is too imprecise. For exam-
ple, the value of a timestamp is too coarse-grained or the address is incomplete.

Table 5.3 combines the above problem types with the different types of event at-
tributes identified in Fig. 5.10. For example, the cell CASE-MIS refers to events that
cannot be related to a case.

Cell TS-INC refers to incorrect timestamps. For example, a patient in a hospital
gets his medication at noon, but the doctor enters this in the hospital information
system later in the afternoon. As a result, the timestamp of recording is different
from the actual time of the event thus potentially creating a data quality problem.

Cell TS-IMP refers to timestamps that are too coarse-grained. In a hospital some
events may only have a date (“24-3-2016”). Hence, the ordering of events on the
same day is lost. The desired precision depends on the process to be analyzed. For
example, when analyzing software systems millisecond precision may still be too
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Table 5.2 Type of problem (MIL, MIR, or CIL) versus the entity (CASE, AI, or EV) affected

Entity Type of problem

Missing in log (MIL) Missing in reality (MIR) Concealed in log (CIL)

Case
(CASE)

A case is missing in
the event log, e.g.,
a customer order got
flushed.

A case that never
existed was added to
the log, e.g., by
inadvertently entering
an improper identifier a
fictive case is created.

A case is “hidden” in
larger data set, e.g.,
customer orders, order
lines, and deliveries
with overlapping
identifiers are
intermingled in a
single log.

Activity
instance
(AI)

An activity instance is
missing in the event
log, e.g., the start and
complete of a
production step are not
related through an
activity instance.

An activity instance
that never existed was
added to the log.

An activity instance is
“hidden” in larger data
set.

Event
(EV)

An event is missing in
the event log, e.g.,
a medical test was not
recorded in the event
log.

An event that never
occurred was
inadvertently added to
the log, e.g., a check
that was never
conducted was
recorded to feign
compliance.

An event is “hidden” in
larger data set, e.g.,
identifying a security
breach from
transactional data
having a much broader
scope.

coarse-grained. Nanosecond precision may be required to analyze delays in auto-
mated processes.

Cell RES-IMP refers to events that do not refer to a specific resource, but a group
of resources having the same role or working in the same department. This makes it
impossible to analyze queueing and workload at the level of individuals.

Table 5.3 focuses on event attributes. When attributes are related to cases, the
same problems may appear (missing, incorrect, or imprecise), but such data quality
problems are not listed here.

Table 5.4 shows another quality dimension orthogonal to the classification given
thus far. Data quality problems may persist and occur continuously throughout the
event log that is analyzed. Problems may seem irregular and occur intermittent. Un-
known intermittent data quality problems may be more problematic than known
problems that occur continuously. For example, if a check is recorded in 80% of
cases, one may derive incorrect conclusions assuming that all checks were logged.
Data quality problems are classified as changing if clear patterns can be identified.
For example, approvals are never recorded on Sunday or the granularity of times-
tamps improved after the installation of the new system.

The three recurrence categories in Table 5.4 (CONT, INT, and CHNG) can be
combined with Tables 5.2 and 5.3. Some examples:
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Table 5.3 Type of problem (MIS, INC, IMP) versus the event attribute affected, e.g., cell TS-MIS
refers to missing timestamps

Attribute Type of problem

Missing attribute (MIS) Incorrect attribute (INC) Imprecise attribute (IMP)

Case
(CASE)

The event does not refer
to a case.

The event refers to the
wrong case.

The event may be related
to multiple cases due to
ambiguity.

Process
(PROC)

The event cannot be
related to a specific
process.

The event refers to an
unrelated process.

The event may be
associated to multiple
processes in an
ambiguous manner.

Activity
(ACT)

The event does not refer
to an activity.

The event refers to
another activity.

The event may be related
to multiple activities due
to imprecise labels.

Activity
instance
(AI)

The event does not refer
to an activity instance.

The event refers to the
wrong activity instance.

The event may be
inadvertently related to
multiple activity
instances.

Timestamp
(TS)

The event has no
timestamp.

The event has an
incorrect timestamp,
e.g., a wrong date was
entered or the event was
recorded at a later point
in time.

The event has a
timestamp that is too
coarse-grained, e.g.,
only a date was
recorded.

Position
(POS)

Ordering information for
the event is missing
(may be reconstructed
using timestamps).

The event appears at the
wrong position in the
event log (e.g., the
ordering of events is not
consistent with the
timestamps).

Ordering information for
the event is partially lost.

Transaction
type (TT)

The event has no
transaction type (start,
complete, etc.).

The transaction
information is wrong.

The event may be
inadvertently related to
multiple transaction
types.

Resource
(RES)

The event is not related
to any resource.

The event is related to
the wrong resource.

The event may be related
to multiple resources,
e.g., only the role or
department of the
resources is recorded.

Any data
(ANY)

A data attribute (e.g.,
costs) is missing for the
event.

A data attribute has the
wrong value (e.g., wrong
amount).

The event has an
attribute value that is too
coarse-grained (e.g.,
street name is given but
number is missing).
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Table 5.4 Recurrence of data quality problems: A particular problem (e.g., a missing attribute)
may persist, repeat in an unpredictable manner, or return periodically

Recurrence Examples

Continuous
(CONT)

A precise timestamp is missing for all medical examination events. All
cases handled by the Eindhoven branch are missing in the log. The name of
the responsible doctor is never recorded.

Intermittent
(INT)

Some events have precise timestamps whereas for other events only the
date is known. Blood pressure measurements that have been performed are
not always recorded (e.g., depending on workload). Some nurses
repeatedly forget to enter the name of the responsible doctor.

Changing
(CHNG)

In the second week of January, timestamps were missing due to software
problems. In weekends, the resource attribute is not recorded due to
understaffing. In the second semester, intermediate tests were not recorded.

• RES-MIS-CONT refers to the problem that the resource attribute is never
recorded.

• EV-MIL-INT refers to the problem that events are sometimes missing from the
log.

• TS-IMP-CHNG refers to the problem that events have imprecise timestamps in
certain periods, e.g., before the new software system was installed only dates
were recorded.

In total ((3× 3)+ (9× 3))× 3 = 108 data quality problems can be identified us-
ing the three tables. These include the 17 problems identified in [80] and the 27
problems identified in [98]. The empirical investigation reported in [98] shows that
EV-MIL-*, TS-IMP-*, and RES-IMP-* are among the most frequent data quality
problems in hospitals.

5.4.3 Guidelines for Logging

The data quality problems just described illustrate that the input side of data analysis
is often neglected. Event data are often seen as a by-product. For example, the data
is there for financial reasons or simply because a programmer decided to put a write
statement in the code. Since the “input side of process mining” is vital, we now
discuss the 12 guidelines for logging introduced in [147]. These guidelines make no
assumptions on the underlying technology used to record event data.

In this section, we use a rather loose definition of event data: events simply refer
to “things that happen” and are described by references and attributes. References
have a reference name and an identifier that refers to some object (person, case,
ticket, machine, room, etc.) in the universe of discourse. Attributes have a name
and a value, e.g., age= 49 or time= “19-12-2015 03:14:00”. In Fig. 5.10, we did
not make a distinction between references and attributes. However, it is easy to add
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this dimension. Based on these concepts, we define our 12 Guidelines for Logging
(GL1–GL12) [147].

To create an event log from such “raw events”, (1) we need to select the events
relevant for the process at hand, (2) events need to be correlated to form process
instances (cases), (3) events need to be ordered using timestamp information (or
have an explicit order), and (4) event attributes need to be selected or computed
based on the raw data (resource, cost, etc.). The guidelines for logging refer both
to the availability of raw event data and the transformation process. The aim is
to improve data quality and avoid the issues listed in Sect. 5.4.2. Moreover, the
guidelines also emphasize the correct interpretation of event data.

GL1 Reference and attribute names should have clear semantics, i.e., they should
have the same meaning for all people involved in creating and analyzing
event data. Different stakeholders should interpret event data in the same
way.

GL2 There should be a structured and managed collection of reference and at-
tribute names. Ideally, names are grouped hierarchically (like a taxonomy
or ontology). A new reference or attribute name can only be added after
there is consensus on its value and meaning. Also consider adding domain
or organization-specific extensions (see, for example, the extension mecha-
nism of XES described in Sect. 5.3).

GL3 References should be stable (e.g., identifiers should not be reused or rely on
the context). For example, references should not be time, region, or language
dependent. Some systems create different logs depending on the language
settings. This is unnecessarily complicating analysis.

GL4 Attribute values should be as precise as possible. If the value does not have
the desired precision, then this should be indicated explicitly (e.g., through
a qualifier). For example, if for some events only the date is known but not
the exact timestamp, then this should be stated explicitly.

GL5 Uncertainty with respect to the occurrence of the event or its references or
attributes should be captured through appropriate qualifiers. For example,
due to communication errors, some values may be less reliable than usual.
Note that uncertainty is different from imprecision.

GL6 Events should be at least partially ordered. The ordering of events may be
stored explicitly (e.g., using a list) or implicitly through an attribute denoting
the event’s timestamp. If the recording of timestamps is unreliable or impre-
cise, there may still be ways to order events based on observed causalities
(e.g., usage of data).

GL7 If possible, also store transactional information about the event (start, com-
plete, abort, schedule, assign, suspend, resume, withdraw, etc.). Having start
and complete events allows for the computation of activity durations. It is
recommended to explicitly link events to activity instances to be able to re-
late events belonging to the same activity occurrence. Without references to
activity instances it may not always be clear which events belong together,
e.g., which start event corresponds to which complete event.
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GL8 Perform regularly automated consistency and correctness checks to ensure
the syntactical correctness of the event log. Check for missing references
or attributes, and reference/attribute names not agreed upon. Event quality
assurance is a continuous process (to avoid degradation of log quality over
time).

GL9 Ensure comparability of event logs over time and different groups of cases
or process variants. The logging itself should not change over time (without
being reported). For comparative process mining, it is vital that the same
logging principles are used. If for some groups of cases, some events are not
recorded even though they occur, then this may suggest differences that do
not actually exist.

GL10 Do not aggregate events in the event log used as input for the analysis pro-
cess. Aggregation should be done during analysis and not before (since it
cannot be undone). Event data should be as “raw” as possible.

GL11 Do not remove events and ensure provenance. Reproducibility is key for pro-
cess mining. For example, do not remove a student from the database after he
dropped out since this may lead to misleading analysis results. Mark objects
as not relevant (a so-called “soft delete”) rather than deleting them: con-
certs are not deleted—they are canceled; employees are not deleted—they
are fired, etc.

GL12 Ensure privacy without losing meaningful correlations. Sensitive or private
data should be removed as early as possible (i.e., before analysis). However,
if possible, one should avoid removing correlations. For example, it is often
not useful to know the name of a student, but it may be important to still
be able to use his high school marks and know what other courses he failed.
Hashing can be a powerful tool in the trade-off between privacy and analysis.

The guidelines and classification aim to make the reader aware of data quality
problems directly influencing the results of process mining.

5.5 Flattening Reality into Event Logs

In order to do process mining, events need to be related to cases. As indicated before,
this is natural as a process model describes the life-cycle of a case of a particular
type. All activities in a conventional process model (independent of the notation
used) correspond to status changes of such a case. We will refer to such process
models as flat models. In this book, we adopt this (often hidden) assumption as-
sociated to all mainstream process modeling notations. However, it is important to
realize that real-life processes are not flat. We use a simple example to illustrate
this.

Consider the class diagram shown in Fig. 5.11 describing a database consisting
of four tables. Table Order contains information about orders. For example, each
record in the Order table has a unique order number, refers to a customer, and has
an associated amount. Multiple products can be ordered in one order. Therefore,
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Fig. 5.11 Class diagram showing the relations between orders, order lines, deliveries, and delivery
attempts

Table Orderline holds information about individual order lines. Records in the Or-
derline table refer to orders in the Order table. Figure 5.11 shows that each order
line corresponds to one order and each order corresponds to one or more order lines.
One order line describes which type of product is ordered, the quantity, and weight.
Table Delivery holds information about deliveries. Each delivery corresponds to a
collection of order lines. These order lines are delivered to a particular address. To
deliver the corresponding collection of products, multiple attempts may be needed.
Table Attempts stores information about these attempted deliveries. An attempt may
be successful or not. If not, another attempt is made at a later point in time. Fig-
ure 5.11 shows that each delivery corresponds to zero or more attempts and one or
more order lines. Each order line corresponds to at most one delivery.

Table 5.5 shows a small fragment of a larger Order table. For each order, up to
three timestamps are recorded. The timestamp in the Created column denotes the
time at which the order was created. The Paid column denotes the time at which
the order was paid and the Completed column denotes the time at which the order
was completed. Table 5.5 shows several null timestamps. This indicates that the
corresponding events did not take place yet.

Table 5.6 shows some example records of the Orderline table. Each line refers to
a particular product. For example, order line 112346 corresponds to two iPod nanos
that are part of order 91245. Each order line refers to an order and to a delivery
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Table 5.5 Some records of the Order table

Order

OrderID Customer Amount Created Paid Completed

91245 John 100 28-11-2011:08.12 02-12-2011:13.45 05-12-2011:11.33

91561 Mike 530 28-11-2011:12.22 03-12-2011:14.34 05-12-2011:09.32

91812 Mary 234 29-11-2011:09.45 02-12-2011:09.44 04-12-2011:13.33

92233 Sue 110 29-11-2011:10.12 null null

92345 Kirsten 195 29-11-2011:14.45 02-12-2011:13.45 null

92355 Pete 320 29-11-2011:16.32 null null

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

(if already created). For each order line, up to three timestamps are recorded: the
time of entering the order line (column Entered), the time of back ordering (column
BackOrdered), and the time of securing the item (column Secured). A null value
indicates that the corresponding event did not take place (yet). Typically, only few
order lines will be back-ordered (i.e., most rows will have a null value in the Back-
Ordered column). A backorder is an order line that cannot be delivered because of
a lack of sufficient inventory. Therefore, the inventory needs to be replenished be-
fore the backorder can be delivered. Since only few order lines become backorders,
column BackOrdered has many null values. Once the products are available and re-
served for a particular order line, the corresponding timestamp is added in column
Secured.

Information about deliveries is stored in the Delivery table shown in Table 5.7.
For each delivery, an address and a phone number are recorded. Each delivery refers
to a collection of order lines and may require multiple attempts.

Attempts to deliver products are recorded in the Attempt table. Table 5.8 shows
some example attempts. An attempt has a timestamp and refers to a delivery (col-
umn DellID). Delivery 882345 required three attempts before the corresponding set
of order lines could be delivered successfully. Delivery 882346 required only one
attempt.

The four tables show only a snapshot of the available data. Orders that have not
yet been fully handled may have many null values.

The database consisting of tables Order, Orderline, Delivery, and Attempts is a
bit artificial and its design could be improved. For example, the tables with multiple
timestamps could have been split into multiple tables. Moreover, in an ERP system
like SAP much more detailed information is stored. Hence, the four tables are an
oversimplification of reality and only serve as a means to explain the problem of
flattening reality for process mining.

Clearly the timestamps in the four tables correspond to events related to the
“overall ordering and delivery” process. However, when creating an event log, each
event needs to be associated to a particular case. Therefore, we need to flatten the
four tables into one table with a “case id” column. However, one can choose from
four types of cases: orders, order lines, deliveries, and attempts. Any record in one
of the four tables potentially corresponds to a case. Which one to choose?
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Table 5.7 Some records of
the Delivery table

Delivery

DellID DelAddress Contact

882345 5513VJ-22a 0497-2553660

882346 5513XG-45 040-2298761

. . . . . . . . .

Table 5.8 Part of the Attempt
table

Attempt

DellID When Successful

882345 05-12-2011:08.55 false

882345 06-12-2011:09.12 false

882345 07-12-2011:08.56 true

882346 05-12-2011:08.43 true

. . . . . . . . .

Let us assume that we are mainly interested in orders. Therefore, we let each
case correspond to a record in table Order. Table Order has up to three timestamps
per record. Hence, only three events per case can be found if only the Order table
is considered and information about order lines and deliveries related to an order
remains unused. When using only records from the Order table, control-flow dis-
covery will most likely return a sequential process consisting of three steps: create,
pay, and complete. To obtain a process model containing more activities, we need to
consider the other tables. By using the references in the tables, orders can be related
to order lines. In turn, order lines can be related to deliveries and the corresponding
attempts. For example, order lines 112345, 112346 and 112347 refer to order 91245.
Figure 5.12 shows all events that can be found by searching for all records that can
be related to order 91245. The rectangles refer to concrete records in the four tables.
The rounded rectangles refer to possible events and their attributes. All events in
the figure refer to case 91245. As Fig. 5.12 shows, order 91245 is related to order
lines 112345, 112346 and 112347, and deliveries 882345 and 882346. For delivery
882345 there are three corresponding attempt records and for delivery 882346 only
one.

The top three events in Fig. 5.12 (the events directly connected to the root node)
would have been the only events if only the Order table would have been considered.
There are also various intermediate selections possible, resulting in subsets of the
events shown in Fig. 5.12. For example, only the top ten events remain if only the
Order and Orderline tables are considered, thus abstracting from deliveries.

Table 5.9 shows an event log using the selection illustrated by Fig. 5.12. As
before, each line corresponds to an event. The case id column shows how events are
correlated, i.e., each event refers to an order. The activity column names events as
already shown Fig. 5.12. The timestamp column shows the date and time associated
to the event. The other attributes column shows additional attributes. Depending
on the type of activity, different attributes are recorded. Table 5.9 shows that there
is quite some redundancy in the event log. This is partly unavoidable due to the
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Fig. 5.12 All events that can be related to order 91245. The 14 rounded rectangles correspond to
events associated to case 91245. The squared rectangles represent records in one of the four tables
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Table 5.9 Events extracted from all four tables using order records from the Order table as a
starting point

Attempt

Case id Activity Timestamp Other attributes

91245 create order 28-11-2011:08.12 Customer: John, Amount: 100

91245 enter order line 28-11-2011:08.13 OrderLineID: 112345, Product: iPhone
4G, NofItems: 1, TotalWeight: 0.250,
DellID: 882345

91245 enter order line 28-11-2011:08.14 OrderLineID: 112346, Product: iPod
nano, NofItems: 2, TotalWeight: 0.300,
DellID: 882346

91245 enter order line 28-11-2011:08.15 OrderLineID: 112347, Product: iPod
classic, NofItems: 1, TotalWeight: 0.200,
DellID: 882345

91245 secure order line 28-11-2011:08.55 OrderLineID: 112345, Product: iPhone
4G, NofItems: 1, TotalWeight: 0.250,
DellID: 882345

91245 create backorder 28-11-2011:08.55 OrderLineID: 112346, Product: iPod
nano, NofItems: 2, TotalWeight: 0.300,
DellID: 882346

91245 secure order line 29-11-2011:10.06 OrderLineID: 112347, Product: iPod
classic, NofItems: 1, TotalWeight: 0.200,
DellID: 882345

91245 secure order line 30-11-2011:09.06 OrderLineID: 112346, Product: iPod
nano, NofItems: 2, TotalWeight: 0.300,
DellID: 882346

91245 pay order 02-12-2011:13.45 Customer: John, Amount: 100

91245 delivery attempt 05-12-2011:08.43 DellID: 882346, Successful: true,
DelAddress: 5513XG-45, Contact:
040-2298761

91245 delivery attempt 05-12-2011:08.55 DellID: 882345, Successful: false,
DelAddress: 5513VJ-22a, Contact:
0497-2553660

91245 complete order 05-12-2011:11.33 Customer: John, Amount: 100

91245 delivery attempt 06-12-2011:09.12 DellID: 882345, Successful: false,
DelAddress: 5513VJ-22a, Contact:
0497-2553660

91245 delivery attempt 07-12-2011:08.56 DellID: 882345, Successful: true,
DelAddress: 5513VJ-22a, Contact:
0497-2553660

91561 create order 28-11-2011:12.22 Customer: Mike, Amount: 530

91561 enter order line 28-11-2011:12.23 OrderLineID: 112448, Product: iPhone
4G, NofItems: 1, TotalWeight: 0.250,
DellID: 882345

. . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . .
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Fig. 5.13 All events that can be related to order line 112345

structure that logs should have. However, the case attributes Customer and John do
not need to be repeated for each event; one could have used case attributes rather
than event attributes.

Table 5.9 flattens the original database consisting of four tables. The flattened
event log is like a view on the complete data set. Alternative views are possible.
For example, Fig. 5.13 shows another way to flatten the original database. Now
cases correspond to order lines rather than orders. Hence, the root node is order
line 112345. This is an order line of order 91245 and three attempts were needed to
deliver the iPhone 4G. The timestamps in the Order table have been used to create
events associated to order line cases rather than orders. Based on the view sketched
in Fig. 5.13, one can generate another event log.

In Fig. 5.12, the root node is an order. In Fig. 5.13, the root node is an order line.
Similarly, it is possible to take a delivery or delivery attempts as root node. More-
over, various selections of events can be used, e.g., the three order-related events or
the three delivery-related events in Fig. 5.13 could have been left out from the se-
lection. This shows that many views on the original data set are possible, i.e., there
are many ways to flatten reality as recorded into a single event log.

Flattening a data set into an event log can be compared to aggregating multidi-
mensional data in Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) (see Sect. 12.4). For exam-
ple, using a typical OLAP tool, sales data can be viewed by product categories, by
region, and/or by quarter. Depending on the type of question, a different view on the
data can be chosen. One important difference is that in process mining we analyze
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processes rather than a simple OLAP cube. Therefore, we need to correlate events
and order them, thus making the extraction process more complex.

Proclets: Seeing in 3-D
Process mining shows that the assumptions made by classical process mod-
eling languages such as BPMN, UML ADs, Statecharts, BPEL, YAWL, WF-
nets, and EPCs are somewhat artificial. They only provide one monolithic
view on the real process of interest. The process is flattened to allow for a
diagram that describes the life-cycle of one case in isolation. The application
of process mining to real-life processes shows that squeezing a process into
such a single monolithic flat model is problematic. Like in physics, where ex-
periments help to (in)validate models, process discovery also helps to reveal
the limitations of oversimplified models. The empirical nature of process min-
ing helps managers, consultants, and process analysts to better understand the
“fabric of real business processes” and, thus, also see the limitations of con-
ventional process modeling languages.

Proclets [153] are one of the few business process modeling languages
allowing for 3-D process models. Rather than describing the whole process
in terms of one monolithic 2-D process model, the process is modeled as
a collection of interacting Proclets. For example, when modeling orders and
deliveries, the class diagram of Fig. 5.11 can be used as a starting point. Based
on this class diagram four classes of Proclets are identified: orders, order lines,
deliveries, and delivery attempts. Each Proclet class is modeled separately.
The Proclets interact and are related by following the real anatomy of the
process.

See [153] for more examples illustrating that classical notations force the
modeler to straightjacket processes into one monolithic model. Unfortunately,
hierarchy concepts in conventional languages do not support one-to-many or
many-to-many relationships. In Fig. 5.11, orders and deliveries are in a many-
to-many relationship: one order may result in multiple deliveries and one de-
livery many involve order lines of different orders. This cannot be handled
by the refinement of activities; order and delivery Proclets need to coexist
independent of one another.

Object-oriented modeling and artifact-centric modeling use ideas related
to Proclets. However, mainstream process modeling notations and BPM sys-
tems still use conventional 2-D notations. The ACSI project [1] aims to pro-
mote the use of Proclets and develop new process mining techniques for non-
monolithic processes.

Although it is important to view business processes in 3-D, we often need to
resort to 2-D models for a variety of reasons. Here we mention three of them. First
of all, the data sources provided may only allow for a 2-D view, e.g., only one
table is provided as input. Second, users expect process models in terms of classical
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2-D process modeling languages such as BPMN, UML ADs, Statecharts, BPEL,
YAWL, WF-nets, and EPCs. Last but not least, most process mining techniques
require flattening the data. Therefore, we advocate the following approach.

• Create a process-oriented data warehouse containing information about relevant
events. The data warehouse should avoid storing aggregated data, and gather the
raw business events instead. In traditional data warehouses, events are aggregated
into quantitative data, thus hampering process analysis.

• Depending on the questions, define an appropriate view. Based on the chosen
view, flatten the required data to produce an event log (e.g., in XES format). This
corresponds to taking a 2-D slice from the 3-D data.

• Use the 2-D slice to apply a variety of process mining techniques. If needed, filter
the event log further (e.g., removing infrequent activities). Continue extracting,
filtering, and mining until the questions are answered.

Depending on the questions, it may be the case that multiple 2-D slices need to
be taken to create a 3-D view on the overall process. This view is consistent with
Fig. 5.1; by extracting the event data the scope of the process is determined.



Chapter 6
Process Discovery: An Introduction

Process discovery is one of the most challenging process mining tasks. Based on an
event log a process model is constructed thus capturing the behavior seen in the log.
This chapter introduces the topic using the rather naïve α-algorithm. This algorithm
nicely illustrates some of the general ideas used by many process mining algorithms
and helps to understand the notion of process discovery. Moreover, the α-algorithm
serves as a stepping stone for discussing challenges related to process discovery.

6.1 Problem Statement

As discussed in Chap. 2, there are three types of process mining: discovery, con-
formance, and enhancement. Moreover, we identified various perspectives, e.g., the
control-flow perspective, the organizational or resource perspective, the data per-
spective, and the time perspective. In this chapter, we focus on the discovery task
and the control-flow perspective. This combination is often referred to as process
discovery. The general process discovery problem can be formulated as follows.

Definition 6.1 (General process discovery problem) Let L be an event log as de-
fined in Definition 5.3 or as specified by the XES standard (cf. Sect. 5.3). A process
discovery algorithm is a function that maps L onto a process model such that the
model is “representative” for the behavior seen in the event log. The challenge is to
find such an algorithm.

This definition does not specify what kind of process model should be gener-
ated, e.g., a BPMN, EPC, YAWL, or Petri net model. Moreover, event logs with
potentially many attributes may be used as input. Recall that the XES format allows
for storing information related to all perspectives whereas here the focus is on the
control-flow perspective. The only requirement is that the behavior is “representa-
tive”, but it is unclear what this means.
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Fig. 6.1 WF-net N1 discovered for L1 = [〈a, b, c, d〉3, 〈a, c, b, d〉2, 〈a, e, d〉]

Definition 6.1 is rather broad and vague. The target format is not specified and
a potentially “rich” event log is used as input without specifying tangible require-
ments. To make things more concrete, we define the target to be a Petri net model.
Moreover, we use a simple event log as input (cf. Definition 5.4). A simple event
log L is a multi-set of traces over some set of activities A , i.e., L ∈ B(A ∗). For
example,

L1 =
[〈a, b, c, d〉3, 〈a, c, b, d〉2, 〈a, e, d〉]

L1 is a simple log describing the history of six cases. The goal is now to discover a
Petri net that can “replay” event log L1. Ideally, the Petri net is a sound WF-net as
defined in Sect. 3.2.3. Based on these choices we reformulate the process discovery
problem and make it more concrete.

Definition 6.2 (Specific process discovery problem) A process discovery algo-
rithm is a function γ that maps a log L ∈ B(A ∗) onto a marked Petri net γ (L) =
(N,M). Ideally, N is a sound WF-net and all traces in L correspond to possible
firing sequences of (N,M).

Function γ defines a so-called “Play-In” technique as described in Chap. 2.
Based on L1, a process discovery algorithm γ could discover the WF-net shown
in Fig. 6.1, i.e., γ (L1) = (N1, [start]). Each trace in L1 corresponds to a possible
firing sequence of WF-net N1 shown in Fig. 6.1. Therefore, it is easy to see that
the WF-net can indeed replay all traces in the event log. In fact, each of the three
possible firing sequences of WF-net N1 appears in L1.

Let us now consider another event log,

L2 =
[〈a, b, c, d〉3, 〈a, c, b, d〉4, 〈a, b, c, e, f, b, c, d〉2, 〈a, b, c, e, f, c, b, d〉,
〈a, c, b, e, f, b, c, d〉2, 〈a, c, b, e, f, b, c, e, f, c, b, d〉]

L2 is a simple event log consisting of 13 cases represented by 6 different traces.
Based on event log L2, some γ could discover WF-net N2 shown in Fig. 6.2. This
WF-net can indeed replay all traces in the log. However, not all firing sequences of
N2 correspond to traces in L2. For example, the firing sequence 〈a, c, b, e, f, c, b, d〉
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Fig. 6.2 WF-net N2 discovered for L2 = [〈a, b, c, d〉3, 〈a, c, b, d〉4, 〈a, b, c, e, f, b, c, d〉2,
〈a, b, c, e, f, c, b, d〉, 〈a, c, b, e, f, b, c, d〉2, 〈a, c, b, e, f, b, c, e, f, c, b, d〉]

does not appear in L2. In fact, there are infinitely many firing sequences because of
the loop construct in N2. Clearly, these cannot all appear in the event log. Therefore,
Definition 6.2 does not require all firing sequences of (N,M) to be traces in L.

In this chapter, we focus on the discovery of Petri nets. The reason is that Petri
nets are simple and graphical while still allowing for the modeling of concurrency,
choices, and iteration. This is illustrated by Figs. 6.1 and 6.2. In both models ac-
tivities b and c are concurrent. In N1, there is choice following a. In N2, there is
choice between d and e each time both b and c complete. Both N1 and N2 are sound
WF-nets. As explained in Chap. 3, WF-nets are a natural subclass of Petri nets tai-
lored toward the modeling and analysis of operational processes. A process model
describes the life-cycle of one case. Therefore, WF-nets explicitly model the cre-
ation and the completion of the cases. The creation is modeled by putting a token in
the unique source place i (place start in Figs. 6.1 and 6.2). The completion is mod-
eled by reaching the state marking the unique sink place o (place end in Figs. 6.1
and 6.2). Given a unique source place i and a unique sink place o, the soundness
requirement described in Definition 3.7 follows naturally. Recall that a WF-net N is
sound if and only if

• (N, [i]) is safe, i.e., places cannot hold multiple tokens at the same time;
• For any marking M ∈ [N, [i]〉, o ∈M implies M = [o], i.e., if the sink place is

marked, all other places should be empty (proper completion);
• For any marking M ∈ [N, [i]〉, [o] ∈ [N,M〉, i.e., it is always possible to mark

the sink place (option to complete); and
• (N, [i]) contains no dead transitions, i.e., all parts of the model are potentially

reachable.

Most process modeling notations use or assume correctness criteria similar to
soundness. For instance, deadlocks and livelocks are symptoms of a process that
cannot complete (properly). These phenomena are undesired, independent of the
notation used.

Although we use WF-nets in this chapter, this does not imply that discovered
process models cannot be presented using other notations. As discussed in Chap. 3,
there exist many translations from Petri nets into other notations and vice versa.
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Fig. 6.3 Two BPMN models: (a) the model corresponding to WF-net N1 discovered for L1, and
(b) the model corresponding to WF-net N2 discovered for L2

Compact formalisms with formal semantics like Petri nets are most suitable to de-
velop and explain process mining algorithms. The representation used to show re-
sults to end users is less relevant for the actual process discovery task. For example,
the WF-nets depicted in Figs. 6.1 and 6.2 can also be presented in terms of the
two trace equivalent BPMN models shown in Fig. 6.3. Similarly, the discovered
models could have been translated into equivalent EPCs, UML activity diagrams,
statecharts, YAWL models, BPEL specifications, etc.

In the general problem formulation (Definition 6.1) we stated that the discovered
model should be “representative” for the behavior seen in the event log. In Defi-
nition 6.2, this was operationalized by requiring that the model is able to replay all
behavior in this log, i.e., any trace in the event log is a possible firing sequence of the
WF-net. This is the so-called “fitness” requirement. In general, there is a trade-off
between the following four quality criteria:

• (Fitness) The discovered model should allow for the behavior seen in the event
log.

• (Precision) The discovered model should not allow for behavior completely un-
related to what was seen in the event log.

• (Generalization) The discovered model should generalize the example behavior
seen in the event log.

• (Simplicity) The discovered model should be as simple as possible.
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A model having a good fitness is able to replay most of the traces in the log. Preci-
sion is related to the notion of underfitting presented in the context of data mining
(see Sect. 4.6.3). A model having a poor precision is underfitting, i.e., it allows for
behavior that is very different from what was seen in the event log. Generaliza-
tion is related to the notion of overfitting. An overfitting model does not generalize
enough, i.e., it is too specific and too much driven by examples in the event log. The
fourth quality criterion is related to Occam’s Razor which states that “one should not
increase, beyond what is necessary, the number of entities required to explain any-
thing” (see Sect. 4.6.3). Following this principle, we look for the “simplest process
model” that can explain what is observed in the event log.

It turns out to be challenging to balance the four quality criteria. For instance, an
oversimplified model is likely to have a low fitness or lack of precision. Moreover,
there is an obvious trade-off between underfitting and overfitting. We discuss these
four quality criteria later in this chapter. However, we first introduce a concrete
process discovery algorithm.

6.2 A Simple Algorithm for Process Discovery

This section introduces the α-algorithm [157]. This algorithm is an example of a
γ function as mentioned in Definition 6.2, i.e., given a simple event log it pro-
duces a Petri net that (hopefully) can replay the log. The α-algorithm was one of the
first process discovery algorithms that could adequately deal with concurrency (see
Sect. 7.6). However, the α-algorithm should not be seen as a very practical mining
technique as it has problems with noise, infrequent/incomplete behavior, and com-
plex routing constructs. Nevertheless, it provides a good introduction into the topic.
The α-algorithm is simple and many of its ideas have been embedded in more com-
plex and robust techniques. We will use the algorithm as a baseline for discussing
the challenges related to process discovery and for introducing more practical algo-
rithms.

6.2.1 Basic Idea

Input for the α-algorithm is a simple event log L over A , i.e., L ∈ B(A ∗). In the
remainder, we will simply refer to L as the event log. We refer to the elements of
A as activities, see Sect. 3.2. These activities will correspond to transitions in the
discovered Petri net. In this chapter, we will use the convention that capital letters
refer to sets of activities (e.g., A,B ⊆A ), whereas for individual activities no cap-
italization is used (e.g., a, b, c, . . . ∈A ). The output of the α-algorithm is a marked
Petri net, i.e., α(L)= (N,M). We aim at the discovery of WF-nets. Therefore, we
can omit the initial marking and write α(L) = N (the initial marking is implied;
M = [i]).
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Table 6.1 Footprint of L1:
a#L1a, a→L1 b, a→L1 c,
etc.

a b c d e

a #L1 →L1 →L1 #L1 →L1

b ←L1 #L1 ‖L1 →L1 #L1

c ←L1 ‖L1 #L1 →L1 #L1

d #L1 ←L1 ←L1 #L1 ←L1

e ←L1 #L1 #L1 →L1 #L1

The α-algorithm scans the event log for particular patterns. For example, if ac-
tivity a is followed by b but b is never followed by a, then it is assumed that there is
a causal dependency between a and b. To reflect this dependency, the correspond-
ing Petri net should have a place connecting a to b. We distinguish four log-based
ordering relations that aim to capture relevant patterns in the log.

Definition 6.3 (Log-based ordering relations) Let L be an event log over A , i.e.,
L ∈ B(A ∗). Let a, b ∈A .

• a >L b if and only if there is a trace σ = 〈t1, t2, t3, . . . , tn〉 and i ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1}
such that σ ∈ L and ti = a and ti+1 = b;

• a→L b if and only if a >L b and b ≯L a;
• a#Lb if and only if a ≯L b and b ≯L a; and
• a‖Lb if and only if a >L b and b >L a.

Consider, for instance, L1 = [〈a, b, c, d〉3, 〈a, c, b, d〉2, 〈a, e, d〉] again. For this
event log, the following log-based ordering relations can be found:

>L1 =
{
(a, b), (a, c), (a, e), (b, c), (c, b), (b, d), (c, d), (e, d)

}

→L1 =
{
(a, b), (a, c), (a, e), (b, d), (c, d), (e, d)

}

#L1 =
{
(a, a), (a, d), (b, b), (b, e), (c, c), (c, e), (d, a), (d, d), (e, b), (e, c), (e, e)

}

‖L1 =
{
(b, c), (c, b)

}

Relation >L1 contains all pairs of activities in a “directly follows” relation. c >L1 d

because d directly follows c in trace 〈a, b, c, d〉. However, d ≯L1 c because c never
directly follows d in any trace in the log. →L1 contains all pairs of activities in a
“causality” relation, e.g., c→L1 d because sometimes d directly follows c and never
the other way around (c >L1 d and d ≯L1 c). b‖L1c because b >L1 c and c >L1 b,
i.e., sometimes c follows b and sometimes the other way around. b#L1e because
b ≯L1 e and e ≯L1 b.

For any log L over A and x, y ∈A , x→L y, y→L x, x#Ly, or x‖Ly, i.e., pre-
cisely one of these relations holds for any pair of activities. Therefore, the footprint
of a log can be captured in a matrix as shown in Table 6.1.

The footprint of event log L2 is shown in Table 6.2. The subscripts have been
removed to not clutter the table. When comparing the footprints of L1 and L2 one
can see that only the e and f columns and rows differ.
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Table 6.2 Footprint of
L2 = [〈a, b, c, d〉3,
〈a, c, b, d〉4,
〈a, b, c, e, f, b, c, d〉2,
〈a, b, c, e, f, c, b, d〉,
〈a, c, b, e, f, b, c, d〉2,
〈a, c, b, e, f, b, c, e, f, c,

b, d〉]

a b c d e f

a # → → # # #

b ← # ‖ → → ←
c ← ‖ # → → ←
d # ← ← # # #

e # ← ← # # →
f # → → # ← #

The log-based ordering relations can be used to discover patterns in the corre-
sponding process model as is illustrated in Fig. 6.4. If a and b are in sequence, the
log will show a→L b. If after a there is a choice between b and c, the log will show
a →L b, a →L c, and b#Lc because a can be followed by b and c, but b will not
be followed by c and vice versa. The logical counterpart of this so-called XOR-split
pattern is the XOR-join pattern as shown in Fig. 6.4(b)–(c). If a→L c, b→L c, and
a#Lb, then this suggests that after the occurrence of either a or b, c should happen.
Figure 6.4(d)–(e) shows the so-called AND-split and AND-join patterns. If a→L b,
a→L c, and b‖Lc, then it appears that after a both b and c can be executed in par-
allel (AND-split pattern). If a→L c, b→L c, and a‖Lb, then the log suggests that
c needs to synchronize a and b (AND-join pattern).

Figure 6.4 only shows simple patterns and does not present the additional condi-
tions needed to extract the patterns. However, the figure nicely illustrates the basic
idea.

Fig. 6.4 Typical process patterns and the footprints they leave in the event log
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Fig. 6.5 WF-net N3 derived from L3 = [〈a, b, c, d, e, f, b, d, c, e, g〉, 〈a, b, d, c, e, g〉2, 〈a, b, c,

d, e, f, b, c, d, e, f, b, d, c, e, g〉]

Fig. 6.6 WF-net N4 derived from L4 = [〈a, c, d〉45, 〈b, c, d〉42, 〈a, c, e〉38, 〈b, c, e〉22]

Table 6.3 Footprint of L3 a b c d e f g

a # → # # # # #

b ← # → → # ← #

c # ← # ‖ → # #

d # ← ‖ # → # #

e # # ← ← # → →
f # → # # ← # #

g # # # # ← # #

Consider, for example, WF-net N3 depicted in Fig. 6.5 and the event log L3

describing four cases,

L3 =
[〈a, b, c, d, e, f, b, d, c, e, g〉,
〈a, b, d, c, e, g〉2,
〈a, b, c, d, e, f, b, c, d, e, f, b, d, c, e, g〉]

The α-algorithm constructs WF-net N3 based on L3 (see Fig. 6.5).
Table 6.3 shows the footprint of L3. Note that the patterns in the model indeed

match the log-based ordering relations extracted from the event log. Consider, for
example, the process fragment involving b, c, d , and e. Obviously, this fragment
can be constructed based on b→L3 c, b→L3 d , c‖L3d , c→L3 e, and d →L3 e. The
choice following e is revealed by e→L3 f , e→L3 g, and f #L3g; etc.
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Another example is shown in Fig. 6.6. WF-net N4 can be derived from L4,

L4 =
[〈a, c, d〉45, 〈b, c, d〉42, 〈a, c, e〉38, 〈b, c, e〉22]

L4 contains information about 147 cases that follow one of the four possible traces.
There are two start and two end activities. These can be detected easily by looking
for the first and last activities in traces.

6.2.2 Algorithm

After showing the basic idea and some examples, we describe the α-algorithm [157].

Definition 6.4 (α-algorithm) Let L be an event log over T ⊆A . α(L) is defined
as follows:

1. TL = {t ∈ T | ∃σ∈L t ∈ σ },
2. TI = {t ∈ T | ∃σ∈L t = first(σ )},
3. TO = {t ∈ T | ∃σ∈L t = last(σ )},
4. XL = {(A,B) |A⊆ TL ∧ A �= ∅ ∧ B ⊆ TL ∧ B �= ∅ ∧
∀a∈A∀b∈B a→L b ∧ ∀a1,a2∈A a1#La2 ∧ ∀b1,b2∈B b1#Lb2},

5. YL = {(A,B) ∈XL | ∀(A′,B ′)∈XL
A⊆A′ ∧B ⊆ B ′ =⇒ (A,B)= (A′,B ′)},

6. PL = {p(A,B) | (A,B) ∈ YL} ∪ {iL, oL},
7. FL = {(a,p(A,B)) | (A,B) ∈ YL ∧ a ∈A} ∪ {(p(A,B), b) | (A,B) ∈ YL ∧ b ∈

B} ∪ {(iL, t) | t ∈ TI } ∪ {(t, oL) | t ∈ TO}, and
8. α(L)= (PL,TL,FL).

L is an event log over some set T of activities. In Step 1, it is checked which
activities do appear in the log (TL). These will correspond to the transitions of the
generated WF-net. TI is the set of start activities, i.e., all activities that appear first in
some trace (Step 2). TO is the set of end activities, i.e., all activities that appear last in
some trace (Step 3). Steps 4 and 5 form the core of the α-algorithm. The challenge is
to determine the places of the WF-net and their connections. We aim at constructing
places named p(A,B) such that A is the set of input transitions (•p(A,B) =A) and B

is the set of output transitions (p(A,B)• = B) of p(A,B).
The basic motivation for finding p(A,B) is illustrated by Fig. 6.7. All elements

of A should have causal dependencies with all elements of B , i.e., for all (a, b) ∈
A×B: a→L b. Moreover, the elements of A should never follow one another, i.e.,
for all a1, a2 ∈A: a1#La2. A similar requirement holds for B .

Table 6.4 shows the structure in terms of the footprint matrix introduced earlier.
If we only consider the columns and rows related to A ∪ B and group the rows
and columns belonging to A respectively B , we get the pattern shown in Table 6.4.
There are four quadrants. Two quadrants only contain the symbol #. This shows that
the elements of A should never follow another (upper-left quadrant) and that the
elements of B should never follow another (lower-right quadrant). The upper-right
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Fig. 6.7 Place p(A,B)

connects the transitions in set
A to the transitions in set B

Table 6.4 How to identify
(A,B) ∈XL? Rearrange the
rows and columns
corresponding to
A= {a1, a2, . . . , am} and
B = {b1, b2, . . . , bn} and
remove the other rows and
columns from the footprint

a1 a2 . . . am b1 b2 . . . bn

a1 # # . . . # → → . . . →
a2 # # . . . # → → . . . →
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

am # # . . . # → → . . . →
b1 ← ← . . . ← # # . . . #

b2 ← ← . . . ← # # . . . #

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

bn ← ← . . . ← # # . . . #

quadrant only contains the symbol →, any of the elements in A can be followed
by any of the elements in B but never the other way around. By symmetry, the
lower-left quadrant only contains the symbol ←.

Let us consider L1 again. Clearly, A= {a} and B = {b, e} meet the requirements
stated in Step 4. Also A′ = {a} and B ′ = {b} meet the same requirements. XL is the
set of all such pairs that meet the requirements just mentioned. In this case,

XL1 =
{({a}, {b}), ({a}, {c}), ({a}, {e}), ({a}, {b, e}), ({a}, {c, e}),
({b}, {d}), ({c}, {d}), ({e}, {d}), ({b, e}, {d}), ({c, e}, {d})}

If one would insert a place for any element in XL1 , there would be too many places.
Therefore, only the “maximal pairs” (A,B) should be included. Note that for any
pair (A,B) ∈ XL, non-empty set A′ ⊆ A, and non-empty set B ′ ⊆ B , it is implied
that (A′,B ′) ∈XL. In Step 5, all non-maximal pairs are removed, thus yielding

YL1 =
{({a}, {b, e}), ({a}, {c, e}), ({b, e}, {d}), ({c, e}, {d})}

Step 5 can also be understood in terms the footprint matrix. Consider Table 6.4
and let A′ and B ′ be such that ∅ ⊂ A′ ⊆ A and ∅ ⊂ B ′ ⊆ B . Removing rows and
columns A ∪ B \ (A′ ∪ B ′) results in a matrix still having the pattern shown in
Table 6.4. Therefore, we only consider maximal matrices for constructing YL.
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Table 6.5 Footprint of L5 a b c d e f

a # → # # → #

b ← # → ← ‖ →
c # ← # → ‖ #

d # → ← # ‖ #

e ← ‖ ‖ ‖ # →
f # ← # # ← #

Every element of (A,B) ∈ YL corresponds to a place p(A,B) connecting transi-
tions A to transitions B . In addition PL also contains a unique source place iL and
a unique sink place oL (cf. Step 6). Remember that the goal is to create a WF-net.1

In Step 7, the arcs of the WF-net are generated. All start transitions in TI have
iL as an input place and all end transitions TO have oL as output place. All places
p(A,B) have A as input nodes and B as output nodes. The result is a Petri net α(L)=
(PL,TL,FL) that describes the behavior seen in event log L.

Thus far we presented four logs and four WF-nets. Application of the α-
algorithm shows that indeed α(L3) = N3 and α(L4) = N4. In Figs. 6.5 and 6.6,
the places are named based on the sets YL3 and YL4 . Moreover, α(L1) = N1 and
α(L2) = N2 modulo renaming of places (because different place names are used
in Figs. 6.1 and 6.2). These examples show that the α-algorithm is indeed able to
discover WF-nets based on event logs.

Let us now consider event log L5,

L5 =
[〈a, b, e, f 〉2, 〈a, b, e, c, d, b, f 〉3, 〈a, b, c, e, d, b, f 〉2,
〈a, b, c, d, e, b, f 〉4, 〈a, e, b, c, d, b, f 〉3]

Table 6.5 shows the footprint of the log.
Let us now apply the 8 steps of the algorithm for L= L5:

TL = {a, b, c, d, e, f }
TI = {a}
TO = {f }
XL =

{({a}, {b}), ({a}, {e}), ({b}, {c}), ({b}, {f }), ({c}, {d}),
({d}, {b}), ({e}, {f }), ({a, d}, {b}), ({b}, {c, f })}

YL =
{({a}, {e}), ({c}, {d}), ({e}, {f }), ({a, d}, {b}), ({b}, {c, f })}

PL = {p({a},{e}), p({c},{d}), p({e},{f }), p({a,d},{b}), p({b},{c,f }), iL, oL}
FL =

{
(a,p({a},{e})), (p({a},{e}), e), (c,p({c},{d})), (p({c},{d}), d),

1Nevertheless, the α-algorithm may construct a Petri net that is not a WF-net (see, for instance,
Fig. 6.12). Later, we will discuss such problems in detail.
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Fig. 6.8 WF-net N5 derived from L5 = [〈a, b, e, f 〉2, 〈a, b, e, c, d, b, f 〉3, 〈a, b, c, e, d, b, f 〉2,
〈a, b, c, d, e, b, f 〉4, 〈a, e, b, c, d, b, f 〉3]

(e,p({e},{f })), (p({e},{f }), f ), (a,p({a,d},{b})), (d,p({a,d},{b})),

(p({a,d},{b}), b), (b,p({b},{c,f })), (p({b},{c,f }), c), (p({b},{c,f }), f ),

(iL, a), (f, oL)
}

α(L)= (PL,TL,FL)

Figure 6.8 shows N5 = α(L5), i.e., the model just computed. N5 can indeed
replay the traces in L5. Place names are not shown in Fig. 6.8, and we will also
not show them in later WF-nets, because they can be derived from the surrounding
transition names and just clutter the diagram.

6.2.3 Limitations of the α-Algorithm

In [157], it was shown that the α-algorithm can discover a large class of WF-nets
if one assumes that the log is complete with respect to the log-based ordering re-
lation >L. This assumption implies that, for any complete event log L, a >L b if
a can be directly followed by b. Consequently, a footprint like the one shown in
Table 6.5 is assumed to be valid. We revisit the notion of completeness later in this
chapter.

Even if we assume that the log is complete, the α-algorithm has some problems.
There are many different WF-nets that have the same possible behavior, i.e., two
models can be structurally different but trace equivalent. Consider, for instance, the
following event log:

L6 =
[〈a, c, e, g〉2, 〈a, e, c, g〉3, 〈b, d,f, g〉2, 〈b,f, d, g〉4]

α(L6) is shown in Fig. 6.9. Although the model is able to generate the observed
behavior, the resulting WF-net is needlessly complex. Two of the input places of g

are redundant, i.e., they can be removed without changing the behavior. The places
denoted as p1 and p2 are so-called implicit places and can be removed without
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Fig. 6.9 WF-net N6 derived from L6 = [〈a, c, e, g〉2, 〈a, e, c, g〉3, 〈b, d,f, g〉2, 〈b,f, d, g〉4]. The
two highlighted places are redundant, i.e., removing them will simplify the model without changing
its behavior

Fig. 6.10 Incorrect WF-net
N7 derived from
L7 = [〈a, c〉2, 〈a, b, c〉3,
〈a, b, b, c〉2,
〈a, b, b, b, b, c〉1]

Fig. 6.11 WF-net N ′
7 having

a so-called “short-loop” of
length one

affecting the set of possible firing sequences. In fact, Fig. 6.9 shows only one of
many possible trace equivalent WF-nets.

The original α-algorithm (as presented in Sect. 6.2.2) has problems dealing with
short loops, i.e., loops of length one or two. For a loop of length one, this is il-
lustrated by WF-net N7 in Fig. 6.10, which shows the result of applying the basic
algorithm to L7,

L7 =
[〈a, c〉2, 〈a, b, c〉3, 〈a, b, b, c〉2, 〈a, b, b, b, b, c〉1]

The resulting model is not a WF-net as transition b is disconnected from the rest of
the model. The models allows for the execution of b before a and after c. This is
not consistent with the event log. This problem can be addressed easily as shown
in [11]. Using an improved version of the α-algorithm one can discover the WF-net
shown in Fig. 6.11.

The problem with loops of length two is illustrated by Petri net N8 in Fig. 6.12
which shows the result of applying the basic algorithm to L8,

L8 =
[〈a, b, d〉3, 〈a, b, c, b, d〉2, 〈a, b, c, b, c, b, d〉]
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Fig. 6.12 Incorrect WF-net N8 derived from L8 = [〈a, b, d〉3, 〈a, b, c, b, d〉2, 〈a, b, c, b, c, b, d〉]

Fig. 6.13 Corrected WF-net N ′
8 having a so-called “short-loop” of length two

The following log-based ordering relations are derived from this event log: a→L8 b,
b→L8 d , and b‖L8c. Hence the basic algorithm incorrectly assumes that b and c

are in parallel because they follow one another. The model shown in Fig. 6.12 is not
even a WF-net because c is not on a path from source to sink. Using the extension
described in [11], the improved α-algorithm correctly discovers the WF-net shown
in Fig. 6.13.

There are various ways to improve the basic α-algorithm to be able to deal
with loops. The α+-algorithm described in [11] is one of several alternatives to
address problems related to the original algorithm presented in Sect. 6.2.2. The α+-
algorithm uses a pre- and post-processing phase. The pre-processing phase deals
with loops of length two whereas the pre-processing phase inserts loops of length
one.

The basic algorithm has no problems mining loops of length three or more. For
a loop of involving at least three activities (say a, b, and c), concurrency can be
distinguished from loops using relation >L. For a loop we find only a >L b, b >L c,
and c >L a. If the three activities are concurrent, we find a >L b, a >L c, b >L a,
b >L c, c >L a, and c >L b. Hence, it is easy to detect the difference. Note that
for a loop of length two this is not the case. For a loop involving a and b, we find
a >L b and b >L a. If a and b are concurrent, we find the same relations. Hence,
both constructs leave the same footprint in the event log.

A more difficult problem is the discovery of so-called non-local dependencies
resulting from non-free choice process constructs. An example is shown in Fig. 6.14.
This net would be a good candidate after observing the following event log:

L9 =
[〈a, c, d〉45, 〈b, c, e〉42]

However, the α-algorithm will derive the WF-net without the places labeled p1
and p2. Hence, α(L9)=N4, as shown in Fig. 6.6, although the traces 〈a, c, e〉 and
〈b, c, d〉 do not appear in L9. Such problems can be (partially) resolved using refined
versions of the α-algorithm such as the one presented in [185].
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Fig. 6.14 WF-net N9 having a non-local dependency

Fig. 6.15 Two constructs
that may jeopardize the
correctness of the discovered
WF-net

Another limitation of the α-algorithm is that frequencies are not taken into ac-
count. Therefore, the algorithm is very sensitive to noise and incompleteness (see
Sect. 6.4.2).

The α-algorithm is able to discover a large class of models. The basic 8-line
algorithm has some limitations when it comes to particular process patterns (e.g.,
short-loops and non-local dependencies). Some of these problems can be solved
using various refinements. As shown in [11, 157], the α-algorithm guarantees to
produce a correct process model provided that the underlying process can be de-
scribed by a WF-net that does not contain duplicate activities (two transitions with
the same activity label) and silent transitions (activities that are not recorded in the
event log), and does not use the two constructs shown in Fig. 6.15. See [11, 157] for
the precise requirements.

Even if the underlying process is using constructs as shown in Fig. 6.15, the α-
algorithm may still produce a useful process model. For instance, the α-algorithm is
unable to discover the highlighted places (p1 and p2) in Fig. 6.14, but still produces
a sound process model that is able to replay the log.

6.2.4 Taking the Transactional Life-Cycle into Account

When describing the typical information in event logs in Chap. 5, we discussed the
transactional life-cycle model of an activity instance. Figure 5.3 shows examples
of transaction types, e.g., schedule, start, complete, and suspend. Events often have
such a transaction type attribute, e.g., #trans(e)= complete. The standard life-cycle
extension of XES also provides such an attribute. The α-algorithm can be easily
adapted to take this information into account. First of all, the log could be projected
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Fig. 6.16 Mining event logs with transactional information; the life-cycle of each activity is rep-
resented as a subprocess

onto smaller event logs in which each of the smaller logs contains all events related
to a specific activity. This information can be used to discover the transactional life-
cycle for each activity. Second, when mining the overall process, information about
the general transactional life-cycle (e.g., Fig. 5.3) or information about an activity-
specific transactional life-cycle can be exploited. Figure 6.16 illustrates the latter.
All events related to an activity are mapped onto transitions embedded in a subpro-
cess. The relations between the transitions for each subprocess are either discovered
separately or modeled using domain knowledge. Figure 6.16 shows a sequence of
three activities. Activities a and c share a common transactional life-cycle involving
the event types assign, start, and complete. Activity b has a transactional life-cycle
involving the event types start, suspend, resume, and complete.

6.3 Rediscovering Process Models

In Chap. 8, we will describe conformance checking techniques for measuring the
quality of a process model with respect to an event log. However, when discussing
the results of the α-algorithm, we already concluded that some WF-nets “could
not be discovered” based on an event log. This assumes that we aim to discover a
particular, known, model. In reality, we often do not know the “real” model. In fact,
in practice, there is no such thing as the model describing a process. There may
be many models (i.e., views on the same reality) and the process being studied may
change while being discovered. However, as sketched in Fig. 6.17, we can create the
experimental setting for testing process discovery algorithms in which we assume
the original model to be known.
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Fig. 6.17 The rediscovery problem: Is the discovered model N ′ equivalent to the original
model N?

Fig. 6.18 Three trace equivalent transition systems: TS1 and TS2 are not bisimilar, but TS2 and
TS3 are bisimilar

Starting point in Fig. 6.17 is a process model, e.g., a WF-net N . Based on this
model we can run many simulation experiments and record the simulated events
in an event log. Let us assume that the event log is complete with respect to some
criterion, e.g., if x can be followed by y in N it happened at least once according to
log. Using the complete event log as input for a process discovery algorithm (e.g.,
the α-algorithm), we can construct a new model. Now the question is: “What do the
discovered model N ′ and the original model N have in common? Are they equiva-
lent?” Equivalence can be viewed at different levels. For example, it is unreasonable
to expect that a discovery algorithm is able to reconstruct the original layout as this
information is not in the log; layout information is irrelevant for the behavior of
a process. For the same reason, it is unreasonable to expect that the original place
names of the WF-net can be reconstructed. The α-algorithm generates places named
p(A,B). These are of course not intended to match original place names. Therefore,
we need to focus on behavior (and not on layout and syntax) when comparing the
discovered model N ′ and the original model N .

Three notions of behavioral equivalence
As shown in [176], many equivalence notions can be defined. Here, we in-
formally describe three well-known notions: trace equivalence, bisimilarity,
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and branching bisimilarity. These notions are defined for a pair of transition
systems TS1 and TS2 (Sect. 3.2.1) and not for higher-level languages such
as WF-nets, BPMN, EPCs, and YAWL. However, any model with executable
semantics can be transformed into a transition system. Therefore, we can as-
sume that the original process model N and the discovered process model N ′
mentioned in Fig. 6.17 define two transition systems that can be used as a
basis for comparison.

Trace equivalence considers two transition systems to be equivalent if their
sets of execution sequences are identical. Let TS2 be the transition system cor-
responding to WF-net N6 = α(L6) shown in Fig. 6.9 and let TS1 be the tran-
sition system corresponding to the same WF-net but now without places p1
and p2. Although both WF-nets are syntactically different, the sets of execu-
tion sequences of TS1 and TS2 are the same. However, two transition systems
that allow for the same set of execution sequences may also be quite different
as illustrated by Fig. 6.18.

The three transition systems in Fig. 6.18 are trace equivalent: any trace in
one transition system is also possible in any of the other transition systems.
For instance, the trace 〈birth, curse, curse, curse,heaven〉 is possible in all
three transition systems. However, there is a relevant difference between TS1
and TS2. In TS1 one can end up in state s3 where one will always go to heaven
despite the cursing. Such a state does not exist in TS2; while cursing in state
s6 one can still go to hell. When moving from state s2 to state s3 in TS1 a
choice was made which cannot be seen in the set of traces but that is highly
relevant for understanding the process.

Bisimulation equivalence, or bisimilarity for short, is a more refined notion
taking into account the moment of choice. Two transition systems are bisim-
ilar if the first system can “mimic any move” of the second, and vice versa
(using the same relation). Consider, for example, TS2 and TS3 in Fig. 6.18.
TS2 can simulate TS3 and vice versa. The states of both transition systems are
related by dashed lines; s5 is related to s8, s6 is related to both s9 and s10,
and s7 is related to s11. In two related states the same set of actions needs
to be possible and taking any of these actions on one side should lead to a
related state when taking the same action on the other side. Because TS2 can
move from s5 to s6 via action birth, TS3 should also be able to take a birth
action in s8 resulting in a related state (s9). TS2 and TS3 are bisimilar because
any action by one can be mimicked by the other. Now consider TS1 and TS2.
Here, it is impossible to relate s3 in TS1 to a corresponding state in TS2. If s3
is related to s6, then in s3 it should be possible to do a hell action, but this
is not the case. Hence, TS2 can simulate TS1, i.e., any action in TS1 can be
mimicked by TS2, but TS1 cannot simulate TS2. Therefore, TS1 and TS2 are
not bisimilar. Bisimulation equivalence is a stronger equivalence relation than
trace equivalence, i.e., if two transition systems are bisimilar, then they are
also trace equivalent.
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Branching bisimulation equivalence, or branching bisimilarity for short,
takes silent actions into account. In Chap. 3 we introduced already the label
τ for this purpose. A τ action is “invisible”, i.e., cannot be observed. In terms
of process mining this means that the corresponding activity is not recorded
in the event log. As before, two transition systems are branching bisimilar
if the first system can “follow any move” of the second and vice versa, but
now taking τ actions into account. (Here, we do not address subtle differ-
ences between weak bisimulation, also known as observational equivalence,
and branching bisimulation equivalence [176].) If one system takes a τ ac-
tion, then the second system may also take a τ action or do nothing (as long
as the states between both systems remain related). If one system takes a non-
τ action, then the second system should also be able to take the same non-τ
action possibly preceded by sequence of τ actions. The states before and after
the non-τ action, need to be related. Figure 6.19 shows two YAWL models
and their corresponding transition systems TS1 and TS2. The two transition
systems are not branching bisimilar. The reason is that in the YAWL model
on the left, a choice is made after task check, whereas in the other model
the choice is postponed until either reject or accept happens. Therefore, the
YAWL model on the left cannot simulate the model on the right. Technically,
states s3 and s4 in TS1 do not have a corresponding state in TS2. It is impos-
sible to relate s3 and s4 to s7 since s7 allows for both actions whereas s3
and s4 allow for only one action. The YAWL model on the right models the
so-called deferred choice workflow pattern whereas the YAWL model on the
left models the more common exclusive choice pattern [155].

Branching bisimulation equivalence is highly relevant for process mining
since typically not all actions are recorded in the event log. For example, if the
choice made in task check is not recorded in the event log, then one discovers
the YAWL model on the right, i.e., the right moment of choice cannot be
captured.

Although both models in Fig. 6.19 are not branching bisimilar they are
trace equivalent. In both models there are only two possible (visible) traces:
〈check, reject〉 and 〈check,accept〉.

We refer to [176] for formal definitions of the preceding concepts. Here we
discuss these concepts because they are quite important when judging process
mining results.

The different notions of equivalence show that the comparison of the original
model and the discovered model in Fig. 6.17 is not a simple syntactical check. In-
stead a choice must be made with respect to the type of behavioral equivalence that
is appropriate.

As mentioned before, the experimental setting shown in Fig. 6.17 can only be
used in the situation in which the model is known beforehand. In most applica-
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Fig. 6.19 Two YAWL models and the corresponding transition systems

tions such a model is not known. Moreover, classical notions such as trace equiv-
alence, bisimilarity, and branching bisimilarity provide only true/false answers. As
discussed in [14], a binary equivalence is not very useful in the context of process
mining. If two processes are very similar (identical except for some exceptional
paths), classical equivalence checks will simply conclude that the processes are not
equivalent rather than stating that the processes are, e.g., 95% similar. Therefore,
this book will focus on the comparison of a model and an event log rather than
comparing two models. For instance, in Chap. 8 we will show techniques that can
conclude that 95% of the event log “fits” the model.

6.4 Challenges

The α-algorithm was one of the first process discovery algorithms to adequately
capture concurrency (see also Sect. 7.6). Today there are much better algorithms
that overcome the weaknesses of the α-algorithm. These are either variants of the
α-algorithm or algorithms that use a completely different approach, e.g., genetic
mining or synthesis based on regions. In Chap. 7, we review some of these alter-
native approaches. However, before presenting new process discovery techniques,
we first elaborate on the main challenges. For this purpose we show the effect that
a representational bias can have (Sect. 6.4.1). Then we discuss problems related to
the input event log that may be noisy or incomplete (Sect. 6.4.2). In Sect. 6.4.3,
we discuss the four quality criteria mentioned earlier: fitness, precision, generaliza-
tion, and simplicity. Finally, Sect. 6.4.4 again emphasizes that discovered models
are just a view on reality. Hence, the usefulness of the model strongly depends on
the questions one seeks to answer.
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Fig. 6.20 A WF-net having
two transitions with the same
label describing event log
L10 = [〈a, a〉55]

6.4.1 Representational Bias

At the beginning of the chapter we decided to focus on a mining algorithm that
produces a WF-net, i.e., we assumed that the underlying process can be adequately
described by a WF-net. Any discovery technique requires such a representational
bias. For example, algorithms for learning decision trees (see Sect. 4.2) make similar
assumptions about the structure of the resulting tree. For instance, most decision tree
learners can only split once on an attribute on every path in the tree.

When discussing the α-algorithm we assumed that the process to be discovered
is a sound WF-net. More specifically, we assumed that the underlying process can
be described by a WF-net where each transition bears a unique and visible label.
In such a WF-net it is not possible to have two transitions with the same label (i.e.,
l(t1)= l(t2) implies t1 = t2) or transitions whose occurrences remain invisible (i.e.,
it is not possible to have a so-called silent transition, so for all transitions t , l(t) �= τ ).
(See Sect. 3.2.2 and the earlier discussion on branching bisimulation equivalence.)
These assumptions may seem harmless, but have a noticeable effect on the class
of process models that can be discovered. We show two examples illustrating the
impact of such a representational bias.

For an event log like L10 = [〈a, a〉55], i.e., for all cases precisely two a’s are
executed, ideally one would like to discover the WF-net shown in Fig. 6.20. Unfor-
tunately, this process model will not be discovered due to the representational bias
of the α-algorithm. There is no WF-net without duplicate and τ labels that has the
desired behavior and the α-algorithm can only discover such WF-nets (i.e., each
transition needs to have unique visible label).

Let us now consider event log L11 = [〈a, b, c〉20, 〈a, c〉30]. Figure 6.21(a) de-
scribes the underlying process well: activity b can be skipped by executing the τ

transition. Figure 6.21(b) shows an alternative WF-net using two a transitions and
no τ transition. These two models are trace equivalent. (They are not branching
bisimilar because the moment of choice is different.) However, it is not possible to
construct a WF-net without duplicate and τ labels that is trace equivalent to these
two models. Figure 6.21(c) shows the model produced by the α-algorithm; because
of the representational bias, the algorithm is destined to fail for this log. The WF-net
in Fig. 6.21(c) can only reproduce trace 〈a, b, c〉 and not 〈a, c〉.

Event logs L10 and L11 illustrate the effect a representational bias can have.
However, from the viewpoint of the α-algorithm, the choice to not consider dupli-
cate labels and τ transitions is sensible. τ transitions are not recorded in the log
and hence any algorithm will have problems reconstructing their behavior. Multiple
transitions with the same label are undistinguishable in the event log. Therefore, any
algorithm will have problems associating the corresponding events to one of these
transitions.
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Fig. 6.21 Three WF-nets for the event log L11 = [〈a, b, c〉20, 〈a, c〉30]

The problems sketched previously apply to many process discovery algorithms.
For example, the choice between the concurrent execution of b and c or the ex-
ecution of just e shown in Fig. 6.1 cannot be handled by many algorithms. Most
algorithms do not allow for so-called “non-free-choice constructs” where concur-
rency and choice meet. The concept of free-choice nets is well-defined in the Petri
net domain [45]. A Petri net is free choice if any two transitions sharing an input
place have identical input sets, i.e., •t1∩•t2 �= ∅ implies •t1 = •t2 for any t1, t2 ∈ T .
Most analysis questions (e.g., soundness) can be answered in polynomial time for
free-choice nets [136, 168]. Moreover, many process modeling languages are inher-
ently free-choice, thus making this an interesting subclass. Unfortunately, in reality
processes tend to be non-free-choice. The example of Fig. 6.1 shows that sometimes
the α-algorithm is able to deal with non-free-choice constructs. However, there are
many non-free-choice processes that cannot be discovered by the α-algorithm (see
for example N9 in Fig. 6.14). The non-free-choice construct is just one of many
constructs that existing process mining algorithms have problems with. Other exam-
ples are arbitrary nested loops, cancelation, unbalanced splits and joins, and partial
synchronization. In this context it is important to observe process discovery is, by
definition, restricted by the expressive power of the target language, i.e., the repre-
sentational bias.
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For the reader interested in the topic, we refer to the workflow patterns [155, 191]
mentioned earlier. These patterns help to discuss and identify the representational
bias of a language.

The representational bias helps limiting the search space of possible candidate
models. This can make discovery algorithms more efficient. However, it can also
be used to give preference to particular types of models. It seems that existing ap-
proaches can benefit from selecting a more suitable representational bias. For in-
stance, the α-algorithm may yield models that have deadlocks or livelocks. Here
it would be nice to have a representational bias to limit the search space to only
sound models (i.e., free of deadlocks and other anomalies). Unfortunately, cur-
rently, this can typically only be achieved by severely limiting the expressiveness
of the modeling language or by using more time-consuming analysis techniques.
Consider, for example, the so-called block-structured process models. A model is
block-structured if it satisfies a number of syntactical requirements such that sound-
ness is guaranteed by these requirements. Different definitions exist [49, 132, 187].
Most of these definitions require a one-to-one correspondence between splits and
joins, e.g., concurrent paths created by an AND-split need to be synchronized by
the corresponding AND-join. Since many real-life processes are not block struc-
tured (see for example Figs. 14.1 and 14.10), one should be careful to not limit the
expressiveness too much. Note that techniques that turn unstructured models into
block-structured process models tend to introduce many duplicate or silent activi-
ties. Therefore, such transformations do not alleviate the core problems.

6.4.2 Noise and Incompleteness

To discover a suitable process model it is assumed that the event log contains a
representative sample of behavior. Besides the issues mentioned in Chap. 5 (e.g.,
correlating events and scoping the log), there are two related phenomena that may
make an event log less representative for the process being studied:

• (Noise) The event log contains rare and infrequent behavior not representative for
the typical behavior of the process.2

• (Incompleteness) The event log contains too few events to be able to discover
some of the underlying control-flow structures.

6.4.2.1 Noise

Noise, as defined in this book, does not refer to incorrect logging. When extract-
ing event logs from various data sources one needs to try to locate data problems

2Note that the definition of noise may be a bit counter-intuitive. Sometimes the term “noise” is
used to refer to incorrectly logged events, i.e., errors that occurred while recording the events.
Such a definition is not very meaningful as no event log will explicitly reveal such errors. Hence,
we consider “outliers” as noise. Moreover, we assume that such outliers correspond to exceptional
behavior rather than logging errors.
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as early as possible. However, at some stage one needs to assume that the event
log contains information on what really happened. It is impossible for a discovery
algorithm do distinguish incorrect logging from exceptional events. This requires
human judgment and pre- and postprocessing of the log. Therefore, we use the term
“noise” to refer to rare and infrequent behavior (“outliers”) rather than errors related
to event logging. For process mining it is important to filter out noise and several
process discovery approaches specialize in doing so, e.g., heuristic mining, genetic
mining, and fuzzy mining.

Recall the support and confidence metrics defined in the context of learning
association rules. The support of a rule X ⇒ Y indicates the applicability of the
rule, i.e., the fraction of instances for which with both antecedent and consequent
hold. The confidence of a rule X ⇒ Y indicates the reliability of the rule. If rule
tea ∧ latte⇒ muffin has a support of 0.2 and a confidence of 0.9, then 20% of the
customers actually order tea, latte and muffins at the same time and 90% of the cus-
tomers that order tea and latte also order a muffin. For learning association rules we
defined a threshold for both confidence and support, i.e., rules with low confidence
or support are considered to be noise.

Let us informally apply the idea of confidence and support to the basic α-
algorithm. Starting point for the α-algorithm is the >L relation. Recall that a >L b

if and only if there is a trace in L in which a is directly followed by b. Now we can
define the support of a >L b based on number of times the pattern 〈. . . , a, b, . . .〉
appears in the log, e.g., the fraction of cases in which the pattern occurs. Subse-
quently, we can use a threshold for cleaning the >L relation. The confidence of
a >L b can be defined by comparing the number of times the pattern 〈. . . , a, b, . . .〉
appears in the log divided by the frequency of a and b. For example, suppose that
a >L b has a reasonable support, e.g., the pattern 〈. . . , a, b, . . .〉 occurs 1000 times
in the log. Moreover, a occurs 1500 times and b occurs 1200 times. Clearly, a >L b

has a good confidence. However, if the pattern 〈. . . , a, b, . . .〉 occurs 1000 times and
a and b are very frequent and occur each more than 100,000 times , then the con-
fidence in a >L b is much lower. The >L relation is the basis for the footprint ma-
trices as shown in Tables 6.1, 6.2, 6.3, and 6.5. Hence, by removing “noisy a >L b

rules”, we obtain a more representative footprint, and a better starting point for the
α-algorithm. (There are several complications when doing this, however, the basic
idea should be clear.) This simplified discussion shows how “noise” can be quan-
tified and addressed when discovering process models. When presenting heuristic
mining in Sect. 7.2 we return to this topic.

In the context of noise, we also talk about the 80/20 model. Often we are inter-
ested in the process model that can describe 80% of the behavior seen in the log.
This model is typically relatively simple because the remaining 20% of the log ac-
count for 80% of the variability in the process.

6.4.2.2 Incompleteness

When it comes to process mining the notion of completeness is also very important.
It is related to noise. However, whereas noise refers to the problem of having “too
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much data” (describing rare behavior), completeness refers to the problem of having
“too little data”.

Like in any data mining or machine learning context one cannot assume to have
seen all possibilities in the “training material” (i.e., the event log at hand). For WF-
net N1 in Fig. 6.1 and event log L1 = [〈a, b, c, d〉3, 〈a, c, b, d〉2, 〈a, e, d〉], the set
of possible traces found in the log is exactly the same as the set of possible traces
in the model. In general, this is not the case. For instance, the trace 〈a, b, e, c, d〉
may be possible but did not (yet) occur in the log. Process models typically allow
for an exponential or even infinite number of different traces (in case of loops).
Moreover, some traces may have a much lower probability than others. Therefore,
it is unrealistic to assume that every possible trace is present in the event log.

The α-algorithm assumes a relatively weak notion of completeness to avoid this
problem. Although N3 has infinitely many possible firing sequences, a small log like
L3 = [〈a, b, c, d, e, f, b, d, c, e, g〉, 〈a, b, d, c, e, g〉2, 〈a, b, c, d, e, f, b, c, d, e, f, b,

d, c, e, g〉] can be used to construct N3. The α-algorithm uses a local completeness
notion based on >L, i.e., if there are two activities a and b, and a can be directly
followed by b, then this should be observed at least once in the log.

To illustrate the relevance of completeness, consider a process consisting of 10
activities that can be executed in parallel and a corresponding log that contains infor-
mation about 10,000 cases. The total number of possible interleavings in the model
with 10 concurrent activities is 10! = 3,628,800. Hence, it is impossible that each
interleaving is present in the log as there are fewer cases (10,000) than potential
traces (3,628,800). Even if there are 3,628,800 cases in the log, it is extremely un-
likely that all possible variations are present. To motivate this consider the following
analogy. In a group of 365 people it is very unlikely that everyone has a different
birthdate. The probability is 365!/365365 ≈ 1.454955× 10−157 ≈ 0, i.e., incredibly
small. The number of atoms in the universe is often estimated to be approximately
1079 [189]. Hence, the probability of picking a particular atom from the entire uni-
verse is much higher than covering all 365 days. Similarly, it is unlikely that all
possible traces will occur for any process of some complexity because most pro-
cesses have much more than 365 possible execution paths. In fact, because typically
some sequences are less probable than others, the probability of finding all traces is
even smaller. Therefore, weaker completeness notions are needed. For the process
in which 10 activities can be executed in parallel, local completeness can reduce
the required number of observations dramatically. For example, for the α-algorithm
only 10× (10− 1)= 90 rather than 3,628,800 different observations are needed to
construct the model.

6.4.2.3 Cross-Validation

The preceding discussion on completeness and noise shows the need for cross-
validation as discussed in Sect. 4.6.2. The event log can be split into a training
log and a test log. The training log is used to learn a process model whereas the test
log is used to evaluate this model based on unseen cases. Chapter 8 will present con-
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crete techniques for evaluating the quality of a model with respect to an event log.
For example, if many traces of the test log do not correspond to possible firing se-
quences of the WF-net discovered based on the training log, then one can conclude
that the quality of the model is low.

Also k-fold cross-validation can be used, i.e., the event log is split into k equal
parts, e.g., k = 10. Then k tests are done. In each test, one of the subsets serves as a
test log whereas the other k − 1 subsets serve together as the training log.

One of the problems for cross validation is the lack of negative examples, i.e.,
the log only provides examples of possible behavior and does not provide explicit
examples describing scenarios that are impossible (see discussion in Sect. 4.6.3).
This is complicating cross-validation. One possibility is to insert artificially gener-
ated negative events [59, 60, 122]. The basic idea is to compare the quality of the
discovered model with respect to the test log containing actual behavior with the
quality of the discovered model with respect to a test log containing random behav-
ior. Ideally, the model scores much better on the log containing actual behavior than
on the log containing random behavior.

Cross-validation can also be applied at the level of the footprint matrix. Simply
split the event log in k parts and construct the footprint matrix for each of the k parts.
If the k footprint matrices are very different (even for smaller values of k), then one
can be sure that the event log does not meet the completeness requirement imposed
by the α-algorithm. Such a validation can be done before constructing the process
model. If there are strong indications that >L is far from complete, more advanced
process mining techniques need to be applied and the results need to be interpreted
with care (see also Chap. 7).

6.4.3 Four Competing Quality Criteria

Completeness and noise refer to qualities of the event log and do not say much about
the quality of the discovered model. Determining the quality of a process mining
result is difficult and is characterized by many dimensions. In this book, we refer to
four main quality dimensions: fitness, simplicity, precision, and generalization. In
this section, we review these four dimensions without providing concrete metrics.
Some of the dimensions will be discussed in later chapters in more detail. However,
after reading this section it should already be clear that they can indeed be quantified.

Figure 6.22 gives a high-level characterization of the four quality dimensions.
A model with good fitness allows for the behavior seen in the event log. A model has
a perfect fitness if all traces in the log can be replayed by the model from beginning
to end. There are various ways of defining fitness. It can be defined at the case level,
e.g., the fraction of traces in the log that can be fully replayed. It can also be defined
at the event level, e.g., the fraction of events in the log that are indeed possible
according to the model. When defining fitness many design decisions need to be
made. For example: What is the penalty if a step needs to be skipped and what is
the penalty if tokens remain in the WF-net after replay? Later, we will give concrete
definitions for fitness.
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Fig. 6.22 Balancing the four quality dimensions: fitness, simplicity, precision, and generalization

Fig. 6.23 The so-called
“flower Petri net” allowing
for any log containing
activities {a, b, . . . , h}

In Sect. 4.6.1, we defined performance measures like error, accuracy, tp-rate, fp-
rate, precision, recall, and F1 score. Recall, also known as the tp-rate, measures the
proportion of positive instances indeed classified as positive (tp/p). The traces in the
log are positive instances. When such an instance can be replayed by the model, then
the instance is indeed classified as positive. Hence, the various notions of fitness can
be seen as variants of the recall measure. Most of the notions defined in Sect. 4.6.1
cannot be used because there are no negative examples, i.e., fp and tn are unknown
(see Fig. 4.14). Since the event log does not contain information about events that
could not happen at a particular point in time, other notations are needed.

The simplicity dimension refers to Occam’s Razor. This principle was already
discussed in Sect. 4.6.3. In the context of process discovery this means that the
simplest model that can explain the behavior seen in the log, is the best model.
The complexity of the model could be defined by the number of nodes and arcs
in the underlying graph. Also more sophisticated metrics can be used, e.g., metrics
that take the “structuredness” or “entropy” of the model into account. See [101]
for an empirical evaluation of the model complexity metrics defined in literature. In
Sect. 4.6.3, we also mentioned that this principle can be operationalized using the
Minimal Description Length (MDL) principle [63, 190].

Fitness and simplicity alone are not adequate. This is illustrated by the so-called
“flower model” shown in Fig. 6.23. The “flower Petri net” allows for any sequence
starting with start and ending with end and containing any ordering of activities
in between. Clearly, this model allows for all event logs used to introduce the
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α-algorithm. The added start and end activities in Fig. 6.23 are just a technicality to
turn the “flower model” into a WF-net. Surprisingly, all event logs shown thus far
(L1,L2, . . . ,L11) can be replayed by this single model. This shows that the model
is not very useful. In fact, the “flower model” does not contain any knowledge other
than the activities in the event log. The “flower model” can be constructed based
on the occurrences of activities only. The resulting model is simple and has a per-
fect fitness. Based on the first two quality dimensions this model is acceptable. This
shows that the fitness and simplicity criteria are necessary, but not sufficient.

If the “flower model” is on one end of the spectrum, then the “enumerating
model” is on the other end of the spectrum. The enumerating model of a log simply
lists all the sequences possible, i.e., there is a separate sequential process fragment
for each trace in the model. At the start there is one big XOR split selecting one of
the sequences and at the end these sequences are joined using one big XOR join. If
such a model is represented by a Petri net and all traces are unique, then the number
of transitions is equal to the number of events in the log. The “enumerating model”
is simply an encoding of the log. Such a model is complex but, like the “flower
model”, has a perfect fitness.

Extreme models such as the “flower model” (anything is possible) and the “enu-
merating model” (only the log is possible) show the need for two additional dimen-
sions. A model is precise if it does not allow for “too much” behavior. Clearly, the
“flower model” lacks precision. A model that is not precise is “underfitting”. Under-
fitting is the problem that the model over-generalizes the example behavior in the
log, i.e., the model allows for behaviors very different from what was seen in the
log.

A model should generalize and not restrict behavior to the examples seen in the
log (like the “enumerating model”). A model that does not generalize is “overfit-
ting”. Overfitting is the problem that a very specific model is generated whereas
it is obvious that the log only holds example behavior, i.e., the model explains the
particular sample log, but a next sample log of the same process may produce a
completely different process model.

Process mining algorithms need to strike a balance between “overfitting” and
“underfitting”. A model is overfitting if it does not generalize and only allows for
the exact behavior recorded in the log. This means that the corresponding mining
technique assumes a very strong notion of completeness: “If the sequence is not in
the event log, it is not possible!”. An underfitting model over-generalizes the things
seen in the log, i.e., it allows for more behavior even when there are no indications
in the log that suggest this additional behavior (like in Fig. 6.23).

Let us now consider some examples showing that it is difficult to balance
between being too general and too specific. Consider, for example, WF-net N4
shown in Fig. 6.6 and N9 shown in Fig. 6.14. Both nets can produce the log
L9 = [〈a, c, d〉45, 〈b, c, e〉42], but only N4 can produce L4 = [〈a, c, d〉45, 〈b, c, d〉42,
〈a, c, e〉38, 〈b, c, e〉22]. Clearly, N4 is the logical choice for L4. Moreover, although
both nets can produce L9, it is obvious that N9 is a better model for L9 as none of the
87 cases follows one of the two additional paths (〈b, c, d〉 and 〈a, c, e〉). However,
now consider L12 = [〈a, c, d〉99, 〈b, c, d〉1, 〈a, c, e〉2, 〈b, c, e〉98]. One can argue that
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Fig. 6.24 Four alternative models for the same log

N4 is a better model for L12 as all traces can be reproduced. However, 197 out of
200 traces can be explained by the more precise model N9. If the three traces are
seen as noise, the main behavior is captured by N9 and not N4. Such considera-
tions show that there is a delicate balance between “overfitting” and “underfitting”.
Hence, it is difficult, if not impossible, to select “the best” model.
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Figure 6.24 illustrates the preceding discussion using the example from Chap. 2.
Assume that the four models that are shown are discovered based on the event log
also depicted in the figure. There are 1391 cases. Of these 1391 cases, 455 followed
the trace 〈a, c, d, e,h〉. The second most frequent trace is 〈a, b, d, e, g〉 which was
followed by 191 cases.

If we apply the α-algorithm to this event log, we obtain model N1 shown in
Fig. 6.24. A comparison of the WF-net N1 and the log shows that this model is quite
good; it is simple and has a good fitness. Moreover, it balances between overfitting
and underfitting.

The other three models in Fig. 6.24 have problems with respect to one or more
quality dimensions. WF-net N2 models only the most frequent trace, i.e., it only
allows for the sequence 〈a, c, d, e,h〉. Hence, none of the other 1391− 455= 936
traces fits. Moreover, the model does not generalize, i.e., N2 is also overfitting.

WF-net N3 is a variant of the “flower model”. Only the start and end transi-
tions are captured well. The fitness is good, the model is simple, and not over-
fitting. However, N3 lacks precision, i.e., is underfitting, as for example the trace
〈a, b, b, b, b, b, b, f,f,f,f,f, g〉 is possible. This behavior seems to be very differ-
ent from any of the traces in the log.

Figure 6.24 shows only a part of WF-net N4. This model simply enumerates the
21 different traces seen in the event log. This model is precise and has a good fitness.
However, WF-net N4 is overly complex and is overfitting.

The four models in Fig. 6.24 illustrate the four quality dimensions. Each of these
dimensions can be quantified as shown in [121]. In [121], a replay technique is de-
scribed to quantify fitness resulting in a value between 0 (very poor fitness) to 1
(perfect fitness). A notion called “structural appropriateness” considers the simplic-
ity dimension; the model is analyzed to see whether it is “minimal in structure”.
Another notion called “behavioral appropriateness” analyzes the balance between
overfitting and underfitting. There are different ways to operationalize the four qual-
ity dimensions shown in Fig. 6.22. Depending on the representational bias and goals
of the analyst, different metrics can be quantified.

6.4.4 Taking the Right 2-D Slice of a 3-D Reality

The simple examples shown in this chapter already illustrate that process discovery
is a non-trivial problem that requires sophisticated analysis techniques. Why is pro-
cess mining such a difficult problem? There are obvious reasons that also apply to
many other data mining and machine learning problems, e.g., dealing with noise and
a complex and large search space. However, there are also some specific problems:

• There are no negative examples (i.e., a log shows what has happened but does not
show what could not happen);

• Due to concurrency, loops, and choices the search space has a complex structure
and the log typically contains only a fraction of all possible behaviors; and
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Fig. 6.25 Creating a 2-D
slice of a 3-D reality: the
process is viewed from a
specific angle, the process is
scoped using a frame, and the
resolution determines the
granularity of the resulting
model

• There is no clear relation between the size of a model and its behavior (i.e.,
a smaller model may generate more or less behavior although classical analysis
and evaluation methods typically assume some monotonicity property).

The next chapter will show several process discovery techniques that adequately
address these problems.

As we will see in Part IV, the discovered process model is just the starting point
for analysis. By relating events in the log to the discovered model, all kinds of
analysis are possible, e.g., checking conformance, finding bottlenecks, optimizing
resource allocation, reducing undesired variability, time prediction, and generating
recommendations.

One should not seek to discover the process model. Process models are just a
view on reality. Whether a process model is suitable or not, ultimately depends on
the questions one would like to answer. Real-life processes are complex and may
have many dimensions; models only provide a view on this reality. As discussed
in Sect. 5.5, this means that the “3-D reality needs to be flattened into a 2-D pro-
cess model” in order to apply process mining techniques. For instance, there are
many “2-D slices” that one could take of a data set involving customer orders, or-
der lines, deliveries, payments, replenishment orders, etc. Obviously, the different
slices result in the discovery of different process models. Using the metaphor of a
“process view”, a discovered process model views reality from a particular “angle”,
is “framed”, and is shown using a particular “resolution”:

• A discovered model views reality from a particular angle. For example, the same
process may be analyzed from the viewpoint of a complete order, a delivery,
a customer, or an order line.

• A discovered model frames reality. The frame determines the boundaries of the
process and selects the perspectives of interest (control-flow, information, re-
sources, etc.).

• A discovered model provides a view at a specific resolution. The same process
can be viewed using a coarser or finer granularity showing less or more details.
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Figure 6.25 illustrates the “process view” metaphor. Given a data set it is possible to
zoom in, i.e., selecting a smaller frame and increasing resolution, resulting in a more
fine-grained model of a selected part of the process. It is also possible to zoom out,
i.e., selecting a larger frame and decreasing resolution, resulting in a more coarse-
grained model covering a larger part of the end-to-end process. Both the data set
used as input and the questions that need to be answered determine which 2-D slices
are most useful.



Chapter 7
Advanced Process Discovery Techniques

The α-algorithm nicely illustrates some of the main ideas behind process discovery.
However, this simple algorithm is unable to manage the trade-offs involving the four
quality dimensions described in Chap. 6 (fitness, simplicity, precision, and general-
ization). To successfully apply process mining in practice, one needs to deal with
noise and incompleteness. This chapter focuses on more advanced process discov-
ery techniques. The goal is not to present one particular technique in detail, but to
provide an overview of the most relevant approaches. This will assist the reader in
selecting the appropriate process discovery technique. Moreover, insights into the
strengths and weaknesses of the various approaches support the correct interpreta-
tion and effective use of the discovered models.

7.1 Overview

Figure 7.1 summarizes the problems mentioned in the context of the α-algorithm.
Each back dot represents a trace (i.e., a sequence of activities) corresponding to one
or more cases in the event log. (Recall that multiple cases may have the same cor-
responding trace.) An event log typically contains only a fraction of the possible
behavior, i.e., the dots should only be seen as samples of a much larger set of pos-
sible behaviors. Moreover, one is typically primarily interested in frequent behavior
and not in all possible behavior, i.e., one wants to abstract from noise and therefore
not all dots need to be relevant for the process model to be constructed.

Recall that we defined noise as infrequent or exceptional behavior. It is interest-
ing to analyze such noisy behaviors, however, when constructing the overall process
model, the inclusion of infrequent or exceptional behavior leads to complex dia-
grams. Moreover, it is typically impossible to make reliable statements about noisy
behavior given the small set of observations. Figure 7.1 distinguishes between fre-
quent behavior (solid rectangle with rounded corners) and all behavior (dashed rect-
angle), i.e., normal and noisy behavior. The difference between normal and noisy
behavior is a matter of definition, e.g., normal behavior could be defined as the 80%
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Fig. 7.1 Overview of the challenges that process discovery techniques need to address

most frequently occurring traces. Earlier we mentioned the 80/20 model, i.e., the
process model that is able to describe 80% of the behavior seen in the log. This
model is typically relatively simple because the remaining 20% of the log may eas-
ily account for 80% of the variability in the process.

Let us assume that the two rectangles with rounded corners can be determined
by observing the process infinitely long and that the process does not change (i.e.,
no concept drift). Based on these assumptions, Fig. 7.1 sketches four discovered
models depicted by shaded rectangles. These discovered models are based on the
example traces in the log, i.e., the black dots. The “ideal process model” allows for
the behavior coinciding with the frequent behavior seen when the process would
be observed ad infinitum while being in steady state. The “non-fitting model” in
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Fig. 7.1 is unable to characterize the process well as it is not even able to capture
the examples in the event log used to learn the model. The “overfitting model” does
not generalize and only says something about the examples in the current event log.
New examples will most likely not fit into this model. The “underfitting model”
lacks precision and allows for behavior that would never be seen if the process
would be observed ad infinitum.

Figure 7.1 illustrates the challenges process discovery techniques need to ad-
dress: How to extract a simple target model that is not underfitting, overfitting, or
non-fitting? Clearly, the α-algorithm is unable to do so. Therefore, we present more
advanced approaches. However, before doing so, we describe typical characteristics
of process discovery algorithms.

7.1.1 Characteristic 1: Representational Bias

The first, and probably most important, characteristic of a process discovery algo-
rithm is its representational bias, i.e., the class of process models that can be discov-
ered. For instance, the α-algorithm is only able to discover Petri nets in which each
transition has a unique and visible label. Instead of Petri nets, some other represen-
tation can be used, e.g., a subclass of BPMN, EPCs, YAWL, hidden Markov models,
transition systems, and causal nets. The representational bias determines the search
space and potentially limits the expressiveness of the discovered model. Consider,
for example, the three process models for event log L11 = [〈a, b, c〉20, 〈a, c〉30] in
Fig. 6.21. If the representational bias allows for duplicate labels (two transitions
with the same label) or silent (τ ) transitions, a suitable WF-net can be discovered.
However, if the representational bias does not allow for this, the discovery algo-
rithm is destined to fail and will not find a suitable WF-net. The workflow patterns
[155, 191] are a tool to discuss and identify the representational bias of a language.
Here, we do not discuss the more than 40 control-flow patterns. Instead, we mention
some typical representational limitations imposed by process discovery algorithms:

• Inability to represent concurrency. Low-level models, such as Markov models,
flow charts, and transition systems, do not allow for the modeling of concurrency
other than enumerating all possible interleavings. Recall that such a low-level
model will need to show 210 = 1024 states and 10× 210−1 = 5120 transitions to
model a process with 10 parallel activities. Higher level models (like Petri nets
and BPMN) only need to depict 10 activities and 2×10= 20 “local” states (states
before and after each activity).

• Inability to deal with (arbitrary) loops. Many process discovery algorithms im-
pose some limitations on loops, e.g., the α-algorithm needs a pre- and post-
processing step to deal with shorts loops (see Figs. 6.11 and 6.13). The “Arbitrary
Cycles” pattern [155, 191] is typically not supported by algorithms that assume
the underlying model to be block-structured.
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• Inability to represent silent actions. In some notations, it is impossible to model
silent actions like the skipping of an activity. Although such events are not explic-
itly recorded in the event log, they need to be reflected in the model. This limits
the expressive power as illustrated by Fig. 6.21.

• Inability to represent duplicate actions. In many notations there cannot be two ac-
tivities having the same label. If the same activity appears in different parts of the
process, but these different instances of the same activity cannot be distinguished
in the event log, then most algorithms will assume a single activity thus creat-
ing causal dependencies (e.g., non-existing loops) that do not exist in the actual
process.

• Inability to model OR-splits/joins. As shown in Chap. 3, YAWL, BPMN, EPCs,
causal nets, etc. allow for the modeling of OR-splits and OR-joins; see for exam-
ple the models depicted in Figs. 3.6, 3.10 and 3.13 using such constructs. If the
representational bias of a discovery algorithm does not allow for OR-splits and
OR-joins, then the discovered model may be more complex or the algorithm is
unable to find a suitable model.

• Inability to represent non-free-choice behavior. Most algorithms do not allow for
non-free-choice constructs, i.e., constructs where concurrency and choice meet.
Figure 6.1 uses a non-free-choice construct, because places p1 and p2 serve both
as an XOR-split (to choose between doing just e or both b and c) and as an AND-
split (to start the concurrent activities b and c). This WF-net can be discovered
by the α-algorithm. However, non-free-choice constructs can also represent non-
local dependencies as is illustrated by the WF-net in Fig. 6.14. Such WF-nets
cannot be discovered by the basic α-algorithm. Whereas WF-nets can express
non-free-choice behavior, many discovery algorithms use a representation that
cannot do so.

• Inability to represent hierarchy. Most process discovery algorithms work on “flat”
models. A notable exception is the Fuzzy Miner [66] that extracts hierarchical
models. Activities that have a lower frequency but that are closely related to other
low frequent activities are grouped into subprocesses. The representational bias
determines whether, in principle, hierarchical models can be discovered or not.

7.1.2 Characteristic 2: Ability to Deal With Noise

Noisy behavior, i.e., exceptional/infrequent behavior, should not be included in the
discovered model (see Sect. 6.4.2). First of all, users typically want to see the main-
stream behavior. Second, it is impossible to infer meaningful information on ac-
tivities or patterns that are extremely rare. Therefore, the more mature algorithms
address this issue by abstracting from exceptional/infrequent behavior. Noise can
be removed by preprocessing the log, or the discovery algorithm can abstract from
noise while constructing the model. The ability or inability to deal with noise is an
important characteristic of a process discovery algorithm.
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7.1.3 Characteristic 3: Completeness Notion Assumed

Related to noise is the issue of completeness. Most process discovery algorithms
make an implicit or explicit completeness assumption. For example, the α-algorithm
assumes that the relation >L is complete, i.e., if one activity can be directly followed
by another activity, then this should be seen at least once in the log. Other algorithms
make other completeness assumptions. Some algorithms assume that the event log
contains all possible traces, i.e., a very strong completeness assumption. This is very
unrealistic and results in overfitting models. Algorithms that are characterized by a
strong completeness assumption tend to overfit the log. A completeness assumption
that is too weak tends to result in underfitting models.

7.1.4 Characteristic 4: Approach Used

There are many different approaches to do the actual discovery. It is impossible to
give a complete overview. Moreover, several approaches are partially overlapping
in terms of the techniques used. Nevertheless, we briefly discuss five characteristic
families of approaches.

7.1.4.1 Direct Algorithmic Approaches

The first family of process discovery approaches extracts some footprint from the
event log and uses this footprint to directly construct a process model. The α-
algorithm [157] is an example of such an approach: relation >L is extracted from the
log and based on this relation a Petri net is constructed. There are several variants of
the α-algorithm [11, 185, 186] using a similar approach. Approaches using so-called
“language-based regions” [19, 28, 170] infer places by converting the event log into
a system of inequations. In this case, the system of inequations can be seen as the
footprint used to construct the Petri net. See [174] for a survey of process mining
approaches producing a Petri net. The approaches described in [66, 183, 184] also
extract footprints from event logs. However, these approaches take frequencies into
account to address issues related to noise and incompleteness.

7.1.4.2 Two-Phase Approaches

The second family of process discovery approaches uses a two-step approach in
which first a “low-level model” (e.g., a transition system or Markov model) is con-
structed. In the second step the low-level model is converted into a “high-level
model” that can express concurrency and other (more advanced) control-flow pat-
terns. An example of such an approach is described in [165]. Here a transition sys-
tem is extracted from the log using a customizable abstraction mechanism. Sub-
sequently, the transition system is converted into a Petri net using so-called “state-
based regions” [34]. The resulting model can be visualized as a Petri net, but can also
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be converted into other notations (e.g. BPMN and EPCs). Similar approaches can be
envisioned using hidden Markov models [9]. Using an Expectation-Maximization
(EM) algorithm such as the Baum–Welch algorithm, the “most likely” Markov
model can be derived from a log. Subsequently this model is converted into high-
level model. A drawback of such approaches is that the representational bias cannot
be exploited during discovery. Moreover, some of the mappings are “lossy”, i.e., the
process model needs to be slightly modified to fit the target language. These algo-
rithms also tend to be rather slow compared to more direct algorithmic approaches.

7.1.4.3 Divide-and-Conquer Approaches

Rather than using a single pass through the event log, it is also possible to try and
break the problem into smaller problems. The inductive miner [88] aims to split
the event log recursively into sublogs. For example, if one group of activities is
preceded by another group of activities, but never the other way around, then we
may deduce that these groups are in a sequence relation. Subsequently, the event log
is decomposed based on the two groups of activities. Next to the sequence relation,
the inductive miner also detects choices, concurrency and loops. The sublogs are
decomposed until they refer to single activity. The way that the log is decomposed
provides a structured process model. Various inductive process discovery techniques
have been developed for process trees (Sect. 3.2.8) [88–91].

7.1.4.4 Computational Intelligence Approaches

Techniques originating from the field of computational intelligence form the ba-
sis for the third family of process discovery approaches. Examples of techniques
are ant colony optimization, genetic programming, genetic algorithms, simulated
annealing, reinforcement learning, machine learning, neural networks, fuzzy sets,
rough sets, and swarm intelligence. These techniques have in common that they use
an evolutionary approach, i.e., the log is not directly converted into a model but uses
an iterative procedure to mimic the process of natural evaluation. It is impossible
to provide an overview of computational intelligence techniques here. Instead we
refer to [9, 102] and use the genetic process mining approach described in [12] as
an example. This approach starts with an initial population of individuals. Each in-
dividual corresponds to a randomly generated process model. For each individual
a fitness value is computed describing how well the model fits with the log. Pop-
ulations evolve by selecting the fittest individuals and generating new individuals
using genetic operators such as crossover (combining parts of two individuals) and
mutation (random modification of an individual). The fitness gradually increases
from generation to generation. The process stops once an individual (i.e., model) of
acceptable quality is found.
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7.1.4.5 Partial Approaches

The approaches described thus far produce a complete end-to-end process model.
It is also possible to focus on rules or frequent patterns. In Sect. 4.5.1, an approach
for mining of sequential patterns was described [131]. This approach is similar to
the discovery of association rules, however, now the order of events is taken into ac-
count. Another technique using an Apriori-like approach is the discovery of frequent
episodes [94] described in Sect. 4.5.2. Here a sliding window is used to analyze how
frequent an “episode” (i.e., a partial order) is appearing. Similar approaches exist to
learn declarative (LTL-based) languages like Declare [162].

In the remainder, we discuss four approaches in more detail: heuristic mining
(Sect. 7.2), genetic process mining (Sect. 7.3), region-based mining (Sect. 7.4), and
inductive mining (Sect. 7.5). The chapter concludes with a historical perspective on
process discovery going back to the classical work of Marc Gold, Anil Nerode, Alan
Biermann, and others.

7.2 Heuristic Mining

Heuristic mining algorithms as described in [183, 184] use a representation simi-
lar to causal nets (see Sect. 3.2.7). Moreover, these algorithms take frequencies of
events and sequences into account when constructing a process model. The basic
idea is that infrequent paths should not be incorporated into the model. Both the
representational bias provided by causal nets and the usage of frequencies makes
the approach much more robust than most other approaches.

7.2.1 Causal Nets Revisited

In Sect. 3.2.7, we introduced the notion of causal nets, also referred to as C-nets.
Figure 7.2 shows another example of a C-net. There is one start activity a rep-
resenting the registration of an insurance claim. There is one end activity e that
closes the case. Activity a has three output bindings: {b, c}, {d} and {e}, indicat-
ing that after completing a, activities b and c are activated, d is activated, or e

is activated. Recall that only valid sequences are considered (see Definition 3.11)
when reasoning about the behavior of a C-net. A binding sequence is valid if the
sequence (a) starts with start activity ai = a, (b) ends with end activity ao = e,
(c) only removes obligations that are pending, and (d) ends without any pend-
ing obligations. Suppose that a occurs with output binding {b, c}. After execut-
ing 〈(a,∅, {b, c})〉, there are two pending obligations: (a, b) and (a, c). This in-
dicates that in the future b should occur with a in its input binding. Similarly,
c should occur with a in its input binding. Executing b removes the obligation
(a, b), but creates a new obligation (b, e), etc. An example of a valid sequence
is 〈(a,∅, {b, c}), (b, {a}, {e}), (c, {a}, {e}), (e, {b, c},∅)〉. At the end, there are no
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Fig. 7.2 Causal net modeling
the handling of insurance
claims

pending obligations. 〈(a,∅, {d}), (d, {a}, {d}), (d, {d}, {e}), (e, {d},∅)〉 is another
valid sequence. Because of the loop involving d there are infinitely many valid se-
quences.

The process modeled by Fig. 7.2 cannot be expressed as a WF-net (assuming
that each transition has a unique visible label). This illustrates that C-nets are a
more suitable representation for process discovery.

There are subtle differences between the notation used in [183, 184] and the C-
nets used in this book. Whereas C-nets are very similar to the notation used in [183],
there are relevant differences with [184]. In the original heuristic mining algorithm
input and output bindings are a conjunction of mutually exclusive disjunctions, e.g.,
O(t)= {{a, b}, {b, c}, {b, d}}means that t will activate a or b, and b or c, and b or d .
These are exclusive or’s. Hence, using the C-net semantics provided in Sect. 3.2.7
this corresponds to O(t)= {{a, c, d}, {b}}, i.e., either just b is activated or a, c and
d are activated. C-nets are more intuitive and also more expressive (in a practical
sense) than the original heuristic nets. Therefore, we use C-nets in the remainder.

7.2.2 Learning the Dependency Graph

To illustrate the basic concepts used by heuristic mining algorithms, we use the
following event log:

L= [〈a, e〉5, 〈a, b, c, e〉10, 〈a, c, b, e〉10, 〈a, b, e〉1, 〈a, c, e〉1,
〈a, d, e〉10, 〈a, d, d, e〉2, 〈a, d, d, d, e〉1]

If we assume the three traces with frequency one to be noise, then the remaining
37 traces in the log correspond to valid sequences of the C-net in Fig. 7.2. Before
explaining how to derive such a C-net, we first apply the α-algorithm to event log L.
The result is shown in Fig. 7.3.

As expected, the α-algorithm does not infer a suitable model. The model does not
allow for frequent traces, such as 〈a, e〉 and 〈a, d, e〉. By accident the model also
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Fig. 7.3 WF-net constructed by the α-algorithm. The resulting model does not allow for 〈a, e〉,
〈a, b, e〉, 〈a, c, e〉, 〈a, d, e〉, 〈a, d, d, e〉, and 〈a, d, d, d, e〉

Table 7.1 Frequency of the
“directly follows” relation in
event log L: |x >L y| is the
number of times x is directly
followed by y in L

|>L| a b c d e

a 0 11 11 13 5

b 0 0 10 0 11

c 0 10 0 0 11

d 0 0 0 4 13

e 0 0 0 0 0

does not allow for infrequent traces such as 〈a, b, e〉, 〈a, c, e〉, and 〈a, d, d, d, e〉.
There are two main problems. One problem is that the α-algorithm has a represen-
tational bias that does not allow for skipping activities (e.g., jumping from a to e)
and cannot handle the requirement that d should be executed at least once when
selected. The other problem is that the α-algorithm does not consider frequencies.
Therefore, we use C-nets and take frequencies into account for heuristic mining.

Table 7.1 shows the number of times one activity is directly followed by another
activity. For instance, |d >L d| = 4, i.e., in the entire log d is followed four times
by another d (two times in 〈a, d, d, e〉2 and two times in 〈a, d, d, d, e〉1). Using
Table 7.1 we can calculate the value of the dependency relation between any pair of
activities.

Definition 7.1 (Dependency measure) Let L be an event log1 over A and
a, b ∈A . |a >L b| is the number of times a is directly followed by b in L, i.e.,

|a >L b| =
∑

σ∈L

L(σ)× ∣
∣
{
1≤ i < |σ | ∣

∣ σ(i)= a ∧ σ(i + 1)= b
}∣
∣

1Note that in this chapter we again assume that the event log is simple (like in Chap. 6) because at
this stage we still abstract from the other perspectives.
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Table 7.2 Dependency measures between the five activities based on event log L

|⇒L| a b c d e

a 0
0+1 = 0 11−0

11+0+1 = 0.92 11−0
11+0+1 = 0.92 13−0

13+0+1 = 0.93 5−0
5+0+1 = 0.83

b 0−11
0+11+1 =−0.92 0

0+1 = 0 10−10
10+10+1 = 0 0−0

0+0+1 = 0 11−0
11+0+1 = 0.92

c 0−11
0+11+1 =−0.92 10−10

10+10+1 = 0 0
0+1 = 0 0−0

0+0+1 = 0 11−0
11+0+1 = 0.92

d 0−13
0+13+1 =−0.93 0−0

0+0+1 = 0 0−0
0+0+1 = 0 4

4+1 = 0.80 13−0
13+0+1 = 0.93

e 0−5
0+5+1 =−0.83 0−11

0+11+1 =−0.92 0−11
0+11+1 =−0.92 0−13

0+13+1 =−0.93 0
0+1 = 0

Fig. 7.4 Dependency graph
using a threshold of 2 for
|>L| and 0.7 for |⇒L|: each
arc shows the |>L| value and
the |⇒L| value between
brackets. For example,
|a >L d| = 13 and
|a⇒L d| = 0.93

|a⇒L b| is the value of the dependency relation between a and b:

|a⇒L b| =
{ |a>Lb|−|b>La|
|a>Lb|+|b>La|+1 if a �= b

|a>La|
|a>La|+1 if a = b

|a⇒L b| produces a value between −1 and 1. If |a⇒L b| is close to 1, then
there is a strong positive dependency between a and b, i.e., a is often the cause of b.
A value close to 1 can only be reached if a is often directly followed by b but b is
hardly ever directly followed by a. If |a⇒L b| is close to −1, then there is a strong
negative dependency between a and b, i.e., b is often the cause of a. There is a spe-
cial case for |a⇒L a|. If a is often followed by a this suggests a loop and a strong
reflexive dependency. However, |a>La|−|a>La|

|a>La|+|a>La|+1 = 0 by definition. Therefore, the

following formula is used: |a⇒L a| = |a>La|
|a>La|+1 . Table 7.2 shows the dependency

measures for event log L.
Using the information in Tables 7.1 and 7.2 we can derive the so-called de-

pendency graph. The dependency graph corresponds to the dependency relation
D ⊆A×A in Definition 3.8. In a dependency graph only arcs are shown that meet
certain thresholds. The dependency graph shown in Fig. 7.4 uses a threshold of 2 for
|>L| and 0.7 for |⇒L|, i.e., an arc between x and y is only included if |x >L y| ≥ 2
and |x⇒L y| ≥ 0.7.
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Fig. 7.5 Dependency graph
using a threshold of 5 for
|>L| and 0.9 for |⇒L|. The
self loop involving d

disappeared because
|d >L d| = 4 < 5 and
|d ⇒L d| = 0.80 < 0.9. The
connection between a and e

disappeared because
|a⇒L e| = 0.83 < 0.9

Figure 7.5 shows another dependency graph based on Tables 7.1 and 7.2 using
higher thresholds. As a result two arcs disappear. Obviously, the dependency graph
does not show the routing logic, e.g., one cannot see that after a, both b and c can be
executed concurrently. Nevertheless, the dependency graph reveals the “backbone”
of the process model.

The two dependency graphs show that, for a given event log, different models
can be generated by adjusting the thresholds. This way the user can decide to focus
on the mainstream behavior or to also include low frequent (i.e., noisy) behavior. In
Figs. 7.4 and 7.5 the set of activities is the same. The two thresholds cannot be used
to remove low frequent activities. This should be done by preprocessing the event
log. For example, one could decide to concentrate on the most frequent activities
and simply remove all other activities from the event log before calculating the
dependency measures. Other techniques such as the one used by the Fuzzy Miner
[66] remove such activities while realizing the dependency graph.

As shown in [183, 184], various refinements can be used to improve the depen-
dency graph. For instance, it is possible to better deal with loops of length two and
long distance dependencies. (See discussion in context of the processes shown in
Figs. 6.13 and 6.14.)

7.2.3 Learning Splits and Joins

The goal of heuristic mining is to extract a C-net C = (A,ai, ao,D, I,O) from the
event log. The nodes of the dependency graph correspond to the set of activities A.
The arcs of the dependency graph correspond to the dependency relation D. In a
C-net, there is a unique start activity ai and a unique end activity ao. This is just a
technicality. One can preprocess the log and insert artificial start and end events to
each trace. Hence the assumption that there is a unique start activity ai and a unique
end activity ao imposes no practical limitations. In fact, it is convenient to have a
clear start and end. We also assume that in the dependency graph all activities are
on a path from ai to ao. Activities that are not on such a path should be removed
or the thresholds need to be adjusted locally such that a minimal set of connections
is established. It makes no sense to include activities that are not on a path from ai
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to ao: such an activity would be dead or could be active before the case starts, and
does not contribute to the completion of the case. Therefore, we can assume that, by
constructing the dependency graph, we already have the core structure of the C-net:
(A,ai, ao,D). Hence, only the functions I ∈A→ AS and O ∈A→ AS need to be
derived to complete the C-net.

Given a dependency graph (A,ai, ao,D), we define ◦a = {a′ ∈ A | (a′, a) ∈D}
and a◦ = {a′ ∈A | (a, a′) ∈D} for any a ∈A. Clearly, I (ai)=O(ao)= {∅}. There
are 2|◦a| − 1 potential elements for I (a) for any a �= ai and 2|a◦| − 1 potential ele-
ments for O(a) for any a �= ao. Consider, for example, the dependency graph shown
in Fig. 7.4. a◦ = {b, c, d, e}. Hence, O(a) has 24−1= 15 potential output bindings:
{b}, {c}, {d}, {e}, {b, c}, {b, d}, . . ., {b, c, d, e}. O(b) has only 21 − 1= 1 possible
element, {e}. I (b) also has just one possible element, {a}. O(d) has 22 − 1= 3 po-
tential output bindings: {d}, {e}, and {d, e}. I (d) also has 22− 1= 3 potential input
bindings, {a}, {d}, and {a, d}.

If there is just one potential binding element, then this element should be taken.
Hence, I (b) = {{a}}, I (c) = {{a}}, O(b) = {{e}}, and O(c) = {{e}}. For the other
input and output bindings, subsets need to be selected based on the event log. To do
this, the event log is replayed on the dependency graph to see how frequent output
sets are triggered.

Consider, for example, O(d). In event log L, activity d is four times followed
by just d and 13 times by just e; d is never followed by both d and e. Therefore,
{e} is definitely included in O(d) because it is the most frequent output binding.
{d} may be included depending on the threshold for including bindings. If we as-
sume that both possible bindings are included, then O(d) = {{d}, {e}}. Similarly,
we find I (d)= {{a}, {d}}. Let us now consider O(a). As indicated earlier there are
24 − 1 = 15 possible output bindings. Replaying the event log on the dependency
graph shows that a is 5 times followed by e (in traces 〈a, e〉5), a is 20 times followed
by both b and c (in traces 〈a, b, c, e〉10 and 〈a, c, b, e〉10), and a is 13 times followed
by d (in traces 〈a, d, e〉10, 〈a, d, d, e〉2, and 〈a, d, d, d, e〉1). Activity a is once fol-
lowed by just b (in trace 〈a, b, e〉) and is once followed by just c (in trace 〈a, c, e〉).
Let us assume that the latter two output bindings are below a preset threshold. Then
O(a)= {{b, c}, {d}, {e}}, i.e., of the 15 possible output bindings only three are fre-
quent enough to be included.

Many replay strategies are possible to determine the frequency of a binding. In
[119, 183, 184] heuristics are used to select the bindings to be included. In [4],
a variant of the A∗ algorithm is used to find an “optimal” replay of traces on the
dependency graph. The semantics of a C-net are global, i.e., the validity of a binding
sequence cannot be determined locally (like in a Petri net). We refer to [4, 119, 183,
184] for example replay strategies.

By replaying the event log on the dependency graph, we can estimate the fre-
quencies of input and output bindings. Using thresholds, it is possible to exclude
bindings based on their frequencies. This results in functions I and O , thus com-
pleting the C-net. Figure 7.6 shows the C-net based on the dependency graph in
Fig. 7.4. As shown O(a)= {{b, c}, {d}, {e}} and I (e)= {{a}, {b, c}, {d}}. Bindings
{b} and {c} are not included in O(a) and I (e) because they occur only once (below
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Fig. 7.6 C-net derived from
the event log L. Each node
shows the frequency of the
corresponding activity. Every
arc has a frequency showing
how often both activities
agreed on a common binding.
The frequencies of input and
output bindings are also
depicted, e.g., 20 of the 40
occurrences of a were
followed by the concurrent
execution of b and c

threshold). Figure 7.6 also shows the frequencies of activities, dependencies, and
bindings. For example, activity a occurred 40 times. The output binding {b, c} of a

occurred 20 times. Activity d occurred 17 times: 13 times triggered by a and 4 times
by d itself. Activity b occurred 21 times. The frequency of the only input binding
{a} is only 20. This difference is caused by the exclusion of the infrequent output
binding {b} of a (this binding occurs only in trace 〈a, b, e〉). A similar difference
can be found for activity c.

Figure 7.7 provides a more intuitive visualization of the C-net of Fig. 7.6. Now
the thickness of the arcs corresponds to the frequencies of the corresponding paths.
Such visualizations are important to get insight into the main process flows. In
Chap. 15, we will adopt the metaphor of a roadmap to visualize process models.
A roadmap highlights highways using thick lines and bright colors. At the same
time insignificant roads are not shown. Figure 7.7 illustrates that the same can be
done using heuristic mining.

The approach presented in this section is quite generic and can be applied to
other representations. A notable example is the fuzzy mining approach described
in [65, 66]. This approach provides an extensible set of parameters to determine
which activities and arcs need to be included. Moreover, the approach can construct
hierarchical models, i.e., less frequent activities may be moved to subprocesses.
Also the metaphor of a roadmap is exploited to create process models that can be
understood easily while providing information on the frequency and importance of
activities and paths (cf. Sect. 15.1.3).

7.3 Genetic Process Mining

The α-algorithm and techniques for heuristic and fuzzy mining provide process
models in a direct and deterministic manner. Evolutionary approaches use an it-
erative procedure to mimic the process of natural evolution. Such approaches are
not deterministic and depend on randomization to find new alternatives. This sec-
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Fig. 7.7 Alternative visualization of the C-net clearly showing the “highways” in the process
model

Fig. 7.8 Overview of the approach used for genetic process mining

tion describes genetic process mining [12] as an example of a process discovery
approach using a technique from the field of computational intelligence.

Figure 7.8 shows an overview of the approach used in [12]. Like in any genetic
algorithm there are four main steps: (a) initialization, (b) selection, (c) reproduction,
and (d) termination.

In the initialization step the initial population is created. This is the first genera-
tion of individuals to be used. Here an individual is a process model. Using the ac-
tivity names appearing in the log, process models are created randomly. There may
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be hundreds or even thousands individuals in each generation. The process models
(i.e., individuals) in the initial population may have little to do with the event log;
the activity names are the same but the behaviors of the initial models are likely to
be very different from the behavior seen in the event log. However, “by accident” the
generated models may have parts that fit parts of the event log due random effects
and the large number of individuals.

In the selection step, the fitness of each individual is computed. A fitness function
determines the quality of the individual in relation to the log.2 In Sect. 6.4.3, we
discussed different ways of measuring the quality of a model. A simple criterion
is the proportion of traces in the log that can be replayed by the model. This is
not a good fitness function, because it is very likely that none of the models in the
initial population can replay any of the traces in the event log. Moreover, using this
criterion an over-general model like the “flower model” would have a high fitness.
Therefore, a more refined fitness function needs to be used that also rewards the
partial correctness of the model and takes into account all four competing quality
criteria described in Sect. 6.4.3. The best individuals, i.e., the process models having
the highest fitness value are moved to the next generation. This is called elitism. For
instance, the best 1% of the current generation is passed on to the next generation
without any modifications. Through tournaments “parents” are selected for creating
new individuals. Tournaments among individuals and elitism should make sure that
the “genetic material of the best process models” has the highest probability of being
used for the next generation: survival of the fittest. As a result, individuals with
a poor fitness are unlikely to survive. Figure 7.8 refers to such models as “dead”
individuals.

In the reproduction phase the selected parent individuals are used to create
new offspring. Here two genetic operators are used: crossover and mutation. For
crossover two individuals are taken and used to create two new models; these end up
in the pool with “child models” shown in Fig. 7.8. These child models share parts of
the genetic material of their parents. The resulting children are then modified using
mutation, e.g., randomly adding or deleting a causal dependency. Mutation is used
to insert new generic material in the next generation. Without mutation, evolution
beyond the genetic material in the initial population is impossible.

Through reproduction (i.e., crossover and mutation) and elitism a new generation
is created. For the models in this generation the fitness is computed. Again the best
individuals move on to the next round (elitism) or are used to produce new offspring.
This is repeated and the expectation is that the “quality” of each generation gets
better and better. The evolution process terminates when a satisfactory solution is
found, i.e., a model having at least the desired fitness. Depending on the event log
it may take a very long time to converge. In fact, due to the representational bias
and noise in the event log there may not be a model that has the desired level of

2Note that we overload the term “fitness” in this book. On the one hand, we use it to refer to
the ability to replay the event log (see Sects. 6.4.3 and 8.2). On the other hand, we use it for the
selection of individuals in genetic process mining. Note that the latter interpretation includes the
former, but also adds other elements of the four criteria mentioned in Sect. 6.4.3.
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fitness. Therefore, other termination criteria may be added (e.g., a maximum number
of generations or stopping when 10 successive generations do not produce better
individuals). When terminating, a model with the best fitness is returned.

The approach described in Fig. 7.8 is very general. When actually implementing
a genetic process mining algorithm the following design choices need to made:

• Representation of individuals. Each individual corresponds to a process model
described in a particular language, e.g., Petri nets, C-nets, BPMN, or EPCs. This
choice is important as it determines the class of processes that can be discovered
(representational bias). Moreover, it should be possible to define suitable genetic
operators for the representation chosen. In [12], a variant of C-nets is used.

• Initialization. For the initial population, models need to be generated randomly.
In [12], two approaches are proposed: (a) an approach where with a certain prob-
ability a causal dependency between two activities is inserted to create C-nets
and (b) an approach in which a randomized variant of heuristic mining is used
to create an initial population with a higher average fitness than purely randomly
generated C-nets.

• Fitness function. Here, the challenge is to define a function that balances the four
competing quality criteria described in Sect. 6.4.3. Many fitness functions can be
defined. The fitness function drives the evolution process and can be used to favor
particular models. In [12], the proportion of events in the log that can be parsed by
the model is computed. This is combined with penalties for having many enabled
activities (cf. the flower model in Fig. 6.23).

• Selection strategy (tournament and elitism). The genetic algorithm needs to de-
termine the fraction of individuals that go to the next round without any changes.
Through elitism it is ensured that good models do not get lost due to crossover or
mutation. There are different approaches to select parents for crossover. In [12],
parents are selected by randomly taking five individuals and then selecting the
best one, i.e., a tournament among five randomly selected models is used.

• Crossover. The goal of crossover is to recombine existing genetic material. The
basic idea is to create a new process model that uses parts of its two parent models.
In [10, 12], both parents are C-nets having the same set of activities. One of
these common activities is selected randomly, say a. Let I1(a) and O1(a) be the
possible bindings of one parent, and let I2(a) and O2(a) be the potential bindings
of the other parent. Now parts of I1(a) are swapped with parts of I2(a) and parts
of O1(a) are swapped with parts of O2(a). Subsequently, both C-nets are repaired
as bindings need to be consistent among activities. The crossover of two parent
models results in two new child models. These child models may be mutated
before being added to the next generation.

• Mutation. The goal of mutation is to randomly insert new genetic material. In
[10, 12], each activity in each child resulting from crossover has a small prob-
ability of being selected for mutation. If this is the case, say a is selected for
mutation, then I (a) or O(a) is randomly modified by adding or removing poten-
tial bindings.

The above list shows that many design decisions need to be taken when developing
a genetic process mining algorithm. We refer to [10, 12] for concrete examples.
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Fig. 7.9 Two parent models (top) and two child models resulting from a crossover. The crossover
points are indicated by the dashed lines

Fig. 7.10 Mutation: a place is removed and an arc is added

An essential choice is the representation of individuals. The approach described in
[10, 12] uses a variant of C-nets similar to the notation used for the initial heuristic
mining algorithm [184]. However, many other representations are possible.

To illustrate the genetic operators, we show a crossover example and a mutation
example. For clarity we use Petri nets to describe the individuals before and after
modification. Figure 7.9 shows two “parent” models and two “child” models result-
ing from crossover. In this example, the crossover point is the line through activities
e and f . Figure 7.10 shows an example of mutation: one place is removed and one
arc is added.

Figures 7.9 and 7.10 nicely illustrate the idea behind the two genetic operators:
crossover and mutation. However, the realization of such operators is not as simple
as these examples suggest. Typically repair actions are needed after crossover and
mutation. For instance, the resulting model may no longer be a WF-net or C-net.
Again we refer to [10, 12] for concrete examples.

Genetic process mining is flexible and robust. Like heuristic mining techniques,
it can deal with noise and incompleteness. The approach can also be adapted and
extended easily. By changing the fitness function it is possible to give preference to
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Fig. 7.11 Every position in a
trace corresponds to a state,
e.g., the state after executing
the first nine events of a trace
consisting of 16 events. To
characterize the state, the past
and/or future can be used as
“ingredients”

particular constructs. Unfortunately, like most evolutionary approaches, genetic pro-
cess mining is not very efficient for larger models and logs. It may take a very long
time to discover a model having an acceptable fitness. In theory, it can be shown
that suitably chosen genetic operators guarantee that eventually a model with opti-
mal fitness will be produced. However, in practice this argument is not useful given
the potentially excessive computation times. It is also useful to combine heuristics
with genetic process mining. In this case, genetic process mining is used to improve
a process model obtained using heuristic mining. This saves computation time and
may result in models that could never have been obtained through conventional al-
gorithms searching only for local dependencies.

7.4 Region-Based Mining

In the context of Petri nets, researchers have been looking at the so-called synthe-
sis problem, i.e., constructing a system model from a description of its behavior.
State-based regions can be used to construct a Petri net from a transition system.
Language-based regions can be used to construct a Petri net from a prefix-closed
language. Synthesis approaches using language-based regions can be applied di-
rectly to event logs. To apply state-based regions, one first needs to create a transi-
tion system.

7.4.1 Learning Transition Systems

To construct a Petri net using state-based regions, we first need to discover a transi-
tion system based on the traces in the event log. Recall that a transition system can
be described by a triplet TS = (S,A,T ) where S is the set of states, A⊆A is the
set of activities, and T ⊆ S ×A× S is the set of transitions. Sstart ⊆ S is the set of
initial states. Send ⊆ S is the set of final states. (See Sect. 3.2.1 for an introduction
to transition systems.)

How to construct TS= (S,A,T ) based on some simple event log L over A , i.e.,
L ∈ B(A ∗)? An obvious choice is to take A to be the set of activities in the simple
event log. In order to determine the set of states, each “position” in each trace in the
log needs to be mapped onto a corresponding state. This is illustrated by Fig. 7.11.
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Let σ ′ = 〈a, b, c, d, c, d, c, d, e, f, a, g,h,h,h, i〉 ∈ L be a trace in the event log.
Every position in this trace, i.e., before the first event, in-between two events, or after
the last event should correspond to a state in the transition system. Consider, for ex-
ample, the state shown in Fig. 7.11. The partial trace σ ′past = 〈a, b, c, d, c, d, c, d, e〉
describes the past of the corresponding case. σ ′future = 〈f,a, g,h,h,h, i〉 describes
the future of this case. A state representation function lstate() is a function that,
given some sequence σ and a number k indicating the number of events of σ that
have occurred, produces some state, e.g., the set of activities that have occurred in
the first k events.

Let σ = 〈a1, a2, . . . , an〉 ∈ L be a trace of length n. lstate
1 (σ, k) = hdk(σ ) =

〈a1, a2, . . . , ak〉 is an example of a state representation function. Recall that hdk(σ )

was defined in Sect. 5.2; the function returns the “head” of the sequence σ consist-
ing of the first k elements. lstate

1 (σ, k) describes the current state by the full history
of the case after k events. For instance, lstate

1 (σ ′,9)= 〈a, b, c, d, c, d, c, d, e〉.
lstate
2 (σ, k) = tln−k(σ ) = 〈ak+1, ak+2, . . . , an〉 is another example of a state rep-

resentation function. lstate
2 (σ, k) describes the current state by the full future of the

case after k events. lstate
2 (σ ′,9)= 〈f,a, g,h,h,h, i〉.

lstate
3 (σ, k)= ∂multiset(hdk(σ ))= [a1, a2, . . . , ak] is a state representation function

converting the full history into a multi-set. This function assumes that for the current
state the order of events is not important, only the frequency of activities matters.
lstate
3 (σ ′,9)= [a1, b1, c3, d3, e1], i.e., in the state shown in Fig. 7.11 a, b, and e have

been executed once and both c and d have been executed three times.
lstate
4 (σ, k) = ∂set(hdk(σ )) = {a1, a2, . . . , ak} is a state representation function

taking a set representation of the full history. For this state representation function
the order and frequency of activities do not matter. For the current state it only mat-
ters which activities have been executed at least once. lstate

4 (σ ′,9)= {a, b, c, d, e}.
Functions lstate

1 (), lstate
3 (), and lstate

4 () all consider the full history of the case
after k events: lstate

1 () does not abstract from the order and frequency of past ac-
tivities, lstate

3 () abstracts from the order, and lstate
4 () abstracts from both order and

frequency. Hence, lstate
4 () provides a coarser abstraction than lstate

1 (). By defini-
tion lstate

4 (σ1, k) = lstate
4 (σ2, k) if lstate

1 (σ1, k) = lstate
1 (σ2, k) (but not the other way

around). Function lstate
2 () is based on the future rather than the past.

Using some state representation function lstate() we can automatically construct
a transition system based on some event log L.

Definition 7.2 (Transition system based on event log) Let L ∈ B(A ∗) be an event
log and lstate() a state representation function. TSL,lstate() = (S,A,T ) is a transition
system based on L and lstate() with:

• S = {lstate(σ, k) | σ ∈ L ∧ 0≤ k ≤ |σ |} is the state space;
• A= {σ(k) | σ ∈ L ∧ 1≤ k ≤ |σ |} is the set of activities;
• T = {(lstate(σ, k), σ (k + 1), lstate(σ, k + 1)) | σ ∈ L ∧ 0≤ k < |σ |} is the set of

transitions;
• Sstart = {lstate(σ,0) | σ ∈ L} is the set of initial states; and
• Send = {lstate(σ, |σ |) | σ ∈ L} is the set of final states.
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Fig. 7.12 Transition system
TSL1,lstate

1 () derived from

L1 = [〈a, b, c, d〉3,
〈a, c, b, d〉2, 〈a, e, d〉] using
lstate
1 (σ, k)= hdk(σ )

Fig. 7.13 Transition system
TSL1,lstate

2 () derived from L1

using lstate
2 (σ, k)= tl|σ |−k(σ )

Fig. 7.14 Transition system
TSL1,lstate

3 () derived from L1

using lstate
3 (σ, k)=

∂multiset(hdk(σ ))

Let us consider event log L1 = [〈a, b, c, d〉3, 〈a, c, b, d〉2, 〈a, e, d〉]. Figure 7.12
shows transition system TSL1,l

state
1 (). Consider, for example, a case with trace σ =

〈a, b, c, d〉. Initially, the case is in state lstate
1 (σ,0)= 〈 〉. After executing a the case

is in state lstate
1 (σ,1) = 〈a〉. After executing b state lstate

1 (σ,2) = 〈a, b〉 is reached.
Executing c results in state lstate

1 (σ,3)= 〈a, b, c〉. Executing the last event d results
in state lstate

1 (σ,4)= 〈a, b, c, d〉. The five states visited by this case are added to the
transition system. The corresponding transitions are also added. The same is done
for 〈a, c, b, d〉 and 〈a, e, d〉, thus resulting in the transition system of Fig. 7.12.

Using state representation function lstate
2 () we obtain transition system TSL1,l

state
2 ()

shown in Fig. 7.13. In this transition system there are three initial states and only
one final state, because this abstraction uses the future rather than the past. Con-
sider, for example, a case with trace σ = 〈a, e, d〉. Initially, the case is in state
lstate
2 (σ,0) = 〈a, e, d〉, i.e., all three activities still need to occur. After executing
a the case is in state lstate

2 (σ,1)= 〈e, d〉. After executing e state lstate
2 (σ,2)= 〈d〉 is

reached. Executing the last event d results in state lstate
2 (σ,3)= 〈 〉.

Transition system TSL1,l
state
3 () is shown in Fig. 7.14. Here, the states are repre-

sented by the multi-sets of activities that have been executed before. For instance,
lstate
3 (〈a, b, c, d〉,3) = [a, b, c]. Because there are no repeated activities TSL1,l

state
4 ()
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Fig. 7.15 Transition system
TSL1,lstate

5 () derived from L1

using
lstate
5 (σ, k)= tl1(hdk(σ ))

is identical to TSL1,l
state
3 () apart from the naming of states, e.g., lstate

4 (〈a, b, c, d〉,3)=
{a, b, c} rather than [a, b, c].

The sets of traces allowed by the three transition systems shown in Figs. 7.12,
7.13, and 7.14 are the same: 〈a, b, c, d〉, 〈a, c, b, d〉, 〈a, e, d〉. This is not always the
case. Add, for example, the trace 〈a, c, b, f,f 〉 to L1. In this case, TSL1,l

state
4 () allows

for traces 〈a, b, c, f,f 〉 and 〈a, c, b, f,f,f,f,f 〉, i.e., b and c may be swapped
and any number of f events is allowed at the end. TSL1,l

state
3 () allows for traces

〈a, b, c, f,f 〉 and 〈a, c, b, f,f 〉, but not 〈a, c, b, f,f,f,f,f 〉. TSL1,l
state
1 () allows

for trace 〈a, c, b, f,f 〉, but not 〈a, b, c, f,f 〉. Since lstate
4 () provides a coarser ab-

straction than lstate
1 (), it generalizes more.

The state representation functions mentioned thus far are just examples. Depend-
ing on the desired abstraction, another state representation function can be defined.
The essential question is whether partially executed cases are considered to be in the
same state or not. For instance, if we assume that only the last activity matters, we
can use state representation function lstate

5 (σ, k)= tl1(hdk(σ )). This results in tran-
sition system TSL1,l

state
5 () shown in Fig. 7.15. Now, states in the transition system are

labeled with the last activity executed. For the initial state this results in the empty
sequence. TSL1,l

state
5 () allows for the traces in the event log, but also traces such as

〈a, b, c, b, c, d〉. Another example is lstate
6 (σ, k) = hd3(tl|σ |−k(σ )), i.e., the state is

determined by the next three events.
Thus far we only considered a simple event log as input. Real-life event logs

contain much more information as was shown in Chap. 5 (cf. Definition 5.3 and the
XES format). Information about resources and data can also be taken into account
when constructing a transition system. This information can be used to identify
states and to label transitions. For example, states may encode whether the customer
being served is a gold or silver customer. Transitions can be labeled with resource
names rather than activity names. See [165] for a systematic treatment of the topic.

A transition system defines a “low-level” process model. Unfortunately, such
models cannot express higher level constructs and suffer from the “state explosion”
problem. As indicated before, a simple process with 10 parallel activities already
results in a transition system with 210 = 1024 states and 10× 210−1 = 5120 tran-
sitions. Fortunately, state-based regions can be used to synthesize a more compact
model from such transition systems.
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Fig. 7.16 Region R

corresponding to place pR .
All activities can be classified
into entering the region
(a and b), leaving the region
(c and d), and non-crossing
(e and f )

7.4.2 Process Discovery Using State-Based Regions

After transforming an event log into a low-level transition system we can synthesize
a Petri net from it. In turn, this Petri net can be used to construct a process model in
some other high-level notation (e.g., BPMN, UML activity diagrams, YAWL, and
EPCs). The challenge is to fold a large transition system into a smaller Petri net
by detecting concurrency. The core idea is to discover regions that correspond to
places. A region is a set of states such that all activities in the transition system
“agree” on the region.

Definition 7.3 (State-based region) Let TS= (S,A,T ) be a transition system and
R ⊆ S be a subset of states. R is a region if for each activity a ∈ A one of the
following conditions hold:

1. All transitions (s1, a, s2) ∈ T enter R, i.e., s1 �∈R and s2 ∈R;
2. All transitions (s1, a, s2) ∈ T exit R, i.e., s1 ∈R and s2 �∈R; or
3. All transitions (s1, a, s2) ∈ T do not cross R, i.e., s1, s2 ∈R or s1, s2 �∈R.

Let R be a region. In this case all activities can be classified into entering the
region, leaving the region, and non-crossing. An activity cannot be entering the
region in one part of the transition system and exiting the region in some other part.
Figure 7.16 illustrates the concept. The dashed rectangle describes a region R, i.e.,
a set of states in the transition system. All activities need to take a position with
respect to this region. All a-labeled transitions enter region R. If there would be a
transition with an a label not connecting a state outside the region to a state inside
the region, then R would not be a region. All b-labeled transitions enter the region,
all c and d labeled transitions exit the region. All e and f labeled transitions do not
cross R, i.e., they always connect two states outside the region or two states inside
the region.
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Fig. 7.17 Transition system TSL,lstate
3 () derived from L1 = [〈a, b, c, d〉3, 〈a, c, b, d〉2, 〈a, e, d〉] is

converted into a Petri net using state-based regions

By definition, the union of two regions is again a region. Therefore, we are only
interested in minimal regions. The basic idea is that each minimal region R corre-
sponds to a place pR in a Petri net as shown in Fig. 7.16. The activities entering the
region become Petri-net transitions having pR as output place, activities leaving the
region become output transitions of pR , and activities that do not cross the region
correspond to Petri-net transitions not connected to pR . Hence, the minimal regions
fully encode a Petri net.

Figure 7.17 illustrates the concept of state-based regions using a concrete exam-
ple. By applying Definition 7.3, we find six minimal regions. Consider for example
R1 = {[a], [a, c]}. All a labeled transitions in the transition system enter R1 (there
is only one), all b labeled transitions exit R1 (there are two such transitions), all e

labeled transitions exit R1 (there is only one), and all other transitions in the transi-
tion system do not cross R1. Hence, R1 is a region corresponding to place p1 with
input transition a and output transitions b and e. R2 = {[a], [a, b]} is another region:
a enters R2, c and e exit R2, and all other transitions in the transition system do not
cross R2. R2 is the region corresponding to place p2 in Fig. 7.17. In the Petri net
constructed based on the six minimal regions, b and c are concurrent.

Figure 7.17 shows a small process with very little concurrency. Therefore, the
transition system and Petri net have similar sizes. However, for larger processes
with lots of concurrency the reduction can be spectacular. The transition system
modeling 10 parallel activities having 210 = 1024 states and 10 × 210−1 = 5120
transitions, can be reduced into a Petri net with only 20 places and 10 transitions.
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The transition system in Fig. 7.17 was obtained from log L1 using state represen-
tation function lstate

3 (). In fact, in this example, the discovered process model using
this two-step approach is identical to the model discovered by the α-algorithm. This
demonstrates that a two-step approach can be used to convert an event log into
a Petri net. Therefore, process discovery using transition system construction and
state-based regions is an alternative to the approaches presented thus far.

Figure 7.17 only conveys the basic idea behind regions [51]. The synthesis of
Petri nets using state-based regions is actually more involved and can be customized
to favor particular process patterns. As shown in [34], any finite transition system
can be converted into a bisimilar Petri net, i.e., the behaviors of the transition system
and Petri net are equivalent even if we consider the moment of choice (see Sect. 6.3).
However, for some Petri nets it may be necessary to perform “label splitting”. As a
result the Petri net may have multiple transitions referring to the same activity. This
way the WF-net shown in Fig. 6.20 can be discovered. Moreover, it is also possible
to enforce the resulting Petri net to have particular properties, e.g., free-choice [45].
See [165] for more information about the two-step approach.

Classical state-based regions aim at producing a Petri net that is bisimilar to
the transition system. This means that while constructing the Petri net the behavior
is not generalized. Therefore, it is important to select a coarser state representation
function when constructing the transition system. For larger processes, a state repre-
sentation function like lstate

1 () definitely results in an overfitting model that can only
replay the log without any form of generalization. Many abstractions (i.e., state rep-
resentation functions) are possible to balance between overfitting and underfitting.
In [165], these are described systematically.

7.4.3 Process Discovery Using Language-Based Regions

As illustrated by Fig. 7.16, the goal of state-based regions is to determine the places
in a Petri net. Language-based regions also aim at finding such places but do not
use a transition system as input; instead some “language” is used as input. Several
techniques and variants of the problem have been defined. In this section we only
present the basic idea and refer to literature for details [16, 19, 28, 170].

Suppose, we have an event log in which the events refer to a set of activities A.
For this log one could construct a Petri net N∅ with the set of transitions being A

and no places. Since a transition without any input places is continuously enabled,
this Petri net is able to reproduce the log. In fact, the Petri net N∅ can reproduce
any log over A. In Sect. 6.4.3, we referred to such a model as the “flower model”.
There we added places and transitions to model this behavior in terms of a WF-net.
However, the idea is the same. Adding places to the Petri net N∅ can only limit the
behavior.

Consider, for example, place pR in Fig. 7.18. Removing place pR will not re-
move any behavior. However, adding pR may remove behavior possible in the Petri
net without this place. The behavior gets restricted when a place is empty while
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Fig. 7.18 Region
R = (X,Y, c) corresponding
to place pR :
X = {a1, a2, c1} = •pR ,
Y = {b1, b2, c1} = pR•, and
c is the initial marking of pR

one of its output transitions wants to consume a token from it. For example, b1
is blocked if pR is unmarked while all other input places of b1 are marked. Sup-
pose now that we have a set of traces L. If these traces are possible in the net with
place pR , then they are also possible in the net without pR . The reverse does not
always hold. This triggers the question whether pR can be added without disabling
any of the traces in L. This is what regions are all about.

Definition 7.4 (Language-based region) Let L ∈ B(A ∗) be a simple event log.
R = (X,Y, c) is a region of L if and only if:

• X ⊆A is the set of input transitions of R;
• Y ⊆A is the set of output transitions of R;
• c ∈ {0,1} is the initial marking of R; and
• For any σ ∈ L, k ∈ {1, . . . , |σ |}, σ1 = hdk−1(σ ), a = σ(k), σ2 = hdk(σ ) =

σ1 ⊕ a:

c+
∑

t∈X

∂multiset(σ1)(t)−
∑

t∈Y

∂multiset(σ2)(t)≥ 0

R = (X,Y, c) is a region of L if and only if inserting a place pR with •pR =A,
pR• = B , and initially c tokens does not disable the execution of any of the traces
in L. To check this, Definition 7.4 inspects all events in the event log. Let σ ∈ L be
a trace in the log. a = σ(k) is the k-th event in this trace. This event should not be
disabled by place pR . Therefore, we calculate the number of tokens M(pR) that are
in this place just before the occurrence of the k-th event.

M(pR)= c+
∑

t∈X

∂multiset(σ1)(t)−
∑

t∈Y

∂multiset(σ1)(t)

σ1 = hdk−1(σ ) is the partial trace of events that occurred before the occurrence of
the k-th event. ∂multiset(σ1) converts this partial trace into a multi-set. ∂multiset(σ1)

is also known as the Parikh vector of σ1.
∑

t∈X ∂multiset(σ1)(t) counts the number
of tokens produced for place pR ,

∑
t∈Y ∂multiset(σ1)(t) counts the number of tokens

consumed from this place, and c is the initial number of tokens in pR . Therefore,
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M(pR) is indeed the number of tokens in pR just before the occurrence of the k-th
event. This number should be positive. In fact, there should be at least one token in
pR if a ∈ Y . In other words, M(pR) minus the number of tokens consumed from
pR by the k-th event should be non-negative. Hence

M(pR)−
∑

t∈Y

∂multiset
(〈a〉)(t)= c+

∑

t∈X

∂multiset(σ1)(t)−
∑

t∈Y

∂multiset(σ2)(t)≥ 0

This shows that a region R, according to Definition 7.4, indeed corresponds to a
so-called feasible place pR , i.e., a place that can be added without disabling any of
the traces in the event log.

The requirement stated in Definition 7.4 can also be formulated in terms of an
inequation system. To illustrate this we use an example log from Chap. 6,

L9 =
[〈a, c, d〉45, 〈b, c, e〉42]

There are five activities. For each activity t we introduce two variables, xt and yt .
xt = 1 if transition t produces a token for pR and xt = 0 if not. yt = 1 if transition
t consumes a token from pR and yt = 0 if not. A potential region R = (X,Y, c)

corresponds to an assignment for all of these variables: xt = 1 if t ∈ X, xt = 0 if
t �∈X, yt = 1 if t ∈ Y , yt = 0 if t �∈ Y . The requirement stated in Definition 7.4 can
now be reformulated in terms of the variables xa , xb , xc, xd , xe, ya , yb , yc, yd , ye ,
and c:

c− ya ≥ 0

c+ xa − (ya + yc)≥ 0

c+ xa + xc − (ya + yc + yd)≥ 0

c− yb ≥ 0

c+ xb − (yb + yc)≥ 0

c+ xb + xc − (yb + yc + ye)≥ 0

c, xa, . . . , xe, ya, . . . , ye ∈ {0,1}
Note that these inequations are based on all non-empty prefixes of 〈a, c, d〉 and
〈b, c, e〉. Any solution of this linear inequation system corresponds to a region. Some
example solutions are:

R1 =
(∅, {a, b},1

)

c= ya = yb = 1, xa = xb = xc = xd = xe = yc = yd = ye = 0

R2 =
({a, b}, {c},0

)

xa = xb = yc = 1, c= xc = xd = xe = ya = yb = yd = ye = 0

R3 =
({c}, {d, e},0

)

xc = yd = ye = 1, c= xa = xb = xd = xe = ya = yb = yc = 0
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Fig. 7.19 WF-net constructed using regions R1, . . . ,R6: p1 corresponds to R1 = (∅, {a, b},1),
p2 corresponds to R2 = ({a, b}, {c},0), etc.

R4 =
({d, e},∅,0

)

xd = xe = 1, c= xa = xb = xc = ya = yb = yc = yd = ye = 0

R5 =
({a}, {d},0

)

xa = yd = 1, c= xb = xc = xd = xe = ya = yb = yc = ye = 0

R6 =
({b}, {e},0

)

xb = ye = 1, c= xa = xc = xd = xe = ya = yb = yc = yd = 0

Consider, for example, R6 = ({b}, {e},0). This corresponds to the solution xb =
ye = 1 and c= xa = xc = xd = xe = ya = yb = yc = yd = 0. If we fill out the values
in the inequation system, we can see that this is indeed a solution. If we construct a
Petri net based on these six regions, we obtain the WF-net shown in Fig. 7.19.

Suppose that the trace 〈a, c, e〉 is added to event log L9. This results in three
additional inequations:

c− ya ≥ 0

c+ xa − (ya + yc)≥ 0

c+ xa + xc − (ya + yc + ye)≥ 0

Only the last inequation is new. Because of this inequation, xb = ye = 1 and c =
xa = xc = xd = xe = ya = yb = yc = yd = 0 is no longer a solution. Hence, R6 =
({b}, {e},0) is not a region anymore and place p6 needs to be removed from the
WF-net shown in Fig. 7.19. After removing this place, the resulting WF-net indeed
allows for 〈a, c, e〉.

One of the problems of directly applying language-based regions is that the linear
inequation system has many solutions. Few of these solutions correspond to sensible
places. For example, xa = xb = yd = ye = 1 and c = xc = xd = xe = ya = yb =
yc = 0 also defines a region: R7 = ({a, b}, {d, e},0). However, adding this place to
Fig. 7.19 would only clutter the diagram. Another example is c= xa = xb = yc = 1
and xc = xd = xe = ya = yb = yd = ye = 0, i.e., region R8 = ({a, b}, {c},1). This
region is a weaker variant R2 as the place is initially marked.
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Another problem is that classical techniques for language-based regions aim at a
Petri net that does not allow for any behavior not seen in the log [19]. This means
that the log is considered to be complete. As shown before, this is very unrealistic
and results in models that are complex and overfitting. To address these problems
dedicated techniques have been proposed. For instance, in [170] it is shown how to
avoid overfitting and how to ensure that the resulting model has desirable properties
(WF-net, free-choice, etc.). Nevertheless, pure region-based techniques tend to have
problems handling noise and incompleteness. Therefore, combinations of heuristic
mining and region-based techniques seem more suitable for practical applications.

7.5 Inductive Mining

A range of inductive process discovery techniques exist for the process trees intro-
duced in Sect. 3.2.8 [88–91]. Whereas Petri nets, WF-nets, BPMN models, EPCs,
YAWL models, and UML activity diagrams may suffer from deadlocks, livelocks,
and other anomalies, process trees are sound by construction. This section intro-
duces the basic inductive mining approach. The inductive mining framework is
highly extendible and allows for many variants of the basic approach. The “fam-
ily” of inductive mining techniques includes members that can handle infrequent
behavior and deal with huge models and logs while ensuring formal correctness cri-
teria such as the ability to rediscover the original model (in the limit). The results
returned by these techniques can easily be converted to other notations ranging from
Petri nets and BPMN models to process calculi and statecharts. Inductive mining is
currently one of the leading process discovery approaches due to its flexibility, for-
mal guarantees and scalability.

7.5.1 Inductive Miner Based on Event Log Splitting

Given a simple event log L ∈ B(A∗) (i.e., a multi-set of traces over some set of
activities A) we would like to discover a process tree Q ∈QA. Consider, for exam-
ple, event log L1 = [〈a, b, c, d〉3, 〈a, c, b, d〉2, 〈a, e, d〉] consisting of 6 cases and 23
events. The α-algorithm creates the WF-net N1 = α(L1) shown in Fig. 7.20 (left-
hand side). The basic Inductive Miner (IM) will produce the equivalent process tree
Q1 = IM(L1)=→(a,×(∧(b, c), e), d) also shown in Fig. 7.20 (right-hand side).
The process tree can be automatically converted into the WF-net produced by the
α-algorithm using the conversion shown in Fig. 3.18 followed by a reduction remov-
ing superfluous silent transitions. Any process tree can be converted to an equivalent
WF-net, BPMN model, etc. Moreover, the basic Inductive Miner (IM) can discover
a much wider class of processes and learn “correct” process models in situations
where the α-algorithm and many other algorithms fail.

We use several simple examples to explain the approach. For clarity we first
assume that there are no duplicate or silent activities, i.e., in the process trees used
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Fig. 7.20 WF-net N1 (left) and process tree Q1 (right) discovered for L1 = [〈a, b, c, d〉3,
〈a, c, b, d〉2, 〈a, e, d〉]

to generate the example logs there are no two leaves with the same activity label and
no leaves with a τ label. Later we relax this assumption.

The basic IM algorithm uses the directly-follows graph that corresponds to the
“directly follows” relation (>L) used by the α-algorithm. Other elements such as
“eventually follows” or the dependency measures used for the dependency graph
can also be used in the Inductive Miner (IM) framework. Frequencies provide im-
portant information for process discovery. However, we start by looking at ingredi-
ents similar to the ones used by the α-algorithm: the directly follows relation, start
activities, and end activities.

Definition 7.5 (Directly-follows graph) Let L be an event log, i.e., L ∈ B(A ∗).
The directly-follows graph of L is G(L)= (AL, #→L,Astart

L ,Aend
L ) with:

• AL = {a ∈ σ | σ ∈ L} is the set of activities in L,
• #→L= {(a, b) ∈A×A | a >L b} is the directly follows relation,3

• Astart
L = {a ∈A | ∃σ∈La = first(σ )} is the set of start activities, and

• Aend
L = {a ∈A | ∃σ∈La = last(σ )} is the set of end activities.

The IM algorithm iteratively splits the initial event log into smaller sublogs. For
any sublog L we can create a directly-follows graph G(L). a #→L b if a was directly
followed by b somewhere in L. a �#→L b if a was never directly followed by b. #→+L is
the transitive closure of #→L. a #→+L b if there is a non-empty path from a to b in
G(L), i.e., there exists a sequence of activities a1, a2, . . . , ak such that k ≥ 2, a1 = a

and ak = b and ai #→L ai+1 for i ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1}. a �#→+L b if there is no path from
a to b in the directly-follows graph.

To understand how the IM algorithm learns Q1 = IM(L1) =→(a,×(∧(b, c),

e), d) shown in Fig. 7.20 from event log L1 = [〈a, b, c, d〉3, 〈a, c, b, d〉2, 〈a, e, d〉],
consider Fig. 7.21 and Fig. 7.22. G1 = G(L1) in Fig. 7.21 is the directly-follows
graph of L1. Note that a #→L1 b because of the arc between a and b in G1. a �#→L1 d

and a #→+L1
d because there is a path from a to d , but no arc between a and d .

3a >L b if and only if there is a trace σ = 〈t1, t2, t3, . . . , tn〉 and i ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1} such that σ ∈ L

and ti = a and ti+1 = b (see Definition 6.3).
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Fig. 7.21 G1 is the directly-follows graph for L1 = [〈a, b, c, d〉3, 〈a, c, b, d〉2, 〈a, e, d〉]. The
event log is recursively cut into smaller sublogs using the directly-follows graphs of these sublogs

Fig. 7.22 The different
sublogs created when
learning process tree
Q1 =→(a,×(∧(b, c), e), d)

for L1 = [〈a, b, c, d〉3,
〈a, c, b, d〉2, 〈a, e, d〉]

Astart
L1

= {a} as denoted by the incoming arc. Aend
L1
= {d} as denoted by the outgoing

arc.
We would like to split L1 recursively until we find sublogs of the form [〈x〉k],

i.e., sublogs corresponding to the execution of activity x. To find out how to split
the event log in each step, we try to find so-called cuts in the directly-follows graph
of the (sub)log we would like to split. We consider exclusive-choice cuts, sequence
cuts, parallel cuts, and redo-loop cuts corresponding to the four process tree opera-
tors (×, →, ∧, and �).

Directly-follows graph G1 =G(L1) in Fig. 7.21 is cut into three smaller directly-
follows graphs (G1a , G1b , and G1c) using sequence cut (→, {a}, {b, c, e}, {d}). The
cut splits the set of activities in three disjoint subsets such that arcs only go from left
to right. The formal definition of a sequence cut is given later. Based on the sequence
cut, event log L1 is split into L1a = [〈a〉6], L1b = [〈b, c〉3, 〈c, b〉2, 〈e〉], and L1c =
[〈d〉6]. These sublogs are created by projecting the original event log on the three
disjoint subsets of activities in cut (→, {a}, {b, c, e}, {d}). Note that each event in
L1 ends up in precisely one of the sublogs. Using the three sublogs, we create three
new directly-follows graphs, G1a = G(L1a), G1b = G(L1b), and G1c = G(L1c).
These graphs are shown in Fig. 7.21. G1a =G(L1a) and G1c =G(L1c) represent
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base cases, i.e., subprocesses consisting of a single activity executed once per case.
G1b is not a base case and needs to be split further.

IM(L1) = →(IM(L1a), IM(L1b), IM(L1c)) because of the sequence cut.
Since IM(L1a) = a and IM(L1c) = d , this can be rewritten as IM(L1) =
→(a, IM(L1b), d). Next we compute IM(L1b) using G1b = G(L1b) in Fig. 7.21.
Directly-follows graph G1b = G(L1b) is cut into two smaller directly-follows
graphs using exclusive-choice cut (×, {b, c}, {e}). The exclusive-choice cut splits
the set of activities in two disjoint subsets such that there are no arcs going from one
set to the other (and vice versa). Based on the sequence cut, event log L1b is split
into L1d = [〈b, c〉3, 〈c, b〉2] and L1e = [〈e〉]. Again each event ends up in precisely
one of the sublogs. However, because of the nature of the exclusive-choice cut, we
partitioned the traces based on the activities they contain rather than projecting trace
on disjoint activity sets.

IM(L1b) = ×(IM(L1d), IM(L1e)) because of the exclusive-choice cut.
IM(L1e) = e corresponds again to the base case: In each trace in the sublog, ac-
tivity d is executed once (compare G1e with G1a and G1c). It remains to compute
IM(L1d). Figure 7.21 shows directly-follows graph G1d = G(L1d) which is cut
into two smaller directly-follows graphs using parallel cut (∧, {b}, {c}). The par-
allel cut splits the set of activities in two disjoint subsets such that every activity
in one set is connected to all activities in the other set (and vice versa). Based
on the parallel cut, event log L1d is split into L1f = [〈b〉5] and L1g = [〈c〉5].
G1f = G(L1f ) and G1g = G(L1g) are shown in Fig. 7.21 and correspond to the
base case. Hence, IM(L1f )= b and IM(L1g)= c. Therefore, IM(L1d)= ∧(b, c),
IM(L1b)=×(∧(b, c), e), IM(L1)=→(a,×(∧(b, c), e), d).

Process tree Q1 = IM(L1) =→(a,×(∧(b, c), e), d) was computed by recur-
sively applying a sequence cut, an exclusive-choice cut, and a parallel cut. Fig-
ure 7.22 shows the process tree and the sublogs created during discovery. The leaves
correspond to base cases. The inner nodes correspond to operators used to cut the
event log in sublogs.

Definition 7.6 (Cut) Let L be an event log with corresponding directly-follows
graph G(L) = (AL, #→L,Astart

L ,Aend
L ). Let n ≥ 1. An n-ary cut of G(L) is a par-

tition of AL into pairwise disjoint sets A1,A2, . . . ,An: AL = ⋃
i∈{1,...,n}Ai and

Ai ∩ Aj = ∅ for i �= j . Notation is (⊕,A1,A2, . . . ,An) with ⊕ ∈ {→,×,∧,�}.
For each type of operator (→, ×, ∧, and �) specific conditions apply:

• An exclusive-choice cut of G(L) is a cut (×,A1,A2, . . . ,An) such that

– ∀i,j∈{1,...,n}∀a∈Ai
∀b∈Aj

i �= j ⇒ a �#→L b.

• A sequence cut of G(L) is a cut (→,A1,A2, . . . ,An) such that

– ∀i,j∈{1,...,n}∀a∈Ai
∀b∈Aj

i < j ⇒ (a #→+L b ∧ b �#→+L a).

• A parallel cut of G(L) is a cut (∧,A1,A2, . . . ,An) such that

– ∀i∈{1,...,n} Ai ∩Astart
L �= ∅ ∧ Ai ∩Aend

L �= ∅ and
– ∀i,j∈{1,...,n}∀a∈Ai

∀b∈Aj
i �= j ⇒ a #→L b.
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Fig. 7.23 Four types of cuts, (⊕,A1,A2, . . . ,An) with ⊕∈ {×,→,∧,�}

• A redo-loop cut of G(L) is a cut (�,A1,A2, . . . ,An) such that

– n≥ 2,
– Astart

L ∪Aend
L ⊆A1,

– {a ∈A1 | ∃i∈{2,...,n}∃b∈Ai
a #→L b} ⊆Aend

L ,
– {a ∈A1 | ∃i∈{2,...,n}∃b∈Ai

b #→L a} ⊆Astart
L ,

– ∀i,j∈{2,...,n}∀a∈Ai
∀b∈Aj

i �= j ⇒ a �#→L b,
– ∀i∈{2,...,n}∀b∈Ai

∃a∈Aend
L

a #→L b ⇒ ∀a′∈Aend
L

a′ #→L b, and

– ∀i∈{2,...,n}∀b∈Ai
∃a∈Astart

L
b #→L a ⇒ ∀a′∈Astart

L
b #→L a′.

A cut (⊕,A1,A2, . . . ,An) with ⊕ ∈ {→,×,∧,�} of directly-follows graph G(L)

is maximal if there is no cut (⊕,A′1,A′2, . . . ,A′m) with m > n. Cut (⊕,A1,A2, . . . ,

An) is called trivial if n= 1.

The four types of cuts are illustrated in Fig. 7.23. These are based on the
characteristics of the four process tree operators assuming that there are no du-
plicate or silent activities. Definition 3.14 describes the semantics of operator
⊕ ∈ {×,→,∧,�}. It is easy to verify that these operators indeed leave the “fin-
gerprints” shown in Fig. 7.23.

Consider four simple process trees, Qab = ×(a, b), Qcd = →(c, d), Qef =
∧(e, f ), and Qgh =�(g,h). L (Qab)= {〈a〉, 〈b〉}, L (Qcd)= {〈c, d〉}, L (Qef )=
{〈e, f 〉, 〈f, e〉}, L (Qgh)= {〈g〉, 〈g,h,g〉, 〈g,h,g,h, g〉, . . .}.

Consider now the directly-follows graph of an event log L generated by ×(Qab,

Qcd,Qef ,Qgh) that is directly-follows complete. An event log L generated from
a process tree is directly-follows complete if directly-follows graph G(L) is
maximal, i.e., all activities, all start activities, all end activities, and all pos-
sible direct successions have been observed. Clearly, the exclusive-choice cut
(×, {a, b}, {c, d}, {e, f }, {g,h}) meets the requirement stated in Definition 7.6 for
any directly-follows complete log. For example, a �#→L c, d �#→L h, etc. The activi-
ties in the pairwise disjoint activity sets never follow one another directly.
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Next, we consider the directly-follows graph of an event log L generated by
→(Qab,Qcd,Qef ,Qgh) that is directly-follows complete. The sequence cut (→,

{a, b}, {c, d}, {e, f }, {g,h}) meets the requirements stated in Definition 7.6. For ex-
ample, a #→+L c, c �#→+L a, a #→+L e, e �#→+L a, etc. Activities in different subsets need
to be strictly ordered to apply this cut.

The directly-follows graph of a directly-follows complete event log L generated
by ∧(Qab,Qcd,Qef ,Qgh) allows for parallel cut (∧, {a, b}, {c, d}, {e, f }, {g,h}).
The first requirement stated in Definition 7.6 ensures that each of the activity subsets
has at least one start and one end activity. The second requirement states that any
two activities in different subsets can directly follow one another (e.g., a #→L c,
c #→L a, a #→L e, e #→L a, etc.). Both requirements are satisfied by the nature of
parallel composition.

The directly-follows graph of a directly-follows complete event log L gener-
ated by �(Qab,Qcd,Qef ,Qgh) allows for redo-loop cut (�, {a, b}, {c, d}, {e, f },
{g,h}). Each of the seven requirements in Definition 7.6 is satisfied. All start and
end activities are in the “do part” of the redo-loop, i.e., Astart

L ∪ Aend
L = {a, b} ∪

{a, b} ⊆ {a, b}. All connections run via a and b, e.g., a #→L c, d #→L a, b #→L c,
d #→L b, etc. In a redo loop, the directly-follows graph must contain a clear set of
start and end activities. All connections between the different child nodes must go
through these activities.

The IM algorithm works as follows. Given an event log, the directly-follows
graph is constructed. If there is a non-trivial exclusive-choice cut, then a maximal
exclusive-choice cut is applied splitting the event log into smaller event logs. If there
is no non-trivial exclusive-choice cut, but there is a non-trivial sequence cut, then
a maximal sequence cut is applied splitting the event log into smaller event logs.
If there are no non-trivial exclusive-choice and sequence cuts, but there is a non-
trivial parallel cut, then a maximal parallel cut is applied splitting the event log into
smaller event logs. If there are no non-trivial exclusive-choice, sequence and parallel
cuts, but there is a redo-loop cut, then a maximal redo-loop cut is applied splitting
the event log into smaller event logs. After splitting the event log into sublogs the
procedure is repeated until a base case (sublog with only one activity) is reached.

How the event log is split into sublogs depends on the operator. In case of an
exclusive-choice cut, the traces are split as a whole. In case of a sequence cut and
parallel cut, the traces are projected on the respective sets of activities, i.e., each
sublog has a projected trace for each trace in the log that needs to be split. In case
of a redo-loop cut, the loops are unfolded and a trace is created for every iteration.
Empty traces are handled in a dedicated manner (based on the operator) and result in
the insertion of τ activities. For example, exclusive choice cut (×,A1,A2, . . . ,An)

may result in ×(Q1,Q2, . . . ,Qn, τ ) if there are empty traces in the log to be split.
If there are no non-trivial cuts meeting the requirements in Definition 7.6,

a fall-through is selected. The part that cannot be split is presented by a so-called
flower model (“anything can happen”), similar to the one introduced in Sect. 6.4.3.
For example, the flower model in Fig. 6.23 can be represented as process tree
�(τ, a, b, c, d, e, f, g,h) allowing for any trace involving activities a–h.

Suppose the sublog L′ for which no cut is applicable contains activities {a1, a2,

. . . , am}. Fall-through IM(L′) = �(τ, a1, a2, . . . , am) is selected, i.e., the subpro-
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Fig. 7.24 WF-net N2 (left) and process tree Q2 (right) discovered for L2 = [〈a, b, c, d〉3,
〈a, c, b, d〉4, 〈a, b, c, e, f, b, c, d〉2, 〈a, c, b, e, f, b, c, d〉2, 〈a, b, c, e, f, c, b, d〉, 〈a, c, b, e, f, b, c,

e, f, c, b, d〉]

Fig. 7.25 G2 is the directly-follows graph for L2. The other directly-follows graphs correspond
to the various sublogs

cess is represented by a subtree that allows for any behavior involving activities
{a1, a2, . . . , am}. The fall-through serves as a last resort ensuring fitness, but possi-
bly resulting in lower precision.

In the base case, the sublog L′ contains only events corresponding to a particular
activity, say a. If the sublog is of the form L′ = [〈a〉k] with k ≥ 1 (i.e., a occurs
once in each trace), then IM(L′) = a. If the sublog is of the form L′ = [〈 〉k, 〈a〉l]
with k, l ≥ 1, then IM(L′) = ×(a, τ ) because a is sometimes skipped. If a is
executed at least once in each trace in the sublog and sometimes multiple times
(e.g., L′ = [〈a〉9, 〈a, a〉2, 〈a, a, a〉]), then IM(L′)=�(a, τ ). In all other cases (e.g.,
L′ = [〈 〉3, 〈a〉4, 〈a, a, a〉]), IM(L′) = �(τ, a) because a is executed zero or more
times in the traces of sublog L.

To illustrate the IM algorithm better, we consider a slightly larger event log,

L2 =
[〈a, b, c, d〉3, 〈a, c, b, d〉4, 〈a, b, c, e, f, b, c, d〉2, 〈a, c, b, e, f, b, c, d〉2,
〈a, b, c, e, f, c, b, d〉, 〈a, c, b, e, f, b, c, e, f, c, b, d〉]

This log could have been generated by the WF-net N2 or process tree Q2 =
→(a,�(∧(b, c),→(e, f )), d) both shown in Fig 7.24.

The IM algorithm starts by creating the directly-follows graph G2 =G(L2) for
event log L2 (see Fig. 7.25). Since there is no non-trivial exclusive-choice cut, we
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try a sequence cut. The maximal sequence cut (→, {a}, {b, c, e, f }, {d}) is shown in
Fig. 7.25. Based on this cut, three sublogs are created:

L2a =
[〈a〉13]

L2b =
[〈b, c〉3, 〈c, b〉4, 〈b, c, e, f, b, c〉2, 〈c, b, e, f, b, c〉2, 〈b, c, e, f, c, b〉,
〈c, b, e, f, b, c, e, f, c, b〉]

L2c =
[〈d〉13]

Event log L2a (L2c) has directly-follows graph G2a = G(L2a) (G2c = G(L2c)).
Both correspond to base cases and are represented by subtrees IM(L2a) = a

and IM(L2c) = d . G2b = G(L2b) in Fig. 7.25 is the directly-follows graph
for sublog L2b . There are no non-trivial exclusive-choice, sequence or par-
allel cuts. Therefore, we apply the maximal redo-loop cut (�, {b, c}, {e, f })
shown in Fig. 7.25. Note that all seven requirements stated in Definition 7.6
are satisfied. Using the redo-loop cut, sublog L2b is split into two smaller
sublogs, L2d = [〈b, c〉11, 〈c, b〉9] and L2e = [〈e, f 〉7]. Note that some traces
in L2b correspond to multiple traces in L2d and L2e . Consider, for example,
〈c, b, e, f, b, c, e, f, c, b〉 ∈ L2b which is split into five smaller traces (〈c, b〉, 〈e, f 〉,
〈b, c〉, 〈e, f 〉, and 〈c, b〉) distributed over L2d and L2e. Subsequently, the IM al-
gorithm selects the parallel cut (∧, {b}, {c}) in G2d , the directly-follows graph cre-
ated for L2d . The resulting sublogs L2f = [〈b〉20] and L2g = [〈c〉20] correspond
to base cases. Hence, IM(L2f )= b, IM(L2g)= c, and IM(L2d)= ∧(b, c). G2e is
the directly-follows graph created for L2e . The IM algorithm selects the sequence
cut (→, {e}, {f }). The resulting sublogs L2h = [〈e〉7] and L2i = [〈f 〉7] corre-
spond to base cases. Hence, IM(L2h)= e, IM(L2i )= f , and IM(L2e)=→(e, f ).
IM(L2b)=�(∧(b, c),→(e, f )). By combining the results for the subtrees, we find
Q2 = IM(L2)=→(a,�(∧(b, c),→(e, f )), d).

Finally, we revisit the example from Chap. 2 (cf. Table 2.2). The IM algorithm
is able to discover the same model as the α-algorithm. For any directly-follows
complete event log generated by the WF-net in Fig. 7.27, the IM algorithm discovers
a process tree equivalent to →(a,�(→(∧(×(b, c), d), e), f ),×(g,h)).

7.5.2 Characteristics of the Inductive Miner

The IM algorithm returns a specific process tree. However, there may be several pro-
cess trees having a same behavior. For example,×(a, b, c) and×(c,×(b, a)) are in-
distinguishable, i.e., L (×(a, b, c)) = L (×(c,×(b, a))) = {〈a〉, 〈b〉, 〈c〉}. ∧(a, b)

and ∧(b, a, τ ) are also indistinguishable, i.e., L (∧(a, b)) = L (∧(b, a, τ )) =
{〈a, b〉, 〈b, a〉}. We consider two process trees Q1 and Q2 to be equivalent if
L (Q1)=L (Q2) (i.e., trace equivalence).

The ordering of the children of a parallel or exclusive choice operator does not
matter. We assume the IM algorithm to be deterministic and pick a particular order.
Therefore, we can write IM(L).
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Fig. 7.26 The different sublogs created when learning process tree Q2 = →(a,�(∧(b, c),

→(e, f )), d) for L2 = [〈a, b, c, d〉3, 〈a, c, b, d〉4, 〈a, b, c, e, f, b, c, d〉2, 〈a, c, b, e, f, b, c, d〉2,
〈a, b, c, e, f, c, b, d〉, 〈a, c, b, e, f, b, c, e, f, c, b, d〉]

Fig. 7.27 The process model discovered by the α-algorithm for event log [〈a, b, d, e,h〉,
〈a, d, c, e, g〉, 〈a, c, d, e, f, b, d, e, g〉, 〈a, d, b, e,h〉, 〈a, c, d, e, f, d, c, e, f, c, d, e,h〉, 〈a, c, d,

e, g〉] and the corresponding process tree →(a,�(→(∧(×(b, c), d), e), f ),×(g,h))

A process tree Q is called language-rediscoverable by the IM algorithm if for
any directly-follows complete event log L generated from Q, L (IM(L))=L (Q).
Recall that an event log L is directly-follows complete for process tree Q if the
directly-follows graph G(L) is maximal, i.e., all activities in Q appear in the log,
for every start (end) activity in Q there is a trace starting (ending) with it in the log,
and a #→L b if b can directly follow a in Q.

In [88], it is shown that almost all process trees without duplicate and silent activ-
ities are language-rediscoverable using the basic algorithm described in Sect. 7.5.1.
The only exception is the situation where both a redo-loop cut and parallel cut
are possible. An example is shown in Fig. 7.28. Qrd = �(∧(a, b),∧(c, d)) and
Qpar = ∧(�(a, c),�(b, d)) are not trace equivalent, but have the same directly-
follows graph for any directly-follows complete event log. Since the IM algorithm
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Fig. 7.28 Two process trees Qrd = �(∧(a, b),∧(c, d)) and Qpar = ∧(�(a, c),�(b, d)) having
different behaviors but identical directly-follows graphs: redo-loop cut (�, {a, b}, {c, d}) and par-
allel cut (∧, {a, c}, {b, d}) are both possible

only uses the directly-follows graph, it cannot distinguish both processes. Fortu-
nately, this is a rather peculiar situation and still does not jeopardize fitness. In al-
most all cases, the directly-follows graph is informative enough. For example, if
the start and end activities in the “do part” of the loop are disjoint, then language-
rediscoverability is guaranteed [88].

Note that L (Qrd) ⊂ L (Qpar). The IM algorithm selects the parallel cut (∧,

{a, c}, {b, d}) and returns the more general Qpar that also allows for traces like
〈a, b, c, a〉 and 〈a, c, a, b, d, b〉 not possible in Qrd .

Importantly, the IM algorithm always produces a sound process model able to
replay the whole event log. Unlike many other algorithms, fitness is guaranteed.
Since the models are block-structured and activities are not duplicated, the models
tend to be simple and general (overfitting models are often the result of excessive
label splitting). However, the fall-through in the IM algorithm may create under-
fitting models. This may occur in situations where there is no process tree without
duplicate and silent activities generating the observed behavior.

Apart from the very special situation sketched in Fig. 7.28, any process tree with-
out duplicate and silent activities is language-rediscoverable. When allowing for du-
plicate and silent activities such guarantees are more difficult to provide. The basic
IM algorithm described in Sect. 7.5.1 never duplicates activities. Silent activities are
only introduced for base cases and empty traces, e.g., ×(τ, a) if a can be skipped
�(a, τ ) if a can be repeated, and �(τ, a) if a can be skipped and repeated. In the
presence of duplicate and silent activities, the directly-follows graph provides insuf-
ficient information to ensure language-rediscoverability. However, weaker guaran-
tees such as the ability to replay the event log without any problems still hold.

To get an understanding of the limitations of the basic IM algorithm, we consider
the example logs used to introduce the α-algorithm in Chap. 6. As already shown,
the process trees discovered by the IM algorithm for logs L1 and L2 are behaviorally
equivalent to the WF-nets discovered by the α-algorithm (see Fig 7.20 and Fig 7.24).
Some other logs used in Chap. 6 are considered next:

L3 =
[〈a, b, c, d, e, f, b, d, c, e, g〉, 〈a, b, d, c, e, g〉2,
〈a, b, c, d, e, f, b, c, d, e, f, b, d, c, e, g〉]

L4 =
[〈a, c, d〉45, 〈b, c, d〉42, 〈a, c, e〉38, 〈b, c, e〉22]
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Fig. 7.29 Process trees learned for event logs L3–L11 introduced in Chap. 6

L5 =
[〈a, b, e, f 〉2, 〈a, b, e, c, d, b, f 〉3, 〈a, b, c, e, d, b, f 〉2, 〈a, b, c, d, e, b, f 〉4,
〈a, e, b, c, d, b, f 〉3]

L6 =
[〈a, c, e, g〉2, 〈a, e, c, g〉3, 〈b, d,f, g〉2, 〈b,f, d, g〉4]

L7 =
[〈a, c〉2, 〈a, b, c〉3, 〈a, b, b, c〉2, 〈a, b, b, b, b, c〉]

L8 =
[〈a, b, d〉3, 〈a, b, c, b, d〉2, 〈a, b, c, b, c, b, d〉]

L9 =
[〈a, c, d〉45, 〈b, c, e〉42]

L10 =
[〈a, a〉55]

L11 =
[〈a, b, c〉20, 〈a, c〉30]

These example logs were used to illustrate the characteristics and limitations of the
α-algorithm. Figure 7.29 shows the process trees learned for these event logs using
the basic IM algorithm described in Sect. 7.5.1: Q3 = IM(L3), Q4 = IM(L4), etc.
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The α-algorithm was able to discover “correct” models for L1–L5 where cor-
rectness is defined as the ability to reproduce the event log. For L6 the α-algorithm
produces a Petri net with two redundant places, but the discovered model is trace
equivalent to the desired model (see Fig. 6.9). The α-algorithm cannot handle the
loop of length one required for L7. Also loops of length two cannot be discovered
and hence event log L8 is not handled well. The α-algorithm creates an underfitting
model for L9. The α-algorithm is also unable to handle the repetition of a in L10
and the skipping of b in L11.

Figure 7.29 shows the process trees generated by the IM algorithm for L3–L11.
Unlike the α-algorithm, all models are by definition sound and can replay the respec-
tive event log (i.e., perfect fitness). Hence, Q1–Q11 are “correct” in the sense men-
tioned before. Whereas the α-algorithm was unable to handle short loops (length
one or length two), the IM algorithm creates Q7 and Q8 illustrating that loops pose
no problem. Process tree Q11 shows that the skipping of activities can be handled by
the IM algorithm. However, process trees Q9 and Q10 also show that the discovered
models may be underfitting.

In event log L9 = [〈a, c, d〉45, 〈b, c, e〉42], activity a is eventually followed by
d and b is eventually followed by e, but process tree Q9 =→(×(a, b), c,×(d, e))

does not capture this non-local dependency and allows a to be followed by e. This
is not surprising since the process tree representation does not allow for such a
non-local dependency (without label splitting). Process tree Q′

9 = ×(→(a, c, d),

→(b, c, e)) better captures the behavior seen in L9, but requires the duplication of
activity c. Label duplication would be the best choice here, but often label duplica-
tion leads to overfitting models simply enumerating parts of the event log.

The basic IM algorithm also cannot handle repetitions of a fixed length. Process
tree Q10 = �(a, τ ) is discovered for event log L10 = [〈a, a〉55]. Hence, Q10 also
allows for unobserved traces like 〈a〉 and 〈a, a, a, a〉. Process tree Q′

10 =→(a, a)

better captures the behavior seen in L10, but requires the duplication of activity a.
The examples in Fig. 7.29 illustrate the characteristics of the IM algorithm. The

algorithm always produces a process tree which is sound by construction and able to
replay all behavior seen (perfect fitness). However, process trees constructed by the
IM algorithm may be underfitting if the observed behavior requires a process tree
with duplicate or silent activities. Different processes may have the same directly-
follows graph, e.g., �(∧(a, b),∧(c, d)) and ∧(�(a, c),�(b, d)) (see Fig. 7.28).
Also→(×(a, b), c,×(d, e)) and×(→(a, c, d),→(b, c, e)) have the same directly-
follows graph. Such processes cannot be distinguished by the IM algorithm.

7.5.3 Extensions and Scalability

The basic IM algorithm described in Sect. 7.5.1 was introduced only recently (in
2013) [88]. Yet, several extensions and refinements have been proposed [89–91].
The basic algorithm cannot abstract from infrequent behavior and does not handle
incompleteness well. The log is assumed to be directly-follows complete and fre-
quencies are not taken into account. Fortunately, the IM framework is quite flexible.
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Fig. 7.30 Process trees Qf 1–Qf 4 learned for event log Lf = [〈a, b, c, d〉645, 〈a, c, b, d〉389,

〈a, e, f, d〉8, 〈a, e, d〉] using frequency-based filtering. Gf is the directly-follows graph for the
whole log. G′f is the directly-follows graph after filtering based on activity frequency. The dashed
lines indicate directly-follows relations that are less frequent and candidates for filtering

Using the basic ideas presented thus far a family of inductive mining techniques has
been developed. Example members of this family of process discovery algorithms
are:

• Inductive Miner—infrequent (IMF, [89]),
• Inductive Miner—incompleteness (IMC, [90]),
• Inductive Miner—directly-follows based (IMD, [91]),
• Inductive Miner—infrequent—directly-follows based (IMFD, [91]), and
• Inductive Miner—incompleteness—directly-follows based (IMCD, [91]).

To illustrate the IMF (Inductive Miner - infrequent) algorithm consider event log
Lf = [〈a, b, c, d〉645, 〈a, c, b, d〉389, 〈a, e, f, d〉8, 〈a, e, d〉]. Figure 7.30 shows the
directly-follows graph Gf =G(Lf ) based on event log Lf . The numbers indicate
frequencies, e.g., activity b was executed 1034 times and was directly followed by
activity c 645 times. The arc between e and d is dashed because this directly-follows
relation is infrequent compared to all other arcs (the only “witness” is trace 〈a, e, d〉
that occurs once). Filtering out this arc would yield process tree Qf 2 rather than
Qf 1. In Qf 2, activity f cannot be skipped, this option was removed because it hap-
pens only once in Lf . Next to filtering arcs, it is also possible to filter activities.
Activities e and f occur less frequent than the other activities. It is possible to re-
move these activities from the event log resulting in event log L′f = [〈a, b, c, d〉645,
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〈a, c, b, d〉389, 〈a, d〉9]. Figure 7.30 shows the directly-follows graph G′f =G(L′f )

based on the filtered event log. Process tree Qf 3 is based on this directly-follows
graph. The arc between a and d is dashed because this directly-follows relation is
infrequent (only 9 times a is followed by d). Filtering out this arc would yield pro-
cess tree Qf 4 rather than Qf 3. The IMF algorithm uses various types of filtering
with the goal to show the mainstream behavior. Figure 7.30 only sketches the basic
principles. The IMF algorithm is more sophisticated and also uses the “eventually-
follows graph” for filtering (next to the directly-follows graph). Note that there are
some similarities with the heuristic miner. See [89] for details.

The IMC (Inductive Miner—incompleteness) algorithm [90] complements the
IMF algorithm. Instead of removing exceptional behavior, the problem of missing
behavior due to the incompleteness of the event log is addressed. The assumption
that event logs are directly-follows complete is unrealistic for less structured pro-
cesses and relatively small event logs. Consider Qc = ∧(a1, a2, . . . , a10) and some
event log Lc generated from this process tree. There are 10! = 3,628,800 possible
interleavings in Qc. Suppose we have an event log with 500 cases. Obviously, this
event log only shows a fraction of the possible interleavings (less than 1 out of 7000).
Since the different interleavings have different probabilities (e.g., due to different
delay distributions), it may also be the case that not all of the 90 possible directly-
follows relations appear in Lc . Hence, arcs may be missing in the directly-follows
graph. This makes it impossible to apply the parallel cut (∧, {a1}, {a2}, . . . , {a10}).
As a result the fall-through described before needs to used (�(τ, a1, . . .)), resulting
in an underfitting model. The IMC algorithm uses so-called “probabilistic activity
relations” [90] based on both the directly-follows graph and the eventually-follows
graph. These are used to select the “most likely cut” even if the requirements stated
in Definition 7.6 are not fully satisfied.

The IM, IMF, and IMC algorithms perform quite well compared to other al-
gorithms (e.g., much faster than region-based techniques). However, the event log
needs to be split recursively. This may create quite some overhead for larger event
logs. Ideally, a single pass through the event log is preferable from a performance
point of view. However, the IM, IMF, and IMC algorithms repeatedly traverse the
event log to create smaller logs.

The Inductive Miner—directly-follows based (IMD) framework recurses on the
directly-follows graph directly without creating sublogs [91]. This makes the frame-
work extremely scalable. A single pass through the event log suffices and the work
can be distributed easily. However, there are some limitations related to the accuracy
of the results. There exist variants of the IM, IMF, and IMC algorithms using this
framework. These are called the IMD (Inductive Miner—directly-follows based)
algorithm, the IMFD (Inductive Miner—infrequent—directly-follows based) algo-
rithm, and the IMCD (Inductive Miner—incompleteness—directly-follows based)
algorithm. The cut detection works as before. However, the directly-follows graph
is split into disjoint subgraphs (the graphs are not recomputed over sublogs).

The IMD algorithm runs in O(n3) where n is the number of activities in the
directly-follows graph [91]. However, the guarantees provided by the IMD algo-
rithm are similar to the basic IM algorithm. Still most process trees without dupli-
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cate and silent activities are language-rediscoverable. If the event log is directly-
follows complete and situations such as the one shown in Fig. 7.28 are excluded,
then the IMD algorithm is able to rediscover the model used to generate the event
log. This only holds under the assumption that there are no duplicate and silent
activities.

The IMD framework also has some limitations. The model returned by the
IMD algorithm is no longer fitness preserving. Consider directly-follows com-
plete event logs L1 and L2 for process trees Q1 = ∧(→(a, b), c) and Q2 =
×(→(a, c, b, c, a, b), c). The two logs have identical directly-follows graphs,
G(L1) = G(L2). The IMD algorithm returns Q1. However, Q1 cannot reproduce
any trace in L2. Hence, IMD is not fitness preserving for L2. If the IMD algorithm
would not return Q1, then there would be no event log for which Q1 could be con-
structed. This would be undesirable given the prevalence of Q1’s behavior. Hence,
fitness preservation is impossible in this setting (without using a fall-through).

The basic IM algorithm that recursively splits the event log is able to distinguish
between L1 and L2. The IM algorithm rediscovers Q1: IM(L1)= ∧(→(a, b), c).
Q2 is not rediscovered: IM(L2) = ∧(�(τ,→(a, b)),�(c, τ )). However, unlike
the IMD algorithm the log-splitting IM algorithm guarantees fitness preservation:
L (Q2)⊆L (IM(L2)).

The limitations of the IMD framework are counterbalanced by its remarkable
scalability. The IMD algorithm can handle event logs with billions of events while
using only 2 GB of RAM [91]. It can be used to learn process models with over
10,000 activities. Moreover, computation can be easily distributed (e.g., using the
Map-Reduce programming model and Hadoop-like infrastructures, see Chap. 12).

The family of inductive mining techniques also includes approaches that take
into account transactional information (e.g., start and complete). The basic idea of
all algorithms is to use a divide-and-conquer approach in combination with process
trees that are sound by construction.

The different inductive mining algorithms (IM, IMF, IMC, IMD, IMFD, IMCD,
etc.) combine interesting properties. The produced models are always sound. The
algorithms are highly scalable, in particular IMD and IMFD. If desired, the algo-
rithms are fitness-preserving (i.e., the log can be reproduced by models discovered
using IM or IMC). Moreover, models can be seamlessly simplified by leaving out
infrequent behavior (IMF and IMFD) and even event logs that are not directly-
follows complete can be handled (IMC and IMCD). For particular classes of models
even rediscoverability is guaranteed (IM and IMD). Trade-offs between scalability,
accuracy, generalization, and precision are supported. These characteristics make
inductive mining the current frontrunner in process discovery.

7.6 Historical Perspective

On the one hand, process mining is a relatively young field. All the process discov-
ery techniques described in this chapter were developed in the last decade. More-
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over, it is only recently that mature process discovery techniques and effective im-
plementations have become available. On the other hand, process discovery has its
roots in various established scientific disciplines ranging from concurrency theory,
inductive inference and stochastics to data mining, machine learning and computa-
tional intelligence. It is impossible to do justice to the numerous contributions to
process mining originating from different scientific domains. Hence, this section
should be seen as a modest attempt to provide a historical perspective on the origins
of process discovery.

In 1967 Mark Gold showed in his seminal paper “Language identification in
limit” [61] that even regular languages cannot be exactly identified from positive
examples only. In [61] Gold describes several inductive inference problems. The
challenge is to guess a “rule” (e.g., a regular expression) based on an infinite stream
of examples. An inductive inference method is able to “learn the rule in the limit”
if after a finite number of examples the method is always able to guess the correct
rule and does not need to revise its guess anymore based on new examples. A reg-
ular language is a language that can be accepted by a finite transition system (also
referred to as a finite state machine). Regular languages can also be described in
terms of regular expressions. For example, the regular expression ab∗(c|d) denotes
the set of traces starting with a, then zero or more b’s and finally a c or d . Regular
expressions were introduced by Stephen Cole Kleene [85] in 1956. In the Chomsky
hierarchy of formal grammars, regular languages are the least expressive (i.e., Type-
3 grammar). For example, it is impossible to express the language {anbn | n ∈ N},
i.e., the language containing traces that start with any number of a’s followed by
the same number of b’s. Despite the limited expressiveness of regular expressions,
Gold showed in [61] that they cannot be learned in the limit from positive examples
only.

Many inductive inference problems have been studied since Gold’s paper (see
the survey in [15]). For instance, subclasses of the class of regular languages have
been identified that can be learned in the limit (e.g., the so-called k-reversible lan-
guages [15]). Moreover, if an “oracle” is used that can indicate whether particular
examples are possible or not, a larger class of languages can be learned. This illus-
trates the importance of negative examples when learning. However, as indicated
before, one will not find negative examples in an event log; the fact that something
did not happen provides no guarantee that it cannot happen. Inductive inference
focuses on learning a language perfectly. This is not the aim of process mining.
Real-life event logs will contain noise and are far from complete. Therefore, the
theoretical considerations in the context of inductive inference are less relevant for
process mining.

Before the paper of Gold, there were already techniques to construct a finite state
machine from a finite set of example traces. A naïve approach is to use the state
representation function lstate

1 (σ, k)= hdk(σ ) described in Sect. 7.4.1 to construct a
finite state machine. Such a finite state machine can be made smaller by using the
classical Myhill–Nerode theorem [108]. Let L be a language over some alphabet A
and consider σx,σy ∈A ∗. σx and σy are equivalent if there is no σz ∈A ∗ such that
σx⊕σz ∈ L while σy⊕σz �∈ L or σy⊕σz ∈ L while σx⊕σz �∈ L. Hence, two traces
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are equivalent if their “sets of possible futures” coincide. This equivalence notion
divides the elements of L into equivalence classes. If L is a regular language, then
there are finitely many equivalence classes. The Myhill–Nerode theorem states that
if there are k such equivalence classes, then the smallest finite state machine accept-
ing L has k states. Several approaches have been proposed to minimize finite state
machines using these insights (basically folding equivalent states). In [21], a mod-
ification of the Myhill–Nerode equivalence relation is proposed for constructing a
finite state machine based on a set of sample traces L with a parameter to balance
precision and complexity. Here two states are considered equivalent if their k-tails
are the same. In 1972, Alan Biermann also proposed an approach to “learn” a Turing
machine from a set of sample computations [20].

In the mid 1990s, people like Rakesh Agrawal and others developed various data
mining algorithms to find frequent patterns in large datasets. In [7], the Apriori algo-
rithm for finding association rules was presented. These techniques were extended
to sequences and episodes [69, 94, 131]. However, none of these techniques aimed
at discovering end-to-end processes. More related is the work on hidden Markov
models [9]. Here end-to-end processes can be considered. However, these models
are sequential and cannot be easily converted into readable business process models.

In the second half of the 1990s, Cook and Wolf developed process discovery
techniques in the context of software engineering processes. In [33], they described
three methods for process discovery: one using neural networks, one using a purely
algorithmic approach, and one Markovian approach. The authors considered the
latter two to be the most promising approaches. The purely algorithmic approach
builds a finite state machine in which states are fused if their futures (in terms of
possible behavior in the next k steps) are identical. (Note that this is essentially the
approach proposed by Biermann and Feldmann in [21].) The Markovian approach
uses a mixture of algorithmic and statistical methods and is able to deal with noise.
All approaches described in [33] are limited to sequential processes, i.e., no concur-
rency is discovered.

In 1998, two papers [8, 38] appeared that, independently of one another, proposed
to apply process discovery in the context of business process management.

In [8], Agrawal, Gunopulos, and Leymann presented an approach to discover the
so-called “conformal process graph” from event logs. This work was inspired by the
process notation used by Flowmark and the presence of event logs in WFM systems.
The approach discovers causal dependencies between activities, but is not able to
find AND/XOR/OR-splits and joins, i.e., the process logic is implicit. Moreover,
the approach has problems dealing with loops: a trace 〈a, a, a〉 is simply relabeled
into 〈a1, a2, a3〉 to make the conformal process graph acyclic.

In the same year, Anindya Datta [38] proposed a technique to discover business
process models by adapting the Biermann–Feldmann algorithm [21] for construct-
ing finite state machines based on example traces. Datta added probabilistic ele-
ments to the original approach and embedded the work in the context of workflow
management and business process redesign. The approach assumes that case identi-
fiers are unknown, i.e., the setting is similar to the work in [53] where the challenge
is to correlate events and discover cases. The resulting process model is again a
sequential model.
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Joachim Herbst [71, 72] was one of the first aiming at the discovery of more
complicated process models. He proposed stochastic task graphs as an intermedi-
ate representation before constructing a workflow model in terms of the ADONIS
modeling language. In the induction step, task nodes are merged and split in order
to discover the underlying process. A notable difference with most approaches is
that the same activity can appear multiple times in the process model, i.e., the ap-
proach allows for duplicate labels. The graph generation technique is similar to the
approach of [8]. The nature of splits and joins (i.e., AND or OR) is discovered in the
transformation step, i.e., the step in which the stochastic task graph is transformed
into an ADONIS workflow model with block-structured splits and joins.

Most of the classical approaches have problems dealing with concurrency, i.e.,
either sequential models are assumed (e.g., transition systems, finite state machines,
Markov chains, and hidden Markov models) or there is a post-processing step to
discover concurrency. The first model to adequately capture concurrency was al-
ready introduced by Carl Adam Petri in 1962 [111]. (Note that the graphical no-
tation as we know it today was introduced later.) However, classical process dis-
covery techniques do not take concurrency into account. The α-algorithm [157]
described in Sect. 6.2 and a predecessor of the heuristic miner [184] described in
Sect. 7.2 were developed concurrently and share the same ideas when it comes to
handling concurrency. These were the first process discovery techniques taking con-
currency as a starting point (and not as an afterthought or post-optimization). The
α-algorithm was used to explore the theoretical limits of process discovery [157].
Several variants of the α-algorithm have been proposed to lift some of its limitations
[10, 11, 171, 174, 185]. The focus of heuristic mining was (and still is) on dealing
with noise and incompleteness [183, 184].

Techniques such as the α-algorithm and heuristic mining do not guarantee that
the model can replay all cases in the event log. In [171, 172], an approach is pre-
sented that guarantees a fitness of 1, i.e., all traces in the event log can be replayed
in the discovered model. This is achieved by creatively using OR-splits and joins.
As a result, the discovered model is typically underfitting. In [59, 60], artificially
generated “negative events” are inserted to transform process discovery into a clas-
sification problem. The insertion of negative events corresponds to the completeness
assumptions made by algorithms like the α-algorithm, e.g., “if a is never directly
followed by b, then this is not possible”.

Region-based approaches are able to express more complex control-flow struc-
tures without underfitting. State-based regions were introduced by Ehrenfeucht and
Rozenberg [51] in 1989 and generalized by Cortadella et al. [34]. In [165, 173], it is
shown how these state-based regions can be applied to process mining. In parallel,
several authors applied language-based regions to process mining [19, 170]. In [28],
Joseph Carmona and Jordi Cortadella present an approach based on convex poly-
hedra. Here, the Parikh vector of each prefix in the log is seen as a polyhedron. By
taking the convex hull of these convex polyhedra one obtains an over-approximation
of the possible behavior. The resulting polyhedron can be converted into places us-
ing a construction similar to language-based regions. The synthesis/region-based
approaches typically guarantee a fitness of 1. Unfortunately, these approaches also
have problems dealing with noise.
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For practical applications of process discovery it is essential that noise and
incompleteness are handled well. Surprisingly, only few discovery algorithms
described in literature focus on addressing these issues. Notable exceptions are
heuristic mining [183, 184], fuzzy mining [66], genetic process mining [12, 26],
and inductive mining [89–91]. Therefore, we put emphasis on these techniques in
this chapter.

See [156, 160, 174] for additional pointers to earlier related work. These surveys
do not include recent developments such as the family of inductive mining tech-
niques presented in Sect. 7.5. The different inductive mining algorithms (IM, IMF,
IMC, IMD, IMFD, IMCD, etc.) always produce sound models and are highly scal-
able. Moreover, these algorithms come with formal guarantees. For example, the
IM algorithm is fitness-preserving and for particular classes of models even redis-
coverability is guaranteed.



Part IV
Beyond Process Discovery
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In the previous part, the focus was on process discovery. However, in many sit-
uations, there is already a (partial) process model. Chapter 8 presents techniques
for checking the quality of such models. Moreover, process models (discovered or
made by hand) should not only describe control-flow: the other perspectives also
need to be addressed. Chapter 9 exhibits techniques for mining additional perspec-
tives involving resources, time, and data. Chapter 10 extends the scope even further
and shows how process mining can be used to directly influence cases that are still
running.



Chapter 8
Conformance Checking

After covering control-flow discovery in depth in Part III, this chapter looks at the
situation in which both a process model and an event log are given. The model
may have been constructed by hand or may have been discovered. Moreover, the
model may be normative or descriptive. Conformance checking relates events in the
event log to activities in the process model and compares both. The goal is to find
commonalities and discrepancies between the modeled behavior and the observed
behavior. Conformance checking is relevant for business alignment and auditing.
For example, the event log can be replayed on top of the process model to find
undesirable deviations suggesting fraud or inefficiencies. Moreover, conformance
checking techniques can also be used for measuring the performance of process
discovery algorithms and to repair models that are not aligned well with reality.

8.1 Business Alignment and Auditing

In Sect. 2.4, we introduced the terms Play-In, Play-Out, and Replay. Play-Out is
the classical use of process models; the model generates behavior. For instance, by
playing the “token game” in a WF-net, example behaviors can be generated. Sim-
ulation and workflow engines use Play-Out to analyze and enact process models.
Play-In is the opposite of Play-Out, i.e., example behavior is taken as input and the
goal is to construct a model. The discovery techniques presented in Chaps. 6 and 7
can be used for Play-In. Replay uses both an event log and a process model as input,
i.e., history is replayed using the model to analyze various phenomena. For exam-
ple, in Chap. 9 we will show that replay can be used for analyzing bottlenecks and
decision analysis. In Chap. 10, replay will be used to predict the behavior of running
cases and to recommend suitable actions. In this chapter, we focus on conformance
checking using replay.

Figure 8.1 illustrates the main idea of conformance checking. The behavior of a
process model and the behavior recorded in an event log are compared to find com-
monalities and discrepancies. Such analysis results in global conformance measures
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Fig. 8.1 Conformance checking: comparing observed behavior with modeled behavior. Global
conformance measures quantify the overall conformance of the model and log. Local diagnostics
are given by highlighting the nodes in the model where model and log disagree. Cases that do not
fit are highlighted in the visualization of the log

(e.g., 85% of the cases in the event log can be replayed by the model) and local
diagnostics (e.g., activity x was executed 15 times although this was not allowed
according to the model). The interpretation of non-conformance depends on the
purpose of the model. If the model is intended to be descriptive, then discrepancies
between model and log indicate that the model needs to be improved to capture re-
ality better. If the model is normative, then such discrepancies may be interpreted
in two ways. Some of the discrepancies found may expose undesirable deviations,
i.e., conformance checking signals the need for a better control of the process. Other
discrepancies may reveal desirable deviations. For instance, workers may deviate to
serve the customers better or to handle circumstances not foreseen by the process
model. In fact, flexibility and non-conformance often correlate positively. For exam-
ple, in some hospitals the phrase “breaking the glass” is used to refer to deviations
that are recorded but that actually save lives. Nevertheless, even if most deviations
are desired, it is important that stakeholders have insight into such discrepancies.

When checking conformance it is important to view deviations from two an-
gles: (a) the model is “wrong” and does not reflect reality (“How to improve the
model?”), and (b) cases deviate from the model and corrective actions are needed
(“How to improve control to enforce a better conformance?”). Conformance check-
ing techniques should support both viewpoints. Therefore, Fig. 8.1 shows deviations
on both sides.

In Chap. 2, we related process mining to corporate governance, risk, compliance,
and legislation such as the Sarbanes–Oxley Act (SOX) and the Basel II Accord.
Corporate accounting scandals have triggered a series of new regulations. Al-
though country-specific, there is a large degree of commonality between Sarbanes–
Oxley (US), Basel II/III (EU), J-SOX (Japan), C-SOX (Canada), 8th EU Directive
(EURO-SOX), BilMoG (Germany), MiFID (EU), Law 262/05 (Italy), Code Lippens
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(Belgium), Code Tabaksblat (Netherlands), and others. These regulations require
companies to identify the financial and operational risks inherent to their business
processes, and establish the appropriate controls to address them. Although the fo-
cus of these regulations is on financial aspects, they illustrate the desire to make
processes transparent and auditable. The ISO 9000 family of standards is another il-
lustration of this trend. For instance, ISO 9001:2008 requires organizations to model
their operational processes. Currently, these standards do not force organizations to
check conformance at the event level. For example, the real production process may
be very different from the modeled production process. Nevertheless, the relation to
conformance checking is evident. In this chapter, we take a more technological per-
spective and show concrete techniques for quantifying conformance and diagnosing
non-conformance. However, before doing so, we briefly reflect on the relation be-
tween conformance checking, business alignment, and auditing.

The goal of business alignment is to make sure that the information systems and
the real business processes are well aligned. People should be supported by the in-
formation system rather than work behind its back to get things done. Unfortunately,
there is often a mismatch between the information system on the one hand and the
actual processes and needs of workers and management on the other hand. There
are various reasons for this. First of all, most organization use product software, i.e.,
generic software that was not developed for a specific organization. A typical ex-
ample is the SAP system which is based on so-called “best practices”, i.e., typical
processes and scenarios are implemented. Although such systems are configurable,
the particular needs of an organization may be different from what was envisioned
by the product software developer. Second, processes may change faster than the
information system, because of external influences. Finally, there may be different
stakeholders in the organization having conflicting requirements, e.g., a manager
may want to enforce a fixed working procedure whereas an experienced worker
prefers to have more flexibility to serve customers better.

Process mining can assist in improving the alignment of information systems,
business processes, and the organization. By analyzing the real processes and di-
agnosing discrepancies, new insights can be gathered showing how to improve the
support by information systems.

The term auditing refers to the evaluation of organizations and their processes.
Audits are performed to ascertain the validity and reliability of information about
these organizations and associated processes. This is done to check whether business
processes are executed within certain boundaries set by managers, governments,
and other stakeholders. For instance, specific rules may be enforced by law or com-
pany policies and the auditor should check whether these rules are followed or not.
Violations of these rules may indicate fraud, malpractice, risks, and inefficiencies.
Traditionally, auditors can only provide reasonable assurance that business pro-
cesses are executed within the given set of boundaries. They check the operating
effectiveness of controls that are designed to ensure reliable processing. When these
controls are not in place, or otherwise not functioning as expected, they typically
only check samples of factual data, often in the “paper world”.

However, today detailed information about processes is being recorded in the
form of event logs, audit trails, transaction logs, databases, data warehouses, etc.
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Therefore, it should no longer be acceptable to only check a small set of samples
off-line. Instead, all events in a business process can be evaluated and this can be
done while the process is still running. The availability of log data and advanced
process mining techniques enables new forms of auditing [166]. Process mining in
general, and conformance checking in particular, provide the means to do so.

8.2 Token Replay

In Sect. 6.4.3, we discussed four quality criteria: fitness, precision, generalization,
and simplicity. These were illustrated using Fig. 6.24. In this figure one event log
is given and four process models are shown. For each of these models, a subjective
judgment is given with respect to the four quality criteria. As the models are rather
extreme, the scores for the various quality criteria are evident. However, in a more
realistic setting it is much more difficult to judge the quality of a model. This section
shows how the notion of fitness can be quantified. Fitness measures “the proportion
of behavior in the event log possible according to the model”. Of the four quality
criteria, fitness is most related to conformance.

To explain the various fitness notions, we use the event log Lfull described in
Table 8.1. This is the same event log as the one used in Fig. 6.24. There are 1391
cases in Lfull distributed over 21 different traces. For example, there are 455 cases
following trace σ1 = 〈a, c, d, e,h〉, 191 cases following trace σ2 = 〈a, b, d, e, g〉,
etc.

Figure 8.2 shows four models related to event log Lfull. WF-net N1 is the process
model discovered when applying the α-algorithm to Lfull. WF-net N2 is a sequential
model that, compared to N1, requires the examination (activity b or c) to take place
before checking the ticket (activity d). Clearly, N2 does not allow for all traces in
Table 8.1. For example, σ3 = 〈a, d, c, e,h〉 is not possible according to WF-net N2.
WF-net N3 has no choices, e.g., the request is always rejected. Many traces in Ta-
ble 8.1 cannot be replayed by this model, e.g., σ2 = 〈a, b, d, e, g〉 is not possible
according to WF-net N3. WF-net N4 is a variant of the “flower model”: the only
requirement is that traces need to start with a and end with g or h. Clearly, all traces
in Table 8.1 can be replayed by N4.

A naïve approach towards conformance checking would be to simply count the
fraction of cases that can be “parsed completely” (i.e., the proportion of cases corre-
sponding to firing sequences leading from [start] to [end]). Using this approach the
fitness of N1 is 1391

1391 = 1, i.e., all 1391 cases in Lfull correspond to a firing sequence
of N1 (“can be replayed”). The fitness of N2 is 948

1391 = 0.6815 because 948 cases
can be replayed correctly whereas 443 cases do not correspond to a firing sequence
of N2. The fitness of N3 is 632

1391 = 0.4543: only 632 cases have a trace correspond-
ing to a firing sequence of N2. The fitness of N4 is 1391

1391 = 1 because the “flower
model” is able to replay all traces in Table 8.1. This naïve fitness metric is less suit-
able for more realistic processes. Consider for instance a variant of WF-net N1 in
which places p1 and p2 are merged into a single place. Such a model will have a
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Table 8.1 Event log Lfull: a = register request, b = examine thoroughly, c = examine casually,
d = check ticket, e= decide, f = reinitiate request, g = pay compensation, and h= reject request

Frequency Reference Trace

455 σ1 〈a, c, d, e,h〉
191 σ2 〈a, b, d, e, g〉
177 σ3 〈a, d, c, e,h〉
144 σ4 〈a, b, d, e,h〉
111 σ5 〈a, c, d, e, g〉
82 σ6 〈a, d, c, e, g〉
56 σ7 〈a, d, b, e,h〉
47 σ8 〈a, c, d, e, f, d, b, e,h〉
38 σ9 〈a, d, b, e, g〉
33 σ10 〈a, c, d, e, f, b, d, e,h〉
14 σ11 〈a, c, d, e, f, b, d, e, g〉
11 σ12 〈a, c, d, e, f, d, b, e, g〉
9 σ13 〈a, d, c, e, f, c, d, e,h〉
8 σ14 〈a, d, c, e, f, d, b, e,h〉
5 σ15 〈a, d, c, e, f, b, d, e, g〉
3 σ16 〈a, c, d, e, f, b, d, e, f, d, b, e, g〉
2 σ17 〈a, d, c, e, f, d, b, e, g〉
2 σ18 〈a, d, c, e, f, b, d, e, f, b, d, e, g〉
1 σ19 〈a, d, c, e, f, d, b, e, f, b, d, e,h〉
1 σ20 〈a, d, b, e, f, b, d, e, f, d, b, e, g〉
1 σ21 〈a, d, c, e, f, d, b, e, f, c, d, e, f, d, b, e, g〉

fitness of 0
1391 = 0, because none of the traces can be replayed. This fitness notion

seems to be too strict as most of the model seems to be consistent with the event log.
This is especially the case for larger process models. Consider, for example, a trace
σ = 〈a1, a2, . . . a100〉 in some log L. Now consider a model that cannot replay σ ,
but that can replay 99 of the 100 events in σ (i.e., the trace is “almost” fitting). Also
consider another model that can only replay 10 of the 100 events in σ (i.e., the trace
is not fitting at all). Using the naïve fitness metric, the trace would simply be classi-
fied as non-fitting for both models without acknowledging that σ was almost fitting
in one model and in complete disagreement with the other model. Therefore, we use
a fitness notion defined at the level of events rather than full traces.

In the naïve fitness computation just described, we stopped replaying a trace once
we encounter a problem and mark it as non-fitting. Let us now just continue replay-
ing the trace on the model but record all situations where a transition is forced to
fire without being enabled, i.e., we count all missing tokens. Moreover, we record
the tokens that remain at the end. To explain the idea, we first replay σ1 on top
of WF-net N1. Note that σ1 can be replayed completely. However, we use this
example to introduce the notation. Figure 8.3 shows the various stages of replay.
Four counters are shown at each stage: p (produced tokens), c (consumed tokens),
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Fig. 8.2 Four WF-nets: N1, N2, N3 and N4

m (missing tokens), and r (remaining tokens). Let us first focus on p and c. Ini-
tially, p = c = 0 and all places are empty. Then the environment produces a token
for place start. Therefore, the p counter is incremented: p = 1. Now we need to
replay σ1 = 〈a, c, d, e,h〉, i.e., we first fire transition a. This is possible. Since a

consumes one token and produces two tokens, the c counter is incremented by 1
and the p counter is incremented by 2. Therefore, p = 3 and c= 1 after firing tran-
sition a. Then we replay the second event (c). Firing transition c results in p = 4
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Fig. 8.3 Replaying
σ1 = 〈a, c, d, e,h〉 on top of
WF-net N1. There are four
counters: p (produced
tokens), c (consumed tokens),
m (missing tokens), and r

(remaining tokens)
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and c= 2. After replaying the third event (i.e. d) p = 5 and c= 3. They we replay e.
Since e consumes two tokens and produces one, the result is p = 6 and c= 5. Then
we replay the last event (h). Firing h results in p = 7 and c = 6. At the end, the
environment consumes a token from place end. Hence the final result is p = c = 7
and m= r = 0. Clearly, there are no problems when replaying the σ1, i.e., there are
no missing or remaining tokens (m= r = 0).

The fitness of a case with trace σ on WF-net N is defined as follows:

fitness(σ,N)= 1

2

(

1− m

c

)

+ 1

2

(

1− r

p

)

The first parts computes the fraction of missing tokens relative to the number of
consumed tokens. 1− m

c
= 1 if there are no missing tokens (m= 0) and 1− m

c
= 0

if all tokens to be consumed were missing (m = c). Similarly, 1 − r
p
= 1 if there

are no remaining tokens and 1− r
p
= 0 if none of the produced tokens was actually

consumed. We use an equal penalty for missing and remaining tokens. By definition:
0 ≤ fitness(σ,N) ≤ 1. In our example, fitness(σ1,N1)= 1

2 (1− 0
7 )+ 1

2 (1− 0
7 )= 1

because there are no missing or remaining tokens.
Let us now consider a trace that cannot be replayed properly. Fig. 8.4 shows the

process of replaying σ3 = 〈a, d, c, e,h〉 on WF-net N2. Initially, p = c = 0 and all
places are empty. Then the environment produces a token for place start and the p

counter is updated: p = 1. The first event (a) can be replayed. After firing a, we
have p = 2, c= 1, m= 0, and r = 0. Now we try to replay the second event. This is
not possible, because transition d is not enabled. To fire d , we need to add a token
to place p2 and record the missing token, i.e., the m counter is incremented. The p

and c counter are updated as usual. Therefore, after firing d , we have p = 3, c = 2,
m= 1, and r = 0. We also tag place p2 to remember that a token was missing. Then
we replay the next three events (c, e, h). The corresponding transitions are enabled.
Therefore, we only need to update p and c counters. After replaying the last event,
we have p = 6, c= 5, m= 1, and r = 0. In the final state [p2, end] the environment
consumes the token from place end. A token remains in place p2. Therefore, place
p2 is tagged and the r counter is incremented. Hence the final result is p = c = 6
and m = r = 1. Figure 8.4 shows diagnostic information that helps to understand
the nature of non-conformance. There was a situation in which d occurred but could
not happen according to the model (m-tag) and there was a situation in which d was
supposed to happen but did not occur according to the log (r-tag). Moreover, we can
compute the fitness of trace σ3 on WF-net N2 based on the values of p, c, m, and r :

fitness(σ3,N2)= 1

2

(

1− 1

6

)

+ 1

2

(

1− 1

6

)

= 0.8333

As a third example, we replay σ2 = 〈a, b, d, e, g〉 on top of WF-net N3. Now the
situation is slightly different because N3 does not contain all activities appearing in
the event log. In such a situation it seems reasonable to abstract from these events.
Hence, we effectively replay σ ′2 = 〈a, d, e〉. Figure 8.5 shows the process of replay-
ing these three events. The first problem surfaces when replaying e. Since c did not
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Fig. 8.4 Replaying σ3 = 〈a, d, c, e,h〉 on top of WF-net N2: one token is missing (m = 1) and
one token is remaining (r = 1). The r-tag and m-tag highlight the place where σ3 and the model
diverge
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Fig. 8.5 To replay σ2 = 〈a, b, d, e, g〉 on top of WF-net N3, all events not corresponding to ac-
tivities in the model are removed first. Replaying σ ′2 = 〈a, d, e〉 shows that two tokens are missing
(m= 2) and two tokens are remaining (r = 2) thus resulting in a fitness of 0.6

fire, place p3 is still empty and e is not enabled. The missing token is recorded
(m = 1) and place p3 gets an m-tag. After replaying σ ′2, the resulting marking is
[p1,p5]. Now the environment needs to consume the token from place end. How-
ever, place end is not marked. Therefore, another missing token is recorded (m= 2)
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and also place end gets an m-tag. Moreover, two tokens are remaining: one in place
p1 and one in place p5. The places are tagged with an r-tag, and the two remaining
tokens are recorded r = 2. This way we find a fitness of 0.6 for trace σ2 and WF-net
N3 based on the values p = 5, c= 5, m= 2, and r = 2:

fitness(σ2,N3)= 1

2

(

1− 2

5

)

+ 1

2

(

1− 2

5

)

= 0.6

Moreover, Fig. 8.5 clearly shows the cause of this poor conformance: c was sup-
posed to happen according to the model but did not happen, e happened but was not
possible according to the model, and h was supposed to happen but did not happen.

Figures 8.3, 8.4, 8.5 illustrate how to analyze the fitness of a single case. The
same approach can be used to analyze the fitness of a log consisting of many cases.
Simply take the sums of all produced, consumed, missing, and remaining tokens,
and apply the same formula. Let pN,σ denote the number of produced tokens when
replaying σ on N . cN,σ , mN,σ , rN,σ are defined in a similar fashion, e.g., mN,σ

is the number of missing tokens when replaying σ on N . Now we can define the
fitness of an event log L on WF-net N :

fitness(L,N)= 1

2

(

1−
∑

σ∈L L(σ)×mN,σ
∑

σ∈L L(σ)× cN,σ

)

+ 1

2

(

1−
∑

σ∈L L(σ)× rN,σ
∑

σ∈L L(σ)× pN,σ

)

Note that
∑

σ∈L L(σ)×mN,σ is total number of missing tokens when replaying the
entire event log, because L(σ) is the frequency of trace σ and mN,σ is the number
of missing tokens for a single instance of σ . The value of fitness(L,N) is between 0
(very poor fitness; none of the produced tokens is consumed and all of the consumed
tokens are missing) and 1 (perfect fitness; all cases can be replayed without any
problems). Although fitness(L,N) is a measure focusing on tokens in places, we
will interpret it as a measure on events. The intuition of fitness(L,N)= 0.9 is that
about 90% of the events can be replayed correctly.1 This is only an informal charac-
terization as fitness depends on missing and remaining tokens rather than events. For
instance, a transition that is forced to fire during replay may have multiple empty
input places. Note that if two subsequent events are swapped in a sequential pro-
cess, this results in one missing and one remaining token. This seems reasonable,
but also shows that the relation between the proportion of events that cannot be re-
played correctly and the proportion of tokens that are missing or remaining is rather
indirect.

By replaying the entire event log, we can now compute the fitness of event log
Lfull for the four models in Fig. 8.2:

fitness(Lfull,N1)= 1

1In the remainder of this book, we often use this intuitive characterization of fitness, although from
a technical point of view this is incorrect as fitness(L,N) is only an indication of the fraction of
events that can be replayed correctly.
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Fig. 8.6 Diagnostic information showing the deviations (fitness(Lfull,N2)= 0.9504)

fitness(Lfull,N2)= 0.9504

fitness(Lfull,N3)= 0.8797

fitness(Lfull,N4)= 1

This shows that, as expected, N1 and N4 can replay event log Lfull without any prob-
lems (i.e., fitness 1). fitness(Lfull,N2) = 0.9504. Intuitively, this means that about
95% of the events in Lfull can be replayed correctly on N2. As indicated earlier, this
can be viewed in two ways:

• Event log Lfull has a fitness of 0.9504, i.e., about 5% of the events deviate; and
• Process model N2 has a fitness of 0.9504, i.e., the model is unable to explain 5%

of the observed behavior.

The first view is used when the model is considered to be normative and correct
(“the event log, i.e. reality, does not conform to the model”). The second view is
used when the model should be descriptive (“the process model does not conform
to reality”). fitness(Lfull,N3)= 0.8797, i.e., about 88% of the events in Lfull can be
replayed on N3. Hence, process model N3 has the lowest fitness of the four models.

Typically, the event-based fitness is higher than the naïve case-based fitness. This
is also the case here. WF-net N2 can only replay 68% of the cases from start to end.
However, about 95% of the individual events can be replayed.

Figure 8.6 shows some the diagnostics than can be generated based on replaying
event log Lfull on process model N2. The numbers on arcs indicate the flow of
produced and consumed tokens. These show how cases flowed through the model,
e.g., 146 times a request was reinitiated, 930 requests were rejected and 461 requests
resulted in a payment. The places tagged during replay (i.e., the m and r-tags in
Figs. 8.3, 8.4, and 8.5) can be aggregated to diagnose conformance problems and
reveal their severity. As Fig. 8.6 shows, 443 times activity d happened although
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Fig. 8.7 Diagnostic information showing the deviations (fitness(Lfull,N3)= 0.8797)

it was not supposed to happen and 443 times activity d was supposed to happen
but did not. The reason is that d was executed before b or c, which is not possible
according to this sequential model.

Similarly, diagnostic information is shown for N3 in Fig. 8.7. There the problems
are more severe. For example, 566 times a decision was made (activity e) without
being examined casually (activity c), and 461 cases did not reach the end because
the request was not rejected.

As Fig. 8.8 shows, an event log can be split into two sublogs: one event log
containing only fitting cases and one event log containing only non-fitting cases.
Each of the event logs can be used for further analysis. For example, one could
construct a process model for the event log containing only deviating cases. Also
other data and process mining techniques can be used. For instance, it is interesting
to know which people handled the deviating cases and whether these cases took
longer or were more costly. In case fraud is suspected, one may create a social
network based on the event log with deviating cases (see Sect. 9.3).

One could also use classification techniques to further investigate non-confor-
mance. Recall that a decision tree can be learned from a table with one response
variable and multiple predictor variables. Whether a case fits or not can be seen as
the value of a response variable whereas characteristics of the case (e.g., case and
event attributes) serve a predictor variables. The resulting decision tree attempts to
explain conformance in terms of characteristics of the case. For example, one could
find out that cases from gold customers handled by Pete tend to deviate. We will
elaborate on this in Sect. 9.5.

See [14, 119, 121] for more information on token-based replay.
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Fig. 8.8 Conformance checking provides global conformance measures like fitness(L,N) and
local diagnostics (e.g., showing activities that were executed although not allowed according to
the process model). Moreover, the event log is partitioned into fitting and non-fitting cases. Both
sublogs can be used for further analysis, e.g., discovering a process model for the deviating cases

8.3 Alignments

Using token-based replay we can differentiate between fitting and non-fitting cases
(see Fig. 8.8). Moreover, the approach is easy to understand and can be implemented
efficiently. However, the approach also has some drawbacks. Intuitively, fitness val-
ues tend to be too high for extremely problematic event logs. If there are many
deviations, the Petri net gets “flooded with tokens” and subsequently allows for any
behavior. The approach is also Petri-net specific and can only be applied to other
representations after conversion. Moreover, if a case does not fit, the approach does
not create a corresponding path through the model. We would like to map observed
behavior onto modeled behavior to provide better diagnostics and to relate also non-
fitting cases to the model. For example, to compute the mean waiting time between
two activities, we cannot leave out all activities that do not fit perfectly. If we would
do so, the results could be biased. Alignments were introduced to overcome these
limitations [169].

To explain the notion of alignments informally, consider trace σ = 〈a, d, b, e,h〉
and the four models in Fig. 8.2. It is easy to see that σ fits perfectly in N1 and N4,
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but not in N2 and N3. A so-called optimal alignment is a best match given a trace
and a model. Given σ and N1 there is precisely one optimal alignment,

γ1 = a d b e h

a d b e h

The top row corresponds to σ and the bottom row corresponds to a path from the
initial marking to the final marking of N1.

Given σ and N2 there are multiple optimal alignments:

γ2a = a $ d b e h

a b d $ e h
γ2b = a $ d b e h

a c d $ e h
γ2c = a d b $ e h

a $ b d e h

The “$” symbols denote misalignments. In γ2a , the model makes a “b move” be-
fore d may occur in both log (top row) and model (bottom row). Subsequently, the
log makes a “b move”, not possible anymore in the model. In γ2b , the model makes
a “c move” (rather than a “b move”) before d . In γ2c, the log first makes a “d move”
not possible in the model, followed by b and a “d move” made by the model. All
three alignments have two $’s (“no moves”).

Given σ and N3, there are also three optimal alignments:

γ3a = a $ d b e h

a c d $ e h
γ3b = a d $ b e h

a d c $ e h
γ3c = a d b $ e h

a d $ c e h

The model needs to make a “c move” and the log needs to make “b move” not
possible in the model.

Given σ and N4, there is just one optimal alignment,

γ4 = a d b e h

a d b e h

The alignment shows that σ perfectly fits N4: there are no$’s signaling discrepan-
cies between modeled and observed behavior.

The examples illustrate the usefulness of alignments. Detailed diagnostics can
be given per case and these can be aggregated into diagnostics at the process model
level. For example, we can indicate that a specific activity is often skipped or that
some other activity occurs at times it is not supposed to happen. Moreover, observed
behavior is related to modeled behavior in a precise manner.

Token-based conformance checking becomes more complicated when there are
duplicate and silent activities, e.g., transitions with a τ label or two transitions with
the same label. Alignments can be defined for any process notation, including Petri
nets having duplicate and silent activities. To illustrate this, consider Fig. 8.9. The
labeled Petri net N5 is composed of 8 transitions and 7 places. Transition t1 has
label a modeling the initial registration step, transition t2 has label b modeling an
examination step, etc. There are two decision transitions (t4 and t5) having the same
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Fig. 8.9 A WF-net N5 with duplicate and silent activities

label (d). There is one silent transition (t6). This transition models the reinitiation
step. This step is invisible as is reflected by the τ label. Given σ1 = 〈a, c, d, e〉
and N5, there is precisely one optimal alignment,

γ5,1 =
a c d e

a c d e

t1 t3 t4 t7

The top row of the alignment corresponds to “moves in the log” and the bottom
two rows correspond to “moves in the model”. Moves in the model are now rep-
resented by both the transition and its label. This is needed because there could be
multiple transitions with the same label, e.g., in N5 both t4 and t5 have a d label.
The d event in trace σ1 = 〈a, c, d, e〉 represents a decision and is not connected
to a specific transition. However, during replay is becomes clear that d must refer
to t4.

If a move in the model cannot be mimicked by a move in the log, then a “$” (“no
move”) appears in the top row. Consider σ2 = 〈a, b, d, f 〉. There are two optimal
alignments for σ2 and N5:

γ5,2a =
a b $ d f

a b c d f

t1 t2 t3 t5 t8
γ5,2b =

a $ b d f

a c b d f

t1 t3 t2 t5 t8

If a move in the log cannot be mimicked by a move in the model, then a “$”
(“no move”) appears in the bottom row. Consider σ3 = 〈a, c, d, e, f 〉. There are two
optimal alignments for σ3 and N5:

γ5,3a =
a c d e f

a c d e $
t1 t3 t4 t7

γ5,3b =
a c d e f

a c d $ f

t1 t3 t4 t8
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Silent transition t6 leaves no trail in the event log. Given σ4 = 〈a, c, d, b, c, d, c, d,

c, b, d, f 〉 and N5, there is precisely one optimal alignment,

γ5,4 =
a c d $ b c d $ c d $ c b d f

a c d τ b c d τ c d τ c b d f

t1 t3 t4 t6 t2 t3 t5 t6 t3 t4 t6 t3 t2 t5 t8

The alignment loops back three times. All $’s correspond to model moves of
silent transition t6. These are considered harmless because these moves are in-
visible and cannot be observed in the log anyway. Hence, we consider σ4 =
〈a, c, d, b, c, d, c, d, c, b, d, f 〉 and N5 to be perfectly fitting.

A move is a pair (x, (y, t)) where the first element refers to the log and the sec-
ond element refers to the model. For example, (a, (a, t1)) means that both log and
model make an “a move” and the move in the model is caused by the occurrence of
transition t1. ($, (c, t3)) means that the occurrence of transition t3 with label c is
not mimicked by a corresponding move of the log. (f,$) means that the log makes
an “f move” not followed by the model.

(x, (y, t)) is a legal move if one of the following four cases holds:

• x = y and y is the visible label of transition t (synchronous move),
• x =$ and y is the visible label of transition t (visible model move),
• x =$, y = τ and transition t is silent (invisible model move), or
• x �=$ and (y, t)=$ (log move).

Other moves such as ($,$) and (x, (y, t)) with x �= y are illegal moves.
An alignment is a sequence of legal moves such that after removing all $ sym-

bols, the top row corresponds to the trace in the log, and the bottom row corresponds
to a firing sequence starting in some initial state of the process model and ending
in some final state. Consider, for example, γ5,2a . This is an alignment for σ2 and
N5 because the top row 〈a, b,$, d, f 〉 is indeed σ2 after removing the $ and the
bottom row 〈t1, t2, t3, t5, t8〉 is indeed a firing sequence leading from [start] to
[end].

Given a log trace and a process model, there may be many (if not infinitely many)
alignments. For σ2 = 〈a, b, d, f 〉 and N5, there are additional alignments like:

γ5,2c =
a b d f $$$$$
$$$$ a b c d f

t1 t2 t3 t5 t8
γ5,2d =

a b d f $$$
a $$$ c d e

t1 t3 t4 t7

Alignments γ5,2a and γ5,2b have just one$, alignment γ5,2c has nine$’s, and γ5,2d

has six$’s. Clearly, γ5,2a (or γ5,2b) describes the relation between σ2 and N5 better
than the two longer alignments γ5,2c and γ5,2d .

To select the most appropriate alignment, we associate costs to undesirable
moves and select an alignment with the lowest total costs. Cost function δ as-
signs costs to legal moves. Moves where log and model agree have no costs, i.e.,
δ(x, (y, t))= 0 for synchronous moves (with x = y). Moves in model only have no
costs if the transition is invisible, i.e., δ($, (τ, t)) = 0 for invisible model moves.
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δ($, (y, t)) > 0 is the cost when the model makes an “y move” without a cor-
responding move of the log (visible model move). δ(x,$) > 0 is the cost for an
“x move” in just the log (log move). These costs may depend on the nature of the
activity, e.g., skipping a payment may be more severe than sending too many letters.

For simplicity we assume a fixed standard cost function which assigns cost 1
to all visible model moves and log moves (δ($, (y, t))= δ(x,$)= 1 with y �= τ ).
The cost of an alignment is simply the sum of the costs of all its moves. For example,
δ(γ5,2a)= δ(γ5,2b)= 1, δ(γ5,2c)= 9, and δ(γ5,2d)= 6. δ(γ5,1)= 0 indicating that
there are no misalignments. Also δ(γ5,4)= 0 because δ($, (τ, t6))= 0.

An alignment is optimal if there is no alternative alignment with lower costs. Ob-
viously, γ5,1 and γ5,4 are optimal because the costs are 0 and cannot be lower. γ5,2a

and γ5,2b are optimal alignments for trace σ2 and model N5. Both γ5,3a and γ5,3b are
optimal alignments for σ3 and N5. These examples show that optimal alignments do
not need to be unique. However, without loss of generality, we can assume a deter-
ministic mapping that assigns any log trace σ to an optimal alignment λN

opt(σ ) in the
context of a particular process model N . Such a mapping is sometimes referred to
as an “Oracle”: for any observed behavior a suitably chosen path through the model
is returned.

It is possible to convert misalignment costs into a fitness value between 0 (poor
fitness, i.e., maximal costs) and 1 (perfect fitness, zero costs). The worst-case sce-
nario is that there are no synchronous moves and only “moves in model only” and
“moves in log only”. Note that we can always create an alignment where all events
in trace σ are converted to log moves and a shortest path from an initial state to a
final state of the model is added as a sequence of model moves. An example of a
“worst-case alignment” for σ2 = 〈a, b, d, f 〉 and N5 is

γ5,2w =
a b d f $$$$
$$$$ a c d f

t1 t3 t4 t8

This alignment has “moves in log only” for the observed events in σ2 = 〈a, b, d, f 〉
and “moves in model only” for firing sequence 〈t1, t3, t4, t8〉.

A worst-case alignment always yields a valid alignment and there cannot be op-
timal alignments with higher costs. Let us call this alignment λN

worst(σ ). Now the
fitness of a trace σ can be defined as follows:

fitness(σ,N)= 1− δ(λN
opt(σ ))

δ(λN
worst(σ ))

Assuming there is a path from some initial state to some final state, this al-
ways yields a value between 0 and 1. For σ2 and model N5, δ(λ

N5
opt(σ2)) = 1,

δ(λ
N5
worst(σ2))= 8, and fitness(σ2,N5)= 1− 1

8 = 0.875.
The fitness notion can be extended to event logs in a straightforward manner:

fitness(L,N)= 1−
∑

σ∈L L(σ)× δ(λN
opt(σ ))

∑
σ∈L L(σ)× δ(λN

worst(σ ))
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Note that
∑

σ∈L L(σ)× δ(λN
opt(σ )) is the sum of all costs when replaying the

entire event log using optimal alignments. This is divided by the worst-case scenario
to obtain a normalized overall fitness value.

To show alignment-based conformance checking in action, we revisit the event
log Lfull described in Table 8.1 and the four models in Fig. 8.2.

Let us first consider model N1 in Fig. 8.2. For any trace in Lfull, the optimal
alignment has costs 0. There are 7539 synchronous moves for the 1391 cases. There
are no separate log or model moves. Hence, fitness(Lfull,N1)= 1.

Next we consider model N2 in Fig. 8.2. This model does not allow for con-
currency and cannot handle traces where d occurs before b or c. There are 457
situations in event log Lfull where d occurs before b or c. For some traces multiple
optimal alignments are possible. This enables us to use a deterministic “Oracle” re-
turning a particular optimal alignment. The choice of the Oracle does not influence
the fitness computation. By definition these all yield the same fitness value. Con-
sider, for example, σ8 = 〈a, c, d, e, f, d, b, e,h〉 that occurred 47 times in Lfull. Two
examples of optimal alignments for this trace are (transition names are omitted):

γ8a = a c d e f $ d b e h

a c d e f b d $ e h
γ8b = a c d e f d b $ e h

a c d e f $ b d e h

For a particular collection of optimal alignments for Lfull there are 7082 syn-
chronous moves, 457 model moves, and 457 log moves. Hence,

∑
σ∈Lfull

Lfull(σ )×
δ(λ

N2
opt(σ )) = 457 + 457 = 914. There are 7539 events in Lfull and the shortest

path from the initial marking to the final marking takes 5 model moves. Hence,
∑

σ∈Lfull
Lfull(σ ) × δ(λ

N2
worst(σ )) = 7539 + 1391 × 5 = 14494. This is the worst-

case scenario. Therefore, fitness(Lfull,N2) = 1 − 914
14494 = 0.936939. Note that the

fitness value is slightly lower than the fitness value using token based replay. This
is caused by the cases where d occurs multiple times before b or c (within the same
case). These are not sufficiently penalized using token based replay. A second or
third misalignment in the same case is not detected due to a token remaining from
the first misalignment.

Figure 8.10 shows the diagnostics based on a particular collection of optimal
alignments. Compare the token replay diagnostics in Fig. 8.6 to the alignment-based
diagnostics in this figure. Figure 8.6 suggests that d was executed 443 times before
b or c. This is not the case as Fig. 8.10 clearly shows. b was executed 170 times
after d . c was executed 287 times after d . d was executed 170+ 287 = 457 times
before b or c. The difference between 443 in Fig. 8.6 and the correct 457 in Fig. 8.10
is caused by tokens remaining in place p2 after the first iteration.

Next we consider model N3 in Fig. 8.2. Several activities appearing in the
event log do not appear in the model, thus causing unavoidable “moves in log
only”. Taking a particular collection of optimal alignments, we note that there
are 6064 synchronous moves, 891 model moves, and 1475 log moves. Hence,
∑

σ∈Lfull
Lfull(σ )× δ(λ

N3
opt(σ ))= 891+ 1475= 2366. The worst-case scenario still

has costs 14494 since there are 7539 events in Lfull and the shortest path from the
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Fig. 8.10 Diagnostic information showing the deviations (fitness(Lfull,N2)= 0.936939)

initial marking to the final marking is still 5 steps. Therefore, fitness(Lfull,N3) =
1− 2366

14494 = 0.83676.
Figure 8.11 shows the diagnostics based on this particular collection of optimal

alignments. Activity c in the model was skipped 430 times in the event log and
activity h was skipped 461 times. This explains the 891 “moves in model only”.
The 1475 log moves are scattered over the different states of the model. Figure 8.7
shows that c was executed 971 times. However, as Fig. 8.11 shows, activity c was
executed 961 times at a time allowed by the model. The 971−961= 10 occurrences
of c happened in the second or third iteration which are non-existent in N3. Hence,
the 971 in Fig. 8.7 is misleading. Unlike token-based replay, alignments map all
traces in the log onto actually existing firing sequences from an initial state to a final
state.

Finally, we align Lfull with the “flower model” N4 in Fig. 8.2. As expected, there
are 7539 synchronous moves and no “moves in model only” and no “moves in log
only”. Hence, fitness(Lfull,N4)= 1.

Based on the above examples, we conclude that the following differences exist
between token-based and alignment-based conformance checking:

• Alignments provide more detailed but easy to understand diagnostics. Skipped
and inserted events are easier to interpret than missing and remaining tokens.

• Alignments provide more accurate diagnostics. Token-based replay may provide
misleading diagnostics due to remaining tokens (earlier deviations mask later de-
viations). As a result fitness values are generally too low.
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Fig. 8.11 Diagnostic information showing the deviations (fitness(Lfull,N3)= 0.83676)

• Alignments are configurable through the cost function. One can use multiple cost
functions depending on the likelihood of a deviation and its severity [2].

• Alignments can be used to map each case onto a feasible path in model. This
is important for projecting information (e.g., bottlenecks) on models. Moreover,
the mapping ensures that non-fitting extra behavior is not causing misleading
diagnostics. Token-based replay also relates observed and modeled behavior, but
does not create the corresponding end-to-end execution sequences in the model.

• Alignments are model independent. Any process model with formal semantics
and initial and final states can be used. Token-based replay assumes a Petri net,
so conversions may be needed (e.g., from BPMN to Petri nets).

• Token-based replay provides deterministic diagnostics whereas multiple optimal
alignments may exist for a trace. This can be addressed by deterministically pick-
ing one of possibly many optimal alignments. This does not influence the overall
fitness value, but influences diagnostics based on alignments. Multiple optimal
alignments can be returned for the same case, but this further complicates inter-
pretation.

See [2–5, 169] for more precise alignment definitions and examples. As men-
tioned, the idea to align event logs and process models is not limited to Petri nets.
Any process modeling notation with executable semantics can replay the event log
in some way. See also the replay techniques used in [12, 66, 183, 184].

8.4 Comparing Footprints

In Sect. 6.2, we defined the notion of a footprint, i.e., a matrix showing causal depen-
dencies. Such a matrix characterizes the event log. For instance, Table 8.2 shows the
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Table 8.2 Footprint of Lfull
and N1

a b c d e f g h

a # → → → # # # #

b ← # # ‖ → ← # #

c ← # # ‖ → ← # #

d ← ‖ ‖ # → ← # #

e # ← ← ← # → → →
f # → → → ← # # #

g # # # # ← # # #

h # # # # ← # # #

Table 8.3 Footprint of N2
shown in Fig. 8.2

a b c d e f g h

a # → → # # # # #

b ← # # → # ← # #

c ← # # → # ← # #

d # ← ← # → # # #

e # # # ← # → → →
f # → → # ← # # #

g # # # # ← # # #

h # # # # ← # # #

Table 8.4 Differences
between the footprints of Lfull
and N2. The event log and the
model “disagree” on 12 of the
64 cells of the footprint
matrix

a b c d e f g h

a →: #
b ‖ :→ →: #
c ‖ :→ →: #
d ←: # ‖ :← ‖ :← ←: #
e ←: # ←: #
f →: #
g

h

footprint matrix of Lfull. This matrix is derived from the “directly follows” relation
>Lfull . Clearly, process models also have a footprint: simply generate a complete
event log, i.e., Play-Out the model and record execution sequences. From the view-
point of a footprint matrix, an event log is complete if and only if all activities that
can follow one another do so at least once in the log. Applying this to N1 in Fig. 8.2
results in the same footprint matrix (i.e., Table 8.2). This suggests that the event log
and the model “conform”.

Table 8.3 shows the footprint matrix generated for WF-net N2, i.e., Play-Out N2
to record a complete log and derived its footprint. Comparing both footprint matrices
(Tables 8.2 and 8.3) reveals several differences as shown in Table 8.4. For example,
the relation between a and d changed from→ to #. When comparing event log Lfull
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with WF-net N2 it can indeed be seen that in Lfull activity a is directly followed by
d whereas this is not possible in N2. The relation between b and d changed from ‖
to→. This reflects that in WF-net N2 both activities are no longer parallel. Besides
providing detailed diagnostics, Table 8.4 can also be used to quantify conformance.
For instance, 12 of the 64 cells differ. Hence, one could say that the conformance
based on the footprints is 1− 12

64 = 0.8125.
Conformance analysis based on footprints is only meaningful if the log is com-

plete with respect to the “directly follows” relation >L. This can be verified using
k-fold cross-validation (see Sect. 4.6.2).

Interestingly, both models and event logs have footprints. This allows for log-
to-model comparisons as just described, i.e., it can be checked whether and model
and log “agree” on the ordering of activities. However, the same approach can be
used for log-to-log and model-to-model comparisons. Comparing the footprints of
two process models (model-to-model comparison) allows for the quantification of
their similarity. Comparing the footprints of two event logs (log-to-log comparison)
can, for example, be used for detecting concept drift. The term concept drift refers
to the situation in which the process is changing while being analyzed. For instance,
in the beginning of the event log two activities may be concurrent whereas later in
the log these activities become sequential. This can be discovered by splitting the
log into smaller logs and analyzing the footprints of the smaller logs. A log-to-log
comparison of a sequence of event logs may reveal concept drift. Such a “second
order process mining” requires lots of data because all the smaller logs are assumed
to be complete with respect to >L.

A topic typically neglected in literature and tools is the cross-validation of con-
formance. The event log is just a sample of behavior. This sample may be too small
to make a reliable statement about conformance. Moreover, there may be additional
complications like concept drift. For example, the average conformance over 2011
is 0.80, however, in the beginning of the year it was 0.90, but during the last two
months conformance has been below 0.60. Most techniques provide a single con-
formance metric without stating anything about the reliability of the measure or
concept drift. For instance, suppose we have a large event log L1 and a small event
log L2 such that L2 ⊂ L1 and |L2| = 0.01× |L1|, i.e., L2 contains 1% of the cases
in L1. Suppose that fitness(L1,N)= 0.9 and fitness(L2,N)= 0.6. Clearly, the first
value is much more reliable (as it is based on a log 100 times larger) but this is not
expressed in the metric. If there is enough data to do cross-validation, the event log
could be split randomly into k parts (see also Sect. 4.6.2). Then the fitness could
be computed for all k parts. These k independent measures could then be used to
create a confidence interval for the conformance of the underlying process, e.g.,
the fitness is, with 90% confidence, between 0.86 and 0.94. Some of the confor-
mance measures have a tendency to go up or down when the event log is larger
or smaller. Whereas token replay and alignments are insensitive to the size of the
log, other measures like the ones based on the footprint matrix depend on the size
and completeness of the event log. Consider, for example, an event log L split into
two smaller logs L1 and L2. Assuming that the process is in steady state, the ex-
pected value for fitness(L,N) is identical to the expected value for fitness(L1,N)
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and fitness(L2,N). This does not hold for measures like the footprint matrix: rela-
tion >L can only grow if the log gets larger. Relative thresholds, as used for heuristic
mining, may be used to reduce this effect.

The footprint is just one of many possible characterizations of event logs and
models. In principle, any temporal property can be used. Instead of the “directly
follows” relation also an “eventually follows” relation $L can be used. a $L b

means that there is at least one case for which a was eventually followed by b. This
can also be combined with some time window, e.g., a was followed by b within four
steps or a was followed by b within four hours. It is also possible to take frequencies
into account (see for example measures such as |a >L b| and |a⇒L b| defined in
the context of heuristic mining) and use thresholds. Clearly, the characterizations
used to compare logs and models should match the notion of conformance one is
interested in.

The token-based replay technique described in Sect. 8.2, the alignments in
Sect. 8.3, and the comparison of footprint matrices can be used to check the con-
formance of an event log and a whole process model. It is of course also possible
to directly check specific constraints, sometimes referred to as “business rules”. An
example of a constraint is that activity a should always be followed by activity b.
Another example is the so-called 4-eyes principle: activities a and b should never
be executed by the same person, e.g., to avoid fraud. In [158], it is shown how an
LTL-based language can be used in the context of process mining. Linear Temporal
Logic (LTL) is an example of a temporal logic that, in addition to classical logical
operators, uses temporal operators such as: always (�), eventually (♦), until (�),
weak until (W ), and next time (©) [30]. For instance, one could formulate the rule
�(a⇒ ♦(g ∨ h)), i.e., if a occurs, it should eventually be followed by g or h. An-
other example is the rule ♦g⇔ !(♦h) stating that eventually either g should happen
or h should happen, but not both. The directly follows relation a >L b used earlier
can be expressed in LTL: “♦(a ∧©(b))” (for at least one case). This illustrates that
behavioral characterizations such as footprints can often be expressed in terms of
LTL. LTL-based constraints as defined in [158] may also include explicit time and
data. For example, it is possible to state that within two days after the occurrence
of activity e, one of the activities g or h should have happened. Another example
is that for gold customers the request should be handled in one week and for silver
customers in two weeks.

Constraints may be used to split the log into two parts as described in Fig. 8.8.
This way it is possible to further investigate cases that violate some business rule.

Declare: A constraint-based workflow language
In this book, we focus on mainstream process modeling languages like Petri
nets, BPMN, EPCs, and YAWL. These languages are procedural and aim
to describe end-to-end processes. In the context of conformance checking it
is interesting to also consider declarative process modeling languages. De-
clare is such a language (in fact a family of languages) and a fully func-
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Fig. 8.12 Declare
specification consisting of
four constraints: two
precedence constraints, one
non-coexistence constraint,
and one branched response
constraint

tional WFM system [103, 162]. Declare uses a graphical notation and se-
mantics based on LTL. Figure 8.12 shows a Declare specification consist-
ing of four constraints. The construct connecting activities g and h is a
so-called non-coexistence constraint. In terms of LTL this constraint means
“!((♦g) ∧ (♦h))”; ♦g and ♦h cannot both be true, i.e., it cannot be the case
that both g and h happen for the same case. There are two precedence con-
straints. The semantics of the precedence constraint connecting e to g can
also be expressed in terms of LTL: “(!g) W e”, i.e., g should not happen be-
fore e has happened. Since the weak until (W ) is used in “(!g) W e”, traces
without any g and e events also satisfy the constraint. Similarly, h should
not happen before e has happened: “(!h) W e”. The constraint connecting a

to g and h is a so-called branched constraint involving three activities. This
response constraint states that every occurrence of a should eventually be
followed by g or h: “�(a ⇒ (♦(g ∨ h)))”. The latter constraint allows for
〈a, a, a, g,h, a, a,h〉 but not 〈a,g,h, a〉. Example traces that satisfy all four
constraints are 〈a, a, e, e, g〉 and 〈a, e,h, e〉.

Procedural languages only allow for activities that are explicitly triggered
through control-flow (token semantics). In a declarative language like Declare
“everything is possible unless explicitly forbidden”.

The Declare language is supported by a WFM system that is much more
flexible than traditional procedural WFM/BPM systems [162]. Moreover,
it is possible to learn Declare models by analyzing event logs [86, 103].
The graphical constraint language is also suitable for conformance check-
ing. Given an event log, it is possible to check all the constraints. Consider,
for instance, Fig. 8.12. Given an event log one can show for each constraint
the proportion of cases that respects this constraint [103, 162]. In case of con-
formance checking, complex time-based constraints may be used (e.g., after
every occurrence of activity a for a gold customer, activity g or h should
happen within 24 hours).
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8.5 Other Applications of Conformance Checking

Conformance checking can be used for improving the alignment of business pro-
cesses, organizations, and information systems. As shown, replay techniques and
footprint analysis help to identify differences between a process model and the real
process as recorded in the event log. The differences identified may lead to changes
of the model or process. For example, exposing deviations between the model and
process may lead to better work instructions or changes in management. Confor-
mance checking is also a useful tool for auditors that need to make sure that pro-
cesses are executed within the boundaries set by various stakeholders.

In this section, we show that conformance checking can be used for other pur-
poses such as repairing models and evaluating process discovery algorithms. More-
over, through conformance checking event logs get connected to process models
and thus provide a basis for all kinds of analysis.

8.5.1 Repairing Models

When a process model and an event log “disagree” on the process, this should lead
to adaptations of the model or the process itself. Let us assume that we want to use
conformance checking to repair the model, i.e., to align it with reality. The diag-
nostics provided in Figs. 8.6 and 8.7 can be used to (semi-)automatically repair the
model. For instance, paths that are never taken can be removed from the model. Note
that Figs. 8.6 and 8.7 show the frequency of activities and their causal dependen-
cies. This may lead to the removal of activities that are never (or seldom) executed
or the removal of choices. Token replay does not help to remove concurrency that is
never used (e.g. activities modeled in parallel but executed in sequence). However,
this can be seen in the footprint matrix. After removing unused parts of the model,
the m and r-tags pointing to missing and remaining tokens can be used to repair the
model. An m-tag points out activities that happened in the process but that were not
possible according to the model. An r-tag points out activities that did not happen
but that were supposed to happen according to the model. Comparing the footprint
matrices of the log and model will show similar problems. Such information can be
used by a designer to repair the model. In principle, it is possible to do this auto-
matically. For example, given a set of edit operations on the model one could look
for the model that is “closest” to the original model but that has a fitness of, say,
more than 0.9. It is fairly straightforward to develop a genetic algorithm that min-
imizes the edit distance while ensuring a minimal fitness level: edit operations to
repair a model are closely related to the genetic operations (mutation and crossover)
described in Sect. 7.3. See [52] for a concrete approach to repair process models
using event data.
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8.5.2 Evaluating Process Discovery Algorithms

The focus of this chapter has been on conformance checking and quantifying fit-
ness, i.e., measuring the ability to replay observed behavior on a predefined process
model. However, fitness is just one of four quality dimensions and conformance
checking is also related to the evaluation of process discovery techniques. There-
fore, we provide a few pointers to literature.

In Sect. 6.4, we discussed the challenges that process discovery algorithms are
facing: incompleteness, noise, etc. Process discovery is a complex task and many
algorithms have been proposed in literature. As discussed in [122], it is not easy
to compare the different algorithms. Compared to classical data mining challenges,
there seem to be much more dimensions both in terms of representation (see, for
instance, the more than 40 control-flow patterns gathered in the context of the Work-
flow Patterns Initiative [155, 191]) and quality criteria (even for the fitness notion
several definitions exist). In [43], several process discovery techniques are eval-
uated using real-life event logs and multiple criteria. The study does not include
recent approaches like inductive mining, but shows that automated comprehensive
evaluations are possible.

In Sect. 6.4.3, we described four quality dimensions: fitness, simplicity, precision,
and generalization. Obviously, conformance checking is closely related to measur-
ing the fitness of a discovered model. Whether the model used for conformance
checking is made by hand or discovered using some process mining algorithm is
irrelevant for the techniques presented in this chapter. Hence, conformance check-
ing, as described in this chapter, can also be used to evaluate and compare process
discovery algorithms. However, the “flower model” N4 in Fig. 8.2 illustrates that fit-
ness covers just one dimension. Simplicity, precision, and generalization also need
to be considered when evaluating a discovered model. Leaving out one dimension
may lead to degenerate models as shown in [26, 169].

Obviously, a process discovery algorithm should aim to generate the simplest
model possible that is able to explain the observed behavior. See [101] for an
overview of metrics used to quantify the complexity and understandability of a
process model. The metrics consider aspects such as the size of the model (e.g.,
the number of nodes and/or arcs) and the “structuredness” or “homogeneity” of the
model [101].

A model with a severe lack of precision is “underfitting” and will, on average,
have too many enabled transitions during replay. See [5, 26, 105, 121, 169] for
approaches to qualify precision.

Precision: Avoid underfitting
Precision can be quantified in different ways. Here, we sketch the approach
used in [105, 169]. Let E ⊆ E be the set of events in some event log L. M is
the corresponding process model having a set of states S. Let A be the set of
activities and assume the default classifier e = #activity(e) ∈ A is the activity
associated to event e ∈E (see Sect. 5.2).
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Assume the log has been aligned and was “squeezed” into model M us-
ing alignments (see Sect. 8.3). Hence, without loss of generality we may as-
sume that each event e fits into the model and that we are able to compute
#state(e) ∈ S. This is the state just before the occurrence of event e. Using
optimal alignments, events (log moves) are synchronized with model moves,
yielding a deterministic mapping from events to model states.

Let enM(e) ⊆ A be the set of activities enabled in the model in #state(e).
Let #hist(e) ∈ A∗ be the history of e, i.e., the sequence of activities exe-
cuted for the same case until e. #hist(e) does not include the latest activ-
ity corresponding to e, but the sequence of activities leading to e. enL(e) =
{#activity(e

′) | e′ ∈E∧#hist(e
′)= #hist(e)} ⊆A is the set of activities that were

executed by events having the same history. We assume that events with the
same history are mapped onto the same state, i.e., #hist(e

′)= #hist(e) implies
#state(e

′) = #state(e). This is the case for most process modeling notations
(BPMN, Petri nets, UML activity diagrams, etc.).

If precision is high, the model does not allow for much more behavior
than observed. Hence, |enM(e)| ≈ |enL(e)|. If precision is low, the model
allows for much more behavior than observed. Hence, |enM(e)| $ |enL(e)|.
Precision can now be defined as follows:

precision(L,M)= 1

|E|
∑

e∈E

|enL(e)|
|enM(e)|

By definition, enL(e) ⊆ enM(e) because the event log is perfectly fit-
ting. Therefore, 0 < precision(L,M) ≤ 1 (assuming E �= ∅). If all behav-
ior allowed by the model is actually observed, then precision(L,M) = 1.
If the model allows for much more behavior than observed, then
precision(L,M)& 1. By taking the average over all events, we automatically
take frequencies into account. If the model has an activity that is enabled on a
frequent path but the activity is never executed, then this is more severe than
an unused activity enabled along an infrequent path.

Figure 8.13 illustrates the precision computation. Three events (e7, e8,
and e9) share the same history and therefore also occur in the same state
([p5,p5]). In this state, four activities are possible (d , e, f , and g), but only
two occur in the event log, d (events e7 and e9) and e (event e8). There are
no events having the same history corresponding to the occurrence of f or g.
Therefore, enL(e7)= enL(e8)= enL(e9)= {d, e} and enM(e7)= enM(e8)=
enM(e9)= {d, e, f, g}. If the scope is limited to the three events in Fig. 8.13,
then precision(L,M) = 1

3 ( 2
4 + 2

4 + 2
4 ) = 0.5. Of course, we would need to

consider all events to compute the overall precision.
To illustrate the precision metric, consider the two perfectly fitting models

in Fig. 8.2 (N1 and N4). For the other two models, alignment computations
are needed to first “squeeze” the observed behavior into the model [5]. Using
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Fig. 8.13 Computing precision: #state(e7) = #state(e8) = #state(e9) = [p5,p6], enM(e7) =
enM(e8)= enM(e9)= {d, e, f, g}, and enL(e7)= enL(e8)= enL(e9)= {d, e}

ProM, we find precision(L,N1)= 0.955 and precision(L,N4)= 0.304. This
matches our intuition, N1 is much more precise than the “flower model” N4
that is indeed severely underfitting.

The precision computation just sketched can be applied to any type of
process model for which optimal alignments can be computed (i.e., not just
Petri nets). Using function #hist to group events, we are implicitly creating a
so-called “prefix automaton” (cf. Fig. 8.13). However, other abstractions (next
to #hist) are possible as discussed in [2, 5, 169].

In general, a process model should not restrict behavior to just the examples seen
in the log. A model that does not generalize is “overfitting”: Future observations
are likely to deviate from the model. It is difficult to reason about generalization
because this refers to unseen examples.

When evaluating a process discovery algorithm and not a specific model, one can
use cross-validation (e.g., k-fold cross-validation or leave-one-out cross-validation)
(see Sect. 6.4.2.3). For cross-validation first a process model is learned for a selected
part of the event log (e.g., 80% of the cases), called the training log. The remaining
20% of the cases forms the test log. Then the test log is replayed or aligned using
the model learned for the training log. Such a test can be repeated k times when k-
folds are used. If the average fitness for the different test logs is good, the discovery
technique is able to generalize. If the average fitness is poor, then the discovery
technique is clearly overfitting. In the latter case, the discovery technique produces
models that are unable to explain future observations.

Cross-validation cannot be used to evaluate a specific process model (see
Sect. 6.4.2.3). When the model is already given, there is no point in creating a test
and training log. In such situations, we need to resort to simple frequency-based
metrics such as the one presented in [169]. Every event can be seen as an observa-
tion of an activity in some state s ∈ S. Suppose that state s is visited n times and
that w is the number of different activities observed in this state. Suppose that n
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is very large (say 985 visits to the same state) and w is very small (say 3 unique
activities observed in the state), then it is unlikely that a new event visiting this state
will correspond to an activity not seen before in this state. However, if n and w are
of the same order of magnitude, then it is more likely that a new event visiting state
s will correspond to an activity not seen before in this state. An estimator can be de-
rived under the Bayesian assumption that there is an unknown number of possible
activities in state s and that the probability distribution over these activities follows
a multinomial distribution. It estimates the probability that a new observation will
reveal a path not seen before. The weight of each state is based on the number of
visits. The computed generalization value in [169] is close to 0 if it is likely that new
events will exhibit behavior not seen before. The computed generalization value is
close to 1 if it is unlikely that the next event will reveal new behavior.

Another approach to compute precision and generalization is to project process
model and event log on smaller sets of activities and compare their behaviors with
respect to these activities only. This can be viewed as a generalization of comparing
footprints using k ≥ 1 dimensions and not limited to the “directly follows” rela-
tion. Language inclusion on the projected models and logs can be used to compute
precision and recall metrics.

Also see the precision and recall metrics in [14] used to compare two models in
the context of an event log.

The examples and pointers in this section show that many approaches are avail-
able to quantify the four quality dimensions introduced in Sect. 6.4.3. These can be
used to objectively assess the quality of process discovery results.

8.5.3 Connecting Event Log and Process Model

While replaying the event log on the process model, events in the log are related to
activities in the model, i.e., the event log is connected to the process model. This
may seem insignificant at first sight. However, this is of crucial importance for the
subsequent chapters. By relating events to activities, information extracted from the
log can be used to enrich the process. For example, timestamps in the event log can
be used to make statements about the duration of some modeled activity.

Figure 8.14 shows the class model presented in Sect. 5.4.1 (cf. Fig. 5.9) without
case attributes. The process model level and the event level may exist independent
of one another. People make process models without relating them to (raw) data
in the information system and processes generate data while being unaware of the
process models that may exist. Notable exceptions are WFM and BPM systems
for which such a connection already exists. This is why process-aware systems are
not just important for process automation and also serve as a powerful enabler for
process analysis. However, for the majority of processes, there is no supporting
WFM or BPM system. As a result, process models (if they exist) and event data are
at best loosely coupled. Fortunately, both token replay and alignments can be used
to establish a tight coupling between the process model level and the event level.
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Fig. 8.14 Observed behavior (events) is related to modeled behavior (activities)

The case/instance level shown in Fig. 8.14 consists of cases and activity instances
that connect processes and activities in the model to events in the event log. Within
the same case (i.e., process instance) there may be multiple instances of the same
activity. For instance, some check activity may be performed multiple times for the
same customer request (cf. loops).

Typical event data exist in the form of collections of data records possibly dis-
tributed over multiple database tables. A record in such a table may correspond to
one or more events while listing certain properties (attributes), e.g., date informa-
tion, some amount, and credit rating. As discussed in Chap. 5, one of the main chal-
lenges is to locate these events and to correlate them. Each event needs to be related
to a particular case. When replaying the event log on a model, each event that “fits
into the model” is connected to an activity instance. Note that there can be multiple
instances of the same activity for each case. Moreover, a single activity instance may
correspond to multiple events. Consider a case c with a loop involving activity a.
Two instances of a are executed for c, ac,1 and ac,2. For each of these two activity
instances there may be multiple events. For example, the first activity is offered,
started, and aborted (three events corresponding to ac,1) whereas the second activity
is assigned, started, suspended, resumed, and completed (five events corresponding
to ac,2). See also Sect. 5.2 where the transactional life-cycle is discussed in detail.
When describing token replay and alignment computations we did not elaborate on
the different event types (start, complete, abort, etc.). However, such transactional
information can be taken into account when replaying the event log.

In Sect. 8.2, we showed that token-based replay can be used to relate observed
behavior to modeled behavior. Section 8.3 introduced the notion of alignments as
an even more direct way of relating observed behavior and modeled behavior. Both
approaches can be used to detect and diagnose deviations as sketched in Fig. 8.15.
Moreover, alignments can also be used to “squeeze” reality into the model for fur-
ther analysis. Even if a case does not fit completely, we can find a corresponding
path in the model. If we leave out non-fitting cases, the remaining set of cases is no
longer representative for the whole. Therefore, it is important to “squeeze” reality
into the model even when there are (minor) discrepancies. Subsequently, event data
can be used to “breathe life” into otherwise static process models. As a result, all
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Fig. 8.15 The ability to
replay event data on a process
model helps to detect and
diagnose deviations and to
“squeeze” reality into the
model for further analysis

kinds of information extracted from the event log can be projected onto the model,
e.g., showing bottlenecks and highlighting frequent paths. The event attributes in
Fig. 8.14 provide valuable information that can be aggregated and mapped onto ac-
tivities and resources. For instance, timestamps can be used to visualize bottlenecks,
waiting times, etc. Resource data attached to events can be used to learn working
patterns and allocation rules. Cost information can be projected onto process models
to see inefficiencies. The next chapter will elaborate on this.



Chapter 9
Mining Additional Perspectives

Whereas the main focus of process discovery is on the control-flow perspective,
event logs may contain a wealth of information relating to other perspectives such
as the organizational perspective, the case perspective, and the time perspective.
Therefore, we now shift our attention to these other perspectives. Organizational
mining can be used to get insight into typical work patterns, organizational struc-
tures, and social networks. Timestamps and frequencies of activities can be used
to identify bottlenecks and diagnose other performance related problems. Case data
can be used to better understand decision-making and analyze differences among
cases. Moreover, the different perspectives can be merged into a single model pro-
viding an integrated view on the process. Such an integrated model can be used for
“what if” analysis using simulation.

9.1 Perspectives

Thus far the focus of this book was on control-flow, i.e., the ordering of activities.
The chapters on process discovery and conformance checking often used a so-called
“simple event log” as a starting point (see Definition 5.4). However, as discussed in
Chap. 5, event logs typically contain much more information. Events and cases can
have any number of attributes (see Definitions 5.1 and 5.3). The extension mecha-
nism of XES illustrates how such attributes can be structured and stored. Moreover,
as stressed in Sect. 2.2, process mining is not limited to the control-flow perspective.
Therefore, we now focus on adding some of the other perspectives.

Figure 9.1 shows a typical scenario. The starting point is an event log and some
initial process model. Note that the process model may have been constructed man-
ually or discovered through process mining. Important is that the process model and
event log are connected. In Sect. 8.5.3, we showed that the replay approaches used
in the context of conformance checking can be used to tightly couple model and
log. As discussed using Fig. 8.14, activity instances discovered during replay con-
nect modeled activities to recorded events. This way attributes of events (resources,
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Fig. 9.1 The organizational, case, and time perspectives can be added to the original control-flow
model using attributes from the event log

timestamps, costs, etc.) can be used to extend the initial model. For example, infor-
mation about service or waiting times extracted from the event log can be added to
the model. After adding the different perspectives, an integrated process model is
obtained.

Figure 9.1 lists the three main types of process mining: discovery, conformance,
and enhancement. Let us focus on the third type of process mining. Enhancement
aims to extend or improve an existing process model using information about the
actual process recorded in some event log. One type of enhancement is repair as
discussed in Sect. 8.5.1. Here, we devote our attention to other type of enhancement:
extension. Through extension we add a new perspective to the process model by
cross-correlating it with the log.

In the remainder, we show some examples of log-based model extension. Sec-
tion 9.3 discusses various process mining techniques related to the organizational
perspective. Here, information about resources is used to analyze working patterns
and to see how work “flows” through an organization. Extensions based on the time
perspective are discussed in Sect. 9.4. When events bear timestamps it is possible
to discover bottlenecks, measure service levels, monitor the utilization of resources,
and predict the remaining processing time of running cases. Section 9.5 focuses
on other attributes and their effects on decision making. This section illustrates that
classical data mining techniques such as decision tree learning can be used to extend
a process model with the case perspective. The different perspectives can be merged
into a single integrated process model. Section 9.6 shows how such an integrated
model can be constructed and used. For instance, a complete simulation model can
be mined and subsequently used for “what if” analysis.
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Table 9.1 A fragment of some event log: each line corresponds to an event

Case id Event id Properties

Time Activity Trans Resource Cost

1 35654423 30-12-2010:11.02 register request start Pete

35654424 30-12-2010:11.08 register request complete Pete 50

35654425 31-12-2010:10.06 examine thoroughly start Sue

35654427 31-12-2010:10.08 check ticket start Mike

35654428 31-12-2010:10.12 examine thoroughly complete Sue 400

35654429 31-12-2010:10.20 check ticket complete Mike 100

35654430 06-01-2011:11.18 decide start Sara

35654431 06-01-2011:11.22 decide complete Sara 200

35654432 07-01-2011:14.24 reject request start Pete

35654433 07-01-2011:14.32 reject request complete Pete 200

2 35654483 30-12-2010:11.32 register request start Mike

35654484 30-12-2010:11.40 register request complete Mike 50

35654485 30-12-2010:12.12 check ticket start Mike

35654486 30-12-2010:12.24 check ticket complete Mike 100

35654487 30-12-2010:14.16 examine casually start Pete

35654488 30-12-2010:14.22 examine casually complete Pete 400

35654489 05-01-2011:11.22 decide start Sara

35654490 05-01-2011:11.29 decide complete Sara 200

35654491 08-01-2011:12.05 pay compensation start Ellen

35654492 08-01-2011:12.15 pay compensation complete Ellen 200

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

9.2 Attributes: A Helicopter View

Before discussing approaches to discover the resource, time, and case perspectives,
we provide another example showing the kind of information one can find in a typ-
ical event log. Table 9.1 shows a small fragment of a larger event log. Compared to
earlier examples, each event now also has a transaction type. Consider, for example,
the first two events in Table 9.1. The first event refers to the start of an activity in-
stance, whereas the second event refers to the completion of this instance. By taking
the difference between the timestamps of both events, it can be derived that Pete
worked for six minutes on case 1 when registering the request of the customer. Only
events with transaction type complete have a cost attribute. Note that Sue and Mike
are both working on the same case at the same time, because activities examine
thoroughly and check ticket for case 1 are overlapping.

Table 9.2 shows the case attributes stored in the event log. These are attributes
that refer to the case as a whole rather than an individual event (see Definition 5.3).
Case 1 is a request initiated by customer Smith. This customer has an identification
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Table 9.2 Attributes of cases Case id Custid Name Type Region Amount

1 9911 Smith gold south 989.50

2 9915 Jones silver west 546.00

3 9912 Anderson silver north 763.20

4 9904 Thompson silver west 911.70

5 9911 Smith gold south 812.10

6 9944 Baker silver east 788.00

7 9944 Baker silver east 792.80

8 9911 Smith gold south 544.70

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

number 9911. Customer Smith is a gold customer in region south. The amount of
compensation requested is € 989.50. Cases 5 and 8 are also initiated by the same
customer. Case 2 is initiated by silver customer Jones from region west. This cus-
tomer claimed an amount of € 546.00.

Each of the events implicitly refers to attributes of the corresponding case. For in-
stance, event 35654483 implicitly refers to silver customer Jones because the event
is executed for case 2. In Chap. 5, we formalized the notion of an event log and
event attributes. Consider for example e = 35654431 and some of its attributes:
#case(e) = 1, #activity(e) = decide, #time(e) = 06-01-2011:11.22, #resource(e) =
Sara, #trans(e) = complete, #cost(e) = 200, #custid(e) = 9911, #name(e) = Smith,
#type(e) = gold, #region(e) = south, and #amount(e) = 989.50. For process discov-
ery, we ignored most of these attributes. This chapter will show how to use these
attributes to create an integrated model covering different perspectives.

A first step in any process mining project is to get a feeling for the process and
the data in the event log. The so-called dotted chart provides a helicopter view of the
process [129]. In a dotted chart, each event is depicted as a dot in a two dimensional
plane as shown in Fig. 9.2. The horizontal axis represents the time of the event.
The vertical axis represents the class of the event. To determine the class of an
event we use a classifier as described in Definition 5.2. A classifier is a function
that maps the attributes of an event onto a label, e is the class of the event. An
example of a classifier is e = #case(e), i.e., the case id of the event. Other examples
are e= #activity(e) (the name of the activity being executed) and e= #resource(e) (the
resource triggering the event). In this particular example, e = #region(e) would be a
classifier mapping the event onto the region of the customer.

Every line in the dotted chart shown in Fig. 9.2 refers to a class, e.g., if the
classifier e= #resource(e) is used, then every line corresponds to a resource. The dots
on such a line describe the events belonging to this class, e.g., all events executed
by a particular resource. The time dimension can be absolute or relative. If time is
relative, the first event of each case takes place at time zero. Hence, the horizontal
position of the dot depends on the time passed since the first event for the same case.
The time dimension can be real or logical. For real time, the actual timestamp is
used. For logical time, events are simply enumerated without considering the actual
timestamps: only their ordering is taken into account. The first event has time 0, the
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Fig. 9.2 Dotted chart: events are visualized as dots. Their position, color, and shape depend on the
attributes of the corresponding event

second event has time 1, etc. Also logical time can be absolute (global numbering)
or relative (each case starts at time 0).

As Fig. 9.2 shows, the shape and color of a dot may depend on other attributes,
i.e., there is also a classifier for the shape of the dot and a classifier for the color
of the dot. For instance, if the classifier e = #case(e) is used, then every line corre-
sponds to a case. The shape of the dot may depend on the resource triggering the
corresponding event and the color of the dot may depend on the name of the cor-
responding activity. In our example, the shape of the dot can also depend on the
type of customer (silver or gold) and the color of the dot may depend on the region
(north, east, south, or west).

Figure 9.2 shows only a schematic view of the dotted chart. Figures 9.3 and 9.4
show two dotted charts based on a real event log. The event log was extracted from
the database of a large Dutch housing agency. The event log contains 5987 events
relating to 208 cases and 74 activity names. Each case refers to a housing unit (e.g.,
an apartment). The case starts when the tenant wants to terminate the current lease
and ends when the new tenant has moved into the unit. Both figures show 5987 dots.
The classifier e = #case(e) is used, i.e., every line corresponds to a unit. The color
of the dot depends on the name of the corresponding activity. There are 74 colors:
one for each of the possible activities. Figure 9.3 uses absolute/real times for the
horizontal dimension. Cases are sorted by the time of the first event. These initial
events do not form a straight line. If the arrival rate of new cases would be constant,
the frontier formed by initial events would resemble a straight line rather than the
curve shown in Fig. 9.3. The curved frontier line shows that the arrival process
increases in intensity towards the middle of the time window visualized in Fig. 9.3.
Moreover, it seems that events are not evenly spread over the time window. There
are periods with little activity. Figure 9.4 uses relative/real times. This figure shows
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Fig. 9.3 Dotted chart for a process of a housing agency using absolute time. The influx of new
cases increases over time. Moreover, several periods with little activity can be identified

Fig. 9.4 Dotted chart for the process of the housing agency using relative time, i.e., all cases start
at time zero. The chart reveals a large variation in flow times: some cases are handled in a few days
whereas others take more than a year
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that there is a huge variation in flow time. About 45% of the cases are handled in
less than 150 days whereas about 10% of the cases take more than one year.

The dotted chart is a very powerful tool to view a process from different angles.
One can see all events in one glance while potentially showing different perspectives
at the same time (class, color, shape, and time). Moreover, by zooming in one can
investigate particular patterns. For example, when classifier e = #resource(e) is used
one can immediately see when a resource has been inactive for a longer period.

In the dotted charts shown in this section, timestamps are used to align events in
the horizontal dimension. As shown in [79], it is also possible to align events based
on their context rather than time. As a result repeating patterns in the event log are
aligned so that it becomes easy to see common behavior and deviations without con-
structing a process model. The identification of such patterns helps understanding
the “raw” behavior captured in the event log. As indicated in Chap. 5, event logs of-
ten contain low-level events that are of little interest to management. The challenge
is to aggregate low-level events into events that are meaningful for stakeholders.
Therefore, the event log is often preprocessed after a visual inspection of the log us-
ing dotted charts. There are several approaches to preprocess low-level event logs.
For example, frequently appearing low-level patterns can be abstracted into events
representing activities at the business level [77]. Also activity-based filtering can be
used to preprocess the log. We elaborate on this in Chaps. 14 and 15.

The dotted chart can be seen as an example of a visual analytics technique. Visual
analytics leverages on the remarkable capabilities of humans to visually identify
patterns and trends in large datasets. Even though Fig. 9.3 shows almost six thousand
events, people involved in this process can see patterns, trends, and irregularities in
one glance.

9.3 Organizational Mining

Organizational mining focuses on the organizational perspective [130, 159]. Start-
ing point for organizational mining is typically the #resource(e) attribute present in
most event logs. Table 9.3 shows a fragment of a larger event log in which each
event has a resource attribute; all complete events have been projected onto their
resource and activity attributes. This event log is based on the process model from
Chap. 2. Using such information, there are techniques to learn more about people,
machines, organizational structures (roles and departments), work distribution, and
work patterns.

By analyzing an event log as shown in Table 9.3 it is possible to analyze the
relation between resources and activities. Table 9.4 shows the mean number of times
a resource performs an activity per case. For instance, activity a is executed exactly
once for each case (take the sum of the first column). Pete, Mike, and Ellen are the
only ones executing this activity. In 30% of the cases, a is executed by Pete, 50%
is executed by Pete, and 20% is executed by Ellen. Activities e and f are always
executed by Sara. Activity e is executed, on average, 2.3 times per case. The event
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Table 9.3 Compact representation of the event log highlighting the resource attribute of each
event (a = register request, b = examine thoroughly, c = examine casually, d = check ticket, e =
decide, f = reinitiate request, g = pay compensation, and h= reject request)

Case id Trace

1 〈aPete, bSue, dMike, eSara, hPete〉
2 〈aMike, dMike, cPete, eSara, gEllen〉
3 〈aPete, cMike, dEllen, eSara, f Sara, bSean, dPete, eSara, gEllen〉
4 〈aPete, dMike, bSean, eSara, hEllen〉
5 〈aEllen, cMike, dPete, eSara, f Sara, dEllen, cMike, eSara, f Sara, bSue, dPete, eSara, hMike〉
6 〈aMike, cEllen, dMike, eSara, gMike〉
. . . . . .

Table 9.4 Resource-activity
matrix showing the mean
number of times a person
performed an activity per case

a b c d e f g h

Pete 0.3 0 0.345 0.69 0 0 0.135 0.165

Mike 0.5 0 0.575 1.15 0 0 0.225 0.275

Ellen 0.2 0 0.23 0.46 0 0 0.09 0.11

Sue 0 0.46 0 0 0 0 0 0

Sean 0 0.69 0 0 0 0 0 0

Sara 0 0 0 0 2.3 1.3 0 0

log conforms to the process model shown in Fig. 2.2. Hence, for some cases e is
executed only once whereas for other cases e is executed repeatedly (2.3 times on
average). On average, activity f is executed 1.3 times. This suggests that the middle
part of the process (composed of activities b, c, d , e, and f ) needs to be redone for
the majority of cases. Consider for example case 5 in Table 9.3; e is executed three
times and f is executed twice for this case.

9.3.1 Social Network Analysis

Sociometry, also referred to as sociography, refers to methods that present data on
interpersonal relationships in graph or matrix form [182]. The term sociometry was
coined by Jacob Levy Moreno who already used such techniques in the 1930s to
better assign students to residential cottages in a training facility. Until recently, the
input data for sociometry consisted mainly of interviews and questionnaires. How-
ever, with the availability of vast amounts of electronic data, new ways of gathering
input data are possible.

Here we restrict ourselves to social networks as shown in Fig. 9.5. The nodes in
a social network correspond to organizational entities. Often, but not always, there
is a one-to-one correspondence between the resources found in the log and organi-
zational entities (i.e., nodes). In Fig. 9.5 nodes x, y, and z could refer to persons.
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Fig. 9.5 A social network consists of nodes representing organizational entities and arcs repre-
senting relationships. Both nodes and arcs can have weights indicated by “w = · · · ” and the size
of the shape

The nodes in a social network may also correspond to aggregate organizational en-
tities such as roles, groups, and departments. The arcs in a social network corre-
spond to relationships between such organizational entities. Arcs and nodes may
have weights. The weight of an arc or node indicates its importance. For instance,
node y is more important than x and z as is indicated by its size. The relationship
between x and y is much stronger than the relationship between z and x as shown
by the thickness of the arc. The interpretation of “importance” depends on the social
network. Later, we will give some examples to illustrate the concept.

Sometimes the term distance is used to refer to the inverse of the weight of an
arc. An arc connecting two organizational entities has a high weight if the distance
between both entities is small. If the distance from node x to node y is large, then
the weight of the corresponding arc is small (or the arc is not present in the social
network).

A wide variety of metrics have been defined to analyze social networks and to
characterize the role of individual nodes in such a diagram [182]. For example, if
all other nodes are in short distance to a given node and all geodesic paths (i.e.,
shortest paths in the graph) visit this node, then clearly the node is very central
(like a spider in the web). There are different metrics for this intuitive notion of
centrality. The Bavelas–Leavitt index of centrality is a well-known example that
is based on the geodesic paths in the graph. Let i be an node and let Dj,k be the
geodesic distance from node j to node k. The Bavelas–Leavitt index of centrality
is defined as BL(i)= (

∑
j,k Dj,k)/(

∑
j,k Dj,i +Di,k). The index divides the sum

of all geodesic distances by the sum of all geodesic distances from and to node i.
Other related metrics are closeness (1 divided by the sum of all geodesic distances
to a given node) and betweenness (a ratio based on the number of geodesic paths
visiting a given node) [159, 182]. Recall that distance can be seen as the inverse of
arc weight.

Notions such as centrality analyze the position of one organizational entity, say a
person, in the whole social network. There are also metrics making statements about
the network as a whole, e.g., the degree of connectedness. Moreover, there are also
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Table 9.5 Handover of work
matrix showing the mean
number of handovers from
one person to another per case

Pete Mike Ellen Sue Sean Sara

Pete 0.135 0.225 0.09 0.06 0.09 1.035

Mike 0.225 0.375 0.15 0.1 0.15 1.725

Ellen 0.09 0.15 0.06 0.04 0.06 0.69

Sue 0 0 0 0 0 0.46

Sean 0 0 0 0 0 0.69

Sara 0.885 1.475 0.59 0.26 0.39 1.3

Fig. 9.6 Social network
based on handover of work at
the level of individual
resources using a threshold of
0.1. The thickness of the arcs
is based on the frequency of
handovers from one person to
another

techniques to identify cliques (groups of entities that are strongly connected to each
other while having fewer connections to entities outside the clique).

Clearly event logs with #resource(e) attributes provide an excellent source of in-
formation for social network analysis. For instance, based on the event log one can
count the number of times work is handed over from one resource to another. Con-
sider for example case 1 having the following trace: 〈aPete, bSue, dMike, eSara, hPete〉.
Clearly, there is a handover of work from Pete to Sue and Mike after the completion
of a. Note that Sue does not hand over work to Mike, because b and d are con-
current. However, both Sue and Mike hand over work to Sara, because activity e re-
quires input from both b and d . Finally, Sara hands over work to Pete. Hence, in total
there are five handovers: (aPete, bSue), (aPete, dMike), (bSue, eSara), (dMike, eSara), and
(eSara, hPete). Table 9.5 shows the average number of handovers from one resource
to another. For instance, Mike frequently hands over work to Sara: on average 1.725
times per case. Sue and Sean only hand over work to Sara as they only execute ac-
tivity b. It is important to note that the discovered process model is exploited when
constructing the social network. The causal dependencies in the process model are
used to count handovers in the event log. This way only “real” handovers of work
are counted, e.g., concurrent activities may follow one another but do not contribute
the number of handovers.

Table 9.5 encodes a social network. All non-zero cells represent “handover of
work” relationships. When visualizing a social network typically a threshold is used.
If we set the threshold to 0.1, we obtain the social network shown in Fig. 9.6. All
cells with a value of at least 0.1 are turned into arcs in the social network. To keep
the diagram simple, we only assigned weights to arcs and not to nodes. As Fig. 9.6
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Table 9.6 Handover of work
matrix at the role level

Assistant Expert Manager

Assistant 1.5 0.5 3.45

Expert 0 0 1.15

Manager 2.95 0.65 1.3

Fig. 9.7 Social network
based on handover of work at
the level of roles. The weights
of nodes are based on the
number of times a resource
having the role performs an
activity. The weights of the
arcs are based of the average
number of times a handover
takes place from one role to
another per case

shows there is a strong connection between Mike and Sara. On average, there are
1.725 handovers from Mike to Sara and 1.475 handovers from Sara to Mike. The
social network clearly shows the flow of work in the organization and can be used
to compute metrics such as the Bavelas–Leavitt index of centrality. Such analysis
shows that Sara and Mike are most central in the social network.

The nodes in a social network correspond to organizational entities. In Fig. 9.6
the entities are individual resources. However, it is also possible to construct social
networks at the level of departments, teams, or roles. Assume for example that there
are three roles: Assistant, Expert, and Manager. Pete, Mike, and Ellen have the role
Assistant, Sue and Sean have the role Expert, and Sara is the only one having the
role Manager. Later, we will show that such roles can be discovered from frequent
patterns in the event log. Moreover, such information is typically available in the in-
formation system. Now we can count the number of handovers at the role level. Con-
sider again case 1: 〈aPete, bSue, dMike, eSara, hPete〉. Using the information about roles
we can rewrite this trace to 〈aAssistant, bExpert, dAssistant, eManager, hAssistant〉. Again
we find five handovers: one from role Assistant to role Expert (aAssistant, bExpert),
one from role Assistant to role Assistant (aAssistant, dAssistant), one from role Ex-
pert to role Manager (bExpert, eManager), one from role Assistant to role Man-
ager (dAssistant, eManager), and one from role Manager to role Assistant (eManager,

hAssistant). Table 9.6 shows the average frequency of such handovers per case. This
matrix containing sociometric information can be converted into a social network
as shown in Fig. 9.7.

The social network in Fig. 9.7 has weighted nodes and arcs. The weights are
visualized graphically. For instance, the biggest node is role Assistant with a weight
of 5.45. This weight indicates the average number of activities executed by this role.
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Fig. 9.8 Social network based on similarity of profiles. Resources that execute similar collections
of activities are related. Sara is the only resource executing e and f . Therefore, she is not connected
to other resources. Self-loops are suppressed as they contain no information (self-similarity)

The weight of role Expert is only 1.15, because the two experts (Sue and Sean) only
execute activity b which, on average, is executed 1.15 times per case. The weights
of the arcs are directly taken from Table 9.6. Clearly, handovers among the roles
Assistant and Manager are most frequent.

Counting handovers of work is just one of many ways of constructing a social
network from an event log. In [159] various types of social networks are presented.
For example, one can simply count how many times two resources have worked on
the same case, i.e., two nodes have a strong relationship when they frequently work
together on common cases. One can also use Table 9.4 to quantify the similarity of
two resources. Every row in the resource-activity matrix can be seen as the profile
of a resource. Such a vector describes the relevant features of a resource. For ex-
ample, Pete has profile PPete = (0.30,0.0,0.345,0.69,0.0,0.0,0.135,0.165), Mike
has profile PMike = (0.5,0.0,0.575,1.15,0.0,0.0,0.225,0.275), and Sara has pro-
file PSara = (0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,2.3,1.3,0.0,0.0). Clearly, PPete and PMike are very
similar whereas PPete and PSara are not. The distance between two profiles can be
quantified using well-known distance measures such as the Minkowski distance,
Hamming distance, and Pearson’s correlation coefficient. Moreover, clustering tech-
niques such as k-means clustering and agglomerative hierarchical clustering can be
used to group similar resources together based on their profile (see Sect. 4.3). Two
resources in the same cluster (or in close proximity according to the distance metric)
are strongly related whereas resources in different clusters (or far away from each
other) have no significant relationship in the social network.

For the resource-activity matrix shown in Table 9.4 it does not matter which dis-
tance metric or clustering technique is used. All will come to the conclusion that
Pete, Mike, and Ellen are very similar and thus have a strong relationship in the
social network based on similarity. Similarly, Sue and Sean have a strong relation-
ship in the social network based on similarity. Sara is clearly different from the
resources in the two other groups. Figure 9.8 shows the social network based on
similarity. Here one can clearly see the roles Assistant, Expert, and Manager men-
tioned before. However, now the roles are discovered based on the profiles of the
resources.
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Fig. 9.9 Organizational model discovered based on the event log

9.3.2 Discovering Organizational Structures

The behavior of a resource can be characterized by a profile, i.e., a vector indicating
how frequent each activity has been executed by the resource. By using such pro-
files, various clustering techniques can be used to discover similar resources. Fig-
ure 9.8 showed an example in which three roles are discovered based on similarities
of the profiles of the six resources. In Sect. 4.3 we introduced k-means clustering
and agglomerative hierarchical clustering. For k-means clustering the number of
clusters is decided upfront. Agglomerative hierarchical clustering produces a den-
drogram allowing for a variable number of clusters depending on the desired gran-
ularity. Additional relevant features of resources (authorizations, salary, age, etc.)
can be added to the profile before clustering. This all depends on the information
available. After clustering the resources into groups, these groups can be related to
activities in the process. Figure 9.9 shows the end result using the roles discovered
earlier.

The three roles Assistant, Expert, and Manager in Fig. 9.9 have the property that
they partition the set of resources. In general this will not be the case, e.g., a resource
can have multiple roles (e.g., a consultant that is also team leader). Moreover, each
activity corresponds to precisely one role. Also this does not always need to be the
case. Figure 9.10 sketches a more general situation.

The hypothetical organizational model in Fig. 9.10 connects the process model
and the resources seen in the event log. There are eighth organizational entities:
oe1, . . . ,oe8. The model is hierarchical, e.g., oe4 contains resource r5 and all re-
sources of oe6, oe7, and oe8. Hence five resources belong to organizational entity
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Fig. 9.10 The organizational entities discovered connect activities in the process model to sets
resources

oe4: r5, r6, r7, r8, and r9. Organizational entity oe1, i.e., the root node, contains all
nine resources. If agglomerative hierarchical clustering is used to cluster resources,
one automatically gets such a hierarchical structure. Figure 4.7 in Sect. 4.3 shows
how agglomerative hierarchical clustering creates a dendrogram and Fig. 4.8 shows
how any horizontal line defines a level in the hierarchy. The translation from a den-
drogram to a hierarchical structure as shown in Fig. 9.10 is straightforward.

Activity a1 in Fig. 9.10 can only be performed by resource r3 whereas activity a2
can be executed by r5, r6, r7, r8, or r9. For more information about organizational
mining we refer to [130].

9.3.3 Analyzing Resource Behavior

Figure 9.10 shows how activities, organizational entities, and resources can be re-
lated. Since events in the log refer to activities and resources (and indirectly also
to organizational entities), performance measures extracted from the event log can
be projected onto such models. For instance, frequencies can be projected onto ac-
tivities, organizational entities, and resources. It could be shown that resource r5
performed 150 activities in the last month: 100 times a2 and 50 times a3. By aggre-
gating such information it could be deduced that organizational entity oe4 was used
300 times in the same period.
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In Table 9.3, we abstracted from transaction types, i.e., we did not consider the
start and completion of an activity instance. Most logs will contain such information.
For example, Table 9.1 shows the start and completion of each activity instance.
Some logs will even show when a workitem is offered to a resource or when it is
assigned. If such events are recorded, then a diagram such as Fig. 9.10 can also show
detailed time related information. For example, the utilization and response times of
resources can be shown.

Assuming that the event log contains high quality information including precise
timestamps and transaction types, the behavior of resources can be analyzed in de-
tail [139]. Of course privacy issues play an important role here. However, the event
log can be anonymized prior to analysis. Moreover, in most organizations one would
like to do such analysis at an aggregate level rather than at the level of individuals.
For instance, in Sect. 3.1, we mentioned the Yerkes-Dodson law of arousal which
describes the relation between workload and performance of people. This law hy-
pothesizes that people work faster when the workload increases. If the event log
contains precise timestamps and transaction types, then it is easy to empirically in-
vestigate this phenomenon. For any activity instance, one knows its duration and
by scanning the log it is also easy to see what the workload was when the activity
instance was being performed by some resource. Using supervised learning (e.g.,
regression analysis or decision tree analysis) the effects of different workloads on
service and response times can be measured. See [139] for more examples.

Privacy and anonymization
Event logs may contain sensitive or private data. Events refer to actions and
properties of customers, employees, etc. For instance, when applying process
mining in a hospital it is important to ensure data privacy. It would be unac-
ceptable that data about patients would be used by unauthorized persons or
that event data about treatments would be used in a way not intended when
releasing the data. The challenge in process mining is to use event logs to
improve processes and information systems while protecting personally iden-
tifiable information and not revealing sensitive data. Therefore, most event
logs contain anonymized attribute values. For example, the name of the cus-
tomer or employee is often irrelevant for questions that need to be answered.
To make an attribute anonymous, the original value is mapped onto a new
value in a deterministic manner. This ensures that one can correlate attributes
in one event to attributes in another event without knowing the actual values.
For instance, all occurrences of the name “Wil van der Aalst” are mapped onto
“Q2T4R5R7X1Y9Z”. The mapping of the original value onto the anonymized
value should be such that it is not easy (or even impossible) to compute the
inverse of the mapping. Anonymous data can sometimes be de-anonymized
by combining different data sources. For example, it is often possible to trace
back an individual based on her birth date and the birth dates of her children.
Therefore, even “anonymous data” should be handled carefully.
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Table 9.7 Compact representation of the event log highlighting timestamps; artificial timestamps
are used to simplify the presentation of the time-based replay approach

Case id Trace

1 〈a12
start, a

19
complete, b

25
start, d

26
start, b

32
complete, d

33
complete, e

35
start, e

40
complete, h

50
start, h

54
complete〉

2 〈a17
start, a

23
complete, d

28
start, c

30
start, d

32
complete, c

38
complete, e

50
start, e

59
complete, g

70
start, g

73
complete〉

3 〈a25
start, a

30
complete, c

32
start, c

35
complete, d

35
start, d

40
complete, e

45
start, e

50
complete, f

50
start, f

55
complete,

b60
start, d

62
start, b

65
complete, d

67
complete, e

80
start, e

87
complete, g

90
start, g

98
complete〉

. . . . . .

Note that process mining techniques do not create new data. The infor-
mation stored in event logs originates from other databases and audit trails.
Therefore, privacy and security issues already exist before applying process
mining. Nevertheless, the active use of data and process mining techniques in-
creases the risk of data misuse. Organizations should therefore continuously
balance the benefits of creating and using event data against potential privacy
and security problems.

9.4 Time and Probabilities

The time perspective is concerned with the timing and frequency of events. In most
event logs, events have a timestamp (#time(e)). The granularity of these timestamps
may vary. In some logs only date information is given, e.g., “30-12-2010”. Other
event logs have timestamps with millisecond precision. The presence of timestamps
enables the discovery of bottlenecks, the analysis of service levels, the monitoring
of resource utilization, and the prediction of remaining processing times of running
cases. In this section we focus on replaying event logs with timestamps. A small
modification of the replay approach presented in Sect. 8.2 suffices to include the
time perspective in process models.

Table 9.7 shows a fragment of some larger event log highlighting the role of
timestamps. To simplify the presentation, we use fictive two-digit timestamps rather
than verbose timestamps like “30-12-2010:11.02”. Moreover, we assume that each
event has a start event and a complete event. Obviously, the replay approach does
not depend on these simplifying assumptions.

Figure 9.11 shows some raw diagnostic information after replaying the three
cases shown in Table 9.7. Activity a has three activity instances; one for each case.
The first instance of a runs from time 12 to time 19. Hence, the duration of this
activity instance is 7 time units. Activity d has four activity instances. For case 3
there are two instances of d ; one running from time 35 to time 40 and one running
from time 62 to time 67. The durations of all activity instances are shown. Also
places are annotated to indicate how long tokens remained there. For example, there
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Fig. 9.11 Timed replay of the first three cases in the event log: case 1 starts at time 12 and ends at
time 54, case 2 starts at time 17 and ends at time 73, case 3 starts at time 25 and ends at time 98

were four periods in which a token resided in place p1: one token corresponding
to case 1 resided in p1 for 6 time units (from time 19 until time 25), one token
corresponding to case 2 resided in p1 for 7 time units (from time 23 until time 30),
and two tokens corresponding to case 3 resided in this place (one for 32− 30 = 2
time units and one for 60− 55= 5 time units). These times can be found using the
approach presented in Sect. 8.2. The only modifications are that now tokens bear
timestamps and statistics are collected during replay. In this example, all three cases
fit perfectly (i.e., no missing or remaining tokens). One needs to ignore non-fitting
events or cases to deal with logs that do not have a conformance of 100%. Heuristics
are needed to deal with such situations, but here we assume perfect fitness.

Figure 9.12 shows another view on the information gathered while replaying the
three cases. Consider for instance case 3. For this case, an instance of activity a was
running from time 25 until time 30. At time 30, c and d became enabled. However,
as shown, c started at time 32 and d started at time 35. This implies that there was
a waiting time of 2 before c started and a waiting time of 5 before d started. After
completing c and d , i.e., at time 40, the first instance of e became enabled. Since
the first instance of activity e ran from time 45 until 50, the waiting time for this
instance of e was 45− 40= 5 time units. Note that from time 35 until time 45 there
was a token in place p3 (because c completed at time 35 and e started at time 45).
However, only half of this period should be considered as waiting time for e, because
e only got enabled at time 40 when d completed. As discussed in Sect. 8.5.3, such
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Fig. 9.12 Timeline showing the activity instances of the first three activities

diagnostics are only possible because events in the log have been coupled to model
elements through replay.

After replay, for each place a collection of “token visits” has been recorded. Each
token visit has a start and end time. Hence, a multi-set of durations can be derived.
In the example, place p1 has the multi-set [6,7,2,5, . . .] of durations. For a large
event log such a multi-set will contain thousands of elements. Hence, it is possi-
ble to fit a distribution and to compute standard statistics such as mean, standard
deviation, minimum, and maximum. The same holds for activity instances. Every
activity instance has a start and end time. Hence, a multi-set of service times can be
derived. For example, activity e in the example has the multi-set [5,9,5,7, . . .] of
activity durations. Also here standard statistics can be computed. These can also be
computed for waiting times. It is also possible to compute confidence intervals to
derive statements such as “the 90% confidence interval for the mean waiting time
for activity x is between 40 and 50 minutes”.

Figures 9.11 and 9.12 demonstrate that replay can be used to provide various
kinds of performance related information:

• Visualization of waiting and service times. Statistics such as the average waiting
time for an activity can be projected onto the process model. Activities with a
high variation in service time could be highlighted in the model, etc.

• Bottleneck detection and analysis. The multi-set of durations attached to each
place can be used to discover and analyze bottlenecks. The places where most
time is spent can be highlighted. Moreover, cases that spend a long time in a
particular place can be further investigated. This is similar to the selection of
non-conforming cases described earlier (cf. Fig. 8.8), i.e., the sublog of delayed
cases can be analyzed separately to find root causes for the delays.

• Flow time and SLA analysis. Fig. 9.11 also shows that the overall flow time can
be computed. (In fact, no process model is needed for this.) One can also point
to two arbitrary points in the process, say x and y, and compute how many times
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Fig. 9.13 Timeline showing the activity instances projected onto resources. Such projections of
the event log allow for the analysis of resource behavior and their utilization

a case flows from x to y. The multi-set of durations to go from x to y can be
used to compute all kinds of statistics, e.g., the average flow time between x and
y or the fraction of cases taking more than some preset norm. This can be used to
monitor Service Level Agreements (SLAs). For instance, it could be that there is
a contractual agreement that for 90% of the cases y should be executed within 48
hours after the completion of x. Non-conformance with respect to such an SLA
can be highlighted in the model.

• Analysis of frequencies and utilization. While replaying the model, times and fre-
quencies are collected. These can be used to show routing probabilities in the
model. For example, after e there is a choice to do f , g or h. By analyzing fre-
quencies, one can indicate in the model that in 56% of choices, e is followed
by f , in 20% g is chosen, and in 24% h is chosen. By combining frequencies
and average service times one can also compute the utilization of resources. Fig-
ure 9.13 shows all activity instances and their waiting times projected onto the
resources executing them. This illustrates that replay can be used to analyze re-
source behavior.

The event log shown in Table 9.7 only contains start and complete events. In
Chap. 5 we identified additional event types such as assign, schedule, suspend, re-
sume, manualskip, abort_case, and withdraw. If an event log contains such events,
more statistics can be collected during replay. For instance, if start events are pre-
ceded by assign events, it is possible to analyze how long it takes to start executing
the activity instance after being assigned to a specific resource. The transactional
life-cycle shown in Fig. 5.3 can be used when replaying the event log.

It can also be the case that the event log does not contain transactional informa-
tion, i.e., the #trans(e) attribute is missing in the log. In this case activities are as-
sumed to be atomic. Nevertheless, it is still possible to analyze the time that passes
in-between such atomic activities. In addition, heuristics can be applied to “guess”
the duration of activity instances.
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9.5 Decision Mining

The case perspective focuses on properties of cases. Each case is characterized by
its case attributes, the attributes of its events, the path taken, and performance infor-
mation (e.g., flow times).

First, we focus on the influence of case and event attributes on the routing of
cases. In Fig. 9.9 there are two decision points:

• after registering the request (activity a) either a thorough examination (activity b)
or a casual examination (activity c) follows; and

• after making a decision (activity e), activity g (pay compensation), activity h

(reject request), or activity f (reinitiate request) follows.

Both decision points are of type XOR-split: precisely one of several alternatives
is chosen. Decision mining aims to find rules explaining such choices in terms of
characteristics of the case [120]. For example, by analyzing the event log used to
discover Fig. 9.9 one could find that customers from the southern region are al-
ways checked thoroughly and that requests by silver customers always get rejected.
Clearly, a classification technique like decision tree learning can be used to find
such rules (see Sect. 4.2). Recall that the input for decision tree learning is a table
where every row lists one categorical response variable (e.g., the chosen activity)
and multiple predictor variables (e.g., properties of the customer). The decision tree
aims to explain the response variable in terms of the predictor variables.

Consider, for example, the situation shown in Fig. 9.14. Using three different
notations (YAWL, BPMN, and Petri nets) a choice is depicted: activity x is followed
by either activity y or activity z. The table in Fig. 9.14 shows different cases for
which this choice needs to be made. There are three predictor variables (type, region,
and amount) and one response variable (activity). Variables type, region, and activity
are categorical and variable amount is numerical. The predictor variables correspond
to knowledge known about the case at the point in time when the decision was made.
The response variable activity is determined based on a scan of the event log. The
event log will reveal whether x was followed by y or z. The table in Fig. 9.14 serves
as input for some decision tree learning algorithm as explained in Sect. 4.2. The
resulting decision tree can be rewritten into a rule. Based on the example table,
classification will show that the value of the response variable is y if the customer
is a gold customer and the amount is lower than € 500. Otherwise, the value of the
response variable is z as shown in Fig. 9.14.

Petri nets cannot express OR-splits and joins directly. However, in higher-level
languages like BPMN and YAWL one can express such behavior. Figure 9.15 shows
an OR-split using the YAWL and BPMN notation: activity x is followed by y, or z,
or y and z. Note that the response variable activity is still categorical and can be
determined by scanning the log. The table in Fig. 9.15 can be analyzed using a
decision tree learner and the result can be transformed into one rule for each of the
output arcs. The response variable is “just y” if the customer is a gold customer
and the amount is less than € 500, the response variable is “just z” if the customer
is a silver customer and the amount is at least € 500, and the response variable is
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Fig. 9.14 Decision mining: using case and event attributes, a rule is learned for the XOR-split. The
result is shown using different notations: YAWL (top), BPMN (middle), and Petri nets (bottom)

Fig. 9.15 Decision mining: using case and event attributes, a rule is learned for the OR-split. The
response variable has three possible values: just y, just z, and both y and z
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“y and z” in all other cases. Based on this classification the conditions shown in the
YAWL and BPMN models can be derived.

For the predictor variables all case and event attributes can be used. Consider for
instance the decision point following activity e and event 35654431 in Table 9.1.
The case and event attributes of this event are shown in Tables 9.1 and 9.2. Hence,
predictor variables for event 35654431 are: case = 1, activity = decide, time =
06-01-2011:11.22, resource= Sara, trans = complete, cost = 200, custid = 9911,
name= Smith, type= gold, region= south, and amount= 989.50. As described in
[120] also the attributes of earlier and later events can be taken into account. For ex-
ample, all attributes of all events in the trace up to the decision moment can be used.
In the process shown in Fig. 9.9 one could find the rule that all cases that involve
Sean get rejected in the decision point following activity e.

There may be loops in the model. Hence, the same decision point may be visited
multiple times for the same case. Each visit corresponds to a new row in the table
used by the decision tree algorithm. For example, in the process shown in Fig. 9.9,
there may be cases for which e is executed four times. The first three times e is be
followed by f and the fourth time e is followed by g or h. Each of the four decisions
corresponds to a row in the table used for classification. Using replay, the outcome
of the decision (i.e., the response variable) can be identified for each row. Also note
that the values of the predictor variables for these four rows may be different.

In some cases, it may be impossible to derive a reasonable decision rule. The
reason may be that there is too little data or that decisions are seemingly random or
based on considerations not in the event log. In such cases, replay can be used to
provide a probability for each branch. Hence, such a decision point is characterized
by probabilities rather than data dependent decision rules.

The procedure can be repeated for all decision points in a process model. The
results can be used to extend the process model, thus incorporating the case per-
spective.

Classification in process mining
The application of classification techniques like decision tree learning is not
limited to decision mining as illustrated by Figs. 9.14 and 9.15: additional
predictor variables may be used and alternative response variables can be
analyzed.

In Figs. 9.14 and 9.15 only attributes of events and cases are used as predic-
tor variables. However, also behavioral information can be used. For instance,
in Fig. 9.9 it would be interesting to count the number of times that f has
been executed. This may influence the decision point following activity e. For
example, it could be the case that a request is never initiated more than two
times. It may also be that timing information is used as a predictor variable.
For instance, if the time taken to check the ticket is less than five minutes,
then it is more likely that the request is rejected. It is also possible to use
contextual information as a predictor variable. Contextual information is in-
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formation that is not in the event log and that is not necessarily related to a
particular case. For example, the weather may influence a decision. This can
only be discovered if the weather condition is taken into account as a predictor
variable. Decisions may also depend on the volume of work in the pipeline.
One can imagine that the choice between b and c in Fig. 9.9 depends on the
workload of the two experts Sue and Sean. When they are overloaded, it may
be less likely that b is selected. These examples illustrate that predictor vari-
ables are not limited to case and event attributes. However, note the “curse
of dimensionality” discussed in Sect. 4.6.3. Analyzing decision points with
many predictor variables may be computationally intractable.

In Figs. 9.14 and 9.15 we used classification to learn decision rules. The
predictor variables can also be used to learn other properties of the process.
For instance, one may be interested in characterizing cases for which a partic-
ular activity is executed. Classification can also be used to uncover reasons for
non-conformance. As shown in Fig. 8.8, the event log can be split into two
sublogs: one event log containing only fitting cases and one event log con-
taining only non-fitting cases. The observation whether a case fits or not, can
be seen as a response variable. Hence, classification techniques like decision
tree learning can be used to characterize cases that deviate. For example, one
could learn the rule that cases of gold customers from the southern region tend
to deviate from the normative model. Similarly, one could learn rules related
to the lateness of cases. For instance, one could find out that cases involving
Ellen tend to be delayed.

These examples show that established classification techniques can be
combined with process mining once the process model and the event log are
connected through replay techniques.

9.6 Bringing It All Together

In this chapter we showed that a control-flow model can be extended with additional
perspectives extracted from the event log. Figure 9.16 sketches the approach to ob-
tain a fully integrated model covering all relevant aspects of the process at hand.
The approach consists of five steps. For each step we provide pointers to chapters
and sections in this book

• Step 1: obtain an event log. Chapter 5 showed how to extract event data from a
variety of systems. As explained using Fig. 5.1, this is an iterative process. The
dotted chart described in Sect. 9.2 helps to explore the event log and guide the
filtering process.

• Step 2: create or discover a process model. Chapters 6 and 7 focus on techniques
for process discovery. Techniques such as heuristic mining and genetic mining
can be used to obtain a process model. However, also existing hand-made models
can be used.
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Fig. 9.16 Approach to come to a fully integrated model covering the organizational, time, and
case perspectives

• Step 3: connect events in the log to activities in the model. As discussed in
Sect. 8.5.3, this step is essential for projecting information onto models and to
add perspectives. Using the replay technique described in Sect. 8.2, events in the
log and activities in the model get connected.

• Step 4: extend the model. This is the topic of the current chapter.

– Step 4a: add the organizational perspective. As shown in Sect. 9.3, it is pos-
sible to analyze the social network and subsequently identify organizational
entities that connect activities to groups of resources.

– Step 4b: add the time perspective. Timestamps and frequencies can be used
to learn probability distributions that adequately describe waiting and service
times and routing probabilities. Section 9.4 demonstrates that the replay tech-
niques used for conformance checking can be modified to add the time per-
spective to process models.

– Step 4c: add the case perspective. Section 9.5 showed how to use attributes in
the log for decision mining. This shows which data is relevant and should be
included in the model.

– Step 4d: add other perspectives. Depending on the information in the log other
perspectives may be added to model. For example, information on risks and
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costs can be added to the model. Existing risk analysis techniques and costing
approaches such as Activity Based Costing (ABC) and Resource Consumption
Accounting (RCA) can be used to extend the model [31].

• Step 5: return the integrated model.

In Chaps. 13 and 14, we provide an overal life-cycle describing a process mining
project (L∗ life-cycle model). This more elaborate life-cycle incorporates Fig. 9.16.

The integrated model resulting from the steps in Fig. 9.16, can be used for various
purposes. First of all, it provides a holistic view on the process. This provides new
insights and may generate various ideas for process improvement. Moreover, the
integrated model can be used as input for other tools and approaches. For instance,
it can be used as a starting point for configuring a WFM or BPM system. During the
configuration of such a system for a specific process, one needs to provide a model
for the control-flow and the other perspectives. The integrated model can also be
used to generate a simulation model covering all perspectives. For example, in [124]
it is shown that the techniques described in this chapter can be used to generate a
simulation model in CPN Tools. CPN Tools is a powerful simulation environment
based on colored Petri nets [82, 149] (see www.cpntools.org).

The resulting simulation model closely follows reality as it is based on event logs
rather than human modeling. The colored Petri net models control-flow, data flow,
decisions, resources, allocation rules, service times, routing probabilities, arrival
processes, etc., thus capturing all aspects relevant for simulation. The integrated
simulation model can be used for “what if” analysis to explore different redesigns
and control strategies.

Short-term simulation
As stressed earlier, it is essential that events in the log are connected to model
elements. This allows for the projection of dynamic information onto models:
the event log “breathes life” into otherwise static process models. Moreover,
the merging of the various perspectives into a single model depends on this.
Establishing a good connection between an event log and model may be dif-
ficult and require several iterations. However, when using a BPM system, this
connection already exists; BPM systems are driven by explicit workflow mod-
els and provide excellent event logs. Moreover, internally such systems also
have an explicit representation of the state of each running case. This enables
a new type of simulation called short-term simulation [125, 139]. The key
idea is to start all simulation runs from the current state and focus the analysis
of the transient behavior. This way a “fast forward button” into the future is
provided.

Figure 9.16 sketches how a simulation model could be obtained that
closely matches reality. The current state obtained from the BPM system, i.e.,
the markings of all cases and related data elements, can be loaded into the
simulation as a realistic initial state.

www.cpntools.org
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To understand the importance of short-term simulation, we elaborate on
the difference between transient analysis and steady-state analysis. The key
idea of simulation is to execute a model repeatedly. The reason for doing the
experiments repeatedly, is to not come up with just a single value (e.g., “the
average response time is 10.36 minutes”) but to provide confidence intervals
(e.g., “the average response time is with 90 percent certainty between 10 and
11 minutes”). For transient analysis the focus is on the initial part of future
behavior, i.e., starting from the initial state the “near future” is explored. For
transient analysis the initial state is very important. If the simulation starts in a
state with long queues of work, then in the near future flow times will be long
and it may take some time to get rid of the backlog. For steady-state analysis
the initial state is irrelevant. Typically, the simulation is started “empty” (i.e.,
without any cases in progress) and only when the system is filled with cases
the measurements start.

Steady-state analysis is most relevant for answering strategic and tactical
questions. Transient analysis is most relevant for operational decision making.
Lion’s share of contemporary simulation support aims at steady-state analy-
sis and, hence, is limited to strategic and tactical decision making. Short-term
simulation focuses on operational decision making; starting from the current
state—loaded from the BPM system—the “near future” is explored repeat-
edly [139]. This shows what will happen if no corrective actions are taken.
Moreover, “what if” analysis can be used to explore the effects of different
actions (e.g., adding resources and reconfiguring the process).

In [125] it is shown how this approach can be realized using the BPM
system YAWL, the process mining tool ProM, and the simulation tool CPN
Tools. This illustrates the potentially spectacular synergetic effects that can
be achieved by combining workflow automation, process mining, and simu-
lation.



Chapter 10
Operational Support

Most process-mining techniques work on “post mortem” event data, i.e., they an-
alyze events that belong to cases that have already completed. Obviously, it is not
possible to influence the execution of “post mortem” cases. Moreover, cases that are
still in the pipeline cannot be guided on the basis of “post mortem” event data only.
Today, however, many data sources are updated in (near) real-time and sufficient
computing power is available to analyze events when they occur. Therefore, process
mining should not be restricted to off-line analysis and can also be used for online
operational support. This chapter broadens the scope of process mining to include
online decision support. For example, for a running case the remaining flow time
can be predicted and suitable actions can be recommended to minimize costs.

10.1 Refined Process Mining Framework

Thus far we identified three main types of process mining: discovery, conformance,
and enhancement (cf. Figs. 2.5 and 9.1). Orthogonal to these types of process mining
we identified several perspectives including: the control-flow perspective (“How?”),
the organizational perspective (“Who?”), and the case/data perspective (“What?”).
The classification of process mining techniques into discovery, conformance, and
enhancement does reflect that analysis can be done online or off-line. Moreover,
Figs. 2.5 and 9.1 do not acknowledge that there are essentially two types of models
(“de jure models” and “de facto models”) and two types of data (“pre mortem” and
“post mortem” event data) [139].

Figure 10.1 shows our refined process mining framework. As before, we assume
some external “world” consisting of business processes, people, organizations, etc.
and supported by some information system. The information system records infor-
mation about this “world” in such a way that event logs can be extracted as described
in Chap. 5.

Figure 10.1 emphasizes the systematic, reliable, and trustworthy recording of
events by using the term provenance. This term originates from scientific comput-
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Fig. 10.1 Refined process mining framework

ing, where it refers to the data that is needed to be able to reproduce an experi-
ment [39]. Business process provenance aims to systematically collect the informa-
tion needed to reconstruct what has actually happened in a process or organization.
When organizations base their decisions on event data it is essential to make sure
that these describe history well. Moreover, from an auditing point of view it is nec-
essary to ensure that event logs cannot be tampered with. Business process prove-
nance refers to the set of activities needed to ensure that history, as captured in event
logs, “cannot be rewritten or obscured” such that it can serve as a reliable basis for
process improvement and auditing.

Data in event logs are partitioned into “pre mortem” and “post mortem” event
data in the refined process mining framework depicted in Fig. 10.1. “Post mortem”
event data refer to information about cases that have completed, i.e., these data can
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be used for process improvement and auditing, but not for influencing the cases
they refer to. Most event logs considered thus far contained only historic, i.e., “post
mortem”, event data. “Pre mortem” event data refer to cases that have not yet com-
pleted. If a case is still running, i.e., the case is still “alive” (pre mortem), then it
may be possible that information in the event log about this case (i.e., current data)
can be exploited to ensure the correct or efficient handling of this case.

“Post mortem” event data is most relevant for off-line process mining, e.g., dis-
covering the control-flow of a process based on one year of event data. For online
process mining a mixture of “pre mortem” (current) and “post mortem” (historic)
data is needed. For example, historic information can be used to learn a predictive
model. Subsequently, information about a running case is combined with the pre-
dictive model to provide an estimate for the remaining flow time of the case.

The refined process mining framework also distinguishes between two types of
models: “de jure models” and “de facto models”. A de jure model is normative, i.e.,
it specifies how things should be done or handled. For example, a process model
used to configure a BPM system is normative and forces people to work in a partic-
ular way. A de facto model is descriptive and its goal is not to steer or control reality.
Instead, de facto models aim to capture reality. The techniques presented in Chaps. 6
and 7 aim to produce de facto models. Figure 10.1 also highlights that models can
cover different perspectives, i.e., process mining is not limited to control-flow and is
also concerned with resources, data, organizational entities, decision points, costs,
etc. The two large arrows in Fig. 10.1 illustrate that de facto models are derived from
reality (right downward arrow) and that de jure models aim to influence reality (left
upward arrow).

After refining event logs into “pre mortem” and “post mortem” and partitioning
models into “de jure” and “de facto”, we can identify ten process mining related ac-
tivities as shown in Fig. 10.1. These ten activities are grouped into three categories:
cartography, auditing, and navigation.

10.1.1 Cartography

Process models can be seen as the “maps” describing the operational processes of
organizations, i.e., just like geographic maps, process models aim to describe reality.
In order to do this, abstractions are needed. For example, on a roadmap a highway
may be denoted by an orange line having a thickness of four millimeters. In reality
the highway will not be orange; the orange coloring is just used to emphasize the
importance of highways. If the scale of the map is 1 : 500000, then the thickness of
the line corresponds to a highway of 2 kilometers wide. In reality, the highway will
not be so broad. If the thickness of the line would correspond to reality (assuming
the same scale), it would be approximately 0.05 millimeter (for a highway of 25 me-
ters wide). Hence, the highway would be (close to) invisible. Therefore, the scale is
modified to make the map more readable and useful. When making process models,
we need to use similar abstractions. In Chap. 15, we will elaborate on the relation-
ships between process maps and geographic maps. Also note that in Sect. 6.4.4 we
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already used the metaphor of a “process view” to argue that a discovered process
model views reality from a particular “angle”, is “framed”, and shown using a par-
ticular “resolution”. Metaphors such as “maps” and “views” help in understanding
the role of process models in BPM.

Figure 10.1 shows that three activities are grouped under cartography: discover,
enhance, and diagnose.

• Discover. This activity is concerned with the extraction of (process) models as
discussed in Chaps. 6 and 7.

• Enhance. When existing process models (either discovered or hand-made) can
be related to event logs, it is possible to enhance these models. The connection
can be used to repair models or to extend them. In Sect. 8.5.1, we showed that
models can be made more faithful using the diagnostics provided by conformance
checking techniques. Chap. 9 illustrated how attributes in event logs can be used
to add additional perspectives to a model.

• Diagnose. This activity does not directly use event logs and focuses on classical
model-based process analysis as discussed in Sect. 3.3, e.g., process models can
be checked for the absence of deadlocks or alternative models can be simulated
to estimate the effect of various redesigns on average cycle times.

10.1.2 Auditing

In Sect. 8.1, we defined auditing as the set of activities used to check whether
business processes are executed within certain boundaries set by managers, gov-
ernments, and other stakeholders [166]. In Fig. 10.1, the auditing category groups
all activities that are concerned with the comparison of behaviors, e.g., two process
models or a process model and an event log are put side by side.

• Detect. This activity compares de jure models with current “pre mortem” data
(events of running process instances) with the goal to detect deviations at run-
time. The moment a predefined rule is violated, an alert is generated.

• Check. As demonstrated in Chap. 8, historic “post mortem” data can be cross-
checked with de jure models. The goal of this activity is to pinpoint deviations
and quantify the level of compliance.

• Compare. De facto models can be compared with de jure models to see in what
way reality deviates from what was planned or expected. Unlike for the previous
two activities, no event log is used directly. However, the de facto model may
have been discovered using historic data; this way event data are used indirectly
for the comparison. In Sect. 8.4, we showed that footprints can be used for model-
to-model (and log-to-model) comparisons.

• Promote. Based on an analysis of the differences between a de facto model and
a de jure model, it is possible to promote parts of the de facto model to a new de
jure model. By promoting proven “best practices” to the de jure model, existing
processes can be improved.
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Note that the detect and check activities are similar except for the event data used.
The former activity uses “pre mortem” data and aims at online analysis to be able
to react immediately when a discrepancy is detected. The latter activity uses “post
mortem” data and is done off-line.

10.1.3 Navigation

The last category of process mining activities aim at business process navigation.
Unlike the cartography and auditing activities, navigation activities are forward-
looking. For example, process mining techniques can be used to make predictions
about the future of a particular case and guide the user in selecting suitable actions.
When comparing this with a car navigation system from TomTom or Garmin, this
corresponds to functionalities such predicting the arrival time and guiding the driver
using spoken instructions. In Chap. 15, we elaborate on the similarities between car
navigation and process mining.

Figure 10.1 lists three navigation activities: explore, predict, and recommend.

• Explore. The combination of event data and models can be used to explore busi-
ness processes at run-time. Running cases can be visualized and compared with
similar cases that were handled earlier.

• Predict. By combining information about running cases with models (discovered
or hand-made), it is possible to make predictions about the future, e.g., the re-
maining flow time and the probability of success.

• Recommend. The information used for predicting the future can also be used to
recommend suitable actions (e.g. to minimize costs or time). The goal is to enable
functionality similar to the guidance given by car navigation systems.

In earlier chapters, we focused on activities using historic (“post mortem”) data
only, i.e., activities discover, enhance, and check in Fig. 10.1. In the remainder of
this chapter, we shift our attention to online analysis also using “pre mortem” data.

10.2 Online Process Mining

Traditionally, process mining has been used in an off-line fashion using only “post
mortem” data. This means that only completed cases are being considered, i.e., the
traces in the event log are complete traces corresponding to cases that were fully
handled in the past. For operational support we also consider “pre mortem” event
data and respond to such data in an online fashion. Now only running cases are
considered as these can, potentially, still be influenced. A running case may still
generate events. Therefore, it is described by a partial trace.

Figure 10.2 shows the essence of operational support. Consider a case for which
activities a and b have been executed. Partial trace σp = 〈a, b〉 describes the known
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Fig. 10.2 Three process mining activities related to operational support: detect, predict, and rec-
ommend

Table 10.1 Fragment of event log with timestamps and transactional information. For instance,
event a12

start denotes the start of activity a at time 12

Case id Trace

1 〈a12
start, a

19
complete, b

25
start, d

26
start, b

32
complete, d

33
complete, e

35
start, e

40
complete, h

50
start, h

54
complete〉

2 〈a17
start, a

23
complete, d

28
start, c

30
start, d

32
complete, c

38
complete, e

50
start, e

59
complete, g

70
start, g

73
complete〉

3 〈a25
start, a

30
complete, c

32
start, c

35
complete, d

35
start, d

40
complete, e

45
start, e

50
complete, f

50
start, f

55
complete,

b60
start, d

62
start, b

65
complete, d

67
complete, e

80
start, e

87
complete, g

90
start, g

98
complete〉

. . . . . .

past of the case. Note that the two events may have all kinds of attributes (e.g.,
timestamps and associated resources), but these are not shown here. In the state af-
ter observing σp , the future of the case is not known yet. One possible future could
be that c and d will be executed resulting in a complete trace σc = 〈a, b, c, d〉. Fig-
ure 10.2 shows three operational support activities: detect, predict, and recommend.
These correspond to the activities already mentioned in the context of Fig. 10.1.

• Detect. This activity compares the partial trace σp with some normative model,
e.g., a process model or an LTL constraint. Such a check could reveal a violation
as shown in Fig. 10.2. If b was not allowed after a, an alert would be generated.

• Predict. This activity makes statements about the events following σp . For exam-
ple, the expected completion time could be predicted by comparing the current
case to similar cases that were handled in the past.

• Recommend. Recommendations guide the user in selecting the next activity af-
ter σp . For example, it could be that, based on historic information, it is recom-
mended to execute activity c next (e.g., to minimize costs or flow time).

Note that all three activities assume some model, e.g., predictions and recommen-
dations could be based on a regression model or obtained using simulation. Besides
the three operational support activities illustrated by Fig. 10.2, it is also possible
to simply explore partial traces. For example, dotted chart visualization and other
visual analytics techniques can also be applied to running cases.

In the remainder, we show how some of the process mining techniques presented
earlier can be modified to provide operational support. In order to do this, we use the
event log shown in Table 10.1. This log was also used in earlier chapters and is based
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Fig. 10.3 Transition system modeling the process that generated the event log shown in Ta-
ble 10.1. This process was already modeled in terms of a WF-net (Fig. 2.2) and in terms of BPMN
(Fig. 2.3). However, in this transition system we model the start and completion of an activity ex-
plicitly. In terms of the WF-net in Fig. 2.2, this means that transition a is split into transitions astart
and acomplete connected by a place named a; etc.

on the running example introduced in Chap. 2. The WF-net shown in Fig. 2.2 mod-
els the process for which events have been recorded in Table 10.1. Figure 2.3 models
the same process in terms of BPMN. Independent of the notation used, we can also
derive a transition system modeling the same process as is shown in Fig. 10.3. The
transition system labels the nodes with markings of the corresponding Petri net in
which each activity is modeled by a start and complete transition. Transition astart
consumes a token from place start and produces a token for place a. The token in
place a models that activity a is being executed. Transition acomplete consumes a
token from place a and produces a token for each of the places p1 and p2 (state
[p1,p2] in Fig. 10.3). The state labeled [b, d] in Fig. 10.3 corresponds to the mark-
ing with tokens in b and d , i.e., activities b and d are being executed in parallel. The
state space of the BPMN model shown in Fig. 2.3 is isomorphic to the transition
system shown in Fig. 10.3.

10.3 Detect

The first operational support activity we elaborate on is detecting deviations at run-
time. This can be seen as conformance checking “on-the-fly”. Compared to confor-
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Fig. 10.4 Detecting violations at run-time: the moment a deviation is detected, an alert is gener-
ated

mance checking as described in Chap. 8 there are two important differences: (a) we
do no consider the log as a whole but focus on the partial trace of a particular
case, and (b) in case of a deviation there should be an immediate response when
the deviation occurs. Figure 10.4 illustrates this type of operational support. Users
are interacting with some enterprise information system. Based on their actions,
events are recorded. The partial trace of each case is continuously checked by the
operational support system, i.e., each time an event occurs, the partial trace of the
corresponding case is sent to the operational support system. The operational sup-
port system immediately generates an alert if a deviation is detected. The enterprise
information system and its users can take appropriate actions based on this alert,
e.g., a manager is notified such that corrective actions can be taken.

All cases in the event log shown in Table 10.1 conform to the transition system
of Fig. 10.3, the WF-net shown in Fig. 2.2, and the BPMN model shown in Fig. 2.3.
Therefore, when these cases were executing, no deviations could be detected with
respect to these models. Assume now that the more restrictive WF-net shown in
Fig. 10.5 describes the desired normative behavior. Compared to the original model
activity d (i.e., checking the ticket) should occur after b or c (i.e., one of the exami-
nations).1

Let us now consider the first case, σ1 = 〈a12
start, a

19
complete, b

25
start, d

26
start, b

32
complete,

d33
complete, e

35
start, e

40
complete, h

50
start, h

54
complete〉. After each event it is checked whether

there is a deviation or not. At time 12, after executing the first event a12
start no de-

viation is found, because trace 〈a12
start〉 can be replayed in Fig. 10.5 without missing

tokens.2 The next two events can also be replayed, i.e., 〈a12
start, a

19
complete, b

25
start〉 is a

possible firing sequence of the WF-net in which each activity is refined into a start

1Note that this diagram can be simplified by removing place c2, the arc from c3 to e, and the
arc from d to c3 (i.e., N2 in Fig. 8.2). The simplified model has the same behavior, i.e., both are
bisimilar.
2The WF-net Fig. 10.5 has only one transition per activity while the log contains start and complete
events. As described in Sect. 6.2.4, each activity can be described by a small subprocess. Assume
that all transitions in Fig. 10.5 are split into a start transition and complete transition connected
through a place named after the activity. For example, transition a is refined into transitions astart
and acomplete connected by a place a. Note that the transition system in Fig. 10.3 used the same
naming convention.
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Fig. 10.5 WF-net modeling an additional constraint: d can only be started once b or c has com-
pleted

Fig. 10.6 Declare
specification composed of
four constraints: c1, c2, c3,
and c4

and complete transition. The state after replaying the three events is [c2, b]. The
next event, i.e., d26

start is not possible in this state. Hence, an alert is generated at time
26 based on partial trace 〈a12

start, a
19
complete, b

25
start, d

26
start〉. The alert signals that activity

d was started without being enabled. For the second case a deviation is detected
at time 28; based on the partial trace 〈a17

start, a
23
complete, d

28
start〉 an alert is generated

stating that d was started before it was enabled. For the third case a deviation is de-
tected at time 62. The prefix 〈a25

start, a30
complete, c32

start, c35
complete, d35

start, d40
complete, e45

start,

e50
complete, f 50

start, f 55
complete, b60

start, d62
start〉 cannot be replayed properly because the sec-

ond instance of d is started without being enabled. These examples show that the
replay approach from Chap. 8 can also be used at run-time for detecting deviations
the moment they happen.

In Chap. 8, we introduced Declare as an example of a constraint-based language.
We used the Declare model shown in Fig. 10.6 to explain some of basic concepts.
Each of the four constraints shown can be specified in terms of LTL. Constraint c1
is a non-coexistence constraint stating that g and h should not both happen. The
LTL expression for this constraint is !((♦g)∧ (♦h)). Constraint c2 is a precedence
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constraint ((!g) W e) modeling the requirement that g should not happen before e

has happened. Constraint c3 is a similar precedence constraint, but now referring to
h rather than g. Constraint c4 is a branched response constraint stating that every
occurrence of a should eventually be followed by g or h, i.e., �(a⇒ (♦(g ∨ h))).

Consider some case having a partial trace σp listing the events that have happened
thus far. Each constraint c in Fig. 10.6 is in one of the following states for partial
trace σp:

• Satisfied. The LTL formula corresponding to c evaluates to true for the partial
trace σp .

• Temporarily violated. The LTL formula corresponding to c evaluates to false
for σp , however, there is a longer trace σ ′p that has σp as a prefix and for which
the LTL formula corresponding to c evaluates to true.

• Permanently violated. The LTL formula corresponding to c evaluates to false for
σp and all its extensions, i.e., there is no σ ′p that has σp as a prefix and for which
the LTL formula evaluates to true.

These three notions can be lifted from the level of a single constraint to the level
of a complete Declare specification. A Declare specification is satisfied for a case
if all of its constraints are satisfied. A Declare specification is temporarily violated
by a case if for the current partial trace at least one of the constraints is violated,
however, there is a possible future in which all constraints are satisfied. A Declare
specification is permanently violated by a case if no such future exists.

None of the cases shown in Table 10.1 violates any of the constraints shown in
Fig. 10.6, i.e., for each trace, at the end, all constraints are satisfied. Let us now
consider a scenario in which for a case the trace σ = 〈a, b, d, g〉 is executed. For
simplicity, we removed timestamps and transactional information. Initially, i.e., for
trace σ0 = 〈 〉, all constraints are satisfied. After executing a, i.e., for prefix σ1 = 〈a〉,
constraint c4 is temporarily violated. Because there is a possible future in which all
constraints are satisfied, there is no need to generate an alert. However, diagnostic
information stating that constraint c4 is temporarily violated could be provided.
Executing b and d does not change the situation, i.e., both partial traces σ2 = 〈a, b〉
and σ3 = 〈a, b, d〉 temporarily violate c4. However, after executing g the situation
changes. Partial trace σ4 = 〈a, b, d, g〉 satisfies constraint c4. However, constraint
c2 is permanently violated by σ4 as there is no “possible future” in which e occurs
before g. Therefore, a deviation is detected and reported.

Figure 10.7 shows another Declare model. Constraint c1 is the same non-
coexistence constraint as before. Constraint c2 is a response constraint stating that
every occurrence of activity e should eventually be followed by g, i.e., �(e⇒ (♦g))

in LTL terms. Constraint c3 is a similar response constraint (every occurrence of
activity e should eventually be followed by h). Constraint c4 is a precedence con-
straint ((!g) W a) modeling the requirement that g should not happen before a has
happened. Constraint c5 is also a precedence constraint ((!h) W a). Assume that
Fig. 10.7 is the normative model. Let us first consider a scenario in which for a
case the trace σ = 〈a, b, d, g〉 is executed. For all prefixes, all of the constraints are
satisfied, i.e., no alerts need to be executed during the lifetime of this case. Let us
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Fig. 10.7 Another Declare
specification. Note that c1,
c2, and c3 imply that e

cannot be executed without
permanently violating the
specification

now consider the scenario σ = 〈a, b, d, e, g〉. No alerts need to be generated for
the first three events. In fact at any stage all five constraints are satisfied. However,
after executing e constraints c2 and c3 are temporarily violated. To remove these
temporary violations, both g and h need to be executed after 〈a, b, d, e〉. However,
the execution of both g and h results in a permanent violation of c1. Because there
is no possible future in which all constraints are satisfied, the Declare specifica-
tion is permanently violated by prefix 〈a, b, d, e〉 and an alert is generated directly
after e occurs. Note that in the latter scenario, there are only temporarily violated
constraints whereas the whole specification is permanently violated. Therefore, ad-
vanced reasoning is required to determine whether an event signifies a deviation or
not. As shown in [103, 162], one can use model checking or abductive logic pro-
gramming to detect such deviations and provide informative alerts.

10.4 Predict

The second operational support activity we consider is prediction. As shown in
Fig. 10.8, we again consider the setting in which users are interacting with some
enterprise information system. The events recorded for cases can be sent to the op-
erational support system in the form of partial traces. Based on such a partial trace
and some predictive model, a prediction is generated. Examples of predictions are:

• The predicted remaining flow time is 14 days;
• The predicted probability of meeting the legal deadline is 0.72;
• The predicted total cost of this case is € 4500;
• The predicted probability that activity a will occur is 0.34;
• The predicted probability that person r will work on this case is 0.57;
• The predicted probability that a case will be rejected is 0.67; and
• The predicted total service time is 98 minutes.

In the fictive example shown in Fig. 10.8, the operational support system predicts
that the completion date will be April 25th, 2011.
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Fig. 10.8 Both the partial trace of a running case and some predictive model are used to provide
a prediction (e.g., remaining flow time, expected total costs, or probability of success)

Various techniques can be used to generate predictions. For example, the su-
pervised learning techniques discussed in Sect. 4.1.2 can be used to answer some
of these questions. Using feature extraction, relevant properties of the partial trace
need to be mapped onto predictor variables. Moreover, the feature we would like to
predict is mapped onto a response variable. The response variable is often a perfor-
mance indicator, e.g., remaining flow time or total costs. If the response variable is
numeric, typically regression analysis is used. For a categorical response variable,
classification techniques such as decision tree learning can be used. The predictive
model is based on historic “post mortem” event data, but can be used to make pre-
dictions for the cases that are still running.

Given the variety of approaches and the broad spectrum of possible questions,
we cannot provide a comprehensive overview of prediction techniques. Therefore,
as an example, we select one particular technique answering a specific question. In
the remainder, we show how to predict the remaining flow time using an annotated
transition system [164, 167]. Starting point for this approach is an event log with
timestamps as shown in Table 10.1 and a transition system such as the one shown
in Fig. 10.3. The transition system can be obtained by computing the state-space of
a process model expressed in another language (WF-nets, BPMN, YAWL, EPCs,
etc.). For example, the transition system in Fig. 10.3 can be obtained from the WF-
net in Fig. 2.2 or the BPMN model in Fig. 2.3. The transition system can also be
obtained using the technique described in Sect. 7.4.1, i.e., using an event log L and
a state representation function lstate(), one can automatically generate a transition
system able to replay the event log.

Assuming that the event log fits the transition system, one can replay the events
on the model and collect timing information. Non-fitting events and/or cases can be
simply ignored or handled as described in Sect. 8.2. Figure 10.9 shows the timed
replay of the first two traces in Table 10.1.

Let us consider the first case, 〈a12
start, a19

complete, b25
start, d26

start, b32
complete, d33

complete,

e35
start, e40

complete, h50
start, h54

complete〉. This case started at time 12 and ended at time 54.
Hence, its flow time was 42 time units. States visited by this case are annotated with
a tag (t, e, r, s) where t is the time the state is visited, e is the elapsed time since
the start when visiting the state, r is the remaining flow time, and s is the sojourn
time. State [a] is tagged with the annotation (t = 12, e = 0, r = 42, s = 7) because
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Fig. 10.9 Statistics collected while replaying the first two cases: t is the time the state is visited, e

is the elapsed time since the start when visiting the state, r is the remaining flow time, and s is the
sojourn time

this state was visited by the case directly after the first event a12
start occurred. t = 12

because event a12
start occurred at time 12. e = 12− 12= 0 because no time elapsed

after executing just one event. r = 54− 12= 42 is the remaining time until the end
of the case after a was started at time 12. s = 19− 12 = 7 because the next event
occurred 7 time units later. State [p1,p2] is tagged with annotation (t = 19, e= 7,

r = 35, s = 6) because a completed at time t = 19. e = 19 − 12 = 7 because a

completed 7 time units after the case started. r = 54 − 19 = 35 because the case
ended at time 54. s = 25 − 19 = 6 because the next event occurred 6 time units
later. Figure 10.9 shows all annotations related to the first two cases. For example,
state [p3,p4] was visited once by each of the two cases resulting in annotations
(t = 33, e = 21, r = 21, s = 2) and (t = 38, e = 21, r = 35, s = 12). The initial
state [start] has no annotations since no events have occurred when visiting this
state. The final state [p5] has no sojourn time because there is no next event when
visiting this state.

Table 10.1 shows only a fragment of the whole event log. However, it is ob-
vious that the other cases in the log can be replayed in a similar fashion to
gather more annotations. For example, the third case visited state [p3,p4] twice,
after event d40

complete and after event d67
complete. The first visit resulted in annota-

tion (t = 40, e = 15, r = 58, s = 5) and the second visit resulted in annotation
(t = 67, e= 42, r = 31, s = 13). Assuming a large event log, there may be hundreds
or even thousands of annotations per state. For each state x it is possible to create
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Fig. 10.10 Each state has a multi-set of remaining flow times (one element for each visit). This
is the basis for predicting the remaining flow time of future cases. For a case with partial trace
〈a512

start, a
518
complete, d

525
start, d

526
complete, b

532
start, b

533
complete〉, the predicted remaining flow time is 42.56. This

is the mean remaining flow time of cases in state [p3,p4]

a multi-set Q
remaining
x of remaining flow times based on these annotations. For state

[p3,p4] this multi-set is Q
remaining
[p3,p4] = [21,35,58,31, . . .]: the first case visited state

[p3,p4] once (21 time units before completion), the second case visited [p3,p4]
once (35 time units before completion), the third case visited [p3,p4] twice (58
and 31 time units before completion), etc. Similar multi-sets exist for elapsed times
(Qelapsed

[p3,p4] = [21,21,15,42, . . .]) and sojourn times (Qsojourn
[p3,p4] = [2,12,5,13, . . .]).

Based on these multi-sets all kinds of statistics can be computed. For example, the
mean remaining flow time in state [p3,p4] is

∑
q∈Q

Q(q)×q
|Q| with Q =Q

remaining
[p3,p4] .

Like in Sect. 9.4, it is possible to compute other standard statistics such as stan-
dard deviation, minimum, and maximum. One can also fit a distribution on the
sample data using standard statistical software. For example, based on the sam-
ples Q

remaining
[p3,p4] = [21,35,58,31, . . .] one could find that these remaining flow

times are best described by a Gamma distribution with parameters r = 8.0502 and
λ= 0.18915. This distribution has a mean of 42.56 and a standard deviation of 15.0.
As shown in Chap. 9, such insights can be used to extend models with the time in-
formation. Moreover, the annotated transition system can also be used actively, and
predict the remaining time for a running case.

Figure 10.10 shows the transition system with annotations for state [p3,p4].
Moreover, the path of a partial trace of a case that is still running is highlighted
in the figure. The partial trace of this case is 〈a512

start, a
518
complete, d

525
start, d

526
complete, b

532
start,

b533
complete〉. At time 533 we are interested in the remaining flow time of this case.

An obvious predictor for the remaining flow time of the running case is the mean
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remaining flow time of all earlier cases in the same state, i.e., 42.56. Hence, the case
is expected to complete around time 575.56. This illustrates that for any running
case, at any point in time, one can predict the remaining flow time.

The annotated transition system can be used to make more refined statements
about the predicted remaining flow time. For example, it is clear that the size of
multi-set Q

remaining
[p3,p4] and the standard deviation of the historic samples in this multi-

set have impact on the reliability of the prediction. Rather than giving a single pre-
diction value, it is also possible to produce predictions like “With 90% confidence
the remaining flow time is predicted to be between 40 and 45 days” or “78% of sim-
ilar cases were handled within 50 days”. Moreover, as shown in [167], it is possible
to use cross-validation to determine the quality of predictions.

The approach based on an annotated transition system is not restricted to pre-
dicting the remaining flow time. Obviously, one could predict the sojourn time in
a similar fashion. Moreover, also non-time related predictions can be made using
the same approach. For example, suppose that we are interested in whether the re-
quest is accepted (activity g occurs) or rejected (activity h occurs). To make such
predictions, we annotate states with information about known outcomes for “post
mortem” cases. For example, Q

accepted
[p3,p4] = [0,1,1,1, . . .]. For state [p3,p4], a “0” is

added to this multi-set for each visit of a case that will be rejected and “1” is added
for each visit of a case that will be accepted. The average value of Q

accepted
[p3,p4] is a

predictor for the probability that a case visiting state [p3,p4] will be accepted. This
example shows that a wide variety of predictions can be generated using a suitable
annotated transition system. It is important to note that process-related information
is taken into account, i.e., the prediction is based on the state of the running case
rather than some static attribute. Classical data mining approaches (e.g., based on
regression or decision trees) typically use static attributes of a case rather than state
information.

The transition system shown in Fig. 10.10 happens to coincide with the states of
the WF-net and BPMN model provided earlier. However, as discussed in Sect. 7.4.1,
different transition systems can be constructed based on an event log. The event log
L and the state representation function lstate() determine the level of detail and the
aspects considered. For example, it is possible to abstract from irrelevant activities
resulting in a more coarse-grained transition system. However, it is also possible
to include information about resources and data in the state, thus resulting in a
more fine-grained transition system. There should be sufficient visits to all states
to make reliable predictions. The transition system is too fine-grained if many states
are rarely visited when replaying log L. The level of abstraction should be consis-
tent with the size of the log and the response variable that needs to be predicted. For
supervised learning this is generally referred to as the problem of feature extrac-
tion, i.e., determining the predictor variables that are most relevant for predicting
the response variable. See [167] for more details and examples.

The approach based on annotated transition systems is just one of many ap-
proaches that could be used for prediction. For example, short-term simulation could
be used to explore the possible futures of a particular case in a particular state (see
Sect. 9.6). The simulation model learned based on historic data is initialized with the
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Fig. 10.11 A model based on historic data is used to provide recommendations for running cases.
Recommendations are not enforced and may have quality attributes attached, e.g., in 85% of similar
cases, x is the activity that minimizes flow time

current state of the running case. Subsequently, the remaining lifetime of the case is
simulated repeatedly to obtain sample measurements for the performance indicator
to be predicted.

10.5 Recommend

The third operational support activity we consider in this chapter is recommenda-
tion. As Fig. 10.11 shows, the setting is similar to prediction, i.e., a partial trace
is sent to the operational support system followed by a response. However, the re-
sponse is not a prediction but a recommendation about what to do next. To provide
such a recommendation, a model is learned from “post mortem” event data. More-
over, the operational support system should know what the decision space is, i.e.,
what are the possible actions from which to choose one. Based on the recommen-
dation model these actions are ordered. For example, in Fig. 10.11 the operational
support system recommends to do action x with 85% certainty. The other two possi-
ble actions have a “lower” recommendation: y is recommended with 12% certainty
and z is recommended with 3% certainty. In most cases it is impossible to give a rec-
ommendation that is guaranteed to be optimal; the best choice for the next step may
depend on the occurrence of unknown external events in the future. For example, in
Fig. 10.11 there may be cases for which z turns out to be the best choice.

A recommendation is always given with respect to a specific goal. Examples of
goals are:

• Minimize the remaining flow time;
• Minimize the total costs;
• Maximize the fraction of cases handled within 4 weeks;
• Maximize the fraction of cases that is accepted; and
• Minimize resource usage.

These goals can also be aggregated and combined, e.g., to balance between cost
reduction and flow time reduction. To operationalize such a goal, a performance
indicator needs to be defined, e.g., remaining flow time or total costs. This perfor-
mance indicator corresponds to the response variable in supervised learning.
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Fig. 10.12
Recommendations can be
based on predictions. For
every possible choice, simply
predict the performance
indicator of interest. Then,
recommend the best one(s)

A recommendation makes statements about a set of possible actions, i.e., the
decision space. The decision space may be a set of activities, e.g., {f,g,h}. This
means that in the current state activities f , g, and h are possible candidates and the
question to be answered by the operational support system is “Which candidate is
best given the goal selected?”. However, the decision space may also consist of a set
of resources and the goal is then to recommend the best resource to execute a given
activity. For example, the operational support system could recommend allocating
activity h to Mike to minimize the flow time. This example shows that recommenda-
tions are not limited to control-flow and can also refer to other perspectives. There-
fore, we use the term “action” rather than activity. The decision space for a running
case may be part of the message sent from the enterprise information system to the
operational support system. Otherwise, the recommendation model should be able
to derive the decision space based on the partial trace.

As shown in Fig. 10.12, recommending an action to achieve a goal is closely
related to predicting the corresponding performance indicator. Suppose that for a
case having a partial trace σp we need to recommend some action from a set of
possible actions {a1, a2, . . . , ak}. The existing partial trace can be extended by as-
suming that action a1 is selected (although it did not happen yet). σ1 is the resulting
extended partial trace, i.e., σ1 = σp⊕ a1. (Here we assume that a1 is an activity and
we use simple traces.) The same can be done for all other actions resulting in a set of
partial traces D = {σ1, σ2, . . . , σk}. Now a prediction is made for the selected per-
formance indicator and each element of D. The resulting predictions are compared
and ranked. If σ2 has the best predicted value (e.g., shortest remaining flow time),
then a2 is recommended first.

Depending on the prediction technique used, the recommendation can also in-
clude information about its reliability/quality, e.g., the confidence or certainty that a
particular selection is optimal with respect to the goal. For example, in Fig. 10.11 the
recommendation attaches a confidence to each of the three possible actions. How to
interpret such confidence values depends on the underlying prediction method. For
example, if short-term simulation is used, then the 85% certainty of x mentioned in
Fig. 10.11 (i.e., the confidence attached to recommendation x) would mean that in
85% of the simulation experiments action x resulted in the shortest remaining flow
time.
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Fig. 10.13 Recurring weekly and daily patterns that are highly predictable but seldom used in
analysis

10.6 Processes Are Not in Steady State!

In Sect. 3.1, we argued that models are often an idealized view on reality. As an ex-
ample, we mentioned the so-called Yerkes–Dodson law suggesting that a person’s
speed of working increases when workload increases (until a point where perfor-
mance degrades due to stress). Such phenomena are typically not captured in simu-
lation models [139, 163]. Obviously, this limits the predictive value of such models.
Also models learned from event data may be blind to such phenomena. The main
complication is that processes are not in steady state. Processes are influenced by
working hours, weekends, contextual factors, and drifts. Understanding these phe-
nomena is important, not only for operational support, but for interpreting process
mining results in real-life settings.

10.6.1 Daily, Weekly and Seasonal Patterns in Processes

Figure 10.13 shows examples of typical weekly and daily patterns. Less work arrives
during weekends and at night. Resource availability also fluctuates in a predictable
manner due to office hours, lunch breaks and weekends. Staffing may be adapted
to such patterns. However, there may still be congestion causing delays (often at
foreseeable points in times).

Daily, weekly and seasonal patterns can be learned from event data. This is highly
relevant for operational support. Assume that a person works only on Fridays or
that she is only in the office in the morning. Using averages over historic data, we
may predict that an activity will be completed by this person on Wednesday in the
late afternoon. Such predictions are wrong and can easily be detected using cross-
validation, however, the corresponding insights easily get lost in standard perfor-
mance measures. The challenge is to incorporate recurring patterns when making
predictions and suggesting improvements.

10.6.2 Contextual Factors

Processes are executed in a particular context, but this context is often neglected
during analysis [118, 148]. The approach based on an annotated transition system
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Fig. 10.14 The context in
which events occur and
processes unfold should be
taken into account

presented in Sect. 10.4 reduces the context to the average remaining flow time of
cases that visited the same state before (see Fig. 10.10). Let us compare predictions
in operational processes to predicting driving times by a navigation system. Suppose
we would like to know the time it takes to drive from Eindhoven to Amsterdam.
Such a prediction could be based on properties of the driver and car. How long did
people of the same age category driving the same brand of car take in the past?
Such type of prediction is comparable to the analysis of the remaining flow time
of cases in state [p3,p4] in Fig. 10.10. However, such analysis neglects important
contextual factors. The driving time may depend on the weather and the time of the
day. More important, the driving time strongly depends on the other cars currently
driving in the same direction! This illustrates the relevance of context in process
mining.

In Fig. 10.14, we distinguish four types of context relevant for process mining
[148]:

• Case Context. Process instances (i.e., cases) may have various properties that
influence their execution. Consider, for example, the way a customer order is
handled. The type of customer placing the order may influence the path the case
follows in the process. The size of the order may influence the type of shipping
selected or may influence the transportation time. These properties can be directly
related to the individual process instance and we refer to them as the case context.
Typically, it is not difficult to discover relationships between the case context and
the observed behavior of the case. For example, one could discover that an activity
is typically skipped for gold customers.

• Process Context. A process may be instantiated many times, e.g., thousands of
customer orders are handled by the same process per year. Yet, the corresponding
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process model typically describes the life-cycle of one order in isolation. Al-
though interactions among process instances are not made explicit in such mod-
els, cases may influence each other. For example, instances may compete for the
same resources. An order may be delayed by too much work-in-progress. Look-
ing at one instance in isolation like in Fig. 10.10 is not sufficient for understand-
ing the observed behavior. Process mining techniques should also consider the
process context, e.g., the number of instances being handled and the number of
resources available for the process. For example, when predicting the expected
remaining flow time for a particular case one should not only consider the case
context (e.g., the status of the order) but also the process context (e.g., workload
and resource availability).

• Social Context. The process context considers all factors that can be directly re-
lated to a process and its instances. However, people and organizations are typ-
ically not allocated to a single process and may be involved in many additional
processes. Moreover, activities are executed by people that operate in a social net-
work. Friction between individuals may delay process instances and the speed at
which people work may vary due to circumstances that cannot be fully attributed
to the process being analyzed. All of these factors are referred to as the social
context. This context characterizes the way in which people work together within
a particular organization. Today’s process mining techniques tend to neglect the
social context even though it is clear that this context directly impacts the way
that cases are handled.

• External Context. The external context captures all factors that are part of an
even wider ecosystem that extends beyond the control sphere of the organization.
For example, the weather, the economic climate, and changing regulations may
influence the way that cases are being handled. The weather may influence the
workload, e.g., a storm or flooding may lead to increased volumes of insurance
claims. Changing oil prices may influence the number of customer orders (e.g.,
the demand for heating oil increases when prices drop). More stringent identity
checks may influence the order in which social security related activities are be-
ing executed. Although the external context can have a dramatic impact on the
process being analyzed, it is difficult to select the relevant variables.

The factors closely related to a case are often easy to identify. However the social
and external contexts are more difficult to capture in a few variables that can be
used by process mining algorithms. Moreover, analysis (e.g., predictions) may suffer
from the so-called “curse of dimensionality” (see Sect. 4.6.3). In high-dimensional
feature spaces, enormous amounts of event data are required to reliably learn the
effect of contextual factors.

10.6.3 Concept Drift in Processes

The term concept drift refers to the situation in which the process is changing while
being analyzed [81]. For instance, in the beginning of the event log two activities
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Fig. 10.15 A periodically changing process with two types of drift at different time scales. Shorter
sliding windows are used to detect short-term drifts. The left half of the sliding window is compared
with right half to spot statistically relevant changes. The larger sliding windows at the bottom are
used for long-term drifts

may be concurrent whereas later in the log these activities become sequential. Pro-
cesses may change due to periodic/seasonal changes (e.g., “in December there is
more demand” or “on Friday afternoon there are fewer employees available”) or
due to changing conditions (e.g., “the market is getting more competitive”). Such
changes impact processes and it is vital to detect and analyze them.

There are three challenges when dealing with concept drift [81]:

• Change point detection. Did the process change? If so, when did it change?
• Change localization and characterization. What has changed?
• Change process discovery. How to capture and predict “second-order” dynamics?

Once a point of change has been identified, the next step is to characterize the
nature of change, and to identify the region(s) of change in a process. Concept drift
is challenging because of the dynamic nature of processes. Processes in steady-state
are not static (“first-order” dynamics), making the detection of irregular behavior
(“second-order” dynamics) challenging. Most approaches use a sliding window ap-
proach [81, 177, 188]. Different windows with events are compared using statistical
methods to detect significant changes. To precisely localize change points and to
detect drift at different time scales, the lengths of such windows need to be varied.
Different types of drifts may be intertwined as illustrated by Fig. 10.15.

10.7 Process Mining Spectrum

The refined process mining framework shown in Fig. 10.1 illustrates the broadness
of the process mining spectrum. We identified 10 process mining activities ranging
from discovery and conformance checking to the three operational support activities
described in this chapter. These activities may be concerned with “de jure” or “de
facto” models, “pre mortem” or “post mortem” event data, and one or more per-
spectives (control-flow perspective, organizational perspective, case/data perspec-
tive, etc.). In this chapter, we showed that process mining techniques originally in-
tended for off-line analysis can be adapted for operational support. For example,
replay techniques originally developed for conformance checking can be used to
detect policy violations, predict remaining flow times, and recommend activities in
an online setting.
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This part reviews available tool support for process mining. ProM and various
commercial tools are introduced. Given the size of today’s event logs, “Big Data”
approaches to improve scalability are described. Next to tools, a methodology for
process mining is provided. The methodology uses the L∗ life-cycle model and iden-
tifies two types of processes (Lasagna and Spaghetti processes). Moreover, practical
guidelines and real-life examples are provided.



Chapter 11
Process Mining Software

The successful application of process mining relies on good tool support. Traditional
Business Intelligence (BI) tools are data-centric and focus on rather simplistic forms
of analysis. Mainstream data mining and machine learning tools provide more so-
phisticated forms of analysis, but are also not tailored towards the analysis and im-
provement of processes. Fortunately, there are dedicated process mining tools able
to transform event data into actionable process-related insights. For example, ProM
is an open-source process mining tool supporting all of the techniques mentioned
in this book. Process discovery, conformance checking, social network analysis, or-
ganizational mining, clustering, decision mining, prediction, and recommendation
are all supported by ProM plug-ins. However, the usability of the hundreds of avail-
able plug-ins varies and the complexity of the tool may be overwhelming for end-
users. In recent years, several vendors released dedicated process mining tools (e.g.,
Celonis, Disco, EDS, Fujitsu, Minit, myInvenio, Perceptive, PPM, QPR, Rialto, and
SNP). These tools typically provide less functionality than ProM, but are easier to
use while focusing on data extraction, performance analysis and scalability. This
chapter provides an overview of available tools and trends.

11.1 Process Mining Not Included!

This book revolves around the analysis of behavior based on event data. Fueled
by the growing availability of data (“Big Data”), data science emerged as a new
discipline. As discussed in Sect. 1.3, data science approaches tend to be process ag-
nostic. Process mining aims for duality (yin and yang) between data-driven forces
and process-centric forces (see Fig. 2.1). The process mining spectrum is broad
and, as shown in the previous chapters, extends far beyond process discovery and
conformance checking. Process mining connects data science and process science
(see Fig. 1.7). Hence, it is inevitable that process mining objectives are overlap-
ping with those of other approaches, methodologies, principles, methods, tools, and
paradigms. In Sect. 2.5, we discussed the relation to BPM, BPR, BI, Big Data, data
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mining, Lean Six Sigma, etc. We posed questions like: “How does process mining
compare to data mining?” (Sect. 2.5.2) and “How does process mining compare to
Business Intelligence?” (Sect. 2.5.5). Books on data mining and BI seldom cover
process mining techniques. The same holds for data mining and BI software. Defin-
ing process mining as a particular type of machine learning, data mining or BI
technique, will not extend the actual capabilities of (machine learning, data mining
or BI) tools. Software packages for machine learning and data mining cannot deal
with process models (i.e., BPMN, EPC, UML, Petri nets, etc.) and do not support
tasks like conformance checking. One needs dedicated process mining software for
this: It is not included!

In the remainder of this chapter, we describe the capabilities of ProM and various
commercial process mining tools. However, before doing so, we briefly discuss the
market for BI products.

Forrester defines Business Intelligence (BI) in two ways. The broad definition
provided by Forrester is “BI is a set of methodologies, processes, architectures, and
technologies that transform raw data into meaningful and useful information used
to enable more effective strategic, tactical, and operational insights and decision-
making” [55]. Forrester also provides a second, more narrow, definition: “BI is a
set of methodologies, processes, architectures, and technologies that leverage the
output of information management processes for analysis, reporting, performance
management, and information delivery” [55].

Some of the most widely used BI products are [56]: IBM Cognos Business Intel-
ligence (IBM), Oracle Business Intelligence (Oracle), SAP BusinessObjects (SAP),
MS SQL Server/Power BI (Microsoft), MicroStrategy (MicroStrategy), QlikView
(QlikTech), SAS Business Intelligence (SAS), TIBCO Spotfire Analytics (TIBCO),
Jaspersoft BI Enterprise (Jaspersoft), and Pentaho BI Platform (Pentaho). The typ-
ical functionality provided by these products includes:

• ETL (Extract, Transform, and Load). All products support the extraction of data
from various sources. The extracted data is then transformed into a standard data
format (typically a multidimensional table) and loaded into the BI system.

• Ad-hoc querying. Users can explore the data in an ad-hoc manner (e.g., drilling
down and “slicing and dicing”).

• Reporting. All BI products allow for the definition of standard reports. Users
without any knowledge of the underlying data structures can simply generate such
predefined reports. A report may contain various tables, graphs, and scorecards.

• Interactive dashboards. All BI products allow for the definition of dashboards
consisting of tabular data and a variety of graphs. These dashboards are interac-
tive, e.g., the user can change, refine, aggregate, and filter the current view using
predefined controls.

• Alert generation. It is possible to define events and conditions that need to trigger
an alert, e.g., when sales drop below a predefined threshold an e-mail is sent to
the sales manager.

The mainstream BI products from vendors such as IBM, Oracle, SAP, and Mi-
crosoft do not support process mining. All of the systems mentioned earlier are
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data-centric and are unaware of the processes the data refers to. The focus is on
fancy-looking dashboards and rather simple reports, instead of a deeper analysis of
the data collected. This is surprising as the “I” in BI refers to “intelligence”. Un-
fortunately, the business unintelligence market is dominated by large vendors that
focus on monitoring and reporting rather than analytics. Data mining or statistical
analysis are often added as an afterthought.

Most BI tools provide interfaces to data mining tools. For example, open-source
BI products from organizations like Jaspersoft and Pentaho can connect to open-
source data mining tools such as WEKA (Waikato Environment for Knowledge
Analysis, weka.wikispaces.com), RapidMiner (www.rapidminer.com), KNIME
(Konstanz Information Miner, www.knime.org), and R (www.r-project.org). These
provide more “intelligence” than mainstream BI tools.

WEKA is a widely-used prototypical example of a data mining tool [190].
WEKA supports classification (e.g., decision tree learning), clustering (e.g.,
k-means clustering), and association rule learning (e.g., the Apriori algorithm).
WEKA expects so-called “arff” files as input. Such a file stores tabular data such as
shown in Tables 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3. It is impossible to directly load an event log into
WEKA. However, it is possible to convert XES or MXML data into tabular data that
can be analyzed by WEKA [42]. After conversion each row either corresponds to an
event or a case. For example, it is possible to extract variables like flow time and the
frequency of some activity for each case. Similarly, it is possible to create a table
where each row lists the attributes of some event. However, either way, the original
event notion is lost. This illustrates that data mining tools, like the mainstream BI
products, are data-centric rather than process-centric.

Tools such as RapidMiner, KNIME, and R are extendible. For example, Rapid-
Miner provides a marketplace where users can acquire additional building blocks
(e.g., for text mining). RapidProM (www.rapidprom.org), available through the
RapidMiner marketplace, provides a collection of process mining building blocks
based on ProM plug-ins (see Sect. 11.3.3). This way users of RapidMiner are able
to use process mining techniques without installing a separate process mining tool
[23, 97].

In general, one cannot assume that BI and data mining tools provide any pro-
cess mining capabilities. Fortunately, plenty of dedicated process mining tools are
available. These are discussed in the remainder of this chapter.

11.2 Different Types of Process Mining Tools

Before describing concrete process mining tools, we first discuss different ways of
characterizing process mining software.

Potentially, there may be very different groups of users interacting with process
mining software. On the one hand, there may be experts that need to be able to
answer “one of a kind” questions requiring ad-hoc data extractions, complex data
transformations, and sophisticated analysis techniques. On the other hand, there can

weka.wikispaces.com
www.rapidminer.com
www.knime.org
www.r-project.org
www.rapidprom.org
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Fig. 11.1 Three types of use cases: Type 1 (for ad-hoc questions requiring data explo-
ration/extraction and problem-driven selection of analysis techniques), Type 2 (for repeated ques-
tions in a known setting but possibly still requiring configuration), and Type 3 (for standard ques-
tions in a fixed pre-configured setting)

be end-users that just want to look at standard overviews (“process-centric dash-
boards”) generated using process mining.

The spectrum of process mining use cases can be characterized through the fol-
lowing two questions:

• How often is the same analysis repeated?
• Can the end-user freely determine the analysis to be conducted?

Fig. 11.1 defines three types of use cases based on answers to these two questions.
Use cases of Type 1 (ad-hoc) require a spreadsheet-like tool: questions are ad-

hoc and the user needs to have complete freedom to perform analysis. The analysis
process is iterative and undefined. The results of one analysis step may lead to unan-
ticipated additional data extractions (or transformations) to enable the next analysis
step. Analysis workflows are unique and seldom repeated.

Use cases of Type 2 (repeated) involve questions that are recurring, but at a lower
frequency. Analysis workflows may be predefined but not completely fixed. Cus-
tomization may be needed and the interpretation of the results requires knowledge
of process mining and understanding of the data.

Use cases of Type 3 (standard) involve routine questions that are recurring fre-
quently. The different analysis views are fixed and no customization is possible. The
user only needs to understand predefined dashboard-like views.

The three types are on the diagonal in Fig. 11.1. Use cases not on the diagonal do
not make much sense. For example, we cannot provide a predefined dashboard for
“one of a kind” questions (corresponding to the combination of “never” and “fixed”
in Fig. 11.1). Moreover, if there is a continuous need to answer the same question
based on the latest data, then there is no need to explore the data in an ad-hoc manner
(i.e., also the combination of “hourly” and “flexible” in Fig. 11.1 makes no sense).

Process mining tools may be tailored to one of the three types in Fig. 11.1. For
example, a tool like Disco (Fluxicon) is comparable to a spreadsheet program (but
for “behavior” rather than “numbers”, see Sect. 1.3). The user can load the data of
interest, pick a particular view, and get immediate results without any system con-
figuration. Such style of interaction is good for exploration and fast results (Type 1),
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but less suitable for end-users that do not understand the underlying data and analy-
sis techniques (Type 3).

The initial investment for a Type 1 analysis is low, but less suitable for situations
where many users repeatedly need to do the same type of analysis. The initial invest-
ment for a Type 3 analysis is much higher. An expert needs to configure the way data
is extracted and define the views on the data provided to end users. However, after
the initial investment, analysis is easier and highly repeatable. Type 2 analysis is
in-between Type 1 and Type 3. Use cases of Type 2 benefit from analysis workflows
that are (partly) predefined but not completely fixed.

Another way to categorize process mining software is based on the way it is
bundled:

• Dedicated process mining software—pure play process mining tools devoted to
the analysis of event data and processes.

• Embedded process mining software—tools that provide process mining function-
ality, but that are embedded in a larger suite.

Most of the tools discussed in this chapter fall in the first category. However, process
mining functionality may also be embedded in a larger BPM, ERP, BI or data mining
product as an add-on. RapidProM, an extension of RapidMiner, is an example of
embedded process mining software [97].

Process mining tools can also be classified based on their “openness”:

• Open-source process mining software—the source code is publicly available. De-
pending on the license other parties can extend, change, or redistribute the soft-
ware.

• Closed-source process mining software—propriety software whose source code
is not published and cannot be changed or extended.

The commercial process mining tools described in Sect. 11.4 are closed-source.
ProM is an example of an open-source tool.

All process mining tools are able to discover process models, but the types of
models learned from event data vary. We distinguish three classes of models:

• Informal process models—“boxes and arrows” diagrams not having a formal in-
terpretation that can be related to traces in the event log.

• Formal low-level process models—transition systems, Markov chains, episodes,
sequences, etc.

• Formal high-level process models—end-to-end models allowing for choices, con-
currency, loops, etc. This includes BPMN models, EPC models, UML activity
diagrams, Petri nets, process trees, etc.

Formal models have executable semantics. Informal models are drawings composed
of boxes and arrows without a clear relation to the traces in the event log. Such
informal diagrams do not distinguish between choice and concurrency (there are
no AND/XOR/OR-gateways/connectors/operators). A model is formal if, given a
sequence of events, one can determine whether it fits or not. Process mining tools
are characterized by the process models they support. Most commercial process
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mining tools use a mixture of informal and low-level models (see Sect. 11.4.2). The
fact that a discovered model can be saved in BPMN format (or any other format
with AND/XOR/OR-gateways/connectors/operators) does not imply that the model
can be interpreted as such.

Process mining starts from event data. Process mining tools may have different
mechanisms to get event data:

• File. Events are stored in a XES, MXML, Excel, or CSV file.
• Database. Events are loaded from a database system, for example via a JDBC

connection. Several tools support incremental event loading, i.e., periodically the
database is inspected for new data.

• Adapter. Events are loaded from a particular application (e.g., SAP, Sharepoint,
or SalesForce) through a dedicated piece of software. In most cases events can be
loaded incrementally.

• Streaming. The process mining tool works on a stream of events emitted through
an event bus or web service. Events are captured as they occur and not retrieved
from a file, database, or application at a later point in time.

The process mining software may run locally or remotely. The event data typi-
cally resides at the same location. We distinguish three types of deployments:

• Stand-alone. The software runs locally, e.g., on the laptop used for analysis.
• On premise. The back-end of the software does not run locally, but on a server

inside the organization.
• Cloud. The software runs on a server outside the organization.

Some products offer multiple forms of deployment. This is not only a technological
decision, but also related to privacy laws, security, and ethics. For example, the cloud
provider may store event data on a server in a different country.

The refined process mining framework (Sect. 10.1) identifies the following ac-
tivities:

• Discover—learning (process) models from event data;
• Enhance—repair or extend models (adding additional perspectives to a model,

e.g., to show bottlenecks);
• Diagnose—model-based process analysis;
• Detect—comparing de jure models with current “pre mortem” data (events of

running process instances) to detect deviations at runtime;
• Check—checking conformance by comparing historic “post mortem” data with

de jure models (e.g., to pinpoint deviations and quantify compliance);
• Compare—comparing de jure models with de facto models to see whether reality

deviates from what was planned or expected;
• Promote—transferring “best practices” (learned from event data) to the de jure

model;
• Explore—exploring business processes at run-time using a combination of event

data and models;
• Predict—making process-related predictions, e.g., the remaining flow time and

the probability of non-compliance;
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• Recommend—supporting operational processes by recommending suitable ac-
tions (e.g. to minimize costs or time).

Process mining software can be characterized by the activities supported. For exam-
ple, all tools support activity discover, but only few support activities like predict
and recommend.

In the remainder, we first describe ProM and then provide an overview of other
process mining tools, including 11 commercial products.

11.3 ProM: An Open-Source Process Mining Platform

ProM is the leading open-source process mining tool. The lion’s share of academic
research is conducted by using and extending ProM. Moreover, the commercial pro-
cess mining tools discussed in Sect. 11.4 are based on ideas first developed in the
context of ProM. Therefore, this section first introduces ProM which is tailored to-
wards use cases of Type 1 (see Fig. 11.1).

11.3.1 Historical Context

In 2002, there were several, rather simple, stand-alone process mining tools avail-
able. Examples of tools developed around the turn of the century include: MiMo
(α-miner based on ExSpect), EMiT (α-miner taking transactional information into
account), Little Thumb (predecessor of the heuristic miner), InWolvE (miner based
on stochastic activity graphs), and Process Miner (miner assuming structured mod-
els) [156]. At this time, several researchers were building simple prototypes to ex-
periment with process discovery techniques. However, these tools were based on
rather naïve assumptions (simple process models and small but complete data sets)
and provided hardly any support for real-life process mining projects (scalability,
intuitive user interface, etc.). Clearly, it did not make any sense to build a dedicated
process mining tool for every newly conceived process discovery technique. This
observation triggered the development of the ProM framework, a “plug-able” en-
vironment for process mining using MXML as input format. The goal of the first
version of this framework was to provide a common basis for all kinds of process
mining techniques, e.g., supporting the loading and filtering of event logs and the
visualization of results. This way people developing new process discovery algo-
rithms did not have to worry about extracting, converting, and loading event data.
Moreover, for standard model types such as Petri nets, EPCs, and social networks,
default visualizations were provided by the framework.

In 2004, the first fully functional version of the ProM framework (ProM 1.1)
was released. This version contained 29 plug-ins: 6 mining plug-ins (the classic α-
miner, the Tshinghua α miner, the genetic miner, the multi-phase miner, the social
network miner, and the case data extraction miner), 7 analysis plug-ins (e.g., the
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Fig. 11.2 Screenshot of ProM 5.2 showing two of the 286 plug-ins. The bottom window shows the
conformance checker plug-in while checking the fitness of event log Lfull described in Table 8.1
and WF-net N2 depicted in Fig. 8.2. The plug-in identifies the conformance problem (the log and
model disagree on the position of d) and returns a fitness value computed using the approach pre-
sented in Sect. 8.2, fitness(Lfull,N2)= 0.95039195. The right window shows the trace clustering
plug-in using Self Organizing Maps (SOM) to find homogeneous groups of cases. The largest clus-
ter contains 641 cases. These are the cases that were rejected without a thorough examination (i.e.,
traces σ1, σ3, σ13 in Table 8.1)

LTL checker), 4 import plug-ins (e.g., plug-ins to load Petri nets and EPCs), 9 export
plug-ins, and 3 conversion plug-ins (e.g., a plug-in to convert EPCs into Petri nets).
Over time more plug-ins were added. For instance, ProM 4.0 (released in 2006)
contained already 142 plug-ins. The 27 mining plug-ins of ProM 4.0 included also
the heuristic miner and a region-based miner using Petrify. Moreover, ProM 4.0
contained a first version of the conformance checker described in [121]. ProM 5.2
was released in 2009. This version contained 286 plug-ins: 47 mining plug-ins, 96
analysis plug-ins, 22 import plug-ins, 45 export plug-ins, 44 conversion plug-ins,
and 32 filter plug-ins. Figure 11.2 shows two plug-ins of ProM 5.2. This version
already supported most of the process mining techniques presented in this book.
For example, the 47 mining plug-ins of ProM 5.2 include most of the discovery
algorithms presented in Chap. 7 (genetic mining, heuristic mining, fuzzy mining,
etc.). The replay approach presented in Sect. 8.2 was supported by the conformance
checker plug-in of ProM 5.2 [121].

The spectacular growth of the number of plug-ins in the period from 2004 to
2009 illustrates that ProM realized its initial goal to provide a platform for the de-
velopment of new process mining techniques. ProM had become the de facto stan-
dard for process mining. Research groups from all over the globe contributed to the
development of ProM and people from tens of thousands of organizations down-
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loaded ProM (the ProM framework has been downloaded over 130.000 times). In
the same period, we applied ProM at numerous organizations, e.g., in the context of
joint research projects, Master projects, and consultancy projects. The large number
of plug-ins and the many practical applications also revealed some problems. For
example, ProM 5.2 can be quite confusing for the inexperienced user who is con-
fronted with almost 300 plug-ins. Moreover, in ProM 5.2 (and earlier versions) the
user interface and the underlying analysis techniques are tightly coupled, i.e., most
plug-ins require user interaction. It was impossible to embed ProM functionality in
data mining tools such as RapidMiner, KNIME, etc. due to this tight coupling.

To be able to run ProM remotely and to embed process mining functionality in
other systems, we decided to completely re-implement ProM from scratch. This
allowed us to learn from earlier experiences and to develop a completely new archi-
tecture based on an improved plug-in infrastructure.

ProM 6 was released in November 2010. This was the first version based on
the new architecture and XES rather than MXML. XES, described in Sect. 5.3, is
the process mining standard adopted by the IEEE Task Force on Process Mining.
Although ProM 5.2 was already able to load enormous event logs, scalability and
efficiency were further improved by using OpenXES [64, 65]. Not all plug-ins of
ProM 5.2 have been re-implemented in ProM 6. Nevertheless, most of the process
mining techniques described in this book are supported by plug-ins developed for
ProM 6.

ProM 6 can distribute the execution of plug-ins over multiple computers. This
can be used to improve performance (e.g., using grid computing) and to offer ProM
as a service. For instance, at TU/e (Eindhoven University of Technology) we use a
dedicated process mining grid to handle huge data sets and to conduct large-scale
experiments. The user interface has been re-implemented to be able to deal with
many plug-ins, logs, and models at the same time. Plug-ins are now distributed over
so-called packages and can be chained into composite plug-ins. Packages contain re-
lated sets of plug-ins. ProM 6 provides a so-called package manager to add, remove,
and update packages. Users should only load packages that are relevant for the tasks
they want to perform. This way it is possible to avoid overloading the user with ir-
relevant functionality. Moreover, ProM 6 can be customized for domain-specific or
even organization-specific applications.

Figures 11.3 and 11.4 show the selection of the ILP miner plug-in (based on
language-based regions, see Sect. 7.4.3) and the resulting process model discovered
by ProM 6. ProM 6.5.1a (SilvR+) was released in October 2015. There is also a
“ProM Lite” version providing only the most used functionality.

11.3.2 Example ProM Plug-Ins

ProM is open-source software1 and can be freely downloaded from www.promtools.
org or www.processmining.org. Plug-ins can be installed via ProM’s package man-

1ProM framework is released under the GNU Lesser General Public License (L-GPL).

http://www.promtools.org
http://www.promtools.org
www.processmining.org
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Fig. 11.3 Screenshot of ProM 6.5. After loading an event log, a list of applicable plug-ins is shown
and the plug-in implementing discovery using language-based regions (ILP miner) is selected

Fig. 11.4 Screenshot of ProM 6.5 showing the Petri net discovered using language-based regions
after starting the plug-in selected in Fig. 11.3

ager. Currently, there are over 1500 plug-ins available (including deprecated plug-
ins that are no longer supported). The ILP miner plug-in depicted in Fig. 11.4
is just one of these 1500 plug-ins. Hence, it is impossible to provide a com-
plete overview of the functionality of ProM. The reader is encouraged to visit
www.processmining.org to learn more about ProM’s functionality and available
plug-ins. Here, we only show a few examples.

www.processmining.org
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Fig. 11.5 ProM’s dotted chart can be used to explore the event data from different angles

Fig. 11.6 Visual inductive miner replaying the event log on the discovered process model

ProM can load XES, MXML, and CSV files. To extract files from other data
sources, tools such as XESame and ProMimport can be used (cf. Sect. 5.3). Fig-
ure 11.5 shows a dotted chart (see Sect. 9.2). The user can control both axes com-
pletely and influence the coloring and shape of the dots.

ProM supports dozens of process discovery algorithms. Next to the ILP miner
shown in Fig. 11.4 and the α-algorithm [157], also heuristic mining [183, 184],
fuzzy mining [66], genetic process mining [12, 26], and various forms of inductive
mining [89–91] are supported. Figure 11.6 shows the visual inductive miner. This
miner always returns a sound process model and is able to handle large and noisy
event logs. Nevertheless, the miner can ensure (if desired) perfects fitness. Results
can be converted to Petri nets, EPCs, statecharts and BPMN models. Moreover, the
visual inductive miner supports bottleneck analysis and outlier detection.
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Fig. 11.7 Conformance checking based on alignments (cf. Sect. 8.3)

Conformance checking and performance analysis heavily depend on reliable re-
play algorithms [169]. Newer plug-ins in ProM rely on alignments as described in
Sect. 8.3. Figure 11.7 shows deviations from both the log and model perspective.
Next to fitness also notions such as precision are computed [5]. Similar views are
provided for performance diagnostics based on alignments.

ProM also supports trace clustering [78], trace alignment [79], and model repair
[52]. Next to a variety of procedural models (Petri nets, BPMN, YAWL, EPCs, etc.),
ProM also support declarative models. Declare models can be discovered and the
conformance of declarative models can be checked.

ProM is not limited to the control-flow and time perspectives. There are plug-ins
to create social networks and to discover roles (organizational perspective). There
are also plug-ins for decision mining [40, 120]. These plug-ins enhance control-flow
models with guards based on the data perspective. Plug-ins can discover so-called
data-aware Petri nets and check the conformance of such models [40]. Many of
these plug-ins create classification problems. See [42] for a ProM plug-in that sup-
ports the interaction between process mining and data mining in a generic manner.

The plug-ins mentioned thus far are all related to process mining. However,
it should be noted that ProM (both version 5.2 and 6.X) supports process analy-
sis in the broadest sense, e.g., also the analysis techniques mentioned in Sect. 3.3
are supported by ProM or the tools that ProM interfaces with (e.g., CPN Tools).
For example, the plug-in “Analyze structural properties of a Petri net” computes
transition invariants, place invariants, S-components, T-components, traps, siphons,
TP- and PT-handles, etc. The plug-in “Analyze behavioral properties of a Petri
net” computes unbounded places, dead transitions, dead markings, home markings,
coverability graphs, etc. The “Woflan” plug-in checks the soundness of WF-nets
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(cf. Sect. 3.2.3) [179]. Moreover, powerful Petri-net-based analysis tools such as
LoLa, Wendy, Uma, and Petrify are embedded in ProM as plug-ins.

The hundreds of ProM plug-ins implementing all of the techniques described
in this book (and many more) illustrate the applicability and broadness of process
mining.

11.3.3 Other Non-commercial Tools

Due to the success of ProM in the academic community, there are only a few other
non-commercial process mining tools. Research groups all over the world have
contributed to the 1500 plug-ins in ProM (also see the list of organizations men-
tioned in the Acknowledgements). Next to ProM, most other tools are commercial
(cf. Sect. 11.4). A few notable exceptions are described next.

11.3.3.1 PMLAB

PMLAB is a scripting environment for process mining developed by the group of
Josep Carmona at Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya in Barcelona. PMLAB can
load XES, MXML, and CSV files and different analysis steps can be chained to-
gether in scripts. A variety of process discovery techniques based on the theory of
regions and satisfiability modulo theories are supported. Tools such as Genet, Pet-
rify, Rbminer, and Dbminer can be invoked from PMLAB. These tools are mostly
based on state-based regions [34]. As shown in Sect. 7.4, an event log can be con-
verted into a transition system and subsequently synthesized into a Petri net. Clas-
sical region theory needs to be extended/relaxed to make it more applicable for pro-
cess discovery, e.g., Rbminer adapts the classical theory to provide more compact
and readable process models [128]. PMLAB uses iPython, a framework for script-
ing in Python. PMLAB can also invoke ProM plugins through PMLAB scripts. The
scripting tool was inspired by MATLAB and Mathematica. However, there are also
similarities with RapidMiner, KNIME, and R. PMLAB can be downloaded from
https://www.cs.upc.edu/~jcarmona/PMLAB/.

11.3.3.2 CoBeFra

CoBeFra is a benchmarking framework for conformance checking developed at the
department of Management Informatics at KU Leuven in Belgium. It is mostly used
for the systematic evaluation of process discovery techniques. CoBeFra reads event
logs in XES or MXML file format and process models in PNML format. Given an
event log and a process model, the tool evaluates the model with respect to dozens
of metrics (e.g., various notions of fitness, precision, and simplicity). For large scale
experiments (e.g. varying parameters of discovery algorithms to analyze the effects
on fitness and precision), the metrics are automatically collected for sets of models
and logs. CoBeFra can be downloaded from http://www.processmining.be/cobefra.

https://www.cs.upc.edu/~jcarmona/PMLAB/
http://www.processmining.be/cobefra
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Fig. 11.8 A process mining workflow where an event log is loaded, a model is discovered using
the inductive miner, and the result is checked using the conformance checker based on alignments

Fig. 11.9 One of the outcomes of the analysis workflow in Fig. 11.8

11.3.3.3 RapidProM

Many tools for data analysis support the definition and execution of analysis work-
flows, sometimes also called scientific workflows. For example, widely used tools
like RapidMiner, KNIME, and R can chain together building blocks to form such
workflows. However, these tools do not support process mining natively. Con-
versely, ProM does not provide such workflow support. Therefore, RapidMiner
was extended with process mining plug-ins from ProM. The resulting tool is called
RapidProM (www.rapidprom.org).

Figure 11.8 shows a process mining workflow created using RapidProM. First,
a XES log is loaded. Second, a process model is discovered using the Inductive
Miner—infrequent (IMF, [89]). The quality of this model is checked using align-
ments using another building block. The workflow in Fig. 11.8 can be stored and
applied to any event log. Figure 11.9 shows one of the output objects produced by
the workflow (the discovered process tree was automatically converted to a Petri
net).

www.rapidprom.org
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RapidProM can be used to do large scale experiments [23, 97]. For example,
the workflow in Fig. 11.8 can be applied to thousands of event logs without any
manual intervention. RapidProM can also be applied to answer recurring questions
in a business setting, e.g., to create a report at the end of every week.

RapidProM is available via the RapidMiner Marketplace. Many other types of
analysis are available in the RapidMiner ecosystem. This facilitates the combination
of process mining, text mining, machine learning, data mining, and statistics. For
example, cases can be grouped into clusters using standard data mining techniques
followed by the application of process mining techniques on each of these clusters.

Whereas ProM is most suitable for use cases of Type 1, RapidProM, CoBeFra,
and PMLAB are tailored towards use cases of Type 2 (see Fig. 11.1).

11.4 Commercial Software

Several commercial process mining tools emerged on the market in recent years.
Compared to ProM these tools are easier to use, but provide less functionality than
the 1500 plug-ins in ProM. This lowers the threshold for using process mining sig-
nificantly.

This section provides an overview of the commercial process mining tools cur-
rently on the market. The goal is not to give detailed information on specific tools
or to provide checklists. The market and tools change rapidly. Most of the tools de-
scribed did not exist when the first version of this book was published in 2011 [140].
Moreover, the capabilities of tools change with every release and usability and scal-
ability cannot be expressed in simple checklists. Hence, organizations that are se-
lecting a commercial process mining tool are urged to evaluate the tools based on
concrete questions and datasets.

After illustrating some of the commercial tools in Sect. 11.4.1, we share a few
general insights based on experiences with currently available process mining tools
in Sect. 11.4.2.

11.4.1 Available Products

Table 11.1 lists 11 process mining tools in alphabetical order: Celonis Process Min-
ing (Celonis), Disco (Disco), Enterprise Discovery Suite (EDS), Interstage Business
Process Manager Analytics (Fujitsu), Minit (Minit), myInvenio (myInvenio), Per-
ceptive Process Mining (Perceptive), QPR ProcessAnalyzer (QPR), Rialto Process
(Rialto), SNP Business Process Analysis (SNP), and webMethods Process Perfor-
mance Manager (PPM). For tools with a longer name, the shorter name between
brackets is used. For example, “webMethods Process Performance Manager” is ab-
breviated to PPM.

Tools like Disco, Fujitsu, QPR, and PPM have been around for a few years.
Minit, myInvenio, and Rialto emerged very recently (in 2015). Tools like Process
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Fig. 11.10 Disco allows for the easy import of CSV files and supports process mining formats
such as XES and MXML

Discovery Focus (Iontas/Verint Systems) and Enterprise Visualization Suite (Busi-
nesscape) are no longer available. Earlier products such as Reflect|one by Pallas
Athena and Reflect by Futura Process Intelligence where further developed as part
of the Perceptive suite of BPM tools. It is interesting to note that both Pallas Athena
and Futura Process Intelligence were selected as “Cool Vendor” by Gartner in 2009
because of their process mining capabilities. Reflect was the first dedicated com-
mercial process mining tool. The ARIS Process Performance Manager (PPM) was
initially developed by IDS Scheer. Process mining capabilities were added later and
PPM is now part of Software AG’s webMethods Operational Intelligence Platform.

As mentioned, it is not our goal to discuss particular tools in detail. However,
we show a few screenshots to provide an impression of typical capabilities of avail-
able tools. Figure 11.10 shows a screenshot of Disco while loading a CSV file. The
columns can be mapped onto process mining concepts such as case, activity, times-
tamp, and resource. Disco automatically suggests an initial mapping (including the
format to be used for timestamps) that can be adapted. Disco can also load and save
event logs in XES and MXML format. Researchers often use Disco for an initial
analysis of the data (involving filtering, exploration, and bottlenecks analysis) after
which XES files are saved for further analysis using ProM. The discovery algo-
rithm used by Disco can be viewed as an improved and further developed version of
ProM’s Fuzzy Miner [66]. The scalability and robustness of Disco are much better
than the original Fuzzy Miner. Disco is easy to use and learn, and lowers the barrier
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Fig. 11.11 The discovery algorithm of Disco is a further development of the Fuzzy miner and
event data can be replayed at the selected abstraction level

Fig. 11.12 A process model discovered using Celonis showing all activities in the event log

to get started with process mining significantly. Figure 11.11 shows a discovered
process model and an animation based on the underlying event data. Animations
can be saved as movies and show behavior that changes over time.

Figure 11.12 shows a process model discovered using Celonis. Celonis can load
event data from CSV and XES files or database management systems such as SAP
HANA, Oracle DB, MSSQL, MYSQL, PostgreSQL and IBM DB2. It is often
used in conjunction with SAP. Events are stored in an OLAP-like data structure.
Like Disco, Celonis provides sliders to seamlessly simplify models (if desired). In
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Fig. 11.13 Animation of the process obtained by replaying the event data on a simplified process
model and three charts showing trends in the event data

Fig. 11.14 A process model
discovered using Minit

Fig. 11.13, a simplified model is used to show an animation of the process. Process
related information can also be summarized in column-, line-, area-, pie-charts or
tables. This is illustrated by the three charts in Fig. 11.13.

Figure 11.14 shows a screenshot of a model discovered using Minit. Minit also
supports XES and uses a discovery algorithm similar to ProM’s Fuzzy Miner. Like
Disco and Celonis, Minit is able to handle large event logs efficiently.

Like Minit, myInvenio became available in 2015. These tools illustrate the grow-
ing interest in process mining. Figure 11.15 shows a process model discovered using
myInvenio. Conformance checking is supported by comparing a reference model
(e.g., specified in BPMN or XPDL) with the discovered process model. The differ-
ences can be highlighted as shown Fig. 11.15.

Figure 11.16 shows a process model discovered using Perceptive Process Mining.
Performance-related information is mapped onto the process model (durations and
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Fig. 11.15 A process model discovered using myInvenio (left) and the comparison of a reference
model and a discovered model (right)

Fig. 11.16 The process model discovered using Perceptive is used to signal trends in performance
(right) and to animate the process using “colored tokens”(left)

frequencies). Perceptive also shows trends, e.g., bottlenecks that are growing over
time. The animation in Fig. 11.16 uses colored tokens. The coloring can be based on
any case attribute (e.g., the vendor). This helps to spot differences between distinct
groups of cases.

Figure 11.17 shows screenshots of four other process mining tools. Each process
shown was discovered using event data.
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Fig. 11.17 Screenshots of four additional process mining tools: Fujitsu Interstage Business Pro-
cess Manager Analytics (Fujitsu), SNP Business Process Analysis (SNP), QPR ProcessAnalyzer
(QPR), and Exeura Rialto Process (Rialto)

11.4.2 Strengths and Weaknesses

The screenshots in Figs. 11.10–11.17 show that process mining capabilities are read-
ily available in commercial tools. None of the products covers the range of process
mining capabilities supported by the hundreds of available ProM plug-ins. How-
ever, ProM requires process mining expertise and is not supported by a commercial
organization. Hence, it has the advantages and disadvantages common for open-
source software. Fortunately, the 11 process mining tools listed in Table 11.1 nicely
complement ProM.

On the one hand, there are quite some commonalities among the commercial
tools (as illustrated by the screenshots in Figs. 11.10–11.17). On the other hand,
there are major differences in usability and scalability. Some focus more on use
cases of Type 1 (e.g., Disco, Minit, and myInvenio) whereas other tools focus more
on use cases of Type 3 (e.g., Celonis and PPM). Organizations selecting a commer-
cial process mining product are urged to do a pilot project where a few products are
applied to organization-specific data and questions.

Despite the differences between the tools, we can make some general observa-
tions.

11.4.2.1 Limited Support for Concurrency

If a group of activities is not always executed in the same order, we would like to
avoid the situation where all activities are connected to one another. Yet, process
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Fig. 11.18 Most tools that do not allow for concurrency have difficulties handling event logs like
Lpar = [〈a, b〉100, 〈b, a〉100]: Due to the introduction of loops, the model allows for non-observed
traces like 〈a, b, a〉, 〈a〉, 〈b, a, b, a, b, a, b〉, 〈b〉, etc.

discovery techniques that do not support concurrency do exactly that. In Sect. 11.2,
these purely sequential models were called low-level models. The models discov-
ered by such techniques tend to be very Spaghetti-like. Moreover, sequential models
where every activity appears only once tend to be severely underfitting (e.g., parallel
activities are turned into loops).

To illustrate the problem consider the artificial event log Lpar = [〈a, b〉100,

〈b, a〉100]. Clearly, there is no loop and one would expect that the discovered model
shows that a and b both happen once per case. However, if a and b cannot be con-
current and the tool has one node per activity, then the tool is forced to introduce
loops allowing for traces like 〈a, b, a, b, a〉 (see Fig. 11.18). Clearly, this model is
underfitting and not adequately reflecting the observed behavior.

Some of the commercial tools do not support concurrency at all (e.g., SNP).
Perceptive Process Mining offers two mining algorithms: a genetic algorithm able
to discover concurrency (but time-consuming and not scalable) and a simpler, better
performing, algorithm based on the directly follows relation having the problem
mentioned above.

Also Disco deals with concurrency different from the algorithms described in
Chaps. 6 and 7. Parallelism in Disco is discovered only if two activity instances for
the same case overlap. This implies that concurrency cannot be discovered in event
logs without explicit transactional information (e.g., when there are just complete
events). If activities are interleaved (i.e., not overlapping), then the arrows are sup-
pressed, unless the slider is moved up to ensure perfect fitness. Using the terminol-
ogy introduced in Sect. 11.2, Disco shifts from an informal model with concurrency
to a formal low-level model without concurrency to ensure correctness.

Other tools have similar issues and are often less clear about this. They operate
in the space between informal models and low-level models, thus making interpre-
tation tricky. Consider the delays in Fig. 11.18. When does the process end—4.73
days after the (last) completion of activity a or 2.23+ 3.56 = 5.79 days after the
(last) completion of activity a? Probably none of the two answers is right, thus il-
lustrating the confusion.

To summarize—None of the commercial tools handles concurrency adequately.
There are at least two reasons for this. First of all, simple algorithms are used to
ensure scalability and transparency. Second, the models learned have informal se-
mantics. The latter is interesting because several tools claim to support BPMN and
can export models to BPM systems. This may be lead to misleading results. Most
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tools do not show explicit AND/XOR-splits/joins. Adding logic when saving mod-
els will lead to confusion and may result in models that are not sound (e.g., having
deadlocks).

As long as process models are interpreted as “pictures” this is not a problem.
However, the way that models need to be interpreted also influences frequencies
and performance results. For example, if it is unclear whether things need to be
synchronized or not, computed waiting times cannot be trusted. The inductive min-
ing techniques presented in Sect. 7.5 show that it is possible to discover concurrency
without creating unsound or imprecise models. The different inductive mining al-
gorithms (IM, IMF, IMC, IMD, IMFD, IMCD, etc.) always produce sound models
and are highly scalable. Some of these algorithms even provide formal guarantees
(e.g., perfect fitness).

11.4.2.2 Limited Support for Conformance Checking

Informal models that can only be interpreted as “pictures” cannot be used for confor-
mance checking. Currently, there is no commercial tool that computes alignments
or that is able to apply some other replay algorithm to precisely diagnose devia-
tions in the presence of concurrency. The reasons are the same as before: scalability
(computing alignments may be too time consuming) and informal semantics (e.g.,
not being able to distinguish between AND-joins and XOR-joins).

Conformance checking is not handled by replaying the event log on a precise
end-to-end process model. Instead one or more of the following approaches are
used:

• Rule based. The user can specify rules for filtering. For example, Disco and Celo-
nis can be used to define a wide variety of rules (e.g., “a is followed by b and not
c and should be executed by a resource not involved in d”). By applying such
rules, the event log can be split into conforming and non-conforming cases.

• Outlier based. Infrequent paths that deviate from mainstream behavior are manu-
ally inspected. By classifying certain paths as deviating, the corresponding cases
are tagged as non-conforming.

• Side-by-side. The discovered process model and the normative reference model
are depicted next to each other. Users need to visually compare models to see
deviations.

• Overlay. The discovered model and the reference model are stacked on top of
each other and differences are highlighted. Figure 11.15 illustrates that myInvenio
supports this type of comparison.

Comparing a discovered model and a reference model may lead to incorrect con-
clusions. Note that the discovered model generalizes over the data, i.e., paths pos-
sible in the model may never have happened. This may trigger the detection of
deviations that never occurred in reality. The discovered model may also abstract
from infrequent behavior. Therefore, rare (but possibly harmful) deviations may re-
main undetected. However, such peculiar deviations tend to be highly relevant for
conformance checking.
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Assume that the informal model in Fig. 11.18 was discovered for Lpar and sub-
sequently compared with a normative model putting a and b in parallel. A visual
comparison of the two models would suggest non-existing deviations.

The techniques in Chap. 8 and the plug-ins of ProM show that conformance
checking is possible. However, conformance checking can only be supported if the
informal models are replaced by formal models (e.g., process trees or Petri nets
with a defined initial and final marking). As long as this functionality is not present,
users are forced to capture the real semantics of the normative model in terms of a
collection of rules used for filtering.

11.4.2.3 Performance Perspective is Well Supported

The primary focus of commercial process mining tools is on performance. Each of
the tools can visualize bottlenecks in the process. Tools such as Celonis, Perceptive,
QPR, Minit, PPM, etc. provide a range of charts. Most of the commercial tools make
it possible to quickly find bottlenecks, unnecessary rework and delays.

Note that the problems mentioned earlier may endanger the correctness of per-
formance results. If misalignments and concurrency are not handled well, then the
reported results may be incorrect. For example, tools may report negative waiting
times if events are reversed or excessive times if events are missing.

11.4.2.4 Data Perspective Not in Models

None of the commercial process mining tools is able to discover data-aware process
models. For example, it is impossible to learn guards or perform any other form
of decision mining as described in Chap. 9. Conformance checking of models with
data is also not supported.

Additional data in the event log can be used in rules for filtering. Moreover, some
tools can show the distribution of values for particular groups of cases. However,
data are not explicitly related to the process model.

11.4.2.5 Organizational Perspective

Most tools are able to construct a social network (see Chap. 9). It is typically also
possible to see the utilization of resources. Nearly all tools consider resource in-
formation, roles, and other organizational entities as plain data elements. Hence,
the organizational perspective can be handled in the same way as data (e.g., using
filtering). Separation of duties (4-eyes principle) can be checked in this way. myIn-
venio also creates an activity map (a simplified RACI matrix). Normally, a RACI
matrix shows the people Responsible, Accountable, Consulted, and Informed for
each activity. Event logs need to be enriched to provide this type of information.
Sophisticated analysis techniques to optimize work distribution and social network
analysis are still missing.
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11.4.2.6 Growing Support for XES

Next to tools like ProM, RapidProM, PMLAB, and CoBeFra, the XES standard
is supported by a growing number of commercial tools. Currently, Disco, Celonis,
Minit, Rialto, and SNP support XES. QPR and myInvenio have announced XES
support for the next release. Perceptive, PPM, EDS, and Fujitsu do not (yet) support
XES.

XES makes it easier to combine different tools, e.g., using a commercial tool in
conjunction with ProM, RapidProM, PMLAB, or CoBeFra.

11.4.2.7 Getting Event Data from Other Sources

Vendors of commercial tools realize that substantial time is spent on extracting data
from information systems. In Sect. 11.2, we listed four mechanisms to get event
data: file, database, adapter, and streaming. Next to file-based imports of XES,
MXML, and CSV, most tools support the extraction of data from JDBC databases.
Events can often be loaded from systems such as MySQL, IBM DB2, Oracle DB,
SQL Server, PostgreSQL, and SAP HANA.

Often datasets can also be incrementally updated (importing only changes since
the last import). For example, Disco can retrieve data from a server with the
so-called Airlift interface. On the server side of the Airlift connection, arbitrary
databases and production systems can be connected.

Systems like Celonis provide additional support to obtain data from SAP sys-
tems. Due to the partnership between SAP and Celonis, integration with SAP prod-
ucts like SAP HANA is safeguarded. In fact, most process mining tools support
application specific adapters, but the range of systems covered and the quality of
these adapters varies per tool.

11.4.2.8 Filtering

Filtering plays a crucial role in most commercial systems. Figure 11.19 shows six
types of filtering supported by Disco. Filters can be used to remove individual events
or complete cases. For example, one can remove all slow cases, all exceptional
cases, etc. One can also specify LTL or Declare-like rules, e.g., activity a should
be eventually followed by b (the response constraint in Declare and “�(a⇒ (♦b))”
in LTL). Filtering can be used for ad-hoc conformance checking and plays an im-
portant role in root-cause analysis.

Filtering is related to OLAP (see Sect. 12.4). The dimensions in an OLAP cube
also split the data based on different criteria. Process mining tools like Celonis store
events in multidimensional cubes to facilitate the selection and comparison of par-
ticular groups of cases.

11.4.2.9 No Automatic Clustering

Filtering and the selection of dimensions in an OLAP cube are based on user-defined
criteria. However, one may also use clustering techniques that automatically group
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Fig. 11.19 Illustration of the extensive filtering capabilities in commercial systems like Disco

cases that are similar. ProM provides several ways of clustering similar cases based
on selected features.

Standard techniques like k-means clustering (see Sect. 4.3 and Chap. 9) can be
used as a preprocessing step for process mining [13, 62, 78]. The clusters themselves
may already provide novel insights. Moreover, the clusters can often be used to
discover multiple simple process models instead of one complex process model.

Surprisingly, clustering is not supported by the current generation of commercial
process mining tools.

11.4.2.10 Reporting and Animation

Process mining results need to be communicated. Most tools provide means to create
reports, for example, by storing artifacts such as charts, tables, and models. Com-
pared to BI tools, the reporting facilities of process mining tools are often limited.

Disco, Celonis, Perceptive, Minit, QPR, and myInvenio support data-driven pro-
cess animations. Figures 11.6, 11.11, 11.13, and 11.16 show screenshots where
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event logs are animated by replaying them on discovered models. Such animations
are instrumental when convincing management. Animation is also a means to sup-
port change management: It can be used to create a sense of urgency and to build
consensus on root causes.

11.4.2.11 Links to Other Tools

Some of the process mining tools are part of a bigger suite. For example, PPM is part
of the webMethods suite and the ARIS family of tools. Perceptive Process Mining
was developed as part of Perceptive’s BPM suite. It is expected that in time most
BPM systems will provide a process mining component (similar to the simulation
components in today’s BPM systems).

Most process mining tools are able to export process models in a format that can
be read by other tools (e.g., BPMN or XPDL). This way the results from process
mining can be used as a starting point for modeling, simulation, and documentation.

As mentioned in the context of RapidProM, the interplay between process mining
and data mining is extremely valuable. Hence, some process mining tools can export
data in a form that can be analyzed by standard data mining tools. Other crossovers
of tools are possible. For example, loading process mining results into Excel to
create a chart or to compute some statistic.

11.4.2.12 Operational Support

Disco, Celonis, Perceptive, QPR, PPM, and Fujitsu can upload data periodically or
incrementally. Analysis views are “refreshed” based on the new data. However, true
predictive analyses, as described in Chap. 10, are seldom supported. QPR, PPM,
and Rialto report integration efforts with dedicated prediction tools. However, these
approaches do not seem to be process specific (i.e., the discovered model is not
leveraged for prediction).

11.4.2.13 Scalability

Most of the commercial process mining tools have a good performance in terms of
scalability and responsiveness. Some tools can even handle event logs with billions
of events, millions of cases, and hundreds of activities. Loading such event logs may
be time consuming (say up to an hour), but once the log is loaded analysis can be
done within a few seconds.

Scalability depends on many different factors and not only the size of the event
log. Some types of analysis are sensitive to the average trace length of cases, the
number of distinct activities, or the number of attributes per event. Section 12.1.3
describes the key characteristics of logs relevant for scalability.
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Organizations selecting a process mining tool are advised to test the scalability
of tools on their own data using standard hardware. This is the only way to compare
performance in a meaningful way (be aware of indexing and special hardware). See
Chap. 12 for techniques to handle even larger event logs.

11.5 Outlook

It is impossible to give a complete overview of all products supporting process min-
ing. Just ProM, the leading open-source process mining framework, already pro-
vides more than 1500 plug-ins. These plug-ins cover a wide range of analysis tech-
niques. For example, all process discovery approaches described in this book are
supported through ProM plug-ins. Moreover, ProM is not limited to process discov-
ery and also supports conformance checking, social network analysis, bottleneck
analysis, decision mining, operational support, verification, model conversion, etc.
Most ProM plug-ins aim at use cases of Type 1. RapidProM, CoBeFra, and PMLAB
support use cases of Type 2.

The 11 commercial process mining tools described in this chapter help to lower
the threshold for process mining. Next to use cases of Type 1, also use cases of
Type 3 are supported using pre-configured dashboards and automated data extrac-
tion. Each of the eleven tools aims at supporting less experienced users. Sometimes
process mining capabilities are embedded in larger software products. The scala-
bility and usability of most commercial systems is good. Several tools can handle
event logs with billions of events. However, compared to ProM there are also typ-
ical weaknesses such as the inability to discover concurrency well and the limited
support for conformance checking. The focus is on performance analysis rather than
conformance checking and precise models.

Since the process mining market is developing fast, readers are advised to test
tools using their own event data. Even when tools look similar, differences in terms
of practical usability and scalability may be significant.



Chapter 12
Process Mining in the Large

Process mining provides the technology to leverage the ever-increasing amounts
of event data in modern organizations and societies. Despite the growing capa-
bilities of modern computing infrastructures, event logs may be too large or too
complex to be handled using conventional approaches. This chapter focuses on han-
dling “Big Event Data” and relates process mining to Big Data technologies. More-
over, it is shown that process mining problems can be decomposed in two ways,
case-based decomposition and activity-based decomposition. Many of the analysis
techniques described can be made scalable using such decompositions. Also other
performance-related topics such as streaming process mining and process cubes are
discussed. The chapter shows that the lion’s share of process mining techniques can
be “applied in the large” by using the right infrastructure and approach.

12.1 Big Event Data

Some of the process mining tools described in Chap. 11 can discover process mod-
els for logs with billions of events. However, performance highly depends on the
characteristics of the event log (e.g., number of distinct activities and redundancy)
and the questions asked (e.g., conformance checking is often more time consuming
than discovery). Moreover, for some applications event logs may be even larger or
results need to be provided instantly.

In Chap. 1, we listed the “four V’s of Big Data”: Volume, Velocity, Variety, and
Veracity (Fig. 1.4). The term “Internet of Events”, introduced in Sect. 1.1, refers to
the growing availability of event data. These data are omnipresent and an enabler
for process mining. This chapter will focus on event data and the first two V’s. The
first ‘V’ (Volume) refers to the size of some data sets, in our case event logs. We
will discuss various decomposition and distribution strategies to turn large process
mining problems into multiple smaller ones. The second ‘V’ (Velocity) refers to
the speed of the incoming events that need to be processed. It may be impossible or
undesirable to store all data. Therefore, we will also introduce the topic of streaming
process mining.
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Big Data is not limited to process-related data. However, Big Data infrastructures
enable us to collect, store, and process huge event logs (see Sect. 2.5.9). Process
mining tools can exploit such infrastructures. Therefore, we describe current trends
in hardware and software (Sect. 12.1.2), before describing the characteristic features
of event logs (Sect. 12.1.3). However, first we briefly discuss the possibilities and
risks when going from sampled “small data” to “all data”.

12.1.1 N = All

In the past, conclusions were often based on human judgment or analysis of sam-
ple data. Either data were not available, unreliable, or it was impossible to process
all data. In many businesses, we now witness a change from collecting some data
to collecting all data [100]: “N = All” where N refers to the sample size. As de-
scribed in Sect. 1.1, the digital universe and physical universe are becoming more
aligned. Money has become a predominantly digital entity. Queries on the avail-
ability of products are answered based on data in some database rather than a visit
to the warehouse. The direct coupling between data and reality combined with our
improved abilities to store and process data forms the playground of data science as
described in Chap. 1.

Sampling was needed in the “analog era” characterized by information scarcity.
Due to sampling error and sampling bias, it may be risky to extrapolate conclusions
from sample data. Moreover, the granularity of analysis using sampled data is often
too coarse making it impossible to draw conclusions for smaller subcategories and
submarkets. Hence, the concept of sampling makes no sense if all data are available
and we have the computing power to analyze all events. Consider, for example,
conformance checking. Why just check the conformance of a few cases if we can
check all cases and detect all deviations? Clearly, “N = All” requires a new way
of thinking. For example, auditors and accountants may be afraid of uncovering all
deviations. Also the work of marketers and social scientists is changing: large-scale
data analysis is replacing sampling and questionnaires.

Having all data (N =All) may also create problems:

• Hardware, software and analysis techniques need to be able to cope with the
associated volumes.

• Overfitting the data may lead to “bogus conclusions” (cf. Bonferroni’s principle).

This chapter will focus on the first problem. However, to illustrate the second prob-
lem we consider the following example inspired by a similar example in [114].

Suppose some Dutch government agency is searching for terrorists by examining
hotel visits of all of its 18 million citizens (18×106). The hypothesis is that terrorists
meet multiple times at some hotel to plan an attack. Hence, the agency looks for
suspicious “events” {p1,p2} † {d1, d2} where persons p1 and p2 meet on days d1
and d2 in some hotel. How many of such suspicious events will the agency find if the
behavior of people is completely random? To estimate this number, we make some
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additional assumptions. On average, Dutch people go to a hotel every 100 days and
a hotel can accommodate 100 people at the same time. We further assume that there

are 18×106

100×100 = 1800 Dutch hotels where potential terrorists can meet.
The probability that two persons (p1 and p2) visit a hotel on a given day d is

1
100 × 1

100 = 10−4. The probability that p1 and p2 visit the same hotel on day d

is 10−4 × 1
1800 = 5.55× 10−8. The probability that p1 and p2 visit the same hotel

on two different days d1 and d2 is (5.55× 10−8)2 = 3.086× 10−15. Note that dif-
ferent hotels may be used on both days. Hence, the probability of suspicious event
{p1,p2} † {d1, d2} is 3.086× 10−15.

How many candidate events are there? Assume an observation period of 1000
days. Hence, there are

(1000
2

) = 1000×(1000−1)
2 = 499,500 combinations of days d1

and d2. Note that the order of days does not matter, but the days need to be different.

There are
(18×106

2

)= 18×106×(18×106−1)
2 = 1.62× 1014 combinations of persons p1

and p2. Again the ordering of p1 and p2 does not matter, but p1 �= p2. Hence, there
are 499,500× 1.62× 1014 = 8.09× 1019 candidate events {p1,p2} † {d1, d2}.

The expected number of suspicious events is equal to the product of the number
of candidate events {p1,p2} † {d1, d2} and the probability of such events (assum-
ing independence), 8.09× 1019 × 3.086× 10−15 = 249,749. Hence, there will be
around a quarter million observed suspicious events {p1,p2} † {d1, d2} in a 1000
day period!

Suppose that there are only a handful of terrorists and related meetings in ho-
tels. The Dutch government agency will need to investigate around a quarter million
suspicious events involving hundreds of thousands innocent citizens. This is an il-
lustration of Bonferroni’s principle.

Bonferroni’s principle
In statistics, the Bonferroni’s correction is a method (named after the Italian
mathematician Carlo Emilio Bonferroni) to compensate for the problem of
multiple comparisons. Normally, one rejects the null hypothesis if the likeli-
hood of the observed data under the null hypothesis is low. If we test many hy-
potheses, we also increase the likelihood of a rare event. Hence, the likelihood
of incorrectly rejecting a null hypothesis increases. If the desired significance
level for the whole collection of null hypotheses is α, then the Bonferroni
correction suggests that one should test each individual hypothesis at a sig-
nificance level of α

k
where k is the number of null hypotheses. For example,

if α = 0.05 and k = 20, then α
k
= 0.0025 is the required significance level for

testing the individual hypotheses.
Bonferroni’s principle aims to avoid treating random observations as if

they are real and significant [114]. To apply the principle, compute the number
of observations of some phenomena one is interested in under the assumption
that things occur at random. If this number is significantly larger than the
real number of instances one expects, then most of the findings will be false
positives.
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Fig. 12.1 Results of the KDnuggets poll (August 2015): “What was the largest data set you
analyzed/data mined?” (1 Gigabyte (GB) equals 1000 MB, 1 Terabyte (TB) equals 1000 GB,
1 Petabyte (PB) equals 1000 TB)

Bonferroni’s principle is highly relevant for large data sets with many in-
stances. The number of rare events of a certain type will increase as the vol-
ume of data grows even if there is no pattern and behavior is completely ran-
dom.

If we are looking for terrorists and expect only a few terrorists to be active,
then any hypothesis that points to hundreds of thousands of citizens behaving
randomly is pointless. Bonferroni’s principle states that one can only find ter-
rorists by looking for events that are so rare that they are unlikely to occur in
random data.

Figure 12.1 is another illustration of the challenges posed by today’s data sets. In
a recent KDnuggets poll, over 78% of respondents reported to have analyzed data
sets of more than 1 Gigabyte and over 22% of respondents reported to have ana-
lyzed data sets of more than 1 Terabyte. Before discussing process-mining specific
ways of dealing with large event logs, we first discuss some general technological
developments relevant for mining massive data sets.

12.1.2 Hardware and Software Developments

In 1965, Gordon Moore predicted that the number of transistors would double ev-
ery year until 1975 [104]. In 1975, Moore revised his prediction to a doubling of
components every two years. This prediction turned out to be remarkably accurate,
as shown in Fig. 12.2. The diagonal line shows Moore’s law predicting that the
number of transistors on a chip is 1000× 2(y−1970)/2. Here, 1970 is used as basis.
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Fig. 12.2 Moore’s law : The number of transistors on a chip has been growing exponentially since
the early 1970s

For 2016 this formula predicts 1000× 2(2016−1970)/2 = 8.4× 109 transistors which
seems consistent with reality, e.g., the Intel Xeon E7-8890 v3 processor released in
May 2015 has a total of 5.6 billion transistors.

The exponential growth is not limited to the number of transistors per chip. Per-
formance of CPUs has been growing at a similar pace. Although clock speeds lev-
eled off around 2004, multicore architectures continued boosting performance. Sim-
ilar developments can be seen in memory and storage (e.g., size of hard disks and
flash drives), graphics (e.g., pixels on a screen), and networking (e.g., the capacity
of wireless networks). Also costs have been decreasing exponentially, e.g., the price
of storing one Gigabyte of data or making a particular computation.

It is difficult to grasp the incredible developments in IT as reflected by Moore’s
law. In 1970, it took 1.5 hours to travel by train from Eindhoven to Amsterdam. If
transportation would have followed the same developments, then the train trip would
now take only (1.5× 60× 60)/2(2016−1970)/2 = 0.00064 seconds (i.e., less than a
millisecond). Flying from Amsterdam to New York would only take 3.4 millisec-
onds ((8× 60× 60)/2(2016−1970)/2 = 0.0034 seconds). In 1970, a car would have
consumed approximately 5000 liter of fuel to drive around the world (40,075 km).
If fuel efficiency would have followed similar developments, less than 1 milliliter
of fuel would be needed now (5000/2(2016−1970)/2 = 0.00059 liter). These exam-
ples illustrate that our ability to process data has developed at a spectacular pace.
Although this development has been ongoing since 1970, data analysis has now
reached a “tipping point” thus explaining the current “Big Data” hype.
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Fig. 12.3 Conceptual view of a typical computer’s memory hierarchy going from slow, spacious
and cheap (HDD) to fast, small and expensive (L1 cache)

Let us not take a look inside a computer (see Fig. 12.3) and focus on the different
types of storage and their latencies. The hard disk drive (HDD) is the cheapest, but
also slowest form of storage. HDDs offer large amounts of storage. The solid state
drive (SSD) is more expensive and has less capacity, but is considerably faster. Main
memory is even more expensive, but orders of magnitude faster than drives. Fastest
and most expensive are the different caches (L1, L2, and L3).

Figure 12.3 shows some typical latencies which come into play when the CPU
needs to access data. Latency is the time delay experienced by the computer to
load data from the storage medium until it is available in the CPU register. The
L1 cache latency in Fig. 12.3 is 1.5 nanoseconds corresponding to 3 cycles of the
processor (1 nanosecond is 10−9 second). Loading data from the L2 and L3 cache
takes a bit more time, but is still faster than loading data from main memory. The
main memory latency in Fig. 12.3 is 60 nanoseconds (120 cycles). The latencies
for the different types of drives are much larger: 150,000 nanoseconds for SSD and
10,000,000 nanoseconds for HDD. Note that the numbers in Fig. 12.3 are just exam-
ples. They are used to exemplify the spectacular differences between the different
types of storage media. The prices per byte of storage are inverse proportional to the
latencies.
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To illustrate the differences in Fig. 12.3, we assume that loading data corresponds
to fetching a cup of coffee. Getting a data element from the L1 cache corresponds
to getting a Nespresso coffee from the kitchen. For the analogy, let us assume that
1.5 nanoseconds corresponds to 7.5 meters (distance from desk to kitchen). Getting
a data element from main memory then corresponds to getting a coffee from the
Starbucks around the corner (300 meters equals 60 ns). Getting a data element from
SSD then corresponds to flying from Eindhoven to Aosta (Italy) to get a really good
cappuccino (750 kilometers equals 150,000 ns). Getting a data element from hard
disk then corresponds to flying to Colombia, Ethiopia, and Kenya to hand-pick the
best beans, process them in Amsterdam, take the beans to Rome and ask a barista
to make a ristretto from the ground coffee beans (50,000 kilometers equals 10 mil-
liseconds).

When implementing a process mining technique, it is important to be aware of
these differences in latency. Whether an event is on disk or in memory makes a huge
difference.

Figures 12.2 and 12.3 provide the context for a discussion on the rapidly chang-
ing IT landscape for Big Data analytics. A lot has changed in database technology
over the last decade. Edgar Codd defined the relational model in 1970 [32]. For
many years Relational Database Management Systems (RDBMS) and the Struc-
tured Query language (SQL) were the de facto standard. Database systems like Ora-
cle V2, IBM’s DB2, dBase, Sybase, Ingres, Informix, Access, Postgres, and MySQL
released in the period 1975–2005 were all relational. However, due to the challenges
of extremely large data sets (at the “scale of Google”), the dominance of relational
databases and SQL ended. Since 2005 many new non-relational database systems
have been released and the emergence of big data technologies like Hadoop caused
a revolution in the way IT systems are organized. We sketch some of these develop-
ments in the remainder.

12.1.2.1 In-Memory Databases and Analytics

The numbers in Fig. 12.3 show that getting data from a hard disk is like traveling
around the world to get a cup of coffee. An in-memory database management system
primarily relies on main memory for data storage. This requires computer systems
with a large main memory (e.g., a terabyte of main memory). Since the size of
main memory is still limited compared to disk storage, these in-memory database
management systems compress the data using a variety of compression mechanisms.
When the limit of available main memory is reached, larger chunks of data are
unloaded from main memory based on the characteristics of the application and are
reloaded into main memory when they are required again.

Since data is stored in volatile memory, all stored information is lost when the
device loses power or is reset. Durability, one of the standard ACID (atomicity, con-
sistency, isolation, durability) properties, does not hold without special provisions.
Solutions are snapshot files, checkpoint images, and transaction logging to recover
an in-memory database after system failure.
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Fig. 12.4 Row-oriented versus column-oriented databases

Next to using an in-memory platform or database management system, the an-
alytics tool itself can also manage data directly. The challenge is to keep the “hot
data” in main memory and the “cold data” on disk.

OLAP applications can benefit from in-memory analytics. Users want to “slice
and dice” data to look at the data from different angles (see Sect. 12.4). The effect
of an OLAP operation needs to be instantaneous to fully support the analyst.

Although the costs of in-memory technology are improving, it is still quite ex-
pensive and hence only economic in situations where responsiveness is imperative.

12.1.2.2 Columnar Databases

In a traditional relational database, data is organized in horizontal rows and vertical
columns. The rows correspond to instances (e.g., sales transactions) and the columns
refer to attributes of these instances. This is very natural and corresponds to the way
we plot data in spreadsheets or on paper. However, when analyzing data it is rare to
analyze all the columns in a single row. During analysis we tend to do operations on
all the rows in a single column, e.g., taking the sum or computing the average. In a
column store, columns tend to be stored together rather than rows.

Figure 12.4 sketches the idea of organizing data by columns (b) rather than
rows (a). Columnar databases use the row orientation and store all elements related
to a particular attribute together in one block, e.g., all quantities, prices, product
names, etc. are stored together. Aggregate operations such as sum and average can
be done faster, since all the data needed is grouped together. Also compression can
be improved, since there tends to be more repetition in the column-oriented blocks.
For example, customer and product names are shared by multiple sales transactions
whereas within a sales transaction the attributes will be different.
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SAP HANA is a well-known example of an application server that includes an in-
memory, column-oriented database management system. HANA employs a mix of
columnar and row-based storage. MonetDB is a column-oriented database manage-
ment system released under an open-source license. Other column-oriented systems
include Apache Cassandra, HBase, Accumulo, Druid, and Vertica.

Column-oriented systems are part of a larger class of NoSQL database manage-
ment systems. A NoSQL database provides a mechanism for the storage and retrieval
of data that is no longer based on the traditional tabular relations from relational
databases. Next to column-oriented systems, there are other classes of NoSQL sys-
tems such as document-oriented databases, graph databases, object databases, and
key–value databases. Most of these systems were developed to cope with specific
scalability challenges. For the ranking of web pages, we may need to perform iter-
ated matrix–vector multiplications with billions of rows and columns. For searches
in social networks, we need to analyze graphs with billions of nodes and edges. Tra-
ditional database systems cannot handle such problems. In fact, the NoSQL systems
illustrate the end of the “one size fits all” approach promoted by relational databases.

12.1.2.3 Large-Scale Distributed File Systems

When datasets are small, analysis can be done using a single computer having its
own memory, disk and CPU. However, if datasets get larger, parallel processing is
needed using a network of parallel computers. In the past, large scientific compu-
tations were done using special-purpose parallel computers using specialized hard-
ware. However, the need for cheap large-scale data processing triggered a trend to-
wards the use of thousands of compute nodes operating more or less independently
and using commodity hardware.

Scalability at reasonable costs is key for achieving a competitive advantage. For
example, Google was forced to create its own hardware and software stack to realize
a scalable commercial solution. In this context, Google developed a distributed file
system, Google File System (GFS) [58]. GFS supports massive numbers of com-
modity servers with directly attached storage to be exposed as a single logical file
system.

In such a distributed file system, files can be enormous (e.g., terabytes), but are
rarely updated. Typically data is appended rather than changed. The files are split
into chunks that are replicated at two or more compute nodes.

Compute nodes are typically stored in racks. The nodes are connected by fast
networks for inter-rack and intra-rack communication. The replicated chunks of data
are stored in different racks to be able to handle rack failure.

Replication is essential when the number of compute nodes increases. Recall
that commodity hardware is used for compute nodes to lower costs. Assume that
the Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF) for a given compute node is three years.
This implies that the MTBF for a distributed system composed of 1000 nodes is ap-
proximately one day. Therefore, fault-tolerance needs to be built into the system: the
replicated chunks of data are used to automatically recover from hardware failures.
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Fig. 12.5 Counting words using MapReduce

The Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) is an open-source distributed file
system inspired by GFS. HDFS is the core of Apache Hadoop, an open-source soft-
ware framework written in Java for distributed storage and distributed processing of
very large data sets on computer clusters built from commodity hardware. Hadoop
is based on the assumption that hardware failures are common and should be auto-
matically handled by the framework.

Apache Hadoop evolved into an extensive ecosystem with many components that
go far beyond this book. For example, Hadoop YARN is a resource-management
platform responsible for managing and scheduling computing resources. Hadoop
MapReduce is also part of the base framework and provides an implementation of
the MapReduce programming model for large-scale data processing. MapReduce
was originally developed within Google [44].

MapReduce is a programming model that allows complex problems to be broken
up into simple map functions that can be executed concurrently together with reduce
functions that combine the outputs from each parallel stream.

MapReduce
MapReduce is a style of distributed computing where the user only needs to
provide two functions, called Map and Reduce. The system takes care of the
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rest: managing the parallel execution, coordinating the concurrent tasks, and
handling failures. There are two types of tasks, Map tasks and Reduce tasks.

Each Map task gets one or more chunks of data from the distributed
file systems (e.g., GFS or HDFS). The Map task produces a sequence of
key–value pairs, e.g., the output of task i could be of the form 〈(ki,1, vi,1),

(ki,2, vi,2), . . . , (ki,n, vi,n)〉. The way the key value pairs are produced from
the input data is specified by the Map function.

The key–value pairs produced by all Map tasks are redistributed by the
system as preparation for the Reduce tasks. The keys are divided among the
Reduce tasks, e.g., using hashing. A particular key kj is assigned to one of
the Reduce tasks and all values for this key are put into a list. Key and list of
values (i.e., (kj , 〈vj,1, vj,2, . . . , vj,m〉)) are input for the Reduce task. Function
Reduce specifies what the output is based on input (kj , 〈vj,1, vj,2, . . . , vj,m〉).
For example, the sum or average could be computed over the list of values for
a particular key.

Figure 12.5 shows an example. The input consists of 8 sentences split into
four chunks each containing two sentences. Each Map task emits one key–
value pair per word in its input chunk. In this simple example, the value is
always 1. For example, the key value pair (process,1) refers to the first word,
(mining,1) refers to the second word, etc. Most keys appear in multiple Map
tasks. The emitted key–value pairs are grouped using the keys and aggregated
into lists. The infrastructure ensures that this is done efficiently. Each key is
assigned to a particular Reduce task. In the example, there are three Reduce
tasks each responsible for a few keys. Note that (great, 〈1,1〉) is based on
key–value pairs emitted by the first and third Map tasks. (science, 〈1,1,1〉)
in the last Reduce task is based on three key–value pairs: one emitted by the
second Map task and two emitted by the last Map task. The Reduce function
takes as input pairs consisting of a key and its list of associated values and
combines these values in some aggregated result. Here, the sum is taken. For
example, (science, 〈1,1,1〉) is reduced to (science,3) indicating that the word
“science” appears three times in the whole text.

Often the Reduce function is commutative and associative. In this case, part
of the aggregation can be moved to the Map function. For example, the last
Map task in Fig. 12.5 could have emitted a single key–value pair (science,2)

rather than two key–value pairs (science,1). Typically, there are more Map
tasks than Reduce tasks to limit communication.

Map and Reduce tasks can be done concurrently using possibly thousands
of compute nodes. MapReduce is particularly useful in situations where even
linear or quadratic algorithms are not fast enough. If an event log is so large
that just scanning the log takes too long, the problem needs to be distributed
to solve smaller problems in parallel. In the ideal scenario MapReduce scales
linearly with the number of compute nodes, i.e., if the number of compute
nodes is doubled, the problem is solved in half the time.
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MapReduce was first implemented within Google [44]. Later it became a
core ingredient of the Apache Hadoop ecosystem. See [114] for an illustration
of the broad range of problems that can be tackled using MapReduce.

GFS and HDFS are used in conjunction with commodity hardware distributed
over hundreds or thousands of nodes. Since the bandwidth for communication is
limited, it is desirable to push computation to the data. Moreover, programming dis-
tributed systems is notoriously hard. This explains the relevance of the MapReduce
programming model. The user only needs to write “map” and “reduce” functions,
and the rest is left to the framework that handles work distribution and faults. Many
analysis questions can be translated to “map” and “reduce” functions. In [114], sev-
eral examples are given. Later, in Sect. 12.2, we will demonstrate that also process
discovery can benefit from the MapReduce programming model.

Next to Apache Hadoop, a variety of alternative computing frameworks have
been proposed, sometimes also installed on top of or alongside Hadoop. An ex-
ample is Apache Spark which provides multi-stage in-memory primitives and is
particularly suited for machine learning algorithms.

12.1.3 Characterizing Event Logs

This book focuses on a particular type of data, event data. The complexity and
size of event logs are determined by different factors. This section defines the key
characteristics of logs.

Consider, for example, event log L1 = [〈a, b, c, f 〉2, 〈a, c, b, f 〉2, 〈a, d, e, f 〉2]
in Fig. 12.6. This event log is composed of six cases. The average trace length of a
case is four. In total there are 24 events in L1. There are three distinct traces, each
of which appears twice. There are six distinct activities (a–f ).

Event log L2 is twice the size of L1 in terms of cases and events. However, the
number of distinct traces and distinct activities did not change.

Event log L3 is also twice the size of L1 in terms of events. However, the average
trace length of a case has doubled. Event logs L1, L2, and L3 have the same number
of distinct traces and distinct activities.

The size of event log L4 is the same as the size of L1 (both in terms of cases and
events). However, the number of distinct activities has doubled.

The size of event log L5 is also the same as the size of L1 (both in terms of cases
and events). However, now all cases are distinct and the traces vary in length.

Figure 12.6 shows that the complexity of an event log does not just depend on the
number of events. A perfectly fitting process model learned for L4 will have twice
the number of activities compared to the model learned for L1. The variety in L5
seems higher than in L1 and L2 which are of the same size. Therefore, we require
multiple event log metrics to adequately characterize the input of a process mining
task.
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Fig. 12.6 Illustrating some of the key characteristics of an event log

Let us first focus on simple event logs without event attributes other than the ac-
tivity name, i.e., L ∈ B(A ∗) is a multi-set of traces. Let us recall some notations
introduced before. These will be used to define several event log metrics. In Defini-
tion 7.5, we denoted G(L) = (AL, #→L,Astart

L ,Aend
L ) as the directly-follows graph

of L with AL = {a ∈ σ | σ ∈ L} as the set of observed activities, #→L= {(a, b) ∈
A×A | a >L b} as the directly follows relation, Astart

L = {a ∈A | ∃σ∈L a = first(σ )}
as the set of start activities, and Aend

L = {a ∈A | ∃σ∈L a = last(σ )} as the set of end
activities. Recall that ∂set(σ )= {a1, a2, . . . , an} for any σ = 〈a1, a2, . . . , an〉.

Definition 12.1 (Event log metrics) Let L ∈ B(A ∗) be an event log and G(L) =
(AL, #→L,Astart

L ,Aend
L ). We define the following event log metrics for L:

• Number of cases,

#cases(L)= |L|
• Average trace length of cases,

avtloc(L)=
∑

σ∈L L(σ)× |σ |
|L|

Alternatively one can compute the minimal trace length, the maximal trace
length, and the standard deviation of trace lengths.

• Number of distinct activities,

#acts(L)= |AL|
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• Average number of distinct activities per case,

avdapc(L)=
∑

σ∈L L(σ)× |∂set(σ )|
|L|

Alternatively one can compute the minimal or maximal number of distinct
activities or the standard deviation.

• Average set-based non-overlap of traces,

avsbnot(L)= 1−
∑

σ1,σ2∈L L(σ1)×L(σ2)× |∂set(σ1)∩∂set(σ2)||∂set(σ1)∪∂set(σ2)|
|L|2

avsbnot(L) compares pairs of traces in terms of overlap. If all traces refer to
the same set of activities, then avsbot(L)= 0. If traces tend to refer to disjoint sets
of activities, then avsbot(L) will be closer to 1. Other distance measures could be
used taking the cardinalities into account (Euclidean or Jaccard distance).

• Number of distinct cases,

#dc(L)= ∣
∣{σ ∈ L}∣∣

• Number of events,

#events(L)= #cases(L)× avtloc(L)=
∑

σ∈L

L(σ)× |σ |

• Number of direct successions,

#ds(L)= |#→L|
#ds(L) counts the number of arcs in the directly-follows graph.

• Number of start activities,

#sa(L)= ∣
∣Astart

L

∣
∣

• Number of end activities,

#ea(L)= ∣
∣Aend

L

∣
∣

Consider, for example, L1 = [〈a, b, c, f 〉2, 〈a, c, b, f 〉2, 〈a, d, e, f 〉2] in
Fig. 12.6. Here #cases(L1) = 6 (number of cases), avtloc(L1) = 4 (average trace
length of cases), #acts(L1)= 6 (number of distinct activities), avdapc(L1)= 4 (aver-
age number of distinct activities per case), avsbnot(L1) = 0.296 (average set-based
non-overlap of traces), #dc(L1) = 3 (number of distinct cases), #events(L1) = 24
(number of events), #ds(L1)= 9 (number of direct successions), #sa(L1)= 1 (num-
ber of start activities), and #ea(L1) = 1 (number of end activities). Table 12.1 also
shows the event log metrics for the other event logs in Fig. 12.6.

Event logs are considered more challenging if the values for these metrics are
higher. L2 is most challenging (of the five toy logs) in terms of the number of
cases (#cases(L2) = 12). L3 is most challenging in terms of the average trace
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Table 12.1 Event log metrics for the five event logs in Fig. 12.6

Event log metric L1 L2 L3 L4 L5

Number of cases #cases(Li) 6 12 6 6 6

Average trace length of cases avtloc(Li) 4 4 8 4 4

Number of distinct activities #acts(Li) 6 6 6 12 6

Average number of dist. act. per case avdapc(Li) 4 4 4 4 3.166

Average set-based non-overlap of traces avsbnot(Li) 0.296 0.296 0.296 0.667 0.348

Number of distinct cases #dc(Li) 3 3 3 3 6

Number of events #events(Li) 24 48 48 24 24

Number of direct successions #ds(Li) 9 9 10 9 13

Number of start activities #sa(Li) 1 1 1 3 1

Number of end activities #ea(Li) 1 1 1 3 1

length (avtloc(L3) = 8). L4 is most challenging in terms of the number of dis-
tinct activities (#acts(L4) = 12), the least overlap of activities in pairwise com-
parison of traces (avsbnot(L4) = 0.667), and the number of start and end activities
(#sa(L4)= #ea(L4)= 3). L5 is most challenging in terms of the number of distinct
cases (#dc(L5)= 6) and the number of direct successions (#ds(L5)= 13).

Events may have any number of attributes (see Definition 5.1). Some of the at-
tributes are standard: timestamp, resource, and transaction type. Other attributes
may be domain-specific, e.g., blood pressure, sales region, age, voltage, and grade.
Attributes may be sparse of not. For example, every event is expected to have a
timestamp. However, there may also be attributes like blood pressure that are at-
tached to only a small fraction of all events. Such an attribute is sparse as only few
events in the event log have it. Next to the control-flow oriented metrics in Defini-
tion 12.1, one can define additional event log metrics such as:

• The number of distinct attributes in an event log #ndael(L) and
• The average number of attributes per event avnape(L).

The event logs in Fig. 12.6 are, of course, not representative for real-life event
logs. In this chapter, we are particularly interested in challenging event logs, e.g.,
event logs with tens of thousands of cases (#cases(L)$ 10,000), millions of events
(#events(L)$ 1,000,000), and hundreds of different activities (#acts(L)$ 100).

For the α-algorithm, the heuristic miner, the fuzzy miner, and the inductive miner
based on the directly-follows graph (IMD and IMFD algorithms), a single pass
through the entire event log suffices. Even if such algorithms are exponential in
the number of different activities, the pass through the event log typically remains
most time consuming. Note that often the number of distinct activities (#acts(L)) is
orders of magnitude smaller than the number of cases (#cases(L)) or the number of
events (#events(L)). In later sections, we will show that it is possible to decompose
computation based on structures like the directly-follows graph.

Conformance checking based on alignments and discovery based on language-
based regions require solving optimization problems (e.g., an ILP problem). These
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problems are more challenging and cannot be decomposed as easily. Here the num-
ber of distinct activities (#acts(L)) and the average trace length of cases (avtloc(L))
are important.

As mentioned in Chap. 11, some of today’s process mining tools can handle logs
with billions of events and millions of cases. However, this only holds for single-
pass algorithms based on counting and does not apply to algorithms doing some
form of optimization or state exploration (e.g., conformance checking or region-
based discovery). Moreover, scalability depends on many factors. An event log with
a lot of redundancy (#cases(L)$ #dc(L)) is easier to analyze than a log where most
cases are unique. Some systems have problems with large logs having many at-
tributes per event (e.g., avnape(L)$ 100) even when these attributes are not used
for analysis.

In the remainder, we will focus on process discovery and conformance checking.
These are most challenging from a performance point of view and form the back-
bone for subsequent analyses. Note that after computing alignments, it is easy to
extend the model with performance information and other aspects learned from the
event log.

12.2 Case-Based Decomposition

Process mining is motivated by the availability of event data. However, as event logs
become larger (say gigabytes or terabytes), performance becomes a concern. The
only way to handle larger applications while ensuring acceptable response times, is
to distribute analysis over a network of computers (e.g., multicore systems, grids,
and clouds). This ultimately requires splitting the event log: each compute node
becomes responsible for a part of the event data. We consider two types of decom-
position, case-based decomposition and activity-based decomposition.

Case-based decomposition (called “vertical partitioning of the event log” in
[141]), distributes events based on the case they belong to. Event logs may be com-
posed of millions of cases. These can be distributed over the compute nodes such
that each case is assigned to one node. Hence, each compute node works on a subset
of the whole log after which the results need to be merged.

Activity-based decomposition (also called “horizontal partitioning of the event
log” [141]), distributes events based on the activities they refer to. The number of
unique activities is typically much smaller than the number of cases or events. How-
ever, many process mining algorithms are non-linear in the number of activities.
Creating subproblems working on smaller groups of activities may therefore pro-
vide super-linear speedups. Hence, activity-based decomposition can also be used
on a single computer solving the subproblems in sequence. For activity-based de-
composition cases are split up in smaller traces working on subsets of activities. In
principle, each compute node needs to consider all cases. Typically, the activity sets
are partly overlapping as will be explained in Sect. 12.3.
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Fig. 12.7 Case-based decomposition of a small event log: The 24 cases are split into four groups
of 6 cases

In this section, we focus on case-based decomposition. As shown in Fig. 12.7,
the basic idea is very simple. The cases are simply distributed over the n sublogs.
Each of the n sublogs can then be analyzed in parallel.

12.2.1 Conformance Checking Using Case-Based Decomposition

In Chap. 8, we introduced various conformance checking techniques. Token-
based replay (Sect. 8.2) and alignment-based conformance checking (Sect. 8.3) are
most interesting because they directly relate cases in the event log to the model.
Alignment-based conformance checking provides better diagnostics (more detailed,
accurate, and easy to understand) than token-based replay, but is more time con-
suming. To compute optimal alignments, optimization problems need to be solved
which can become intractable if model and log are huge.

Case-based decomposition is a straightforward way to achieve a linear speedup
for both token-based replay and alignment-based conformance checking. If there are
n compute nodes each handling 1

n
of the cases, then conformance can be checked in

ts
n

time where ts is the time to check conformance using a single node. Such a linear
speedup can only be achieved if the overhead is negligible compared to the time to
do the actual conformance computations.

Consider the WF-net in Fig. 12.8. Suppose we would like to check conformance
of the event log of Fig. 12.7 with respect to this process model. We can sequentially
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Fig. 12.8 Process model used to illustrate different decomposition approaches

check all 24 cases on a single compute node or we can split the event log into four
parts as shown in Fig. 12.7. This means that 4 × 6 cases are checked in parallel.
It is easy to combine the diagnostics for the four sublogs. For token-based replay
(Sect. 8.2), we can simply add up the consumed, produced, missing, and remain-
ing tokens (Sect. 8.2). For alignment-based conformance checking, we can add up
all misalignment costs (Sect. 8.3). Also metrics such as the percentage of (non-)
perfectly fitting cases, moves in model only, and moves in log only can be easily
computed based on the intermediate results for the four sublogs.

When splitting the cases, we may exploit redundancy in the event log. By putting
similar cases in the same sublog, further speedups are possible. If two cases have the
same trace, then conformance only needs to be checked for one of them. Moreover,
sophisticated alignment-based conformance checking techniques cache intermedi-
ate results and therefore handle similar cases faster. Obviously, there is a trade-off
since it may take time to cluster similar cases. Also a simple hashing function can
be used to group cases.

12.2.2 Process Discovery Using Case-Based Decomposition

In Chap. 6, we introduced the α-algorithm. More advanced process discovery al-
gorithms were introduced in Chap. 7: heuristic mining (Sect. 7.2), genetic process
mining (Sect. 7.3), region-based mining (Sect. 7.4), and inductive mining (Sect. 7.5)
These algorithms have very different performance characteristics.

Generic process mining (Sect. 7.3) can be trivially parallelized in a number of
ways. We can decompose the event log as shown in Fig. 12.7. However, we can
also replicate the whole event log at each compute node. Per node there are separate
generations of individuals (candidate models). Selection (including fitness compu-
tations) and reproduction (e.g., crossover and mutation) are done per node. Peri-
odically, individuals are exchanged between compute nodes. By sharing the best
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individuals between the parallel nodes, the evolutionary process typically converges
faster.

Region-based mining techniques (Sect. 7.4) are difficult to parallelize. If region-
based techniques are applied to sublogs, there is no easy way to merge the resulting
models. For example, a place that can be added according to one sublog may not be
feasible according to another sublog.

The inductive mining techniques (Sect. 7.5) that actually split the event log (i.e.,
IM, IMF, and IMC) are also difficult to decompose. The different sublogs can be an-
alyzed separately, however, finding the initial exclusive-choice, sequence, parallel,
or redo-loop cut is most time consuming. Only after splitting the event logs based
on activities, the work can be distributed. This does not correspond to the notion
of case-based decomposition. Learning a model per sublog is possible, but merging
these models is problematic. Most likely the models disagree to certain ordering re-
lations. Fortunately, inductive mining based on the directly-follows graph (without
log splitting) can be decomposed, as will be explained next.

In the remainder, we focus on the α-algorithm, the heuristic miner, the fuzzy
miner, and the directly-follows based inductive miners (IMD, IMFD, and IMCD).
These have in common that they are based on the directly-follows graph or a similar
internal aggregate structure. Key for the α-algorithm is relation >L that contains all
pairs of activities in a “directly follows” relation, and the sets TI and TO (cf. Defi-
nition 6.4). The dependency graph used by the heuristic miner is similar to the “di-
rectly follows” relation, but incorporates frequencies. Miners such as IMD, IMFD,
and IMCD start from a directly-follows graph G(L)= (AL, #→L,Astart

L ,Aend
L ) (see

Definition 7.5). Despite subtle differences the basis is the same—counting local
patterns in cases.

Any process discovery technique that is based on counting local patterns in indi-
vidual cases can benefit from case-based decomposition. Consider Fig. 12.7 and the
directly follows relation between b and c. In the first sublog, b is four times directly
followed by c, in the second sublog six times, in the third sublog four times, and
in the fourth sublog also four times. Hence, the frequency of the directly follows
relation between b and c is 4+ 6+ 4+ 4 = 18. The same can be done with start
and end activities. Frequencies of local patterns can be counted per case and there-
fore simply added per sublog. These frequencies can be aggregated over all sublogs,
making decomposition easy. Note that case-based decomposition does not influence
the outcome: The same process model is discovered.

Discovery approaches that count patterns in cases (e.g., the frequency of the di-
rectly follows relation) can exploit the MapReduce programming model introduced
in Sect. 12.1.2. Consider the example in Fig. 12.9. An event log consisting of 16
cases is split into four chunks. The Map function emits a key–value pair for every
direct succession. To keep track of initial and final activities, dummy starts and ends
have been added denoted by ' (start) and � (end). The first trace 〈a, b, c, f 〉 han-
dled by the first Map task results in five key–value pairs: ('a,1), (ab,1), (bc,1),
(cf,1), and (f�,1). The MapReduce framework takes care of the grouping and ag-
gregation of these key–value pairs. The first Reduce task is responsible for four keys
('a, ab, ac, and ad), and simply adds up the values in the lists. The output of this
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Fig. 12.9 Computing the directly-follows graph using MapReduce

Reduce task is ('a,16), (ab,8), (ac,4), and (ad,4). The combined output of all
Reduce tasks provides all information needed to produce the directly-follows graph
shown in Fig. 12.9 (including frequencies). Based on this graph we can apply the
α-algorithm and the directly-follows based inductive miner (IMD). Other process
discovery algorithms like the heuristic miner, the fuzzy miner, and other variants of
the α-algorithm and inductive miner use similar inputs. Figure 12.9 shows the pro-
cess model returned by both the α-algorithm and the IMD inductive miner (using
the directly-follows graph).

The example logs in Figs. 12.7 and 12.9 are too small to really illustrate case-
based decomposition. For small examples the overhead caused by decomposition
will only slow down analysis. One needs to imagine that event logs contain millions
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Fig. 12.10 Activity-based decomposition of a small event log: The two sublogs are projections of
the original event log

or even billions of cases referring to hundreds or thousands of different activities.
In such cases, it is vital to be able to distribute analysis. Figure 12.9 shows that it is
fairly easy to formulate process discovery in terms of the MapReduce programming
model and use a Hadoop-like infrastructure.

12.3 Activity-Based Decomposition

Case-based decomposition is most suitable when using techniques that ultimately
count local patterns, e.g., to construct a directly-follows or dependency graph. How-
ever, discovery techniques that do not use such patterns (e.g., region-based discovery
or inductive mining based on log-splitting) cannot use case-based decomposition.
Conformance techniques can also use case-based decomposition, but the complex-
ity is in the number of activities and the average trace length. Therefore, a linear
speedup may not be enough. If computing an alignment for a single trace takes too
long or is even infeasible, case-based decomposition is not a viable solution.

For situations where case-based decomposition is not good enough, one can con-
sider activity-based decomposition as an alternative decomposition approach. Fig-
ure 12.10 sketches the idea. Sublogs are created by projecting cases onto subsets of
activities. Each sublog is responsible for a particular subset of activities. The first
sublog in Fig. 12.10 is responsible for subset {a, b, c, d, e} and the second sublog is
responsible for subset {d, e, f, g,h}. Note that the two activity sets are overlapping.
Strictly speaking, this is not a requirement. However, later we will see that some
overlap is desirable.
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We use the projection operator introduced in Chap. 5 to explain activity-based
decomposition. σ ↑ X is the projection of σ onto some subset X ⊆ A, e.g.,
〈a, b, c, a, b, c, d〉 ↑ {a, b} = 〈a, b, a, b〉. In Fig. 12.10, the set of all activities is
A= {a, b, c, d, e, f, g,h}. The two sublogs are based on subsets A1 = {a, b, c, d, e}
and A2 = {d, e, f, g,h}. Consider, for example, the first trace in the original log
σ = 〈a, b, c, d, f, g〉. This corresponds to trace σ ↑ A1 = 〈a, b, c, d〉 in the first
sublog and trace σ ↑A2 = 〈d,f, g〉 in the second sublog.

We can also apply the projection operator to event logs. L = [〈a, b, c, d, f, g〉,
〈a, c, b, d, g,f 〉, . . . , 〈a, c, d, e, c, b, d, g,f 〉] is the original event log. L1 = L ↑
A1 = [〈a, b, c, d〉, 〈a, c, b, d〉, . . . , 〈a, c, d, e, c, b, d〉] is first sublog, and L2 = L ↑
A2 = [〈d,f, g〉, 〈d,g,f 〉, . . . , 〈d, e, d, g,f 〉] is the second sublog.

In the general setting, we can have any event log L with activities A decomposed
in k subsets A1,A2, . . . ,Ak such that A= A1 ∪A2 ∪ · · · ∪Ak . The corresponding
k sublogs are L ↑ A1,L ↑ A2, . . . ,L ↑ Ak . All sublogs have the same number of
cases as the original log, but traces are much shorter if the subsets are relatively
small. Process mining algorithms can be applied to each of the k sublogs, after
which the partial results need to be merged. This is often surprisingly easy, as is
shown next.

12.3.1 Conformance Checking Using Activity-Based
Decomposition

In case of decomposed conformance checking, we have a model N and log L with
activities A. Although the decomposition approach does not depend on Petri nets
(see [142]), let us assume that N is a Petri net with an initial and final marking. We
allow for duplicate and silent activities, e.g., transitions with a τ label or multiple
transitions with the same label.

Assume we would like to check the conformance of L = [〈a, b, c, d, f, g〉,
〈a, c, b, d, g,f 〉, . . . , 〈a, c, d, e, c, b, d, g,f 〉] with respect to the Petri net in
Fig. 12.8. How to decompose the event log? We need to identify subsets of ac-
tivities and decompose model and log based on this. The basic idea is that we must
cut the Petri net in Fig. 12.8 into fragments such that we only cut through transitions
that are visible and unique. We cannot cut through places or silent transitions. We
can also not cut through transitions having a label appearing at multiple places. In
fact, such transitions should also not become separated. The exact requirements are
given in [144].

Using the approach just described we can split the Petri net N in two parts as
shown in Fig. 12.11. This way we find activity sets A1 = {a, b, c, d, e} and A2 =
{d, e, f, g,h}. Next we create two sublogs based on these activity sets, L1 = L ↑A1
and L2 = L ↑ A2. These are the two sublogs shown in Fig. 12.10. The fragments
also form two smaller process models. N1 is the Petri net on the left-hand side of
the dotted line (including the transitions labeled d and e). N2 is the Petri net on the
right-hand side of the dotted line (also including the boundary transitions). N1 has
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Fig. 12.11 By cutting through transitions that are visible and unique, we find activity sets
A1 = {a, b, c, d, e} and A2 = {d, e, f, g,h}

initial marking [start] and the empty final marking ([ ]). N2 has initial marking [ ]
and final marking [end].

Next we check conformance of L1 = L ↑ A1 and L2 = L ↑ A2 with respect to
the two Petri net fragments N1 and N2. In [144], it is shown that L is perfectly fitting
N if and only if L1 is perfectly fitting N1 and L2 is perfectly fitting N2. Hence, we
can translate a larger conformance checking problem into two smaller ones without
losing accuracy. Since L1 is perfectly fitting N1 and L2 is perfectly fitting N2, we
conclude that L is perfectly fitting N .

The Petri net can be decomposed into more parts using the rule explained before:
The net can be further decomposed by cutting through transitions that are visible and
unique. Figure 12.12 shows that the Petri net can also be split into three fragments.
Again we have the same guarantee: the overall log is perfectly fitting if and only if
each of the sublogs is perfectly fitting. The partitioning of the net into fragments fol-
lowing the rules described in [144] is called a valid decomposition. There is always a
unique maximal decomposition having fragments which cannot be split further. The
maximal decomposition of the Petri net in Fig. 12.8 has six fragments resulting in
activity sets: {a} (transitions and arcs connected to start), {a, b, d, e} (transitions and
arcs connected to c1 and c3), {a, c, e} (transitions and arcs connected to c2), {c, d}
(transitions and arcs connected to c4), {d, e, f, g,h} (transitions and arcs connected
to c5, c6 and c7), and {f,g,h} (transitions and arcs connected to c8, c9 and end).
Note that each place and each arc of the original Petri net appears in precisely one
of the fragments.

Given a valid decomposition (maximal or not) of an arbitrary Petri net N into
fragments N1,N2, . . . ,Nk with activity sets A1,A2, . . . ,Ak : L is perfectly fitting N

if and only if for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k} Li is perfectly fitting Ni . If a deviation is found
in one of the sublogs, then there is a deviation in the overall log. If no deviation is
found in any of the sublogs, then there are no deviations in the overall log.

The approach in [144] is very general and can be applied to other process models
[142] and combined with a variety of decomposition strategies [106]. For larger, rel-
atively structured process models, the time for conformance checking may go from
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Fig. 12.12 Another valid decomposition of the process model resulting in three sublogs:
L1 = L ↑ {a, b, c, d, e}, L2 = L ↑ {d, e, f, g,h} and L3 =L ↑ {f,g,h}

hours or days to seconds or minutes (on a single computer). Even when computation
is not distributed over multiple computing nodes, decomposition can help to speed
up conformance checking. This can be explained by the fact that some algorithms
are exponential in the number of different activities or the average length of the
traces.

12.3.2 Process Discovery Using Activity-Based Decomposition

Assume we have an “Oracle” that, given an event log L over A, provides activity
sets A1,A2, . . . ,Ak with A=A1 ∪A2 ∪ · · · ∪Ak . If we discover a perfectly fitting
model Ni for each of the sublogs Li = L ↑ Ai , then L is also perfectly fitting the
composed model N =N1 ⊕N2 ⊕ · · · ⊕Nk . The composition synchronizes the dif-
ferent submodels based on shared activity labels. In terms of a Petri net with unique
labels, this means that the composition is the net obtained by fusing transitions hav-
ing the same label (see [144]). This is the reverse of the decompositions in Fig. 12.11
and Fig. 12.12.

We can apply any existing discovery technique to the sublogs Li = L ↑Ai . It is
even possible to apply different discovery techniques to different sublogs. This can
also be done in parallel. Hence, given a suitable Oracle, we get a highly configurable
approach to discover process models in a decomposed or distributed manner.

Figure 12.13 sketches the approach using an example. Based on the original
log L = [〈a, b, c, d, e, f, g, i〉, 〈a, c, d, f,h, e, i〉, 〈a, c, b, d, g,f, e, i〉, 〈a, c, d,h,

e, f, i〉, . . .], the Oracle suggests: A1 = {a, b, c, d}, A2 = {d,g,h, i}, and A3 =
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Fig. 12.13 Decomposed discovery: The event log is projected onto subsets of activities and the
resulting sublogs are input for a standard discovery technique. The resulting process models are
merged into an overall model by synchronizing overlapping activities

{d, e, f, i}. The three sublogs L1 = L ↑ A1, L2 = L ↑ A2, and L3 = L ↑ A3 serve
as input for conventional discovery approaches. This step can be distributed. The
resulting three models are shown in Fig. 12.13 and can be merged into an over-
all model. Superfluous start/end places are removed while composing the models.
Since each of the intermediate models is perfectly fitting, the overall model is also
perfectly fitting [144].

All of this is done under the assumption of some Oracle providing A1,A2, . . . ,

Ak . If these sets are poorly chosen (e.g., no overlap between activity sets), then the
resulting model may be severely underfitting. The Oracle may be based on domain
knowledge, e.g., exploiting the natural hierarchy of a system or organization. Note
that a software architecture provides information on which components can interact.
Such information can be exploited to select partly overlapping activity sets.

We can also use sampling to quickly build a directly-follows graph (or use the
MapReduce approach described before) and then use heuristics to decompose the
graph [74]. There are various other approaches to quickly decide on activity sets
without trying to discover an overall process model first. After projecting the event
log on sublogs, more time-consuming approaches can be used.

A well-chosen collection A1,A2, . . . ,Ak may also help in the balance between
overfitting and underfitting and thus lead to better results in less time. For activities
in different subsets we do not need to observe all interleavings to derive concur-
rency: We only need to see to see the “local” interleavings.
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Fig. 12.14 Three
dimensional OLAP cube
containing sales data. Each
cell refers to all sales of a
particular product in a
particular region and in a
particular period. For each
cell we can compute metrics
such as the number of items
sold or the total value

The goal of this section was to illustrate the different ways in which logs can
be decomposed and used for both conformance checking and discovery. The goal
was not to describe a concrete algorithm. Therefore, we skipped many of the details.
However, the examples show that there are many ways to decompose process mining
problems when event logs get extremely large.

12.4 Process Cubes

Case-based and activity-based decomposition distribute events over sublogs. For
case-based decomposition, each event was assigned to a particular sublog based
on the case it belongs to. In case of activity-based decomposition an event may be
assigned to multiple sublogs (activity sets may overlap). Decomposition was done
for performance reasons. However, there may be more reasons for grouping events.
These are discussed in this section using the notion of a process cube.

In a process cube, events are organized using different dimensions (e.g., case
types, regions, subprocesses, departments, and time windows). The cells in such a
process cube can be analyzed using process mining techniques by creating a sublog
per cell. The results of different cells can be compared. Note that a process cube does
not need to be limited to a single process: All events recorded in an organization can
be organized in a single cube.

Process cubes are closely related to the cubes used in OLAP (Online Analytical
Processing). Figure 12.14 shows an example of an OLAP cube. The example cube
has three dimensions and the elements in each cell refer to sales transactions. As-
sume we are interested in the number of items sold. In this case, the OLAP tool
can be used to show the number of products sold for each cell in the OLAP cube.
Suppose that in the fourth quarter (Q4) very few iPhones were sold in region West.
Then one can drill down into this cell. For instance, one can look at individual sales,
view the sales per month (refinement of Q4 into October, November, and Decem-
ber), or view the sales per shop (refinement of the region dimension). When drilling
down the information is refined. Pivoting the data, often referred to as “slicing and
dicing”, helps to see particular patterns. By “slicing” the OLAP cube, the analyst
can zoom into a selected slice of the overall data, e.g., only looking at sales of the
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Fig. 12.15 Each cell in a
process cube contains a
collection of events that can
be converted into an event
log. Any process mining
technique can be applied to
the corresponding event log
and subsequently results (e.g.,
a process model and social
network) are associated to the
cell. OLAP operations such
as slice, dice, roll-up, and
drill-down facilitate
exploration and comparison
of behavior

iPod nano. Slicing effectively removes a dimension from the cube. The term “dic-
ing” refers to applying filters on (possibly) multiple dimensions of the cube. Dicing
corresponds to selecting a subcube rather than removing a dimension by selecting a
value for it. Views can also be changed by rotating the cube, e.g., swapping the rows
and columns. The results can be viewed in tabular form or visualized using various
charts. Many BI tools support the OLAP functionality described. These tools sup-
port a broad range of charts, e.g., pie charts, bar charts, radar plots, scatter plots,
speedometers, Pareto charts, box plots, and scorecards. These can be used to view
the data from different angles.

OLAP cubes and notions such as slicing and dicing are not process centric. BI
products can analyze an OLAP cube with sales data as shown in Fig. 12.14, but do
this without considering the underlying process. The sales events are immediately
aggregated without trying to distill the underlying process.

Process cubes [22, 145] add process specific elements to OLAP cubes and can
be viewed as a crossover between process mining and OLAP. Event attributes like
activity, timestamp, resource, transaction type, etc. are handled in a specific manner
and cells can be converted to logs as shown in Fig. 12.15. Note that results in OLAP
cubes are numbers, e.g., the number of transactions in a shop or the average value of
sales in October. Results associated to cells in a process cube may include a variety
of models (e.g., process models, social networks) and are not limited to numbers
(e.g., a sum or average). Earlier we compared process mining with spreadsheets
(Sect. 1.3) and noted that spreadsheets are dealing with numbers rather than events
and dynamic behavior. A similar distinction can be made between OLAP cubes and
process cubes.
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Fig. 12.16 Illustration of roll-up and drill-down. The drill-down operation uses case-based de-
composition for the case type dimension and activity-based decomposition for the event class di-
mension [145]

Figure 12.16 (taken from [145]) is used to illustrate roll-up and drill-down oper-
ations. The cube has three dimensions: case type, event class and time window. In
the left cube, there is only one case type and only one event class. The cube covers
multiple time windows, but only one is shown (all cases completed in 2014). In this
toy example, there are only eight cases (i.e., process instances) and seven distinct
activities. The process may be split by identifying multiple case types and/or mul-
tiple event classes. The cube shown on the right-hand side of Fig. 12.16 has two
case types (gold customer and silver customer) and two event classes (sales and
delivery).

As shown in Fig. 12.16, cases 1, 4, 5, and 6 refer to gold customers. Hence, the
cells in the “gold customer” row in Fig. 12.16(right) include events related to these
four cases. The event class dimension is based on the event’s activity. The event class
“sales” includes activities a, b, and c. The event class “delivery” refers to activities
c, d , e, f , and g. The time window dimension uses the timestamps of events. A time
window may refer to a particular day, week, month, or any other period.

Each dimension in a process cube may have an associated hierarchy, e.g., years
composed of months and months composed of days. Using roll-up and drill-down
operations, the granularity can be changed as shown in Fig. 12.16.

As mentioned, each cell in a process cube refers to a collection of events and pos-
sibly also process mining results (e.g., a discovered process model). Events may be
included in multiple cells, e.g., sales and delivery cells share c events in Fig. 12.16.
There are many situations where cells may be overlapping and share events. A per-
son may be part of multiple departments or have multiple roles. The events gener-
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ated by this person are therefore associated to the cells of the different departments
and roles. Activities may also be part of multiple processes.

Figure 12.16 assumes a fixed case notion. In process cubes, we normally use a
more relaxed case notion. This way we can look at the data from different angles
as discussed in Sect. 5.5. When creating event logs from cells, we need to “flatten
the event data” to have a clear process instance notion. When considering events
related to customer orders, we may view the same event data from the viewpoint of
orders, order lines, and deliveries (see Sect. 5.5). Therefore, a process cube needs
to support multiple case notions. The same event may be part of multiple cells and
multiple cases.

Given a process cube with suitably chosen dimensions, we can compare pro-
cess mining results generated for an array of cells. We refer to this as comparative
process mining. The goal is to highlight differences between cells. Next to cross-
checking conformance (the log for cell i is replayed on the model for cell j ), we
can compare process models visually or overlay the models as is done in tools like
myInvenio (see Fig. 11.15). In the context of ProM several implementations of the
process cube concept exist [22, 145]. These have in common that arbitrary plug-ins
can be applied to an array cells after which the results can be compared.

OLAP technology and the notion of process cubes can help to deal with large
heterogeneous event collections. Also note the relation with event log decomposi-
tion (Sects. 12.2 and 12.3). The drill-down operation in Fig. 12.16 uses case-based
decomposition for the case type dimension and activity-based decomposition for
the event class dimension.

12.5 Streaming Process Mining

The process mining algorithms discussed before assume that all events are stored
in a file or database. The algorithms can access all event data at any time. In some
scenarios, such assumptions are unrealistic: Events arrive in streams and, if not pro-
cessed immediately, the corresponding information is lost. Events may arrive so
rapidly that it is not feasible to store them all in active storage where they can be
processed. At best we may be able to archive the events, but there is no time to
process these archived data. Moreover, at any point in time we may need to answer
questions related to these streams of events (including the recent events). Hence,
there is no time to access archived data. Questions may refer to recent data and need
to be answered immediately. Handling streams of events can be viewed as “drinking
from a firehose”: Trying to store and process all event data using conventional pro-
cess mining algorithms is impossible. Therefore, dedicated algorithms are needed
to handle streams of events.

Figure 12.17 shows a stream of events. Suppose that we would like to know the
process at any point in time. The process may be changing over time. This phe-
nomenon corresponds to the notion of concept drift [81] discussed in Sect. 10.6.3.
This triggers the question: Should the discovered model at time t describe the pro-
cess over the last day, week, month or year? New activities may appear and other
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Fig. 12.17 Given a stream of events we would like to provide an up-to-date process model at any
point in time

Fig. 12.18 Using a fixed window of events may lead to incorrect conclusions

activities may fade out. Also the ordering of activities may change. Concept drift
refers to all perspectives, e.g., bottlenecks may emerge without changing the order-
ing of activities and the distribution of work over people may shift. However, for
simplicity we focus on control-flow in this section.

In a streaming context, we cannot pass over the data multiple times. Processing
time is limited, and questions need to be answered in (near) real-time. Memory
is limited and cannot be increased over time or when the arrival rate of events
increases. Given these constraints, we can often only aim for approximate results.
There is a trade-off between handling larger volumes and ensuring accuracy. Often
only summaries or samples can be stored. Yet, some streaming algorithms produce
results of similar quality as traditional algorithms at a fraction of the computational
cost. Hence, they can also be applied to large collections of non-streaming event
data.

To understand the challenges, let us consider the example stream in Fig. 12.18.
Suppose we are able to store a limited number of events and simply forget the oldest
events when new events arrive. Many approaches for streaming data use a fixed-
length “window” consisting of the last n elements for some (typically large) n. Ap-
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plying this in the process mining context may lead to misleading results. As shown
in Fig. 12.18, we may loose the prefixes of traces. The initial activities of a case
may be forgotten, e.g., the prefix 〈a, c〉 is missing for case 2. This could lead to the
incorrect assumption that cases can start with activity b. There is also the problem
that we do not know whether cases are finished. The final f activity for case 1 may
still occur in the future (or not).

Suppose we need to create a process model for the cases handled during the last
month, but can only store 1 million events. Assume this corresponds to roughly 5%
of events occurring per month. Hence, for every 20 events that happen on average
only one can be stored.

• If we use the fixed-length window approach shown in Fig. 12.18, we have two
problems. First of all, the traces may be incomplete (missing prefixes). We are
only storing the last 1.5 day (5% of a month). Hence, this is a significant problem
if cases are running for days rather than minutes. Second, the process model will
be biased towards the most recent period and may not be representative for the
whole month.

• We can also randomly sample events. Every event has a 5% probability of being
stored in the fixed-length window. Each time a new event is stored, the oldest
event is removed. This approach will also provide very misleading results. Sup-
pose a case has 20 events. The probability that the whole case will be stored for
a selected event is less than 0.0520−1 = 1.9× 10−25 ≈ 0. Many cases will be re-
duced to a few random events. Hence, the discovered process model on such data
will not make any sense.

To address the problem, we can store summarized data or use smarter forms of
sampling.

Instead of randomly sampling events, we can also sample cases, i.e., use a win-
dow where we only keep events of a selected 5% of all cases. We cannot randomly
sample cases because we would need to keep a list of selected cases and a list of
non-selected cases. We do not know the set of cases beforehand and, even if we
would, we could not store this information. However, we can use hashing as a kind
of controlled randomization. By using a suitable hash function, we can select cases
without actually storing them [114]. This will allow us to retain all events of a se-
lected subset of cases and thus create a representative process model.

Next to careful sampling, we can also store summarized data rather than individ-
ual events (see Fig. 12.19). This is based on the observation that many algorithms
basically count frequencies of activities and local patterns like the directly-follows
relation. The α-miner, the heuristic miner, and the directly-follows based inductive
miners (i.e., IMD, IMFD, and IMCD) basically use the following sources of infor-
mation: the frequencies of observed activities and the frequencies of the elements
in the directly-follows relation. The number of unique activities is typically limited
compared to the number of cases and events. Hence, these frequencies can be stored
compactly. The memory that can be used for this has a fixed upper bound as shown
in Fig. 12.19. In [27], a particular approach based on this idea is presented. The
approach uses three queues Q= (Qact,Qdf ,Qlast).
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Fig. 12.19 To deal with streams, we can only use a predefined amount of memory. Instead of
storing all events, we need to store summarized or sampled data. Often this limited memory is
organized is such a way that some intermediate structure like a weighted directly-follows graph
can be constructed from it (e.g., using queues Q= (Qact,Qdf ,Qlast)). This intermediate structure
can be used to create a process model at any point in time

• Queue Qact is used to count the number of times an activity has occurred. It has
elements of the form (a,n) where a is the activity and n the frequency.

• Queue Qdf is used to count the number of direct successions. It has elements of
the form ((a, b), k) where k is the number of times that a was followed by b for
the same case.

• Queue Qlast is used to keep track of the last activity executed for a particular case.
It has elements of the form (c, a) where a is the last activity observed for c.

Queue Qlast is needed to construct Qdf . Each queue has maximum size and is up-
dated each time a new event arrives. If a queue is full, then the addition of a new
element implies the deletion of the least significant element. Queues can be sorted
and operated using different heuristics. It is also possible to add aging to deal with
concept drift. In this case the updates of the queues take into account an aging
factor that gives more weight to recent events. Based on Q = (Qact,Qdf ,Qlast),
we can apply existing process discovery techniques using information similar to
the directly-follows graph (e.g., the α-miner, the heuristic miner, and the directly-
follows based inductive miners). A detailed discussion of such approaches is beyond
the scope of this book (see [27]).

Summarizing the above: We can adapt process mining to streams of event data by
carefully sampling cases and by keeping only summarized data. We can use existing
techniques for this [6, 114].

12.6 Beyond the Hype

The techniques described in this chapter enable the application of process mining
when event logs are huge. As demonstrated, process mining techniques can exploit
the MapReduce programming model, modern database technology (e.g., in-memory
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databases and columnar databases), and large-scale distributed file systems (e.g.,
Hadoop). In this chapter, we focused on techniques to decompose event logs, but
also discussed related notions such as process cubes and streaming process mining.

These topics fit perfectly with the current attention for “Big Data” in industry
and society. Numerous books appeared in recent years. These discuss “Big Data”
from different angles: distributed algorithms [114], analytics [17], societal impact
[99, 100], and management [54]. However, the real challenges are often related to
data acquisition, data preparation, and the interpretation of results. The majority of
real-life applications of process mining would benefit more from a “data science
mindset” rather than new Hadoop-like infrastructures.

Moreover, data sets that are “Big” today may be “small” tomorrow. The book
“Concise Survey of Computer Methods” [107] by Peter Naur (1928–2016), pub-
lished in 1974, used already the term “data science” and contains several chapters
describing techniques for processing and managing “large datasets”. These were
written at a time where hard disks had a capacity of just a few megabytes. Although
the dimensions have changed dramatically, many of the core principles remained
invariant. To change data into real value, one needs to ask the right questions, use
the right analysis techniques, and be able to interpret the results. It does not suffice
to just have a “Big Data” infrastructure.



Chapter 13
Analyzing “Lasagna Processes”

Lasagna processes are relatively structured and the cases flowing through such pro-
cesses are handled in a controlled manner. Therefore, it is possible to apply all of
the process mining techniques presented in the preceding chapters. This chapter
characterizes Lasagna processes and discusses typical use cases for process mining.
Moreover, the different stages of a process mining project for improving a Lasagna
process are described. The resulting life-cycle model guides users of process mining
tools like ProM. Moreover, different application scenarios are discussed.

13.1 Characterization of “Lasagna Processes”

Unlike Spaghetti processes, Lasagna processes have a clear structure and most cases
are handled in a prearranged manner. There are relatively few exceptions and stake-
holders have a reasonable understanding of the flow of work. It is impossible to
define a formal requirement characterizing Lasagna processes. As a rule of thumb
we use the following informal criterion: a process is a Lasagna process if with lim-
ited efforts it is possible to create an agreed-upon process model that has a fitness
of at least 0.8, i.e., more than 80% of the events happen as planned and stakeholders
confirm the validity of the model. This implies (assuming that a suitable event log
can be extracted) that all of the process mining techniques presented in this book
can be applied.

The spectrum ranging from Lasagna processes to Spaghetti processes is a contin-
uum. Sometimes the terms “structured”, “semi-structured”, and “unstructured” are
used to refer to the same continuum. In a structured process (i.e., Lasagna process)
all activities are repeatable and have a well defined input and output. In highly struc-
tured processes most activities can, in principle, be automated. In semistructured
processes the information requirements of activities are known and it is possible to
sketch the procedures followed. However, some activities require human judgment
and people can deviate depending on taste or the characteristics of the case being
handled. In unstructured processes (i.e., Spaghetti process) it is difficult to define
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Fig. 13.1 Screenshot of ProM 6 showing a dotted chart for a WMO process of a Dutch municipal-
ity. Each line corresponds to one of the 528 requests that were handled in the period from 4-1-2009
until 28-2-2010. In total there are 5498 events represented as dots. The mean time needed to han-
dled a case is approximately 25 days

pre- and post-conditions for activities. These processes are driven by experience,
intuition, trail-and-error, rules-of-thumb, and vague qualitative information.

Let us consider an example of a Lasagna process. Figure 13.1 shows a dotted
chart for one of the so-called WMO processes of a Dutch municipality. WMO (Wet
Maatschappelijke Ondersteuning) refers to the social support act that came into
force in The Netherlands on January 1st, 2007. The aim of this act is to assist peo-
ple with disabilities and impairments. Under the act, local authorities are required to
give support to those who need it, e.g., household help, providing wheelchairs and
scootmobiles, and adaptations to homes. There are different processes for the differ-
ent kinds of help. The dotted chart in Fig. 13.1 is based on the process for handling
requests for household help. In a period of about one year, 528 requests for house-
hold WMO support were received. These 528 requests generated 5498 events each
represented as a colored dot in Fig. 13.1. The color of the dot refers to the activity
executed for the request, e.g., a red dot refers to activity “10 Process registratie”
(register request) and a blue dot refers to activity “40 toetsen en beslissen” (evalu-
ate and decide). The diagonal line of initial events shows that there is a steady flow
of new requests. The dots also show that the time to completely handle requests is
typically short (about one month).

Although no process model is shown in Fig. 13.1, the dotted chart already sug-
gests that the process is a Lasagna process (regular arrival pattern, most cases are
handled within one month, and clearly noticeable recurring patterns). Figure 13.2
demonstrates that this is indeed the case. The process model discovered by the
heuristic miner shows that the process is highly structured and rather sequential.
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Fig. 13.2 The C-net
discovered using the heuristic
miner (a) and the
corresponding Petri net with
missing and remaining tokens
after replay (b). The numbers
generated by the heuristic
miner show the flow of
tokens. The C-net was
translated into an equivalent
Petri net with silent
transitions. The fitness was
analyzed using ProM’s
conformance checker (cf.
Sect. 8.2). The fitness of the
discovered process is
0.99521667. Of the 528
cases, 496 cases fit perfectly
whereas for 32 cases there are
missing or remaining tokens.
The missing and remaining
tokens show where the model
and log deviate. For example,
for two cases the activity “40
toetsen en beslissen”
(evaluate and decide) was not
started although it should
have. Activity “20
Rapportage & beschikking”
(report and intermediate
decision) was started twice
while this was not possible
according to the model
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Fig. 13.3 Screenshot of ProM 5.2 while analyzing the bottlenecks in the process. The mean flow
time of fitting cases is 24.66 days. Most time is spent on the activities “10 Process registratie”,
“40 Toetsen en beslissen”, and “60 Administratieve verwerking”. The average time in-between
the completion of activity “10 Rapportage & beschikking” and “50 Verzending/dossiervorming” is
2.24 days

The figure does not show the logic of splits and joins, e.g., one cannot see the differ-
ence between AND/OR/XOR-splits/joins.1 ProM’s heuristic miner does not allow
for the visualization of bindings used in Sect. 7.2. However, the logic of splits and
joins is also discovered and can be shown if desired. When converting a C-net into
a Petri net, EPC model, of BPMN model this information is taken into account.
The discovered C-net in Fig. 13.2(a) is annotated with frequencies. The frequency
of a node indicates how often the corresponding activity appeared in the event log.
For instance, activity “20 Rapportage & beschikking” (report and intermediate de-
cision) occurred 532 times. Arcs have a frequency indicating how often a token was
passed along the arc when replaying the log. Figure 13.2(b) shows a WF-net ob-
tained by using the corresponding conversion plug-in in ProM. The conformance
checker of ProM shows that the fitness of model and log is 0.99521667. This shows
that there are hardly any missing or remaining tokens when replaying all 528 cases.
Figure 13.2(b) also shows some of the detailed diagnostics. The discovered pro-
cess model and the high fitness value show that the WMO process is definitely a
Lasagna process. This implies that, in principle, all process mining techniques de-
scribed in this book are applicable to this process (assuming sufficient event data).
Figure 13.3 shows one of many process mining techniques that can be applied. As
explained in Sect. 9.4, delays can be analyzed by replaying the event log while tak-
ing timestamps into account. Figure 13.3 illustrates that it is possible to discover
bottlenecks for a Lasagna process like the WMO process. Note that the plug-in used
in Fig. 13.3 exploits the coupling between the event log and the discovered model
(cf. Fig. 13.2).

In Sect. 13.4, we provide more examples of Lasagna processes. However, first
we discuss typical use cases for process mining and present a life-cycle model for
process mining projects.

1In the remainder, we will never show the set of input and output bindings for C-nets discovered by
the heuristic miner. The heuristic miner can visualize the logic of splits and joins, but this typically
impairs the readability of the diagram.
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13.2 Use Cases

The goal of process mining is to improve operational processes. In order to judge
whether process mining efforts are successful, we need to define Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs). In Sect. 3.3.2, we identified three classes of KPIs: KPIs related to
time (e.g., lead time, service time, waiting time, and synchronization time), KPIs re-
lated to costs, and KPIs related to quality. Note that quality may refer to compliance,
customer satisfaction, number of defects, etc. To evaluate suggested improvements,
the effectiveness and efficiency of the as-is and to-be processes need to be quantified
in terms of KPIs.

For Lasagna processes, process mining can result in one or more of the following
improvement actions:

• Redesign. Insights obtained using process mining can trigger changes to the pro-
cess, e.g., sequential activities no longer need to be executed in a fixed order,
checks may be skipped for easy cases, decisions can be delegated if more than
50 cases are queueing, etc. Fraud detected using process mining may result in ad-
ditional compliance regulations, e.g., introducing the 4-eyes principle for critical
activities.

• Adjust. Similarly, process mining can result in (temporary) adjustments. For ex-
ample, insights obtained using process mining can be used to temporarily allocate
more resources to the process and to lower the threshold for delegation.

• Intervene. Process mining may also reveal problems related to particular cases or
resources. This may trigger interventions such as aborting a case that has been
queuing for more than 3 months or disciplinary measures for a worker that re-
peatedly violated compliance regulations.

• Support. Process mining can be used for operational support, e.g., based on his-
toric information a process mining tool can predict the remaining flow time or
recommend the action with the lowest expected costs.

Figure 2.4 in Chap. 2 illustrates the difference between a redesign (a permanent
change requiring alterations to software or model) and an adjustment (a temporary
change realized without modifying the underlying software or model).

As shown in Fig. 13.4, use cases for process mining refer to a combination of
KPIs and improvement actions. Given a Lasagna process, some typical use cases
for process mining are:

• Identification of bottlenecks to trigger a process redesign that reduces the overall
flow time with 30%.

• Identification of compliance problems using conformance checking. Some of the
compliance problems result in ad-hoc interventions whereas others lead to adjust-
ments of the parameters used for work distribution.

• Harmonization of two processes after a merger based on a comparison of the
actual processes. The goal of such a harmonization is to reduce costs.

• Predicting the remaining flow time of delayed cases to improve customer service.
• Providing recommendations for resource allocation aiming at a more balanced

utilization of workers.
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Fig. 13.4 Use cases for process mining combine goals (expressed in KPIs) and improvement
actions, e.g., process mining can be used to shorten the flow time by providing insights that lead to
a process redesign

• Identification of exceptional cases that generate too much additional work. By
learning the profile of such cases, they can be handled separately to reduce the
overall flow time.

• Visualization of the 10 most complicated or time consuming cases to identify
potential risks.

These use cases illustrate the potential of process mining. It is easy to imagine the
application of these use cases to the WMO process described earlier. For instance,
results such as shown in Fig. 13.3 can be used to discover bottlenecks and to gener-
ate ideas for flow time reduction. The results of conformance analysis as depicted in
Fig. 13.2(b) can be used to identify compliance problems, e.g., for the 32 cases hav-
ing missing or remaining tokens one could analyze the social network of the people
involved.

13.3 Approach

In Chap. 10, we described ten process mining related activities using the frame-
work shown in Fig. 13.5. These ten activities are grouped into three categories:
cartography (activities discover, enhance, and diagnose), auditing (activities detect,
check, compare, and promote), and navigation (activities explore, predict, and rec-
ommend). Although the framework helps to understand the relations between the
various process mining activities, it does not guide the user in conducting a process
mining project. Therefore, this section introduces the L∗ life-cycle model for mining
Lasagna processes.

Several reference models describing the life-cycle of a typical data mining/BI
project have been proposed by academics and consortia of vendors and users.
For example, the CRISP-DM (CRoss-Industry Standard Process for Data Mining)
methodology identifies a life-cycle consisting of six phases: (a) business understand-
ing, (b) data understanding, (c) data preparation, (d) modeling, (e) evaluation, and
(f) deployment [29]. CRISP-DM was developed in the late nineties by a consortium
driven by SPSS. Around the same period SAS proposed the SEMMA methodology
consisting of five phases: (a) sample, (b) explore, (c) modify, (d) model, and (e) as-
sess. Both methodologies are very high-level and provide little support. Moreover,
existing methodologies are not tailored towards process mining projects. There-
fore, we propose the L∗ life-cycle model shown in Fig. 13.6. This five-stage model
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Fig. 13.5 The process mining framework introduced in Chap. 10. The framework identifies ten
process mining activities (discover, check, enhance, etc.)

describes the life-cycle of a typical process mining project aiming to improve a
Lasagna process.

In the remainder, we discuss each of the five stages. As shown in Fig. 13.6, the
L∗ life-cycle model refers to the ten process mining related activities (explore, dis-
cover, check, etc.) and the four improvement actions (redesign, adjust, intervene,
and support) mentioned earlier.

13.3.1 Stage 0: Plan and Justify

Any process mining project starts with a planning and a justification of the planned
activities. Before spending efforts on process mining activities, one should antic-
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Fig. 13.6 The L∗ life-cycle model describing a process mining project consisting of five stages:
plan and justify (Stage 0), extract (Stage 1), create control-flow model and connect event log
(Stage 2), create integrated process model (Stage 3), and operational support (Stage 4)

ipate benefits that may result from the project. There are basically three types of
process mining projects:

• A data-driven (also referred to as “curiosity driven”) process mining project is
powered by the availability of event data. There is no concrete question or goal,
however, some of the stakeholders expect that valuable insights will emerge by
analyzing event data. Such a project has an explorative character.

• A question-driven process mining project aims to answer specific questions, e.g.,
“Why do cases handled by team X take longer than cases handled by team Y?”
or “Why are there more deviations in weekends?”.

• A goal-driven process mining project aspires to improve a process with respect
to particular KPIs, e.g., cost reduction or improved response times.
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For an organization without much process mining experience it is best to start with a
question-driven project. Concrete questions help to scope the project and guide data
extraction efforts.

Like any project, a process mining project needs to be planned carefully. For
instance, activities need to be scheduled before starting the project, resources need
to be allocated, milestones need to be defined, and progress needs to be monitored
continuously.

13.3.2 Stage 1: Extract

After initiating the project, event data, models, objectives, and questions need to be
extracted from systems, domain experts, and management.

In Chap. 5, we elaborated on data extraction. For example, Fig. 5.1 describes the
process of getting from raw data to suitable event logs. Recall that event logs have
two main requirements: (a) events need to be ordered in time and (b) events need to
be correlated (i.e., each event needs to refer to a particular case).

As Fig. 13.6 shows, it is possible that there are already handmade (process) mod-
els. These models may be of low quality and have little to do with reality. Never-
theless, it is good to collect all models present and exploit existing knowledge as
much as possible. For example, existing models can help in scoping the process and
judging the completeness of event logs.

In a goal-driven process mining project, the objectives are also formulated in
Stage 1 of the L∗ life-cycle. These objectives are expressed in terms of KPIs. In a
question-driven process mining project, questions need to be generated in Stage 1.
Both questions and objectives are gathered through interviews with stakeholders
(e.g., domain experts, end users, customers, and management).

13.3.3 Stage 2: Create Control-Flow Model and Connect Event
Log

Control-flow forms the backbone of any process model. Therefore, Stage 2 of the
L∗ life-cycle aims to determine the de facto control-flow model of the process that
is analyzed. The process model may be discovered using the process discovery tech-
niques presented in Part III of this book (activity discover in Fig. 13.6). However, if
there is a good process model present, it may be verified using conformance check-
ing (activity check) or judged against the discovered model (activity compare). It
is even possible to merge the handmade model and the discovered model (activity
promote). After completing Stage 2 there is a control-flow model tightly connected
to the event log, i.e., events in the event log refer to activities in the model. As dis-
cussed in Sect. 8.5.3, this connection is crucial for subsequent steps. If the fitness
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of the model and log is low (say below 0.8), then it is difficult to move to Stage 3.
However, by definition, this should not be a problem for a Lasagna process.

The output of Stage 2 may be used to answer questions, take actions, or to move
to Stage 3. As Fig. 13.6 shows, the output (control-flow model connected to an event
log) needs to be interpreted before it can be used to answer questions or trigger a
redesign, an adjustment, or an intervention.

13.3.4 Stage 3: Create Integrated Process Model

In Stage 3, the model is enhanced by adding additional perspectives to the control-
flow model (e.g., the organizational perspective, the case perspective, and the time
perspective). Chapter 9 shows how these perspectives can be discovered and inte-
grated, e.g., Fig. 9.16 describes the process of merging the different perspectives.
The result is an integrated process model that can be used for various purposes. The
model can be inspected directly to better understand the as-is process or to identify
bottlenecks. Moreover, a complete process model can also be simulated as discussed
in Sect. 9.6.

The output of Stage 3 can also be used to answer selected questions and take
appropriate actions (redesign, adjust, or intervene). Moreover, the integrated process
model is also input for Stage 4.

13.3.5 Stage 4: Operational Support

Stage 4 of the L∗ life-cycle is concerned with the three operational support activities
described in Chap. 10: detect, predict, and recommend. For instance, using short-
term simulation (Sect. 9.6) or annotated transition systems (Sect. 10.4) it is possible
to predict the remaining flow time for running cases. As shown in Fig. 13.6, Stage 4
requires current data (“pre mortem” data on running cases) as input. Moreover, the
output does not need to be interpreted by the process mining analyst and can be
directly offered to end users. For example, a deviation may result in an automatically
generated e-mail sent to the responsible manager. Recommendations and predictions
are presented to the persons working on the corresponding cases.

Note that operational support is the most ambitious form of process mining. This
is only possible for Lasagna processes. Moreover, there needs to be an advanced IT
infrastructure that provides high-quality event logs and allows for the embedding of
an operational support system as described in Chap. 10.

The PM2 process mining methodology presented in [175] can be viewed as a
refinement of the L∗ life-cycle. Using a case study conducted within IBM, the PM2

methodology is explained. Moreover, selected ProM plug-ins are related to the dif-
ferent phases in [175].
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Fig. 13.7 Overview of the different functional areas in a typical organization. Lasagna processes
are typically encountered in production, finance/accounting, procurement, logistics, resource man-
agement, and sales/CRM. Spaghetti processes are typically encountered in product development,
service, resource management, and sales/CRM

13.4 Applications

In the last decade, we have applied process mining in over 150 organizations. Ex-
amples are municipalities (e.g., Alkmaar, Heusden, and Harderwijk), government
agencies (e.g., Rijkswaterstaat, Centraal Justitieel Incasso Bureau, and Justice de-
partment), insurance related agencies (e.g., UWV), banks (e.g., ING Bank), hos-
pitals (e.g., AMC hospital and Catharina hospital), multinationals (e.g., DSM and
Deloitte), high-tech system manufacturers and their customers (e.g., Philips Health-
care, ASML, Ricoh, and Thales), and media companies (e.g., Winkwaves). This
illustrates the broad spectrum of situations in which process mining can be applied.
In remainder of this section, we identify process mining opportunities in different
functional areas and in different sectors and industries. Moreover, we briefly discuss
two case studies involving Lasagna processes.

13.4.1 Process Mining Opportunities per Functional Area

Figure 13.7 shows the main functional areas that can be found in most organiza-
tions:

• Product development is concerned with all the preparations and engineering work
needed to start producing a particular product. Products do not need to be physical
objects (e.g., a car or copier); the product may also be a piece of information or a
service (e.g., a new kind of insurance). Product development processes are typi-
cally Spaghetti-like because they have a lower frequency and depend on problem
solving, expertise, and creativity rather than repetition, routine, and efficiency.

• Production is the functional area where the products are actually produced. Pro-
cesses may range from classical manufacturing (assembling a car) to information
creation (opening a back account). Most production processes are Lasagna pro-
cesses because they need to be reproducible and efficient.

• Procurement entails all activities to get the materials needed for production. Note
that the input for the production process may also be information from other
parties. The input materials need to be purchased, stocks need to be monitored,
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deliveries need to be checked, etc. Processes in this functional area are typically
Lasagna processes.

• The functional area Sales/CRM is concerned with all activities related to “lead-to-
order” and “order-to-cash”. Besides the actual sales function, most organizations
need to market their products and manage long-term relationships with their cus-
tomers (CRM). Both Lasagna processes and Spaghetti processes can be found
in this functional area. The handling of sales activities can be very structured
whereas marketing-related activities may be rather unstructured.

• Logistics is concerned with the movements of products and materials, e.g., ship-
ping the product to the customer and managing the storage space. Most processes
in logistics are Lasagna processes.

• The functional area Finance/accounting deals with all financial aspects of an or-
ganization, e.g., billing customers, checking invoices, financial reporting, and au-
diting. Processes in this functional area are also typically Lasagna processes.

• Resource management is the functional area that makes sure there are sufficient
resources to perform all other functions. HRM (Human Resource Management) is
concerned with human resources and similar functions exist for machines, build-
ings, etc. Both Lasagna processes and Spaghetti processes can be found in this
functional area, e.g., the handling of job applications may be very structured
whereas the handling of a problematic employee may be rather ad-hoc.

• The functional area Service deals with all activities after the product has been
shipped and paid for, e.g., activities related to product support, maintenance, re-
pairing defective products, and help-desk operations. Service related processes
are typically Spaghetti-like. Customers will use products in many different ways
and repair processes are rather unpredictable for most products, e.g., no faults
are found in the product returned by the customer or the wrong component is
replaced and the product still malfunctions intermittently.

The characterization of the different functional areas in terms of Lasagna processes
and Spaghetti processes is only intended as an indication. Both types of processes
can be found in all of the functional areas. However, as shown in Fig. 13.7, it is
possible to pinpoint typical functional areas for both types. For example, in most
organizations product development processes are rather unstructured compared to
production processes. This implies that most of the techniques presented in this
book can be applied to production processes. However, for product development
processes it is unlikely that all stages of the L∗ life-cycle model (Fig. 13.6) can be
executed. (Stages 3 and 4 are typically not possible for Spaghetti-like processes.)

13.4.2 Process Mining Opportunities per Sector

After contemplating on the presence of Lasagna and Spaghetti processes in the func-
tional areas in one organization (Fig. 13.7), we now look at different sectors and
industries.
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The primary sector of the economy is concerned with transforming natural re-
sources into primary products (e.g., agriculture, agribusiness, fishing, forestry and
all mining and quarrying industries). Information technology tends to play a minor
role in these industries. Hence, the application potential of process mining is lim-
ited. Of course there are exceptions. Consider for instance the tracking and tracing
of food. In some countries meat and dairy products need to be tracked from source
to sink. For example, meat products in supermarkets need to be linked to particu-
lar animals and farms. This requires the recording of events starting in the primary
sector.

The secondary sector of the economy refers to the manufacturing of tangible
products and includes the automotive industry, chemical industry, aerospace manu-
facturing, consumer electronics, etc. Organizations in the secondary sector typically
have an organizational structure covering all functional areas depicted in Fig. 13.7.
Hence, both Lasagna processes and Spaghetti processes can be encountered. An in-
teresting observation across the different industries is that most manufacturers have
become interested in monitoring their products after they have been sold. For exam-
ple, Philips Healthcare is monitoring their medical equipment while being deployed
in the field, e.g., their X-ray machines are connected to the Internet and the result-
ing logs are analyzed using ProM. The event logs of these X-ray machines provide
vital information for marketing (What kind of features do customer use?), mainte-
nance (When to service the machine?), development (Why do machines fail?), and
testing (How to test machines under realistic circumstances?). In the future, more
and more (consumer) products will be monitored remotely thus providing valuable
information for the manufacturer.

The tertiary sector of the economy consists of all organizations that produce
“intangible goods” such as services, regulations, and information. The term “ser-
vices” should be interpreted in the broadest sense including transportation, insur-
ance, wholesaling, retailing, entertainment, etc. Note that goods may be transformed
in the process of providing the service (cf. preparing food in a restaurant). However,
the focus is on serving the customer rather than transforming physical goods. In
many industries in the tertiary sector, information plays a dominant role and many
events are being recorded. This is the sector where the digital universe and the phys-
ical universe are aligned most. For example, an electronic bookstore can only sell
a book if the information system indicates that the book is present. The bookstore
would not be able to sell a particular book if the information system would indicate
that it is out-of-stock; even if the book would be physically present in the warehouse.

Process mining can be used to improve a variety of Lasagna and Spaghetti pro-
cesses encountered in the tertiary sector. Below we sketch some of the most inter-
esting industries.

• The healthcare industry includes hospitals and other care organizations. Most
events are being recorded (blood tests, MRI scans, appointments, etc.) and cor-
relation is easy because each event refers to a particular patient. The closer pro-
cesses get to the medical profession, the less structured they become. For in-
stance, most diagnosis and treatment processes tend to be rather Spaghetti-like
(see Fig. 14.1). Medical guidelines typically have little to do with the actual
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processes. On the one hand, this suggests that these processes can be improved
by structuring them. On the other hand, the variability of medical processes is
caused by the different characteristics of patients, their problems, and unantici-
pated complications. Patients are saved by doctors deviating from standard pro-
cedures. However, some deviations also cost lives. Clearly, hospitals need to get a
better understanding of care processes to be able to improve them. Process mining
can help as event data is readily available [95].

• Governments range from small municipalities to large organizations operating at
the national level, e.g., institutions managing processes related to unemployment,
customs, taxes, and traffic offences. Both local and national government agen-
cies can be seen as “administrative factories” as they execute regulations and the
“products” are mainly informational or financial. Processes in larger government
agencies are characterized by a high degree of automation. Consider, for exam-
ple, tax departments that need to deal with millions of tax declarations. Processes
in smaller government agencies (e.g., small municipalities) are typically not au-
tomated and managed by office workers rather than BPM systems. However, due
to the legal requirements, all main events are recorded in a systematic manner.
Consider, for example, the WMO process shown in Fig. 13.2; any municipality in
The Netherlands is obliged to record the formal steps in such processes. Typical
use cases for process mining in governments (local or non-local) are flow time
reduction (e.g., shorten the time to get a building permit), improved efficiency,
and compliance. Given the role of governments in society, compliance is of the
utmost importance.

• Banking and insurance are two industries where BPM technology has been most
effective. Processes are often automated and all events are recorded in a sys-
tematic and secure manner. Examples are the processing of loans, claims man-
agement, handling insurance applications, credit card payments, and mortgage
payments. Most processes in banking and insurance are Lasagna processes, i.e.,
highly structured. Hence, all of the techniques presented in this book can be ap-
plied. Process discovery is less relevant for these organizations as most processes
are known and documented. Typical uses cases in these industries involve con-
formance checking, performance analysis, and operational support.

• Organizations involved in education (e.g., high-schools and universities) are
recording more and more information related to the study behavior of individ-
uals. For instance, at TU/e we are applying process mining to analyze study be-
havior using a database containing detailed information about exam results of all
students that ever studied computer science. Moreover, this database also con-
tains information about high-school exam grades, etc. Some of these educational
processes are structured, others are very unstructured. For example, it is very dif-
ficult to predict the remaining study time of students at a university because the
curriculum often changes and students tend to have very different study patterns.
Nevertheless, valuable insights can be obtained. By visualizing that few students
follow the courses in the order intended, one can show that the design of a cur-
riculum should not only focus on the “ideal student” (that passes all courses the
first time), but also anticipate problems encountered by other students.
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• The products manufactured by organizations in the secondary sector are dis-
tributed through various retail organizations. Here it is interesting to see that more
and more information about products and customers is being recorded. Customers
are tracked using loyalty cards or through online profiles. Products are tagged
and the shop has real-time information about the number of items still available.
A product that has an RFID tag has a unique identifier, i.e., two identical prod-
ucts can still be distinguished. This allows for the correlation of events and thus
facilitates process mining.

• The transportation industry is also recording more and more information about
the movement of people and products. Through tracking and tracing functional-
ity the whereabouts of a particular parcel can be monitored by both sender and
receiver. Although controversial, smartcards providing access to buildings and
transportation systems can be used to monitor the movement of people. For ex-
ample, the Dutch “ov-chipkaart” can be used to travel by train, subway, and bus.
The traveler pays based on the distance between the entry point and exit point.
The recorded information can be used to analyze traveling behavior. The booking
of a flight via the Internet also generates lots of event data. In fact, the booking
process involves only electronic activities. Note that the traveler interacts with
one organization that contacts all kinds of other organizations in the background
(airlines, insurance companies, car rental agencies, etc.). All of these events are
being recorded, thus enabling process mining. The whole spectrum ranging from
Lasagna processes to Spaghetti processes can be found in this industry.

• New technologies such as cloud computing and Software-as-a-Service (SaaS)
have created a new industry that offers computing as a utility (like water and
electricity). Google Apps. Salesforce.com, and Amazon EC2/S3 are examples of
companies providing such utilities. The idea is not new: already in 1961 John
McCarthy stated “If computers of the kind I have advocated become the comput-
ers of the future, then computing may someday be organized as a public utility
just as the telephone system is a public utility. The computer utility could become
the basis of a new and important industry.” A well-known example of a SaaS
provider that is using a cloud infrastructure is SalesForce.com. This company al-
lows organizations to outsource the IT support of standard activities related to
sales and CRM without worrying about scalability and maintenance. Users pay
for using the software rather than owning it. Another example is the conference
management system EasyChair that is currently probably the most commonly
used system to host conferences and to manage the reviewing of scientific papers.
To organize a conference, there is no need to install any software as everything is
hosted and managed centrally. Organizations such as SalesForce.com and Easy-
Chair have access to valuable event data. These data can be used to improve their
software and to give advice to individual organizations. One of the challenges
SaaS providers are facing is the need to deal with variability across organiza-
tions. Process mining can help analyzing differences between organizations us-
ing cross-organizational process mining, i.e., using process mining to compare
similar processes within the same or in different organizations.
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• The capital goods industry is also transforming from the situation in which cus-
tomers purchase expensive machines to the situation in which customers only
pay for the actual use of the machine. Note that this can be seen as a variant of
the SaaS paradigm. The manufacturer of the machine remains being the owner
and customers pay depending on usage and uptime of the machine. Clearly, such
pricing models require the remote monitoring of capital goods. For instance, ser-
vice provider and consumer need to agree on the actual use (e.g., hours of use
or number of production cycles). Moreover, there may be Service Level Agree-
ments (SLAs) specifying a fine if the machine is down for an extended period.
Event data can be used as a basis for billing and checking SLAs. Moreover, the
manufacturer gets insights into the way that machines are used, when they mal-
function, and when they require maintenance.

These examples show that there are opportunities for process mining in all three
economic sectors.

13.4.3 Two Lasagna Processes

To conclude this chapter, we briefly discuss two case studies analyzing Lasagna
processes.

13.4.3.1 RWS Process

The Dutch national public works department, called “Rijkswaterstaat” (RWS), has
12 provincial offices. We analyzed the handling of invoices in one of these of-
fices [160]. The office employs about 1,000 civil servants and is primarily respon-
sible for the construction and maintenance of the road and water infrastructure in
its province. To perform its functions, the RWS office subcontracts various par-
ties such as road construction companies, cleaning companies, and environmental
bureaus. Also, it purchases services and products to support its construction, main-
tenance, and administrative activities. The reason to employ process mining within
RWS was twofold. First of all, RWS was involved in our longitudinal study into the
effectiveness of WFM systems [116]. In the context of this study, RWS was inter-
ested to see the effects of WFM technology on flow times, response times, service
levels, utilization, etc. Second, RWS was interested in better meeting deadlines with
respect to the payment of invoices. Payment should take place within 31 days from
the moment the invoice is received. After this period, the creditor is entitled (accord-
ing to Dutch law) to receive interest over the outstanding sum. RWS would like to
pay at least 90% of its invoices within 31 days. However, analysis of the event logs
of RWS showed that initially only 70% of payments were paid in time.

Starting point for the analysis described in [160] was an event log containing in-
formation about 14,279 cases (i.e., invoices) generating 147,579 events. Figure 13.8
shows a C-net generated by the heuristic miner. This model shows that the RWS
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Fig. 13.8 Process model obtained using heuristic mining. The C-net describes the handling of
invoices within one of the twelve provincial offices of RWS

process is fairly structured, but not as structured as the WMO process depicted in
Fig. 13.2(a). After some efforts (filtering the log and tuning the parameters of the
mining algorithm), it is possible to create a model with a fitness of more than 0.9.
The log can be replayed on this model to highlight bottlenecks. Such analysis shows
that several activities had to be re-done (as can be seen by the loops of length one or
two in Fig. 13.8), i.e., work was sent “back-and-forth” between different activities
and people thus causing delays.

The event log contains information about 271 resources, i.e., civil servants in-
volved in the handling invoices. Figure 13.9 shows the social network based on the
frequency of handovers (cf. Sect. 9.3.1). Figure 13.10 shows the same social net-
work, but now only for the 13 resources that executed most activities. RWS could
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Fig. 13.9 Social network constructed based on handovers of work. Each of the 271 nodes cor-
responds to a civil servant. Two civil servants are connected if one executed an activity causally
following an activity executed by the other civil servant

use these social networks to better understand how work is flowing through the
organization. This analysis showed that some project leaders considered invoice ap-
proval to be of low priority, not realizing that because of their slow reaction time
many invoices took more than 31 days. They were not aware of the impact of their
actions and agreed to give the invoice approval a higher priority thus speeding up
the process. See [160] for more information.

13.4.3.2 WOZ Process

In Sect. 13.1, we showed some analysis results for a WMO process of a municipality.
To date, we have applied process mining in about a dozen municipalities. Moreover,
we just started a new project (CoSeLoG) involving nine municipalities interested
in cross-organizational process mining, i.e., analyzing differences between similar
processes in different municipalities [35].

Processes in municipalities are typically Lasagna processes. To illustrate this we
present another example. Figure 13.11 shows a so-called “WOZ process” discov-
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Fig. 13.10 Social network consisting of civil servants that executed more than 2000 activities in
a 9 month period. The darker arcs indicate the strongest relationships in the social network. Nodes
having the same color belong to the same clique. Names of resources have been anonymized for
privacy reasons

ered for another municipality (i.e., different from the one for which we analyzed the
WMO process). We applied the heuristic miner on an event log containing infor-
mation about 745 objections against the so-called WOZ (“Waardering Onroerende
Zaken”) valuation. Dutch municipalities need to estimate the value of houses and
apartments. The WOZ value is used as a basis for determining the real-estate prop-
erty tax. The higher the WOZ value, the more tax the owner needs to pay. Therefore,
Dutch municipalities need to handle many objections (i.e., appeals) of citizens that
assert that the WOZ value is too high. For this municipality we analyzed four pro-
cesses related to objections and building permits. Here, we restrict ourselves to the
WOZ process shown in Fig. 13.11.

The discovered WF-net has a good fitness: 628 of the 745 cases can be replayed
without encountering any problems. The fitness of the model and log is 0.98876214
indicating that almost all recorded events are explained by the model. Hence, the
WOZ process is clearly a Lasagna process. Nevertheless, it is interesting for the
municipality to see the deviations highlighted in the model. Figure 13.12 shows a
fragment of the diagnostics provided by the conformance checker (cf. Sect. 8.2).

The average flow time is approx. 178 days. Figure 13.13 shows some more
performance-related diagnostics computed while replaying the event log contain-
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Fig. 13.11 WF-net discovered based on an event log of another municipality. The log contains
events related to 745 objections against the so-called WOZ valuation. These 745 objections gener-
ated 9583 events. There are 13 activities. For 12 of these activities both start and complete events
are recorded. Hence, the WF-net has 25 transitions

Fig. 13.12 Fragment of the WF-net annotated with diagnostics generated by ProM’s conformance
checker. The WF-net and event log fit well (fitness is 0.98876214). Nevertheless, several low-fre-
quent deviations are discovered. For example, activity “OZ12 Hertaxeren” (re-evaluation of WOZ
value) is started 23 times without being enabled according to the model

ing timestamps. The standard deviation is approx. 53 days. ProM also visualizes the
bottlenecks by coloring the places in the WF-net. Tokens tend to reside longest in
the purple places. For example, the place in-between “OZ16 Uitspraak start” and
“OZ16 Uitspraak complete” was visited 436 times. The average time spent in this
place is 7.84 days. This indicates that activity “OZ16 Uitspraak” (final judgment)
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Fig. 13.13 Some diagnostics obtained by replaying the event log. These diagnostics explain why
objections take on average approx. 178 days to be handled

takes about a week. The place before “OZ16 Uitspraak start” is also colored pur-
ple; on average it takes 138 days to start this activity after enabling. As shown in
Fig. 13.13, it is also possible to simply select two activities and measure the time
that passes in-between these activities. On average 202.73 days pass in-between the
completion of activity “OZ02 Voorbereiden” (preparation) and the completion of
“OZ16 Uitspraak” (final judgment). Note that this is longer than the average over-
all flow time. This is explained by the observation that only 416 of the objections
(approx. 56%) follow this route; the other cases follow the branch “OZ15 Zelf uit-
spraak” which, on average, takes less time.

The event log also contains information about resources. The 9583 events are
executed by 20 resources. Most activity instances have a start and complete event.
These are typically done by the same person. However, in exceptional situations an
activity is started by one person and completed by another. Table 13.1 shows the
resource-activity matrix introduced in Sect. 9.3. The table shows that some peo-
ple executed many activities (e.g., user 8 generated 2621 events) whereas others
executed just a few activities (e.g., users 13 and 14 generated only one event). Fig-
ure 13.14 shows a social network based on the user profiles shown in Table 13.1.
Persons that have similar profiles are connected and the strength of a connection
depends on the degree of similarity (here we used the correlation coefficient). This
information can be used to group people. Figure 13.14 shows four cliques discov-
ered by ProM’s social network analyzer: clique 1 consists of users 1, 2, 3, 8, 12, 13,
14, 16, and 17, clique 2 consists of users 4, 5, 6, 9, 11, 18, and 19, clique 3 consists
of users 7 and 15, and clique 4 consists of users 10 and 20. Consider, for example,
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Table 13.1 Resource-activity matrix showing the number of times each user performed a partic-
ular activity: a1 = “Domain: heus1”, a2 = “OZ02 Voorbereiden”, a3 = “OZ04 Incompleet”, a4 =
“OZ06 Stop vordering”, a5 = “OZ08 Beoordelen”, a6 = “OZ09 Wacht Beoord”, a7 = “OZ10
Horen”, a8 = “OZ12 Hertaxeren”, a9 = “OZ15 Zelf uitspraak”, a10 = “OZ16 Uitspraak”, a11 =
“OZ18 Uitspr. wacht”, a12 = “OZ20 Administatie”, a13 = “OZ24 Start vordering”. The names of
users have been anonymized for privacy reasons

User a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 a8 a9 a10 a11 a12 a13

User 1 0 0 51 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

User 2 1 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 38 0 69 0

User 3 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

User 4 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

User 5 117 0 4 0 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 20 6

User 6 172 6 14 0 7 3 0 0 1 2 0 48 53

User 7 1 41 8 14 275 8 8 865 55 180 0 128 5

User 8 2 868 7 6 105 0 0 79 266 441 0 844 3

User 9 90 0 2 0 1 2 0 0 1 2 0 27 28

User 10 0 0 0 899 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1019

User 11 336 1 3 1 4 2 0 0 0 1 0 18 23

User 12 1 645 13 21 419 3 0 3 217 281 1 334 9

User 13 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

User 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

User 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 0

User 16 1 3 3 2 1 0 0 1 2 3 1 0 0

User 17 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

User 18 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

User 19 13 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0

User 20 0 0 0 21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 258

clique 4. The two persons in this clique (users 10 and 20) only execute a4 (“OZ06
Stop vordering”) and a13 (“OZ24 Start vordering”). Hence, it makes perfect sense
that they are grouped together. For organizations it is interesting to see whether such
clusters correspond to existing roles. Unexpected outcomes may trigger a redistri-
bution of work.

The municipality for which we analyzed the WOZ process, provided us with sev-
eral other event logs. For instance, event logs related to the handling of building per-
mits. All of these processes can be classified as Lasagna processes and in principle
all of the process mining techniques discussed in this book can be applied. The ap-
plication of conformance checking on the processes of this municipality is discussed
in more detail in [121]. For example, there it is shown that, despite the presence of
a WFM system, processes still deviate from the normative models. The municipal-
ity was using eiStream WFM system (formerly known as Eastman Software and
today named Global 360), therefore, we did not expect any deviations. However,
as discussed in [121], process mining could reveal misconfigurations of the WFM
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Fig. 13.14 Social network based on similarity of profiles. People that execute similar collections
of activities are related and clustered in cliques

system. In [124], it is shown that, based on the event logs of this municipality, it
is possible to discover simulation models covering all perspectives (control-flow,
data dependencies, performance characteristics, and organizational characteristics).
In Sect. 9.6, we showed how these perspectives can be merged into a single CPN
model that can be simulated by CPN Tools. Although we did not conduct short-term
simulations for this municipality, the validation of the models described in [124]
shows that accurate simulations are possible for the selected process. Similarly, we
showed in [167] that accurate time predictions are possible for the WOZ process of
this municipality. In [167], various annotated transition systems are constructed us-
ing the approach described in Sect. 10.4. Each of these annotated transition systems
is learned using one half of the event log, and evaluated using the other half. This
illustrates that operational support is indeed possible for Lasagna processes.



Chapter 14
Analyzing “Spaghetti Processes”

Spaghetti processes are the counterpart of Lasagna processes. Because Spaghetti
processes are less structured, only a subset of the process mining techniques de-
scribed in this book are applicable. For instance, it makes no sense to aim at opera-
tional support activities if there is too much variability. Nevertheless, process mining
can help to realize dramatic process improvements by uncovering key problems.

14.1 Characterization of “Spaghetti Processes”

As explained in the previous chapter, there is a continuum of processes ranging
from highly structured processes (Lasagna processes) to unstructured processes
(Spaghetti processes). In this chapter we focus on Spaghetti processes.

Figure 14.1 shows why unstructured processes are called Spaghetti processes.
Only when zooming in one can see individual activities. Figure 14.2 shows a tiny
fragment of the whole process. The fragment shows that activity “O_Bloedkweek 1”
(a particular blood test) was scheduled 412 times and 230 times followed by
“O_Bloedkweek 2” (another test). These activities are frequent. However, there are
also several activities that are executed for only one of the 2765 patients.

The process model depicted in Fig. 14.1 was obtained using the heuristic miner
with default settings. Hence, low frequent behavior has been filtered out. Neverthe-
less, the model is too difficult to comprehend. Note that this is not necessarily a
problem of the discovery algorithm. Activities are only connected if they frequently
followed one another in the event log (cf. Sect. 7.2). Hence, the complexity shown
in Fig. 14.1 reflects reality and is not caused by the discovery algorithm!

Figure 14.1 is an extreme example used to explain the characteristics of a
Spaghetti process. Given the data set it is not surprising that the process is unstruc-
tured; the 2765 patients did not form a homogeneous group and included individuals
with very different medical problems. The process model can be simplified dramati-
cally by selecting a group of patients with similar problems. However, also for more
homogeneous groups of patients (e.g., people that had heart surgery), the resulting
process model is often Spaghetti-like.

© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2016
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Fig. 14.1 Spaghetti process describing the diagnosis and treatment of 2765 patients in a Dutch
hospital. The process model was constructed based on an event log containing 114,592 events.
There are 619 different activities (taking event types into account) executed by 266 different indi-
viduals (doctors, nurses, etc.)

Fig. 14.2 Fragment of the Spaghetti process of Fig. 14.1 showing 18 activities of the 619 activities
(2.9%)

Let us consider another, less extreme, example. Figure 14.3 shows the dotted
chart for a process of one of the largest Dutch housing agencies (see also Figs. 9.3
and 9.4). Each case corresponds to a housing unit (accommodation such as a house
or an apartment). The process starts when the tenant leasing the unit wants to stop
renting it. The process ends when a new tenant moves into the unit after addressing
all formalizaties. In-between, activities such as “registering the new address”, “first
inspection”, “final inspection”, “finalize contract”, “return deposit”, “sign contract”,
“repair”, and “update price” are executed. Figure 14.3 is based on an event log
containing information about 208 units that changed tenant. There are 74 different
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Fig. 14.3 Dotted chart created using an event log of a Dutch housing agency. Each line cor-
responds to a case (house or apartment). The event log contains 208 cases that generated 5987
events. There are 74 different activities

activities. In total 5987 activities were executed for the 208 units. As Fig. 14.3 shows
there is a huge variance in flow time. For some units it takes a very long time to
change ownership (sometimes more than a year) for others this is matter of days.
The initial events of the 208 cases do not form a straight line; the curve shows that
the arrival rate of new cases is increasing during the period covered by the event log.

Figure 14.4 shows a process model discovered using the heuristic miner. Al-
though the model does not look as Spaghetti-like as Fig. 14.1, it is rather compli-
cated considering the fact that it is based on only 208 cases. The 208 cases generate
203 unique traces, i.e., almost all cases follow a path that is not followed by any
of the other cases. This observation, combined with the complexity of the model
suggests that the log is far from complete thus complicating analysis.

The processes of the Dutch hospital and housing agency illustrate the challenges
one is facing when dealing with Spaghetti processes. Nevertheless, such processes
are very interesting from the viewpoint of process mining as they often allow for var-
ious improvements. A highly-structured well-organized process is often less inter-
esting in this respect; it is easy to apply process mining techniques but there is also
little improvement potential. Therefore, one should not shy away from Spaghetti
processes as these are often appealing from a process management perspective.
Turning Spaghetti processes into Lasagna processes can be very beneficial for an
organization.
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Fig. 14.4 C-net for the event
log of the housing agency.
The model was obtained
using the heuristic miner
(with default settings). The
model was discovered based
on an event log with 5987
events. All 208 cases start
with activity “010 Registreren
huuropzegging” (register
request to end lease). Some of
the activities are relatively
infrequent, e.g., activity “020
Vastleggen datum van
overlijden” occurred only 6
times (this activity is only
executed if the tenant died)
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Fig. 14.5 The part of the L∗ life-cycle model applicable to Spaghetti processes: stages 0, 1 and 2
are also possible for unstructured processes. However, creating an integrated process model cov-
ering all perspectives (Stage 3) is often not possible. Instead separate models are generated for the
other perspectives, e.g., a social network

14.2 Approach

In Sect. 13.3 we introduced the L∗ life-cycle model describing an idealized process
mining project aiming at improving a Lasagna process. Only the initial stages are
applicable for Spaghetti processes. Figure 14.5 shows the most relevant part of the
L∗ life-cycle model. Note that Stage 4 has been removed because operational sup-
port is impossible for the processes just described. To enable history-based predic-
tions and recommendations it is essential to first make the “Spaghetti-like” process
more “Lasagna-like”. In fact, Stage 3 will also be too ambitious for most Spaghetti
processes. It is always possible to generate process models as shown in Figs. 14.1
and 14.4 (Stage 2). Moreover, it is also possible to view dotted charts, create so-
cial networks, etc. However, it is very unlikely that all of these can be folded into a
meaningful comprehensive process model as the basis (the control-flow discovered)
is too weak.
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In Sect. 6.4 we discussed the challenges related to process mining. They are of
particular relevance when dealing with Spaghetti processes. Event logs do not con-
tain negative examples, i.e., only positive example behavior is given. The fact that
something does not happen in an event log does not mean that it cannot happen.
For example, Fig. 14.4 is based on an event log in which almost all cases follow a
unique path (the 208 cases generate 203 different traces). Therefore, the discovery
algorithm needs to generalize. For more complex processes, i.e., processes that are
large and that allow for many behaviors, the event log is typically far from complete
(cf. Sect. 6.4.2). To further complicate matters, there may be noisy behavior, i.e.,
infrequent behavior that the user is not interested in. Because of these complica-
tions, a discovery algorithm needs to carefully balance the four quality dimensions
introduced earlier: fitness, simplicity, precision, and generalization (see Fig. 6.22).
The process models shown in Figs. 14.1 and 14.4 illustrate the relevance of these
considerations. For the characteristics of the different process discovery algorithms
we refer to Part III of this book. Here, we only stress the importance of carefully
filtering the event log before discovery.

Let us first consider the filtering of activities based on their characteristics, e.g.,
absolute or relative frequency. Figure 14.6(a) shows a filtering plug-in selecting all
activities that occurred in at least 5% of all cases. This ProM 5.2 plug-in is ap-
plied to the event log used to construct Fig. 14.1, i.e., activities that do not appear
frequently are removed from the event log. As a result, the process model will be
simpler as fewer activities are included. Figure 14.6(b) shows a filtering plug-in in
ProM 6 applied to the event log used to construct Fig. 14.4. In this case the top 80%
of activities are included; all other activities are removed from the log. The effect of
filtering is shown in Fig. 14.6(c). This C-net was obtained by selecting all activities
that occur in at least 50% of all cases handled by the housing agency. A compari-
son of the process model obtained using the original event log (Fig. 14.4) with the
process model obtained using the filtered event log (Fig. 14.6(c)), demonstrates the
effect of filtering. The discovered model shows only 28 of the 74 activities appearing
in the event log of the housing agency.

In principle, any model can be made as simple as desired by simply abstracting
from infrequent activities. In the extreme case, the model contains only the most fre-
quent activity. Such a model is not very useful. However, it shows that filtering can
be used to seamlessly simplify models. Interestingly, it is sometimes useful to also
abstract from very frequent activities that are interleaved with other activities (e.g.,
some system action executed after every update). These clutter the diagram while
being less relevant. Note that there may be multiple criteria for selecting/removing
activities (e.g., average costs, duration, and risks).

Besides the simple activity-based filtering illustrated by Fig. 14.6 there are more
advanced types of filtering that transform low-level patterns into activities [77].
Moreover, the cases in the log can be partitioned in homogeneous groups as shown
in [13, 62, 78]. The basic idea is that one does not try to make one large and com-
plex model for all cases, but simpler models for selected groups of cases. Here, one
can use the classical clustering techniques described in Sect. 4.3 and adapt them for
process mining. To apply these techniques, feature extraction is needed to describe
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Fig. 14.6 Filtering the event log before process discovery: (a) selecting activities that occur for at
least 5% of all 2765 patients, (b) selecting the top 80% of the 74 activities conducted by employees
of the housing agency, (c) C-net discovered based on a filtered log (the event log of the housing
agency after removing the activities occurring for less than 50% of the units)

cases in terms of a vector of variables (the features). By using a hierarchical clus-
tering technique as shown in Fig. 14.7, one can view the same process at multiple
levels. Cutting the dendrogram close to the root results in a few more complex mod-
els. Cutting the dendrogram closer to the leaves of the tree results in many simple
models.

In the next chapter, we describe an alternative way to simplify process models.
In contrast to filtering, simplification and abstraction techniques are directly applied
to the process graph. This so-called fuzzy mining approach views process models
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Fig. 14.7 Hierarchical clustering applied to heterogeneous event logs. The whole event log is
partitioned into smaller, more homogeneous, event logs. This process is repeated until it is possible
to create a “simple model” for each of the smaller logs. The resulting dendrogram can be cut closer
to the root or closer to the leaves. This reflects the trade-off between the simplicity of models and
the number of models

as if they are geographic maps (e.g., road maps or hiking maps). Depending on the
map, insignificant roads and cities can be removed and streets and suburbs can be
amalgamated into bigger structures. Figure 14.8 shows the effect this approach on
the event log of the housing agency (i.e., the log used to construct the model in
Fig. 14.4). Section 15.1.3 will elaborate further on the cartography metaphor used
by the fuzzy mining approach.

14.3 Applications

In the previous chapter, we provided a systematic overview of the different sectors,
industries, and functional areas where process mining can be used. In this section,
we briefly revisit this overview for Spaghetti processes. Moreover, we give some
pointers to case studies describing the analysis of highly unstructured processes.

14.3.1 Process Mining Opportunities for Spaghetti Processes

Many of the use cases presented in Sect. 13.2 also apply to Spaghetti processes.
However, the “stakes are higher”; it will take more time to thoroughly analyze the
process, but the potential gains are typically also more substantial.

Figure 14.9 highlights the functional areas where typically Spaghetti processes
can be found.

Processes in Product development tend to be rather unstructured because they
are low frequent (compared to production processes) and rely on creativity and
problem-solving capabilities. For example, we have been mining event logs from
Software Configuration Management (SCM) systems such as CVS and Subversion.
In addition to managing the artifacts created by software engineers, these systems
also collect and store information on the software development process to answer
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Fig. 14.8 Fuzzy mining applied to the event log of the housing agency. The cartography metaphor
is used to support seamless abstraction and generalization. Both models provide a view on the same
process. In the right model infrequent activities have been removed or amalgamated into cluster
nodes. Moreover, infrequent arcs are removed based on the selected threshold

Fig. 14.9 Overview of the
different functional areas in a
typical organization.
Spaghetti processes are
typically encountered in
product development, service,
resource management, and
sales/CRM

questions such as “Who created, accessed, or changed which documents?”, “When
was a particular task completed?”, etc. Process discovery efforts using the event logs
of SCM systems as input typically reveal Spaghetti-like processes as shown before.

Figure 14.9 indicates that one can also find Spaghetti processes in the functional
area Service. An interesting development is that more and more products are mon-
itored while being used in their natural habitat, e.g., modern high-end copiers, ex-
pensive medical devices, and critical production facilities collect event logs and can
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be observed remotely. Later, we will show that ASML and Philips Healthcare al-
ready monitor the systems they manufacture. In the future, manufacturers will start
monitoring also less expensive goods, e.g., cars, consumer electronics, and heating
systems will be connected to the Internet for a variety of reasons. Manufacturers
would like to know how their products are used, when they malfunction, and how to
repair them.

Resource management and Sales/CRM are two functional areas where a mixture
of Spaghetti and Lasagna processes can be encountered (cf. Sect. 13.4.1).

One can come across Spaghetti processes in all sectors and industries mentioned
in Sect. 13.4.2. However, processes in the tertiary sector tend to be less structured
than processes in the other two sectors. For instance, as is illustrated by Fig. 14.1, the
healthcare industry is notorious in this respect. In general one can say that processes
driven by humans that can operate in an autonomous manner are less structured.
Situations, in which expertise, intuition, and creativity are important, stimulate self-
government. Doctors in hospitals and engineers in large construction projects of-
ten need to deal with one-of-a-kind problems. Consumers that are using products
also operate in an autonomous manner. Consider, for example, a television that
can be monitored remotely to learn how it is used and when it malfunctions. Some
users will watch television the whole day and constantly switch channels whereas
other users only watch the news at 8 pm and then switch off the television. Self-
directed behavior of consumers and professionals typically results in Spaghetti-like
processes.

As mentioned earlier, Spaghetti processes are interesting from the viewpoint of
process mining. First of all, it is interesting to learn from the amazing capabilities
of humans to deal with complex unstructured problems. When automating parts of
the process it is important to understand why processes are unstructured to avoid
building counter-productive and inflexible information systems. Second, Spaghetti
processes have the largest improvement potential. They are more difficult to analyze,
but the prospective rewards are also higher.

14.3.2 Examples of Spaghetti Processes

We have encountered Spaghetti processes in a variety of organizations. In Chap. 13,
we already mentioned several organizations where we applied process mining. In
this section, we give three additional examples: ASML, Philips Healthcare, and
AMC. The goal is not to describe the processes of these organizations in detail,
but to provide pointers to applications of process mining in Spaghetti-like environ-
ments.

14.3.2.1 ASML

ASML is the world’s leading manufacturer of chip-making equipment and a key
supplier to the chip industry. ASML designs, develops, integrates and services ad-
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vanced systems to produce semiconductors. Process mining has been used to ana-
lyze the test process of wafer scanners in ASML [123].

Wafer scanners are complex machines consisting of many building blocks. They
use a photographic process to image nanometric circuit patterns onto a silicon wafer.
Because of competition and fast innovation, the time-to-market is very important
and every new generation of wafer scanners is balancing on the border of what is
technologically possible. As a result, the testing of manufactured wafer scanners is
an important, but also time-consuming, process. Every wafer scanner is tested in
the factory of ASML. When it passes all tests, the wafer scanner is disassembled
and shipped to the customer where the system is re-assembled. At the customer’s
site, the wafer scanner is tested again. Testing is time-consuming and takes several
weeks on both sites. Since time-to-market is very important, ASML is constantly
looking for ways to reduce the time needed to test wafer scanners.

Figure 14.10 shows that the testing of wafer scanners is indeed a Spaghetti pro-
cess [123]. The model was discovered based on an event log containing 154,966
events. The event log contained information about 24 carefully chosen wafer scan-
ners (same type, same circumstances, and having complete logs). The number of
events per case (i.e., the length of the executed test sequence) in this event log ranges
from 2820 to 16250 events. There are 360 different activities, all identified by four-
letter test codes. Each instance of these 360 activities has a start event and complete
event. Figure 14.10 is based on just the complete events.

ASML also had a so-called reference model describing the way that machines
should be tested. This reference model is at the level of job steps rather than test
codes. However, ASML maintains a mapping from the lower level codes to these
higher level activities. Comparing the reference model and our discovered model
(both at the job step and test code level) revealed interesting differences. Moreover,
using ProM’s conformance checker we could show that the average fitness was only
fitness(L,N)= 0.375, i.e., less than half of the events can be explained by the model
(Sect. 8.2). When replaying, we discovered many activities that had occurred but
that should not have happened according to the reference model and activities that
should have happened but did not.

Both the discovered process models and the results of conformance checking
showed that process mining can provide new insights that can be used to improve
the management of complex Spaghetti-like processes. We refer to [123] for more
details.

14.3.2.2 Philips Healthcare

Philips Healthcare is one of the leading manufacturers of medical devices, offering
diagnosing imaging systems, healthcare information technology solutions, patient
monitoring systems, and cardiac devices. Like ASML, Philips Healthcare is devel-
oping complex high-tech machines that record massive amounts of events. Since
2007 there has been an ongoing effort to analyze the event logs of these machines
using process mining.
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Fig. 14.10 Process model
discovered for ASML’s test
process
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Philips Remote Services (PRS) is a system for the active monitoring of systems
via the Internet. PRS has been established to deliver remote technical support, moni-
toring, diagnostics, application assistance, and other added value services. Low level
events (e.g., pushing a button, changing the dosage) are recorded by the machine
and subsequently sent to Philips via PRS. Using the Remote Analysis, Diagnostics
And Reporting (RADAR) system, event logs are converted into an XML format and
stored in the internal database of RADAR. Subsequently the collected event data are
translated into MXML files to enable process mining.

Process mining has been applied extensively to the event logs generated by Allura
Xper systems. These are X-ray systems designed to diagnose and possibly assist in
the treatment of all kinds of diseases, like heart or lung diseases, by generating
images of the internal body. These systems record three types of events:

• User messages. When a message is shown to the user (e.g., “Geometry restart-
ing”) this is recorded in the event log.

• Commands. Both users and system components can invoke commands. These are
all recorded. Commands typically have various parameters (e.g., voltage values).

• Warnings and errors. Whenever a problem occurs (or is anticipated) an event is
recorded.

Each event has a timestamp and contains information about the component that
generated the event.

It is possible to analyze the processes in Allura Xper systems from various an-
gles. The concept of a “case” (i.e., process instance) may refer to a machine, a ma-
chine day, the execution of a particular procedure, the repair of a machine, etc.
Figure 14.11 shows an example taken from [67]. Processes discovered for these
systems tend to be Spaghetti-like. To simplify diagnosis, the log is often prepro-
cessed as discussed in [77–79]. Moreover, fuzzy mining, as illustrated by Fig. 14.8,
is used to further simplify the model [67].

Mining processes from the event logs generated by Allura Xper systems is very
challenging. The machines consist of many components and can be used in many
different ways. Moreover, logging is rather low-level and changes with every new
version. Nevertheless, there are various opportunities for process and system im-
provements using process mining. These are listed below. Note that opportunities
also apply to other types of systems that are monitored remotely.

• Process mining provides insight into how systems are actually used. This is in-
teresting from a marketing point of view. For example, if a feature is rarely used,
then this may trigger additional after sales activities. It is also possible that, based
on process mining results, the feature is removed or adapted in future systems.

• Testing can be improved by constructing test scenarios based on the actual use of
the machines. For instance, for medical equipment it is essential to prove that the
system was tested under realistic circumstances.

• Process mining can be used to improve the reliability of next generations of sys-
tems. Better systems can be designed by understanding why and when systems
malfunction.
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Fig. 14.11 Screenshot of a discovered process model for fluoroscopy runs in the context of the
so-called “left coronary procedure” inside Allura Xper systems distributed all over the globe

• Process mining can also be used for fault diagnosis. By learning from earlier
problems, it is possible to find the root cause for new problems that emerge. For
example, we have analyzed under which circumstances particular components
are replaced. This resulted in a set of signatures. When a malfunctioning X-ray
machine exhibits a particular “signature” behavior, the service engineer knows
what component to replace.

• Historic information can also be used to predict future problems. For instance, it
is possible to anticipate that an X-ray tube is about to fail. Hence, the tube can be
replaced before the machine starts to malfunction.

These examples show the potential of remote diagnostics based on process mining.

14.3.2.3 AMC Hospital

Hospitals are particularly interesting from a process mining point of view. By law,
hospitals need to record more and more data in a systematic manner and all event
data are connected to patients. Therefore, it is relatively straightforward to corre-
late events. For example, by Dutch law all hospitals need to record the diagnostic
and treatment steps at the level of individual patients in order to receive payments.
This so-called “Diagnose Behandeling Combinatie” (DBC) forces Dutch hospitals
to record all kinds of events. There is also consensus that processes in hospitals
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Fig. 14.12 Another Spaghetti process. The model is based on a group of 627 gynecological on-
cology patients. The event log contains 24331 events referring to 376 different activities

can be improved. Unlike most other domains, operational care processes are not
tightly controlled by management. This, combined with the intrinsic variability of
care processes, results in Spaghetti.

Some think that care processes in hospitals can be improved by simple principles
from operations management or by introducing workflow technology. Process mod-
els such as the one shown in Fig. 14.1 demonstrate that this is not case. One needs
to better understand the variability, before suggesting solutions.

We conducted several process mining experiments based on event data of the
AMC hospital in Amsterdam [95]. Together with people of the AMC we have been
investigating the introduction of workflow technology in this large academic hospi-
tal. This revealed many limitations of existing WFM/BPM systems when it comes
to care processes. The variability in these processes is larger than in most other do-
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Fig. 14.13 Social network showing handovers between different organizational units of the AMC
hospital

mains. This imposes unique requirements with respect to flexibility. Moreover, care
processes combine flow oriented tasks with scheduled tasks [96]. As a result, con-
ventional workflow technology is not applicable and a better understanding of the
processes is needed.

Figure 14.12 shows an example of a process model constructed for the AMC hos-
pital. The model was discovered based on event data of a group of 627 gynecological
oncology patients treated in 2005 and 2006. All diagnostic and treatment activities
have been recorded for these patients. Clearly, this is a Spaghetti process. However,
as shown in [95] it is possible to create simple models for homogeneous groups
of patients using the hierarchical clustering technique illustrated by Fig. 14.7. The
same event log also contained information about resources. For instance, Fig. 14.13
shows a social network based on this log. As in earlier examples, the social network
is based on handovers of work. However, now we do not look at individuals but at
the level of organizational units. Figure 14.13 can be used to analyze the flow of
work between different departments of the AMC hospital. For example, the social
network reveals that most handovers take place between the gynecology department
and the general clinical lab.

Experiences with process mining in several hospitals revealed important chal-
lenges when applying this new technology. The databases of hospitals contain lots
of event data. Since any event can be linked to a patient, correlation is easy. However,
for many events only the date (“31-12-2010”) is known and not the exact timestamp
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(“31-12-2010:11.52”). Therefore, it may be impossible to deduce the order in which
events took place. Another problem is related to the trade-off illustrated by the den-
drogram in Fig. 14.7. The process model for a large group of patients is typically
Spaghetti-like as illustrated by Fig. 14.12. It is possible to create simpler models by
looking at smaller homogeneous groups of patients. However, the drawback is that
often the number of cases per group gets rather small. If there are only few cases in
such a homogeneous group, the result is not very reliable. Only for homogeneous
groups with more cases, the result is more trustworthy.

Despite these challenges, process mining provides a “mirror” for managers, doc-
tors, and IT specialists in hospitals. To improve care-flows and to provide better IT
support, it is essential to face the inherent complexity of these Spaghetti processes.
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The final part of this book reflects on the relevance and positioning of process min-
ing. Chapter 15 relates process mining to cartography and navigation. Limitations
of traditional process models are revealed by studying the features of geographic
maps. Many of these limitations can (and should) be addressed by process mining
techniques. Moreover, navigation systems and mashups based on Google Maps il-
lustrate how process maps can be actively used at run-time. Chapter 16 concludes
this book by summarizing the benefits of process mining and listing challenges that
need to be addressed to make process mining even more applicable.



Chapter 15
Cartography and Navigation

Process models can be seen as the “maps” describing the operational processes of
organizations. Similarly, information systems can be looked at as “navigation sys-
tems” guiding the flow of work in organizations. Unfortunately, many organiza-
tions fail in creating and maintaining accurate business process maps. Often process
models are outdated and have little to do with reality. Moreover, most information
systems fail to provide the functionality offered by today’s navigation systems. For
instance, workers are not guided by the information system and need to work be-
hind the system’s back to get things done. Moreover, useful information such as the
“estimated arrival time” of a running case is not provided. Process mining can help
to overcome some of these problems.

15.1 Business Process Maps

The first geographical maps date back to the 7th Millennium BC. Since then car-
tographers have improved their skills and techniques to create maps thereby ad-
dressing problems such as clearly representing desired traits, eliminating irrelevant
details, reducing complexity, and improving understandability. Today, most geo-
graphic maps are digital and of high quality. This has fueled innovative applications
of cartography as is illustrated by modern car navigation systems (e.g., TomTom,
Garmin, and Navigon), Google Maps, mashups using geo-tagging, etc. There are
thousands of mashups using Google Maps, e.g., applications projecting information
about traffic conditions, real estate, fastfood restaurants, or movie showtimes onto
a selected map. People can seamlessly zoom in and out using such maps and inter-
act with it, e.g., traffic jams are projected onto the map and the user can select a
particular problem to see details.

Process models can be seen as the “business process maps” describing the op-
erational processes of organizations [138]. Unfortunately, accurate business process
maps are typically missing. Process models tend to be outdated and not aligned
with reality. Moreover, unlike geographic maps, process models are typically not
well understood by end users.
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As indicated in Sect. 10.1.1, we suggest adopting ideas from cartography. In the
remainder of this section, we discuss ways of improving process models inspired
by cartographic techniques. Some of these ideas are already supported by existing
process mining techniques, others point to further innovations.

15.1.1 Map Quality

Geographical maps are typically of high quality compared to business process maps.
For example, the maps used by navigation systems are very accurate, e.g., when
driving from Amsterdam to Rome relatively few discrepancies between reality and
the map will be encountered.

Process models tend to provide an idealized view on the business process that
is modeled. Imagine that road maps would view the real highway system through
similar rose-tinted glasses, e.g., showing a road that is not there but that should have
been there. This would be unacceptable. However, these are the kind of business
process maps used in many organizations. Such a “PowerPoint reality” limits the
use and trustworthiness of process models.

In Chap. 8 we showed various conformance checking techniques that can be used
as a “reality check” for business process maps. For instance, using replay the fitness
of a process model and an event log can be determined. We encountered many real-
life processes in which the fitness of the model and the log is less than 0.4. This
implies that less than 40% of the behavior seen in reality fits into the model.

Some will argue that road maps are easier to maintain than process models, be-
cause a road system evolves at a much slower pace than a typical business process.
This is indeed the case. However, this makes it even more important to have accurate
up-to-date business process maps!

Besides differences in quality, there are also huge differences in understandabil-
ity. Most people will intuitively understand geographical maps while having prob-
lems understanding process models. The dynamic nature of processes makes things
more complicated (cf. workflow patterns [155, 191]). Therefore, the perceived com-
plexity is partly unavoidable. Nevertheless, ideas from cartography can help to im-
prove the understandability of process models.

15.1.2 Aggregation and Abstraction

Figure 15.1 shows a map. The map abstracts from less significant roads and cities.
Roads that are less important are not shown. A cut-off criterion could be based
on the average number of cars using the road per day. Similarly, the number of
citizens could be used as a cut-off criterion for cities. For example, in Fig. 15.1
cities of less than 50,000 inhabitants are abstracted from. Maps also aggregate local
roads and local districts (neighborhoods, suburbs, centers, etc.) into bigger entities.
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Fig. 15.1 Road map of The Netherlands. The map abstracts from smaller cities and less significant
roads; only the bigger cities, highways, and other important roads are shown. Moreover, cities
aggregate local roads and local districts

Figure 15.1, for instance, shows Eindhoven as a single dot while it consists of many
roads, various districts (Strijp, Gestel, Woensel, Gestel, etc.), and neighboring cities
(e.g., Veldhoven). People interested in Eindhoven can look at a city map to see more
details.

Process models also need to abstract from less significant things. Activities can
be removed if they are less frequent, e.g., activities that occur in less than 20% of
completed cases are abstracted from. Also time and costs can be taken into account,
e.g., activities that account for less than 8% of the total service time are removed
unless the associated costs are more than € 50,000.

Aggregation is important for process mining because many event logs contain
low-level events that need to be aggregated into more meaningful activities. In [77] it
is shown how frequent low-level patterns can be identified and aggregated. Suppose
that x = {〈a, b, c〉, 〈a, b, b, c〉}, y = {〈a, d, e, c〉, 〈a, e, d, c〉}, and z = {〈d, d, d, a〉}
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Fig. 15.2 A low-level trace is mapped onto a trace at a higher level of abstraction, e.g., the subse-
quence 〈d, d, d, a〉 is mapped onto z

are frequent low-level patterns that represent meaningful activities, e.g., the low-
level subsequences a, b, c and a, b, b, c are possible manifestations of activity x.
Now consider the low-level trace σ = 〈d, d, d, a, a, b, b, c, a, d, e, c, a, b, c〉. This
trace can be rewritten into σ ′ = 〈z, x, y, x〉 showing the aggregated behavior (see
Fig. 15.2). By preprocessing the event log in this way, it is possible to discover a
simpler process model. Filtering, as described in Sect. 14.2, can be seen as another
form of preprocessing. It is also possible to apply aggregation directly to the graph
structure (see fuzzy mining [66] and Sects. 14.2 and 15.1.3).

Aggregation introduces multiple levels. For each aggregate node a kind of “city
map” can be constructed showing the detailed low-level behavior. In principle there
can be any number of levels, cf. country maps, state maps, city maps, district maps,
etc.

15.1.3 Seamless Zoom

There may be different geographic maps of the same area using different scales.
Moreover, using electronic maps it is possible to seamlessly zoom in and out. Note
that, while zooming out, insignificant things are either left out or dynamically clus-
tered into aggregate shapes (e.g., streets and suburbs amalgamate into cities). Nav-
igation systems and applications such as Google Maps provide such a seamless
zoom. Traditionally, process models are static, e.g., it is impossible to seamlessly
zoom in to see part of the process in more detail. To deal with larger processes,
typically a static hierarchical decomposition is used. In such a hierarchy, a process
is composed of subprocesses, and in turn these subprocesses may be composed of
smaller subprocesses.

Consider, for example, the WF-net shown in Fig. 15.3. The WF-net consists of
atomic activities (a, b, . . . , l) partitioned over three subprocesses x, y, and z. The
overall process is composed of these three subprocesses. Figure 15.4 shows the top-
level view of this composition. The semantics of such a hierarchical decomposition
is the “flattened” model, i.e., subprocesses at the higher level are recursively re-
placed by their inside structure until one large flat process model remains (in our
example there are only two levels).

Figures 15.3 and 15.4 show the limitations of hierarchical decomposition. At the
highest level one needs to be aware of all interactions at the lower levels. The rea-
son is that higher levels in the decomposition need to be consistent with the lower
levels, e.g., because there is a connection between activity l and activity b at the
lower level, there also needs to be a connection between z and x at the higher level.
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Fig. 15.3 A WF-net consisting of 12 atomic activities partitioned over three subprocesses x, y,
and z. The average frequency of each activity is shown. For instance, activity h is executed for
60% of the cases

Fig. 15.4 Top-level view on
the hierarchical WF-net
shown in Fig. 15.3

This is not only the case for WF-nets, but holds for the hierarchy constructs in other
languages such as BPMN, YAWL and EPCs. From a design point of view, hierar-
chical decomposition makes perfect sense. When designing a system it is important
to ensure consistency between different levels and the possibility to “flatten” models
provides clear execution semantics.

However, when viewing a process model it is important to be able to zoom out
to see fewer details and zoom in to see more details. This implies that the view is
not static, i.e., activities should not be statically bound to a particular level chosen
at design time. Moreover, when abstracting from infrequent low-level behavior the
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Fig. 15.5 The process specified by the WF-net of Fig. 15.3 viewed at different levels of abstrac-
tion. An activity and its corresponding connections are removed if the transition is less frequent
than the threshold. Both the atomic view (left) and the aggregate view (right) are shown for four
threshold values (0.3, 0.4, 0.6, and 1.0)

corresponding connections at higher levels should also be removed. For instance,
if activity l is very infrequent, it is not sufficient to hide it at a lower level: the
connection between z and x (i.e., place p5) should also be removed.

Figure 15.5 illustrates how processes can be viewed while taking into account
the frequencies of activities. As shown in Fig. 15.3, activities a, e, f , i, and j have
a frequency of 1, i.e., they are executed once for each case. Activities h and k are
executed for 60% of the cases, and activities b, g, and l are executed for 40% of
the cases. Activities c and d are least frequent and are executed for only 30% of
the cases. Assume that we would like to seamlessly simplify the model by progres-
sively leaving out more activities based on their frequencies. Figure 15.5 shows four
different levels. Here, we abstract from the detailed process logic and only show ac-
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tivities and their connections. Moreover, we show the intensity of connections by
proportionally varying the width of the arcs. If the threshold is set to 0.3, then all
activities are included. When the threshold is increased to 0.4, then activities c and
d and their connections disappear. When the threshold is increased to 0.6, also ac-
tivities b, g, and l and their connections disappear. If the threshold is set to 1, then
only the most frequent activities are included. The left-hand side of Fig. 15.5 shows
atomic activities and their relations. The right-hand side of the figure shows the
connections if we assume that the activities are aggregated as shown in the original
WF-net (cf. Fig. 15.3). It is important to note that the connection between z and x

disappears when the threshold is higher than 0.4. If we abstract from the infrequent
activities b and l, then we should also remove this connection. For the same reason
the connection between z and y is not shown when the threshold is set to 1.

Figure 15.5 shows how one can seamlessly zoom in and zoom out to show more
or less detail. This is very different from providing a static hierarchical decompo-
sition and showing a particular level in the hierarchy as is done by the graphical
editors of BPM systems, WFM systems, simulation tools, business process model-
ing tools, etc.

Thus far we assumed a static partitioning of atomic activities over three subpro-
cesses. Depending on the desired view this partitioning may change. To illustrate
this, we use an example event log consisting of 100 cases and 3730 events. This
event log contains events related to the reviewing process of journal papers. Each
paper is sent to three different reviewers. The reviewers are invited to write a report.
However, reviewers often do not respond. As a result it is not always possible to
make a decision after a first round of reviewing. If there are not enough reports, then
additional reviewers are invited. This process is repeated until a final decision can
be made (accept or reject). Figure 15.6 shows the process model discovered by the
α-algorithm.

The α-algorithm does not allow for seamlessly zooming in and out. One would
need to filter out infrequent activities from the log and subsequently apply the α-
algorithm to different event logs. The Fuzzy Miner of ProM allows for seamlessly
zooming in and out as is shown in Fig. 15.7 [65, 66]. The three fuzzy models
shown in Fig. 15.7 are all based on the event log also used by the α-algorithm. Fig-
ure 15.7(a) shows the most detailed view. All activities are included. The color and
width of the connections indicate their significance (like in Fig. 15.5). Figure 15.7(b)
shows the most abstract view. The decision activity is typically executed multiple
times per paper. Therefore, it is most frequent. The other 18 activities are partitioned
over 4 so-called cluster nodes. Each cluster node aggregates multiple atomic activ-
ities. Using a threshold similar to the one used in Fig. 15.5, the Fuzzy Miner can
seamlessly show more or less details. Figure 15.7(c) shows a model obtained using
an intermediate threshold value. The top-level model shows the six most frequent
activities. The other activities can be found in the three cluster nodes. Figure 15.7(d)
shows the inner structure of an aggregate node consisting of 10 atomic activities.
Note that the inner structure of an aggregate node shows the connections to nodes
at the higher level.
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Fig. 15.6 WF-net discovered using the α-algorithm plug-in of ProM. An event log consisting of
100 cases and 3730 events was used to create the model. All activities are shown in the discovered
model

When zooming out using Google maps, less significant elements are either left
out or dynamically clustered into aggregate shapes. For example, streets and sub-
urbs amalgamate into cities. This is similar to the zoom functionality provided by
ProM’s Fuzzy Miner as was demonstrated using Fig. 15.7. Note that in this particu-
lar example activities are aggregated and not removed. The Fuzzy Miner has many
parameters that allow the user to influence the resulting model. Using different set-
tings of these parameters it is also possible to abstract from activities (i.e., remove
them) rather than aggregating them. Activities can also be removed by filtering the
event log before applying a discovery algorithm (see Sect. 14.2).

15.1.4 Size, Color, and Layout

Cartographers not only eliminate irrelevant details, but also use colors to highlight
important features. For instance, the map shown in Fig. 15.1 emphasizes the im-
portance of highways using the color red. Moreover, graphical elements have a par-
ticular size to indicate their significance, e.g., the sizes of lines and dots may vary.
For instance, in Fig. 15.1 the size of a city name is proportional to the number of
citizens, e.g., Zaanstad is clearly smaller than Amsterdam. Geographical maps also
have a clear interpretation of the x-axis and y-axis, i.e., the layout of a map is not
arbitrary as the coordinates of elements have a meaning.
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Fig. 15.7 Three business process maps obtained using ProM’s Fuzzy Miner. The most detailed
fuzzy model (a) shows all activities. The least detailed fuzzy model (b) shows only two activities;
all other activities are aggregated into so-called “cluster nodes”. The third fuzzy model (c) shows
six activities. For one of the aggregate nodes, the inner structure is shown (d)
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All of this is in stark contrast with mainstream process models. The x-axis and
y-axis of a process model have no meaning, e.g., the layout of the WF-net shown
in Fig. 15.6 was generated automatically without assigning any semantics to the
positions of activities. Although modeling tools allow for using colors, the color
typically has no semantics. The different types of model elements (e.g., activities,
gateways, events, connectors, and places) typically have a default color. Moreover,
the size of a model element also has no semantics. Typically all elements of a par-
ticular type have the same size.

Because size, color, and layout are not employed when creating business process
maps, the result is less intuitive and less informative. However, ideas from cartogra-
phy can easily be incorporated in the construction of business process maps. Some
examples:

• The size of an activity can reflect its frequency or some other property indicating
its significance (e.g., costs or resource use).

• The color of an activity can reflect the mean service time of the activity. For
example, activities that take longer than average are colored red whereas short
running activities are colored green.

• The width of an arc can reflect the importance of the corresponding causal de-
pendency.

• The coloring of arcs can be used to highlight bottlenecks.
• The positioning of activities can have a well-defined meaning. Similar to swim-

lanes the y-axis could reflect the role associated to an activity. Similar to a Gantt
chart, the x-axis could reflect some temporal aspect.

It is important to use these conventions in a consistent manner across different maps.

15.1.5 Customization

The same geographic area is typically covered by many different maps. There are
different maps depending on the type of activity they intend to support, e.g., bicy-
cle maps, hiking maps, and road maps. Obviously, these maps use different scales.
However, there are more differences. For instance, a bicycle map shows bicycle
paths that are not shown on motorists’ map.

Figure 15.7 illustrates that multiple views can be created for the same reality
captured in an event log. In earlier chapters we already showed that there is no such
thing as the process model describing a process. Depending on the questions one
seeks to answer, a customized process model needs to be created. In Sect. 6.4.4, we
referred to this as taking a “2-D slice of a 3-D reality”. The same process can be
viewed from different angles and at different levels of granularity. For noisy event
logs one may prefer to focus on just the main behavior or also include less frequent
behavior. For example, from an auditing point of view the low frequent behavior
may be most interesting.
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15.2 Process Mining: TomTom for Business Processes?

After comparing geographic maps with business process maps, we now explore the
analogy between navigation systems and information systems. Section 10.1.3 al-
ready mentioned navigation activities in the context of the refined process mining
framework (cf. Fig. 10.1) By establishing a close connection between business pro-
cess maps and the actual behavior recorded in event logs, it is possible to realize
TomTom-like functionality. Analogous to TomTom’s navigation devices, process
mining tools can help end users (a) by navigating through processes, (b) by project-
ing dynamic information on process maps (e.g., showing “traffic jams” in business
processes), and (c) by providing predictions regarding running cases (e.g., estimat-
ing the “arrival time” of a case that is delayed) [138].

15.2.1 Projecting Dynamic Information on Business Process Maps

The navigation systems of TomTom can be equipped with so-called “LIVE ser-
vices” (cf. www.tomtom.com) showing traffic jams, mobile speed cameras, weather
conditions, etc. This information is projected onto the map using current data.

In Chap. 9, we showed that a tight coupling between an event log and a process
model can be used to extend process models with additional perspectives, e.g., high-
lighting bottlenecks, showing decision rules, and relating the process model to or-
ganizational entities. The same coupling can also be used to visualize “pre mortem”
event data. Information about the current state of running cases can be projected
onto the process model.

The idea is analogous to mashups using geo-tagging (e.g., Panoramio, Hous-
ingMaps, Funda, and Flickr). Many of these mashups use Google Maps. Consider,
for example, the map shown in Fig. 15.8. Prospective customers can visit the site of
Funda to look for a house that meets particular criteria. Information about houses
that are for sale are projected onto a map. Figure 15.8 shows the houses that are
for sale in Hapert. Figure 15.9 shows another example. Now the map shows traf-
fic jams. Both maps are dynamic, i.e., the information projected onto these maps
changes continuously.

Both historic and current event data can be used to “breathe life” into otherwise
static business process maps. Similar to the visualization of traffic jams in Fig. 15.9,
“traffic” in business processes can be visualized. Besides process maps, one can
also think of other maps to project information on. Consider, for example, the so-
cial networks shown in Figs. 9.6 and 9.7. Work items waiting to be handled can be
projected onto these models, e.g., cases that are waiting for a decision by a manager
are projected onto the manager role. Some work items also have a geographic com-
ponent, e.g., a field service engineer could be provided with a map like the one in
Fig. 15.8 showing the devices that need maintenance. It is also possible to project
work items onto maps with a temporal dimension (Gantt charts, agendas, etc.). For
instance, a surgeon could view scheduled operations in his agenda. Hence, a variety
of maps covering different perspectives can be used to visualize event related data.

www.tomtom.com
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Fig. 15.8 Funda allows users to view maps with houses for sale that meet particular criteria, e.g.,
constraints related to size, volume, and pricing. The map shows the 53 houses for sale in the Dutch
town Hapert

Fig. 15.9 Road map showing traffic jams: the car icons indicate problem spots and congested
roads are highlighted. Modern navigation systems show such maps and, based on real-time traffic
information, alternative routes are suggested to avoid bottlenecks

The YAWL system [41, 150] provides a visualization framework able to map
pending work items and resources onto various maps, e.g., geographic maps, pro-
cess maps, and organizational maps. YAWL also defines various distance notions
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Fig. 15.10 The fuzzy model discovered earlier (cf. Fig. 15.7(a)) is used to replay the event log.
The animation reveals the problem that many reviewers do not provide a report in time. As a result
the editor of the journal cannot make a final decision and needs to invite additional reviewers.
There is long queue of work items waiting for a decision and many pending invitations

based on these maps, for instance, a field service engineer can see the work items
closest or most urgent.

From business process maps to business process movies
Once events in the log can be related to activities in the process model, it is
possible to replay history on a case-by-case basis. This was used for confor-
mance checking and model extension. Now we go one step further; we do not
consider an individual case but all relevant cases at the same time. Assuming
that events have a timestamp, all events in the log can be globally ordered, i.e.,
also events belonging to different cases can be sorted. After each event, the
process is in a particular global state. One can think of this state as a photo-
graph of the process. The state can be projected onto a business process map,
a geographic map, or an organizational map. Since such a photograph is avail-
able after each event, it is also possible to create a movie by simply showing
one photograph after another. Hence, it is possible to use event logs to cre-
ate a “business process movie”. Fig. 15.10 shows an example using ProM’s
Fuzzy Miner [65, 66]. The event log and the fuzzy model are converted into
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an animation. The dots visible in Fig. 15.10 are moving along the arcs and
refer to real cases. Such a business process movie provides a very convincing
means to show problems in the as-is process. Unlike simulation, the anima-
tion shows reality and people cannot dismiss the outcomes by questioning the
model. Therefore, business process movies help to expose the real problems
in an organization.

15.2.2 Arrival Time Prediction

Whereas a TomTom device is continuously showing the expected arrival time, users
of today’s information systems are often left clueless about likely outcomes of the
cases they are working on. This is surprising as many information systems gather a
lot of historic information, thus providing an excellent basis for all kinds of predic-
tions (expected completion time, likelihood of some undesirable outcome, estimated
costs, etc.). Fortunately, as shown in Sect. 10.4, event logs can be used build predic-
tive models.

The annotated transition system [164, 167] described in Sect. 10.4 can be used
to predict the remaining flow time of a running case. The transition system is con-
structed using an event log L and a state representation function lstate() or obtained
by computing the state-space of a (discovered) process model. By systematically
replaying the event log, the states are annotated with historic measurements. The
mean or median of these historic measurements can be used to make predictions for
running cases in a particular state. Each time the state of a case changes, a new pre-
diction is made for the remaining flow time. Clearly, this functionality is similar to
the prediction capabilities of a navigation device. Moreover, using different annota-
tions, other kinds of predictions can be made. For instance, the transition system can
be annotated with cost information to predict the total or remaining costs. Similarly,
the outcome of a process or occurrence of an activity can be predicted.

Alternative approaches based on regression analysis, short-term simulation, or
decision tree learning can be used to predict properties such as the remaining flow
time of a running case. This illustrates that process mining can be used to extend
information systems with predictive analytics.

15.2.3 Guidance Rather than Control

Car navigation systems provide directions and guidance without controlling the
driver. The driver is still in control, but, given a goal (e.g. to get from A to B as
fast as possible), the navigation system recommends the next action to be taken. In
Sect. 10.5 we showed that predictions can be turned into recommendations. Rec-
ommendations are given with respect to a goal, e.g., to minimize costs, to minimize
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the remaining flow time, or to maximize the likelihood of success. Such a goal is
operationalized by defining a performance indicator that needs to be minimized or
maximized. For every possible next action, the value of the performance indicator is
predicted. This information is used to rank the possible actions and thus recommend
the next step to be taken (cf. Fig. 10.12).

Recommendations based on process mining allow for systems that are flexible
but also supporting operational decision making. Today’s information systems typ-
ically do not provide a good balance between flexibility and support. The system is
either restricting people in their actions or not providing any guidance. BPM systems
offering more flexibility (e.g., case handling systems like BPM|one or declarative
workflow systems like Declare), can be extended with a recommendation service
based on process mining techniques [164].

The TomTom metaphor illustrates that many information systems lack function-
ality present in today’s navigation devices [138]. However, high-quality process
models tightly coupled to event logs enable TomTom-like functionalities such as
predicting the “arrival time” of a process instance, recommending the next activity
to be executed, and visualizing “traffic jams” in business processes.



Chapter 16
Epilogue

To conclude this book we summarize the main reasons for using process mining.
Process mining can be seen as the “missing link” between data mining and tradi-
tional model-driven BPM. Although mature process mining techniques and tools
are available, several challenges remain to further improve the applicability of the
techniques presented in the preceding chapters. Therefore, we list the most impor-
tant challenges. Finally, we encourage the reader to start using process mining today.
For organizations that store event data in some form, the threshold to get started is
really low.

16.1 Process Mining as a Bridge Between Data Mining and
Business Process Management

Process mining is an important tool for modern organizations that need to manage
non-trivial operational processes. On the one hand, there is an incredible growth of
event data. On the other hand, processes and information need to be aligned per-
fectly in order to meet requirements related to compliance, efficiency, and customer
service. The digital universe and the physical universe are amalgamating into one
universe where events are recorded as they happen and processes are guided and
controlled based on event data.

Part I of the book positioned process mining in the context of data science and in-
troduced process mining as a new technology complementing existing approaches.
The data scientist of the future needs to be able to analyze processes. This necessi-
tates the process-centric “line of attack” presented in this book.

In Part II, we presented the two main disciplines that process mining is building
on: Business Process Management (BPM) and data mining. Chapter 3 introduced
several process modeling techniques and discussed the role of process models in
the context of BPM. In Chap. 4, we introduced some of the basic data mining tech-
niques.

Classical BPM approaches use process models as static descriptions or to drive a
BPM/WFM system. If process models are just descriptive, they tend to be informal
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and of low quality (i.e., not describing reality well). If models are used to configure
a BPM/WFM system, they tend to force people to work in a particular manner. Data
mining techniques aim to describe and understand reality based on historic data.
However, most data mining techniques are not process-centric. Fortunately, process
mining provides a link between both disciplines. Like other BPM approaches, pro-
cess mining is process-centric. However, unlike most BPM approaches, it is driven
by factual event data rather than hand-made models. Hence, process mining can be
seen as a bridge between the preliminaries presented in Chaps. 3 and 4.

In Part III, we focused on the most challenging process mining task: process dis-
covery. First, we discussed the input needed for process mining (Chap. 5). Then, we
presented a very basic algorithm (Chap. 6) followed by an overview of more pow-
erful process discovery techniques (Chap. 7). Unlike basic data mining techniques
such as decision tree and association rule learning, process discovery problems are
characterized by a complex search space as is illustrated by the many workflow pat-
terns. Whereas the aim of many data mining techniques is to be able to deal with
many records or many variables, the main challenge of process discovery is to ade-
quately capture behavioral aspects.

Process mining is not limited to process discovery. In fact, process discovery is
just one of many process mining tasks. Therefore, Part IV expanded the scope of
process mining into several directions. These expansions have in common that the
event log and the process model are tightly coupled, thus allowing for new forms
of analysis and support. Chapter 8 presented various conformance checking tech-
niques. As shown in Chap. 9, the organizational perspective, the case perspective,
and the time perspective can be added to discovered process models or used to create
complementary models. Recommendations and predictions (based on a combination
of historic event data and partial traces of running cases) are examples of the opera-
tional support functionalities described in Chap. 10. Chapters 8, 9, and 10 illustrate
the breadth of the process mining spectrum.

In Part V, we shifted the focus to software, scalability, and real-life applications.
Chapter 11 elaborated on tool support for process mining. Next to ProM, it dis-
cusses 11 commercial process mining products. Chapter 12 discussed a range of
approaches to deal with extremely large data sets. In Chaps. 13 and 14, we elabo-
rated on two characteristic types of processes (“Lasagna processes” and “Spaghetti
processes”) and showed how process mining can add value.

In this last part (Part VI), we started by taking a step back and reflected on the ma-
terial presented in the preceding parts. In Chap. 15, we compared business process
models, business process analysis, and business process support with geographic
maps and navigation systems. This comparison revealed limitations of current BPM
practices and confirmed the potential of process mining to “breathe life” into process
models. Process mining provides not only a bridge between data mining and BPM;
it also helps to address the classical divide between “business” and “IT”. IT people
tend to have a technology-oriented focus with little consideration for the actual busi-
ness processes that need to be supported. People focusing on the “business-side” of
BPM are typically not interested in technological advances and the precise function-
ality of information systems. The empirical nature of process mining can bring both
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groups of people together. Evidence-based BPM based on process mining helps to
create a common ground for business process improvement and information systems
development.

Learning more about process mining
The interested reader can take the online course Process Mining: Data sci-
ence in Action based on this book and offered via Coursera. This Massive
Open Online Course (MOOC) explains the key analysis techniques in process
mining. Participants can learn various process discovery algorithms. These
are used to automatically learn process models from raw event data. Various
other process analysis techniques that use event data are presented. Moreover,
the MOOC provides easy-to-use software, real-life data sets, and practical
skills to directly apply the theory in a variety of application domains. Visit
https://www.coursera.org/course/procmin for more information on the course
and www.processmining.org for additional information.

16.2 Challenges

Existing process mining techniques and tools such as ProM are mature and can be
applied to both Lasagna and Spaghetti processes. We have applied ProM in more
than 150 organizations ranging from municipalities and hospitals to financial insti-
tutions and manufacturers of high-tech systems. Despite the applicability of process
mining there are many interesting challenges; these illustrate that process mining is
a young discipline.

Process discovery is probably the most important and most visible intellectual
challenge related to process mining. As shown, it is far from trivial to construct a
process model based on event logs that are incomplete and noisy. Unfortunately,
there are still researchers and tool vendors that assume logs to be complete and free
of noise. Although heuristic mining, genetic mining, and fuzzy mining (cf. Chap. 7)
provide case-hardened process discovery techniques, many improvements are pos-
sible to construct more intuitive 80/20 models, i.e., simple models that are able to
explain the most likely/common behavior. Recently developed inductive mining ap-
proaches seem to provide a good basis for the next generation of process discovery
techniques.

New process mining approaches should reconsider the representational bias to
be used. Many approaches use a graph-based notation allowing for models that do
not make much sense (deadlocks, disconnected parts, etc.). WF-nets, BPMN mod-
els, EPCs, etc. can represent processes that are not sound, e.g., a process having a
deadlock or an activity that can never be activated. The search space of a technique
using such a representational bias is too large. For instance, the α-algorithm can
discover WF-nets that are not sound and the heuristic miner and the genetic miner
can discover C-nets that deadlock. Approaches using process trees, in particular the

https://www.coursera.org/course/procmin
www.processmining.org
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inductive mining approaches described in Chap. 7, do not suffer from this prob-
lem. However, process trees have difficulties expressing certain process constructs
and existing techniques fail to duplicate activities when needed. Hence, there is still
room for improvement.

Another challenge is the notion of concept drift, i.e., processes change while
being observed. Existing process discovery approaches do not take such changes
into account. It is interesting to detect when processes change and to visualize such
changes.

Alignments are a powerful tool to relate modeled and observed behavior (see
Sect. 8.3). However, conformance checking is not well supported by today’s com-
mercial process mining tools. Moreover, computing alignments is very time con-
suming compared to most forms of process discovery. Hence, there is a need for
better performing conformance checking techniques.

Process mining heavily depends to the ability to extract suitable event logs. The
scope and granularity of an event log should match the questions one would like to
answer. Unfortunately, in some information systems event data are just a byproduct
for debugging or scattered over many tables. Some systems also “forget” events,
e.g., when a record is updated, the old values are simply overwritten. Earlier we
used the term business process provenance to stress the importance of recording
events in such a way that history is recorded correctly and cannot be tampered with.
Event logs should be “first-class citizens” rather than some byproduct. Data ele-
ments in event logs should have clear semantics. Therefore, developers should not
simply insert write statements without a reference to a commonly agreed-upon on-
tology. We encountered systems where parts of the logging depend on the language
setting. For example, depending on the language setting of the system, an event
attribute may have value “Off” in English, “Uit” in Dutch, or “Aus” in German. Se-
mantically, these are all the same. However, such ad-hoc logging is making analysis
more complex. Attributes of events and cases should refer to one or more ontologies
that clearly define concepts and possible attribute values. Logging formats such as
XES and SA-MXML (cf. Chap. 5) can relate event data to ontologies. However, the
challenge is to make sure that organizations actually start producing semantically
annotated event data.

Another challenge is produce process models that have a quality and understand-
ability comparable to geographic maps. As shown in Chap. 15, we can learn many
lessons from cartography.

Process mining can be used off-line and online. For off-line process mining, only
historic (“post mortem”) data is needed and no tight coupling between the process
mining software and existing enterprise information systems is needed. For online
process mining (e.g., providing predictions and recommendations), operational sup-
port capabilities need to be embedded in enterprise information systems. From a
technological point of view this may be challenging. It is difficult to embed such ad-
vanced functionality in legacy systems. Moreover, online process mining typically
requires additional computing power. It is important to overcome these challenges
as the value of operational support based on process mining is evident (cf. Chap. 10).
For example, a process model showing the current status of running cases is much
more interesting than a static process model not showing any “live data”.
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Responsible process mining
Big Data is changing the way we do business, socialize, conduct research, and
govern society. In today’s society, event data are collected about anything, at
any time, and at any place. Today’s process mining tools are able to ana-
lyze such data and can handle event logs with billions of events by exploiting
modern IT infrastructures. These amazing capabilities also imply a great re-
sponsibility. Fairness, confidentiality, accuracy and transparency should be
key concerns for any process miner. There are foundational questions related
to these concerns:

• How to avoid unfair conclusions even if they are true? Process mining
should not be misused by management. People that are deviating or that
delay the process may do this for good reasons. Management should show
an interest in “positive deviants” and not blame individuals handling the
difficult cases.

• How to answer questions without revealing secrets? Avoid the (un)intended
leakage of information, for example, by using randomization or hashing.
Most questions can be answered without revealing sensitive information.

• How to answer questions with a guaranteed level of accuracy? The curse
of dimensionality and overfitting may lead to bogus results. The process
mining tool will always return results (e.g., a model). Hence, the analyst al-
ways needs to assess and communicate the confidence level. Conformance
checking and cross-validation are key.

• How to clarify answers such that they become indisputable? Results need
to be explainable and traceable. Process mining should not be a black box,
but provide insights understandable by humans. Analysis workflows should
be reproducible by others.

It is important that process mining is done in a responsible manner. Moreover,
one should look for positive ways to ensure fairness, confidentiality, accuracy
and transparency. Simply blocking the use of event data will prevent any form
of process improvement from happening.

16.3 Start Today!

As demonstrated in this book, process mining can be brought into play for many
different purposes. Process mining can be used to diagnose the actual processes.
This is valuable because in many organizations most stakeholders lack a correct,
objective, and accurate view on important operational processes. Process mining
can subsequently be used to improve such processes. Conformance checking can be
used for auditing and compliance. By replaying the event log on a process model it
is possible to quantify and visualize deviations. Similar techniques can be used to
detect bottlenecks and build predictive models. Given the applicability of process
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mining, we hope that this book encourages the reader to start using process mining
today.

Getting example data
Lots of data sets are available via the websites such as www.processmining.
org, http://www.win.tue.nl/ieeetfpm, and http://data.3tu.nl/repository/
collection:event_logs. The last link refers to the repository of the 3TU data
center. This site provides persistent data sets. Each event log has so called
Digital Object identifier (DOI) reference. Clicking on a DOI reference in an
article, report or website will seamlessly provide access to the event log. The
collection of event logs includes several real-life logs, including the event logs
used for the annual BPI challenge.

The threshold to start an off-line process mining project is really low. Most or-
ganizations have event data hidden in their systems. Once the data is located, con-
version is typically easy. Most tools support XES, but can also read CSV files or
access databases via JDBC. The freely available open-source process mining tool
ProM can be downloaded from www.processmining.org. ProM can be applied to
any MXML or XES file and supports all of the process mining techniques men-
tioned in the preceding chapters. After reading this book, installing the software,
and extracting the event data, the reader is able experience the “magic” of process
mining, i.e., discovering and improving processes based on facts rather than fiction.

http://www.processmining.org
http://www.processmining.org
http://www.win.tue.nl/ieeetfpm
http://data.3tu.nl/repository/collection:event_logs
http://data.3tu.nl/repository/collection:event_logs
www.processmining.org
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